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PREFACE TO THE REVISED flDI^AONr-

The publication of a revision in 1949 of a textbook in Comparative

Economic Systems which appeared originally early in 1944 should

not recjuire much explanation. The intervening years have brought

increased insight into the problems of capitalism and alternative

systems, detailed knowledge concerning the economic experiences

of Soviet Russia in World War II and in the early postwar years,

the beginning of the great experiment with partial socialism in

Great Britain, the decline and fall of the fascist systems of Germany
and Italy, and an increasing trend toward some form of collectivism

in the United States and many other important countries. As a

result, the issues involved in the study of comparative economic

systems are now more than ever among the most lively and im-

portant faced by students and citizens.

The changes made in the book from the first edition to the

second are primarily those which were dictated by the events noted

above. Some of the sections dealing with capitalism have been ex-

panded slightly to allow’^ for the discussion of issues which have

increased in importance in recent years, such as full-employment

policy, the public debt, price control and rationing. A few sections

on theoretical socialism have also been amplified to some extent.

Sections dealing with Soviet Russia in the period up to World

War II have been modified in the interest of greater accuracy and

conciseness, and material has been added dealing with the economic

experiences of Soviet Russia during the war, Icjsses suffered as a

result of the war, the goals of the Fourth Five-Year Plan, and the

economic developments of the early postwar years. In connection

with each important economic topic, a section has been added

wdiich discusses the aims, methods, and results of the program of

partial socialism carried on in Great Britain under the auspices of

the Labor Party in the last few years. Finally, all the sections deal-

ing with the economic systems of fascism have been materially

reduced in length, and the fascist systems have been considered

together to a greater extent than formerly, rather than on a country-

by-country basis.
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The study of comparative economic systems on the basis of im-

j)ortant economic topics, rather than by analyzing one complete

economic system after another, has proved successful, and this ap-

proach i# retained in the revised edition. The style of the book is

unchanged, as are its general attitude and outlook. Although ap-

proximately halt the material of the revised edition is either new

or rewritten, deletions and condensations have almost balanced the

additions, and the over-all length of the book has changed only

slightly. As a result, it should be no more difficult for students to

read or for teachers and classes to get over in the time available.

In the preparation of the revised edition, I have been assisted

greatly by criticisms and suggestions given me by many teat hers who

have used the first edition in their classes, by colleagues on the

staff of the Economics Department at the University of Illinois,

and by large numbers of intelligent and interested students in my
own classes. I am also much indebted to Miss Lois Jedlicka, who

has typed the manuscript of the revised edition with painstaking

care and has assisted with the tasks of indexing and proofreading.

Ralph H- Blodgett

URBANA, ILIJNOIS



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

1 HK Study of comparative economic s)stems was inteiesting and

|)rofilable even in the old days when the only alternatives to exist-

ing capitalism were found in the iheoretieal systems of socialism and

communism. With the develo])nient ot the planiuxl economy of

Soviet Russia and the fascist systems of Italy and Germany, this

study became important as well as interesting. Today cjuestions in

the field of comparative economic systems are of vital importance.

Ihcy are c|uestions of the hour. Diifercnces between national

ec'onomies played a significant role in producing the Second World

War and in the conduct of that struggle. An understanding of them

will be necessary to the construction of a lasting ])eace. The growing

importance of the study of comparative economic systems has found

expression in the development of courses in this field in colleges

and universities all over the country in recent years. This book is

intended j^rimarily to serve as a textbook for such courses.

The approach to the study of com|)arativc economic systems used

in the present volume is distinctive. The textbooks already in use

arc content simply to analyze one economic system after another

until the entire list of svstems has been covered. It seems to me that

it may be questioned whether this is the best method for effecting

comparisons of economic systems, for students are likely to forget

much of what they have read concerning earlier economic systems

by the time they reach the systems which are treated later in the

book. In studying the control of prices or the distribution of income

in Germany under National Socialism, the students are handi-

capped by the fact that it has been from one to three months since

these same topics were studied in connection with capitalism,

cialism, or the Soviet Russian economy.

In the present volume the organization of the material is bv

economic topics rather than by economic systems. The topics cov-

ered in Part One, which deals with Comparative Economic Systems

proper, include economic principles; economic institutions; govern-

ment; the making of important economic decisions (whether by

means of the price system, economic planning, or some combination
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of these methods); tlje organization of production; agriculture; mar-

keting, price control, and rationing; credit and banking; the distri-

bution of income; the economic status of labor (and related topics

such as social insurance, business cycles and unemployment, and
population policy); international trade and economic self-suffi-

ciency; and public finance. Each of these important phases of eco-

nomic life is discussed in relation to capitalism (with the United

States as the leading example), theoretical socialism, theoretical

communism, and the actually-operating economies of Soviet Russia,

Fascist Italy, and National Socialist Germany. Thus, the student

learns about the economic institutions of all the economic systems

at one point in the course, about the distribution of income in all

the systems at another, about the handling of the agricultural prob-

lem in all the systems at another, and so on.

The advantages of this topical method of approach are several in

number. The study of the principles and methods by means of

which all the types of economic systems handle important individ-

ual phases of economic life and deal with leading economic prob-

lems facilitates the comparison of these systems and makes simi-

larities and differences between the systems stand out clearly. Any
danger that the student will lose sight of the forest as a whole in

his study of the individual trees is minimized by the presentation of

several chapters at the end of Part One which summarize and evalu-

ate the various economic systems as complete entities. I’he use of the

topical method of approach also helps to ensure that the discussion

of the various systems will be comparatively thorough and well-bal-

anced, whereas the organization of the subject by systems makes it

at least possible that the discussion of each system will be confined

largely to its most striking features and policies and that public fi-

nance or the distribution of income, for example, will be discussed

in great detail in connection with one system and treated very

lightly if at all in connection with another. Finally, the use of the

topical method of approach makes it possible more readily to em-

ph^ze economic principles and economic theory in the disaission

oi economic systems, and the present volume is intended to give the

student a good review of general economics as well as an under-

standing of comparative economic systems. It is hoped that the stu-

dent will finish his study of this book with a better knowledge of

general economics and of the way in which our capitalistic system

operates than he had after completing his course or courses in eco-
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nomic principles and problems,—and a knowledge acquired pleas-

antly and painlessly.

It is common, in books on this subject, to take it for granted that

the students will have acquired an adequate knowledge of the capi-

talistic system and its method of operation before they approach the

study of comparative economic systems. As a result, no section at all,

or only a comparatively small one, is devoted to the analysis of

capitalism as such. On the basis of my experience in teaching the

course in comparative economic systems during the last ten years,

this assumption concerning the students is frequently, if not usually,

invalid. Believing that it is difficult to undeistand or evaluate other

economic systems unless one has an adeejuate understanding of

capitalism and confident that most students need additional work on

the subject, 1 have definitely taken capitalism to be one of the sys-

tems to be analyzed and evaluated in the present book. Accordingly,

consider able material is presented both with regal'd to capitalism in

general and with regard to the capitalistic system of the United

States in particular. Some of this material is rather elementary in

character and will be familiar to students who are well prepared in

general economics. Such material can be eliminated from discussion,

of course, by instructors who feel that it is unnecessary, but in many
cases it will lie found that students can review the material with profit.

Part Two of this volume is given over to the discussion of

Marxian Socialism. It covers such matters as the Marxian philoso-

phy, interpretation of history, and concept of the state; theories of

value, wages, sur plus value, and class struggle; predictions concern-

ing the luture development of capitalism and its eventual break-

down; and prophecies with regard to the revolution, the dictator-

ship of the proletariat, and the eventual classless society of anarchis-

tic communism. 'Ihe section on Marxian Socialism is separated

from the rest of the book because so much of it is an analysis and

criticism of capitalism as it existed in Marx’s time rather than^j^

set of proj)osals with regard to an ideal system or systems whi^h

might replace cajntalism. On the other hand, it was felt that a teSok

on comparative economic systems would not be considered compieCe

if it failed to present a discussion of Marxian Socialism. The analy-

sis and evaluation of Marx’s work is intended to be reasonably

thorough and intensive, and yet an effort was made to keep the

discussion on a level suitable for advanced undergraduate students

of economics.
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Throughout the book I have attempted to maintain an objective

attitude and a moderate tone. Ceitainly 1 liavc not tried to serve as

a super-salesman for any one type of economic system, nor have I

tried to lend support to the inijnession, which many people have,

that the capitalistic system ol the United Slates is doomed. However,

1 am almost convinced that complete objectivity in the controversial

field of comparative economic systems, whether on the part ol

authors or readers, is an unattainable ideal. As a result, T shall not

be surprised if those readers who agree with my conclusions and

opinions find ni) book highly objective in its treatment ol economic

systems wliile those who clisagre*e with these same conclusions and

opinions discover it to be strongly biased. Such a degree of objec-

tivity as the book contains is real and not merely simulated. 11 1

have presented a certain number ol advantages or accomplishments

for one type of economic system, 1 have not thought it necessary to

present exactly the same number for each other type of economic

system. In similar fashion, if I have assigned eight failures or weak-

nesses to a particular economic system, I have not considered it

necessary to conjure up an exactly oflsetting number of advantages

or accomplishments in order to give the apj>earancc of lairness. The
evaluations ol the various etonomic systems are intended to be

thorough and sincere, and not mere listings of pros and cons.

My thanks are due to many persons for assistance in the prepara-

tion of this volume. I am indebted to my colleagues of the Eco-

nomics Department of the University of Illinois for helpful sug-

gestions and advice; to Merlin H. Hunter who has arranged my
teaching schedules so that I would have an opportunity for inve^sti-

gation and writing, and has given me constant encouragement; to

my many excellent students in classes in (Comparative Economic

Systems for valuable criticisms; to the several anonymous readers

who analyzed and criticized the manuscript and made many worth-

while suggestions for its improvement; to many publishers who
generously gave me permission to quote excerpts from their works;

to Mrs. Leona Alexander and Miss Frances Stit it/ lor their careful

typing of the manuscript; and to my wile and daughters whose pa-

tience and understanding have been invaluable to the completion

of this project.

Ralph H. Blodgett

IJRBANA, ILLINOIS
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CHAPTER 1

==^2^==

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES AND
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

Most textbooks in the principles of economics pay very little at-

tention to the subject of differences between economic systems. In

some cases, no reference is made even to the existence of economic

systems other than capitalism. In others, the existence of socialistic

and fascist economies is recognized but economic principles are

presented in such a way and the description of economic activity is

of such a character that readers are led to believe either that the

economic affairs of non-capitalistic systems are of no great impor-

tance or that these affairs are so much like those of our own
capitalistic system that no separate treatment of them is required.

Today, of course, there is no excuse for a person to think that,

because he has observed only the operation of our capitalistic

system, no other economic systems exist or have existed. The events

leading up to World War II and those of that conllict itself served

to emphasize the fact that non-capitalistic economies were in actual

and more or less successful operation. The war period found the

fascist economies of Germany, Italy, and Japan arrayed against the

capitalistic economies of the United States and Great Britain and

the socialistic economy of Soviet Russia in a struggle to the death.

The postwar period has witnessed the virtually head-on clash be-

tween the United States and Soviet Russia and the gradual emer-

gence of a form of socialism in Great Britain. The question of the

kind of economic system which we shall or should have in the

United States in the postwar period is still Very much at issue.

Indeed, we hear many persons insisting that the basic institutions

of our capitalistic system should be maintained and preserved in

the postwar period while at the same time the federal government

should attempt to guarantee the existence of full employment,
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furnish a complete system of social security for all the citizens, try

to reduce significantly the extent of inequality in the distribution of

income, and follow other policies which might make it impossible

to operate a capitalistic economic system in this country.

At the present time, the student of economic affairs can scarcely

consider himself well informed unless he has some rather definite

and accurate ideas as to how socialistic, communistic, and fascist

economic systems differ from our capitalistic system. The present

book is intended to furnish at least a part of the information which

it necessary for this purpose. In Part I, we shall consider similarities

and differences between various economic systems with respect to

economic principles, economic institutions, governments as related

to economic life, the ways in which decisions are reached on im-

portant economic matters, the practices and policies which are used

in carrying out these decisions, and points of economic strength

and weakness. Part 11 deals with the analysis and evaluation of the

powerful Marxian criticisms of the operation of capitalistic eco-

nomic systems and predictions as to the future of such systems. The
study of Marxian Socialism is important in its own right, and it has

had an important influence on various theoretical and actually

operating economic systems.

Economic Prmciples of General Validity

In beginning the study of economic systems, we shall concern our-

selves first with the important question of whether the principles of

economics, as ordinarily set forth, are valid for all types of economic

systems, or have application only to capitalistic economies. The
discussion which follows will show that many important economic

principles, since they involve no assumptions as to the economic

institutions which prevail in a given system, are as valid under

socialism, communism, or fascism as under capitalism. However,

there are a few economic principles which, though valid in a capi-

talistic economy, depend upon the existence of a certain set of

capitalistic economic institutions for their validity and have no
application in systems which lack these institutions. We shall turn

now to a detailed examination of the first of these groups of eco-

nomic principles.

Bcarcity and the Economic Problem. In the first place, economic
activity rests upon the same general foundations in all economic
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systems. Economic activity arises everywhere out of the abundance

of human wants and the scarcity of the direct and indirect means

for their satisfaction. Human wants are both great and growing.

If not unlimited, they are at least indefinitely expansible. The com-

inoditics and services which can satisfy these wants are relatively

scarce, and so arc the productive agents (land, labor, and capital)

which can produce the desired commodities and services. The vari-

ous grades and types of these productive agents usually have al-

ternative uses; that is, they can be used in the production of a

number of different commodities and services. Thus, tlie economic

problem in any system is that of allocating limited productive re*

sources, which have alternative uses, to the satisfaction of great and

growing human wants.

Economic systems may differ with respect to the importance which

they attribute to tlie problem of satisfying the economic wants of

their citizens. Under capitalism, it is assumed that tlie economic

problem is primary and basic, that the best allocation of productive

resources is that which results in the maximization of tiie com-

modities and services available for use, and that the achievement of

this maximization would produce the highest degree of human
welfare. These latter assumptions are not completely justified horn

some points of view, as will be seen in Chapter 5, but they are made
by many economists under capitalism. I he ideal theoretical systems

of socialism and communism and the actual socialistic system of

Soviet Russia seem to agree with these notions as to the most ap-

propriate goals or ends of economic activity, but hold that these

goals can be achieved most effectively by methods and practices

quite different from those employed under capitalism. On the otlier

hand, the leaders of the fascist systems held that economic ends as

such are of secondary importance and denied that welfare is

adiieved by the maximization of the commodities and services

desired by individuals. These leaders contended that the nation as a

whole is not merely the sum of the individuals who compose it at

any particular time, and that the nation or state may have ends

which are quite different from those of the individuals of the

system and which may actually be in conflict with individual in-

terests. The goals of the nation are of fundamental importance and
must be achieved whether or not their realization is consistent with

the enjoyment of the greatest possible cjuantities of commodities

and services by individuals. Thus, economic systems may differ with
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regard to the objectives which should be sought as well as with

regard to the methods which should be used in attaining given

objectives.

The Law of Diminishing Productivity. Turning now to the dis-

cussion of specific economic principles, we recall that one of the

most important of these principles is the Law of Diminishing Pro-

ductivity. This law states that if the technology of production

remains unchanged and equal successive units of some one agent

of production are applied to a fixed amount of other productive

agents, the average product per unit of the variable agent, after a

certain point has been reached, will decline.^ Is this general ten-

dency one which will operate only under capitalism or may it be

expected to operate in any type of economic system? The answer

is obvious. The principle in question has nothing to do with differ-

ences in economic systems. Wherever the individual enterpriser

attempts to increase production under the conditions specified by

the law, he will encounter sooner or later diminishing increments

of physical product and hence diminishing average product per

unit of the variable agent. The most powerful dictator under

socialism or fascism is helpless to prevent the operation of this law.

He can no more keep it from functioning than he can regulate the

ebb and flow of the tides.

The reason for the universal validity of the Law of Diminishing

Productivity is found in the fact that the law rests on no assump-

tions concerning economic institutions or activities of the govern-

ment. Its assumptions are purely physical in character and are such

as may be realized in practice in any economic system. Under the

conditions specified in the law, diminishing productivity is en-

countered whether land and capital are owned privately or publicly,

whether enterprises are run by private individuals or the govern-

ment, whether individuals in charge of enterprises are motivated by

the desire for maximum profits or maximum losses, whether eco-

nomic conditions in general are competitive or non-competitive,

and whether economic decisions are made on the basis pf price

relationships or by economic planning.

The Law of Comparative Advantage. The Law of Comparative

Advantage or Comparative Costs is an economic principle which is

in the class with the Law of Diminishing Returns. It does not

1 R. H. Blodgett, Principles of Economics, revised edition. New York: Rinehart

and Company, Inc., 1946, p. 114.
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assume or depend upon any particular set of economic institutions.

The only condition necessary for its offeration is that the various

nations should differ with respect to their endowments of the pro-

ductive agents; that is, that some nations should have productive

agents which other nations lack or should have large amounts of

productive agents which other nations have in small quantities. If

this condition is realized, some nations will have absolute or com-

parative advantages in the production of certain economic goods

while other nations will have similar advantages in other fields of

production. The Law of Comparative Advantage suggests that each

nation will maximize the quantity of commodities and services at

its disposal and achieve the highest possible standard of living if it

produces only those economic goods wliich are best suited to its

particular endowment of productive factors and obtains its other

economic goods through international trade.

The conclusion which is often drawn from this principle—to

the effect that countries will actually produce and export economic

goods in the production of which they have the greatest com-

parative advantages or least comparative disadvantages, and will

import other types of economic goods—is not universally valid. It

will hold true only when the citizens c^f a country are left free to

follow their own interc^sts in matters of international trade. Any
economic system, whether capitalistic or non-capitalistic, may decide

to disregard the Principle of Comparative Advantage and produce

at home certain goods which could be obtained more cheaply

abroad. In fact, in order to be prepared for war or for some other

reason, a nation may deem it wise to be as nearly economically self-

sufficient as possible. While no nation is likely to achieve this goal

completely, some nations can come fairly close to it. However, the

Law of Comparative Advantage cannot be disregarded with im-

punity. Tlie more closely a nation approaches the goal of economic

self-sufficiency, the greater is the sacrifice which it must make in

the form of a standard of living lower than that which could be

achieved on the basis of international specialization and exchange.

This penalty must be paid under capitalism, socialism, communism,
or fascism. It can no more be avoided by a dictatorship than by a

democracy.

Principles of Production, In general, economic principles in the

field of production may be regarded as universally valid. In studying

production, we learn that specialized production is more efficient
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than non-speciajized production, that large-scale production is often

preferable to small-scale prcxluction, and that roundabout or in-

direct prcxluction (using large quantities of capital) is more ad-

vantageous than direct production. These productive principles

depend in no way on economic institutions or forms of government.

By following them, we obtain larger cjuantities of gc:>ods, a greater

variety of goods, and in many cases a better quality of goods than

could otherwise be secured. Wherever these productive results arc

deemed desirable, the principles in question tend to be lollowed.

Itt examining the various types of economic systems, we find these

principles in widespread operation. Sj)c‘ciali7atioii by

and tasks is characteristic of the economies of Soviet Russia

and capitalist America, and was practiced in the fascist economies

of Germany and Italy. The United States has some of the largest-

scale productive units in the world, but other giants are lound in

Soviet Russia and Germany. The leaders of some economies con-

demn our evil private capitalists, but all economics use considerable

quantities of capital gocxls in production. The large productive

unit may be a corporation in one system and a governmental enter-

prise in another, but the advantages of large si/e are widely realized.

The specialized workers may be employed by a private firm in one

economy and by the government in another, but they specialize

in any case.

Saving and Capital Formation. Large quantities of capital will

not be available for use in production unless the prcjcess of saving

and capital forrnatic^n functicjns efficiently. Ihis process is funda-

mentally the same in all types of economic systems. It cannot operate

unless the available productive agents are somewhat more than

adeejuate to provide a bare living lor the people o( the system.

When it is able to operate, it involves, in a money sense, spending

part of the money income of the economy, directly or indirectly, for

capital goods rather than for consumers' goods. In the non-monetary

sense, saving and capital formation reejuire the allocation of a part

of the productive resources of the nation to the turning out of

capital goods rather than consumers' goods. The cost of obtaining

capital goods, which will make for a more abundant life in the

future, is the same in all economic systems. It is found in the neces-

sity of going without at present the quantities of consumers' goods

and services which could have been produced by the agents of
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production which are actually allocated to the production of capital

g#>ds.

Of course, there may be great differences between economic sys-

tems as to the mechanics of the process of saving and capital forma-

tion. In a socialistic society, tlie planning board at the head of the

economic activities of the economy may decide the respective por-

tions of the national income, which are to go into consumption and

capital formation, allocate arbitrarily existing productive agents to

these two great divisions of production, handle the problem of

distributing the capital goods which are produced among the varies

industries of the economy, and see to it that all the consumet*^^

the economy, since they have sacrificed to make capital formatiiwi;^

possible, share in the benefits which are realized later in the

ol increased cjuantitics of commodities and services. In a capitalistic^

system, individuals and organizations may be left relatively free to

save or not to save and to put aside any quantity of funds whicfe'l

they consider most appropriate on the basis ol interest rates and
other price' and non-price ccmsiderations. The production of capital

goods is undertaken not on the basis of governmental fiat but on
that of orders leceived Irom firms which have capital funds to spend.

The allocation ol capital lands among the various industries may
be lelt to invc'stment banking institutions and to corporations which

have earnings to reinvest, and a large part ol the eventual benefits of

capital formation may go to the limited group which has made
capital iunds available. However, in spite ol all such differences, the

basic process ol saving and capital formation is the same in all

economic systems.

Commercial and Investment Credit, Credit involves the turning

over to a debtor of scmie valuable consideration (money or goods)

by a creditor at a given time in return lor a future equivalent to be

furnished by the debroi. Ihe use of commercial and investment

credit is basic to the operation of a capitalistic economic system but

both of these types ol credit are also likely to be found in other types

of economic systems. The essential principle involved in each of

these types ol credit depends upon modern productive methods.

When production is specialized, large-scale, and roundabout, it

consumes a considerable amount of time and must often take place

in anticipation of demand rather than on order. Under these condi-

tions, it is completely impossible to make the various expenses which

must be met coincide in time with the receipt of payments for the
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final products. Raw materials and supplies must be purchased in

advance of production; e:^enditures for labor, power, and other

things must be made as production proceeds; and some time later

payment is received for the finished product. In the meantime, some-

one must *Vait’'; that is, extend commercial credit by giving up
money or goods at present in return for an equivalent value later.

Under capitalism, it is customary for commercial banks to do the

waiting, by extending funds with which business enterprises can

meet expenses during the productive process, but the existence of

banks is not necessary to the existence of commercial credit. Under

certain conditions, a productive enterprise itself may finance its

productive process, meeting all expenses when due and waiting for

reimbursement until the finished product has been sold and paid

for. Again, sellers of materials and supplies might trust the enter-

prisers in manufacturing until the final product had been com-

pleted and sold, or the government, acting for all the pepole, might

take charge of the necessary details of financing. Regardless of such

differences in administrative procedure, the existence of commercial

credit arises out of the use of modern productive methods, and it

will be found in any economic system in which these methods

are used.

A similar condition exists in investment credit. Modern produc-

tive methods require usually the employment of large quantities of

fixed capital goods. The production of such durable capital items as

machines and factories involves certain expenses which must be

met ordinarily within a comparatively short period of time, but the

durable capital goods themselves give oft their benefits over a long

period of time, and sometimes many years, instead of all at once.

Again, it is clear that the costs and the resulting receipts of income

cannot be made to coincide in time and that someone must make
advances at the beginning of the process and wait for a long time

for reimbursement. As in the case of commercial credit, there may
be several choices as to the identity of the persons or organizations

who will do the actual waiting, but investment credit will exist in

some form or other wherever durable capital goods are used, what-

ever the nature of the economic system and whether or not there

are specialized banking institutions for dealing with investment

credit.

Principles of the Theory of Value. Some of the principles which

are usually set forth under the general heading of the theory of
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value may also be expected to be valid in any type of economic

system. An example is the Law of Dimiijishing Utility, which holds

that the intensity of a personas desire for a unit of a given economic

good varies inversely with the amount of the good which he already

has in his possession, and diminishes progressively as additional

units are acquired.^ This principle is clearly just the psychological!

counterpart of the Law of Diminishing Returns, and it rests upon

no assumptions as to the nature of the economic system and its

institutions. Under any economic system, with a small amount of a

good on hand, the strength of the individuars desire for an added

unit of the good would be relatively great, while with a large

amount of the good already in his possession the desirability of an

added unit would be relatively small.

The Law of Diminishing Utility is usually presented as an aid to

the understanding of demand in connection with the determination

of prices, but it would be valid even if individuals did not have

money incomes which they could spend for the various commodities

and services which they desire. If the government of a non-capU'

talistic economic system merely issued successive shirts to the malc||'

citizens of the economy, it is reasonable to suppose that each con-*

sumer would value one shirt less when he had ten than when he had

only two, if all the shirts were identical in kind and quality. Even in

a communistic system, in which the individual acquired goods as

he needed them by helping himself without charge at a public

storehouse, the knowledge that the storehouse contained more pairs

of standard shoes than the citizens were likely to be able to consume

for some time would probably cause the individual to value any one

pair of shoes less than would be the case under conditions of more

imited supply. The Law of Diminishing Utility is only the economic

expression of the tendency of the human organism to make lessened

responses as a certain stimulus is repeated.

The Law of Demand in economics states that the quantity of an

economic good which buyers are willing to purchase varies inversely

with the price, in a given market at a given time.'^ Wherever indi-

viduals have money incomes which they may spend on the various

economic goods which they desire, the existence of an unusually

low price for a good on a given day tends to produce a large volume

of sales while an unusually high price tends to curtail the number

zibid., p. 218.

8 Ibid,, p. 215.
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of sales made. In socialistic or fascist economies, as well as in the

United States, bargain days and bargain prices produce large crowds^

of buyers and an increased volume of transactions. Of course, in an

economic system in which individuals had no money incomes, and

commodities and services had no prices attached to them, the Law
of Demand would be quite irrelevant, (although the psychological

asumptions implicit in the Law would still apply), but such types

of communistic economic systems exist today only in the realm of

theory.

In any system in which the Law of Demand would be valid, we
should expect the demands for some economic goods to be “elastic'"

while those for other economic goods would be “inelastic.” For

much the same reasons as under capitalism, increases in the prices

of some goods would cause a more than proportionate decrease in

the quantities which buyers were willing to take, while price de*

creases would lead to a more than proportionate increase in pur-

chases. The demand in such cases is said to be clastic. In the oppo-

site case of inelastic demand, a given increase or decrease in price

would lead to a less than proportionate decrease or increase, re-

spectively, in the quantity of the good which buyers would be

willing to purchase. As long as economic goods differ with respect

to the availability of substitutes, the part which each plays in the

budget of the average person, the number of uses to which each

may be put, and dispensability, both elastic and inelastic demands

may be expected to exist in an economy in which individuals have

money incomes to spend for a variety of economic goods.

The principle of opportunity or alternative costs is of importance

in many sections of the study of economics, as our discussion of the

process of saving and capital formation has indicated, but the prin-

ciple itself is often presented as part of the discussion of costs in

connection with price determination. Whenever agents of produc-

tion have alternative uses and are scarce in relation to human wants

for the goods which they are capable of producing, the cost of

getting more of one economic good in order to satisfy a given want

more completely is found in the necessity of giving up the other

commodities and services which could be produced by the additional

productive agents which will go to increase the output of the first

good. In fact, the opportunity cost doctrine deals with cost in the

most fundamental sense of that term. All economic systems must

be concerned with the problem involved in the principle of oppor-
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Cunity costs, even though some economies need hardly worry about

costs in any other sense.

Economic Principles of Limited Validity

We have seen that the economic principles which we may expect

to be valid for all types of economic systems are those which make

no assumptions concerning the economic institutions which prevail

in the surrounding economy. Many of these principles are laws of

nature or of human nature before they are economic laws. Eco-

nomic principles which assume openly or tacitly the existence of

the economic institutions of capitalism will be valid only under

capitalism or in other economies, if any, in which institutioins

similar to those of capitalism exist and are allowed to operate. We
shall deal with several principles of this kind in the present section.

The Law of Long-Run Competitive Price, Perhaps the principle

which the student is most likely to remember from his study of the

theory of value or price determination is the Law of Long-Ram
Competitive Price, which holds that the price of an economic good

in the long run under competition, as determined by demand and
supply, tends to equal cost of production per unit,* Competition, as

used in this connection, refers to several conditions of the market

for an economic good, including the presence of such a large num-
ber of buyers and sellers that no buyer or seller can affect the

price of the good by his actions in the market; the absence of

agreements, combinations, and conspiracies between sellers or be-

tween buyers with respect to prices or quantities to be bought

and sold; the existence of reasonable knowledge and information

among buyers and sellers; and non-interference by government in

the process of determining prices and quantities to be bought and
sold. It is only under these conditions that the Law of Long-Run
Competitive Price is supposed to work even in a capitalistic system,

which means that it is inapplicable in numerous situations under

capitalism.

But the law in reality assumes more than the competitive con-

ditions just described. As the very description of conditions of com-

petition shows, it is assumed that productive wealth (land and

capital) is under private ownership and control, which means that

the institution of private property exists. The buyers and sellers

4 Ibid,, p. 273.
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are assumed to be motivated economically and they try to buy cheap

and sell dear. Again, it is implied that business men are free to

enter or leave a particular industry at will, and that they can pro-

duce as much or as little of a given economic good as their self-

interest seems to indicate, which means that the institution of

freedom of enterprise is also functioning.

It is, of course, apparent without explanation that laws of this

sort, which are concerned with the determination of prices, would

be entirely irrelevant for an ideal communistic society which had

eliminated money and prices from its economic activities and in

which no exchanges of goods in the ordinary sense were carried on.

However, the law in question means just about as little for theoreti-

cal socialism or socialism as actually operated in Soviet Russia.

Under socialism, productive wealth is almost entirely owned by

society as a whole, as represented by government; only the govern-

ment has freedom of enterprise in any true sense; economic motiva-

tion is limited to the desire to obtain high rather than low wages

from employment with the government; and competition, as we

have described it, would be conspicuous by its absence. Under these

conditions, we should look in vain for the operation of the Law of

Long-Run Competitive Price.

At this point, an objection might be raised. That is, it might still

be thought that the Law of Long-Run Competitive Price would

have some validity under socialism. Will the government of social-

ism, representing (presumably) society as a whole, be able to dis-

regard the relationship between prices and costs of production in

running its many industries? Will it not have to set prices for its

various products which will at least cover the costs of producing

them and putting them on the market? In this connection, there

are at least two points which must be given attention sooner or

later. In the first place, it is very difficult for the government under

socialism to know what its costs of production arc. Since the govern-

ment is the only important demander of the productive agents in

general and is also the only important owner and supplier, of land

and capital, it seems to most economists that there is clearly no

real market for these agents and that any prices placed on land and

capital for the purpose of computing costs are bound to be rather

arbitrary. Since there are others who believe that rational costing

and pricing under socialism are possible, even in the absence of

genuine markets for the agents, we shall deal with this complex
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subject in a later chapter and be satisfied here with merely raising

the question.

In the second place, even though prices and costs can be estab-

lished in some way or other under socialism, the relation between

them does not seem to be particularly binding on the government.

Since the government (or its planning commission) will establish

prices of finished goods and costs for the productive agents, it should

be possible to make the price of a good cover the cost assigned to

its production if this result is desired. But other results may seem

more important. The government may decide that the public

welfare requires the increased production of some article, whose

price is already failing to cover its costs, and the lowering of its

price. In another case it may decide that the production of another

article should be abandoned in the public interest, even though

it is selling readily at a price which more than covers costs. Such

decisions would be difficult, if not impossible, for private enter-

prisers to reach under capitalism, for, with prices and costs deter-

mined by the market, the relation between them is important to

these enterprisers. The price-cost relationship means next to nothing

to a socialized government or planning board, which is the only

important enterpriser and determines both prices and costs itself,

for it can always make these two variables equal if it wishes.

In fact, it is not (5ven necessary for the government under social-

ism to cover cost over the operation of the economy as a whole,

unless it wants to. One of the most useful things to learn in the

study of comparative economic systems is the fact that considera-

tions of money profit and loss mean nothing practically to an eco-

nomic system as a whole or to the government which operates such

a system. Money profit and loss are individualistic concepts. If an

individual enterpriser under capitalism makes a money profit, he

gains, because his relative command over the real income of society

is increased. Similarly, if he sustains a money loss, his relative

command over the real income of society is decreased. But a nation

as a whole can never enjoy more than its total real income, whether

that income was produced with a money profit or with a money loss.

There is nothing about a money profit made by a socialized econ-

omy which will increase its total real income by one iota, nor will a

money loss sustained by the society as enterpriser decrease this real

income.

The operation of the whole economy at a money loss will then
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have no serious implications. It will mean, in effec t, that the gov-

ernment has paid out more for costs of jmjdurtion (wages funda-

mentally) than it has received from the sale of all sorts of com-

modities and services. This might be serious if the money income

receivers of the economy were free to bid up the prices of the goods

offered on the market, but this privilege is denied by the fact of

price control by the government. The net effect is merely to give

workers more money than they can find a way to spend on com-

modities and services. For reasons which have been suggested, the

government would have no incentive to operate the whole economy

at a profit under socialism. In fact, it would be a rather difficult

feat to do so, since it would require that the sum total of com-

modities and services be sold to consumers for more money than

the total paid out by the government to the people as producers.

Thus, the government under socialism, though a great monopolist

in a sense, would have little or no incentive or ability to follow

the economist’s Law of Monopoly Price, which suggests that the

monopolist conducts his business in such a way that he makes the

greatest possible total net (money) profit.

The Principle of Output Determination, Another principle of

price determination which would not be valid in all types of

economic systems states that the individual enterprise, under any

condition of the market, will carry output in the intermediate

period to the point where marginal cost and marginal revenue

are equal. To carry output farther would mean to produce some

units of product which would add more to the firm’s outgo than

to its income, while to stop short of the designated output would

mean a failure to produce some units of product which would add

more to the firm’s income than to its costs. Clearly, then, the best

financial result will be obtained by producing the output at which

marginal cost and marginal revenue are equal.

This principle, however, while it does not assume the existence

of competitive conditions in the market, does assume that enter-

prises are privately owned and operated and that the enterpiser

desires to obtain maximum profit or minimum loss from the

operation of his business. In other words, the principle implicitly

assumes the existence of private property in the means of produc-

tion, freedom of enterprise, and economic motivation. There is no

reason to think that the production of any commodity will neces-

sarily stop at the output suggested in any economic system in which
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these institutions of capitalism do not exist or in which they are

rendered ineffective by constant governmental^ interference and

control even though they may be nominally present.

Under socialism, for example, with prices and costs rather arbi-

trary to start with, with enterprises owned and operated by the

government, and with the managers of enterprises desiring to fulfill

the economic plan for ])hysical volume of production rather than to

make money profits or avoid losses, the output of an enterprise may
exceed or fall short of that which would be sought by an enterprise

under capitalism, lire governmental planning board may decide

that the economy should supply all its own needs for a particular

article and merely order the managers, who are direct servants of

the state, of the enterprises producing the good, to carry production

to the desired point. Or, deciding that other articles are temporarily

more important to the economy as a whole, the planners may decree

that the enterprises in a given industry should operate at a very

low rate or not at all in spite of the fact that the enterprises have

large facilities for production and their product is greatly desired

by the people.

The Prod'iictivity Principle of Income Distribution. In the field

of the distribution of income, one of the best-known economic

principles is that which holds that, in the long run under com*

petitive conditions, the rate at which any agent of production is

remunerated is determined by demand and supply conditions so

that it tends to equal the marginal productivity of the agent. In this

-connection, marginal productivity is the money value of the mar-

ginal product, or the amount of product which would be lost if any

one of the many like units of the productive agent in question were

withdrawn from production. There is no doubt that this principle

of income distribution is valid under the assumed conditions, but

the conditions which are assumed are really so numerous and

unlikely to be realized under actual conditions of the market that

there is some question as to the practical significance of the prin-

ciple even under capitalism. In order for the principle to operate,

the people who demand and supply each productive agent must

be very numerous; each demander and supplier of the agent must

be independent of every other such person and must enter into no

agreements or conspiracies which limit the market; there must be

reasonable intelligence and information on both sides of the mar-

ket; the muts of the productive agent must be mobile between
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occupations and, if possible, between places; the government must
not intcreferc with the deteiynination of rates of remuneration for

the agent by the forces of demand and supply; and the enterprisers

who demand the productive agent must sell their own finished

products under conditions of competition. These assumptions are

made openly. In addition, the principle under discussion tacitly

assumes that the productive agents are privately owned and con-

trolled so that they may be turned over to any enterprisers on the

bdisis of the rates of remuneration offered, that the enterprisers who
demand the productive agents are quite free to use them to produce

for the market whatever commodities and services may have greatest

exchange values, and that the people who demand the productive

agents and those who supply them are for the most part economi-

cally motivated and desirous of pecuniary gain. In other words,

the principle assumes the existence of such capitalistic institutions

as private property, freedom of enterprise, and economic motivation.

If a purely communistic society, which holds that each individual

should produce according to his ability and receive real income

according to his needs, could actually operate, it is clear that the

principle of income distribution which emphasizes marginal pro-

ductivity would have no significance. Much the same conclusion

must be reached in connection with a more moderate socialistic

economy. With land, capital, and the direction of economic activ-

ities in public hands, interest, rent, and profits would accrue to the

community as a whole and not to particular private individuals.

Money wages for workers would be paid (and arc paid in Soviet

Russia) but it is very doubtful that they would be paid on a strict

basis of productivity. In the first place, it would be very difficult

to determine the value of the products of labor. The government,

acting for society as a whole, would own and supply land and

capital; it would be the only important demander of all the produc-

tive agents including labor; and it would be the only important

supplier of finished goods on the market. The prices of finished

goods would presumably be determined by some planning agency

and not by the action of innumerable buyers and sellers' on the

market. Thus, while the products of labor would certainly have

prices, these prices might be far from those which would actually

prevail in a relatively free market for the same finished goods. The
question of whether a socialistic economy, in the absence of a free

market, could nevertheless achieve prices for finished goods and
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costs for productive agents similar to those which would exist in a

free market is an interesting point in ifceory and one which will be

discussed in Chapter 5. For the present, it is only necessary to point

out that a socialistic economy might be unwilling to use such prices

and costs, even if they could be achieved in some manner or other.

In the matter of wages, this means that die economy tpight be

unwilling to tolerate the degree of inequality in the distribution of

money income that would result from the payment of wages on

a strict basis of productivity. Wages are both a reward for some-

thing that has been accomplished and an incentive to get some-

thing done, and the emphasis might be on the latter aspect in a

socialistic economy. That is, differences in wages might be set up

largely for the purpose of inducing the labor supply to distribute

itself among the various occupations and industries in a manner

appropriate to the production of the kinds and quantities of com-

modities and services which the leaders or planners of the economy

deemed socially desirable. With marginal productivity as inde-

terminate as it might well be under socialism, the wage differentials

necessary to effect the desired distribution of the labor supply

might differ somewhat from those which would prevail on a pure

productivity basis.

Under fascism, it might be thought that conditions would be

favorable for the operation of the principles of price determination

and income distribution which we have just been discussing, for

the economic institutions of fascism are at least nominally the same

as those of capitalism. However, these capitalistic institutions are

allowed to operate under fascism only to the extent that the eco-

nomic interests of individuals are presumed to be in harmony with

those of the state or nation. In all other cases, fascism stands for

governmental interference and regulation to insure that the goals

of the nation, rather than those of private individuals, will be

achieved. Under such conditions we must be very skeptical as to

the validity of economic principles that depend for their opera-

tion upon the full-fledged existence of the economic institutions of

capitalism. A great degree of governmental interference in large

sectors of the economy will make it impossible ordinarily for the

economic principles in cpiestion to operate satisfactorily in other

parts of the economy.

Th^ Quantity Theory of Money. The Quantity Theory of Money
is considered by some writers as an economic principle which is
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valid in any kind of economic system. Though it is stated in various

ways, it says, in general, that the price level varies directly with

the quantity of money and credit in circulation, if the velocity of

circulation of money and credit and the volume of trade remain

unchanged. That is, if velocity of circulation is constant, an increase

in the quantity of money and credit in relation to the volume of

trade will bring about a rise in the general price level, and vice

versa.

This principle apparently deals only with broad economic forces

such as will exist in any economic system and makes very few, if

any, assumptions concerning economic institutions. Actually, how-

ever, the principle seems to require at least the assumption that the

people who come into the possession of the increased quantities of

money and credit will be free to use them to bid up the prices of

things in general. In any economic system in which the government

rigidly controls the prices of all commodities and services, either by

regulation from outside or by being the direct controller of eco-

nomic agents and processes, the individuals of the system may be

unable to use any increased amounts of money income which they

receive so as to bid up the prices of commodities and services. In

such a situation, as we have seen, the increased (juantities of money

may merely lie idle in the pockets or homes of individuals and

there may be nothing for which the money can be spent.

Even here, however, one could argue that money which cannot

be spent for anything is not really in circulation or that the

velocity of circulation of money in general is bound to be reduced

by the presence of large c|uantities of idle funds, so that conditions

specified by the principle are not present. It may also be argued

that, in a socialistic or fascist economy in which prices are rigidly

controlled, the government is likely to bring about a rise in the

controlled price level if it has seen fit to permit increased money

incomes to find their way into the possession of the citizens. In

some cases, however, this might not be true. At any rate, there are

economic systems in operation in which considerable increases in

the quantity of money and credit in the hands of the citizens do*

not always (and certainly do not automatically) bring about in-

creases in the general price level.

Conclusions, The discussion of the present chapter has indicated

that the major principles of economics must be given a rather

clean bill of health with respect to their validity and applicability
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tn^ider various kinds of economic systems. Most such principles,

being based on broad physical economic conditions, are not con-

cerned with differences in systems, but a few principles, especially

in the fields of value and distribution, depend directly upon the

existence of a considerable range of capitalistic institutions for

their validity and cannot claim much, if any, significance in situa-

tions in which these institutions are absent. On the whole, it is

clear that we should have little to talk about in connection with

economic systems, if the various systems were as nearly alike in other

res|)ects as they are in the matter of the economic principles which

are valid in each system.

The present chapter has also suggested some of the respects in

which we may expect economic systems to differ. Economic insti-

tutions are by no means the same in all economic systems, and

governments differ both in organization and with respect to the

part which they play in the economic life of the systems. As a

result of differences in government and economic institutions, even

economic systems which are apparently seeking the same final goals

differ with respect to the organization of economic life, and further

differences of these kinds may be expected between systems which

do not agree as to the economic goals which are appropriate. In the

next chapter, we turn to a comparison of the various economic

systems on the basis of their economic institutions.

QUESTIONS

1. “Some economic laws or principles are valid in all types of economic

systems while others are valid only in particular systems.” Explain the

difference between these two general classes of economic laws, and
give examples of each type.

2. Comj^are the Law of Diminishing Returns with the Law of Long-

Run Competitive Price with regard to the matter of validity in all

types of economic systems.

3. Discuss the relative importance of economic principles and economic

institutions in the study of differences bemeen economic systems.

4. “If all economic systems were as nearly alike in other respects as they

are with regard to the matter of the economic principles which are

valid within these systems, there would be little point in studying

economic systems.” Discuss.

5. “The Law of Diminishing Returns wmdd be important in a socialistic

economy, but the Principle of Output Determination would be of

no significance.” Do you agree? Explain.
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6. “Producers in any economic system would have to pay attention to

the Law of Demand and to the elasticity of demand." Discuss.

7. “Opportunity or alternative costs have the same significance in all

economic systems, but the importance of money costs of production

varies widely from one economic system to another." Explain.

8. “The process of saving and capital formation is fundamentally the

same in all types of economic systems." Show whether you agree.

9. Why are both commercial and investment credit likely to be found

in all types of economic systems?

10. “In a socialistic economy, the money prices of economic: goods in

general, if not those of particular economic goods, would have to be

high enough to cover money costs of production.” Do you agree?

Explain.

11. “In all economic systems, the owners of productive agents will tend

to receive income on the basis of the marginal productivity of these

agents.” Discuss.

12. Will the general price level in all economic systems tend to vary

directly with the quantity of money and credit in circulation?



CHAPTER ^

ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS

While most of the economic principles which apply to capitalistic

economic systems are valid in other types of systems as well, the

economic institutions of capitalism cither do not exist or are not

allowed to operate freely in other systems. For our purposes, we

may accept the dictionary definition of an institution as a practice,

custom, or convention which is a material and persistent element

in the life or culture of an organized group. It may or may not be

consciously approved by society and organized and maintained

through prescribed rules and agencies. Economic institutions, then,

are habitual ways of reacting, in certain economic situations and

with respect to certain economic phenomena, some of which rest

on a basis of custom and tradition while others are formally

recognized through legislative enactment.

The Fundamental Significance of Institutions, Differences in eco-

nomic institutions are so important in connection with economic

systems that definitions of these systems are usually stated in terms

of institutions. A capitalistic system is defined in terms of private

property, the profit motive, freedom of enterprise, the market

mechanism, and competition, or some combination of these factors,

while another economic system, such as socialism, is defined in

terms of the modifications which it would make in some or all of

these institutions. For example, it has been said that “A capitalist

industry is one in which the material instruments of production are

owned or hired by private persons and are operated at their orders

with a view to selling at a profit the goods or services that they help

to produce. A capitalist economy, or capitalist system, is one the

main part of whose productive resources is engaged in capitalist

industries."' ^

1 A. C. Pig<>u, Socialism versus Capitalism, London: Macmillan and Company,
Ltd,, 1937, p. g.
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Again, wc arc told that "‘By this word capitalism we mean an

economic system under which the fields, factories, and mines are

owned by individuals and groups of individuals. I'hesc means of

produc tion, as they are called, are worked by those who do not own
them for the profit of those who do. Under capitalism, it is prc^fit-

making, not love, that makes the world go round. For it is the ex-

pectation of profit which induces those w he:) own the above means of

production to permit them to be used.*’ ^ Finally, “The method of a

capitalist society is the system of production lor profit and exciiange

upon the market, modified by monopolistic combinations of capi-

talists, by trade-unions, and by such occasional and irregular in-

trusions c:)f deliberate social intervention as tarilTs, marketing boards,

railway-rate rcgulatic:)n, factory acts, sc:)cial insurance, etc.”

On the other hand, “A socialized industry is one in which the

material instruments of production are owned by a public authority

or voluntary association and operated, not with a view to profit by

sale to other people, but for the direct service of those whom the

authority or association represents. A socialized system is one the

mam part of whose resourc:es are engaged in socialized industries.” *

Such a system involves the elimination of private profit-making, the

public or collective ownership of the means of production, and

central economic planning for the common good (in some loose

sense). Again; “Socialism, as J understand it, means four closely

connected things—a human fellowship which denies and expels

distinctions of class, a social system in which no one is so much
richer or poorer than his neighbors as to be unable to mix with

them on equal terms, the (ommon owuiershij) and use of all the

vital instruments of production, and an obligation on all citizens

to serve one another according to their ca]:)acities in promoting the

common well-being.” F^inally, “Socialism is an economic organiza-

tion of society in which the material means of production are

owned by the whole community and operated by organs represerita-

tive of and responsible to the community according to a general

economic plan, all members of the community being entitled to

- John Strachey, How Socialism Works. New York: Modern Age Books, Inc.,

19?59, p. 16. Reprinted hy permission of the author.

3 From Economics of Socialism hy H. D. llitkinson. Clarendon Press, Oxford,

p. 3. Reprinted hy permission of the publishers.

4 A. C. Ihgou, Sixialisrn nersns Capitalism, p. 3.

5 G. D. H. Cole, The Simple Case for Socialism. London: Victor Gollancz, Ltd.,

1935, p. 7. Reprinted hy permission of the publishers.
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benefit from the results of such socialized planned production on

the basis of equal rights.”

In similar lashion, we could define or describe communistic and

fascist ecc^nomic syslems in tcTins of the institutions which they

have or in terms oi the ways in which they would modify tlie funda-

mental institutions of capitalism. However, we shall leave the

nature of these systems to be understood from the des(ri})tion of

their instituticjns later in this chapter and shall turn now to an

analysis of the economic institutions of capitalism. In doing sciT we

shall limit ourselves to a relatively small number c^f institutions

which seem really fundamental to the operation of a cajutalistic

economy.

Economic Institutions of Capitalism

Private Property. I he institution of private property is so basic to

capitalism that few definitions of that type of economic system are

ever constructed without some reference to this institution. Private

property is really a group or bundle of rights extended to the in-

dividual by society as a whc^le through a great variety of legal

sanctions. Under its operation, the individual is entitled to use and

control the economic goods which he acquires, to exclude other

people from using them, and to decide usually how they shall be

disposed of after his death. It is likely to include freedom of con-

tract, or the right to bind oneself or one's possessions to the fulfill-

ment of certain future conditions, and contracts freely made by

competent and presumably equal persons are enforceable at law.

The individual may abuse, as well as use, his wealth if his activities

will not interfere with the etjual rights of other persons. These
various rights included under private property were not all ac-

quired at once. Indeed, many writers look back to an ancient time

when the institution did not exist and trace its beginning to the

development of an economic surplus above the bare needs of sub-

sistence of primitive groups. The various parts of the institution

were added on one by one and even more gradually came to re-

ceive definite legal sanctions.

Many theories have been developed to explain and justify the

existence of the institution of private property. Years ago, many

«FroTn Economics of Socialism by H. D. Dickinson, Clarendon Press, Oxford,

pp. 10-11. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.
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pcojole regarded private property as of natural origin, a natural

right of man, which must necessarily exist. This idea still exists

today to some extent, and especially among persons who own large

quantities of wealth, but there is little to support it. The absence

of private property in a state of nature and under primitive con-

ditions suggests that the institution is definitely a creation of man
in society. T he explanation of private property as natural reveals

merely a tendency on the part of many people to characterize what-

ever now exists and has long existed as natural. The labor theory

of property was another early explanation of the institution. Man
was supposed to have property rights in various objects of wealth

because his labor had been responsible for the creation or pro-

duction of these objects. As Adam Smith put it, “The property

which every man has in his own labor [was] . . . the original

foundation of all other property."' This theory undoubtedly had

some validity under the relatively simple conditions of the early

days of modern capitalism when men had produced actually much
of the w^ealth which they owned. However, it could be pointed out

always that men had not produced the soil and other natural

resources to which the institution of private property applied, and

today, when people c^wn so many things which cannot possibly be

interpreted either directly or indirectly as the products of their

labor, the theory has comparatively litdc standing.

In more modern times, private property came to be explained

and justified on the basis of the social welfare theory. According to

this theory, private property rights are granted by society as a whole

to its individual members because it is assumed that all the mem-
bers of society will be living under better conditions if each is

granted these particular rights. This assumption was made because

private property furnished an incentive to economic activity and to

the accumulation of capital and other durable objects of wealth.

If individuals were not protected in the use, control, and disposal of

the economic goods which they acquired, the other institutions of

capitalism, such as freedom of enterprise and economic motivation,

would mean very little, and the capitalistic economy would be

backward and unprogressive for lack of capital. 71iat is, in the

absence of private property, economic activity would be directed

toward the acquisition of articles for immediate consumption or of

goods whose large value and small bulk would permit them to be

moved quickly and easily if some stronger person t,bteatened to
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appropriate them. Thus, it was held, a capitalistic society can be

progressive and can accumulate maximum quantities of wealth

(especially capital) only under the institution of private property.

This theory with regard to private property seemed rather valid

in the early days of modern capitalism when the outstanding eco-

nomic fact was the inability of the productive processes of the

system to furnish enough commodities and services for the consump-

tion of the people and when, consequently, the increased production

of commodities and services could be seen to be closely related to

increased human welfare. However, as the productive operations of

capitalism have increased in scope and efficiency, the problem of

the distribution of the possessions of society among its individual

members has increased in relative importance while that of securing

further increases in production has declined. I'oday, when the

wealth of our capitalistic system is concentrated to an amazing

extent in the hands of a relatively small number of persons while

millions of others own almost no wealth, the beneficent infiuence

of private property on the social welfare is sometimes called into

question. We should also remember that human beings have some

wants (sometimes called “non-economic'' wants), such as the desire

for security, health, or self-expression, which are not always readily

expressed in the market place. Such wants are not always more

completely satisfied by the increasing production of marketable

commodities and services, and in some cases they may be actually

more pressing and less completely satisfied as production expands

toward the maximum. In other words, economic welfare in the

limited sense is not the only kind of welfare, and the social-welfare

theory of private property is under suspicion even if private prop-

erty does have the effect of making for the increased production of

commodities and services and the accumulation of capital. At
present, the theory of social welfare in connection with private

property is becoming, at the most, one of social expediency, which

suggests that, taking the bad effects with the good, the institution

of private property is more expedient than any other alternative

which is available for dealing with the relationships between indi-

viduals and wealth.

Restrictions on Private Property. While the institution of private

property is said often to confer on individuals the right of exclusive

use and control of the economic goods which they acquire, it is

clear that, since property rights are conferred by society as a whole
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upon its individual members, these rights can be modified and

limited by social action. In practice, even under capitalism, property

rights are often restricted severely by tlie action of larger or smaller

social groups or governmental units. To take one example.

In the case of a city lot the owner is restricted by a vast array of

codes regarding the use of the area. He must place the front wall of the

building on a “building line,” the structure must be smaller than a

certain maximum in size and larger than a certain minimum in cost; he

cannot mine coal from beneath the surface or keep chickens or cattle

upon it; he must provide access to official appraisers who periodically

determine the value of the land and buildings fen' tax purposes; and he

must contribute legularly in taxes to the cost of protecting his possession,

maintaining access to it (streets and highways), bringing water to and
draining sewage from it, and providing regular inspection to see that all

requirements imposed by the group are rnet.’^

Restrictions which differ from the above only in scope and com-

plexity apply to many other articles of wealth which individuals

hold under the institution of private property. Moreover, if the

citizens of a capitalistic system decide that inet|uality in the dis-

tribution of income i-s becoming too great, they may, through their

elected rejjresenlaiivcs, limit the rights of individuals to use and

enjoy their money incomes by means of a progressive tax applicable

to these incomes. Similarly, if it appears that the inheritance of

wealth or of claims on wealth is tending to produce an undesirable

degree of concentration of ownership in the hands of a relatively

small number of individuals, this part of the institution of private

property may be modified, through inheritance taxation or other-

wise, or even eliminated. However, except for such restrictions and
modifications, a capitalistic economic system endeavors wholeheart-

edly to protect the possessions of the individual from encroachment

by governmental units or by other individuals. For this reason, the

limitations and modifications of private property through group

action must be considered merely as exceptions to the prevailing

rule in the capitalistic system.

Public and Corporate Property, We must not suppose that, be-

cause the institution of private property operates in a capitalistic

system, all wealth is owned and controlled by private individuals as

such. There is actually a great deal of public property within most

capitalistic systems. Where public property exists, the exclusive

7 R. A. Dixon, Economic Institutions and Cultural Change. New York: The
Mctixaw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1941, p. 53.
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control of wealth is exercised by a larger or smaller group of

individuals througii some governmental unit or other, and the

individuals within the group which the governmental unit repre-

sents ordinarily have ctjual rights to use the wealth in question.

Streets and roads, sidewalks and street lamps, parks and public

buildings are examples to which the concept of public property

applies. Moreover, actual productive plants or industries may be

owned sometimes and operated by various governmental units, as

representatives of the body of citizens, even under capitalism.

A great deal of the wealth of a capitalistic economy, such as the

United States, is not owned directly cither by private individuals or

by public bodies, but rather by corporations. Corporate property

is distinctly a hybrid type. Shares of corporate stock are, of course,

owned by private individuals, but these shares are claims only

against the general wealth of the corporation and not against spe-

cific objects of wealth, and the part owned by one individual

cannot be separated from the parts owned by other individuals.

The ownership of corporate shares by numerous individuals makes

corporate property resemble public or group property, in so far as

the mere fact of ownership is concerned. How'ever, the control of

corporate wealth by particular individuals makes corporate prop-

erty resemble private property to some extent, except that the

individuals who actually control corporate wealth are able to man-

age and direct the wealth which belongs to other individuals (bond-

holders or non-controlling shareholders) as well as their own.

It is estimated that corporations control something like 60 to

65 per cent of the total volume of business in the United States

and own about 80 per cent of all business wealth. In 1946, 1000

large corporations owned about 55 per cent of the total assets of all

corporations in manufacturing, and the 1^00 largest owned 44 per

cent of the total.® An estimate of several years ago suggested that

only 1
1
per cent of our 200 largest corporations were controlled by

a group of individuals owning half or more of the stock of the

companies.*^ Again, a survey of some 4000 companies in 1925 dis-

covered that the directors and officers of the companies owned only

10.7 per cent of the common stock and 5.8 per cent of the preferred

8 United States Department o( Commerce, llureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce, Survey of Current Business, November, 1917, pp. 16, 17.

9 A, Al Jr., and G. C. Means, The Modern Corporation and Private

Property, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1933, p. 122 et seq.
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stock.^® These statistics suggest the importance of corporations as

owners of productive wealth in the United vStates and the extent to

which corporations are controlled by relatively small numbers of

individuals who do not own large portions of the businesses which

they control.

In this situation, the ordinary stockholders of corporations are in

the nature of absentee owners, who may buy and sell their shares

without affecting the actual operation of the business. They do not

directly own the underlying corporate wealth, have little control

over it, and have almost no responsibility to the general public for

the way in which it is operated. Their investments have high or low

values as the result of the activities of other individuals who are

largely beyond their control. On the other hand, the actual man-

agers of corporate wealth are employed on a salary basis, but often

receive large bonuses or shares in the profits. Not infrequently, they

have been able to secure additional gains by taking advantage of

inside information, by manipulating the securities of their com-

panies, and by getting their companies to make purchases from

other corporations in which the managers were financially inter-

ested. Thus, in the modern corporation we have, in many cases,

both the maximum separation of ownership from control and the

divorce of private rights from responsibilities to the public. It is

not surprising that many of the worst abuses of wealth have

occurred within the domain of corporate property.

Freedom of Enterprise, Freedom of enterprise is another basic

institution of a capitalistic economic system. It refers to the general

right, which each individual has, to engage in any line of economic

activity which appears desirable to him. He is not compelled, as

many people were in more ancient times, to follow such economic

activities as seemed desirable to the lord of the manor, or some

other superior economic being, and he does not have to become a

grocer or furniture manufacturer because his father is established in

the one or the other of these types of enterprise. As far as the gov-

ernment is concerned, the individual is free to move to any. part of

the country, select any occupation which pleases him as his own, and

found and operate a business unit in virtually any field of economic

activity. By comparing market indicators known as prices and costs,

he is supposedly able to select a field of activity which promises to be

10 Federal Trade Commission, National Wealth and A^aihington:

Government Printing Office, 1926, p. 159.
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remunerative; the institution o£ private property furnishes the social

sanctions necessary for the use and control of the productive agents

necessary to his business, once he has chosen it on the basis of free-

dom of enterprise; and freedom of contract and the price system

afford an opportunity to secure funds and gather together the

required productive agents. Thus, the various institutions of capi-

talism, with competition as a sort of overall governor and regulator,

are supposed to work together for the successful carrying on of the

processes of production and exchange.

The institution of freedom of enterprise is not so old as some

capitalistic institutions, such as private property, and no one at-

tempts to justify it on the basis of labor or natural rights. The
theory which is ordinarily used to explain and justify the existence

of freedom of enterprise is quite simply one of social welfare. That

is, the individual, in choosing the field of economic activity in which

he will be most productive and useful to himself from the point of

view of private profit, will also be selecting the field, it is assumed,

in which he will be most productive and useful from the point of

view of group welfare. The theory does not assume any high degree

of altruism or desire for social service on the part of the individual.

Indeed, he may be perfectly selfish and may choose his field of

activity purely on the basis of the prospect of getting the greatest

possible income for himself, but the result of his activities will be

usually the greatest possible contribution which he can make to the

production, income, and welfare of society as a whole.

Restrictions on Freedom of Enterprise, d’he social-wellare theory

in connection with freedom of enterprise, like the similar theory in

support of private property, assumes that social welfare will be

maximized if we can induce each individual to produce commod-
ities or services which will have the greatest possible value on the

market. This assumption, as we shall see later, is by no means
always justified. Quite apart from this objection, however, capital-

istic societies have never “been willing to extend complete freedom

of enterprise to the individual. That is, it has always been recog-

nized that the individual, in selecting the field of activity which
would be most profitable for himself, might well choose something

which would be, clearly and by common consent, anti-social. In

such cases, governmental units under capitalism have not hesitated

to step in with prohibitions or restrictions.

Thus, UKji^^uals are forbidden outright to steal, commit burg-
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lary, organize murder for profit, operate houses of prostitution, or

peddle drugs. In some cases, as under the prohibition of the manu-
facture and sale of alcoholic beverages, they are forbidden to carry

on activities which were formerly regarded as quite legitimate.

Patent and copyright laws are intended to keep people from mis-

appropriating the waitings, musical compositions, or inventions of

others and selling them for their own profit. In other cases, restric-

tions on entry into certain types of business are substituted for out-

right prohibitions. People are not allowed to function as doctors,

lawyers, or certified public accountants unless they have completed

extensive courses of training to prepare them for the work and have

been able to demonstrate their ability to carry on the occupations

by passing rigorous examinations. People who wish to operate such

establishments as taverns, hotels, and barber shops are frequently

required to take out licenses and pay considerable license fees. In

some such cases, the license and fee may be intended to limit the

number of such enterprises which will operate within a certain area,

and they are usually intended to insure that the oj)erators will meet

certain minimum conditions or requirements which are imposed in

the interests of the public.

Even alter setting up a productive enterprise in a certain field, the

individual may find himself subject to a host of additional tegula-

tions which indicate what he should or should not do in carrying

on his business. However, these latter regulations, as exemplified

in the fields of banking, transportation, public utilities, and even

agriculture, are not really restrictions on freedom of enterprise so

long as they only regulate going concerns in the various industries

and do not restrict freedom of entry into the industries, though

they may often have both eflccts. In any case, we should note that

the restrictions on freedom of enterprise ordinarily apply to all

persons who wish to enter the fields of activity in question and

are not intended to give some persons differential advantages over

others. Even with all the restrictions, the individual is much more

free than he would be in a system in which his choice of. activity

would be controlled by such matters as race, religion, or social class.

The restrictions on freedom of enterprise under capitalism are

merely exceptions to the rule, and not the rule itself. They are

departures from the norm.

Freedom of Enterprise and Modem Capitalism, lu a well-de-

veloped capitalis.tic system, the institution of freedoua of enterprise
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does not mean as much as it did many years ago. It merely gives

the individual Irecdom from certain types ol restraint in iounding

an enterprise or choosing an occupation. It does not guarantee him

the economic ability to do what he wishes in these matters. Modern

productive technology often indicates the desirability, from the

point of view of increasing efficiency and minimizing money costs,

of using large-scale productive units in industry. Tlie modern cor-

poration, with its great ability to raise capital funds, furnishes a

vehicle for the achievement of such large-scale units. Under these

conditions, many industries are operated by a ccmiparatively tew

large-scale and well-established firms. T he individual just starting

out in economic life may be perfectly free, as far as legal and polit-

ical restraints go, to enter automobile production or steel manu-

facture and set up a new concern in competition with thcjse already

present in these industries. At the same time it may be economically

impossible for him tcj start an enterprise which will be able to

compete effectively with the industrial giants now c^perating in these

fields. In many industries the modern corporation has done much
to change the significance, if not the nature, of the right of freedom

of enterprise for tlie individual, though in other fields of produc-

tion it is still feasible economically for the individual to start a new
enterprise.

Thus, for many persons and in many industries, freedom of enter-

prise means economically only the right to choose an occupation

rather than that of establishing an enterprise. And even in chcjosing

an occu[)ation, there are ecc^nomic limitations in the midst of legal

frcedcjin, for the individual must furnish his c3wn ec]uipment. He
may be restricted in his choice by his own lack of native ability,

his inability to obtain the necessary training, or his lack of desirable

social and business connections. Both in founding an enterprise

and in selecting an occupation, freedom of enterprise is not the

same thing as equality of opportunity.

Economic Motivation, Economic motivation is a third important

institution of capitalistic systems. Economic motivation dillers from
the other institutions which we have discusscxl inasmuch as it refers

merely to a customary or habitual way of reacting in various eco-

nomic situations and is not surrounded, as is, lor example, private

property, by large numbers of legal sanctions. It means that indi-

viduals under capitalism are usually motivated by the desire for

economic or pecuniary gain in their economic activities. That is.
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individuals attempt to follow their economic self-interest and try

to get as many economic goods as possible for themselves, or for

persons closely associated with themselves, without much regard for

the effect of their actions on other people. The desire for economic

gain is supposed to make people work harder and longer than any

other motive which could be substituted for it.

The existence of economic motivation for people under capital-

ism should not be taken to mean that every individual in the

system is completely absorbed in ellorts to obtain the largest possi-

ble quantities of economic goods lor himself with a minimum of

disutility or eflort. The famous “economic man,“ who not only

seeks but succeeds in obtaining maximum iiuome at minimum cost,

is a figment of the imagination. Many other factors besides a mere

selfish desire for pecuniary gain influence individuals even under

capitalism. They seek to acquire power, they desire prestige and the

admiration and respect of their j^articular social group or of people

in general, and they are driven by the pleasure or satisfaction which

they find in their work itself, by the desire to serve society as a

whole, and by family affections. 7 o be sure, many people, who are

motivated by such factors as the desire lor prestige or power, pursue

pecuniary gain as relentlessly as if it were the final goal of their

activities rather than just a means to an end. In other cases, indi-

viduals may give up opportunities for large incomes in order to

remain in occupations which they find pleasant or satisfying, may
reject better paying positions in distant localities in order to remain

in familiar places near the other members of their families, or may
satisfy a desire for social service and security by remaining in

governmental positions at comparatively modest salaries when they

might obtain greater pecuniary rewards in private business. How-
ever, we should note that some writers regard all these other factors

as part of economic motivation rather than as outside factors which

lead to exceptions from the general principle.

Economic Motivation and the Profit Motive, Economic motivation

is frequently confused with what is called the profit motive. The
two things are closely related, for the profit motive is a part of

economic motivation, but the terms should not be used interchange-

ably. The desire for “profits,"' as such, is limited in its influence to

individuals who are in a position to make profits as a distinctive

type of economic return; that is, to individuals who arfe business

enterprisers and assume ultimate responsibility for tb€ conduct of
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business enterprises. Economic motivation, however, could continue

to function even in an economic system in which the government

owned and operated all industries, and opportunities lor private

profit were entirely eliminated. I'hat is, considerable dillerences in

wages could prevail between occupations and special prizes could be

given for unusual accomplishments, and the citizens as workers

could strive mightily to qualify for the better paying occupations

and for the special rewards. Economic motivation as a whole is

clearly much broader than the profit motive.

The Source of Economic Motivation. The question of the source

of economic motivation, as a capitalistic institution, has led to a

great deal of controversy. Even persons who can see that such

institutions as private property and freedom of enterprise are not

of natural origin are likely to believe that economic motivation has

its source in human nature. According to this point of view, human
beings are naturally selfish and acquisitive and will put forth great

efforts in economic activity only when there arc prospects of eco-

nomic gain as a result. Capitalistic systems which stress acquisitive-

ness as a human characteristic have developed because of the pres-

ence of this attribute in human nature and such systems are more

likely to be efficient, productive, and progressive than any other sys-

tems because they are well adapted to man's natural tendencies. If

economic motivation, or acquisitiveness, is a fundamental part of

human nature, it presumably cannot be changed by altering the

economic, social, and political system; and non-c^apitalistic systems,

which attempt to eliminate or play down economic rewards as a

source of motivation for the individual citizens, are to that extent

doomed from the outset.

Since so many economic institutions can hardly be considered

to be of natural origin, many people are suspicious of this explana-

tion of the source of economic motivation. They believe that

human beings behave accjuisitively under capitalism because this

system stresses acquisitiveness and bestows its greatest rewards on
those individuals who behave in this way. In the presence of

dangerous enemies, the members of an animal species which enjoy

a high degree of protective coloration are more likely to survive

than those whose coats are, for some reason, of different hues.

Similarly, acquisitiveness is an attribute necessary for the success,

if not for the survival, of individuals in a capitalistic system. If

acquisitivenc$| is largely an acquired characteristic under capitalism
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and is not deeply rooted in human nature, it may be possible for

non-capitalistic economic systems to indiue people to work hard,

aspire to dillicult and responsible positions, and ])iodu(;(! inventions,

even though large differential economic rewards are not offered for

those activities. In other words, otiter sources of mot i\ a lion could

be used to replace the economic or pecuniary. With people accus-

tomed to behaving acc] nisi lively under capitalism, such a change

could not be made overnight, but it could be brought about even-

tually according to this point of view. We cannot pursue this

controversy further at present, but it will come up again in later

sections of our study.

In so far as economic activities are carried on by corporations

under modern capitalism, the e conomic character of motivation is

clear. Private individuals, whe ther or not they are corporate stock-

holders, may be motivated in part by many other considerations

besides the desire for economic gain, but most corporations, as

artificial persons or impcTsemal beings, pursue profits with great if

not utter abandon. In their never-ending search for economic gain,

they approximate, as closely as anything can in modern life, the

classical concept of the “economic man.”

Whatever the origin of economic motivation may be, its existence

as a capitalistic institution is most often justified in terms of social

welfare. The desire tor economic gain is su]>posed to make indi-

viduals behave economically and to induce them to make the scarce

agents of production go as far as possible in the increasing of pro-

duction, the satisfaction of human wants, and, according to this

point of view, the enhancement of the social welfare. I'he indi-

vidual, though motivated only by a selfish desire for gain, is led to

accomplish an end which was no part of his intention—the con-

ferring of a benefit on society as a whole. He seeks to increase his

productiveness only in order to obtain a large personal income,

but the result is the placing of the greatest possible cjuaiuity of

goods at the disposal of society as a whole.

It is obvious that there are many cases even under modern capi-

talism in which this unanimity of private and social interests actu-

ally exists. In other cases, individuals may seek to maximize private

gains by forming monopolies and restricting production, by adulter-

ating foods and other products, by producing and selling noxious

patent medicines and drugs, or by employing their woi'kers for long

hours, at low wages, and under miserable working conditions. When
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the desire for private gain leads individuals to activities which are

anti-social, society as a whole, through its govenunent, may not

hesitate to step in with restrictions and prohibitions even under

capitalism. Such restrictions and prohibitions ordinarily affect free-

dom of enterprise and the rights of private property directly, but

indirectly they curb the ability of the individual to follow his desire

for economic gain.

The Price System. Given the institutions of private property,

freedom of enterprise, and economic motivation, individuals under

capitalism are supposed to make most types of economic decisions

on the basis of prices, price relationships, and f)rice changes. The
price system is such an important institution of capitalism, and

attempts to modily its operation or eliminate it entirely under other

systems juesent such interesting problems that we shall leave the full

discussion of it to later chapters on the making of economic de-

cisions under caju'talism and other systems. For the present, we shall

merely point out that decisions as to the kinds and quantities of

economic goods to be produced, as to the allocation and distribution

of existing supplies of land, labor, and capital among the various

industries and enterprises of the system, and as to the parts of the

national money income which should be devoted to current con-

sumption on the one hand, and to saving, investment, and capital

formatic^n on the other, are supposed to be made primarily on the

basis of price relationships under capitalism, while jjrice movements

are supposed to adjust the quantities of economic gocxls which

buyers arc willing to purchase to the cjuantities c^f these goods which

are available for the market. Such a widespread dependence upon
prices implies that a capitalistic economic system must be a money
economy, and in all probability a credit economy as well.

Competition. The attempts of individuals U3 further their eco-

nomic self-interest, under the protection of the institutions of

private property and freedom of enterprise and with the guidance

furnished by the price system, result in competition, which is

another basic institution of a capitalistic economy. Like economic

motivation, competition is a way of reacting in economic situations;

it is a complex pattern of human behavior. Competition, in the

strict sense of the term, exists in the market for a given economic

good or productive factor only if several general conditions are

fulfilled. In the first place, there must be a large number of both

buyers and sellets in the market. The number of buyers and sellers
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is considered large if any one buyer or seller is substantially power-

less to affect the price of the good or productive factor by his activ-

ities. This means that the demand for the product of any one seller

or for any one supplier’s stock of a productive factor is perfectly

elastic; that is, he can offer more or less of his product or factor

without affecting the price per unit which he receives. On the other

side of the market, the supply of the product or productive factor

is perfectly elastic to any one demander so that he may increase or

decrease his purchases of the good or factor without affecting the

price per unit which he must pay. In the second place, the indi-

vidual sellers and buyers must be independent. There must be no

conspiracies or agreements among buyers or among sellers with

regard to production, sales, purchases, or prices. Both sellers and

buyers are supposed to be reasonably intelligent, and reasonably

well informed concerning market conditions affecting the economic

good or productive factor. Factors of production are supposed to be

mobile as between industries and occupations and, where possible,

between places. Finally, the prices of economic goods and produc-

tive factors are supposed to be determined by the joint action of

the forces of demand and supply without governmental interference.

Clearly, competition in the economic sense is not a natural thing.

It is a social pattern produced by the operation of the various

supporting capitalistic institutions. Its. justification, like that of

other capitalistic institutions, is found in the notion that it con-

tributes to the social welfare. When the industries and markets of

an economy are organized competitively, certain supposedly desir-

able results are forthcoming. First, competition is supposed to bring

efficiency in the operation of industry and business by granting

economic success to those enterprises which are efficiently operated

and by relentlessly eliminating those which are inefficiently and

wastefully operated. Thus, each enterprise which would survive

must make use of the best machines and productive methods avail-

able and eliminate waste at all points in its organization, while the

removal of inefficient producers from the market tends to leave

productive factors in the hands of those enterprisers who can use

the factors most effectively. Again, competition is supposed to lead

to innovation and technological progress. Better productive methods

or machines which increase efficiency and lower cost, or new qual-

ities or superior performance of an economic good which enable it
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to satisfy*% human want more effectively than the products of other

enterprisers, give certain enterprisers a greatly prized differential

advantage over others with respect to income. But such differential

advantages are wiped out sooner or later in a competitive industry

and the continuing result is a tendency lor consumers to be able to

obtain better and better products at lower and lower prices.

Finally, competition is said to be a regulator of economic activity,

a means wJiereby the productive efforts of numerous individual

eiitcrpriscrs are correlated with the desires of consumers as expressed

on the market through prices. Success in competition depends on
the ability to give consumers the right amount, quality, and kinds

of goods. Enterprisers who supply goods which are not suited to

consumers’ desires, which are of unsatisfactory quality, or which
cost more than the similar products of other enterprisers, tend to

fall by the wayside. If tlie total output of an economic good is

small relative to the effective demand on the market, the existence

of a profitable price will furnish the stimulus for a competitive
industry to expand production, and, if necessary, plant facilities.

On the other hand, if competitive producers turn out a total output
which is large relative to effective demand on the market, unprofit-

able operation will tend to force some competitors from the industry

and bring about a more suitable adjustment of output to effective

demand. The competition of otlier buyers keeps the individual

buyer from obtaining economic goods at prices as low as he would
like, while the competition of other sellers makes it impossible for

tJie individual seller to charge as high a price as he would like to

get for an economic good. I’hus, competition is supposed to work
in conjunction with the other capitalistic institutions to achieve

the maximum production at minimum cost of precisely those goods
which consumers most desire, in so far as the relative strength of

consumers’ desires is accurately indicated by the prices which pre-

vail for various economic goods on the market. And under capi-

talism these results are often taken to mean the achievement of

social welfare.

Critics of capitalism arc generally unwilling to accept this ac-

count of tile merits and advantages of competition, for tliey believe

that, as it operates in practice, competition produces several waste-

ful results and tendencies. Competitive producers wish to be able to

handle not only their usual volume of business but also any cus-
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tomers they may be able to maneuver away from tlieii; competitors,

and the result, from the point of view ot the economy as a whole, is

idle productive capacity and du})lication of productive facilities in

many industries. The desire to obtain a differential advantage over

other producers leads enterprisers under comj)etition to produce

a wasteful and excessive number of styles, shapes, si/cs, and colors

of economic goods. Much of our large volume of competitive ad-

vcTtising is considered by these critics to be totally useless from a

social point of view, and the competitive exploitation of natural

resources is notoriously wasteful and inefficient. We shall have

occasion to investigate these claims in detail in Chapter 22.

Modifications of Competition, Whatever the merits and demerits

of competition may be, the fact is that many of the industries and

markets of an advanced capitalistic: system, such as the United

States, are not organized on the basis of competition, in the strict

sense in which we have defined the term. I'he governments of

capitalistic econoniic's place many restrictions and limitations on

economic activity, and interferences with competition are the result.

Consumers are not left to depend entirely on the tender mercies of

competition to furnish them with foods and drugs of acceptable

purity and quality, for there are laws which provide certain stand-

ards in these matters. Again, laws which provide minimum wages

and maximum hours for workers in many industries may scric^usly

alter the results which the ordinary operation of the labor market

would produce. In some cases, governments may actually prohibit

the operation of competition in certain fields of economic activity,

as, tor example, when a governmental unit grants to a public utility

enterprise the exclusive right to sell a certain commodity or service

in a given market area. Governmental activities which interfere with

competition usually modify the rights involved in freedom of enter-

prise and private property as well, so we see that governmental

prohibitions and restrictions ordinarily affect the operation of sev-

eral institutions at once instead of allecting just a single institution.

Even when the government does not intervene in economic activ-

ities, one or more of the other market conditions necessary to com-

petition in the strict sense may not be present. The processes ot

production in manufacturing are usually so highly technical that

consumers of the products have no chance to be well informed

concerning the quality of the goods which they buy. In choosing
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among the m;^ny brands or varieties ol goods which are available

for the satisfaction of a certain general want, consumers are often

forced to select one variety or another at random, or rely upon the

advertising claims which manufacturers make in “puffing" their

wares, in similar fashion, the workers in a labor market may be very

poorly informed concerning the various opportunities which are

available lor their employment, and they may be unable to move

from one occupation to another, or from one place to another, even

if they jtnow that jobs are open that are superior to those which

they already hold.

Many capitalistic industries are owned and operated by a rela-

tively few large firms, instead of the many small firms which strict

competitive conditions require. In some cases, a single large firm

will control all or a large part of the productive capacity of an

industry, or a few large firms will act in close harmony to achieve

monopolistic rontiol. Even when the few large firms in an industry

enter into no formal agreement or combination, they usually cannot

be as independent of each other as competitive conditions would

necessitate. In addition to cases of outright monopoly and ejuasi-

monopoly, many industries operate under conditions of monopo-

listic competition. The firms in these industries turn out products

of the same general family or type, but not identical goods. TTiey

“differentiate" their products on the basis of mechanical features

and gadgets, brands, packages, and other devices, and attempt to

convince customers of the superiority of their jjarticular products

through extensive advei tising and salesmanship. Although it can-

not be said that the firms under monopolistic competition do not

compete with each other at all, there is very seldom anything resem-

bling price competition between them, for a price cut by one

producer woidd usually be matched quickly by similar reductions

on the part of other producers, and no one would gain by attempt-

ing to undersell others. I'hus, no matter which company’s brand
of cement, gasoline, or cigarettes one buys, the price is the same
for all brands that are on the same general level of quality.

The extent of non-competitive conditions in American industries

is much greater than many peo]>le suppose. According to a recent

report, “one company in each field controls all, or nearly all, of the

nation’s supply of aluminum, nickel, molybdenum, magnesium, shoe

machinery, glass container machinery, and scientific precision glass,

provides nearly all of the domestic telephone service . . . and
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operates all of the sleeping and parlor cars.” In other cases, M'in

the domestic telegraph service, the importation of bananas, the

production of plate glass, the production of glass bulbs, glass tubing,

and rod for electric lamps, the production of electric accounting

machines, the manufacture of railroad air brakes, the production of

compressed oxygen and acetylene, and sulphur production, ‘‘pairs''

of firms control all or nearly all of the supply of certain economic

goods.

Non-competitive conditions exist frequently also in industries in

which no single firm or pair of firms controls all or almost all of the

output. Of the 1807 products studied from among those included

in the Census of Manufactures for 1937, there were 291 in which

the most important single firm controlled between 50 and 75 per

cent of the total supply. In the case of 37 products, four firms

accounted for the entire supply; in 164 cases, four firms turned out

over 90 per cent of the supply; and in 328 other cases the part

produced by the four leading firms was not revealed (in order to

prevent the identification of individual firms). There were 670 prod-

ucts in which the four leading firms produced 75 per cent or more
of the supply, or in which information on this point had to be

withheld. The general conclusion was that from two-fifths to one-

half of the goods studied were produced in fields in which four

concerns controlled 75 per cent or more of the supply. Non-com-

petitive conditions often result from price leadership, price agree-

ments, basing-point systems, patent pools, market sharing, interlock-

ing directorates or financial interests, and trade association activities.

Though comparatively few of our American industries operate

under strict competitive conditions, we should not jump to the con-

clusion that our economy is not competitive at all. Monopolistic

competitors in an industry compete with each other for customers

on the basis of quality and product differentiation. They compete

for customers with the enterprisers of other industries which pro-

duce other families of products intended for the satisfaction of the

same general want on the part of consumers; as, for example, the

monopolistic competitors in the manufacture of electric refrigerators

compete with the manufacturers of the old-style ice refrigerators.

Temporary National Economic Committee, Monograph No. 21, Competition

and Monopoly in American Industry, Washington: Government Printing Office,

1940, p. 69.

"^^Ibid., pp. 98-110.

i8/5id., pp. 113-118.
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compete with enterprisers in completely unrelated industries

for the limited incomes of consumers in general. Monopolistic

competitors in any industry compete with each other, and with

enterprisers in all other industries, for supplies of the scarce agents

of production. The firms in any given industry compete on the

basis of technology. That is, they continually try to develop im-

proved machines and methods of production which will both lower

their own costs of production and render obsolete the machines and

methods of competitors. Even monopolists, who do not have to face

competition within their own industries, must compete with enter-

prisers in other industries for the limited money incomes of con-

sumers and for supplies of the scarce agents of production. Finally,

some of our industries operate under conditions which approximate

competition in the strictest sense of the term. Thus, a modern
capitalistic economic system is said to be competitive in the sense

that it is more nearly competitive than anything else. Just as the

existence of economic motivation in a capitalistic economy does

not mean that all individuals are always and completely motivated

by the desire for economic gain, so the existence of competition in

the same system docs not require the existence of perfect competi-

tion in all fields of economic activity.

Capitalistic Institutions in Wartime, A period of great emergency,

such as that brought about by participation in a major war, may
result in serious modifications of the economic institutions of capi-

talism on at least a temporary basis. During World War II, for

example, the federal government of the United States controlled

production to a great extent, increasing production sharply in some

fields, retarding or even eliminating it in others, permitting or en-

couraging the entrance of new firms in some industries, and ex-

cluding them from others. The government controlled the allocation

of capital funds, machinery and equipment, materials, and even

labor, among the industries and businesses of the country. Wages,

rents, interest rates, and profits were controlled, as were the prices

of a multitude of finished commodities and services. Imports and

exports were closely regulated, the allocation of many finished com-

modities among consumers was subjected to rationing on the basis

of physical quantities, and heavy wartime taxes severely modified

the distribution of the national income, with some important effects

upon incentives. As a result, our traditionally capitalistic system
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came to resemble, in many economic respects, the fascist ‘sy^ems

against which we were struggling.

Economic Institutions under Socialism

Private Property, Under ideal socialism, so its proponents say, the

rights of private property would be limited to consumption goods,

since [productive wealth (land and capital) would in general be

owned by society as a wiiole. riowe\er, some socialists say that the

social ownership of the means of production would be limited to the

land and c apital used in “large-scale prcpduction.” T hat is, aggre-

gations of land and capital which were so large as to reejuire the

use of hired labor in their operation would have to be socially

owned, but small amounts of land and capital, which could be

operated in production by the owner (and perhaps other members
of his family) and whidi would not involve eniployer-emjployee rela-

tionships, wage slavery, and exjphpitation, could perhajps be safely

lelt in the hands of private owners. Sometimes it is even contended

that certain industries, which operate fairly satislac torily under [pri-

vate ownership and which are ncpt well suited to governmental

ownership and operation, might well be left in the hands of indi-

vidual owners or cooperative grcpups. These modifications would

apparently permit private individuals to own and cpperate small

farms, stores and repair sho]Ps, and shops for handicraft production

even under socialism, and it is possible that certain fields of eco-

nomic activity, such as agriculture and retail merchandising, might

be carried on entirely by private owners or cooperatives. However,

the general conclusion is that the great bulk of land and capital

would be owned by society as a whole under socialism.

In the socialistic economy of Soviet Russia, the material means

of production are owned almost completely by society as a whole.

Even by the end of the Second Five-Year Plan (1937), some 98.7

per cent of the land and capital of the system had been brought

into socialized or collective ownership. The land of the country

was nationalized as of February, 1918, and is completely owned by

society as a whole, while practically all capital goods in manufactur-

ing, and the heavy cajpital goods in other fields of activity, are

similarly owned. The numerous collective or cooperative farms of

T. Floiinsky, Toward an Understanding of the U.S.S.R. New York: The
Macmillan Com[)any, 1939, p. 173.
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the.^ystt^m own farm buildings, draft animals and other livestock,

some machinery, and stocks of seed, and have the right of “perpetual

use“ of their land, though tractors, combines, and other types of

heavy agricultural machinery are owned by the state and are fur-

nished to the collective farms on a kind of rental basis. The fairly

numerous marketing cooperatives and producers' cooperatives in

handicraft production own certain limited (|uantities of capital

goods, and very small amounts of capital are in the hands of indi-

vidual peasant farmers and handicraft producers.

Freedom of Enterprise. Under ideal socialism, the people as a

whole, through various units of government, would operate, as well

as own, the productive wealth of the country. This does not mean

that die central government of the system would own and operate

all industries, for many types of production might be allocated to

other governmental units, but it does mean that freedom of enter-

prise would exist only for governmental units as representatives of

the people as a whole. With rare exceptions, private individuals

could not be business enterprisers or receive profits as private in-

come. On the other hand, the individual workers of the system

would continue to enjoy considerable freedom of occupational

choice under socialism.

I'his description is substantially applicable to the socialistic econ-

omy of Soviet Russia. Most important types of economic activity are

operated, as well as owned, by the federal, republic, district, or

local governments. However, just before the outbreak of World
War II, the roughly 250,000 collective or cooperative farms cul-

tivated over 90 per cent of the land which was in use, and included

some 18.8 million peasant households, or 93.5 per cent of the total.

There were also a little over a million small independent peasant

farms. In 1947, after various new areas had been added to the ter-

ritory of Soviet Russia, there were said to be 220,000 collective farms,

and several million individual peasant farms.

A

few^ million per-

sons are members of various cooperative enterprises in handicraft

and service production, and many thousands of consumer coopera-

tive organizations operate retail stores and are served by cooperative

wholesaling organizations. In addition, there are numerous but rela-

tively unimportant private enterprises in handicraft production,

15 //;*>/., p. 20Q.

Harry Schwartz, Russia's Posiumr Economy. Syracuse: Syracuse University

Press, 1947, p. 54.
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and service trades. However, the private and cooperative enterpHses

in Soviet Russia do not really enjoy freedom of enterprise in the

capitalistic sense, for their activities arc covered by the economic

plans of the country and their operation is quite rigidly controlled

by means of prices, taxes, interest rates, rentals, and other factors

which are directly under governmental jurisdiction. Freedom of

enterprise really exists only for society as a whole, though Russian

workers ordinarily have a large degree of freedom in choosing their

occupations.

Economic Motwation. An ideal socialistic economy would rely

on economic motivation to some extent, but the significance of this

institution would be much less than under capitalism. The profit

motive itself would be virtually eliminated, since private individuals

in general would not be allowed to own and operate enterprises for

private gain. Since productive wealth would be owned very largely

by governmental units, as representatives of the people, individuals

would not be motivated by a desire to accumulate land and capital

in order to receive rent or interest as private income. Most indi-

viduals would work for some governmental unit or other and would

receive ordy wages as income. This is where economic motivation

comes in, for most socialists woidd permit moderate differentials in

wages as between different industries and occupations, though there

are a few socialists who hold out for a strictly equal distribution of

income. By moderate differentials in wages, socialists presumably

mean that the highest wage paid to anyone would be not more than

10 to 15 times the lowest wage paid to anyone. Such differentials

are large in comparison with perfect equality, but are very modest

in comparison with the differences in individual incomes which pre-

vail under capitalism. With the private ownership of wealth limited

to consumers' goods and with inheritance severely restricted, if

permitted at all, inequalities in the distribution of wealth should

be very small under socialism as compared with capitalism.

Though economic motivation would be retained to some extent

under socialism, such a society would attempt to emphasize other

types of motivation. Altruism would replace the desire for economic

gain to a considerable extent. Individuals would be supposed to

work for the good of society as a whole, for prestige (or the esteem

and admiration of their fellow men), or to obtain positions of power

in the economic system. Under capitalism, prestige and power are

often sought indirectly through obtaining a large income and ac-
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cumulating wealth, but under socialism they would be separated

rather thoroughly from the seeking of economic gain. Public honors

would be available for unusual accom])lishments in production, and

security against unemployment, old age, and other economic misfor-

tunes miglu serve as a spur to productive effort. Underlying every-

thing else, of course, would be the public power of compulsion,

with penalties for unsatisfactory ellorts and results on the part of

individuals, and the ultimate reejuirement that every able person

must work if he wishes to eat.

Since it will be necessary to deal with the question of incentives

in Soviet Russia in detailed fashion later in our discussion, we pro-

pose to limit the present treatment severely and merely indicate that

the Soviet Russian economy lives up to the socialistic model in a

general way. While the profit motive as such is almost completely

eliminated in Soviet Russia, economic motivation is relied upon to a

considerable extent and there are fair-sized differentials in money
wages. Ill 1988, for example, maximum differentials in money wages

were fixed by law in certain industries. In industry and transporta-

tion the lowest rate of pay was set at 1 10 rubles j)er month and the

highest rate at 2000 rubles per month. These rates of wages pro-

duced a differential of a little over 18 to 1 from top to bottom. Of
course, it is possible that the lowest paid workers in other fields re-

ceived less than 1 10 rubles per month and there were probably other

positions in the economy which paid more than 2000 rubles per

month. During the war and j)ostwar period, in the face of the neces-

sity of giving all classes of workers maximum incentives to increase

production, there was some broade ning of diflerenlials in wages and

salaries. Besides money wages, the individuals of the Russian system

receive part of their real income from the government in the form

of direct grants of commodities and services, and these grants may
increase, decrease, or merely maintain the differentials which exist

on the basis of money wages, according to the manner in which

they are distributed among the workers with different levels of

money income.

The Soviet Russian economy also relies to some extent on other

motives, such as altruism, enthusiasm for socialism and economic

planning, and socialist competition, or the efforts of the workers of

various socialized enterprises to outdo each other in the matter of

increasing production. A considerable range of public honors is

available for conspicuous achievements in production, and some of
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these honors carry certain economic rewards with them as well.

Some economic positions aflord much more prestige ahd power than

others, and security against unemployment, old age, and other

economic ills is given. Many penalties are also provided lor workers

whose attitudes, efforts, or results are })aiticularly iinsatislactory and

the public power of compulsion can be used as a last resort to get

the workers to iunction in the manner and places desired by the

})lanners.

The Price System. According to most socialists, the ideal socialistic

system would retain money and the price system, but it wcjuld not

rely on price movements and price relationships in making im-

portant cconc:)mic decisions to nearly so great an extent as does a

capitalistic economy. Decisions as to the kinds and cpiantities ol

goods to l)e produced, as to the alIc:)cation ol land and capital among
the various enterprises and industries, and as to the relative propor-

tions ol the national real income which should take the lorni ol

capital goods and consumers’ goods, respectively, wc:)uld be made by

some governmental agency or other on the basis ol economic plan-

ning rather than on the basis ol price indicators. On the other hand,

price relationships miglu be relied upon lor the most part to effect

the distribution ol workers among industries and occupations and

to bring the market demands and supj>Iies cjl various ccc^nomic

goods into balance. 4'hus, the price system would be rcjdaced to a

great extent by the institution ol economic planning as the prime

mover ol the economic system. This is, as we shall sc'c, substantially

the situation which exists in the socialistic economy ol Soviet Russia.

Competition. A great reduction in the importance ol competition

in economic lite is one ol the features ol an ideal socialistic; system.

Individual workers would presumably c:ompete to get into the better

paying and more pleasant occupations ol the system, and consumers

would compete lor the available limited supplies ol various con-

sumers’ goods and services since the socialistic intention is to give

consumers considerable Ireedom ol choice in spending their money
incomes, but that is ail. In other respects, the governing influence

ol competition would be replaced by the dictates of economic plan-

ning. This is the situation which exists in Soviet Russia if we add

to the types of competition just mentioned the “socialist competi-

tion” to which we referred in another connection and some unau-

thorized competition of enterprises and industries to secure supplies
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o£ materials, fixed capital goods, or labor. A socialistic economy is

in general intended to be a single great cooperative enterprise.

Economic Institutions under Partial Socialism

in Britain

Since the Labor Parly took over tlie reins ol govei nmeni in Jtily,

1945, Great Britain has been moving in the direction of “partial

socialization” of her (‘(onoinic system. I'hrongh the first hall ol

1949, seven important industries (coal, banking, telecommunica-

tions, civil aviation, inland transport, electricity and gas and coke)

had been nationalized and l)rought undei public ownership and

operation and the nationalization of one other (steel production)

seemed imminent. However, the objective ol the Labcjr Go\ernmcnt

is said not to be complete socialization, for it is said that, when all

proposed nationalization measures have been carried out, about 20

per cent of industry will be publicly owned and operated, while 80

per cent will be left to private ownership and free enterprise.

riie nationalization j)ro('css has an obvious impact on the in-

stitution of private })roperty, the extent to which Britons enjoy

freedom of enter})rise, the pervasiveness of competition in the

economy, and the operation of the price system. Actually, however,

governmental control over the economic life of the country and the

modification of capitalistic institutions have gone forward much
more rapidly than the bare nationalization [program itself would

suggest. Rationing by physical quantities applies to a certain

number of scarce commodities. Almost all prices are strictly con-

trolled. Rents are being kept at prewar levels and the government’s

housing program emphasizes low rentals made possible by subsidies.

Imports and exports are almost com})letely under license, and

foreign exchange is controlled. Enterprisers face many limitations

on what they can produce. Many industries not directly involved in

the nationalization program are subjected to strict governmental

control through almost countless regulations.

Inefficient managers in manufacturing and agriculture can be dis-

placed and government nominees substituted. The government can

see to it that supplies and materials are made available to certain

industries and are withheld from others. It can divert both public

17 British Information Services, Labor and Industry in Britain, September-
October, 1947, p. 162.
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and private invCvStments into government approved channels and

prevent them from going into others. It can freeze workers in jobs

considered essential and direct them to move from certain jobs to

others. It has the power to control rates of pay, hours, and working

conditions. It can order goods to be exported to certain markets and

to be withheld from others. In general, the government has the

power to do anything to insure that the whole resources of the

community are available for use and are used in a manner best cal-

culated to serve the interests of the community. In this situation it

is clear that there is little left of the ordinary family of capitalistic

institutions. Some people claim, to be sure, that the rather complete

governmental control of the British economy is a product of the

postwar economic emergency rather than of the advent of partial

socialism, but it remains to be seen whether any partly socialized

economy can permit the operation of capitalistic institutions to any

significant extent in the non-socialized sec tor of the cconc:)my.

Economic Institutions under Communism

If we sought to understand the differences between socialism and

comiminisni by examining the platforms of the Socialist and Com-
munist Parties in the United States, we might reach the conclusion

that these diiferences are not very striking and significant. However,

there are important differences between socialism and communism
as ideal theoretical systems. In the first place, communism would go

further than socialism in modifying the capitalistic institution of

private property. Under communism, consumers' goods as well as

land and capital would be owncxl by society as a whole. Of course,

various consumers’ goods, such as groceries, clothes, and tooth

brushes, must be allowed to pass into private possession in order

that consumption may take place, but the basic title even to such

things would remain vested in the entire social group. Freedom of

enterprise, as a right of individuals, would be completely eliminated

under communism. Individuals would presumably remain .free to

choose their own occupations, but these choices would be made
entirely on some other basis than the desire to receive a large money
or real income. That is, in an ideal communistic system, economic

motivation would be entirely eliminated. Each individual would
choose that occupation in which he could be most useful to society

as a whole, would produce to the best of his ability, and Wbuld
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receive real income according to his needs, presumably by helping

himself to the various economic goods which would exist in plenti-

ful quantities in public storehouses. While the distribution of in-

come according to needs would not result in a precisely ecjual

distribution of real income among persons, unless we assume that all

persons have equal needs, economic inecjuality between persons

would be almost ccmipletely eliminated under communism and any

differences in income which existed w^ould not be based on pro-

ductiveness or choice of occupation.

With wage differentials abandoned as a means of distributing

labor among industries and occupations, and with exchanges of

commodities and services, in the ordinary market sense, eliminated,

it would seem that a cc^mmunistic system would have no use for a

system of money and prices. 1 hus, it is commonly said that these

things would be abandoned under full communism and that all

important economic decisions would be made on some other basis

han price movements and relatic^nships. If there were no differential

wages for which workers could compete, and if all consumers' goods

and services were so plentiful that each person could have all he

needed, then clearly the last vestiges of competition as a capitalistic

institution would be removed under ideal communism. Complete

social cooperation would be the order of the day. From this brief

discussion, we can see that the institutions of Soviet Russia are

socialistic in character rather than communistic, even though Russia

is widely known as a communistic system and its operation as an

economic system is well-nigh completely in the control of the so-

called Communist Party.

Economic Institutions of Fascism

The fascist economies, as typified by Germany and Italy, held that

the goal of their system was found in the ends and objectives of the

state, or of the nation as an entity separate from the numerous in-

dividuals who compose it at any particular time. Economic policies

were followed or abandoneci not for their own sake or because of

their effect on individual welfare but according to whether they ap-

peared to be consistent or inconsistent with the general goal of the

system. Such a system did not need to make any change in the

nominal character of economic institutions as such. It needed

merely, by intervention and restriction, to control the operation of
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these institutions so that their effect would be to lurther the aims of

the system.

I’hus, the differences between capitalism and fascism did not lie

in the basic institutions of the systems, for these institutions were

nominally the same in both systems. Under fascism, we saw no such

com])lete concentration of productive wealth in public hands as is

presupposed by a system of socialism or communism. The various

governmental units under fascism did own and operate some indus-

tries, but the great bulk of productive wealth was left in private

hands. How^ever, the private owners of productive wealth were not

su|)posed to think that they had any sacred property rights, for

they held their wealth only on the sufferance of the “leader,” Herr

Hitler or Signor Mussolini. 1 he uses which could be made of pro-

ductive wealth were closely controlled, and private wealth was even

expropriated on occasion. I'hus, when the government or party

found itself short of funds, examiners could be sent to go over the

books of private concerns lor many years past, and fines of millions

of marks or lire might be levied for any false entries or mistakes in

bookkeeping however trivial and insignificant. There were no laws

or courts capable of preventing such arbitrary governmental actions,

or of interfering with the capital levies which were placed on land-

owners or enterprisers on other occasions.

On paper, the fascist systems made much of such things as individ-

ual initiative, economic motivation, and freedom of enterprise as

devices for securing the efficient operation of their economies.

Unless and until he was interfered with, the individual was free to

be a business enterpriser, produce any commodity or service which

he liked in any cpiantity which seemed most appropriate, hire and

fire labor, secure supplies of other productive agents on as good

terms as he could get, make as much money as he could, and spend

or save his income as he desired. Under these conditions, it seemed

that the operation of the economic system would be highly com-

petitive in character, and private business men appeared to be able

to make their various economic decisions on the basis of price

mc^vements and relationships.

Actually, interference with the private operation of business and

industry existed to an almost unbelievable extent under fascism.

The government could and did restrict, or even prohibit altogether,

the entry of individuals into certain industries and businesses. The
government at times controlled the prices at which commodities
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and services could sell or at which labor or other productive lactors

could be obtained, it regulated the marketing of economic goods, it

set up j)roduction (juotas or hours of operation for plants and enter-

prises, it rationed raw materials and supplies, it c(nn])elled employ-

ers to hire and lire workers along j)arty lines without legard for

ability, and it controlled the use of foreign exchange, the im]K)rta-

tion of materials and su[)})lies, and the exportation of linished

goods.

Under these conditions, business enter])rises could seek jnolits but,

if profits were made, the government decided whether they could

be paid out to the owners of the businesses and to what extent,

and it could requiie the enterprises to invest their earnings in the

securities of new plants that were being set up for ]mrposes of

economic self-sufficiency, or in government bonds. DilUrcntials in

wages existed between the various occu])ations and industries and

the workers sometimes had considerable freedom in their choice of

occu})ations, but as time wore on there appeared a tendency to

frec.‘/e the workers in their jobs and to mold the class structure of

society into rigid and semi-permanent castes or groups. In any case,

in view of the great levies which fascist governments made against

the wages of workers, it is c|uestionable whether there remained any

great degree of economic motivation for them.

Fascism, then, appeared to be different from capitalism in that an

all-powerful central government, unrestrained by constitutional or

other limitations, interfered with and controlled economic and other

activities to an enormous degree for the purpose of directing them

toward the achievement of whatever goals seemed desirable to the

leaders of the party and the government. Fascism had the institu-

tions of capitalism in name only, for it refused to let them operate

in the ordinary c apitalistic fashion lest they enhance the wellare ol

the citizens as individuals instead of making for those different and
often conflicting goals which were attributed to the semi-mystical

slate or nation.

QUESTIONS

1. “It is customary to define various economic systems in terms of their

institutions.” Illustrate.

2. What is private property and why is it said to be basic to the opera-

tion of a capitalistic economy? How and why is private property

restricted even in capitalistic economic systems?
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3. Explain briefly the various theories which have been developed to

explain and justify the existence of the institution of private properly.

4. Distinguish carefully between private property and corporate prop-

erty.

5. Can the institution of freedom of enterprise be justified on the basis

of social welfare? Discuss.

6. How important is the institution of freedom of enterprise to the

ordinal y indi\idual under modern capitalism?

7. “Under capitalism, the desire for economic gain makes people work

harder and longer than would any other motive which coulcJ be sub-

stituted for it." Discuss.

8. “llie importance of economic motivation under capitalism is baldly

open to question, but the source of this institution is a matter of

considerable controversy." Explain.

9. Outline the several important functions which the institution of com-

petition is supposed to perform in a caj)itahstic econoinv-

10. “Even in capitalistic economic systems, competition is interlered with

and limited both by governmental activities and those of prnate indi-

viduals." Explain.

11. In view of the many cases of monopoly, duopoly, and monopolistic

competition which exist, why is our capitalistic economic system still

regarded as competitive?

12. How and why are the institutions of a capitalistic economy likel) to

be modified in wartime?

13. “Some economic institutions of capitalism would be modified in a

socialistic economy while others would be completely eliminated."

Show whether you agree.

14. Discuss the probable fate of each economic institution of capitalism in

an economy of modern socialism.

15. How do the economic institutions of Soviet Russia compare with

those of theoretical socialism? Explain.

16. How and to what extent has the program of partial socialism in

Britain resulted in a nu^dification of the economic institutions of the

country? Explain.

17. “The econcmiic institutions of capitalism would be completely elimi-

nated in a communistic system." Explain.

18. “The economic institutions of the fascist countries were nominally the

same as those of capitalism, but in practice the functioning of these

institutions was severely modified." Explain,



CHAPTER 3

GOVERNMENT

In discussing the nature and operation of economic institutions,

it was necessary on several occasions to refer to government as a

modifying or conditioning force in economic life. We shall in-

vestigate now the nature of the governments of capitalistic, social-

istic, communistic, and fascist systems before going into the more

strictly economic aspects of these systems. Indeed, in non-capitalistic

economic systems the activities of government play such an im-

portant part in the operation of the economic system that some

knowledge of their governments is essential to an understanding of

their economic life.

The Government under Capitalism

For the most part, our discussion of government in relation to

capitalism will deal with rather general matters. Since capitalistic

systems have been able to operate successfully under governments

which differ considerably in the details of their organization, there

seems to be no particular point in setting up the government of

any one country as a model for all capitalistic systems and dealing

exhaustively with the details of its organization.

Capitalism and Democracy, Perhaps because various non-capital-

istic economic systems have so often operated under dictatorial gov-

ernments, there is a tendency in popular discussion to make capital-

ism synonymous with democracy, and socialism and fascism with

dictatorship. Actually, the government of a capitalistic system does

not have to be democratic in the strict sense of the term, which

would presumably involve direct and equal participation in the

government by all citizens. In a large and heavily populated capital-

istic system, it would be impossible for all citizens to participate

directly in the government as they might in the old New England

53
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town meeting, and it is very doubtful whether the citizens* of a

capitalistic economy could participate equally in the government in

any case since they differ so much as individuals with respect to such

matters as wealth and income, economic opportunities, education,

and social status. However, the government of a capitalistic system

could scarcely be a dictatorshiji, lor it is difficult to imagine a

dictatorial government which would not restrict and control eco-

nomic life to an extent which would be inconsistent with the

operation of ca[)italistic institutions.

Capitalism and Laissez-Faire. For many years, the idea persisted

that the government of a capitalistic system, however it might be

organized, should follow a jiolicy of laissez-faire with respect to

economic activity. That is, its activities should be limited to the

performance of a few general functions for the good of all the

citizens, and it should not attempt to control or interfere with the

economic activities of private individuals. As Adam Smith wrote

many years ago:

All systems, either of preference or restraint, therefore, being thus com-

pletely taken away, the obvious and simple system of natural liberty

establishes itscH of its own accord. Every man, as long as he docs not

violate the laws of justice, is left perfectly free to pursue his own interest

in his own way, and to bring both his industry and capital into (ompe-

tition with those of any other man, or order of men. The sovereign is

completely disdiargcd from a duty, in the attempt to perform wliicJi lie

must always be exposed to innumerable delusions, and for the proper per-

formance of which, no human wisdom or knowledge could ever be sufh-

efent; the duty of superintending the industry of private people, and of

directing it toward the employment most suitable to the interests of the

society. According to the system of natural liberty, the sovereign has only

three duties to attend to; three duties of great importance, indeed, but

plain and intelligible to common understandings; first, the duty of pro-

tecting the society from the violence and invasion of other independent

societies; secondly, the duty of protecting, as far as possible, every mem-
ber of the society from the injustice or oppression of every other member
of it, or the duty of establishing an exact administration of justice; and,

thirdly, the duty of erecting and maintaining certain public works, and
certain public institutions, which it can never be for the interest ‘of any

individual, or small number of individuals to erect and maintain; because

the profit could never pay the expense to any individual, or small number
of individuals, though it may frequently do much more than repay it to

a great society.

^

1 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations. London: T. Nelson and Sons, 1S91.

Rook IV, p. 286.
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T he implications of the “system of natural liberty” are clear.

Each individual is assumed to be a more or less rational being and

a better judge of his own interests than any gove rnment e an be. The
interests of individuals are closely identified with those of society as

a whole, and the individuals of the systeju, in relentlessly pursuing

their own ends, contribute to the maximi/.alion of the soc ial wc llarc .

The institutions of (apitalism are both natural and benelicent. It is

only netessary for the government to provide a setting or environ-

ment in which these institutions can operate in free and untram-

raeled fashion. T his the government can do by carrying on national

defense, by maintaining justice, law and older, and by constructing

and maintaining roads, bridges, harbors, schools, and other public

works and institutions.

Governmetital Regulation under Capitalism. T he system of nat-

ural liberty was not perfectly suited even to the relatiAely sinijilc*

economic conditions of 150 years ago, and, in more modern times,

the governments of capitalistic systems have more and more often

broken the bonds which the system cjf natural liberty wotdcl have

placed upon them. It has becai realized that the institutions ol

capitalism are man-made rather than natural and that the proposi-

tion concerning their benefic'ence is one which at best is valid only

in the majority of cases. In the operation of capitalistic economies,

ecronoinic problems have arisen which have seemed impossible ol

solution at the hands of private individuals and whose great impact

on the lives of millions of individuals has brought a demand for

governmental intervention.

As a result, governmental rc'gulation is a fairly common feature of

economic life under capitalism. In the United States, for example,

the phases of economic life which have come under governmental

regulaticm include transportation by rail, highway, water, and air,

cc:>mmunications, public utilities in the more limited sense and

public utility holding companies, commercial banking, investment

banking, coal production, international trade and foreign exchange,

insurance companies, monopolies and trusts, agriculture, collective

bargaining and trade union activities of other kinds, the wages,

hours, and working conditions of labor, and others. Flowever,

under capitalism, governmental regulation is not assumed to be

good in and of itself nor is it ordinarily intended to bring about the

replacement of the capitalistic system with some other variety of

economy. In general, it is intended to prevent or eliminate abuses
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and to enable the actual capitalistic system to operate more?||iearly

like the ideal, theoretical model. The impression is that govern-

mental intervention is an evil which must be tolerated or encour-

aged only when it seems likely to prevent or remove a greater evil.

In wartime, as we noted in the preceding chapter, the sphere of

governmental regulation in an erstwhile capitalistic system tends to

be greatly expanded. The government is then likely to undertake

to control the kinds and quantities of economic goods to be pro-

duced, the allocation of various productive agents among industries

and businesses, the apportionment of finished economic goods

among consumers, the process of saving and capital formation, and

the prices of finished goods and productive agents. Such a degree of

governmental control is inconsistent with the operation of a capital-

istic economic system. What it means is that the country in question

temporarily abandons its capitalistic economy and becomes some

sort of planned and controlled economy.

Governmental Ozvnership and Operation under Capitalism. The
existence of a capitalistic system does not imply that all fields of

economic activity are left exclusively in the hands of private indi-

viduals, for some industries, or parts thereof, may be owned and

operated by various governmental units. In the various capitalistic

systems taken together, governmental units have provided, in whole

or in part, such things as transportation, communicaiic^n, savings

bank service, general banking fac ilities, insurance, educational facili-

ties, harbors, roads, canals, jmblic parks and reservations, botanical

and zoological gardens, libraries, art galleries and museums, public

baths, tennis courts, golf courses, health service, theaters, water,

gas, electricity, hospitals, clinics, medical schools, day nurseries, fire

protection, housing, farm products, mineral products, a host of

manufactured products, and the drainage, irrigation, and general

reclamation of land.

In the United States, governments own and operate productive

facilities of many kinds. That is, governmental units of one kind or

another own and operate the plants which provide water, gas, and

electricity in hundreds or thousands of cities and towns, as well as

local transportation systems, markets, airports, beaches and piers,

golf courses, ice plants, dairies, laundries, heating plants, coal yards,

bridges and tunnels, terminals, warehouses, roads and highways,

railroads in Alaska and Panama, radio stations, printing establish-

ments, steamship lines, the post office and postal savings system.
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sociaMnsurance systems, and carry on projects in connection with

reforestation, soil erosion, grade-crossing elimination, slum clear-

ance, rural electrification, and rural housing. All this does not moan

that governmental ownership and operation is preferred to private

in many or most lines ol economic activity in our economy. On the

contrary, in most fields private ownership and operation is assumed

to be better until the contrary can be demonstrated, just as a man
on trial in court is assumed to be innocent until he has been proved

guilty. The great bulk of our economic activity is still in private

hands. However, it is clear that the governments of capitalistic-

systems do not follow anything like a strict ]X)licy of laissez-faire

today.

The Government under Socialism

Socialism and Democracy. The cjuestion of what the government

would be like under an ideal system of modern socialism is an

important one. Many socialists would apparently prefer to keep

modern capitalism with all its evils rather than to achieve the

economic features of socialism in combination with a dictatorial

government. That is, modern socialists seem to be in quite general

agreement that the government of their system must be a democracy,

and that democracy can hardly be achieved under any other system.

As one writer says:

For short, let us say that Socialism aims at a classless society in which

the means to wealth will be communally controlled. It follows that

Socialism must aim at Democracy—that is, at assuring to every citizen a

real and effective share in the government of his country and of the

world. Class equality and communal control mean nothing unless they

mean democracy. Class equality is inconsistent with any sort of monopoly
or dictatorship in the sphere of government; and communal control

means control by all.

2

And again:

We have no right to be disappointed with democracy—miuh less to

yield to our disappointment; for democracy has not yet been tried. It

cannot be tried in any real sense until it has been given an environment
in which it can have free play. There can be no real political democracy
without economic freedom to serve as a foundation for it. There can,

indeed, be more or less democratic elements in a society that is undemo-

2 G. D. H. Cole, The Simple Case for Socialism, p. 9. Reprinted by permission

of Victor Gollancz, Ltd., London.
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cratic in its basic institutions. The democratic elements in a society can

be of real value and can serve as instruments for the furtherance of free-

dom. They are the forerunners of denuKracy and point the way towards

its achievement. Rut it is nonsense to speak of democracy as actually in

being where men are divided into social classes differing grossly in wealth,

opportunity, status, education—in short in all those things which make
the difference betw'een ruling and being ruled, betw^een the classes for

whose sake society is administered and the classes which are doomed to

serve as means to other men’s ends. Democracy may be in the making,

but it is not yet made. In the modern world, there is no real democracy

short of socialism.'*

Features of Socialistic Government. Modern socialism, then, looks

forward to a situation in which the individual citizens w^ould he so

nearly alike in economic power that they could participate in the

affairs of government with substantial equality. It also envisages a

situation in which the national legislature and cither governmental

agencies will respond freely and accurately to the popular wdll of

an enlightened citizenry. The government will give the people what

they want and the citizens will know^ what they want the govern-

ment to do on all important matters of public policy, because the

citizens will have been subjected to mass cdiit:ation and they will

have had an opportunity to hear unbiased presentations of both

sides, or all sides, of important t]iu?stions on which the government

must pass. Such an enlightened citizenry is virtually impossible to

attain under capitalism, according to the socialists. The various

agencies which play an important part in forming public opinion

under capitalism, such as the newspapers, for example, seldom, if

ever, present all sides of important public questions to the public.

They present only the sides of questions and favor the policies which

appear to be consistent wdth their owm interests, and try to convince

the citizens that their interests are the same as those of the opinion-

molding agencies and require the same public policies. And, of

course, regardless of the condition of the capitalistic economy as a

whole at any particular time, the opinions expressed by these agen-

cies are favorable to the continuation of the capitalistic institutions

under which they thrive and prosper. So long as private property

exists and the distribution of wealth and income remains highly

unequal, most citizens of a capitalistic system are not likely to be-

come as enlightened as the socialists would have them.

It goes without saying that a socialistic democracy would have to

8 Ibid., p. 26. Reprinted by permission of Victor Gollancz, Ltd., London.
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extend the various civil rights, such as freedom of speech, freedom

of the press, freedom of assembly, and freedom of religion, to the

people; that it would provide free and universal suffrage for adult

citizens; and tiiat it would fill governmental oflues by election,

wlieie possible, so that the officials would be diiectly rcsjjonsible to

the people. 1 he federal government under socialism would prob-

ably nf:)t be divided into three more or less watertight compart-

ments, with a system cd checks and balances existing between them.

1 he legislature, as the dc pai tment of government which is likely to

be most responsive to the will of the people, would probably be

suj)reme, and its clecisicms and enactments could nc3t be u})set by the

(idler agencies of government. I he executive agency or agencies

would be, in a sense, subsidiary to the legislature and would hold

no veto powers over laws, while the cciurts waruld also be secondary

in im})ortance and none ol them would have any power to declare

laws unconstitutional, f inis, the diffusiciii of responsibility which

we now have among the departments of the federal government

would be eliminated, riuae would be no c ases in which the legisla-

ture would pass laws in response to popular demand, only to see

them vetoed by the exec utive or hc!lcl unconstitutional by the courts.

IJiidcr the conditions foreseen by modern socialism, the protection

which is now supposed to be allorded by the separation of govern-

mental powers and the system of checks and balances would no

longer be needed.

There are considerable differences of opinion among socialists

as to the details of governmental organization, as, for example, the

cjuestion of whether we should have a one-house or two-house

legislature. However, it is often proposed that, in some way C3r other,

representation in the legislatine should be economic in character.

The members shc^ulcl represent industi ies or occuj^ations rather than

states or subdivisions of states. It shc^uld be the gentleman from the

automobile industry instead of the gentleman from Michigan.

Many socialists also seem to think that, in the United States, only

the federal and municipal governments would survive under social-

ism. The present state governments would be replaced by some sort

of district governments drawn up along strictly economic lines. Our
present states are regarded as historical accidents rather than as

economic units and it is frecjuently true that large numbers of Iver-

sons in one state will have economic interests which are more like

those of citizens of other states than like those of the other citizens
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of the same state. Such a situation is somewhat unfortunate in

modern times, for most of the derisions which governments have to

make are economic in character. Moreover, there would be no justi-

fication under socialism for the many and peculiar local govern-

mental units, other than municipal, which we now have.

Problems of Socialistic Government, T he prospectus which the

socialists furnish for their government is interesting, but many prob-

lems are involved in their projiosals. One problem has to do with

the enlightened citizenry. If the various governmental units will

deal primarily with economic issues, how can a socialistic system

provide mass education and make sure that the citizens understand

all sides of the issues? Economic questions, in general, are dillicult

enough even for college students, and the feat of providing lull en-

lightenment for all the citizens on such matters would certainly be

most difficult, if not actually impossible, to accomplish. However,

we may concede that it would be possible for the citizens as a whole

to be better informed than they are today on the economic issues

which are matters of governmental policy, and one might hope that,

under socialism, the citizens selected to fill governmental offices

would be much better equipped than those of toefay^to cope with

the major economic issues which they would face inevitably. Per-

haps this is all the socialists really hope for.

I here is also some question as to how thoroughly the government

of a socialistic system would want its citizens to be enlightened on

all sides of important economic issues. I’he agencies through which

information would be passed on to the people would almost cer-

tainly be owned and operated by the government, and the govern-

ment would have official policies in regard to a variety of economic

matters which it would desire to have the people favor. Would the

government be willing to present full and impartial information

concerning possible alternatives to the policies which it is actually

following? Would the government press under socialism be expected

to present a complete and fair discussion of the merits and demerits

of such a matter as, say, a proposed return to capitalism? Would
not any citizens who tried to accomplish the same result be likely

to have a short and undistinguished journalistic career? The social-

ists who inhabit a capitalistic economic system usually insist that

they should have freedom of speech and of the press in selling their

proposed system, but it is far from certain that they would
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similar rights to persons who desired to oppose the official policies

of government under socialism.

Even if the citizens are fairly enlightened, there is the question

of how responsive the government can be to the changing will of

the people under socialism. Though we have not examined the

question fully as yet, wc have seen that, from the economic point

of view, a socialistic economy must be a planned economy, and

economic plans cannot be made and carried out on a day to day

basis, riie very notion of economic planning seems to imply that

national economic plans, once they are made, should be followed

persistently through at least a reasonable j)eriod of time. T he gov-

einr^ient could not be expected, for example, to spend a couple of

years developing additional productive facilities for the production

of shoes and then abandon this eejuipment and start building facili-

ties for automobile production because the tastes of the citizens in

consumption had changed in the meantime. At best, it would seem

that the government could respond to the changing will of the

people in regard to economic matters only at reasonable intervals,

and this whole discussion in any case slides over the difficult ques-

tion of how the government would ascertain the popular will on a

hundred and one matters with any great accuracy.

As the above discussion suggests, the government under socialism

would probably be responsible to the popular will only in the sense

that, if the planners do not give the people what they want in a

given period of, say, four or five years, the citizens will rise up at

the next election, throw the rascals out of office, and substitute a set

of planners who will make plans which are better suited to the

desires of the people. But this may be easier said than done, for

there is a grave question as to whether full-fledged economic plan-

ning is compatible with the democratic process. Economic planning

requires that enormous powers be concentrated in the hands of

certain governmental agencies which arc charged with the making

and enforcement of economic plans, and these great powers might

be used to destroy democratic control of the government. The
planners may come to think that they know what the people need

and desire better than the people themselves know and, if this

happens, one of the principal plans w^hich the planners work on may
be a scheme for keeping themselves in office. Thus, some people

think that economic planning under socialism is more likely to be

ai^ciated with dictatorship than with democracy.
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In theory, it would be possible to guard against this danger. I’he

planning agencies could l)e made cieatures ol the legislature, the

legislature could speciiy the general goals toward which economic

planning should be directed, it could reserve the right to ratily all

plans belore they would go into efiect, and it would have the right

to recall members ol planning agencies who lunctioned unsatisiac-

torily. Although such technical salcguards would be desirable, the

real answer to the question ol whether national economic planning

is compatible with democracy depends probably on the question of

what human nature would be like under socialism. It would depend

on the idealism, altruism, and motivation in general ol the leaders

of the government and economic system. Many people will bej[icve

that a country can have both economic planning and democracy

only when they see it, and certainly little can be found in the

operation of the Soviet Russian economy to date to suggest that

economic planning on a national scale is likely to be associated with

democracy in government.

Finally, there are several problems in connection with economic

representation. It is easy to say that representation in the legisla-

ture should be economic in character, but which industries and

occupations should be represented, and which should be excluded

or lumped together? How many legislators should there be on this

basis, how should they be apportioned among industries and occu-

pations, and how should minorities in industries or occupations be

represented? Even more important, wcjukl economic representatives

function more efficiently than representatives ol states or of given

numbers of people? Would they know more about the important

economic questions on which they would have to decide and would

they be better able to take a broad social point of view in their

deliberations? These questions could be answered definitely only

on the basis of ex])erience. Many people would contend that our na-

tional legislators already actually represent major economic interests

rather than stales or numbers of individuals. Jf this is true, the gov-

ernment of socialism would merely bring economic representation

out in the open. In any case, we miglit expect to find combinations

and blocs of legislators, pressure groups, log-rolling, and other fea-

tures of our capitalistic government under socialism. However, the

socialists contend that these things would lose much of their signifi-

cance under socialism, since opportunities for private profit would

be eliminated almost completely. For example, some legislators
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might try to convince the rest tiuit the economy should develop in-

creased electric power by means of generating plants wliich burn

coal, while others might stand for the development of hydroelectric

power, but, with both types of electric plants owned and o])erated

by governmental agencies, no groups of private citizens would be

able to make private profits whatever the decision of the legislature

might be.

The Government of Soviet Russia

The Revolution and Early Governments We must now leave our

speculations as to what government might be like in socialistic

systems which do not yet exist and turn to an examination of the

government under which the socialistic systcmi of Soviet Russia

actually operates. In this discussion, we must concentrate our at-

tention very largely on the Russian government as it exists at

present and deal only sparingly with earlier governmental systems.

Before 1917, the government of Russia had been a constitutional

monarchy in name. In fact, however, despite the various concessions

which the tsarist government had made as a result of the unrest and

discontent of the people, the government was still a practically ab-

solute monarchy, and an extremely corrupt and bureaucratic one at

that. After several years of rather unsuccessful participation in

World War 1 on the side of the Allies, the corruption and ineffi-

ciency of the tsarist government became unbearable, and this gov-

ernment came to its end by rcwoluiion early in 1917. In March of

that year, there were spontaneous upi isings of great masses of people

in the leading cities and the I sar, Nicholas IJ, was compelled to

abdicate his throne, since he had lost the support of the armed
forces of the nation. Groups of workers, known as “soviets” or

councils, sprang into action in the chief industrial centers, attempted

to preserve order, and administered the food supplies. A provisional

government, under the authority of the lower house of the legisla-

ture, was established and operated for a time under the leadership

of Kerensky.

This provisional government, however, followed a dilly-dallying

policy and in several months' time made little progress toward
setting up a genuinely stable government. As a result, in the fall of

1917, the Bolshevik Party took over the reins of government. This
ptrty a rather small left-wing or revolutionary group, but it had
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control of some local soviets, especially those in Moscow and Petro-

grad, and believed it could command the support of the masses. On
November 6, 1917, the government buildings and facilities in

Petrograd were taken over and the Kerensky government fell. An
All-Russian Congress of Soviets, welding together the various local

soviets of workers, was called in session and it undertook the forma-

tion of a new government, under the guidance of the Bolshevik

Party (later to become the Communist Party of the Sovi(‘t Union),

l.egislativc and executive aiuhc^rity was vested in a scxalled Council

of Pccjple’s Commissars, with Lenin at the head.

In its first few years, the new government was kept extremely

busy in resisting attem{)ts at counter-revolution at home and in

fighting off the troops which Russia’s former allies sent into the

country, so the details of governmental organization develo])ed

slowly. The federal constitution which completed the organization

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.) was not

adopted until 1923. Lenin died in 192^1, and Trotsky and Stalin be-

gan their famous struggle to see who would be the new leader of the

party and the government. Stalin, of course, was the ultimate winner

and has been the real head of government and party to <!»his day.

The Government of the USS.R,, 1923-1936, The government of

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, under the 1923 Constitu-

tion, was organized as a federation of four republics, but the num-
ber of republics eventually became seven through some internal re-

distributiem of territory. Lhough the government was federal in

form, power was strongly centralized in the national government,

which had jurisdiction over all external aflairs of the country, and

all internal matters which were of national importance. 7 he leading

agency of government was nominally the All-Union Congress of

Soviets, or national legislature. This body, since it contained over

2000 representatives, was most unwieldy and could never really

function as a legislature. It actually met only once in three or four

years, instead of once in two years as scheduled, and its sessions were

most perfunctory. That is, the members would merely listen to tales

of the exploits and plans of the leaders of the Communist Party and
elect the so-called All-Union Central Executive Committee, which

wielded the legislative powers in the periods between sessions of

the legislature. The Presidium, or presiding committee of the legis-

lature, was also of considerable importance.

The federal government was not divided into departments, as is
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that of the United States, for the highest executive agency of the

government, the Council of People’s Commissars, was elected or

ap})ointed by the legislature, or one of its subsidiary bodies, and

the judges of the courts and state prosecutors were also apj^ointed

by and responsible to the legislature. The State Planning Commis-

sion, which had charge ol making the economic plans for the coun-

try as a whole and supervising their operation, was a committee

appointed by the Council of People’s (Commissars. The various re-

publics which made up the system had governmental organizations

(]uite similar to that of the U.S.S.R. as a whole. The various agen-

cies and organizations of government were actually of comparatively

little importance, tor the real governmental power of the system

resided in the Communist Party and its leaders.

On the surface, it appeared that the right to vote was to be en-

joyed by practically all persons, for the (Constitution extended this

right to all citizens, 18 years of age or over, who performed produc-

tive, socially useful labor; to members of the army and navy; and to

citizens who would ordinarily be workers but who were incapaci-

tated for some reason or other. In practice, the franchise was by no

means universal because of the way in which productive, socially

useful labor was defined. Among those who were dislranchised were

Employers of labor, private traders and business men, receivers of

unearned income, monks and members of the clergy, members of

the royalty, police, and secret service under the old tsarist regime,

lunatics, and persons who had been convicted of disgraceful crimes.

Elections were indirect in character. The actual voters of the coun-

try elected only the members of local soviets. The members of the

local soviets elected the members of regional soviets, and so on up to

the All-Union Congress of Soviets, which was actually several times

removed from the elections in which the voters had participated.

Elections were by open ballot, that is, by voice vote or show of

hands, rather than by secret ballot as in the United States. Some
citizens voted from^ ordinary electoral districts, while others voted

from factories or other economic units. Representation in the na-

tional legislature was disproportionate for different groups of voters.

Industrial workers, for example, were allowed one representative

for every 25,000 voters, while peasants could have only one repre-

sentative for every 125,000 voters. Thus, the majority of the mem-
bers of the legislature were representatives of industrial workers and
something like three-fourths of the representatives were also mem-
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bers of the Communist Party. Finally, under the old government, the

rights of the individual were extremely limited. Freedom of speech,

freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, and other common rights

of the individual, were unknown. Even justice was administered on

a “class” basis. If an individual became involved in court action, the

first question addressed to him was likely to concern his social

origin; and the same set of facts might produce quite different court

decisions according to whether the individual had a satisfactory

social origin as an honest, upright worker or an unsatisfactory one

as a former member of the nobility or as an employer (and presum-

ably exploiter) of labor.

The 1936 Constitution, The governmental organization of Soviet

Russia was changed to a considerable extent by the adoption of a

new federal Constitution in December, 1936. Tdiis document de-

clares the U.S.S.R. to be a socialist state of workers and peasants,

with basic political power residing in the working people through

their soviets. In such a socialistic economy, there is to be social own-

ership of the tools and means of production, though social owner-

ship may be taken to mean in general either state or cooperative

ownership. Land, natural resources, waters, forests, and some other

things are definitely state property. Small-scale personal enterprises

are tolerated if they involve no exploitation of labor. Individuals

are permitted private property in their income from work, personal

savings, dwelling houses, auxiliary husbandry, household articles

and utensils, and articles for personal use and comfort. Such per-

sonal property may be inherited. I’he economy is to operate on the

basis of economic planning in order to increase the public wealth,

improve the material and cultural standards of the people, and

strengthen the country’s independence and capacity for defense. All

citizens who are able to work must do so if they expect to eat. The
general principle of income distribution is that each person is to

produce according to his ability and to receive income according to

the work which he accomplishes.

The Constitution provided for a federal union which included

eleven constituent republics at the beginning. Later the number of

republics was increased to sixteen, both by redistribution of terri-

tories within the country and by the acquisition of new territories.

Lithuania, Estonia, and Latvia were “admitted” to the U.S.S*R. as

constituent republics on August 3, 5, and 6, 1940, while in the same

year Bessarabia was taken into the Moldavian autonomous repi|)biic.
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making the latter a constituent republic, and the Karelian-Finnish

republic was created. Though the government is federal in form,

most governmental powers are in the hands of the central govern-

ment and the republican governments have only such powers as are

assigned to them. Among the matters controlled by the federal

government are foreign relations; the admission of new republics;

enforcement of the Constitution; supervision of the Constitutions of

the republics, to see that they are consistent with the federal Con-

stitution; boundary changes and internal redistributions of territory;

national defense and domestic security; organization of the judiciary

and preparation of civil and criminal codes; legislation concerning

the right of citizenship and the position of foreigners; the right of

amnesty; the foreign trade monopoly; the federal budget and taxa-

tion; the administration of banking, industrial, agricultural, and

commercial enterprises of All-Union importance; transportation and

coinmunicatic;n; money, credit, insurance, and state loans; and the

determination of fundamental principles in connection with land

use, exploitation ol natural resources, education, health, accounting,

and labor legislation.

The individual republics are guaranteed cultural autonomy and

the right to use their own languages. They also have the nominal

right to secede from the union, but actually any attempt to exercise

this right would probably be regarded and dealt with as treason.

The various republics are supposed to be equal partners in the

union, but one of them, the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Re-

public, actually outweighs all the others put together. As the eleven

original republics were constituted in 1936, the R.S.F.S.R. had about

nine-tenths of the total area of the country, two-thirds of its popula-

tion, and its two largest cities, Moscow and Leningrad. The govern-

ments of the republics are quite similar to the federal government

in organization.

The Supreme Soviet of the USS.R. The highest agency of the

present government of Soviet Russia is the Supreme Soviet of the

U.S.S.R., or national legislature. It is made up of two houses, whose

members serve four-year terms. The members of one house, known
as the Soviet of the Union, are chosen from electoral districts on
the basis of one member for each 300,000 of population. The other

house, called the Soviet of Nationalities, contains twenty-five repre-

sentatives from each constituent republic, eleven from each au-

tonomous republic, five from each autonomous region, and one
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from each national region. In 1941 there were 647 representatives

in the Soviet of the Union and 713 in the Soviet of Nationalities.^

The membership of each house is not fixed, since the number

of representatives in the Soviet of the Union will vary with

changes in population whereas the number in the Soviet of

Nationalities will be altered as the number of republics and

other subsidiary governmental units changes with the redistribu-

tion of old territories and the admission of new territories to

the union. The Supreme Soviet is supposed to meet twice a year

and each house elects one president and two vice'})residents. The
houses have equal rights in all legislative matters, and bills pass by

a simple majority in each house. Besides its legislative powers, the

Supreme Soviet has the power to amend the Constitution by a vote

of two-thirds of its members.

The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet is a sort of executive com-

mittee of the legislature and has most of the powers of the legisla-

ture when the latter is not in session. It is a body composed of 42

members and is elected by the Supreme Soviet. It convenes and dis-

solves the Supreme Soviet, calls new elections, holds referendums, in-

terprets the laws of the land and issues administrative decrees,

revokes orders and decisions of the Council of Ministers if they do

not conform to the law, removes and appoints members of the

Council of Ministers, grants decorations and honors, exercises the

right of pardon, appoints and dismisses the high command of the

armed forces, declares war, orders mobilization, ratifies and de-

nounces treaties, and appoints and recalls ambassadors. The Presid-

ium continues to function in the interval between the end of one

legislature and the election of the next. It is rec|uired to call new

elections within two months after the dissolution of the old legisla-

ture and to call the new legislature together within one month after

an election. Thus, we sec that the Presidium has a considerable

number of legislative and administrative functions, especially when

the legislature is not in session. To be sure, many of its acts require

the later approval of the Supreme Soviet, but this approval is quite

sure to be given since both the Supreme Soviet and the Presidium

are ultimately controlled by the Communist Party.

*E. J. Simmons, editor, U.S.S.R.: A Concise Handbook. Ithaca, New York:

Cornell University Press, 19'17, p. 160.
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The Council of Ministers. The U.S.S.R., under its present govern-

ment, continues to have a cabinet type of executive. That is, the

highest executive and administrative agency of the government is

the Council of Ministers (known until 1946 as the Council of Peo-

ples Commissars), the members of which are elected by the Supreme

Soviet. Tdiis agency, which is, of course, subsidiary to the Supreme

Soviet and responsible to it, has a Chairman and ten Vice-Chair-

men and includes all the Ministers and the Chairmen ol the Com-

mittee on Arts, the Committee on Higher Education, the Adminis-

tration of the State Bank, and the State Planning Commission. The
Council of Ministers functions by issuing decrees based on existing

laws. It coordinates the work of the various governmental depart-

ments or Ministries, and has important functions to perform in

connecticjn with the making and administration of economic plans

(through the State Planning Commission), the administration of

money and credit, and the execution of the state budget. It also

adopts measures pertaining to the maintenance of public order, the

protection of the interests of the state and of the citizens, and the

organization of the armed forces of the nation, and creates com-

missions or other agencies to deal with military, economic, and

cultural matters.

All-Union Ministries. The individual Ministers, who make up the

greater part of the Council of Ministers, have charge of the work of

their particular departments in much the same fashion as do the

cabinet officers of other countries. These departments, or Ministries,

have an important place in the Soviet Russian scheme of things, for,

in many cases, they are both governmental departments and depart-

ments controlling specific phases of the economic life of the country.

As such, they form one of the main connecting links between gov-

ernment and the economic activities of the system. The Ministries

are divided into two general classes, the All-Union Ministries and

the Union-Republic Ministries. The All-Union Ministries, as their

name implies, deal with matters which are of great importance to

the country as a whole or which seem to require uniform adminis-

tration all over the country. The affairs of these Ministries are ad-

ministered through branches or agencies in lower governmental
units of the country, and the individual republics as a rule do not

have departments of their own to deal with the same matters. Since

the Ministries of both types are in an almost constant process of

reorganization, there seems to be no point in trying to give a com-
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plete list of either type of Ministries. However, the All-Union Minis-

tries include, among others, those of Armaments, Automobile Indus-

try, Aviation Industry, Chemical Industry, Coal Industry, Com-
munications, Electrical Industry, Ferrous Metallurgy, Foreign

Trade, Heavy Machine Building, Higher Education, Machine

Tools, Merchant Marine, Non-ferrous Metallurgy, Petroleum In-

dustry, Railroads, River T ransport, and Shipbuilding.'^

Union-Republic Ministries, The Union-Republic Ministries deal

with matters which, though not unimportant to the whole country,

show considerable variation from one area to another and seem to

rccpiire somewhat different treatment in the various republics. Such

matters are placed in the joint jurisdiction of federal and republic

governments, and the Union-Republic Ministries operate through

similar ministries in the individual republics. Tdie Union-Republic

Ministries include thcjse of Agriculture, Armed Forces, Control,

Finance, Fishing, Food Industry, f oreign Affairs, Internal Affairs,

Justice, Fight Industry, Livestock, Public Health, State Security,

Textile Industry, T imber Industry, Internal Trade, and others.'^

Other Administrative Agencies, T he State Planning Commission

(Gosplan) is a sort of sub-committee of the Council of Ministers. In

many ways, it is the most important single economic agency in the

country, for it has direct charge of making the national economic

plans and supervising their fulfillment. Its work will be discussed in

detail in Chapter G. For several years, another agency known as

the Commission of Soviet Control was also attached to the Council

of Ministers. Its duty was to assure the actual execution of govern-

mental orders and decrees with promptness and efficiency and to

weed out graft, bureaucracy, and incompetence. Its membership was

closely controlled by the Communist Party, and it was able, through

the assistance of a large staff of agents, to bring offenders directly

to justice. However, this Commission was replaced by the newly

created Ministry of Control in 1940, and this new Ministry now
oversees and controls the expenditure of governmental financial and

material resources, and verifies the execution of official decisions.

In 1940, six Economic Councils were created and attached to the

Council of Ministers. They are for Metallurgy and Chemistry, Ma-

chine Building, Defense Industry, Fuel and Electric Power, Con-

6 The Soviet Union Today. New York: The American Russia^ Institute, 1946,

p. 26.

6 Ibid., p. 26.
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suniers’ Goods, and Agriculture and Procurements, and are in-

tended to coordinate the work of the various Ministries which fall

in their respective fields. Two other agencies, known as the Council

of the State Bank and the Committee for State Defense, are also

attached to the Council of Ministers. The Committee for State

Defense was set up as a kind of war cabinet in 1941, at the time

of the Nazi invasion and consisted of Stalin, V. M. Molotov, K. E.

Voroshilov, P. Beriya, and C. M. Malinkov.

The Judiciary, Under the present Russian government, the ju-

diciary, like the executive, is subsidiary to the legislature. The Su-

preme Soviet appoints the Attorney General of the U.S.S.R. for a

term of seven years. He in turn appoints States Attorneys for the

rejiublics, regions, and provinces, and approves the appointment of

District Attorneys for lower governmental units. Tlic judges of the

lowest courts, called People’s (Courts, are elected for three-year terms

by the voters of local areas by direct secret ballot. These courts

handle both civil and criminal cases, but not, in general, very

important cases. The territories, provinces, and regions have also

courts whose judges arc elected by the Soviets, or legislatures, of

these various governmental units. These courts deal with more

serious criminal cases, such as those involving counter-revolutionary

activities or theft of socialist property, and with civil cases involving

governmental units or public institutions. The republics have su-

preme courts whose judges are elected by the legislatures for five-

year terms. Finally, at the top of the heap there is the Supreme

C]ourt of the U.S.S.R., with judges elected by the Supreme Council

for five-year terms. The membership of this court includes 45 judges

and 20 assessors.

The Constitution provides for the equality of all citizens before

the law, lor uniformity of civil and criminal procedure throughout

the country, for the independence of judges, for the use of local

languages in the courts, for the right of persons accused of crimes

to legal defense (in most cases), for publicity with regard to court

proceedings (in most cases), and for an elective judiciary. In many
of the courts, cases are handled by a judge and two assessors, or by
a group of three judges in some cases. The so-called assessors are

representatives of the citizens and receive only the wages of their

regular employments while serving in the courts. All citizens are

apparently qualified to function as judges or assessors, since there

seem to be no educational or other requirements for these positions.
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The Rights of Citizens, The individual citizens of the U.S.S.R. are

highly privileged individuals, if we may rely upon the various

guarantees which the 1986 Constitution affords. I'he citizens are

guaranteed freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom

of assembly, processions, and demonstrations, but with the proviso

that these rights must be used in the interests of the working people

and for the strengthening of the socialist state. Cultural, scientific,

and technical orgaiii/ations, youth organizations, trade unions, co-

operative associations, and (for especially worthy citizens) the Com-
munist Party are among the organizations permitted to exist. 7’he

Constitution grants freedom from arbitrary arrests, the inviolability

of homes, secrecy of personal correspondence, the equality of all

citizens, freedom of conscience, the separation of church and state,

freedom of religious w^orship and of anti-religious propaganda, the

right to work, the right to leisure, the right to education, and the

right to material security. 7he franchise is now extended to all

citizens aged 18 or over who are not insane and have not been

deprived of the right to vote as the result of being convicted of

crimes. Elections are direct and by secret ballot. Candidates for

office are nominated in the appropriate electoral districts by units

of the Communist Party, social organizations of workers, trade

unions, cooperative societies, youth organizations, and cultural so-

cieties.

Nature of the Communist Party, It is difficult to obtain an under-

standing of the actual operation of the government of the U.S.S.R.

by studying merely the various governmental organizations and the

functions which are allotted to them by the Constitution. Regard-

less of such organizations and functiems, political and governmental

power in Soviet Russia is completely concentrated in the hands of

the Communist Party. In other words, the Communist Party com-

pletely dominates the government of Soviet Russia and has its mem-
bers in practically all important offices and positions. Its will is

done by all governmental agencies and organizations. We now
turn to a brief study of this all-powerful Party.

The Communist Party operates on the basis of a charter adopted

in 1934 and amended in 1939. According to this prospectus, the

Party is

the organized vanguard of the Proletariat in the U.S.S.R., the highest

form of class organization. The Party leads the proletariat, the toiling

peasantry, and all toiling masses in the struggle for the dictatorship erf
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the proletaiial, for the victory of socialism. The Party is the leader of all

the organs of the proletarian dictatorship and assures the successful

building up of the socialist society, llie Party is a united lighting organi-

zation bound up by conscious iron proletarian discipline. The Party is

strong through its unity, its singleness of will and a singleness of action

incompatible with deviation from the program, with breath of party

discipline, or with the formation ol factions inside the Party.

^

Communist Party Membership. Applicants for membership in the

Communist Party must be at least 18 years of age and must agree

to live up to certain rcc| uiremen ts, which include unity of doctrine

and practice, implicit and complete obedience to Party authority,

and the famous “vow of poverty’' by which the applicant agrees to

be content with a salary not substantially greater than that of a

skilled and zealous manual worker.® All ap])licants, except former

members of other political parties, must be endorsed by three Party

members of at least three years’ standing who have known the

applicants as fellow workmen for at least one year. These applicants

may be admitted to full membership after spending one year as

“candidates" or “probationary members." Former members of other

political parties reejuire the consent of the Central Executive Com-
mittee of the Communist Party in order to become members and

must spend three years as candidates.

In theory, full members of the Party have numerous rights, in-

cluding the right to hold office and vole in Party elections, the right

to criticize any member at the various Party meetings, the right to

recpiest information from or make representations to any Party

official or organization, and the right to present testimony when
their personal conduct is under investigation. These rights imply the

existence of democracy within the Party and the determination of

Party policies by a process of lively discussion and debate. Actually,

however. Party policies are strictly laid down by a small number of

Party leaders and little discussion is permitted. Moreover, the quali-

fications of Party members are frequently reexamined from the

point of view of individual character and behavior, ideological

orthodoxy, and general devotion to the cause of the Party, and those

members who are found wanting are cast into the outer darkness.

One estimate has it that in the period from 19!11 to 1939 some

466,000 members (almost 25 per cent of the total) and 516,000

7 M. T. Florinsky, Toward an Understanding of the U.S.S.R.y pp. 96-97.

8 Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Soinet Communism: A Nerv Civilization? New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1936, pp. 347-350.
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candidates (or over 50 per cent of the total) were purged from the

Party. Apparently these purges eliminated many of the older mem-
bers of the Party, for, after they were over, about half of the mem-
bers of the Party Congress were 35 years of age or less and another

third of the members were under 40.^^ Thus, over 80 per cent of the

members of the Party Congress were so young that it is scarcely

possible that they could have been members of the Bolshevik Party

before the Revolution or have taken part in the Revolution.

Membership in the Communist Party is ordinarily a greatly de-

sired privilege in Soviet Russia, for it brings the individual prestige

and {x^ssibly power, as well as certain economic advantages with

respect to travel, rations and shopping rights (at times), and the

securing of desirable living quarters. Nevertheless, membership in

the Party has been held down to a remarkably low level. In 1941,

for example, the Party included only 2,515,481 members and

1,361,404 candidates for membership. During World War II,

there was a rapid expansion in membership to 5,000,000 or 5,800,-

000,^^ but even such a membership constitutes a very small minority,

or something less than 3 per cent of the population. Data on the

internal structure of the Party are difficult to obtain, but roughly

three-fifths of the members are supposed to be industrial workers,

and farm workers or peasants may make up about one-fifth of the

membership.

From time to time, the Party has refused to admit new adult

members, and, in any case, it intends to depend largely on its various

youth organizations for its new members. In this way, it secures

young and enthusiastic members who have been brought up along

Party lines and have been thoroughly educated in Party principles.

The youth organizations include the All-Union Leninist Commu-
nist League of Youth (Comsomols) which has some 15 million mem-
bers, aged from 14 to 23, of whom half were acquired during World
War II; the Children’s Communist Organization of Young Pioneers

in the name of Comrade Lenin (Young Pioneers) whose members

are from 10 to 16 years of age; and the little Octobrists who are

from 8 to 1
1
years of age.

Communist Party Organization. The organization of the Com-

® M. T. Florinsky, Toward an Understanding of the U.SS.R., p. 111.

10 Ibid,, p. 111.

The Soviet Union Today, p. SO.

izibid., and E. J. Simmons, editor, U.S.S.R.: A Concise Handbook, 156.
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munist Party is rather complex. At the bottom there are many thou-

sands of local Party units or cells. These may exist in any factory,

store, collective farm, state farm, army unit, or other organization

which contains at least three Party members. These local cells are

supposed to play an active part in the political and economic life

of Soviet Russia. Under the supervision of higher Party organiza-

tions, they attempt to improve the discipline of the workers and spur

them on toward the fulfillment of planned goals, attend to the po-

litical education and training of prospective members, and propa-

gandize and agitate for the fulfillment of the system's economic

plans. Above the local cells, there are Party organizations for towns

and cities, territories, and republics. In general, each unit is respon-

sible to the next higher unit in the hierarchy, and its officers must

be approved by the next higher unit. The nominal head of all

Party organizations is the All-Union Congress of the Communist

Party, which included 15(37 voting delegates when it met in 1939.^^

The Congress is supposed to convene at least once in three years,

but it is obviously too large to be the eflective head of the Party and

its meetings were suspended altogether after 1939.

When the Congress did meet, it voted unanimously to approve

the accomplishments, plans, and proposals of the Party leaders and

elected a Central Executive Committee, of 71 members and 68

alternates, to function in its stead. This Committee, in turn, ap-

points several other agencies which seem to control the actual opera-

tion of the Party. One of these, the Political Bureau or Politburo,

originally consisted of only five members (I.enin, Stalin, Trotsky,

Kamenev, and Bukharin) but has now been increased to ten. It

has complete control over the policy-making powers of the Party

and hence of the government. The other agencies are the Organiza-

tion Bureau (Orgburo), which deals with questions of personnel,

and the Central Control Commission, which keeps Party members
in line and purges the unreliable.^^

Democrctcy or Dictatorship, What sort of a government is pro-

duced in the end by this combination of democratic constitution

and strong single political parly? On the basis of the democratic

constitution and the fact that the leader of the Communist Party,

Joseph Stalin, had not (until recent times) held any important gov-

isihid,, p. 157.

Communism in Action, Washington: 79th Congress, 2nd Session, House
Document No. 751, pp. 97, 98.
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erniTiental office, some writers conclude rather optimistically that

the govenimcnt of Soviet Russia is a democracy in fact as well as in

theory. Thus, the Webbs hold that the Communist Party is merely a

“vocation of leadership” and that its position in the Russian scheme

of things is something like that which a Roman Catholic order,

such as the Society of Jesus, has or formerly had in a Roman Cath-

olic country. They claim that the Party influences or controls the

policies and actions of individuals or governmental agencies only

by persuasion and that, if the Party wields actual political and gov-

ernmental powei', it does so by “keeping the conscience” of its

members and getting them elected to office by a genuinely popular

vote.^^

On the whole, however, there is little difference of opinion as to

the actual nature of the present government of Soviet Russia. In

spite of the democratic facade which the constitution provides, the

government is a dictatorship of the most absolute and complete

variety, with the leaders of the Communist Party in full control. In

the first place, the Party dominates the electoral process. In theory,

any citizen can run for office and be elected. In actual elections,

while several candidates (for the legislature, say) may be nominated

in each electoral district, all of the candidates excej)t one usually

withdraw before the election is held and only one candidate in each

district is actually presented to the voters, f he surviving candidates

are those fortunate individuals who have the approval of the Party,

although they are not necessarily all Party members. Moreover,

they are likely to run for office on the l>asis of a platform sponsored

by the “election bloc of Party and non-Party people,” which

would make any independent candidate almost automatically a

counter-revolutionary. In the 1937 elections, 96.8 per cent of the

eligible voters went to the polls and 98.6 per cent of the votes cast

favored the single candidates sponsored by the Party.^® Moreover,

81 per cent of the members elected to the Soviet of the Union and

71 per cent of tliose elected to the Soviet c^f Nationalities, were

members or probationary members of the Communist Party.’

^

After 1937 there were no new elections to the Supreme Soviet until

February, 1946, when 1 10,000,000 voters, or almost all those eligible,

went to the polls and again showed startling unanimity in voting

15 Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Soviet Communism: A New CwiUzationf p. S40.

M. T. Florinsky, Toward an Understanding of the US.SJi,, p. 142.

11 IhkL, p. 142.
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for the official candidates. Such results, o£ course, would be un-

thinkable under a real democracy.

Again, the Communist Party maintains Party officers or agencies

to match the various officers and agencies of the government. The
soviets or councils of localities, districts, regions, provinces, and

republics are paralleled by Party units or organizations in all these

geographical subdivisions. The All-Union Congress of the Com-

munist Party is the counterpart of the Supreme Soviet, or national

legislature, the Central Executive Committee of the Party is similar

to the government’s Council of Ministers, and so on thre^ugh the

long list of governmental offices and agencies. In practically all

cases, there is a considerable duplication of personnel between the

Party and governmental offices and organizations. At the end of

World War IT, Stalin was Secretary-General of the Party, member
of the Orgburo and Politburo, chairman of the Council of Min-

isters, and Supreme Commander-in-Chief. Six vice-chairmen of the

Council of Ministers were also members of the Politburo. Zdhanov,

the chairman of the Supreme Soviet, was a member of the Secre-

tariat, Politburo, and Orgburo of the Party, and so was Malinkov,

one of the members of the Presidium.^*

'Ehe results of these conditions are not at all difficult to imagine.

The Supreme Soviet is a mere figurehead. Its members approve

the accomplishments and proposals of the Party leaders unani-

mously and almost without discussion, laws desired by the leaders

are passed automatically, and the persons appointed bv the Supreme
Soviet to be judges, prosecutors, or members of the Council of

Ministers are those who are approved and suggested by the Party

leaders. The Party itself ap])arently has considerable legislative

powers, for its leadership issues directives with the force of law to

various government departments and many laws come into force

under the joint signature of the Party Secretary and the Chairman
of the Council of Ministers. The various governmental officers

pursue objectives which are laid down by the Party leaders and use

methods approved by these same authorities, while the State Plan-

ning Commission makes its economic plans for the country as a

whole on the basis of general goals or objectives which are pro-

vided by the Party leaders. In all governmental and economic

matters, there is na^^overt opposition to the will of the Party as

expressed by its leaders.

18 Communism in Action, p. 98.
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As if these things were not enough, the Party has at its disposal

an elaborate organization for the “proteetioii of the regime." It

maintains a large and well-trained secret police, which has had
virtually unlimited powers, including that of life or death over the

individual, and which operates largely outside the courts and

established judicial procedure of the country. Tliis secret police

(N.K.V.D.) is intended to discover and destroy all counter-revolu-

tionary and anti-state activities. Counter-revolutionary activities are

said to include any actions directed toward the overthrow, under-

mining, or weakening of the government of the U.vS.S.R. or parts

of the basic economic, political, or national conquests of the prole-

tarian revolution; the undermining of State industry, trans])orta-

tion, commerce, money and credit, or cooperative activities; or the

intentional nonfulfillment of definite duties or negligence in their

fulfillment with the intent of weakening the Soviet Power or dis-

organizing state machinery. Anti-state activities include actions

which are not counter-revolutionary but which lead to the disorgan-

ization of the regular functioning of the administrative or ctonomic

organs of government and involve resistance to such organs, inter-

ference with their work, violations of laws, or other activities which

weaken the power and integrity of the State. Cdearly, this organiza-

tion has the power to crush completely any latent opposition to

the Communist Party. Under its widespread and efficient operation,

the various rights which the Constitution “guarantees” to the indi-

vidual citizen (with respect to freedom of speech, freedom of the

press, freedom of assembly, fieedom from arbitrary arrest, the

inviolability of homes and correspondence, and other matters) mean
very little if anything.

In particular, the guarantee of freedom of religion is thought to

have been honored in the breach by the Communist government

of Russia, but this is not altogether surprising in view of the alleged

unsavory character of the former Russian Orthodox Church. The
last Isar, as absolute head of the (ffiurch, had the disreputable

monk, Rasputin, as his spiritual adviser. The village priests were

uneducated and venal, the monasteries have been called "nbsts of

miracle-mongering,” and the church in general mixed a great deal

of superstition and pagan magic with its religious services and rites.

After the revolution, many excesses were committed against the

Church. The properties of churches and monasteries were confis-

cated; priests were disfranchised, deported, placed in confinement,
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or even killed; and churches were transformed into clubs, granaries,

and warehouses.

In later years, before World War II, the attitude of the govern-

ment toward religion moderated somewhat. In fact, there was

freedom of religion in a restricted sense. There was apparently no

law against the belief in or practice of religion, religious services

were held, events sucli as births, marriages, and deaths could be

solemnized by religious rites, and religious training could be given

by parents in the home. On the other hand, this freedom of religion

was counteracted by freedom of anti-religious propaganda, and the

government was definitely on the anti-religious side of the question,

rhe church was completely separated from the state and from the

educational processes of the country, it was a serious offense to

propagandize in favor of religion, no religious books could be

published or imported, and church groups could not operate

foundations, charities, or recreational projects. The government

operated anti-religious museums and in general was persistent in

its efforts to convince the people that religious activities were

rather simple and stupid and that they have no place in the modern
socialized economy.

During World War II the Russian government and Communist
Party came to take a much more favorable attitude toward religion.

I'he church cooperated actively with the government in the prose-

cution of the war, and it came to be defined as a useful and loyal

element in society. Soviet citizens were allowed to attend religious

services freely, additional churches were o])ened, anti-religious

propaganda came to an end, godless publications were suspended,

and anti-religious museums were closed. In 1943, Stalin declared

that the government would have no objection to the election of a

Patriarch of the Russian Orthodox Church, denied since 1925, and

one was duly elected. The government permitted the publication

of a monthly magazine by the Patriarchate, and a holy-candle

factory was started. Permits were issued for the opening of ten

theological seminaries by August I, 1945. Religious instruction was

no longer restricted to the home but could be given to groups of

children in the churches. The church was permitted to print ma-
terials for use in its services and could order quantities of testa-

ments, prayer books, and liturgical books.^^ These changes depended

upon government permissions, rather than on new legislation, and

jhid., pp. 129-131.
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it remains to be seen whether they represent a new permanent

policy or only a temporary expedient deemed appropriate under

wartime conditions.

I’he Communist dictatorship also helps to perpetuate itsell

through its absolute control over the educational system of Russia.

According to official reports, Soviet Russia is making enormous

strides in increasing the numbers of students in schools and colleges

and in reducing illiteracy, but there is no doubt that the educational

process is used for political purposes. 'That is, the teachers must be

“politically reliable” and the task of the students is, above all else,,

to learn devotion to socialism, economic planning, and the prin-

ciples of the Communist Party. Oppoi tunities for discussion, as

contrasted with learning by rote, are extremely limited, especially

in connection with social and economic matters.

Finally, the Communist dictatorship strictly contiols the leisure-

time activities of the citizens.

The amount of time allotted a worker depends upon the type of

work he is engaged in and the quality of his performance. The places to

which he may go in search of rest and recreation are likewise determined

for him. The groups within which his leisure time activities are per-

formed are organized and activated by Communist Party members. The
sports in which he participates are designed to strengthen his physical

power and skills for military and for labor purpe^ses. His cultural activi-

ties during leisure time are further conditioned by the political control

of newspapers and books, plays or movies, and radio programs or musi-

cal concerts.2o

If there is any thought that our description of the Russian dic-

tatorship is overdrawn, we may say that some writers deal much
more harshly with the subject. One writer, for example, has sug-

gested that the Russian system is really capitalistic in character,

with the Party leaders occupying the places of the former capitalists.

The ordinary citizens receive a bare subsistence, and all income

above this minimum goes to the Party leaders and bureaucracy.

The ‘Vow of poverty” and Party maximum salary are said to have

been mere myths for many years. Party members receive salaries

which run up to 30 times as high as those of ordinary workers, and

high Party officials enjoy eight-room apartments, numerous servants,

the use of country estates and rest homes, fleets of automobiles with

chauffeurs, and plentiful quantities of all kinds of scarce consumers"

goods. Most of the work is done by various specialists, such as

20 Ibid., p. 125.
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engineers, scientists, accountants, and technicians, who receive both

moderate salaries and blame lor everything that goes wrong. Thus,

while the lives of Party officials may be short, they should be

merry.

The N.K.V.D. is accused sometimes of conducting a reign of

terror and of punishing many rather innocuous activities as counter-

revolutionary. Among the things which have led to severe punish-

ment as counter-revolutionary actions, wrecking, or sabotage are

refusing to set impossible goals for economic plans, slowing down

productij^i to avoid the breakdown or rapid deterioration of

machinery, refusing to falsify accounts and records to please the

leaders, trying to get a fair price for exports and so selling less

than planned amounts, complaining about such things as hours,

wages, or food rations, or failing to 'Volunteer*' to work overtime

or on “free" days when asked by Party officials. The victims of

the N.K.V.D. are said to be seized without warrant, condemned

without trial, and sent to prison camps where, in the face of

inhuman tasks with the death penalty for non-fulfillment, most of

the prisoners die and the others eke out a horrible existence. With

many industries operated by convict labor, the N.K.V.D. is said to

play an important part in the economic functioning of the system.-^

It is difficult to discover the exact extent to which these additional

charges against the Communist Party and its dictatorship are true,

but there is no doubt about the existence of the dictatorship itself,

with control in the hands of the leaders of the Communist Party.

The control of the Party extends not merely to economic and

political affairs but to such matters as education, religion, and other

social institutions as well. The Russian dictatorship is the very

antithesis of that political and economic democracy which modern

socialists expect tc; have in their ideal system.

QUESTIONS

1. “The government in a capitalistic economy must be democratic, while

those of socialistic, communistic, and fascist economies are necessarily

dictatorships." Discuss.

21 Freda Utley, The Dream We Lost. New York: The John Day Company,

1940, pp. 222-225.

Ibid., pp. 227-2S0 and 238-259; Communism in Action, pp. 54-58. D. J.

Dallin, The Real Soviet Russia. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1944, pp.

237-244.
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2. Must the government of a capitalistic economy follow a policy of

laissez-faire with regard to economic activity?

3. “In practice, the governments of capitalistic economies interfere with

economic activity to a considerable extent and own and operate

numerous enterprises and industries.” Illustrate.

4. Precisely what do socialists mean when they say that the government
of their ideal system would be a democracy? Explain,

5. Indicate the problems which might be encountered in attaining the

type of government which the socialists propose.

6. “The government of a socialistic system might be set up as a democ-

racy, but it would develop into a dictatorship before very long.”

Show whether you agree.

7. Compare the actual government of Soviet Russia with the govern-

ment proposed by modern socialists for their ideal system.

8. How does the federal government of Soviet Russia differ from the

federal government of the United States? Explain.

9. In what important respects does the present government of Soviet

Russia dilfer from that which prevailed between 1923 and 1936?

10. “In the United States, the powers of the federal government arc

divided among three branches, known as the executive, the judiciary,

and the legislative departments. Each of these departments has care-

fully circumscribed functions and is rather independent of the other

departments.” Compare this situation with that which exists in Soviet

Russia.

11. Discuss the significance of the Communist Party in connection with

the government of Soviet Russia.

12. How does the Communist Party control the government of Soviet

Russia?

13. “Russia at the present time has a highly democratic constitution but

her government is an absolute dictatorship.” Show whether you agree.

14. “In answer to the question of whether Soviet Russia is a political

democracy, it is clear that, on the basis of the 1936 Constitution, the

U.S.S.R. is the most inclusive and equalized democracy in the world.”

Show whether you agree.

15. “If the Russian government actually lived up to the 1936 Constitu-

tion, it would closely approximate the government proposed by

modern socialists.” Do you agree? Explain.
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CHAPTER 4

GOVERNMENT
(Continued)

The Government of Britain under Partial Socialism

The Constitution. Ihe government of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland has been regarded by many
people as almost a model of democratic government. It operates

under what is usually called an unwritten constitution, but this

means merely that the constitution, unlike that of the United

States, is not contained in any single document and lias to be

pieced together from a large number of enactments, such as the

Magna Carta, the Bill of Rights, the Habeas Corpus Act, and the

Parliament Act. In addition the constitution includes a number of

conventions which are generally regarded as binding even though

they are not a part of any formal statute. Ihe constitution of

Britain can be amended at any time by an ordinary Act of Parlia-

ment. Thus Parliament extended its own life in 1939, in order

to avoid an election during wartime, in spite of the rule which

requires an election of Parliament at least once in every five years.

The King, Although the King is the nominal head of the British

government, he really has only one important constitutional func-

tion—that of choosing a new Prime Minister when the incumbent

dies or resigns. He must approve all law^s enacted by Parliament,

but has no veto power. He is the head of the Church of England

and, on the advice of the Prime Minister, appoints Bishops and

Archbishops. Pie is also nominal head of the Army, Navy, and

Air Force, and of the executive department of government—all

state property being vested in him. In practice, the King is most

important as a kind of elder statesman in the government and as

a living symbol of Great Britain and the British Empire.

83
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The Legislature. The supreme agency of government in Britain

is the legisJature, or Pariiament. Any law passed by both houses of

Parliament not only must be accepted by the King but is also

absolutely binding on the courts. The House of Commons has 517

members from England, 1\ from Scotland, 56 Irom Wales, and

15 from Northern Ireland, or a total of 640. The qualifications

for meml)ership in the House of ('ommons are very mild. With
only a few exceptions, any British citi/en who is 21 years of age

may be elected, and there is no residence requirement. It is rather

common for a constituency to elect someone who lives in an alto-

getlier dillerent section of the country. Elections must normally be

held at least once e\'cry live years but they are usually held when-

ever the Government is defeated on a vote of confidence in the

house, and also whenever the Prime Minister decides that an

ap[)ropriatc time has arri\cd for testing the opinion of the country.

Special elections, called by-elections, are held whenever a member
of the House dies or resigns.

The House of Lords has about 750 members, including the

Royal Dukes, the hereditary peers of Great Britain (of whom there

arc about 675), 16 representative peers of Scotland, 14 representa-

tive peers of Ireland, 7 Lords of Appeal in Ordinary, and 26 Lords

Spiritual (the Archbishops of Canterbury and York and 24 Bishops).

Most of the work of the House of Lords is done by members who
have received their titles during their lifetime instead of inheriting

them. While the House cd Lords actually passes legislation as well

as debates matters of general importance, its legislative powers are

strictly limited. Any “money bill,'" or one which contains only

provisions concerning taxation or the payment or appropriation of

public funds, becomes law even if the Lords do not pass it, provided

that it is sent up to the Lords at least a month before the current

session ends. Moreover, any bill passed by the House of Commons
on three occasions over a period of at least two years will become

law even though the House of Lords does not approve it.

It is clear, then, that the House of Commons is the more im-

portant part of the legislature, but this does not necessarily mean,

as Gilbert and Sullivan said in lolanthe, that the House of Lords

“does nothing in particular but does it very well.” Some bills are

actually inaugurated in the House of Lords, and others which

come up from Commons are amended both in form and in sub-

stance. Moreover, through its powers to delay the passage of most
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types of bills for two years, the House of Lords may perform a

useful function in preventing the enactment of hasty or extreme

legislation by the House of (Commons.

The Prime Minister and Cabinet, I he exc(Liti\(! department of

the British government is headed in practice by the Piime Minister

and his Cabinet. When a new Pailiament has been elected, it is

the King's duty to select the Prime Minister from the political party

which has a clear majority in the House of Commons. I’his task

is not usually difficult, for each party normally has a leader who is

all groomed for taking over the position of Prime Minister, but the

situation may become complicated if no one })arty has a clear

majority in the Hemse. Ihe Prime Minister in turn chooses his

Government, including members of the (Cabinet and other less im-

portant Ministers. I he number of Ckibinet members is variable,

but usually runs between 20 and 25. Certain positions in the

Government, such as the Lord Chancellor, the Chancellor of the

Exchec|uer, the Home Secretary, and the First Lord of the Ad-

miralty, always entitle the holders to be members of the Cabinet,

but others may or may not.

While they rcanain in power, the Prime Minister and Cabinet

have almost ccmiplete control over the whole machinery of govern-

ment. In other wcjrds, the legislature, wdiile supreme in power,

will do as the Prime Minister and Cabinet ask, as long as it has

confidence in them, and, if it loses confidence, the Go\ernment will

be overthrown and a new Prime Minister and Cabinet selected.

In particular, all responsibility for raising and spending mcjney is

concentrated directly in the Prime Minister and his Cabinet. I'he

primary function of the Cabinet is to initiate and sponsor legisla-

tion. In the recent war period all legislation was official and

individual members could not introduce bills, but even in peace-

time about 90 per cent of all laws enacted by Parliament are

introduced by members of the Government. Most Cabinet members

are also heads of governmental departments and are responsible

for their administration. While most of the detailed executive

work is done by permanent officials (Permanent, Second, Principal

Assistant, and Assistant Secretaries, and their underlings), it is the

Ministers who are responsible to Parliament. Thusu, the (Cabinet has

charge of the general policy and administration of the go\ernment.

It usually functions as a body because, except under most unusual

circumstances, the entire Cabinet falls if one of its members falls.
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The Judiciary and Court System. The court system for criminal

cases in Britain runs aJJ the way from the local courts conducted

by magistrates, or justices of the peace, up through Petty Sessions,

Quarter Sessions, and Assize Courts to the Cburt of Criminal Appeal.

Police officers take charge of the prosecution in numerous less im-

portant cases, but in others solicitors or barristers may represent the

prosecutic^n. There is also a Director of Public Prosecutions who
handles the prosecution in murder cases and others which cannot

be handled in the usual way. The court system for civil cases runs

from the County Clourts at the lowest level up to the Court of

Apjieal, the fligh Court of Justice, and the House of Lords, which

hears a limited number of cases on appeal each year. I’he judges

of most of the courts are appointed by the Lord Chancellor, though

some are selected by the Prime Minister. As previously noted, no

courts have the power to declare laws unconstitutional.

Individual Rights. The citizens of Britain for many years have

enjoyed virtually the complete list of individual or civil rights.

With the exception of peers, criminals, and lunatics, every man and

woman over the age of twenty-one has the right to vote. It is a

fundamental principle of British law^ that individuals cannot be

detained in custody except on a specific criminal charge or con-

viction, and the courts are required to look into every detention

of an individual if they are called upon to do so. British citizens

have freedom of the press, subject only to the laws of sedition and

criminal libel, and freedom of speech provided that they do not

infringe the laws against sedition, blasphemy, disorderly conduct,

and so on. Freedom of assembly is also virtually complete. In spite

of the fact that there is an established church in England, the

English citizens, like those of other parts of Britain, have complete

freedom of conscience in matters pertaining to religion. These rights

of British citizens do not depend in general on specific guarantees

embodied in the constitution, as in the United States. They depend

rather on the continued vigilance of the public and the common
sense of twelve men in the jury box in individual cases, which make

everyone connected with British government reluctant to take any

action which might interfere with individual freedom.

British Government under Socialism. The government of Britain

which we have described so briefly is not only democratic in char-

acter but also seems to correspond fairly well to the model set up

by modern socialists for their ideal system, as described in the
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preceding chapter. Since the Labor Party secured control ol the

government, and the right to put its program of partial socialism

into effect, througli the customary process oi winning a general

elcctic^i (in July, 1945), many people conclude that in Britain we

shall have our first valid examjffe ot a country which combines

socialivsm in economic matters with democracy in government.

However, Winston (Jiurchill, the leader of “His Majesty’s loyal

opposition in the House of Commons,” charged, in October, 1917,

that the socialist rulers of Britain were strip})ing the people oi their

hard-won liberties and reducing them to helpless serldcmi.’ His

indictment contended that the Labor Gcjvernment is making every

efhjit to keep people from going abroad, that it is exercising

censorship over newspapers in effect by mani})idating the paper

shortage and other shortages, that the government is opening

individuals’ letters on the })retext that people may be sending

valuables out of the country (a policy which might readily develop

into the persecution of individuals whose ideas arc unfavorable to

the present regime), and that the government has asserted its power

in time of peace to choose or change the occupations of the indi-

vidual citizens. Mr. Churchill complained further that the Labor

Government has made the daily lives of the people subject to

literally thousands of regulations and controls in the enforcement

of wdiich a multitude of government officials, larger than any army

which Britain had maintained in peacetime in the past, is con-

tinually employed. Finally, he said, the government has invented

hundreds of new crimes for which imprisonment or penal servitude

may be inflicted. While these charges were probably not without

some political bias, the fact that they could be made in late 1947,

before the program of socialism in Britain had more than gertten

well under way, suggests that we might well wait a while before

concluding that socialism in Britain will be able to combine large-

scale economic and social planning with a full measure of indi-

vidual rights and liberties, and democracy in government.

The Goxjernment under Fascism

In the present discussion of fascist government and in later

chapters we shall use Germany and Italy as examples of the fascist

type of system. Many of the otlier countries which are sometimes

1 The Chicago Tribune, October 5, 1947.
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placed in the fascist category either did not have nearly so clear-cut

a development of fascism as did Germany and Italy or were far

less important economically.

The Rise of Fascism in Italy. The Fascist movement in Italy arose

out of the confusion and chaos which prevailed after World War I.

Dissatisfaction with the results of Italian participation in the war

was general. The cost of the war in terms of wealth and manpower

had been heavy, inflation had placed severe burdens on the Italian

citizens, and depressed economic conditions after the war had

thrown large numbers of industrial employees out of work. More-

over, Italian gains from the w^ar seemed trilling and insignificant.

Italy laced serious problems of economic readjustment and seemed

unable to get started toward their solution.

The Italian government apparently could not take decisive action

in the postwar emergency. Political parties were numerous in the

Italian system and it was generally impossible for any one party

to obtain clear-cut control of the government. The result was a

succession of short-lived coalition governments which were incap-

able of dealing effectively with the problems of the day. Since the

political leaders who had carried Italy into and through the war

were both exhausted and discredited in the eyes of the people, the

government lacked leadership and there seemed to be no one who
could form and maintain a really stable government. At times it

even appeared that the Italian system might be overthrown by a

socialist or communist revolution. During the war period, the

membership of the Italian Confederation of Labor had increased

by about ten times, and many of the trade union members were

also affiliated with socialist, communist, and syndicalist organiza-

tions. Strikes, riots, general strikes, sit-dowm strikes, and other

disturbances marked the early postwar period and caused great

concern.

The Fascist movement had its beginning in March, 1919, when
Benito Mussolini, formerly a revolutionary socialist, and a rather

small band of followers founded the first of the Fasci di Combatti-

mento, or fighting squads, at Milan. This original organization was

soon duplicated in many cities and towns all over Italy. For some

time after their organization, the new Fasci lived up to their name
of ‘‘fighting squalls,’' for their chief activity seemed to be fighting

with opposing groups, and especially with the Socialists and other
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radical organizations, and their participation in political activity

was conspicuously unsuccess! ul.

The question of what the Fascists stood for in these early days is

not an easy one to answer. Their party program lor the 1919

elections was liberal and democratic, if not downright socialistic in

character. However, it became clear that they could not catch many

political fish with this bait and, as strikes, riots, and conllicts with

the Socialists and other radical groups iiuTeased in number and

severity, they turned rathei (juickly to a strongly nationalistic and

anti-socialistic policy. In this way, the Fascists were able to attract

the su[)port of large numbers of industrialists, landowners, profes-

sional men, shopkeej^ers, students, and former soldiers and army

officers. The workers, for the most ])art, belonged to the various

radical groups. In its early days at least, Fascism was anything but a

work ing-c 1 ass movein en t

.

With increasing support all over the country, the Fascists became

even more aggressive jiolitically and moved toward power by means

of methodical violeme. The tat ties of the Fascists bore some fruit

in the 1921 elections, for thirty-five Fascists, ten Nationalists, and

several sympathizers were elected to the Chamber of Deputies, with

Mussolini as the leader of the group. In 1922, conditions in Italy

went from bad to worse. Riots and civil disturbances increased in

number and intensity, the rapidly changing cabinets of the govern-

ment became more and more powerless to deal with the emergency

and achieve law and order, and the Fascist Party increased in

numbers and strength until in October it was ready to make an

attempt to take over the government of Italy. It was on October 26,

1922 that some fifty to seventy thousand F^ascists began the famous

“March on Rome,” led by the F^ascist quadrum-oirote of Balbo,

Bianchi, De Vecchi, and De Bono, while Mussolini waited in Milan.

F^aced with this situation, the cabinet made a desperate attempt

to act at the last moment and declared a state of martial law, but

the King refused to sign the decree. Instead, he summoned Musso-

lini to the capital and appointed him Prime Minister.

The Fascist government did not immediately become a dictator-

ship. In the beginning, the Fascists had control over only about 50

members out of 5vS5 in the Chamber of Deputies, or lower house

of the national legislature, and the first cabinet was of the coalition

variety, since it contained several non-Fascist ministers. However,

the Chamber of Deputies, by a vote of 215 to 80, gave full power
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to the new government for a year so that it might pursue certain

necessary reforms without the limiting influence of parliamentary

formalities. The Fascist government proceeded to steal much of the

thunder of opposition groups by reducing taxation, balancing the

budget, and enthusiastically pushing a program of social lej|||lation

and low-cost housing. Some of the activities of the governmSIt were

very unpopular with large numbers of Fascist Party members and

a split within the Party ensued. T he Party was then “reorganized

and purified,'’ tens of thousands of members were ousted, and con-

trol of the Party was even more strongly centralized in the hands

of Mussolini.

Any hopes that the Fascist Party, now that it was in power,

would settle down to sobriety and moderation in its political

activities were (piickly dashed. Mussolini had increased the regular

army from 175,000 to 275,000 men, and the former fighting squads

of the Party were reoiganized into a Blackshirt militia of 190,000

men, sworn to the personal service of II Durr. The program of

violence and suppression of the opposition continued apace. In the

summer of 1923, the Party forced a new electoral law through the

legislature, which provided that the party which secured the largest

number of votes in an election would be entitled to two-thirds of

the seats in the Chamber of Deputies, with the other seats being

divided among the remaining parties in proportion to the votes

received. The following election of April, 192^, solidified Fascist

control over the Chamber of Deputies. Finally, in January, 1925,

Mussolini announced that further cooperation with opposition

groups had become impossible and that henceforth the Fascist Party

would rule the country on the basis of a one-party system, without

the assistance of the gentlemen of the opposition.

From this point on, the opposition was simply overwhelmed.

Many repressive laws were passed, labor organizations were elimi-

nated, political parties and cultural societies were smashed, the

newspapers were bought off, muzzled, or destroyed, all personal

rights and liberties of individuals were taken away, governrnental

positions were filled with loyal Fascists, and the old organizations

of government completely lost their power. The genuine dictator-

ship of the Fascist Party had begun and the government was re-

molded along the lines of the new Fascist political philosophy.

The Rise of Fascism in Germany. The condition of Germany in

the first few years after World War I was even worse, if possible.
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than that of Italy. In spite of tremendous hardships and sacrifices,

Germany had “lost*’ the war, the emperor had abdicated, and the

government had been overthrown. The Treaty of Versailles, which

Germ^y had signed under considerable duress, held her responsible

for tijkwar, compelled her to make reparations payments, limit

armaj^pits, and demilitarize the Rhineland, and imposed serious

direct losses of resources and facilities for production. Before Ger-

many could get well started along the road to economic recovery,

she was prostrated again by the terrible period of currency inflation

which culminated in 1923. The value of the mark depreciated

tremendously and prices rose to astronomical levels. Investors, peo-

ple with fixed incomes, and members of the middle class in general

were extremely hard hit and, in most cases, completely ruined by

the inflation, while unscrupulous speculators were able in some

cases to amass large fortunes. In the latter days of the inflationary

period, production, employment, and economic activity in general

were at low ebb.

It was in these troubled years after the war that National Social-

ism (fascism) got its start. Adolph Hitler, soon to be the leader of

the movement, was unknown in 1919. He was an Austrian, had

migrated to Germany in 1912, had served in the war as a corporal

in the army, and had been wounded and gassed. In 1919, he

attended a meeting of the so-called German Workers Party, a

political organization of only 28 members, which had been founded

in the same year by one Anton Drexler, a locksmith. Hitler joined

the party, becoming its leader in 1921, and us name was changed

to the National Socialist German Workers Party. The Party adopted

an official program or platform written by an engineer named
Gottfried Feder. The platform contained a great deal of nation-

alism and some ideas which might be construed as socialistic, but

very little indeed to indicate that the Party represented the interests

of the workers. It also contained a strong flavor of racialism or

anti-Semitism, which the name of the Party did not seem to imply.

On the whole, the platform clearly indicated a desire to appeal to

a large number of classes of people and to be all things to all men.

In spite of its many-sided appeals for support, the National

Socialist Party did not grow nearly so rapidly as its leaders had

hoped it would. Nevertheless, Herr Hitler, in collaboration with

General Ludendorff, led the organization into a revolt against the

Republican government of Bavaria in November, 1923. If this
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venture had succeeded, the Nazis might liavc come into power in

Germany only about a year after the Fascists had seized control in

Italy. However, the revolt failed, and Hitler was arrested, tried,

and convicted, along with many of his henchmen. Because of the

moderation of the government then in power. Hitler received

merely a short prison term for his treasonable activities. During his

stay in prison, he is supposed to have written his book. Mein

Karnpf, which was to become the Party Bible. At this time, the

Naticjnal Socialist movement was at low ebb.

In the years from 1924 to 1929, Germany was at peace and

enjoyed a fair degree of prosperity, though her economic recovery

seems to have resulted largely from huge loans secured abroad for

purposes of reconstruction and improvement. While the prosperous

period seems to have been of the “Indian Summer” variety, the

National Socialist Party made relatively little progress during the

period. In the elections of May, 1928, for example, the Party

received only some 800,000 votes and caj)tured only 12 seats in the

Reichstag, However, the period of the great depression was dis-

tinctly another story. The depression arrived early in Germany,

and its economy suffered greatly because of its incomplete recovery

from the war. International trade almost disappeared, the sources

of foreign credit dried up, and die number of the unemployed

grew to 6,000,000 or about a third of the number previously em-

ployed. It soon appeared that the system could not continue as it

was. That is, either the conservative groups, such as industrialists

and landowners, would have to take strong action to retain their

dominant position, or some radical group or groups would come
into power and alter the system to their liking.

The German labor organizations had grown steadily in numbers

and power since 1924, and many of their members belonged also to

the various radical political parties. Strikes, picketing, and mass

demonstrations were very disturbing to the conservative groups.

It is a much disputed question whether the radical groups could

actually have taken over the governmental and economic system,

since these groups were so numerous and so completely unable to

get along and cooperate with each other, but there is little doubt

that the German industrialists and landowners were desperately

afraid that Communism was in prospect. In this situation, these

conservative groups apparently turned to the National Socialist

Party as a possible bulwark against Communism. The Party had
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something of a following among the lower middle-class group,,

whose support was needed by the industrialists and landowners,

and the Party itself seemed about as confused as the people it was

trying to attract. I'he Party program contained some elements cal-

culated to please almost all groups in the population, and it seemed

(at the time) that it could be made into almost anything and used

for almost any purpose. At any rate, leaders of the conservative

groups conferred with Hitler, and the Party received financial and

other support from the industrialists and landowners, both openly

and secretly.

The power of the National Socialist Party grew rapidly in the

depression period. The votes which it was able to command in-

creased from 800,000 in 1928 to 6,409,000 in September, 1930, and

13,779,000 in July, 1932. However, the total vote obtained by the

Party fell off to 11,737,000 in November, 1932.^ In 1932, Hitler was

defeated for the presidency by von Hindenburg, but even in deleat

he received 11,300,000 votes on the first ballot and 13,400,000 in

the run-ofi election.^ In November, 1932, Hitler was ollered a posi-

tion in the cabinet of the national government, but he refused to

serve. Finally, in January, 1933, after another cabinet crisis, he was

called in by President von Hindenburg and made Chancellor of the

German Reich. National Socialism had come into power.

Many factors played a part in the rapid growth of the National

Socialist Party after 1928, in addition to the important measure of

support given by the landowners and industrialists. One was un-

doubtedly unemployment. Large numbers of recruits to the Party

came from the ranks of the unemployed, including as many as 60

to 70 per cent of those joining the Storm Troopers in the large

cities.^ Again, the children of the war years had just come of age.

Many of them had experienced only unemployment, hardship, and

poverty, had lost all faith in the existing system, and were ready

to follow any leader who promised a way out. As one writer has

said, members were attracted to the Party by its militant character,

the thrills and novelty, the uniforms, the fights, and the heroic

trappings and phraseology. It offered a strange mixture of brutality,

racial pride, anti-Semitism, vague radicalism, romanticism, and sen-

2 K. Leowenstein, Hitler’s Germany. New York: Fhe Macmillan Coinpaiiv,

1939, p. 3.

8 M. T. Florinsky, Fascism aful National Socialism. New York: I'he Macmillan
Company, 1936, pp. 42, 43.

*lbid., p. 43.
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tinientality which just seemed to suit the confused young citizens

of Germany."' Other factors often mentioned were the magnetic

personality and effective oratory of the leader of the Party, the

skillfully staged mass meetings, the improved Party organization,

the constant campaign of propaganda and agitation, and the clever

lies and distortions of the truth which the Party placed before the

people.^

The Party also grew because of its ability to appeal to several

different classes of people. The early members of the Party have

been referred to as “Maladjusted demobilized professional soldiers;

soldiers of fortune, social misfits, and cranks; white collar prole-

tariat of frustrated intellectuals and unemployed clerks—a strange

motley of hooligans, criminals, and idealists." ” Later, in 1928 and

after, members were recruited from the lower middle class and

finally from the industrialists and landowners. The army was rather

indifferent to the development of the movement, while Socialists,

Communists, Catholics, and, in general, the laboring masses were

not tempted by the glittering prospectus which the party offered.

Under the Weimar Republic, the German government which was

replaced by the system of National Socialism, Germany had had a

parliamentary form of government modeled after the French and

English systems. The chancellor and the ministers were responsible

to the Reichstag, which was elected by universal suffrage and pro-

portional representation. The second chamber of the legislature,

the Reichsrat, was made up of representatives of the various Ger-

man states. The president was elected by popular vote for a seven-

year term and could succeed himself indefinitely. The system also

provided for direct legislation by way of popular initiative and

referendum.

However, in spite of various concessions which were obtained

from Germany's former enemies in regard to the application of the

provisions of the peace treaty, the government under the Weimar
Republic was never able to get rid of the stigma which was attached

to it because it had (very unwillingly) yielded originally to the

demands of the Allies. Moreover, the democratic government pro-

vided by the Weimar Republic functioned none too well in the

hands of a German people who were accustomed to autocracy and

6 Ibid., pp. 4345.
^ K. Leowenstein, Hitler's Germany

y

pp. 5-7.

7 Ibid., pp. 4, 5.
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government by force. In the fourteen years from 1919 to 1933, 20

cabinets under 12 chancellors came into power and soon departed,

while no less than 38 separate political parties took part in the 1932

Reichstag elections. The Weimar Republic, though liberal in its

treatment of labor, left much political and economic power in the

hands of large industrialists and landowners, and it had a succession

of important crises to handle, with only a few years in which

economic life could be regarded as even close to normal. Finally,

the government suffered by being exceedingly considerate of its

enemies, who were left relatively free to agitate against the govern-

ment, plan and execute treasonable acts, and in general develop

to the point at which they could take over the government. If

Hitler’s rebellion in 1923 had been staged against a government like

that of Soviet Russia, he would undoubtedly have been transported

quickly and efficiently from this life, and the world might have

been spared an unmeasurable toll of grief and suffering.

The first cabinet under National Socialism contained only three

National Socialists (Flitler, FYick, and Goering) among its eleven

members. However, Hitler was Chancellor, Frick was Minister of

the Interior, and Goering was Minister without portfolio. Commis-

sioner of Air Communication, and Commissioner of the Interior for

Prussia. I’hus all the police organizations of the country were under

the control of these Nazi ministers, and the Party was free to subdue

and liquidate the opposition groups. The new government quickly

dissolved the Reichstag and called a new election for March 5, 1933.

In spite of intensive preparation by the Party for a “controlled

election,” prospects of victory were apparently not developing as

well as the leaders thought they should be, and the famous Reichstag

fire was staged on February 27, a little over a week before the elec-

tion. While a weak-witted Dutch Communist named van der Lubbe
was indicted, tried, and executed as a scapegoat in connection with

the fire, there is little doubt that the conflagration was executed by

the National Socialists themselves, as an excuse for dealing harshly

with the various radical groups and for using all kinds of violence

add intimidation in the election period.

On February 28, the day after the fire. President von Hindenburg
suspended the constitutional provisions relating to freedom of

speech, freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, and other civil

rights. In this way, the police acc|uired virtually unlimited powers

for dealing with all “offenders against public order and security.”
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The election came off as scheduled, with the Iron Front, composed

of Socialists, Communists, and the radical and democratic parties

in general, competing against the National Front, which included

the National Socialist Party and the German National Party. The
National Socialists received I7,300,()()() votes and 288 seats in the

Reichstag, while the German National Party secured 3,100,000 votes

and 52 seats. This gave the National Socialists and their allies a

clear majority of the 608 seats in the Reichstag, a majority which

was increased by barring a considerable number of radical members
from their scats. From this point on, the dictatorship of National

Socialism made rapid progress.

The Fascist Philosophy

The Individual and the State, Probably the most basic idea in the

fascist philosophy of government was that of the supremacy or

superiority of the state in relation to the individual.

The key-stone of the Fascist doctrine is its conception of the State, of

its essence, its functions, its aims. For Fascism the State is absolute, indi-

viduals and groups relative. Individuals and groups are admissible in so

far as they come within the State. Instead of directing the game and
guiding the material and moral progress of the (oininunity, the liberal

State restricts its activities to recording results. I’hc Fascist State is wide

awake and has a will of its own. For this reason it can be described as

"‘ethical."

The State, as conceived and realised by Fascism, is a spiritual and ethi-

cal entity for securing the political, juridical, and economic organisation

of the nation, an organisation which in its origin and growth is a manifes-

tation of the spirit. The State guarantees the internal and external safety

of the country, but it also safeguards and transmits the spirit of the

people, elaborated down the ages in its language, its custcmis, its faith.

The State is not only the present, it is also the past and above all the

future. Transcending the individuaFs brief spell of life, the State stands

for the immanent conscience of the nation. The forms in which it finds

expression change, but the need for it remains.®

Thus, in the fascist philosophy, the nation was much more than

the sum total of the individuals who composed it at any particular

time. The nation had a life, and ends or objectives, of its own.

These goals could be perceived only dimly, if at all, by the indi-

vidual citizens, and might well be opposed, in many cases, to the

8 B. Mussolini, Fascism: Doctrine and Institutions. Rome: Ardita Publishers,

1935, pp. 27-28.
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ends which individuals would seek if Idi to their own devices. In

all such cases, the ends of the state or nation should be pursued,

rather than those of private individuals, because of the superior

importance of ihe national objectives. Individuals were importanl,

not for their own sake, but merely as tlie means by which the nation

might reach its objectives. I’hey were considered as temporary and

insignificant particles in the long life of the state.

1 he subordination of the individual to the state was not for his

own good, but for the good of the state and for the attainment of

its objectives. Since the state is, for all practical purposes, a mythical

concept, this means that the individual was subordinated to the

party leaders who controlled the government, in order that the

objectives which these leaders deemed appropriate for the nation

might be achieved. The individual was conceived of only as a part

of the nation. As the fascists said, apart from the collective group

the individual had no more purpose or reason for being than has a

body cell apart from the human body as a whole. The single body

cell had no rights on which it could insist in opposition to the

human body as a whole, and it would be equally ridiculous to think

of the individual citizen as having any rights wliich were superior

to those of the state and wdiich the state must respect. Thus, the

individual had no rights, but merely duties to the state which he

was expected to fulfill at any cost. As compensation for his lowly

individual status, the citizen was sui)posed to find satisfaction and
glory in the achievement of national goals.

Fascism and Democracy, With this general attitude toward the

relationship of the individual to the state, it follow^ed naturally that

the fascists had nothing but contempt for democracy. Ordinary

individuals were thought to be too ignorant or too completely im-

mersed in the private affairs of life to be allowed to participate

actively in government and control governmental policies.

. . . Fascism trains its guns on the whole block of democratic ideologies,

and rejects both their premises and their practical aj^plications and im-

plements. Fascism denies that numbers, as such, can be the determining
factor in human society; it denies the right of numbers to govern by
means of periodical consultations; it asserts the irremediable and fertile

and beneficent inequality of men who cannot be levelled by any such
mechanical and intrinsic device as universal suffrage. Democratic regimes

may be described as those under which the people are, from time to time,

deluded into the belief that they exercise sovereignty, while all the time
real sovereignty resides in and is exercised by other and sometimes irre-
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sponsible and secret forces. Democracy is a kingless regime infested by

many kings who are sometimes more exclusive, tyrannical, and destructive

than one, even if he be a tyrant.®

Since the processes of democracy were repudiated, the power to

rule under fascism was to be located in the hands of those relatively

few individuals who, as a result of the '‘irremediable and fertile

and beneficent inequality of men,"' were politically elite—able,

courageous, and strong-willed. Needless to say, these individuals in

Italy and Germany, according to the fascist notion, were found

exclusively in the fascist party. Within the elite group, there must

be discipline, order, hierarchy, and unquestioning obedience to the

leader. Strangely enough, however, the fascists asserted that the

government produced thus was not really a dictatorship but rather

that it allowed the individual citizens the maximum of liberty.

A state based on millions of individuals who recognise its authority,

feel its action, and are ready to serve its ends is not the tyrannical state

of a medieval lordling. It has nothing in common with the despotic States

existing prior to or subsequent to 1789. Far from crushing the individual,

the Fascist State multiplies his energies, just as in a regiment a soldier is

not diminished but multiplied by the number of his fellow soldiers. The
Fascist State organises the nation, but it leaves the individual adequate

elbow room. It has curtailed useless or harmful liberties while preserving

those which are essential. In such matters the individual cannot be the

judge, but the State only.^o

Fascism and Socialism. The fascists declared themselves to be

opposed unalterably to socialistic doctrines of peace and interna-

tionalism. Fascism was aggressive and warlike, as well as strongly

nationalistic.

First of all, as regards the future development of mankind—and quite

apart from all present political considerations—Fascism does not, gen-

erally speaking, believe in the possibility or utility of perpetual peace. It

therefore discards pacifism as a cloak for cowardly supine renunciation

in contra-distinction to self-sacrifice. War alone keys up all human ener-

gies to their maximum tension and sets the seal of nobility on those

peoples who have the courage to face it. All other tests are substitutes

which never place a man face to face with himself before the alternative

of life or death. Therefore all doctrines which postulate peace at all costs

are incompatible with Fascism. Equally foreign to the spirit of Fascism,

even if accepted as useful in meeting special political situations, are all

internationalistic or League super-structures which, as history shows,

pp. 21-22.

^0 Ibid., pp. 29-30.
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crumble to the ground whenever the heart of nations is deeply stirred

by sentimental, idealistic, or practical considerations.^!

Fascism also rejected the emphasis which socialists place on the

importance of economic affairs in the life of men and in determin-

ing the course of history.

Such a conception of life [as the Fascists have] makes Fascism the reso-

lute negation of the doctrine underlying so-callcd scientific and Marxian

socialism, the doctrine of historic materialism which would explain the

history of mankind in terms of the class struggle and by changes in the

processes and instruments of production, to the exclusion of all else. That

the vicissitudes of economic life—discoveries of raw materials, new tech-

nical processes, scientific inventions—have their importance, no one de-

nies; but that they suffice to explain human history to the exclusion of

other factors is absurd. Fascism believes now and always in sanctity and

heroism, that is to say in acts in which no economic motive—remote or

immediate—is at work. Having denied historic materialism, which sees

in men mere puppets on the surface of history, appearing and disappear-

ing on the crest of the waves while in the depths the real directing forces

move and work, Fascism also denies the immutable and irreparable

character of the class struggle which is the natural outcome of this eco-

nomic conception of history: abo\c all it clenic^s that the class struggle is

the preponderating agent in social transformations. Having thus struck

a blow at socialism in the tw^o main points of its doctrine, all that remains

of it is the sentimental aspiration—old as humanity itself—toward social

relations in which the sufferings and sorrows of the humbler folk wdll be

alleviated. But here again Fascism rejects the economic interpretation of

felicity as something to be secured socialistically, almost automatically, at

a given stage of economic evolution when all will ]>e assured a maximum
of material comfort. Fascism denies the materialistic conception of happi-

ness as a possibility, and abandons it to the economists of the mid-eight-

eenth century. This means that Fascism denies the equation: well-being

—happiness, which sees in men mere animals, content wdien they can

feed and fatten, thus reducing them to a vegetative existence pure and
simple.!^2

The Economic Philosophy of Fascism. In this attack on socialism,

we see once more the fascist attitude toward economic matters in

general. Apparently the fascists believed that capitalistic economies
use good methods to pursue undesirable, or at least relatively un-

important, objectives. Private property, free enterprise, and com-
petition are useful institutions, and even economic motivation is,

within limits, not undesirable. The methods and practices of capi-

talistic production are also appropriate. But all these things should
11 Ibid,, pp. 18-19,

^zibid., pp. 20-21.
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not be directed toward the mere maximization ol production or the

improvement ol the stanciard of living of the individual citizens.

These things arc not appropriate goals for a nation. The political

or other aims of the state are the supreme ends, and all economic

programs, policies, and results are merely means toward their

accomplishment. Since the economic institutions of capitalism, if

left alone, might operate to produce the results desired by private

individuals rather than those which arc desirable for the nation,

the state must intervene and control their operation in its own
interests. If the achievement of the aims of the state results in low

standards of living for the individual citizens, this latter result is

relatively unimportant. Thus, in spite of the nominal nature ol the

economic institutions of fascism, it is clear that the fascist state

aimed to rule in the economic sphere as completely as in others.

We shall see later what all this meant in teiins of spec ific economic

policies and practices.

Racialism, The fascist philosophy was the same in most essential

respects in both Germany and Italy, but in Germany it contained

one element which was not duplicated in Italy for several years.

This was its strong racialism and anti-Semitism. The hatred of the

Jews and the desire to reserve all good things in Germany for true

Germans was present in the German fascist movement from the

very beginning. According to the official doctrine, true Germans
were of the Nordic or Aryan race. The Jews were by contrast an

inferior and treacherous race which had to be eliminated from the

population befoie Germany could bcTome truly great. This racial-

ism became embodied in many official acts of government, and

many unofficial (but nevertheless governmentally inspired) acts of

violence and destruction, as w^e shall see later.

Fascist Government

The Italian government under Fascism continued to operate on

the basis of the same fundamental law as formerly, known as the

Statute of 1818. Since the Fascist “revolution” did not actually

eliminate the old form of government and set up a new one in its

place, it was really more of a coup d'etat than a revolution. Though
the basic law remained the same as before, the actual government

of Italy was changed in many respects under Fascism. These changes

were possible in part because the Statute of 1848 was written in
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vague and general terms which would permit a great deal of stretch-

ing and broad interpretation. It was also true that the Italian system

of government contained no supreme court which had power to

interpret the basic law and declare laws or acts of the government

invalid in the light of the basic law. Thus, while the ultimate

sovereignty rested in the hands of the citizens or people under the

Statute of 1848, it was possible for the Fascists to transfer the sover-

eignty in fact to the slate, which meant to the leaders of the gov-

ernment.

'Fhe government of Ciermany under National Socialism actually

operated without any constitution, although the Weimar Constitu-

tion was never formally amended or repealed. The government in

effect had the power to change the Constitution at will, and the

Constitution and the courts were completely unable to restrict the

activities of the government. The famous “Enabling Act" of March

24, 1933, gave the executive arm of the government the power to

make laws by decree and specified that such laws could deviate from

the Constitution if they did not affect the Reichstag or Reichsrat

or the powers of the President. Even these limitations on the decree

laws were removed as of January 30, 1934.

The Executive Department, Italy under Fascism remained a king-

dom with a hereditary King as nominal head of the state, but the

King was a pure figurehead after he performed his fatal function of

appointing Mussolini to be Prime Minister in 1922. In Germany,

after the death of President von Hindenburg in August, 1934,

Flitler took over the Presidency by decree and added it to his offices

as Chancellor and Party Leader. Despite such diflercnces, govern-

mental powers were concentrated most completely in the hands of

the great dictators, Hitler and Mussolini. They appointed and dis-

missed cabinet ministers and other officials, summoned and dis-

solved the legislatures, commanded the armed forces, controlled the

introduction and passage of all laws or made laws by decree, ruled

the court systems, dominated lower units of government, and were

supreme in the field of foreign relations.

Hitler and Mussolini, as Chancellor and Prime Minister, were
heads of cabinets, whose members included the Ministers in charge

of the customary array of government departments. The dictators

appointed, directed, and removed cabinet members at their discre-

tion. The Ministers were subordinates and trusted henchmen, but

not colleagues, and were personally responsible to the dictators.
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Each Minister had considerable power in his own department, but

cabinet meetings were heJd rather inlrequently and differences be-

tween the Ministers were resolved directly by the dictator rather

tlian by debate. In Germany, the make-up of the cabinet changed

very little through time. In the first seven years of the regime, a total

of only nineteen men served as he ads of the various ministries, and

nine ministers (out of fiileen) remained unchanged through this

period.’ In Italy, there w^as a more raj)id turnover in the cabinet

positions, and Mussolini oiten held several cabinet persts besides

serving as Prime Minister.

The Legislature. With governmental powers concentrated in the

executive department and in particular in the hands of the dictator,

the legislatiue declined rapidly in importance in the fascist coun-

tries. In Italy, the upper house of the legislature, called the Senate,

was not changed to any great extent under fascism. It consisted of

al)out 500 life members appointed by the King, upon recommenda-

tion of the Prime Minister. Except for sitting as a high court of

justice in certain types of cases, it had no very important duties to

perform, and it was commonly described as a conservative forum of

elderly high nobility and propertied gentry, or as a club composed

of noted persons, since it contained educators, literary figures, dip-

lomats, and scientists, as well as church officials and members of the

nobility and royal families.

The lower house of the Italian legislature was altered significantly

under fascism. As the Chamber of Deputies it was clcctcxl in the

usual fashion until 1928, wiien a law was passed which provided for

a new method of selecting the members of the Chamber. When an

election was in the offing, the syndicates of employers and employees,

and certain other groups, were entitled to select a list of 1000

candidates from which the Grand Council of the Fascist Party would

choose 400 names to be placed, as a national list, before the voters,

who could vote “yes” or “no’’ only for the list as a whole. Only

Fascists of proved loyalty were nominated, speeches in opposition

to the official candidates were not permitted, the Grand Council

(or cabinet) of the Fascist Party could remove any deputy, and the

“yes” and “no” ballots were of different colors so that anyone could

see how an elector voted. Thus the “representatives” in the Chamber
of Deputies did not really represent the people at all, except in the

most general sort of way. The members of the Chamber were hand-

le K. Leowenstcin, Hitler's Germany, pp. 34-36.
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picked Fascists who would obey the will of the dictator without

deliberation and without question.

Even this distorted vestige of the democratic electoral process

eventually became distasteful to Mussolini, and the Chamber of

Deputies was replaced in 1938 by a new body called the Chamber of

Fasces and Corporations, lliis group included the head of the gov-

ernment, 25 members of the Fascist Grand Council, 120 members

of the National Council of the Fascist Party, and 500 members of

the National Corporative Council, or almost 650 members in all.

The new Chamber was a hardy perennial since its members required

no election and icmained in office indefinitely. It was also com-

pletely under the thumb of the dictator, since all its members were

selected by Mussolini.

The legislative power in Germany, as in Italy, was exercised by

the executive branch of the government and especially by the dic-

tator himself. As we have noted, the Enabling Act of 1933 gave the

executive almost unlimited powers for a period of four years and

the right to make laws by decree, d'his law was renewed periodically

in later years. The Reichsrat, or upper house of the legislature, was

abolished in February, 1934, but the Reichstag continued to exist.

Under the Nazis its membership increased to more than 800

deputies, all selected by Party leaders from the membership of the

National Socialist Party.

In both countries, the function of the legislature was supposedly

collaboration with the government in the formation of laws. I his

meant, in effect, that it initiated no legislation, considered only the

business which was suggested to it by the executive, and approved

enthusiastically any proposals of the executive. The Reichstag, for

example, met briefly only 11 times in the first six years of National

Socialism and passed only five laws. In reality, the legislatures were

probably kept to give the fascist regimes the appearance of legality,

to rubber-stamp governmental policies which had been previously

determined by the executive, and to serve as cheering sections and

sounding boards for Party propaganda and the sj)eeches of the

dictators.

The Court Systems, Both fascist countries retained in general the

court systems which had existed previously, though courts, judges,

and officials at all levels of government were brought under the

direct control of the national Ministries of Justice. Moreover, the

court systems were “purified” through the removal of politically
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unreliable (and, in Germany, Jewish) judges and officials. Law
ceased to exist as an objective concept. That is, the law of the land

depended from day to day on the changing will of the dictators, and

the judges had become loyal party men who were ready and willing

to follow the leaders’ whims.

The fascists added several types cd courts to the old systems and

in particular set up special courts for the defense of the state and

the regime against various treasonable activities and political crimes.

Both countries also set up and maintained secret pc^lice forces (the

Gestapo in Germany, for example) which operated at least in part

beyond and outside the formal government and were charged with

ferreting out individuals engaging in treasonable activities and

political crimes, or who might be thinking of doing so, and bringing

them to “justice.” The methods of the secret police included the in-

spec tion c:)f private correspondence, the tapping of telephone lines,

the use of dictaphones, spies, and informers, the control of passports

and border traffic, military and economic espionage and counter-

espionage, the expatriation of enemies living abroad, and a thor-

ough and constant check-up on party members.

Many harrowing tales were told of the fate of persons brought

before these special courts by the secret police. Trials WTre held

at once and in secrecy; accused persons either were not permitted

the services of lawyers or were assigned, at great expense, lawyers

who were greatly hampered in their eflorts to defend their clients;

no witnesses for the defense were permitted, and the judges who
decided the cases were loyal fascists; and no appeals could be taken

from the verdicts handed down by the special courts. The laws

dealing with political crimes and treasonable activities were stated

in vague and general terms so that almost any activity could be

interpreted as an offense against the state. Indeed, in Germany the

special courts were able to punish acts deemed in conflict with the

healthy sentiment of the people, even though the acts in question

were not covered by any formal laws. Individuals were punished for

acts which were not crimes at the time when they were committed,

since laws dealing with such matters were made retroactive some-

times, and individuals who could not be accused successfully of any

crimes were often placed under })olice supervision, or “protective

arrest.” The secret police apparently disposed of many cases without

appeal to the courts, and millions of individuals languished in

fascist concentration camps.
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Lower Governmental Units, The powers of the fascist dictator-

ships extended, of course, to state (or provincial) and local govern-

ments, and these governments were converted into mere adminis-

trative agencies of the central government. Officials of state and local

governments were ap])ointed from above, legislatures or councils

were eliminated or reduced to a purely advisory capacity, uniform

national laws were passed in fields formerly reserved to the states or

provinces, state or j^rovincial constitutions were revised, and })owcrs

of state and local governments were transferred to the national gov-

ernment. National, state, and local civil services were combined into

one uniform civil service, employees who were opposed to the state

or politically undesirable (or, in Germany, non-yVryan) were re-

moved from office, the traditional jxditical neutrality of the civil

service was eliminated, and all governmental em})loyecs were re-

c|uired to take an oath of loyalty to the dictator and be good fascists.

Individual Rights. In strict accordance with the fascist political

philosojjhy, tlie individual citizens of the fascist countries had

virtually no rights. Since any criticism (A, or opposition to, the

policies or acts of the government or ruling party could be inter-

preted readily as treason, it is clear that freedom of speech did not

exist. In a one-party dictatorship, with other ])olitical organizations

strictly forbidden and with any non-party gathering ol citizens likely

tcj be regarded as subversive or treasonable, there was no freedom

of assenil:)ly. Freedom of the press had also gone by the board. Each

newspaper had to have a responsible editor (a synonym for fascist

editor) and could not employ any journalists who were not ap-

provc:d by the government. The propaganda agenc y of the govern-

ment rewrote the “news” and gave out rigid and elaborate instruc-

tions as to the manner in which important news items must be

handled. In these ways, the newspapers were reduced to a “phono-
graphic” level and the citizen had little reason lor pieferring one
paper to another since they all dealt with the same topics in the

same ways and were subject to ironclad censorship.

Education w^as also controlled firmly by the fascist dictatorships.

The textbooks used in the schools were vehicles for instilling party

propaganda in the youth of the land, and teachers suspected of hav-

ing anti-fascist sympathies were ruthlessly weeded out. Contrary to

the intention of schools in democratic countries, the fascist schools

seemed to try to develop an inability to think on the part of the

students, and a blind and unejuestioning obedience to authority.
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The principles of fascism were to be learned, not discussed or criti-

cized, and “follow the leader” was a favorite pastime. The job of

the educational system was to make good fascists.

School curricula were revised so as to place greatly increased

emphasis on racial and political subjects and much less than form-

erly on languages, mathematics, and grammar. Education at the

high-school level was largely restricted to boys, and there was a

tendency to train the “best” boys at party schools. Even young men
could not become college students unless they were “politically

reliable,” the heads of educational institutions were “trusted” in-

dividuals who held office by appointment from above, and it has

been estimated that something like 60 per cent of the members of

college faculties were replaced by party men.^'^

The fascist attitude toward science and research was that they

must be “coordinated” and made to serve the purposes of the state.

Scientists and research workers were instructed to give up their

search for absolute truth and to learn to produce “fascist truth.”

Many scientists in the fascist countries were apparently coerced

into prostituting their talents to the purposes of the state, and great

masses of the most ridiculous party propaganda were thereby en-

abled to masquerade as bodies of scientific conclusions. It was

truly said that fascist propaganda knew neither right nor wrong,

neither truth nor falsehood, but only what it wanted.^®

The fascist regimes differed somewhat in their attitude toward

religion and the church. The Catholic Church in Italy was very

strong, and the treatment accorded it by the government was much
less harsh than that meted out to their religious organizations by

the Russian and German dictatorships. In the early days of Italian

Fascism, the church was more or less hostile to the regime but, in

1929, the government made certain concessions to the church and

an armistice was arranged. After 1929, a somewhat uneasy alliance

existed between church and state.

The Protestant churches of Germany had long been closely con-

nected with the national government. In the early days of National

Socialism, they offered little opposition to the regime and even gave

it some support. However, the governmental decision to form a

Union of Protestant Churches under a Reich Bishop and to give

14 Ibid., p. 158.

15 R, A. Brady, The Spirit and Structure of German Fascism. New York: The
Viking Press, 1937, p. 31.
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the governmental Minister of Church Affairs rather complete sway

over church matters led some prominent church men to revolt.

These revolters were treated like any other political opponents of

National Socialism. That is, they were forbidden to preach, use

church property, or publish their opinions, their salaries were dis-

continued, and some of them were lodged in concentration camps.

Relations between the German government and the Catholic

Church were never too cordial after the rise of National Socialism

and, in spite of an agreement which was reached in 1933, outright

hostilities began in 1937. After that time many priests were tried

and some convicted on charges of moral turpitude and the violation

of currency regulations, and hundreds of them found their way to

prisons and concentration camps. On the whole, it cannot be

doubted that the National Socialists had very little use for religion.

I'he only individual right which survived for very long under

fascism was the right to vote, and this right in Italy was limited to

men and restricted by a variety of cpialifications. German citizens

20 years of age or older, on the other hand, enjoyed universal, equal,

secret, and direct suffrage. Mowever, Jews or part Jews were not

regarded as German citizens, while, by contrast, Germans who lived

abroad were still considered as German c itizens. Since the elec tions,

when held, wcTe most carefully controlled and farcical, and since

very few offices were filled by election anyhow, the cjiiestion ot who
had the right to vc^te was of comj)aratively slight ini])ortance. How-
ever, everyone who w'as eligible turned out to vote and voted as

the party leaders desired, since to do otherwise might be considered

to mean opposition to the fasc ist regime.

The Program of Anti-Semitism. The ordinary citizens of Germany
may have been badly treated under National Socialism, but their

status was heavenly as compared with that of the unfortunate

victims of the prc3gram of anti-Semitism. Jews were not allowed to

hold public offices, own land, practice any profession, or own or

work for any newspaper. It was extremely difficult for them to ob-

tain an education. Jewish works of art and literature were destroyed

and the playing of Jewish musical compositions was forbidden.

Jews were deprived of their citizenship and political rights, re-

quired to carry identification cards, and made to give obviously

Jewish first names to their children by adding Israel or Sara to

their regular names. A persistent attempt was made to eliminate

the Jews from the economic life of the nation and from all business
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pursuits. For this purpose a business was considered Jewish if one-

fourth or more of its stock was owned by Jews, and it was a prison

offense to conceal the Jewish ciiaracter ot a Inisiness. Jewish business

owners were kept in durance vile in concentration camps until

they became willing to abandon and sign away their wealth, or their

businesses were restrained by hc^avy taxes, inability to secure mate-

rials, and other discriminatory practices until the owners became

willing to sell out lor a song to righteous Party men. German busi-

nesses wcrerecpiired to discharge their Jewish employees and Jewish

workers were excluded from the Labor Front. All these activities

were carried on with an intermittant accompaniment of sluggings,

beatings, and murders.

The prewar campaign against the Jews reached its peak in 1938,

after a young Polish Jew in Paris killed an employee of the (German

legation. According to one source, the revenge for this act in Ger-

many included the destruction of every Jewish shoj> and store, the

dynamiting or burning of every Jewish synagogue, and the incar-

ceration of 70,000 more Jews in concentration camps, while hun-

dreds or thousands of Jews “committed suicide.'’ The Jews were

required to pay for the damage which had been done, since any

insurance benefits which they coidd collect were forfeited to the

state. In addition, the Jews were recjuired to pay a fine of a billion

marks, and they had to sell much of their remaining wealth at

ridiculously low prices in order to do so.^‘^

The purposes behind the program of anti-Semitism in Germany
were quite easy to ascertain. No one outside Germany took much
stock in the National Socialist doctrine of racial superiority. While

many Germans have blue eyes and blond hair, most people who
understand such matters regard the Nordic or Aryan race as a pure

myth, and anyone could be greatly amused when the National

Socialists began to rave about Italian Nordics or Japanese Nordics.

The real reasons behind the anti-Jewish campaign seemed to be two

in number. In the first place, the Jew^s furnished the National Social-

ists with a scapegoat or bogeyman on which all misfortunes,

domestic or international, could be blamed. Thus, the Jews were

blamed for the loss of World War I and for the widely known
abuses or bad features of capitalism, such as profiteering or unem-

ployment. They were charged with responsibility for the existence

of Communism, Bolshevism, class war, trade union activities, and

i« K. Leowenstein, Hitler's Germany, pp. 107-116.
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internationalism. Even World War IJ was blamed on the “intrigues

of Jewish international bankers.'* Obviously, the chastisement of

such a scapegoat might help to distract the attention of the people

from their own immediate woes and frustrations. I’he second reason

was even more practical. It was thought that the elimination of the

Jews would give jobs to deserving Germans in general and Party

men in particular, and that Jewish wealth could be transferred to

other hands with the transactions disguised in a righteous crusade.

During World War II, the campaign against the Jews knew no

bounds. Millions of these unfortunate people, both in Germany and

in countries overrun by the German armed forces, were killed by

means of a variety of devices whose fiendish ingenuity almost

baffled the imagination, and those wlio were lucky enough to escape

with their lives usually were able to salvage little else.

The Fascist Parties

The Party and the Government, As we have seen, the fascist

political parties (National Socialist in Germany and Fascist in

Italy) were in complete and absolute control of the government.

Virtually all governmental offices were filled by loyal party men,

who usually received their positions by appointment rather than

by election and held office for indefinite periods, set by their

superiors. In both countries, moreover, the outright control of the

government by the party rested upon an official and legal basis.

In Germany, this basis was composed of the emergency decree of

von Hindenburg in February, 19‘f3; the law of July, 1933, which

declared the National Socialist Party to be the only one with the

right to exist in Germany and made the formation of new political

parties or the reconstitution of dissolved political parties a treason-

able offense; and the law of December, 1933, which made the Na-

tional Socialist Party officially a part of the government of Germany.

In Italy, the Party’s Grand Council became an organ of the state

and was assigned the duty of preparing electoral lists in 1928, the

internal organization and discipline of the party were prescribed

by law after 1929, the national secretary of the party was appointed

by royal decree and had the rank of Minister after 1937, and the

constitution of the party was established by successive governmental

decrees.

Party Organization, Both fascist parties had very elaborate in-
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ternal organizations. In Germany, the organization proceeded from

local groups and leaders through county and district groups and

leaders up to the Central Directorate ol the party and the great

dictator himself. The party controlled the activities of a variety of

structural groups which included the Siurmabtciliing (Storm Troop-

ers), Schutzstafjel (Elite Guard), the Hitler Youth Organizations,

the National Socialist Motor Corps, the National Socialist Students

Association, and the National Socialist Women’s Organization. The
Storm Troopers were not necessarily members of the party, since it

was originally the intent ol the party to keep certain undesirable

elements out of the party proper even though they might be good

enough to do the “rough” work. Almost any able-bodied man could

join the Storm 1 roopers. The Elite Guard, on the other hand, ad-

mitted only Party men with perfect political records and high

physical qualifications. In addition to the structural groups, there

were nine associations affiliated with the party, including those for

doctors, lawyers, teachers, technicians, public officials, university

teachers, and the Labor Front.

In Italy, the party structure was based on some 10,000 local chap-

ters (fasci di comhattirnenio), which were grouped into 94 provincial

federations, each with a secretary nominated by the national secre-

tary and afipointed by Mussolini. Further up there were other

agencies and officials, crowned by the national party secretary, a

National Directorate of 13 members, the Grand Council of the

Party, and finally the leader, Mussolini himself. As in the case of

Germany, there were numerous other organizations affiliated with

the Party.

Both fascist parties, like the Communist Party in Russia, main-

tained an organization of their own parallel to, although strictly

separate from, the apparatus of the state. I’hat is, there were party

officials and agencies to correspond to the various officials and

agencies of the government. As in Russia, the same men often held

both the party offices and the corresponding governmental offices,

though they might be served by different staffs in each capacity. In

the fascist parties, as in the government, power was greatly concen-

trated at the top. The leaders made all the important decisions

and there was really no such thing as control or even effective

discussion from below.

Party Membership, While large numbers of people in both coun-

tries were affiliated with some party organization or other, member-
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ship in the party proper was limited to a sinalJ minority ol the

population, or about 4,000,000 persons in Germany and 2,500,000

to 3,000,000 in Italy. Party membership was eagerly sought after

and carried with it both prestige and possible economic gains in the

form of employment, wealth, and income. Candidates for party

membership had to take an oath of blind loyalty, undying devotion,

and unquestioning obedience to the dictator. Members had to

place themselves and their resources at the disposal of the party

and were subject to strict discipline on the basis of a party code

which specified the pattern of their behavior. The qualifications of

party members were reexamined at relatively frequent intervals,

and undesirable members were purged from the party, if not from

this world.

Party Youth Organizations, Both parties were closed to new adult

members from time to time and, in general, believed in obtaining

their new members from the party youth organizations, which took

over the lives of boys and girls at an early age and subjected them to

intensive training for citizenship and party membership and affairs.

Both parties had elaborate systems of youth organizations, with a

membership double or more that of the party itself, but details

of these organizations need not concern us. The boys were instructed

in party principles, taught obedience and loyalty, given cjuasi-

inilitary training and physical culture activities, and in general

were brought up to be good fascists. The girls were taught that

woman’s place is distinctly in the home, surrounded preferably by

large numbers of growing young fascists.

Similarity of German, Italian, and Russian
Goxfernments

We should not leave the subject of government without remind-

ing ourselves of the great similarities which have existed between

the governments of Soviet Russia, Italy, and Germany. Among the

many common features we may list the following: (1) strong dic-

tatorship with great concentration of power in the hands of one

man; (2) a one-party system of government, with party members
holding all or most important positions, with complete party control

over the government, and with party officials and agencies to match

those of the government; (3) figurehead legislative and judicial de-

Ibid., p. 72, and Statesmen's Year Book, 1941, p. 1041.
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partments; (4) strong control by the national government over

“state'' and local governments; (5) the practi<e of filling many im-

portant governmental offices by appointment rather than by elec-

tion; (6) ruthless and thorough methods of subduing the opposition

to the existing regime, special treatment and severe punishments

for political crimes, and the maintenance of a large and efficient

secret police operating at least partly outside the laws and forms of

government; (7) the practice of getting all eligible citiztms to vote

and vote right, while other rights of individuals are suppressed;

and (8) the requirements for party membership, the closing of the

party to new adult members, the frequent reexaminations and

purges of membership, the desire of the people for party member-

ship, and the extensive and elaborate party youth organizations.

These matters could be boiled down to a smaller number of [)oints

or they could be stretched out to make a great many items, but they

present a picture of the striking similarities which have existed

among these three governments.

On the other hand, the number of differences between the gov-

ernments may be even larger. One government has a democratic

constitution while another did not or had none at all; one govern-

ment retained its former nominal head while another has dispensed

with the office in question; one dictator might hold several cabinet

positions, a second only one, and a third none at all; and so on.

Without enumerating any more of these differences, we may say

that, on the wh61e, they seem relatively trivial and unimportant in

comparison with the similarities. On the basis of the similarities in

the matter of government, many people in the United States came

to the conclusion that the Communist, Fascist, and National Social-

ist systems were identical, or nearly so, in all other respects. Whether
this conclusion was justified in connection with the economic or-

ganizations and policies of the various systems will be seen in the

chapters which follow.

QVESTIONS

1. Why do most people regard the government of Britain as democratic?

2. Compare the British legislature with that of the federal government

of the United States.

3. “The nature and functions of the Cabinet in the British government
are almost exactly the same as those of the Cabinet in the govern-

ment of the United States.'* Do you agree? Explain.
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4. “The rights of British citizens are the same as those of citizens of the

United Stales, but they test on a diderenl basis/' Kxplain.

5. “Britain is likely lo be the first country to have socialism in ccorioniit

matters and democracy in government at the same time." Show
whether you agree.

6. Describe the development of the Fascist movement iii Italy after

World War I.

7. “T he condition of Cicrmany in the first lew years alUT World War I

was even worse, ii possible, than that ol Italy/’ E\])lain.

8. Describe the various lac tors which were res])onsil)le ioi the rapid

growth of the National Socialist Party in Germany after 1928.

9. How did the fascist notion of the rc‘lationshi}) of the individual to the

state differ from that which is widely held in capitalistic countries?

10. “The fascist philosophy was anti-democratic and anti-socialistic/’ Ex-

plain.

11. “Fascism involved only a change in the control over existing govern-

mental mechanisms rather than a modification of these mechanisms."

Discuss.

12. How were the nature and functions of the national legislatures modi-

fied under fascism?

18. What happened to the* court systems under fascism in Italy and Ger-

many?

14. Why were the fascist governments of Italy and (iermany called dic-

tatorships by outside observers? Explain.

15. “The dictatorial powers of the fascist governments extended to vir-

tually all phases of national life." Explain.

If). Indicate the purposes and methods of the fascist program of anti-

Semitism in Germany.

17. “I’he fascist parties in Italy and Germany were strikingly similar to

the Communist Party in Soviet Russia.” Explain.

18. “The governments of Soviet Russia. Italy, and Germany had many
important common featurc^s as long as the latter two countries were

under fascist regimes." Show’ w'hclher you agree.

19. How did the governments of the fascist countries differ from that of

the United States during World War II? Discuss.



CHAPTER 5

MAKING ECONOMIC DECISIONS

However iniKli economic systems may difTer with respect to such

matters as economic institutions and government, the general nature

of the economic problem is the same in all systems. And in every

economic system certain basic economic decisions must be made.

Jn some manner or other, it is necessary in every economic system

to determine (1) the kinds and cjuantities of various economic goods

wliich are to be produced; (2) the way in which the various pro-

ductive agents are to be allocated or distributed among the many
industries and fields of productive activity; (3) the manner in which

the immediately available stocks of consumers' goods are to be

distributed among consumers; and (4) the total quantity of each re-

productive agent of production which is to be available in the long

run. As we shall see, decisions on these points may be reached in

different ways in different economic systems. Under capitalism, they

depend very largely on price relationships, and the reactions of in-

dividuals and enterprises to these price relationships. Thus, the

price system is an institution which is fundamental to the operation

of a capitalistic economy.

Making Ecoyioinic Decisions under Capitalism

The Control of Production. A capitalistic system has no dictator

or all-powerful planning agency to specify which economic goods

may be produced and which may not, or to determine the relative

quantities of various economic goods which should be produced.

By and large, the individual is left free to produce any goods which

he selects and in any quantity which seems appropriate to him,

while the total decisions as to the kinds and quantities of economic

goods to be produced are merely the aggregate of the decisions of

individual enterprisers—decisions made on the basis of price rela-

114
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tionships. If consumers desire very strongly a certain economic good,

such as electric refrigerators, and the quantities which are currently

being produced and sold are small relative to the effective demand,

we may expect that the prices of electric refrigerators, at least in

the shorter periods of price determination, will exceed their pi oduc-

tion costs per unit. Such a favorable price-cost relationship will

ordinarily induce the manufacturers of electric refrigerators to pro-

duce more of them and may eventually tempt the manufacturers to

expand their plant and equipment so that they can continue to

increase production. Again, the favorable price-cost relationship is

likely to attract new enterprisers to the industry and it will enable

the enterprisers, both old and new, to bid effectively for land, labor,

and capital, so that necessary additional amounts of these produc-

tive agents may be secured and utilized for the production of elec-

tric: refrigerators. In the long run, under competition, the tendency

is for the production of electric refrigerators (or other economic

goods) to become adjusted to the relative strength of the demand
for the goods on the part of consumers.

Adjustments in the other direction are produced in similar

fashion. If more victrolas are currently being produced than con-

sumers desire to purchase at the going price, the price may fall until

it is well below the level of cost of production per unit. Such an

unfavorable price-cost relationship will usually lead enterprisers to

restrict production and it may eventually cause some enterprisers to

leave the industry altogether. Moreover, it will become difficult for

enterprisers to attract additional quantities of the productive agents

to their industry or even to retain the quantities which they already

have. The process of adjustment will end only when the productive

capacity and output of the industry producing victrolas have once

more been coordinated with the relative strength of the effective

demand for the product on the part of consumers.

Thus, it has been said that

Under capitalism, it is profit making, not love, that makes the world go

round. For it is the expectation of profit w'hich induces those who own
the means of production to permit them to be used. But profit making is

not only the incentive, it is also the regulator of capitalist production.

Under capitalism it is not only the object, it is the very condition of pro-

duction that a profit should result. Those things, that is to say, which will

yield a profit can and will be produced, hut those things alone. For any-

body who produces things which do . not, either directly or indirectly,

yield a profit will sooner or later go bankrupt, lose his ownership of the
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means of prodiuiion, afid so cease to be an independent producer.

Capitalism, in other words, uses profitability as the criterion or test of

whether any given thing should or should not be produced, and, if so,

Itow much of it should be produced.
Now the test of profitability ensures that those things, and only those

things, for which there is a demand shall be produced. Profit is, as it were,

a magnet which draws production after demand. For it is profitable to

produce those things for which there is a demand, and unprofitable to

produce those things for which there is no demand. But things are not

either in demand or not in demand. The demand for them varies in

strength. Under capitalism it will be ])rofitable to ]:)roduce more and
more of those things for which there is an increasing demand, and less

and less of those things for which there is a decreasing demand. I’luis, our
productive resources are continually being pulled by the magnet of profit

toward the piocluction of those things for which there is an increasing

demand, ancl away from the production of those things for which there is

a diminishing demand.

^

I hc net rCsSult of the system is apparently that just thc^se economic

goods which most people want most strongly, and no others, will be

produced.

The Allocation of the Agents of Production, As the discussion of

the control of production has implied, productive agents are, in

general, allocated or distributed among enterprises and industries

on the basis of prices under capitalism. We are not here discussing

the production of adcliiional units of reproducible productive agents

on the basis of a favorable relationship between the cost of pro-

ducing the agents and the prices which can be obtained for their

use, but rather the way in which available (jnaniities of productive

agents are distributed among firms and industries. When a piece of

land in an urban area beccjuies vacated and a new tenant or pur-

chaser is sought, the ejuestion as to whether the land should be used

as a site fc;r a department store, garage, residence, manufacturing

plant, theater, or hotel will ordinarily be answered on the basis of

the prices which enterprisers of these various kinds are willing to

pay for the land or the rents which they arc willing to pay for its

use. Other things being equal, the owner of the land will probably

turn it over to the enterprise or industry which is willing to pay

the highest price for it or the highest rent for its use. In the long

run, the entire supply of land tends to be distributed in similar

fashion on the basis of the prices which enterprises and industries

1 ]ohn Strachey, How Socialism Works, pp. 16*17. Reprinted by permission

of the author.
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are able and willing to pay for it or its use. No conscious attempt is

usually made to sec that the available quantity of land is awarded

to those firms or industries whose operation is most necessary to the

social welfare. Rather, it is generally assumed, from the social point

of view, that those industries which can pay most for the land are

those which should get it.

When quantities of capital funds are available for investment, the

question as to whether they should be used to provide ca]>ital goods

for automobile production, or facilities for the production of shoes,

housing, ice cream, or something else will usually be decided on the

basis of the amounts of interest which firms in these various fields of

production are able and willing to })ay for the use of the funds, due

allowance being made for risk in each case. It is only rarely that an

owner of capital funds will turn down a safe and attractive rate of

interest because he does not approve of a product or the business

policies of the firm which offers it, or for any other reason. Even

capital goods themselves, to the extent that they are mobile and

are capable of being used in diflerent types of productive activity,

wdll ordinarily be turned over to the enterprise which can ofler

most for their use.

finally, it shc^uld be said that available units cjf labor also tend to

distribute themselves at least in jxirt on the basis of the pi ic es which

are obtainable for their services in various occupations and indus-

tries. d his is not to say that the worker, in considering the desira-

bility of shifting from one occupation to another, will be exclusively

influenced by the money wages which arc obtainable. He will also

give attention to such matters as the pleasantness or unpleasantness

of the two occupations, tlie risk or danger involved in each, the

relative prospects of advancement, and the probable steadiness of

employment. However, workers do shift from one occupation to

another, and the principal reason for these changes, although not

the only reason, is the desire for high rather than low wages. Many
industries which now employ large numbers of workers, such as

those producing automobiles, radios, airplanes, and air-conditioning

e(piipment, did not even exist years ago, and they have been able

to attract their labor supplies largely because they could offer work-

ers higher wages and better conditions of employment than other

industries.

The Apportionment of Consumers' Goods. Economic goods com-

mand a price because they are scarce in relation to the desires of
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people lor them. Since there are never enough consumers* goods to

satisfy all wants or to permit consumers to lielp themselves freely

to the goods, some method or other must be found of apportioning

the available supplies of consumers’ goods among the people who
want them or of holding down the buyers to a number who can

satisfy their wants from existing stocks of goods. Under capitalism,

the rationing of consumers’ goods among the persons who desire

them is also ordinarily accomplished on the basis of prices. It the

available stock of potatoes is unusually small, a continuation of the

old price would cause the sellers to be swamped with prospective

buyers, but, if the price is raised sufficiently, the number of buyers

will be restricted so that the rrrarket demand for and market supply

of potatoes will be irr equilibrium once more. If the available stock

of oranges is unusually large in relation to market demand at a high

price, the corr tinned charging of a high price would result in the

piling up of large quantities of unsold oranges, but, if the price is

lowered sufficiently, the number of buyers who come forward may
be increased urrtil the (quantity of oranges which sellers desire to

sell is exactly equal to the cjuantity which buyers are willing to

purchase. It is only in the face of great emergencies, (as, for ex-

ample, in wartime) that a capitalistic economy will attempt to

control prices and resort to the rationing of consumers' goods by

quantities instead of relying on price movements to equilibrate

market demands and market supplies.

Controlling Total Amounts of Productive Agents, Finally, it is

also true that price relationships control, where possible, the total

amounts of agents of production which will be in existence in the

long run. That is, a high rate of remuneration for such an agent of

production leads to an increase in its amount, while a low payment

leads to a decrease in its quantity. However, it is not always possible

to create more of an agent of production. In the case of land, it is

clear that rents and land prices may go up indefinitely without

bringing about any increase in the quantity of natural things. The
case of labor is not so clear as that of land. The total number of

workers available for production may be increased or decreased

through time, but it is difficult to estimate the extent to which the

number of workers is dependent in the long run upon the wages

paid for labor. In spite of the various theories which economists

have developed from time to time connecting population growth

and hence labor supply directly or indirectly with wages, the best
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conclusion seems to be that increases in population and the labor

supply occur because of a great number of lac tors—not all of which

are economic in character by any means—and tliat it is virtually im-

possible to single out any one factor, such as wage rates, and

estimate its effect on po])ulaticm and labor suj^ply.

(Capital, therefore, sc‘ems to be the prcxiuctive agent whose total

cpiaiuity is most res}:)onsive to changes in ])rice relationships, al-

though the savings which are necessary for ca]htal lormation depend

upcj)n a number of factors besides the desire to receive interest.

Saving occurs, for example, because individuals wish to provide lor

their own old age or lor their heirs, be cause they want to keep a

reserve on hand against the various financial emergencies which

may arise suddenly, because they wish to accjuire power or prestige,

or because they have such large money incomes that they are unable

to contrive ways of spending their entire incomes on their personal

needs and desires. Ihese factors indicate only that some saving

w^ould occur even if interest were not paid; they do not show that

the total quantity of savings would remain unchanged if interest

were abolished. There are many units of individual income which

are just about on the margin of being saved or not being savc'd. An
increase in the rate of interest will ordinarily cause (he owners of

such marginal units to forego present consumption and save larger

amounts out of their money incomes, while a decrease in the pre-

vailing rate of interest will result in the spending of more of these

units of irrccjrnc for current consumption and the saving of fewer

units than formerly.

I hus, not all units of savings need be directly dependent upon
the size c^f the prevailing interest rate in order that a change in this

interest rate may bring about a change in the total quantity of

saving and capital fcjrmation. The chances are that an increase in

the interest rate, other things being ccpial, will sooner or later

br ing about an increase in the total cpiantity of capital funds at the

disposal of society, while a decrease in the interest rate wall eventu-

ally cause a decrease in the total cpiantity of capital funds available

for use in production. J’he magnitude of the total supply of capital

funds, as well as the distribution of the existing cjuantity among
industries, tends to depend upon price relationships.

Theoretical Results, It is fairly clear that the full working out of

all the tendencies which we have been describing would result in

complete economic eejuilibrium on the basis of price relationships.
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but some people would go so far as to allege that such an equilib-

rium would also be an economic optimum and would result in the

maximization of economic: and social welfare for the citizens of the

economy. As the result of the control of production on the basis of

price relaticjnships, only those goods will be produced by the mem-
bers of society as producers which the members of society as con-

sumers desire, and the relative quantities of the various economic

goods produced will be adjusted to the demands of consumers for

them. The production of each economic good will then be carried

to the point where the last unit produced will command a price

sufficient, and only just sufficient, to cover the cost and effort of

producing it; at the same time, the consumption of each economic

good will be carried to the point where the last unit purchased is

expected to produce a degree of satisfaction which is sufficient, and

only just sufficient, to justify the price paid for it. Sinc:e at this

margin both expected satisfaction on the one hand and cost or effort

on the other are supposed to be equal to the same thing (the price

of the good), it is customary to assert that they arc ecjual to each

other. But, because other units of the good before the margin is

reached are expected to give more satisfaction than the marginal

unit and are expected to cost less than the marginal unit, ideally

the industry which produces that particular good, and hence all

industries, will control production so that they furnish society with

the greatest possible surplus ol satislactions over efforis or costs.

If the agents of production are allocated among firms and indus-

tries strictly on the basis of prices, their employment will be per-

fectly coordinated with the desires of consumers as expressed on the

market. No unit of any productive agent will be used for the pro-

duction of a particular economic good if its use in the production of

some other economic good would result in a greater-value product

or a higher rate of remuneration for the owner of the agent. Because

of the apportionment of finished goods and services among con-

sumers on the basis of prices, no unit of any economic good would

be purchased and consumed by a particular person if a greater

marginal utility would result from its purchase and consumption by

someone else (in so far as marginal utilities are accurately measured

by the willingness of individuals to pay prices on the market).

Finally, in the state of full equilibrium on the basis of price relation-

ships, die productive resources of the economy would be divided

between providing for the present (through the production of fin-
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ished commodities and services) and providing for the future

(through capital formation) in perfect accordance with the time

preference and desires of the citizens. Such is the glittering pro-

spectus which may be offered in connection with the operation of

the price system and its results.

Obstacles to Equilibrium. However, the price system does not

perform its functions (or rather individuals do not function on the

basis of price relationships) as efficiently in jnacticc as in theory.

7 he theoretical description of the operation of the })rice system

assumes, explicitly or implicitly, the existence of certain conditions

which are only rc:)Ughly ajjproximated in the operatic:)!! of an actual

capitalistic economy. I hese assumptions include conditions of ccjtn-

})etition (as previously defined), the complete mobility of the pro-

ductive agents as betwee n industries and places, and lack of gov-

ernmental interference with the proc.c'sses of the market. When these

conditions are imperfectly realized, the results produced by the

O[)eration of the actual price system do not conform closely to those

of the theoretical model.

In actual practice, the agents of production arc never completely

mobile. Once land has i)een ccjmmitted to a j)articular enterprise or

industry, it is ordinarily lied up for a considerable period of time

and cannot be shifted at once to other enterprises or industries even

though more profitable opportunities for its einplt:)yment arise. In

similar fashion, when capital iunds have actually been invested in

fixed plant and eejuipment in some industry or other, and these

capital goods will last for a number cjf years, a change in price

relationships which would make it possible for these funds to earn

more interest in some other type c^f investment will not cause the

funds to move at once to another industry. Hence, in the shorter

periods of time, a large part of the economy’s capital funds is likely

to be immobile, and we cannot expect to find the distribution of the

funds among industries to be perfectly suited to the price relation-

ships which exist at a given time. However, it remains true that, in

the long run, all capital funds are mobile and none are tied up in

fixed capital goods. If savings will command more net interest in

some uses of funds than in others, or in some places than in others,

after allowing for risk and costs of administration, it is to be ex-

pected that, in general, savings will move i?i the long run from

occupations or places where net interest is low to occupations or

places where net interest is high. That is, as capital goods wear out
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and create funds for their replacement, these funds will be trans-

ferred to another occupation or place instead of being reinvested in

new capital goods of the original type.

It must be admitted that price relationshij)s operate less effectively

in distributing workers among industries than in distributing land

or capital funds. 1 he fact that the wages of scrub-women are very

low in relation to those of opera singers will not cause the former

workers to throw away tlicir pails and mops and mob the opera

houses; nor will the fac t that college professors are better paid than

street-car motormen cause the latter workers to attempt a mass

invasion of the ivory towers of learning. The simple fact is that the

labor supply docs not consist of a single large mass of like units of

labor, all of which engage in competition for the entire range of

available jobs. Instead, because the labor supply is stratified into

various groups or grades of labor, the members of one group find it

most difficult, if not impossible, to compete for the jobs which are

open to the members of a higher group. The nature of these labor

groups (such as unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled, and ])rofessional and

managerial labor) and of the hereditary and environmental obstacles

to movement from a given group to a higher one will be familiar

to most readers.

Even if we limit tlie discussion to the various occupations which

are open to the members of a single labor group or grade, wc find

that workers do not always shift cjccupations in response to changing

wage rates. In some cases, of course, workers may continue to accept

a certain wage, even though a higher one is available in some other

occupation, because they are not aware of the various opportunities

which exist for their employment or because their movement is

prevented by powerful unions. In other cases, they may know of the

higher wage rates to be obtained in other occupations and may be

qualified for these other jobs, only to be unable or unwilling to take

them because the better-paying jobs are out of commuting distance.

The workers may be unable to afford the expense of moving them-

selves and their families to another place, they may have formed an

attachment for their present location, they may have children in

school whose opportunities for education would suffer in the new
community, or they may have homes of which they could not dispose

without incurring a considerable loss.

Thus, the distribution of the agents of production among indus-

tries and places on the basis of prices is not an accomplished fact
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under capitalism but merely a tendency which operates slowly and

haltingly through time. The relative immobility of the agents of

production obviously has an important effect upon the success with

which production can be controlled on the basis of price relation-

ships. Favorable or unfavorable price<cost relationships do afford

a stimulus to the expansion or contraction of the production of par-

ticular economic goods, but adjustments of production to changes

in demand cannot occur quickly and smoothly because of the im-

mobility of the factors of production. And, all too often, before

an adjustment of production to one change in demand can be com-

pleted, another change in demand will occur which will render the

attempted adjustment of j)roduction inappropriate.

1 he market conditions which prevail on the supply side of price

determination are also important. It is only under com])etition that

the enterprisers in any particular industry, in reacting to increased

demand and favorable prices, may be expected to expand produc-

tion so much that the price of the product will necessarily fall back

to the cost of production level. In controlling the affairs of their

enterprises, monopolists and monopolistic competitors must pay at-

tention to the demand for their products, but under any given

demand they have no incentive to carry production to the point at

wdiich they can obtain prices which will only cover the average cost

of production per unit of their goods. Instead, they tend, under any

given conditions of demand and productive capacity, to limit output

to the volume at which the marginal cost of producing the good is

equal to the marginal revenue derived from its sale. Since such an

output is ordinarily well short of that at which price just covers

average cost of production per unit, it follows that the productive

results of operation under conditions of monopoly or monopolistic

competition are quite different from those envisaged by the general

description of the control of production on the basis of price rela-

tionships. In somewhat similar fashion, the existence of conditions

of monopoly or semi-monopoly on the demand or supply side of

the markets for factors of production, or even the existence of con-

ditions of monopolistic competition in the sale of products whose

producers are also, of course, demanders of the productive agents,

will have an influence on the prices at which the total available

stocks of productive agents can find employment, on the distribution

of the agents among industries, and on the kinds and relative quan-
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titles of economic goods which the entire economic system will

procIiH e.

Ihider conditions of monopolistic com})etition, products are dif-

ferentiated and the individual enterpriser is in a position to control

the market for his product to some extent. In such a situation, the

enterpriser may readily decide that it will be better for him to try

to “educate” the consumers to want what it seems appropriate for

him to ])roduce than to try to suit his prcxluct to the supposed w^ants

of consumers. The simple theoretical discussion of the control of

production on the basis of price relationshijis tends to overlook the

whole range of advertising and other economic activities whose pur-

pose is, at least in part, to change the pattern of human wants rather

than to satisfy the wants which already exist.

Governmental interference with and control of economic activity

may alter considerably the total productive and other results

achieved by a capitalistic economy. Even in an economic system

which is ostensibly capitalistic, governmental action may forbid

altogether the production and sale of some commodities and serv-

ices, may regulate the production and sale of other economic goods,

may interfere with the ordinary bargaining processes ol labor-

markets by sponsoring and encouraging labor organizations, and

may establish minimum wages and maximum hours for workcTs—to

mention only a few things. After governmental interference and

control is an established fact, the pT’oductive and distributive proc-

esses of the economy will undoid^tedly adjust themselves again on

the basis of price relationshi})s in the new situation, but the total

results achieved will never cpiite be what they woidd have been in

tlie absence of governmental intervention.

The method cjf apportioning consumers' goods among the persons

who desire them by means of price changes, or of bringing the

market demands for and market supplies of economic goods into

adjustment by means of price changes, is capable of working very

efficiently. There is always a price high or Icjw enough to move any

quantity of an economic good, however large or small, off the

market. In actual practice, however, the method works much better

in one direction than in the other. When certain economic goods

are unusually scarce, prices ordinarily rise readily, and the numbers

of buyers or the quantities demanded are restricted. When economic

goods exist in quantities which cannot be disposed of at the pre-

vailing prices, the prices do not always fall readily, and we .some-
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times see large unsold stocks ot these goods piling up while many
people desire to purchase tliem and cannot do so. The difficulty here

is not that the price mechanism will not work but rather that pro>

ducers and sellers do not care to let it work, d’hat is, they are un-

willing to lower prices to levels at which all the available goods

could be sold.

The method of controlling long-run supplies of productive agents

by means of prices applies with real force only to capital, and even

here the results produced are far from perfect. The total cjuantity

of savings and of capital often adjusts itself very slowly to changes

in the interest rate. In times of depression saving may go on at a

considerable rate even though the rate of interest has been declin-

ing steadily and the demand for funds to invest in industry is light.

On the other hand, in highly prosperous times the demand for sav-

ings to invest in productive facilities may outrun the total quantity

of savings although the rate of interest rises considerably.

Ec^uiUhrium and Economic Optimum, We see then that, while

there are forces making for ecpiilibrium in the operation of a capi-

talistic economy on the basis of price relationships, full economic

equilibrium is not likely to be completely worked out at any par-

ticular time. And even if full economic equilibrium did exist in

practice, there would still be several reasons for doubting whether

this result would be an economic optimum or would mean the

maximization of economic and social welfare. In the first place, it

is clear that the control of production through changing price rela-

tionships merely adjusts production, at best, to the effective demands

for goods in the market, and not to basic human desires or needs.

Production would be adjusted to human desires or needs only if all

persons demanding economic goods had substantially ecjual money
iiKomes (and perhaps not even then). Under this condition, con-

sumers would presumably offer highest prices for the goods which

they desired most. Thus the existence of a high price for a good

would indicate a strong consumer desire for more of it, while low

prices would prevail for unimportant goods or goods the demands

for which were already being relatively well satisfied. Under the

actual conditions which prevail under capitalism, with great in-

equality in the distribution of money income among individuals, the

reliability of these price indications is partly destroyed. A high price

may prevail either for an essential good which is in strong demand
or for some trivial, unimportant good whose purchasers have a
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great deal of money to spend. Similarly, a low price for a good may
mean that the good is of little importance and that the demand for

it is already well provided for; or it may mean that the good is one

of considerable importance, perhaps even a necessity of life, but

that those who would ordinarily purchase it have little money to

spend for it or lor anything else.

Business enterprisers, wdio are on the lookout for goods whose

prices are favorable in relation to their costs, do not bother to ask

why the prices are what they arc. Indeed, it would be too much to

expect them to investigate the reasons why people demand the

goods which they do, in fact, demand. 71ius, under capitalism, with

its inequality in income distribution, the reaction of enterprisers

to price relationships alone serves to direct agents of production into

the production of nonessential goods while really important human
wants go at least partly unsatisfied. It leads to the production of

yachts for the transportation of the few before there are enough

shoes for the transportation of the many and to the production of

cake for the rich before the needs of many poor people for bread

arc satisfied. Under conditions of extreme inecjuality in the distribu-

tion of money income, even the most perfect adjustment of produc-

tion on the basis of price relationships could scarcely be considered

to produce an economic optimum.

On the other hand, we should not be on secure ground in assert-

ing that perfect equality in the distribution of income and wealth

would be necessary to the existence of the economic optimum. We
have no way to make objective comparisons of satisfactions or

utilities as between persons and there is no way to measure aggre-

gate satisfactions for the whole population of the economy because

of possible dilferences between individuals with regard to their

capacities lo experience satisfactions. Certainly the common as-

sumption that all persons have equal capacities for satisfaction is

incapable of scientific proof. Thus, apart from any questions of

the distribution of money income, we need to know more about the

psychological basis of human wants before we decide that a given

equilibrium condition would be an econcmic optimum. To ’what

extent is it possible for prices to measure the strength or magnitude

of basic human needs or wants? The economist's understanding of

the psychological basis of human wants is none too strong and the

usual utility analysis is rather unsatisfactory from the point of view

of psychology. When we say that an individual wants a good be-
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cause it has utility for him, all we are really saying is that the in-

dividual wants the good. Until we have a more complete knowledge
of human motivation, we are not justified in saying that full eco-

nomic equilibrium on the basis of price relationships, even if it re-

sulted in the equalization of marginal “utilities’" or marginal “de-

sires,” would be an economic optimum.

In the second place, we note that the market and price mechanism
does not furnish us with a satisfactory means of expressing all our

wants. It would be possible, we may suppose, to allow private

enterprisers to furnish us with such things as fire protection, educa-

tion, and health service on the basis of price relationships, but we
do not do so. Because of the great importance which we attach to

these services and because of our complete unwillingness to accept

as ajjpiopriate the volumes of them which would be provided for

us on the basis of price-cost relationships in the market, we insist

that the provision of these services be taken out of the realm of the

market and that it be undertaken by public authority. Again, some
of our more complex wants seem to baffle the ingenuity of the

market and price mechanism altogether. Take, for example, the

matter of national defense, or the protection of the citizens of the

economy from attack by external enemies. As Mrs. Wootton has

said, “No device readily suggests itself by which such of the in-

habitants of a given territory as were unwilling to subscribe to the

cost of maintaining an army could be prevented from enjoying its

protection in time of war; or, which would adjust the amount of

protection enjoyed by each citizen accurately to the amount that

he chose to spend upon this service.” - Or, consider the desire for

economic security, which undoubtedly holds a high position in the

valuation scales of many individuals. Clearly, “There is no way in

which we can go into the market and, as it were, bid up the value
of security, so as to stimulate the economic system to deliver more
of this admirable product.” As a final example, suppose wc have a
desire to live in an economy which is marked by much less in-

ecjuality in the distribution of income than is our own capitalistic

system. There is apparently no way in which our willingness to

pay prices of any magnitude in the market can lead to the satisfac-

tion of this desire.

•iBarl)aia Wootton, Lament for Economics, New York: Farrar and Rinehart,
Inc., 1938, p. 177. Reprinted by perniission of the [)uhlishers.

^Ibid., p. 202. Reprinted by permission of the finblishers.
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Thirdly, the market and price mechanism, as such, gives con-

sumers no opportunity to bid against the production and sale ot

certain commodities and services which they regard as undesirable.

There may be a great many people whose total ol satisfactions would

be much increased if they could prevent the publication and sale

of a particular book or the production and sale of alcoholic bever-

ages, noxious patent medicines, or other products, and who would

be glad to pay prices to obtain such satisfaction of their negative

preferences if any opportunity could be given them to do so. But

there seems to be no way in which the market mechanism can take

these negative preferences into account, and we may exercise these

preferences, if at all, only by public (that is, governmental) action.

Finally, the market mechanism provides no means lor measuring

the efficiency with which the market mechanism works or the total

satisfaction which is derived from its use in comparison with that

which might be realized from the use of some alternative mechanism

for the allocation of scarce means among alternative ends. The de-

fense of the market mechanism in these connections is usually stated

in terms of the freedom of choice which this mechanism affords to

consumers in the capitalistic system. However, on examination, we
might well find that the freedom of choice which consumers would

really like to have would be at the same time more comprehensive

and less detailed than that which the market mechanism actually

offers. It would be more comprehensive because, in actual practice,

the consumers' choice as to the various uses to which the productive

resources of the economy should be put is secondary rather than

primary. That is, the market and price mechanism never asks the

consumers to specify the various commodities and services for the

production of which they would like to see the scarce resources of

society used. The really fundamental choices are made by business

enterprisers, who decide what commodities and services should be

placed on the market, and consumers can actually choose only

among the various options which are offered to them by the enter-

prisers.

The ideal freedom of consumers’ choice would be less detailed

than that which they actually have because, “As a matter of actual

experience, there is indeed quite a good case to be made for the

view that the market, in modern conditions, imposes upon con-

sumers, or at least upon those of them who are even moderately

affluent, a range of choice which is actually burdensome*^ On the
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theory that I alone know what is satisfying to me, the market insists

upon offering me a bewildering variety of alternatives from which

to choose. The business of selecting between scores of varieties of

cosmetics or saucepans or neckties is really very arduous, and one

of which many of us would gladly be in large measure relieved.

And, moreover, it is a business which most of us, most of the time,

are cjuite incapable of conducting intelligently. 7'rue consumer’s

choice, with its implication of caveat emptor—let the buyer beware

—is all very well in a society in which consumers are in general

equipped at least with the minimum of technical knowledge neces-

sary for enlightened choice. 1Oday, as everyone knows, they are

mostly very far indeed from being in this happy state. As a pur-

chaser of jams, for example, 1 am quite incapable of deciding for

myself which varieties are made of fruit and which are synthetic

substitutes, nor do I even know, at all accurately, how far the sub-

stitutes are, on the one hand, actively pernicious, or on the other

hand, just as good as the commodity which they replace. As a pur-

chaser of textile goods, again, I am quite incapable of discriminating

between weight which is due to the quality of the material and will

promote hard wearing, and the specious heaviness which is achieved

by excessive loading or dressing, and which will disappear the first

time that the stuff is washed or cleaned. I may, perhaps, claim to be

a discriminating purchaser (discriminating, that is, of course, in

terms of my own standards of satisfaction) of books on economic or

sociological topics; but few of us can claim such competence in more
than one or two fields. Even where we do realize our own wants and

would value the power to direct resources to their satisfaction, this

very readiness to exercise choice is, in fact, over and over again

doomed to sterility; just because we are pathetically incapable of

recognizing whether what we get is, or is not, what we wanted.

Nor is it any answer to say that in a competitive world, we can profit

both by our own mistakes and by those of others, so that the more satis-

fying product will always, in the long run, win over the less. For, in the

first place, this is an expensive and tedious way of correcting a distribu-

tion of resources which the public does not find satisfying. It is indeed
true that those who have purchased material that dissolves in the wash
may be to some extent forearmed next time (though, if they are still

technically ignorant, even bitter experience will not be an infallible

defense against a repetition of the tragedy); and true also that, in time,
the boycott of an unsatisfactory product by those who have discovered its

shortcomings may make its sale so unprofitable that its production is
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discontinued, with the result that others are spared a like experience. But

this docs not alter the fact that the consumer’s freedom of choice would
have meant a great deal more to him if he had been able to detect the

faulty product before he had elected to buy it. And, in the second place,

while suspecting that some of our choices are unsatisfactory somewhere,

we may never be able, even after experience, to lay our fingers on the

exact spot where we went wrong. 1 want to buy good IockI, and 1 know
that I may make myself and my family ill, if 1 fail to do so; but I may
well be far too ignorant to locate just where my buying is at fault, even

when 1 perceive that I am not getting satisfactory results.

In view of these familiar facts it is, I suggest, cpiite absurd to suppose

that market demand can claim, even under competition, faithfully to

direct resources into production of just those things that are wanted in

any comrnonsense meaning of the word; or even to do this job so well

that no alternative is worth looking at. It is far from self-evident that it

would not be better, for example, in some cases to consult the consumer
as to the general outline of the pattern of production, and then settle

details over his head; as a planned economic system, conducted in a po-

litically democratic society, but not pledged rigidly to follow the lead of

the market, might do.^

After considering all these factors, we may well decide, as many
other economists have done, that, even if full equilibrium on the

basis of price relationships could be achieved under capitalism, it

would be just equilibrium and nothing more. Or, if we are de-

termined that such an equilibrium must be an economic optimum
of some sort, we should consider it only as a practical optimum,

rather than an “optimum optimum,” in the sense that market equi-

librium on the basis of price relationships, with all its imperfections,

would furnish us with a better set of solutions to the important eco-

nomic problems than any alternative which is also deemed prac-

ticable. However, such an opinion should be formed, if at all, only

at the end of this book, and not at the present point in the dis-

cussion.

Making Economic Decisions in Wartime, Our discussion of the

making of economic decisions has dealt thus far with the operation

of a capitalistic economy under ordinary peacetime conditions.

Under the emergency conditions of wartime, the normal functioning

of the price system may be almost completely suspended and eco-

nomic decisions may be made on the basis of governmental plan-

ning and control. Theoretically, the expansion and contraction of

various industries, the conversion and reconversion of productive

^Ihid., pp. 188-191. Reprinted by permission of Farrar and Rinehart, Inc.,

New York.
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facilities, and the allocation of land, labor, and capital among in-

dustries and businesses could be allowed to depend upon price

relationships even in wartime. For example, the government might

undertake to pay such high and profitable prices for airplanes that

existing airplane factories would run at full capacity, automobile

producers would voluntarily curtail or stop the production of auto-

mobiles and convert their facilities to the production of airplanes,

and new firms would be induced to enter the field of airplane

production. Similarly, the industries engaged in war production

might attract the necessary workers by paying wages much higher

than the workers could obtain in industries producing civilian

goods, and so on.

In practice the government is likely in wartime to resort to direct

control over production and over the extension and conversion of

productive facilities. The reason is not that wartime problems are

unusual in nature^ but rather that they are unusual in scope and

urgency. In peacetime, the conversion and extension of productive

facilities occur gradually, and only a small number of industries

may be seriously affected at any r)ne time. In wartime, the conversion

and extension of productive facilities are needed immediately, and

most, if not all, industries are aflected to some extent.

Moreover, if the banks are creating a considerable part of the

funds necessary to finance the government’s war expenditures (by

buying government bonds and paying for them by creating demand

dej)osits for the government), reliance on price relationships to in-

duce the extension and conversion of productive facilities may be

ineffective and costly. That is, if the government spends much more

for war than it takes out of the current incomes of the people

through taxes and direct sales of bonds, the willingness and ability

of the government to pay high prices lor airplanes may be offset

to a considerable extent by the willingness and ability of private

individuals to pay high prices for automobiles and other civilian

goods. In such a situation, the extension and conversion of produc-

tive facilities may not go forward as desired, and the money cost of

the war may be greatly increased as prices rise because of the com-

petitive bidding of government and people for war goods and
civilian goods, respectively. When agents of production are fully

employed, competitive bidding for their services may result in

serious inflation. Hence, in wartime, a government is likely to con-
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trol prices directly and to regulate production through official

boards or other agencies.

Soon after the United States entered World War II, the task of

speeding and guiding the output of necessary goods was assigned to

the War Production Board, which was created by two Executive

Orders issued by the President of the United States. The War Pro-

duction Board was authorized (1) to exercise general direction over

the war procurement and production program and (2) to determine

the policies, plans, procedures, and methods of the several federal

departments, establishments, and agencies with respect to war pro-

curement and production, including purchasing, specifications, and

construction, and including conversion, requisitioning, plant expan-

sion, and the financing thereof; and to issue such directions with re-

spect thereto as might be deemed necessary or appropriate. The
Board established a number of regional offices, located in large cities

from coast to coast, to facilitate the handling of local and regional

problems.

The powers of the Board were, of course, very great. It could

order industries producing civilian goods to curtail production or

even stop operating altogether, and it could permit them to resume

operations when needs for war production moderated to some ex-

tent. It could take almost any necessary steps to insure the adequate

production of essential war goods. Conversion and extension of

plant facilities could be undertaken only with the approval of the

Board, and the Board controlled the allocation of vital materials

and capital goods among firms and industries.

Under the so-called Controlled Materials Plan, prime contractors

all over the country were required to assemble bills of materials

needed, specifying kinds, quantities, and the times at which needed.

These bills of materials were submitted to seven claimant agencies:

Army, Navy, Maritime Commission, Aircraft Scheduling Unit,

Board of Economic Warfare, Lend-Lease Administration, and Office

of Civilian Supply. The claimant agencies combined the bills of

materials sent in by their contractors and submitted them to the

War Production Board, which matched total requirements* of the

claimant agencies with available supplies of materials, making al-

lowances to the various agencies according to their importance.

The claimant agencies followed their own preferences in distribut-

ing their allotments to the prime contractors, who in turn rationed

the materials to sub-contractors. The allotments to contractors
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amounted to “certified checks^ for specific quantities of materials

in specific periods of time. Finally, the War Production Board had

to inform the producers of the materials what kinds and amounts

of materials to furnish in order to meet the allocated demand in

each period.

To these controls over production and the allocating of materials,

add other controls over prices in general, the allocation of labor, the

apportionment of finished goods among consumers, credit, foreign

trade, and other matters and you have an erstwhile capitalistic

economy which is difficult to distinguish from a planned and con-

trolled economy. These other controls will be described briefly in

appropriate later sections of the text.

Making Economic Decisions tinder Socialism

Socialism and the Price System. A socialistic economic system

would face the same important economic decisions as a capitalistic

economy, and it would in all probability, make use of money,

credit, and prices. However, in the absence of private property in

most productive wealth, freedom of enterprise, and competition,

and with economic motivation emphasized less strongly than under

capitalism, the operation of a socialistic economy probably would

not depend upon price relationships to as great an extent as does

that of a capitalistic system. Under socialism, according to a com-

mon interpretation, decisions as to the kinds and quantities of goods

which would be produced would not depend on price relationships,

llius under socialism one of the major functions of the price system

under capitalism would be eliminated. For all practical purposes

society as a whole would be the only business enterpriser. Since

society as a whole would both own and operate the land and capital

of the system, interest and rent would not be paid and received as

under capitalism. The planning authority or commission, which

would be entrusted with the direction of economic activity under
socialism, might charge itself with certain amounts of rent and
interest for the land and capital used in various branches of produc-

tion, but any such charges would be purely arbitrary, according

to this interpretation, and would not result, of course, from compe-
tition between private owners of these agents and the persons de-

siring to use them in production. Wages of various kinds would
constitute about the only money expense of production in the
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ordinary sense under socialism. Wage differentials themselves would

probably be adjusted so as to accomplish whatever results the plan-

ning commission thought were worth achieving, and would not

result from competition between workers and private employers.

Thus, the cost per unit of any economic good would be whatever

the planning commission said it was.

Similarly, so it is said, the prices of finished products would not

be determined by competition between buyers on the one hand and

private sellers, organized under competitive conditions or those of

monopoly or monopolistic competition, on the other. The prices of

the various economic goods might well be set high or low by the

planning commission according to whether it wanted to encourage

or discourage the consumption of the various goods or whether the

amounts available of the goods were large or small. Since both

prices and costs woidd probably be arbitrarily determined by the

same planning authority, the relationships which existed between

such prices and costs would be virtually without significance and

could not be depended upon for controlling the kinds and quanti-

ties of goods to be produced. The upshot of the whole matter is that,

while prices and costs would be used as accounting devices under

socialism and as convenient tools for making plans and supervising

their execution, the basic decisions in the field of production would

probably be made arbitrarily by the planning authority on the basis

of social need for the products, or some other basis, and not on the

basis of the prospective profitableness of producing the various

kinds of goods.

Since society as a whole would own and operate land and capital

under socialism, these agents of production would be distributed

among the various industries and lines of production in such a way

as to make possible the carrying out of the plans set up by the plan-

ning authority. Since the various industries and enterprises would

probably never get a chance to bid various prices for the land and

capital, the distribution of these agents among industries under

such conditions would be in no way dependent upon the prices

which these industries might be willing to pay for the agents. In

other words, land and capital would be assigned arbitrarily to the

various industries on the basis of the plans for production, and the

second function of the price system under capitalism—that of

distributing the available quantities of agents of production among
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industries—would be eliminated in so far as land and capital were

concerned.

But the carrying out o£ general economic plans requires that

labor, as well as land and capital, be distributed appropriately

among industries. It is possible, of course, that workers, too, might

be arbitrarily allocated to industries and occupations on a com-

pulsory basis, but such a cavalier method of handling workers is

rather improbable. Workers are human beings and the different

workers have different abilities, find some occupations pleasant

and others distasteful, prefer to live in different places, and so on.

Their arbitrary assignment to certain tasks might well make for

both inefficiency and dissatisfaction on the part of the workers, and

this clumsy method would probably be held in reserve to be used

only as a last resort. Again, something might be accomplished by

moral suasion, slogans, and exhortations, or by offering various non-

pecuniary incentives, such as leisure, vacations, special privileges,

medals and insignia, and various public honors.

I’he distribution of labor among occupations could also be

affected by raising and lowering the qualifications required of per-

sons who desired to enter the various occupations. High require-

ments could be used to prevent the overcrowding ol attractive

occupations, and low requirements might keep less desirable occu-

pations from suffering from a shortage of workers. However, the

various sets of c^ualifications which would induce an appropriate

quantitative distribution of workers among occupations might well

set standards of competence which were too high in some occupa-

tions and too low in others from the point of view of social welfare,

and it is questionable that low rccpiirements would function

effectively as a means of attracting workers to certain occupations.

In all probability, then, the planning authority woidd provide for

the payment of different rat(‘s of wages in diflcrent occupations and
allow the workers a measure of freedom in distributing themselves

among the various occupations on the basis of these differential

wages. Low wages would be used to prevent too great a concen-

tration of workers in the easy, safe, and pleasant occupations, while
high wages would be used to insure the presence of at least a

minimum number of workers in difficult, dangerous, and distaste-

ful jobs.

The wage differentials used might not be nearly so large as under
capitalism, and instead of being determined for the most part by
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the competition of workers and employers as under capitalism, they

would be set up, and varied at will, by the planning authority in

order to obtain the desired distribution of workers among industries

and occupations. In spite of these differences, it may be said that

under socialism the distribution of workers among industries and

occupations would depend upon price (wage) relationships to a

considerable extent. However, something more than wage adjust-

ments would be recpiired to get workers out of declining industries.

It would be necessary for the planning authority to discover new

opportunities for the employment of the workers and to assist in

caring for problems of transportation, retraining, and rehousing.

A socialistic system would also face the problem of rationing the

limited quantities of finished goods among the consumers of the

system. It is likely that this function would be performed to a great

extent by means of price changes under socialism as under capital-

ism, although the necessary rises and falls in prices would result

from orders given by the planning authority and not from the

actions of individual buyers and sellers in the market. If, at a

certain time, the available quantity of an economic good should

be unusually limited, the planning authority would raise the price

of the good so as to eliminate some buyers from the market; on the

other hand, a low price would be used to induce increased purchases

of some economic good which had been produced in unusually

large amounts. As a matter of fact, this method of rationing might

work better under socialism than under capitalism, since the {)lan-

ning authority probably would be uninhibited and would not hesi-

tate to raise or lower individual prices by any amount necessary to

bring market demand and market supply into equilibrium. How-
ever, under socialism, some rationing might well be done through

quantities instead of through prices in order to make sure that all

consumers would be able to obtain at least certain minimum
amounts of scarce commodities.

The total amount of land available for production in a given

economic system would be as fixed under socialism as under capi-

talism, and the total number of workers would probably be as little

subject to wage influences under one system as under the other.

However, a socialistic system would have to find some method of

reaching a decision as to the extent to which the existing agents of

production should be used to produce capital goods to assist in

further production instead of being used to produce consumers’
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goods for present enjoyment. Under capitalism the processes of

saving, investment, and capital formation arc left to depend in

large measure upon the reactions of individuals and firms to the

changing relationship between the rate of interest and the prices

of consumable goods, but under socialism this function of price

relationships would probably be eliminated. That is, the planning

authority would decide to what extent capital goods should be pro-

duced, in order to achieve its other objectives, and it would accom-

plish its will in this matter by assigning existing land and capital

to the production of capital goods rather than consumers’ goods,

and by paying high enough wages to attract workers to the indus-

tries producing capital goods. The citizens of the economy would

then “save” by going without consumers’ goods, for each increase in

the cjuantity of productive agents used to produce capital goods in

a given period involves a corresponding decrease in the quantity of

productive agents which are available to produce consumers’ goods

in that period, assuming full employment for the agents of produc-

tion at the beginning of the period.

The general impression furnished by this interpretation of social-

ism is that a socialistic economy would handle by means of economic

planning most of the decisions which are supposed to be made
under capitalism through the reactions of private individuals and

firms to price relationships, and that these decisions would be made
by the planning agency or authority in rather arbitrary fashion.

Ever so many economists hold that, while economic planning is

undoubtedly necessary under socialism, the planning decisions must

be made arbitrarily. The reason for this opinion is easy to grasp.

An economy must have money as a common denominator for

finished goods and agents of production, and the prices of all these

things must be determined by the actions of large numbers of

individual buyers and sellers in the market, if economic decisions

based on rational calculation are to be possible. The decisions of

the economic planners in a socialistic economy must be arbitrary

because they have no such market-determined prices of finished

goods and agents of production to guide them.

This does not mean that the planners cannot make economic

decisions but it does mean that they can never be sure whether

their decisions are well made. They will know, of course, that a

large amount of a good is ordinarily to be preferred to a small

amount, but, having decided to produce a given quantity of a good
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through the use of given quantities of the productive agents, they

will never know whether that quantity of that good will give more
satisfaction in relation to its cost than the quantity of some other

good which could have been produced with the same quantities of

the agents of production. Again, if the planners can order the pro-

duction of an economic good by either of two methods, each of

which requires a diflerent combination of the agents of production,

they can never be sure which method shoidd be chosen. They may
know and prefer the method which produces the gi eater amount of

product, but they cannot know that this method was actually

superior on the basis of cost.

The planners may decide to produce hundreds of thousands of

tractors for agriculture, and the results of the decision may appear

satisfactory since the tractors sell for “planned prices” which cover

“planned costs,” but the planners cannot be sure that the quanti-

ties of productive agents reejuired to produce the tractors could not

have been used to produce low-cost housing for the citizens with

a greater sum total of satisfactions resulting. Again, if a certain

quantity of an agricultural product can be produced by intensive

methods but a greater quantity can be produced by extensive

methods which require greater quantities of land, the planners may
choose the latter method but they cannot be sure that their decision

would have been appropriate if the land and the agricultural

product had been priced in a competitive market.

Rational Allocation of Productive Resources under Socialism,

However, there are some economists who do not accept this com-

mon opinion to the effect that all the important economic decisions

would have to be made arbitrarily by the economic planners under

socialism. They see a possibility for the rational allocation of

productive resources even under socialism, although the process by

which this result might be achieved would be highly complicated.

According to Pigou, for example, we might start by defining rational

allocation to mean such a distribution of productive resources that

the marginal private cost of each good would equal average cost,

and the average cost of each good would equal demand price. We
assume at first that the productive agents last forever and that no

new ones can be made, that the processes of production and dis-

tribution are instantaneous so that no working capital is necessary,

that all workers are alike and receive equal incomes, and that there
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are no other productive resources, and we ignore the fact that some

goods are produced jointly and that others require successive stages

of production at the hands of several industries. Labor is originally

distributed roughly and arbitrarily among industries, and then its

distribution is adjusted so that there is no shortage or surplus of

any good and so that the amount paid out in wages in each industry

is equal to the total sum received from the sale of the product

of that industry.

I'he next step is to bring in the other agents of production and,

since there are no market-determined prices for the use of these

agents, arbitrary “accounting” prices for their use must be estab-

lished by the planning agency. These accounting prices are deemed

correct when, on the basis of these prices, all the industries (with

each operating so as to minimize average accounting costs of pro-

duction) precisely absorb all the workers and productive instru-

ments. riie productive agents are distributed roughly among indus-

tries at first, and then each industry is charged with the task of

varying output so that (I) there will be no shortage or surplus of

any economic good, (2) each industry will receive a total income

from sales which will equal total costs on the basis of the accounting

prices for the productive agents, (3) the average accounting cost

of each industry’s product will be a minimum, and (4) the workers

as a whole will get just enough income to buy all the products

available for their use. After all adjustments have been made, it

will be found that accounting prices for some agents have been set

too high and those for others too low, and that some units of some

agents will be unused while industries would gladly use more than

the total quantity of other agents. The accounting prices of the

agents must then be adjusted, and this calls for a further set of

adjustments all the way down the line.

We must also account for the different kinds of labor. If we

assume that all workers are alike except for training and that the

cost and time of training are the same for all occupations, the

planning authority must decide how many workers should be

trained for each occupation, select the workers, train them, and fit

them into the scheme we have been discussing. Further adjustments

would be required to take account of the varying abilities of

workers, which cannot be produced by training, the joint produc-

tion of some goods, the several stages of production required £<»:
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Others, and any international influences which might affect the situ-

ation. Eventually the complete rational allocation of productive

resources might be achieved.®

Even so, the planning authority would have to realize that certain

instruments of production do not last forever, that additional quan-

tities can be produced, and that working capital is necessary. While
the planners will have set up accounting rates of interest for the

purpose of allocating available capital funds among industries, such

accounting rates of interest will not be useful in deciding what part

of the economy’s resources should be devoted to the production of

capital goods and consumers’ goods, respectively. This decision must

be made arbitrarily, but there is some question as to whether or not

this would be a great disadvantage. A socialistic economy would be

no worse off than a capitalistic economy in deciding what part of

total resources should be devoted to investments in armaments,

roads, education, and health, and might actually reach superior

decisions on the latter two types of projects. The claim that a

socialistic economy would be too far-sighted and inclined to over-

weight the future may be countered by the claim that a capitalistic

economy traditionally overweights the present. Thus, while the type

of decision under discussion would be made arbitrarily, there is no

reason to assume that the decisions actually reached would be worse

than those of a capitalistic economy.

We shall now examine briefly another approach to the problem

of rational allocation of productive resources under socialism. Ac-

cording to Dickinson, such a rational allocation will be considered

as achieved only if (1) all productive resources are fully utilized,

(2) the prices of all goods are equal to cost, (3) among alternative

methods of production, that one is always chosen which turns out

the product at least cost, and (4) each production good with alter-

native uses is so distributed that its marginal net product in each

use is equal to its price. In order to obtain these results, it must be

possible to compare the satisfaction to be derived from extra goods

with their cost and to compare the cost of using alternative methods

of producing a given good. Since the agents of production do not

have market-determined prices, arbitrary or accounting prices must

be set up for all agents, or for all agents except labor.

5 This discussion is based on A. C. Pigou, Socialism versus Capitalism. Lon-

don: Macmillan and Company, Ltd., 1937, Chapter 7.
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Once costs have been set up, it is possible to choose between goods

and between different methods of production, and the principle of

substitution can function. 'Fhe original prices of goods and agents

of production, and the distribution of the agents among industries,

will be very arbitrary, but eventually both the prices and the dis>

tiibution can be adjusted so that they conform to the principles of

scarcity and substitution. If some agents of production are given

accounting prices which are too high, some units of these agents

will be unemployed. If the prices of other agents arc set too low

in relation to their scarcity, industries will try to obtain larger

c}uan titles of these agents than are available. The initial stage of

rational allocation is reached by adjusting the prices of the agents

until all are just fully used. Then industries wdll have an incentive

to substitute, where possible, those agents whose juices have fallen

for those whose prices have risen. This may require further changes

in factor prices, and so on, but with each set of changes smaller

in magnitude than the }:»receding set.

I’he next stage is found in applying the principle of cost to both

finished and intermediate goods. It will be discovered that, after

the preceding adjustments, some of the goods are j^riced below

cost and others above cost. As the prices of some goods are raised

and those of others arc lowered, additional factors of production

will be drawn into making the former goods and some units of

productive agents will be forced out of the making of the latter

goods. This redistribution of the productive agents will call for

further readjustments all along the line, but this is the last stage

in the attainment of rational allocation if the available quantities

of the productive agents are taken to be fixed. However, the recog-

nition that different kinds of capital goods, at least, are variable in

quantity over any extended period of time will lead the planning

authority to make decisions as to the disjmsition of the economy’s

resources between providing for the present through the production

of consumers’ goods and providing for the future through the

creation of capital goods. These particular decisions must be made
arbitrarily, but, once they are made and additional quantities of

capital goods are available, they will lead to further changes in the

prices of productive agents, to further redistribution of the produc-

tive agents, and to the repricing of various finished commodities

and services. These changes mark the fourth and final stage of
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the process of rational allocation of productive resources under

socialism.

When all adjustments have been made, the result is supposed to

be an equilibrium situation in which full account is taken of con-

sumers’ preferences as expressed in the prices of final products,

producers’ prefererues as expressed by the supply of labor available

at different rates of wages, and the technical conditions of produc-

tion. The process of attaining rational allocation is divided into

four stages only for the purpose of analysis, and not because the

different types of adjustment would actually be made one after

another. Actually all the phases of adjustment would be carried on

at the same time. The whole problem of attaining rational alloca-

tion of productive resources under socialism is, according to Dick-

inson, comparable in complexity to that of solving two or three

thousand simultaneous ecjuations with the data themselves con-

stantly changing.

Although the attainment of rational allocation under socialism is

quite possible as a strictly theoretical proposition, the dilhculty of

attaining it in practice would be so great that it is easy for us to

imagine the economic planners throwing up their hands in disgust

over the whole matter and deciding to determine by themselves as

best they can what kinds and quantities of goods the people want

or should have, how the agents of production should be distributed

in order to produce these goods, how the goods should be distrib-

uted among the consumers, and how the resources of the economy

should be divided between providing for the present and providing

for the future. In order to have any idea of what they were doing,

however, the planners would have to set arbitrary prices for the use

of land and capital. When goods must be produced on soils of

varying fertility or from natural resources of varying quality, ex-

panding production will lead to increasing cost per unit of product

if productive methods remain unchanged and if the best grades

of soil or other resources have been brought into use first. If the

resulting products were valued according to their average cost per

unit, the production of such goods would probably be overextended

because their cost would be, in a sense, underestimated. The use

For a more complete discussion of this approach to rational allocation, sec

H. D. Dickinson, Economics of Socialism. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1939,

Chapter 3.
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of marginal costs, or the costs of adding units of such products,

would be better as a means of deciding how far to carry production,

but their use M^ould involve taking economic rents into considera-

tion, even though rates of rent would have to be set up quite

arbitrarily.

Again, arbitrary interest rates would be necessary in deciding

how to distribute available capital goods, or funds tor investment

in capital goods, among the various industries. Moreover, while

arbitrary interest rates would furnish no basis for rational calcula-

tion in connection with providing for the present and providing

for the future, an interest concept, at least, would be necessary in

making decisions of this kind. Attempts to increase production

often involve the use of more and more roundabout methods of

production, or methods which will produce a greater physical

product but only at a relatively more remote point in time. The
interest concept is necessary in deciding how great the future in-

crease in physical production needs to be, how remote the increase

in j)roduction may reasonably be, and what part of the economy’s

resources may well be devoted to such remote objectives. If no

interest concept were used, the planners would overexpand the

production of goods whose production required prc:)ductive methods

more time-consuming than the average, and they might consider it

ec|ualiy desirable to produce either of two goods which required the

same amounts of the basic productive agents, land and labor, even

though one good required a productive process which was much
more time-consuming than that necessary for the other.

The results of using arbitrary rates of rent and interest probably

would not be too unsatisfactory if the economic planners were able

to form, and were willing to act upon, reasonably accurate esti-

mates as to the kinds and quantities of economic goods which the

citizens of the economy wanted. However, such estimates might be

rather difficult to obtain. The planners could make use of the

opinions of experts or of advisory bodies of consumers in trying

to determine the needs and desires of the citizens, but it is difficult

to be a real expert in tliis field and the opinions of experts or

advisory bodies as to what people wanted, or should have, might

not coincide at all well with the views of the citizens. The planners

might make use of questionnaires and polls but, quite apart from

the question of the reliability of such devices in getting information

on the relative strength of desires for various economic goods, it
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would probably not be feasible to use such techniques in connection

with all the thousand and one goods which a modern economy

must produce.

The planners could rely in part on knowledge of what people

had consumed on the average in the past under capitalism and

could make adjustments on the basis of what people in good,

though not rich, circumstances had consumed in the same situation.

Such information would have to be recent in order to be of much
value and, if an attempt were made to get around this obstacle by

using an existing capitalistic system as a basis for estimation, further

difficulties would be encountered. It would be hard to decide what

other economy, if any, could be regarded as strictly comparable to

the socialistic system, the method obviously could not be used in

a socialistic world in which no capitalistic system remained, and

many socialists would probably regard it as shametul in any case

if their brave new world of the future had to depend upon an

existing and presumably decadent capitalistic system for informa-

tion on such a vital matter.

Finally, the planners could get some information as to the success

of their production policies in satisfying human needs and desires

by observing the alacrity or reluctance with which consumers took

available quantities of economic goods off the market at planned

prices. However, it is most difficult to get any accurate information

concerning the demand of consumers for a particular good in a

market situation in which the quantities and prices of other goods

are rigidly controlled. If the planners observed that consumers

purchased and ate a kilogram (2.2 pounds) of bread per day on the

average at planned prices, it would be easy to decide that the

citizens were bears for bread unless one reflected that this reaction

might be due in part to the fact that butter was practically un-

obtainable and priced very high. That is, in a perfectly free market

the consumers might well have preferred more spread and less

bread.

All this discussion, moreover, seems to presuppose that the plan-

ners struggle manfully to make their economic decisions coincide

with the needs and desires of the citizens and that, if the planners

do not make “good"' plans, they can be removed from office and

a new group of planners substituted for them. If the planners do

not care what the people want, or decide that they know what the

people should have and try to educate the people to want those
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things, or more especially if the planners’ first plan is an ironclad

scheme for keeping themselves in office as planners regardless of

the success or lack of success with which they adapt production to

the needs and desires of the citizens, the results may be most

unfortunate. The success of economic planning, from the point of

view of the citizens, clearly depends to a considerable extent upon

the nature of the government which the socialistic system has. The
upshot of the whole matter is that we cannot be sure, merely by

substituting economic planning for the price system, that the

economy will do a perfect job, or even a better job than the

capitalistic system does, in adjusting production to the basic needs

and desires of the citizens.

Conclusions, We see, then, that the operation of a socialistic

economy depends on economic planning; that is, on “the making

of major economic decisions—what and how much is to be pro-

duced, how, when, and where it is to be produced, and to whom it

is to be allocated—by the conscious decision of a determinate au-

thority, on the basis of a comprehensive survey of the economic

system as a whole.” ^ The socialistic feconomy depends on economic

planning because it must. Although it makes use of a system of

money and prices, the prices of finished commodities and services

and those of agents of production are not determined by the com-

petition of numerous buyers and sellers in the market and hence

are not reliable guides for the making of important economic

decisions. A socialistic economy not only needs economic planning

but also has the ability to make comprehensive economic plans and

to see to it that these plans are carried out as thoroughly as possible.

This is because the productive wealth of the system, consisting of

land and capital, is owned by society as a whole, and society as a

whole, through the government, is the only business enterpriser of

any importance and operates practically all lines of economic

activity.

We see also why it is that a capitalistic economy cannot operate

on the basis of economic planning. Of course, the government of a

capitalistic economy can engage in partial economic planning by

intervening in various phases of economic activity, but attempts,

for example, to control the development of industry by means of a

protective tariff or to handle an unemployment problem by giving

^ From Economics of Socialism by H. D. Dickinson (Clarendon Press, Oxford)

p. 14: by permission of the publishers.
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governmental aid to declining industries may well do more harm
than good, and tJiey lead to all manner of attempts by pressure or

interest groups to bring undue influence to bear on the govern-

ment. If the government actually owns and operates some industries

under capitalism, it assumes at least part of the role of a private

employer and must usually compete with private enterprisers for

capital or other productive agents. Full-fledged and comprehensive

economic plans for the economy as a whole could be drawn up by

the government of a capitalistic system, but under capitalism it

lacks the power to see to it that these plans are carried out. If the

plans happened to coincide with the interests of private enter-

prisers and private owners of land and capital, the plans might

be carried out but the time and effort given to the making of the

plans would have been largely wasted, since private enterprisers

and owners are expected to act in their own interests in any case

under capitalism. If the plans did not coincide with the interests

of private enterprisers and private owners of land and cajutal, these

people, secure in their freedom of enterprise and in their ownership

and control of productive wealth, would simf)ly refuse to carry out

the plans, and the time and effort given to theii construction woukF
again have been wasted. It is conceivable, of course, that the govern-

ment might take over the control of land and capital while leaving

their oiuncrship in private hands. Such a course of action might

make economic planning work, but a system in which the owners

of land and capital did not control and operate these agents would

not be capitalistic except perhaps in name.

The same lack of market-determined prices for finished com-

modities and productive agents which makes it necessary for a

socialistic economy to engage in economic planning also makes it

necessary, according to most economists, for all important economic

decisions to be made more or less arbitrarily by the economic plan-

ners under socialism. It is possible, as we have seen, to devise

processes in theory by means of which a socialistic economy could

obtain most of the effects of the capitalistic price system without

actually having that system, but it is not likely that a socialistic

economy could achieve a strictly rational allocation of productive

resources among industries in practice. And, in any case, many
important economic decisions would have to be made rather arbi-

trarily under socialism. These decisions would include (1) the allo-

cation of resources as between providing for the present through
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the production of consumers’ goods and providing for the future

through the production of capital goods, (2) the making of choices

as between working to obtain additional goods and having leisure

time for the enjoyment of present income or for otlur purposes, and

the allocation of resources between individual consumption

and communal consumption or consumption in common. However,

these decisions are also made rather arbitrarily under capitalism.

For exam})Je, the allocation of resources between present and future

consumption depends not merely on the actions of individual savers

on the basis of prices, interest rales, and time preference, but also

on corporate savings, monetary policy, the way in which the bank-

ing system is operated, forced savings, the balance of international

payments, and other factors.

Just how well a socialistic economy could operate on the basis

of economic planning to adjust the kinds and quantities of goods

produced to the real wants of consumers, to allocate })todu(:tivc

resources among industries, to produce all goods as efficiently as

possible, and to get goods distributed equitably and efficiently

among consumers, cannot be determined on an a priori basis. How-
ever, according to most socialists, a socialistic economy could hardly

operate less satisfactorily than a capitalistic economy. While a social-

istic economy would not work perfectly, says Strachey, it “could

not do anything so insane or so horrible as to produce a plethora

of yachts and beauty parlors while millions of men and women lack

for food and shelter; it could not succeed, as does our present

system, in simultaneously torturing the town workers with a lack of

bread and ruining the farmers by a glut of wheat.” ®

QUESTIONS

1. “Rises and falls in the prices of finished economic goods and of the

agents of production necessary to produce them control the kinds and

quantities of economic goods which will be produced under capital-

ism. “ Explain.

2. How are existing supplies of productive agents allocated or distributed

among enterprises and industries under capitalism? Explain.

3. A few decades ago there was no automobile industry in the United
States. Now it employs many thousands of workers. How does such

a developing industry obtain its labor force under capitalism? Ex-

plain.

8 John Strachey, How Socialism Works, pp. 44-45. Reprinted by permission

of the author.
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4. Limited supplies of finished economic goods may be rationed among
consumers either through price changes or by limiting the quantities

which individual buyers may purchase in given periods of time. Com-
pare these two methods of rationing as to efficiency and effects on
consumers.

5. How effective are price changes in controlling the total amounts of

productive agents through time? Explain.

6. “If our capitalistic system operated perfectly on the basis of price

relationships, the result would be not only economic equilibrium but

economic optimum.” Show whether you agree.

7. What are some of the obstacles to the attainment of full economic

equilibrium on the basis of price relationships under capitalism?

Explain.

8. What is the significance of great inequality in the distribution of

income in connection with the question of whether economic equi-

librium on the basis of price relationships would also be an economic

optimum? Explain.

9. “The price mechanism under capitalism is defective in that it does

not permit the expression of certain negative preferences of indi-

viduals nor of certain complex positive wants.” Explain.

10. “Ideal freedom of consumers' choice would be somewhat more com-

prehensive and less detailed than that which consumers actually have

under the operation of the capitalistic price mechanism.” Show
whether you agree.

11. How and why is the capitalistic method of making economic deci-

sions likely to be modified in wartime? Explain.

12. “Under socialism, some functions which prices perform under capital-

ism would be retained, while others would be modified or elimi-

nated.” Explain,

13. “Under socialism, land and capital would be distributed among in-

dustries in one way while workers would be distributed in quite a

different way.” Why?
14. Compare the process of saving and capital formation under socialism

with that which exists under capitalism.

15. “A socialistic economy must also be a planned economy.” Explain.

16. What is meant by saying that important economic decisions must be

made “arbitrarily” by the economic planners under socialism?

17. Discuss the prospect of achieving a rational allocation of productive

resources under socialism.

18. “The difficulty of discovering and measuring the needs and desires of

the citizens is perhaps the chief obstacle to the rational allocation of

productive resources under socialism.” Do you agree? Explain.

19. “If economic planning is as effective as the socialists contend, we
should adopt it as the method of operating our capitalistic system.”

Show whether you agree.



CHAPTER 6

MAKING ECONOMIC DECISIONS

(Continued)

Making Economic Decisions under Coynmunism

If comniiinisni were carried to its logical conclusion, anarchistic

coinniLinisin, in which there w'ould presumably be no government

and no j)rice system or economic planning, it is difficult to see how
the important economic decisions would be made. Each individual

would be supposed to select tliat occupation in which he would be

most useful to society as a whole, function to the best of his ability,

and consume on the basis of needs, but it is impossible to determine

how these activities of individuals would be put together and

coordinated into an appropriate whole. The problem of making

economic decisions under communism would be thorny enough in

the absence of any system of prices and costs, even though govern-

ment and economic planning existed. All enterprises would appar-

ently contribute to and draw out of a common stock pile according

to plan, and finished goods and agents of production would cir-

culate and be distributed without sales or purchases. Economic

planners would study data on needs, take into account the available

agents of production, and distribute them as best they could. How-
ever, it is very difficult to determine needs on any a priori basis.

They can be estimated only roughly for such items as food, clothing,

and shelter, and the problem is still more complex for other cate-

gories of goods.

Of course, a communistic system might try to overcome its defi-

ciencies by estimating values in terms of labor time. This would

probably involve the development of a labor day of given produc-

tivity and the adaptation of this concept to all types of industries.

However, there would be no way to measure differences between

149
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skilled and unskilled labor except by some type of arbitrary co-

efficient, and even that device would be useless where differences

between workers depended upon hereditary qualities which could

not be reproduced by training. Since most industries make use of

machines and materials which are obtained from other industries,

it would seem necessary to have labor values set up for the entire

system before any industry could use them. Within industries, it

would be readily possible to comj)are value with cost only when all

enterprises had about the same kind of internal structure; that is,

when they used about the same kinds and cjualities of labor. This

would not usually be true, and the case would be even more hope-

less when the enterprises operated under varying natural conditions

and made use of capital in different degrees. If different enterprises

used lands of different cjuality or located varying distances from

the market, the labor-cost concept would not be a reliable guide to

economic organization. Again, while it is true that production

which used much capital would have a lower total labor cost than

that which used little capital, it would be possible to decide that

the more roundabout method should always be used only if capital

were unlimited, which it never is in practice. I'he economy might

decide to abandon an industry with low labor costs and start up an

industry with higher labor costs if it could be determined that the

product of the latter industry were more needed or desired than

that of the former industry. In other words, social needs or demands

are important in determining values as between industries, but it is

difficult to take these matters into account in the absence of money

and prices.

Making Economic Decisions in Soviet Russia

As we have said, the economic system of Soviet Russia seems to be

more nearly scjcialistic than anything else, and it operates on the

basis of full-fledged economic planning. However, the Russian eco-

nomic system did not change from capitalism to a planned economy

overnight. For about nine months after the revolution, or until the

middle of the summer of 1918, an attcanpt was made to operate on

the basis of what might be calked state capitalism. That is, the party

in control of the government sought to nationalize the banks and

secure control over the capitalistic economy of Russia without dis«
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rupting or dcstroyirig its internal organization. This system tailed

to operate successlully and a new expedient had to be tried.

The Period of *'War Communism From midsummer ot 1918

until March, 1921, the Russian economy operated under a system

commonly known as War Communism. The system tvas described

as a temporary expedient (so that it could be replaced quickly in

the C‘vent ol tailure), but the steps which were taken were intended

I
lo be permanent, it successlul. Idie Supreme Economic Council was

supposed to manage industry, and an organization known as tlie

Labor and Defense Council was to direct tlie economic systc^m as

a whole, make economic plans, submit them to the All-Russian

Executive Committee lor ap])roval, direct the work c^f governmental

departments in accordance with the plans, and supervise the carry-

ing out of the plans. Market transactions were sus])endccl, the use

of money was discontinued, and wages were received in terms of

ccomrnodities, with many services provided freely by the government.

All goods were to be turned over to the central authorities and to

be distributed by them. From all accounts, this impromptu system

of communism worked most miserably in the face of great resistance.

Russian agricidturc was virtually ruined by civil war, the agrarian

revolution, and attempts by the government to reejuisition or con-

fiscate surplus products. Industrial production was also at low ebb,

falling to 20.4 per cent of the 191:1 level by 1920,^ for the workers

lacked incentives and never knew what kinds and amounts of goods

they might receive for their services. I’here was a great famine in

1921 and 1922, and the leaders of the government were greatly

concerned over the increasing hostility of peasants and industrial

workers.

The New Economic Policy, Accordingly, the New Economic Policy

was introduced in 1921 in an effort to increase production sharply

and overcome the political crisis. The government kept its control

over such commanding heights of economic activity as large-scale

industry, transportation, the banking system, and foreign trade, but

many other sectors were reopened for private enterprisers and busi-

ness men. Markets were restored, and money and prices were again

used. The private and socialized sectors of the economy were sup-

posed to c(X)perate and were connected with each other in the

market. Under this system, economic activity revived almost at once,

1 Alexander Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System. New
York: 7 he Macmillan Company, 1917, p. 8.
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private enterprises showed a great deal of life, domestic trade

flourished, and industrial production in general regained its 1913

level by 1926-27, though there was considerable variation in the

degree of recovery experienced from one branch of industry to

another.^ In any case, the private enterprises had no legal status

or protection against the government and, before very long, their

activities were limited or their caj)ital was taken over by the

government.

The State Planning Commission, which had existed since 1921,

began to put out Economic Control Figures for the Russian economy

starting with the period from October, 1925, to Sc})tcmbcr, 1926.

The various state departments of economic activity were supposed

to give consideration to these control figures in drawing up their

own plans, and the figures were supposed to be useful in predicting

the development of production and trade, in maintaining an equi-

librium of demand and supply on the market, and in preserving

the free market connection between the private and socialized

sectors of the economy. 1 he control figures aj^peared annually and

became more and more binding on the operation of the economy.

Finally, on October 1, 1928, the Russian system began to operate

on the basis of its First Five-Year Plan, wdiich was scheduled to last

through September, 1933, but was actually declared completed at

the end of 1932. The Second Five-Year Plan w^as in efl'ect from 1933

to 1937, and the Third FivcY'ear Plan (1938-1912) was interrupted

by the German invasion in 1941. After a lapse of several years

during World War 11, the Fourth Five-Year Plan was undertaken

in 1946 and was to last through 1950.

Conditions and Objectives of Economic Planning. In Soviet

Russia, the society as a whole, operating through the government,

owns all the land and by far the greater part of the capital of the

system, most fields of activity are dominated by governmental enter-

prises, and a strong, unified leadership is present. The essential

conditions of economic planning are therefore at hand, and the

economy, since its money prices and costs are not market-deter-

mined, needs to operate on the basis of economic planning. Russian

economic planning, however, has not been contented with merely

making the system operate. It has also aimed at such objectives as

increasing the national wealth, the rapid industrialization of the

economy, the collectivization of agriculture, the reduction of costs

2 Ibid., p. 121.
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of production and the increasing of labor productivity, a steady in-

crease in both the material and cultural standards of the citizens,

and the strengthening of the independence of the country and its

ability for self-defense.

The State Planning Commission. The chief planning agency in

the Soviet Russian system is the State Planning Commission, or

Gosplan, which is, as we have seen, appointed by and responsible

to the Council of Ministers, the highest executive agency of the

Russian Government. As reorganized just before World War II,

it consists of a President, a Board of 1 1 members, and a Council of

70 members. The members are selected from among the leading

planning workers, scientific workers, and specialists of the country.

The Commission is organized into four departments (general eco-

nomic plan, capital construction, finance, and regional distribution

of production) and 26 sections each of which deals with some

special branch of economic activity. 1 he Commission’s duties in-

clude (1) the working out of economic plans of all kinds and their

presentation for review by the Council of Ministers, (2) presenting

the Council of Ministers with conclusions concerning the plans

which are worked out by various subsidiary planning organizations,

(3) reviewing the execution of the plans, (4) the study of various

individual economic problems, (5) the appointment of expert com-

missions to handle specific economic (juestions, (6) the working out

of questions of planning methodology, and (7) directing the work
of socialist accounting.*^

The State Planning Commission receives a great deal of help

with its work of economic planning. In fact, one of the most

difficult phases of planning—the choosing of goals or objectives—is

not handled by the Commission. That is, the leaders of the Com-
munist Party give the Commission general directives as to what

should be accomplished in the period covered by a given plan and

the Commission is supposed to work out the specific ways and

means of accomplishing these general goals. The Commission is

given a great mass of statistical data with which to work. It has an

estimate of population, corrected for those who are too old or

young to take part in productive activities, those who arc disabled,

and those who are engaged in study and research, administration,

national defense, and housework, and all enterprises and agencies

s Russian Economic Notes, Number 363, pp. 8-11. Washington: Department of

Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
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in the economy furnish complete information as to what they have

accomplished in the past, their present status, and what they think

they can do in the future.

dlie State Plannini^ Commission has the help of a large staff of

workers and is also able to rely upon the services of the Central

Statistical Administration, the Central Administration of National

Accounting, the Molotov All-Union Academy of Planning, and the

Academy of Sciences with its scores of research institutes. There are

also many other subsidiary planning organizations which are sup-

posed to be of assistance to the State Planning Commission. Each

Ministry or governmental department has its own planning agency,

and the same thing is true of most of the economic: units or agencies

in the system, such as administrations, trusts, fac tories, stores, col-

lective farms, state farms, transportation agencies, and so on.

These planning agencies are known as functional subsidiaries. On
the other hand, planning agencies, known as regional subsidiaries,

are maintained by the various repid:>lics, prcjvinces, regions, and

even manv communities. In bcjth the functic:)nal and regional

organizations, each planning agency is resj^onsible to the next

higher agency and so on up to the State Planning C^ommission,

which has the task of coordinating the activities of the functional

and rc^gional agencies.

The Five-Year Plans have been so wxdl publicized that many
people think that the Russian economic plans are made only at

five-year intervals. Actually this is anything but the case, for eco-

nomic planning is a completely continuous process and there are

annual plans within each Five-^'ear Plan and cpiarterly plans within

each annual plan. There are even monthly and five- or ten-day

plans for plants or groups of plants in specific branches of industry.

Each Five-Year Plan is a definite plan only for one year in advance,

and a tentative and preliminary survey for the four following years,

while some very general plans are laid down for periods of ten or

fifteen years in advance. The Five-Year Plans are subject to per-

petual revision as they are carried out and, as a matter of fact,

there seems to be no real reason why the planning process should

be broken up into five-year intervals except to give an occasional

fresh stimulus to the people and to maintain their interest in and

enthusiasm for planning.

The Planning Method, However, we may use the construction of

a Five-Year Plan as an illustration of the planning method which is
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used. When a new Five-Year Plan is to be constructed, the State

Planning Commission, with all the resources at its disposal, first sets

up a tentative but comprehensive plan covering virtually all phases

ol economic and iion-cconomic activity for the period in question.

When the plan lias been formed, it is broken up into sections and

each section is sent to the apjnopriate Ministry or department

for consideration. The plan is then divided up still further, and

each administration, trust, factory, collective farm, state farm, trans-

portation agency, or other economic unit, and each republic, pro-

vincial, regional, and community planning agency, receives the part

of the plan which pertains to its operation during the next five

years. A factory, for example, would receive information as to the

kinds, quantities, and (|uaiities of goods which it was expected to

produce, quantities and kinds ol labor, power, materials, capital

goods, and other things which would be supplied to it, estimates

of the productivity which the workers should achieve, and estimates

of the workers' incomes and living standards.

The various subsidiary planning agencies of a functional and

regional character submit their various parts of the plan to careful

consideration and discussion. In the lowest economic units of the

system, in the factories and on the farms, even the workers are

supposed to have a chance to discuss the plans and make suggestions

concerning them. The result of all this consideration and discussion

is supposed to be a great volume of suggestions, criticisms, and

counter-plans for the guidance of the State Planning Commission.

As the period allotted for the consideration of the plan approaches

its close, the suggestions, criticisms, and counter-plans are assem-

bled from factories, farms, and other basic economic units up

through trusts and administrations to the Ministries, and from

community planning-agencies up through regional, provincial, and

republic planning-agencies to the Ministries. The planning agencies

of the Ministries organize this material and turn it over to the

State Planning Commission for consideration.

The Commission reconsiders its original plan in the light of the

great mass of suggestions, criticisms, and counter-plans which it has

received and eventually works out the final plan. There is some dis-

agreement among writers as to the importance of the suggestions,

criticisms, and counter-plans received from below and their in-

fluence, if any, on the final plan drafted by the Commission. Some
consider these materials very important and helpful and suggest
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that the final estimates as to quantities and qualities of goods to be

produced, as to labor productivity, and as to cost of production

are altered materially as a result of the suggestions and criticisms

received by the Commission from the functional and regional sub-

sidiaries. Others claim that the Commission goes ahead to formulate

the final plan with very little reliance on the suggestions and criti-

cisms received from below, that these materials are of little value

since they always call lor results more favorable than those pro-

j)osed originally by the Commission and are never genuinely critical

of the tentative plan, that an “improper attitude” toward planning

on the part of the individuals who make up the subsidiary plan-

ning agencies is punishable, and that the Commission calls for

suggestions, criticisms, and counter-plans only to keep the people

aware of the planned nature of their economy and the problems of

economic planning and to stimulate interest and enthusiasm in

connection with planning.

It the Commission gives any great amount of attention to the

suggestions, criticisms, and counter-plans, it is obvious that it has

an enormous task on its hands. Consider, for example, just one

item—the distribution of the fund suggested by the plan for de-

velopmental purposes in the coming period.

How shall this be allocated? The Labor Unions press for a big increase in

the insurance funds as well as in wages. Each Commissariat likewise wants

a good slice of it. Each republic puts forward its claim for the develop-

ment of new railways and mines. Every city and town is clamoring for

more schools, buses, sewers, clinics. From these rival claimants and the

welter of conflicting interests, rigid selections must be made. Which are

absolutely essential and imperative now? Which can be postponed for a

year, five years, or a decade? Each claim is considered on its own merits

and in the light of its contribution to the weal of the nation as a whole.

In the hotly contested debates, out of the endless weighing of pros and
cons, the balancing of economic, political, and military considerations,

finally emerges the plan."*

If we apply this general analysis to the various sections of the plan,

we have some idea of the task which confronts the Commission,

When the final plan has been made, it is submitted by the Com-
mission for approval at the hands of the All-Union Congress of the

Communist Party or the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., or both.

This approval is, of course, a mere formality. With the State Plan-

-^A. R. Williams, The Soviets. New York: Harcourt. Brace and Company,
Inc., 1937, p. 137. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.
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riing Commission and the subsidiary planning agencies completely

controlled by the Communist Party, it is unthinkable that the final

plan submitted could be one which would not meet with the

approval oi the Communist Party, or of the Supreme Soviet which

is itself entirely dominated by the Communist Party. After the final

plan has been approved, it is divided and subdivided and the parts

are sent out to the Ministries and to the various lunctional and

regional planning agencies. I’hus, in the end, each economic and

geographical or other agency has before it detailed and specific

plans covering its operation and lunctioning during the next year

and scmiewhat more tentative plans fc^r its work over the entire

five-year period.

The final plan is long and immensely complicated. Hie First

F'ive-Year Plan filled three vcjlumes which totaled some 1(300 pages

anel the second plan was stated in two volumes containing 1300

pages. The plans contain sections covering the developments which

are to occur in the fields of industry (machine building, electric-

power stations, timber, chemistry, fuel, mining, foods, consumers'

goods, and many other phases), agriculture, transportation, cenn-

munications, and construction. Special sections are devoted to such

cjuestions as labor productivity, wages, costs of production, standards

of living, quality of goods, distribution of goods, and [ler capita con-

sumption. Sources of funds, money in circulation, and the volume of

credit are provided for, and projects are outlined in connection

with education, public health, social insurance, housing, and the

reductic^n of illiteracy. For these and many other items, specific

goals are established and methods of reaching these objectives are

specified.

Problems of Planning, In so far as we can determine, the economic

planners of Soviet Russia make no attempt to secure the results of a

capitalistic price system without actually having such a system. I’hat

is, they apparently do not grapple with the problem of obtaining

what has been called a rational allocation of productive resources

among industries. It is the duty of the State Planning Commission,

assisted by all the agencies and materials which have been men-

tioned, to make the final decisions as to the kinds and quantities of

economic goods which the citizens of the economy want or should

be allowed to have, the allocation of available resources among in-

dustries and fields of economic activity, the balance which should

be achieved between present consumption and capital formation.
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and, to a great extent, the way in which the products of economic

activity should be distributed among the people. In the absence of

market-determined prices and costs, and without any attempt to

achieve rational allocation by artificial means, these decisions must

be made rather aibitrarily by the State Planning Commission (to

the extent that they are not made for the Commission by the leaders

of the Communist Party).

The citizens of the system as consumers have no choice as to the

directions which socialistic investment will take or as to the kinds

and quantities of economic goods which will be produced, and the

planners have no direct guidance as to the relative magnitudes of

the various desires and demands of the consumers. The Commission

has some idea of the relative intensities of consumer demands on th^

basis of the planned prices which are charged, but the very fact that

these prices are planned and fixed impairs the value of this knowl-

edge as a basis for making ecc^nomic decisions. The fact that the

turnover tax, as applied to the sale of various economic goods, yields

widely varying amounts of revenue from one type of good to another

suggests that the relation of planned selliiig price to planned cost of

production is alscj cjuite different from one economic good to an-

other. T his in turn indicates that the industrial output of various

economic goods is c|uitc imperfectly adapted to the underlying

demands of consumers. Moreover, even if the Planning Commission

had extensive knowledge of the effective demands of consumers,

as indicated by their willingness to pay money prices, this would

not mean that the Commission really understood the basic sub-

jective desires of the people if different classes of people were

allowed to receive widely varying amounts of money income.

dhe Commission may provide for the production of a certain

cpiantity ol an economic good in a given year, and the entire quan-

tity may be reatlily taken off the market at a planned price which

covers planned costs, but (he Commission can never be sure that

the same (juantity oi productive resources could not have been de-

voted to the production of a quantity of some other good with a

greater total satisfaction resulting. In such a case, the industry which

actually uses the resources might be seen as operating at a loss, when
carried on to its present extent, it the final products and agents of

production had market-determined prices. Again, in choosing be-

tween different methods of producing a given good, when the

methods recjuire different combinations of the productive agents
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and produce different amounts of the product, the Commission may

be able to justify its decision on the basis of planned prices and

costs, but it can never be certain that its decision would have been

justified on the basis of market-determined prices and costs.

It is too much, tlien, to expect that the decisions of the State

Planning Cxmimission will be j)erfectly ada])ted either to the basic

desires of the Russian consumers or to the relative scarcities of the

productive resources. Moreover, cjnce the plans have been made, for

better or for worse, there is anything but certainty that the plans

can be perfectly fulfilled. As we have seen, the essential conditions

for economic planning are present in Soviet Russia, but there are

many things, which are beyond the control of the economic pian-

os, which may have an important effect on the possibility of

canning the plans through to fulfillment. For one thing, natural

phenomena are beyond the control of economic planning. Floods,

droughts, and other natural events occur in rather unpredit table

fashion and may cause the outputs of certain important crops to

deviate widely Irom the results called lc:)r by the economic plans.

Since such agricultural products are the basic raw materials lor a

variety of other industries, short crops (or unexpectedly large ones)

may have important ief)ercussions in other fields of economic en-

deavor. It will be impossible to maintain planned outputs of tires,

clothing, and textile materials of other kinds if the cotton crop is a

failure, and the output of flour is dependent on the wheat crop in

the last analysis even if considerable stocks of wheat are held. On
the whole, it would be much easier to care for tlu situations created

by bum})er crops than those whi( h l esult from small cj ops, but large

crops would nevertheless be expected to cause industrial outputs to

deviate from the planned figures.

l"e( hnological change is another factor which is at least partly

beyond the control of tlu' planners. New tools and machines are

invented, better managerial })racticcs are developed, and improved

methods of operation are discovered by workers. All these things

are capable of uj^setting plannc^d outputs. Of course, a staunch sup-

porter of capitalism might argue that a planned ecc:)nomy would not

have to worry about these things since, in the absence of large

pecuniary incentives, people would not develop new machines and
methods of production. Fiowever, these developments have occurred

in Soviet Russia and have been a source of maladjustment as be-

tween planned and actual outputs. Tli^e State Planning Commission
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is, of course, in a position to control the rate at whicli technological

changes will be introduced into industry. It could even shelve new
inventions, as some capitalistic enterprisers do, until existing indus-

trial equipment became almost completely worn out or until a given

plan had been fulfilled. However, it would not be likely to do such

things, especially since socialists arc loud in their condemnation of

such practices under capitalism and since the maladjustments in

output which resulted from technological change would be in the

direction of producing more rathcu' than less than planned amounts.

On the other side of the picture, the managers of enterprises under

socialism, intent on producing the physical cjuantities of goods called

for by the plans, might permit machinery and equij^ment to be

abused or to receive improper and inadeejuate maintenance. In such

cases, unfcjreseen breakdowns of machinery and eejuipment and

stoppages of work might occur which would be disastrous from the

point of view^ of fulfilling the plans.

Unexpected military needs may also interfere significantly with

the fulfillment of economic plans. Of course, the Russian economic

plans have always included antitipated military needs for war or

national defense, and, in the case of an oliensive war, the planners

or Party leaders might be able to select the time and place of the

adventure to suit themselves so that the necessary expenditure's,

changes in production, and shifts in personnel could be provided for

to some extent. However, military needs and costs are always rather

difficult to estimate and plan for in advance and, when a country

such as Russia is suddenly called upon to protect herself against an

attack by another power, we may be sure that the resulting war

activities will profoundly upset her ellorts to fulfill the economic

plans of the period. Thus, even the minor war with Finland in 1939

and 1910 had a significant influence on the efforts of Russia to fulfill

the I’hird Five-Year Plan and the serious effects of the more recent

major war with Germany on the fulfillment of the same plan can

scarcely be imagined.

Finally, we must note that the economic plans deal necessarily

with the activities of millions of human beings, and human behavior

is never precisely predictable. The planners may estimate that a cer-

tain number of workers, given certain supplies of machinery, land,

equipment, materials, and power, will turn out a specific number of

units of product of definite quality in a given period, but the results

of the workers' activities may be anything but those which are ex-
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pected. The adequacy of wages and working conditions, the effec-

tiveness of non-wage incentives, the general health and welfare

of the workers and their families, the presence or absence of eco-

nomic security, family relationships, and many other factors affect

the ability or the willingness of the workers to produce. It is small

wonder that some of the greatest discrepancies between planned and

actual results have occurred in connection with such matters as the

productivity of labor, cost of production, and the numbers of work-

ers required to achieve a given planned physical output.

1 he leaders of the Russian economy are conscious of the diffi-

culties that bar the fulfilling of even the best laid plans and they

struggle mightily to make the economy function according to plan.

The State Planning Commission and all the functional and regional

planning agencies have divisions whose duty is to see to it that the

economic plans arc fulfilled as nearly as possible, and they do their

best to keep the managers of factories, farms, and other enterprises

plan-conscious. However, it must be noted that the fulfillment of

the plans in some respects may lead to their non-fulfillment in

others. That is, the managers of factories, in their efforts to fulfill

the plans with respect to physical quantities of goods, may fail to

carry out the plans with respect to cjuality of goods, cost of produc-

tion, or labor standards.

Partly because of the difficulties which may be encountered in

carrying out the plans, it is customary to state the various objectives

of the plans not as single figures but as ranges, at least at the begin-

ning of a given Five-Year Plan. Thus the goal with respect to the

annual production of steel at the end of a coming five-year period

may be stated to be from 35 to 40 million tons. The planners also

maintain running indexes which constantly show the relationship

which exists between production (or other activities) in important

interconnected phases of the plans. In this fashion, progress in the

production of, for example, steel would' be constantly observed in

connection with the rate of growth in the production of automo-
biles, tractors, industrial machinery and other related branches of

production. Any tendency for important related phases df the plans

to get out of line with each other is quickly detected and, if possible,

checked. Finally, the practice of revising the main plans by means of

quarterly and annual plans is a recognition of the difficulties of plan
fulfillment and an attempt to cope with these difficulties.

The Contents of the Five-Year Plans, Before finishing this brief
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TABLE 1,

SELECTED OBJECTIVES OF THE FIVE-YEAR PLANS
OF SOVIET RUSSIA

1928 First Second Third Fourth

Item Result Plan Plan Plan Plan

General objectives

National income (billions of rubles) 25.3 49.7 100.0 172.8 177.0

Total new investment (billions of

rubles cumulated through five-year

periods) 64.5 133.4 188.2 250.3

Total industrial production (billions of

rubles) 18.3 44.9 92.7 184.0 205.0

Output of producers’ goods (billions of

rubles) 8.2 21.0 45.5 114.5 137.0

Output of consumers’ goods (billions of

rubles) 10.1 23.9 47.2 69.5 68.0
* Total wage workers (millions) 11.4 15.8 29.6 32.0 33.5

Average wage (in rubles) 703 1231 1748 4100 6000

Specific objectives in

industrial production

Crude oil (millions of tons) 11.6 21.7 46.8 54.0 35.4

Coal (millions of tons) 35.4 75.0 152.5 243.0 250.0

Pig iron (millions of tons) 3.3 10.0 16.0 22.0 19.5

Steel (millions of tons) 4.2 10.4 17.0 28.0 25.4

Rolled steel (millions of tons) 3.4 8.0 13.0 21.0 17.8

Sawn lumber and timber (million

cubic meters) 13.6 42.5 43.0 45.0 39.0

Automobiles and trucks (thousand

units) 0.7 105 200 400 500

Locomotives (units) 478 1600 2800 2340 4000

Freight cars (thousand units) 10.6 12.6 118.0 120.0

Railroad freight carried (billion

ton-kilometers) 93.4 162.7 300.0 510.0 532.0

Electric power (billion kilowatt hours) 5.0 22.0 38.0 75.0 82.0

Cotton cloth (million meters) 2742 4588 5100 4900 4686

Woolen cloth (million meters) 96.6 270 220 177 159.4

Leather footwear (million pairs) 23.0 80 180 258 240

Specific objectives in

agricultural production

All grains (million metric quintals) 733 1058 1048 1300 1273

Raw cotton (million metric quintals) 8.2 19.1 21.2 32.9 31.5

Flax (million metric quintals) 3.2 6.2 8.0 8.5* 9.3

Sugar beets (million metric quintals) 101.4 195.5 276.0 282.0 270.8
* Horses (million head on hand) 33.5 36.9 21.8 21.9 15.3

* Cattle (million head on hand) 70.5 80.9 65.5 79.8 65.3
* Sheep and goats (million head on
hand) 146.7 160.9 96.0 170.7 121.5

* Hogs (million head on hand) 26.0 34.8 43.4 45.6 31.2

* All figures except those marked with an asterisk are on a per-year basis.
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summary of economic planning in Soviet Russia, it will be well to

examine the contents of the Five-Year Plans. We shall leave the dis-

cussion of the organizations, methods, and practices which have been

developed in various fields of economic activity, and the results

which have been achieved in the operation of the planned economy,

to later chapters, and content ourselves here with observing the

goals which the plans have set up. The statistics on the objectives

of the lour Five-Year Plans through 1950, as presented in Table 1,

should be regarded as approximations, both because they were gath-

ered from a considerable number of scattered sources and because of

the constant revision of objectives which has gone on during the

operation of each plan. The figures are given primarily to show the

magnitude of the objectives undertaken by the Russian planned

economy and can be adecjuately evaluated only in relation to the

results which have been attained. In general, we shall find that some

individual objectives have been almost exactly attained, that others

have been overfulfilled, and that some have been far in excess ol the

results which could be achieved. This last result is indicated in some

cases by the fad that tlie goals set up for the Second and 'Fhird Five-

Year Plans have been smaller tlian thojic ol the first plan. The rela-

tively low objectives set up for many items under the Fourth Five-

Year Plan reflect both the disruptive effect of World War II on the

Soviel Russian economy and the disappointing results ol trying to

attain some of the more grandiose goals of the earlier plans.

Resources of Soviet Russia, Any failure to carry out the economic

plans of the country can scarcely be charged to a lack of resources

on the part of Soviet Russia. The U.S.S.R. has an area of some

8,400,000 square miles or one-sixth of the earth’s land area. It

stretches 6000 miles from east to west and 1800 to 2800 miles from

north to south.*'* Its population was estimated at 195,000,000 in

1945.® Russia has within her boundaries many different types of

soil and most of the varieties of climate known to man and hence

is able to produce practically all kinds of agricultural cro])s. It is

only fair to say, however, that much of the land is none too good for

agricultural purposes and that about two-thirds of the cultivated

area of the country is found in the relatively small steppe region

which contains only about 12 per cent of Russia’s total area,*

5 E, J. Simmons, editor, U.S.S.R.: A Concise Handbook, p. 16.

^International Corn iliation, April, 1918, p. 271.
7 E. J. Simmons, op. cit., p. 26.
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Soviet Russia is very rich in natural resources. Her coal deposits

are estimated at 1654 billion tons and are second only to those ol

the United States. Russia’s reserves of petroleum, peat, and maiv

ganese arc the largest in the world, and amount to 8640 million

tons, 151 billion tons, and 785 million tons, respectively. Iron de-

posits are estimated at 1 1 billion tons, or about half the world total.

Large though less spectacular deposits of copper, zinc, lead, gold,

platinum, vanadium, molybdenum, tin, and bauxite are available.

Potassium and magnesium salts are present in tremendous quan-

tities, putting Soviet Russia first in the world as a producer of

potash, and she has about 75 per cent of the world’s known reserves

of apatite. Timber reserves are also very large.^ Of course, many of

these resources are far from completely developed as yet.

Making Economic Decisions in Britain

under Partial Socialism

Public Ow7iership mid Operation* 1 he British economic system,

under the Labor Government, is intended to be one of partial

socialism with only about 20 per cent of the economy under public

ownership and operation. To the prewar examples of public owner-

ship and operation, such as the Post Office and the British Broad-

casting Company, the Labor Government had added only seven

industries by the middle of 1949 (coal, banking, telecommunications,

civil aviation, inland transport, electricity, and gas and coke). At

the same time, nationalization of at least some sections of the iron

and steel industry was in prospect. The industries brought under

public ownership and operation were not selected haphazardly.

They all seemed to have some or all the following characteristics:

(1) They are of key importance to the economy, not only to ensure

present production but to guarantee continual full employment,

an objective on which all Parties are united.

(2) They have not been fully efficient in the past, and need radical

reorganization along the lines of a centrally operated plan. This

means monopoly if left to private ownership; and they are there-

fore taken into public ownership.

(3) They need large capital expenditure coming to a large extent

either from the State or through State guarantee. If the State sup-

plies funds it must be certain that they are spent for public and
not private interests.

8/5td., pp. 28, 29.
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(4) They are already linked so closely with other Government opera-

tions that public ownership or control is a logical development.®

Economic Planning, The economic powers of the Lal)or Govern-

ment are in no wise limited to the operation of publicly owned in-

dustries, for it is the definite intent of this Government to have

large-scale economic and social planning in postwar Britain. A part

of the planning may never register with the average citizen, for

much planning work consists in studying overall trends, in collecting

and analyzing national statistics, and in making sure that satisfactory

balances are being struck. In many fields of economic endeavor there

may be nothing better to do, once the situation has been studied,

than to allow events to take their course, for existing trends may
be cjuite satisfactory, or as satisfactory as can be achieved under

existing circumstances. However, the Labor Government is de-

termined to go far beyond this analytical stage where necessary.

It has a number of clearly defined objectives in mind for the coun-

try as a whole and, since the means for attaining these objectives

were severely affected by the war, it realizes that a carelul budgeting

of resources will be required.

The short-run objective of economic planning in Britain is, of

course, to devise ways and means of coping with the postwar eco-

nomic emergency centering on such items as wartime destruction

and loss of assets, inadequate production, unbalanced trade and the

dollar shortage, and scarcities of consumers’ goods. On the other

hand, the long-run objectives of planning include “the permanent

abolition of mass unemployment, the establishment of a complete

system of so( ial insurance and social security, the raising of the phys-

ical and educational standards of all the people, the ending of

urban slums and rural decadence, and the development of beautiful

towns, well-ordered farms, and a restful countryside.” The means
for achieving these objectives will be studied in detail in later

chapters.

The work of analyzing statistics, spotting trends far ahead, devis-

ing plans that can lead to manageable policies, and keeping the

plans human and flexible is coordinated through an Economic
Planning Boaicl, which was set up after the coal-transport emer-

gency of February, 1947. In developing the long-term plans for the

British Information Services, Labor and Industry in Britain, September-
October. 1947, p. 202.

p, 156.
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use of Britain’s manpower and resources, the Board and its Ghiet

Planning Officer work directly under the Lord President of the

Council and have access directly to all Ministers (C^labinet members)

concerned with production. However, major policy decisions with

respect to planning are made by the Cabinet, not by the Planning

Board or its Chief Planning Officer, and resjjonsibility resides

wholly with the Ministers. It is merely expected that the Cabinet

will be greatly assisted by having at its service a Planning Board

devoted to considering planning issues, with free access to materials

in all governmental departments, and unburdened by ordinary de-

partmental duties.

The Position of the Individual. According to the announced in-

tention of the Labor Government, economic planning is intended

to provide only the broad framework for the development of the

British economy. Within this framework, it is supposed to be left

to private individuals to carry out the plans and to conduct a great

part of their business and all their leisure activities according to

their individual talents and tastes. This may, of course, turn out

to be the actual siluatioii in the long run, but for the present the

Labor Government seems to rule the British economy with an iron

hand. Almost every type of economic control known to the mind
of man is at the disposal of the government, and practically every

type is in actual use. Under rigid governmental controls affecting

virtually all phases of economic life, private ownership and opera-

tion of industries and businesses means very little and economic

freedom for the individual is a joke. It still remains to be seen

whether the present situation will carry over into the long run.

Making Economic Decisions under Fascism

The Early Situation. As we have seen, the operation of fascist eco-

nomic systems in Italy and Germany involved no change in the

nominal character of the economic institutions of these countries.

I’he fascist leaders, in other words, professed great admiration and

respect for private property, free enterprise, individual initiative,

and competition, and proposed to rely on these capitalistic institu-

tions for the operation of the economic system so far as this course

of action produced desirable results. However, the goals of the state

or nation were to be supreme; and, if the operation of capitalistic

institutions tended to produce results which were inconsistent with
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State objectives, the government would have to step in with appro-

priate interierences and controls.

The iascist leaders declared repeatedly that they did not intend

^to set up an economic system like that of Soviet Russia, in which

the state owns and operates the basic means of production, and

individual initiative is weakened if not destroyed. Indeed, the sys-

tem was not intended to be permanently even a governmcntally con-

trolled system. The government did not propose to direct industry

and trade in the long run, but intended merely to open up the way

for private industry and trade. Many of the early policies followed

by the fascist governments were of a sort calculated to be popular

with business men. Labor unions were suppressed, strikes elimi-

nated, consumers’ and workers’ cooperatives discouraged, and wage

rates lowered by governmental decree. Then followed the repriva-

tization of industries govcrnmentally or municipally owned, the sub-

stitution of sales taxes lor business income taxes or the removal of

taxes on capital issues, the erection of higher tariff walls, and direct

subsidies to industry.

Under stub conditions, Italy enjoyed a period of great prosperity

from 1922 tc^ 1927. Production ni general increased by more than

50 per cent during the period, with the increase being particularly

great in the produc tion of durable goods, llie j^roduction of iron

and steel increased to nearly double its 1913 level, the output of

motor cars amounted to one-eighth of total European production,

shipbuilding and hydroelectric power j^roduction advanced to sev-

eral times their prewar levels, and Italy becaim the largest Euro-

pean producer and the world’s largest exporter of rayon. The indus-

tries })rochic ing chemicals, rubber goods, and machinery expanded

rapidly. Italian foreign trade grew by leaps and bounds and was

90 per cent greater in 1920 than in 1922. New investments in

corporate enterprises amounted to 2 billion lire in 1923, 5 billion

lire in 192^1, and 8 billion lire in 1925. The stc^ck market was active,

the volume of unemplovment was insignificant, and the net earn-

ings of industry increased from 1.7 per cent of invested capital in

1922 to 8 per cent in 1925 and 7 per cent in 1926.’

^

However, this boom period, as is so often the case, contained the

seeds of its c:)wn destruction. The distribution of income in Italy

was such that the rapidly growing cjuantities of industrial products

C. T. SchiTiidl, The Corporate State in Action, New York: Oxford University
Press, 1939, i)p. 117-118.
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could not be taken off the market at home, and Italian industries

had obviously overestimated the possibilities for developing export

markets. Some Italian industries were relatively higli-cost producers,

for they were not as efficient as industries of the same type in other

countries, and the problem of excess capacity arose in the rayon,

sugar, chemicals, shipbuilding, and other important Italian in-

dustries.

Finally, the Fascist government helped to bring the boom period

to an end when, at the end of 1927, it stabilized the lira at the rate

of 19 to the dollar. This value set on the lira was high in relation to

what its value had been in the years since World War I, and

stabilization at this artificially high rate, while favorable to the

prestige of the Fascist regime and to the interests of persons living

on fixed incomes from property, ran counter to the interests of busi-

ness men and bankers. It made for falling prices, decreased business

activity, and a relative increase in the burdens of debts. The arti-

ficially high value of the lira in terms of gold made the prices of

Italian goods seem high in relation to the prices of the same goods

in other countries and the Italian export trade was hard hit. Busi-

ness failures increased rapidly.

By 1932, production was 25 per cent below the 1928 level and

about a third of Italian productive facilities became idle. Italy's for-

eign trade in commodities declined about two-thirds from the 1926

level and her income from the so-called invisible items of interna-

tional trade fell by 60 per cent. Corporate capital was written down
by 16 billion lire and industrial earnings fell from 6 per cent on

invested capital in 1928 to 0.6 per cent in 1931 and — 1.0 per cent

in 1932. Business failures increased from 7600 in 1926 to an annual

average of 12,000 from 1929 to 1933. Over a million Italian workers

became unemployed, and the national income declined one-third

from 1928 to

The Development of Governmental Control in Italy, These de-

pressed conditions in the Italian economy led to a considerable

extension of governmental controls. The government greatly en-

larged its public works program, the length of the work week was

reduced in order to spread the work, and the internal migration of

workers was severely controlled. The government required the

citizens to surrender all foreign credits and securities in exchange

Ibid., pp. 119-120.
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for government bonds in order to support the lira. Tariffs were

raised until they became the highest in the W5rld, and rigid quota

controls, import licenses, export subsidies, and bounties were ap-

plied. More taxes were shifted to consumers through the use of sales

taxes.

The Istituto Mobiliare Italiano and the Sofondit began to use

government credit to support the credit of private business firms.

That is, these agencies extended credit to private firms in return for

the stocks and bonds of these enterprises, and then issued their own
bonds, guaranteed by the government, in order to recover their

funds, lliey also took industrial securities oft the hands of the banks

in similar fashion. The Istituto di Ricostruzione Industriale was set

up in 1938 to look after the financial reorganization of business

firms, to liquidate bankrupt firms, and to furnish financial aid to

business enterprises by means of long-term loans financed ultimately

by the sale of government-guaranteed bonds. In spite of all these

measures, Italian recovery from the depression was far from satis-

factory.

Later on, as the depression was followed by the war with

Ethiopia, and preparation for and eventually participation in

World War 11, Italy developed steadily into a completely controlled

economy, and the power to make the basic economic decisions

passed from the hands of business men and firms, where it had

formerly resided, into the hands of governmental officials and

agencies. The ultimate power to make economic decisions was

possessed, of course, by Mussolini and a small handful of party

leaders, but much of it was delegated to various governmental

agencies. The most important of these was the Ministry of Corpora-

tions, one of the departments of the Italian government, which was

entrusted with a wide range of duties in connection with the super-

vision and control of economic activities and did a great deal of the

economic planning for the country. Other important agencies were

the Central Corporate Committee, composed of a number of gov-

ernment Ministers, high party officials, and officials from lower

control agencies of the government, and the National Council of

Corporations, which included the Central Corporate Committee
and a large number of delegates from the category corporations

(governmental organizations for the control of production). With
these organizations functioning, private business men and firms
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could hope to affect the making of basic economic decisions only

through such influence as they might have with party and govern-

mental officials and agencies.

The Development of Governmental Control in Germany, The
National Socialist Party came into ppwer in Germany more than

ten years after the Fascist Party had seized control in Italy, ft had a

severe business depression to cope with immediately, and it did not

wait long before starting to interfere with and control the economic

life of the country. On May 1, 1938, the First Four-Year Plan was

announced. This plan was not one covering the general functioning

of the economy, but was supposed merely to deal with the abolition

of unemployment. Among the measures included in the plan were

public works; subsidies to private building operations; rebates of

taxes on renewals of industrial ecpiipment; work-spreading; the ab-

sorption of workers outside the ordinary fields of production by

means of the labor service, the “land-year,” marriage loans, and tax

remissions for female domestic servants; restrictions on dismissals;

subsidies for the employment of older workers, especially those with

large families; the prohibition of “multiple earnings” within the

family; the reintroduction of universal compulsory military service;

the payment of bonuses to newly married couples if the wile agreed

not to resume employment; and, eventually, the great rearmament

program.

By the fall of 1936, the unemployment problem had virtually dis-

appeared, and Germany embarked on the Second Four-\'ear Plan.

This plan, like the first one, dealt with a specific problem and did

not cover all details of economic activity. Its purpose was to fur-

ther the program of preparing for war by making Germany in-

dependent with respect to all foods and raw materials necessary to

the effective conduct of war. The work of the plan was organized

under six general divisions, each headed by a staff of army officers

and big business men. The specific aims of the plan were said to be

to increase the output of raw materials; to distribute all raw ma-

terials, and especially iron and steel, so that the armaments' indus-

tries and other key industries would be able to attain their ob-

jectives; to distribute labor with especial regard for the needs of

military and economic armament industries; to increase agricultural

production in general and especially in those lines which produced

raw materials for industry; to keep prices and wages stable; and to
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control and distribute foreign exchange.^'* We shall look into the

methods for achieving national economic self-sufficiency in some de-

tail in a later chapter.

General Economic Planning, During the periods of the Four-

i^Year Flans, many phases of German economic life were brought

under rigid governmental control. The Labor Front was organized

and many offices and agencies for the control of employer-employee

relationships were established. The so-called Estates of Industry

and Trade, Handicrafts, Transportation, and Agriculture were cre-

ated for pur}>oses of governmental control in these particular fields.

The government organized controls over prices and wages, inter-

national trade, credit and investment operations, and other things.

Through all this extension of governmental powers, Germany seems

to have tieveloped economic planning in the Italian, rather than the

Russian, sense.

Until the Second Four-Year Plan came into active operation, the

mcjst important economic decisions seem to have been entrusted to

the Minister of Economic Affairs and his immediate advisers, under

the general supervision of the Party leaders as a whole. Later, there

was considerable duplication and overlapping of functions as be-

tween the leaders of the Ministry of Economic Allairs and the

authorities at the head of the Second Four-Year Plan, and the

Ministry of Economic Affairs was reorganized. In January, 1940,

General Goering and an advisory council were placed in charge of

all German cxonomic activities, including the jurisdiction of private

business, the war department, and the grjvernnient, while the Min-

ister of Economic Affairs was definitely placed in a subordinate po-

sition. The advisory council included the following officials: “state

secretaries representing the Ministries of Economic Affairs, Labor,

Transportation, Interior, Reich-Forcst Office, and the Four-Year

Plan; a delegate from the Nazi Party; and the chief of the war

economy office of the High Command.”^^

Thereafter, this General Council for the War Economy and its

leader were apparently in charge of making for Germany many
comprehensive economic decisions of the type which we have been

discussing in the present and preceding chapters, even though the

18 M. Y. Sweezy, The Sirurture of the Nazi Economy. C^ainbridge: Harvard
University Press, 19-11, pjj. 21-22.

p. 53. Reprinted by permission of the President and Fellows of

Harvard College.
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group may not have been dignified with the title of State Planning

Commission. Of course, the ultimate power of decision making, in

the economic sphere as in others, lay in the hands of Hitler and his

immediate associates. It was also true that some important business

men and industrialists had a great deal of influence with high party

and governmental officials and may have been able to affect in some

measure the economic decisions which were uliiinately reached.

Conclusion on Planning, There can be no doubt that the fascist

countries, at least in their later years, ojxnated on the basis of eco-

nomic planning of a son. That is, the most important and com-

prehensive economic decisions—those involving the kinds and (juan-

tities of goods to be produced, the allocation of the productive

agents, the distribution of consumable goods, and the balance be-

tween spending and saving—were made by the leaders of the ruling

party and the government and not by private individuals on the

basis of price relationships. On the other hand, there seemed to be

in each country no definite and continuously functioning body,

known as a State Planning Commission, which was charged with the

duty of making economic plans; there was little indication that de-

tailed plans were drawn up for all departments of economic activity

for several years at a time, with supplementary detailed estimates of

proposed achievements in individual years; there seemed to be no

provision for public participation in the process of planning; the

exact identity of the individuals who did all the planning was not

always clear; and the ownership of productive wealth and the de-

tailed operation of economic activities seemed to be left in the

hands of private individuals for the most part.

There is little indication that any attempt was made in either

Italy or Germany to adapt the operation of the economy to the

actual or supposed wishes and desires of the citizens as private in-

dividuals. The leaders of party and government realized that the

citizens would have to be provided with certain minimum amounts

of necessities and comforts in order that they might be able to

function efficiently in serving the ends of the state, but that was all.

Apart from this consideration, the leaders did not care what the

desires of the citizens may have been and made no effort to

fulfill them. Only the interests of the state or nation were deemed
worthy of serious consideration.

Fascist Resources, Although economic plans can be made and, if

reasonable, fulfilled whether an economy’s resources are plentiful
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and high grade or limited and low grade, it must be said that the

fascist leaders, as economic planners, had comparaiivcly little with

which to work. With a land area of only 119,000 scpiare miles and a

population of about 44,000,000, Italy had to support a population

over a third as large as that of the United States on an area about

three-fourths as large as our state of California. Some of the land

was not suitable for cultivation and much of the land in use was

of rather poor cjuality and badly worn. From the point of view of

industrialization, Italy was sharply deficient in such important ma-

terials as coal (83 per cent impcjrted), petroleum (94 per cent im-

ported), iron ore, chrome (98 per cent imported), co.pper 89 })er cent

imported), tin (98 per cent imported), nickel (virtually 100 per cent

imported), manganese (55 per cent imported), cotton, wool, and

many other materials. Such deficiencies could not be offset by having

a sufficiency of aluminum, zinc, lead, mercury, sulphur, marble, and

water power, and a fair amount of timber. 71ie task of making

Italy prosperous is a most difficult one under economic planning or

any other system.

The Cierman economy was but little better off than the Italian

system in the matter of resounes. Before the incorporation of Aus-

tria in the German Reich, Germany had a population of Gfi,000, ()()(),

or about half that of the United States, living on an area of 181,000

scpiaie miles, or an area about 15 per cent larger than that of our

state of C^alifornia. Before the self-sufficiency program bore its ex-

pensive fruit, Germany was dependent on imports for about 20 per

cent of her food supply. From the point of view of industrialization,

she had amjde sti})plies of coal, })otash, and magnesite, shortages of

antimony, iron ore, lead, manganese, rubber, petroleum, sulphur,

timber and w^ood pulp, and zinc, and major shortages of asbestos,

tin, tungsten, and vanadium. The self-sufficiency program elimi-

nated a part of this dependence on foreign countries, though at

terrific cost. Germany’s con(|uests in World War II added greatly

to her land area, population, and resources, but all this did no
good when she was unable to hold these gains.

QUESTIONS

1. “All important economic decisions would be made without reference

to price relationships under communism.” Explain.

2. “The Russian economic system did not change from capitalism to a

planned economy overnight." Explain.
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3. “The Russian State Planning Commission receives a great deal of

help with its work ol economic planning/' Discuss.

4. Explain the method which is used in formulating a Five-Year Plan

and placing it in operation.

5. “4’he economic results planned by the State Planning Commission in

Russia are likely to be better suited to the basic needs and desires of

the citizens than the results achieved by capitalism on the basis of the

price system would be.” Do you agree? Explain.

6. “Economic planning in Soviet Russia produces a completely con-

trolled economy: that is, the economic plans, whether they are good

or bad, can always be fulfdled.” Show whether you agree.

7. “Even though economic plans are made very efficiently and accurately

in Soviet Russia, it is too much to expect that these plans will ever

be perfectly fulfilled.’’ Why?
8. How do the Soviet Russian planners attempt to keep their Five-Year

Plans “balanced and flexible”?

9. “The goals set up by the Russian Five-Year Plans to date have been

highly optimistic.” Show whether you agiee.

10. “Any failure to carry out the economic plans can scarcely be charged

to a lack of resources on the part of Soviet Russia.” Discuss.

11. On what bases have certain industries been selected lor nationaliza-

tion in Britain under partial socialism?

12. How is economic planning carried on in Britain under partial social-

ism, and what are its short-run and Icmg-nm objectives?

18. “The individual business man will probably be affected very little

by economic planning in Britain under partial socialism.” Discuss.

14. “The fascist economies of Germany and Italy only gradually came

to operate on the basis of economic planning.” Explain.

15. “During World War Jl, it was certainly accurate to refer to the fascist

systems of Germany and Italy as fully planned economies.” Do you

agree? I^xplain.

16. Compare economic planning in the fascist countries with that which

is carried on in Soviet Russia.

17. “The economic planners of Germany and Italy under fascism did not

have very adecjuate material resources with which to wemk.” Explain.



CHAPTER 7

THE ORGANIZATION OF
PRODUCTION

The Organization of Production under Capitalism

As W(? have seen, productive wealth is privately owned for the

most part under eajntalism and productive enterprises arc operated

by private individuals. Moreover, a capitalistic society is willing,

on the whole, to accept as appropriate whatever total productive

results are })roduced by the reacticjns of private individuals on the

basis of price relationships. Under these conditions, the government

of a capitalistic system does not, except perhaps in times of great

emergency, set up large and elaborate organizations of its own for

the purpose of controlling and coordinating productive activities in

general. While the various forms of the business unit (such as the

corporation or partnership) which private individuals use under

capitalism are subject to various laws and regulations, individuals

are ordinarily quite free in the matter of selecting the form of the

business unit which is best suited to their particular enterprises.

The Forms of Private Enterprise. In the capitalistic system of the

United States, most business enterprises are set up as single pro-

prietorships, partnerships, or corporations, and the corporation is,

on the whole, far more important than the other forms of the

business unit. In 1939, according to the Bureau of the Census,

United States Department of Commerce, corporations made up 51.7

per cent of the total number of enterprises in manufacturing, bul

they employed 89.4 per cent of the workers, turned out 92.6 per

cent of the total value of manufactured products, and were respon-

sible for 92.3 per cent of the total value added by manufacture.

In the economy as a whole there were only a little over 400,000

corporations out of more than 3,000,000 operating business firms in

175
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1945, but the corporations produced 87.1 billion dollars and single

pro])rietorships and partnerships only 44.2 billion dollars out of a

total of 112.5 billion dollars of national income originating in

business^

T he importance of the corjjoration itself varies greatly from one

field of productive activity to another. Corporations in 1959 made
up only 0.14 jiei cent of all enterprises in agriculture, 4.87 per cent

in retail trade, and 7.47 per cent in construction, but went up to

as high as 05 per cent in the extraction of minerals." In 1957, cor-

porations were responsible for only 7 per cent of the total income

produced in agriculture, and only 50 and 56 per cent of the income

produced in the construction and service fields. On the other hand,

corjxnations produced 89 per cent of the total income in the field

of transportation, 92 per cent in manufacturing, 96 per cent in

mining, and 100 per cent in communications, and electric light and

power and manufactured gas. T he average for all branches of pro-

duction w’as 60 to ()5 per cent.*'

In addition to single proprietorships, partnerships, and corpora-

tions, cooperative enterprises play a small part in productive activi-

ties under capitalism. Cooperative enterprises have not attained a

high level of development in the United States, and yet in 1944

there were approximately 4500 retail cooperative assoc iations in this

country, with a total membership of more than U/^ million persons

and a gross volume cjf business amounting to $557,000,000. In the

same year there were also 577 service cooperatives (providing hous-

ing, medical care, or burial service), 850 electricity associations,

5000 tele}dione associations, 9000 credit unions (or financing or-

ganizations), and 2000 insurance assoc iations. However, the volume

of business dcjiie by cooperatives of all sorts was an exceedingly

small frac tion of the total for the country as a whole.

^

Large-Scale Production and Combination, Productive activities in

the United States over the last several decades have been char-

1 The ErnnoTtiic Almanac for 1946A7. New York: National Industrial Con-

ference Board, 1916, pp. 90-91; W. N. Peach and Walter Krause, Basic I}ntn of

the Amoican Economy. Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1948, p. 177.

2 The Economic Almanac for J946A7, p. 93.

Ten)[>orary National Economic C^loinmittec, Monograph Number 20, Taxa-
tion, Rcfovery, and Defense, Washington: Government Printing Office, 1940,

p. 319.

4 The Competitioji of Cooperatives with Other Forms of Business Enterprise,

House Re{)ort No. 1888, Washington: Government Printing Office, 1946, pp.

26, 27.
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acterized not only by the rise of the corporation to a position of

dominance as a form of the business unit but also by the growth

of large-scale production and the development of business combina-

tions. Firms with an annual product valued at a million dollars or

more included only 2.2 per cent of the total number of firms in

manufacturing in the United States in 1914,, but these lew large

firms employc‘d 35.3 per cent of all workers in manufacturing and

turned out 48.7 per cent of all manufactured products by value. In

1937, the plants with an anrrual ])rcxluct valued at a million dollars

or more included (i.O per cent of all plants in rnanufactin ing, em-

ployed 57.9 per cent of all manufacturing workers, and produced

70.4 per cent of all manufactured products by value.' In all fields

of economic activity in the ecorrorny, large-scale business units

amounted to 7.5 per cent o( the total number, but employed 55.2

per cent of the personnel and contributed 05.9 per cent of the total

value of output/'

In many cases, the expansion of the productive irnit docs not stop

with simple large-scale production but goes on to the formation of

combinations of productive establishments. 71ie majority of the

many thousands of business combinations in the United States are

of the simple horizontal type. Fhat is, they involve the union under

one central management of tw^o or more plants which turn out

exactly the same product or products. Other combinations are of

the vertical type, which involve the union under one central man-

agement of two or more establishments which operate in different

stages of the process necessary to prepare the final product for the

market, or of the complex horizontal type, whose two or more

plants under one central management turn out unlike but not suc-

cessive products. Finally, we may note that productive establish-

ments in the United States usually employ roundabout and highly

specialized methods of production.

Governmental Influences, Even though the government of a capi-

talistic country does not specify any particular forms in which pro-

^ Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1937, p. 739: The Chicago Tiihnne,

1939.

^^The Economic Almanac for 1946-47, p. 91. For this compiit;ition, laige-scale

establishments were taken to be manufacturing jilants with more than 100

employees; wholesale establishments with more than a $200,000 annual sales

volume; and retail stores, service establishments, hotels, places of amusement,

and construction establishments with annual net sales or receipts of more
than $50,000.
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ductive enterprises must be organized, it may discriminate against

certain types of productive organizations. Thus, if it is ap{)arcnt that

the use of holding companies in certain fields is filled with abuses

and unfortunate practices, the government may regulate the use of

this form of organization or even prohibit its use altogether in

certain cases. In any case, the fact that the government does not

actively control the forms in which productive enterprises are

organized does not mean that it may not engage in many acti\ities

which will affec t the results of productive operation. Some govern-

mental activities, such as the construction of canals or harbcjr facili-

ties, the provision of a system of weights and measuresV or the

establishment and maintenance of a monetary system, are con-

cerned primarily with the general development of economic activity.

In other cases, as for example when the government undertakes to

define and prohibit the use of unfair competitive practices, it is

engaged in laying down general rules according to which private

enterprisers must jilay the game.

By means oi such a policy as that c^f maintaining a high protective

tariff, the government may influence not merely the course of inter-

national trade but the relative development of ineJustry and agri-

culture, or that of different phases of industry, within the ec:onomy.

If the private operation of economic activity leads to the formation

of monopolies and the exercise of monoiioly powers to the detriment

of the public, the government may provide and attempt to enforce

anti-trust legislation. If the operation of individual industries under

private auspic es produces serious evils and abuses, as in the case of

the railroads and other public: utilities, the government may bring

these industries under close regulation and control. The govern-

ment may establish plants of its own to serve as yardsticks for testing

the efliciency of private concerns and the fairness of their pricing

policies. Finally the govei ninent, even under capitalism, may decide

to own and operate certain industries altogether. As we noted in

Chapter 3, the governments of variems capitalistic economies have

owned and operated plants or industries for the production of an

enormous variety of commodities and services, and have brought

many other fields of production under governmental supervision

and regulation.

In times of emergency, the government of a capitalistic economy
may greatly expand the range of its activities and may interfere in

the economic life of the country to a much greater extent than
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usual. For example, in the great depression after 1929, the federal

government of the United States attempted to control a considerable

range of economic activities, including especially the results of pro-

ductive activities in agriculture (by means of the AAA) and in

manufacturing and commerce (by means of the NRA). Again, dur-

ing World War II, the federal government undertook to stimulate

the production of certain types of goods greatly, to stop the produc-

tion of other commodities completely, to allocate available produc-

tive resources among industries or firms, to ccjntrol prices and wages,

to stimulate individual saving so that large cjuantities of war bonds

(ould be sold, and even to ration finished economic goods among
the individual consumers. However, these types of interference and

control have to do with the kinds and cjuantitics of goods to be

produced, or other basic and cermprehensive economic decisions,

rather than with the organization of production as such.

The Orgeumaiion of Production under Socialism

The Continuation of Familiar Organizational Forms. Ihider so-

cialism, as the ideal system is visnalj/ed by members of the so-

cialist movement, land and capital would be publiclv owned for the

most part and most productive enterprises would be operated by the

government in the name of the entire social group. However, the

organization of producticju which would probably result would not

seem very unfamiliar to us. If the corjiorate form of business organi-

zation has significant advantages from the ]ioint of \aew of oj^erating

efliciency, there seems to be no reason why the governmental en-

terprises which would dominate most fields of economic activity

under socialism could not be organized as governmental or public

corporations. Such corporations could have all the usual officials

and managerial methods and devices. They could be managed by

bcjards of directors as they now are, except that such boards would

probably contain representatives of workers and consumers as well

as those of management, and their duties would involve only the

taking of the steps necessary to give effect to the economic plans of

the system rather than the making of basic economic decisions and

the determination of fundamental policies. If combinations of pro-

ductive units of any kind have genuine advantages from the point

of view of efficiency, they could be set up and used as well under
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socialism as under capitalism. Production under socialism could be

as roundabout, large-scale, and specialized as under capitalism.

Most socialists do not think of their ideal system as one in which

all types of production would be controlled and operated exclusively

bf public enterprises. It is clear that there are some branches ol

personal service and petty production, as well as some activities of

a highly individualized nature, which are not well suited to opera-

tion by public enterprises. Thus, cooperative societies or even

private individuals might be permitted to operate small restaurants;

tea rooms; garages; filling stations; shops for repairing shoes, radios

and many other things; tailoring, dressmaking, and shoemaking

establishments; and shops for selling home-made cakes, cookies,

preserves, pickles, and other products. Some socialists would go even

farther and say that all handicraft })rodu(tion, all or most agricul-

tural production, all or most retail merchandising, and even some

small manufacturing enterprises might safely be left to cooperative

associations or private individuals." In general, these are fields of

production in which the abuses or wastes of capitalism are thought

to be at a minimum and which do not lend themselves especially

well to operation by large-scale state enterprises.

Controlling Private and Cooperative Production, There would

probably be no great harm in leaving a fair range of economic

activities to cooperative associations and private individuals under

socialism. The private and cooperative enterprises could be made

to bear costs comparable to those of governmental enterprises in

other fields and several devices are available by means of which

the government could control the productive activities of private

and cooperative enterprises so as to keep their results in harmony

with the economic plans for the whole system. That is, the govern-

ment could encourage production in some cooperative and private

fields and discourage production in others by varying the prices set

upon the finished commodities and services, by discriminatory taxa-

tion, by varying the interest rate charged for funds obtained from

governmental financial institutions, by being willing or unwilling

to advance funds in the first place, by issuing discriminatory rations

to different types of producers, or by varying the goods available in

7 On these matters, see H. D. Dickinson, Economics of Socialism, pp. 166-172;

H. W. Laidler, American Socialism, pp. 156-163; or John Strachey, How Socialism

IVorks, pp. 65-73.
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the stores at which the various private or cooperative producers must

make their purchases.

Governmental Ownership and Operation, While most productive

enterprises would be owned and operated by government under

socialism, it does not necessarily follow that all these enterprises

would be owned and operated by the federal or national govern-

ment. In fact, ownership and operation by the federal goNcTinnent

might well be limited to industries which are of great importance'

to the whole economy and whose operations are so widespread that

they can be controlled eflectively only by the central government. In

this class might fall all types of banking, the various types of trans-

portation and communication, and ocean shipping. Other important

industries, whose operations are largely localized in individual areas

of the country, might be owned and operated by district govern-

ments.” lliis class of industries might include flour milling, various

types of mining and smelting, meat packing, fruit canning, auto-

mobile production, cotton ginning and processing, shoe production,

and others. Finally, some enterprises would be left probably to the

local units of government on the ground that their operation is

largely of local interest and there is no particular reason why any

larger governmental unit should own and operate them. Such things

as local public utilities, local markets, hospitals, theaters, milk

distribution, and housing construction might fall within this cate-

gory. However, though the ownership and operation of the different

enterprises and industries might be entrusted to various govern-

mental units, we should remember that some agency of the central

government would have to be responsible for making the final

comprehensive economic plans for the whole country and that the

operations of all types of industries and enterprises would have to

conform to these general plans.

Beyond this point there is no apparent need to spec ulate as to the

detailed nature of the organization of production under modern

socialism. With the observation that modern communism, as an

ideal theoretical movement, seems to have very little to offer on the

subject of the organization of production, we are ready to turn to

an examination of the organization of production in the Soviet

Russian economy.

s It will be remembered that modern socialism would be inclined to eliminate

our present state governments and replace them with large distiict governments
laid out more nearly along economic lines.
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The Organization of Production in Soviet Russia

The Ministries. As we have seen, the Ministries of Soviet Russia

are usually both departments of government and departments of

economic activity and are therefore important connecting links be-

tween the government and the economic life of the country. Until

19‘19, production in the Russian system was organized under a

cornparatiA cly small number of Ministries. Transportation and com-

munication were under the Ministries of Railroad Transportation,

Water Transportation, and Communications. I'he Ministry of

Internal Trade had control over all retail and wholesale merchan-

dising of finished goods, that of Ehnance operated most of the crexlit

facilities of the system, and that of Foreign 1 rade controlled im-

porting and exporting. Agriculture was under the Ministry of

Agriculture and the Ministry of State Farms, while industry or

manufacturing was dominated by the Ministries ol Heavy Industry,

IJght Industry, d'imber, Machine-Building, and Food. Since most

other phases of economic activity will be covered in separate chap-

ters, we shall be concerned here primarily with the organization of

industrial production.

The Ministries in charge of industrial produc tion did not ac tually

produce anything, of course, but were merely control groups or

administrative agencies. Each one was in charge not of a single in-

dustry but of a whole grou]) of related industries. Thus, until 19!^9,

the Ministry of Heavy Industry included the industries producing

coal, coke, peat, petroleum, iron and steel, iron and manganese ore,

copper, gold, aluniinum, lead, zinc, nickel, tin, chemicals, cement,

building materials and technical glass.” Clearly many other agencies

and organizations below the level of the Ministries were needed

for the detailed administration and supervision of industrial pro-

duction.

The Administrations. Each industry or branch of production un-

der one of the Ministries was placed in the power of another control

group known as an “administration" or “combine." Most of the

powers cjf each administration were rather broad and supervisory in

character. Some of them, such as the collection of reports and in-

formation, the supervision of accounting methods, the carrying on

of research work, and the training of specialized personnel, were of

the type which trade associations might carry on in some other

^Russian Economic Notes, Number 13, pp. 10-12.
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economic system. Other {unctions included tlie working out of plans

lor, and supervision ol the construction of, new productive facilities

(subject to the general economic plans), a])i)ointing and dismissing

tlie officials of the next lower units of the industrial organization,

deciding the uses to which the “profits” of the lower units should be

put, supervising the purchase of raw materials and supplies and the

sale of finished products for their industries, and the levying of fines

and penalties on the lower industrial units.

The Trusts. Under each administration, several “trusts” ordinarily

appeared. These units were also control groups and may be com-

pared with the combinations of productive units with which we are

familiar in the United States. Some of these trusts were vertical

combinations of productive units, while others were horizontal com-

binations at given levels of production. Some trusts had only plants

wliich were concentrated in a single limited geographical area, while

others had jilants which were scattered over a much larger area. The
functions of the trusts were, in general, more detailed than those ol

the administrations. Each trust was operated by a board (appointed

by its administration) and this board in turn appointed the man-

agers of the actual producing plants or factories. Each trust was re-

sponsible lor the productive equipment furnished to the individual

factories by the state, d he trusts were to see that their plants inter-

changed technical experience and made use of results obtained by

scientific and technical institutes, laboratories, and research or-

ganizations; to furnish their plants with information concerning

technological advances in industries abroad and get their plants to

adopt similar devices and improvements; to see that the j)lants made
full use of their resources and kept stocks of materials, supplies, and

finished products in proper amounts and under satisfactory condi-

tions; to set up an orderly system of accounts and records within

their plants; to see that the plants went as far as they should in

standardizing their products; to supervise the wage contracts which

the plants negotiated with labor organizations; and to purchase

raw materials and sell finished products for their plants.

The Factories, Finally, under the trusts, we came to the individual

plants or factories in which the commodities were actually pro-

duced. The director of each enterprise was appointed by its trust,

as noted above. Within the enterprise, there were shops having

managers in charge, sections of workers under the direction of fore-

men, and brigades of workers under brigade leaders. While the offi-
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cials in charge of individual plants or factories were to make the

decisions necessary to the day-to-day operation of their establish-

ments, it is clear that there were not many things left for these

officials to decide. Each enterprise operated under very definite

assignments derived from the economic plans of the system. Among
the factors which were controlled quite sjx‘cifically from above were

the kinds and quantities of goods to be produced, the quality of

the goods, the prices at which the goods could be sold, the quantities

and qualities of productive factors which could be used, and the

amounts to be paid for materials, supplies, labor costs, taxes, and

other expenses. About the only things left to the management of

the enterprises were routine decisions of everyday operation neces-

sary to the carrying out of the plans, and the hiring and firing of

labor. Even in such matters of routine factory operation, the man-

agers were required to consult with the leader of the local unit of

the Communist Party and a representative of the local labor unions.

Where these worthies were both members of the Communist Party

and the managers were not, it is to be supposed that the managers

were relatively powerless to make even routine decisions with regard

to the operation of their enterprises. At any rate, it is clear that

decision-making within the local productive unit was in the hands

of a triumvirate (manager. Party official, and labor representative)

called the Troika.

Although the powers of the manager were extremely limited, he

was nevertheless held responsible for the successful operation of the

enterprise and the fulfillment of its plans. If unsuccessful, he might

be severely punished. With prices, costs, and quantities of produc-

tive agents so closely controlled, about the only factor which the

manager could hope to influence was productivity or efficiency. That

is, the manager was supposed to get his costs of production per unit

of product down to the planned level by inducing an increase in

the productivity of his enterprise, as compared with the preceding

period, to the extent prescribed by the plan. If he could spur his

workers on to the planned feats of productivity, his enterprise came

out even or made “planned profits," as the case might be. If life in-

duced feats of productivity greater than those which had been

planned, he made “unplanned profits" and was a most successful

enterpriser. However, as we have seen, a socialized economy and

its people cannot get rich by making money profits,^® and the profits

10 See Chapter 1, p. 13.
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were important primarily as an indication of the degree of efficiency

achieved by the various enterprises and their managers. With great

responsibility, limited powers, and no very great rewards for carry-

ing on the occupation, it is not easy to see why many people would

have aspired to be managers in Soviet Russian industry.

Later Changes, This organization of government owned and op-

erated industry has been changed considerably in recent years.

Beginning in 1939 there was a general reorganization of Soviet

Russian Ministries and those in charge of industrial production

were divided and subdivided. By 1945, the Ministries dealing with

industrial production included Armaments, Automobile Industry,

Aviation Industry, Chemical Industry, Coal Industry of the West,

Coal Industry of the East, Construction and Roadbuilding Machin-

ery, Electrical Industry, Ferrous Metallurgy, Fuel Industry Con-

struction, Heavy Industry Construction, Heavy Machine Building,

Machine and Instrument Construction, Machine Tools, Military

and Naval Construction, Non-ferrous Metallurgy, Oil Industry of

the South and West, Oil Industry of the East, Paper and Cellulose,

Power Stations, Railroads, Rubber, River Transport, Shipbuilding,

Transport Machine Construction, Building Materials, Cinematog-

raphy, Fishing, Food Industry, Light Industry, Textile Industry,

Timber Industry, and Radio Industry.^^

With many of the Ministries coming to include only a single

industry, rather than a large group of industries, it seems clear that

the old control agencies called administrations, which were also

at the head of single industries, are no longer a necessary part of the

industrial organization. In some cases ‘‘departments" or “produc-

tion-territorial sections" are the new control agencies operating

under the Ministries. T hese agencies are committees heading up the

lines of production of a given branch of industry and controlling a

given territory.^’-^ In these Ministries the trusts and individual

plants underlie the departments or sections. The departments have

wide powers for controlling the productive activities of trusts and

factories, furnish supervision and guidance to these lower industrial

units on a number of technical and financial matters, and are

responsible for getting raw materials and supplies to the lower units

and for selling their products. However, there are no sections or

The Smiiet Economy Today, p, 26.

Soviet Russia Today, Febi iiaiy, 1948, p. 23.
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departments under some Ministries, and in such cases the trusts

are responsible directly to the Ministries.

In 1937, the Troika, or triumvirate lor making various intra-

enterprise decisions, was abolished, and the managers or directors

of enterprises were given more authority in the operation of their

establishments. It is not certain whether this development resulted

from a recognition of the need for greater power on the part of the

managers or merely from the fact that more and more of the man-

agers were becoming members of the Communist Party who could

be trusted to function with less supervision than formerly. In any

case, however, the position of a manager is still anything but a rosy

one. All these changes suggest that the industrial organization of

Soviet Russia is extremely flexible and subject to continuous re-

organization on a rather costly trial and error basis.

Government Ownership of Industry, The ownership and opera-

tion of industries by various governmental units in Russia corre-

sponds rather closely to the prospectus given out by modern

socialists. Ministries, such as those of the Automobile Industry,

Aviation Industry, Chemical Industry, Coal Industry, Electrical

Industry, and many others, are All-Union Ministries, and the vari-

ous enterprises under their supervision are owned and operated by

the federal government through these Ministries. On the other

hand, such Ministries as those of the Fishing Industry, Food Indus-

try, Light Industry, Textile Industry, and Timber Industry, are

Union-Republic Ministries, and the various enterprises under their

supervision arc owned and operated by the republic governments

(or lower governmental units) through these Ministries. Finally,

some enterprises of local intc?rest, such as various public utilities,

are owned and operated by local governmental units or Soviets.

Cooperative Production in Industry, The extent of cooperative

production in the socialized economy of Soviet Russia also bears

out fully the claims of modern socialists in this matter. As we shall

see later, over 90 per cent of the cultivated area of Soviet Russia

is in the hands of collective or cooperative farms, and various esti-

mates hold that these cooperative farms include some 19 to 22

million peasant households or families. There are also some three

million persons in various other producers' cooperatives. Narrowing

the field still further to our present interest of industrial produc-

tion, there were about 1,500,000 hand workers in various industrial

(or handicraft) cooperatives in 1937. These producers' cooperatives
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turned out a total product valued at 13,178 million rubles in 1957,

as compared with one worth 5,7(S4 millions in 1952. They were said

to be responsible lor about 20 per cent ol the market supply of

consumers’ goods, including 55 per cent of the furniture, 40 per

cent of the metal goods, 67 per cent of the metal bedsteads, 55

per cent of the felt footwear, and 50 per cent of the knit over-

garments, j)easant art goods, embroideries and laces, scissors, kero-

sene pressure-stoves, and wooden and other toys.^-^

In 1940, the products of the industrial cooperatives increased by

15 per cent over 1959, and new investments of 550 million rubles

were made in these establishments. Their outjjut was expected to

reach 19 billion rubles in 1911, including 15 billion rubles’ worth

of consumers’ goods. Among the specific items included in this total

were 40 million pairs of footwear, 78 million meters ol cotton

textiles, 61 million pairs of socks and hose, 25 million knitted outer

garments, 47 million sets c)l knives, lorks, and spoons, 150 thousand

phonc:)graphs, and 570 thousand kerosene stoves. 14ie producers’

cooperatives were praised for having develo})ed many “new” prod-

ucts such as heat-resisting ceramic ware, home mechanical refrig-

erators, drying drums for laundry, rubbea goods, artificial stone,

chemical products, paints, cardboard, leather goods, and metal sub-

stitutes. They had also achieved considerable success in repair work
in connection with shoes, clothing, and household utensils. On the

other hand, they were criticized for shortages of toys, hose, school

supplies, and barber, laundry, and photographic services.

This emphasis and dependence on cooperative production has

carried over into the postwar period. Faced with continuing short-

ages of consumers’ goods, the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.

in 1946 took several steps to encourage production by cooperatives.

A large government loan and government materials and cc]uipmcnt

were placed at the disjiosal ol the coojieratives and they were

relieved of the necessitv of filling industrial orders. The coopera-

tives were allowed to sell their products for any prices they could

get which did not exceed the high controlled prices for similar

wares in gov ernment commercial stores. Some taxes were removed

from the cooperatives and others were reduced, and the cooperatives

were allowed to distribute a portion of their profits among their

members. In 1947, the cooperatives and other local, non-govern-

18 Russian Economic Notes, Number 377, pp. 10-12.

Foreign Commerce Weekly, April 12, 1911, pp. 75-7G.
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mental producers were expected to turn out almost 30 million

pairs of shoes, almost 40 million pairs of stockings and socks, 54

million meters of cotton cloth, 6 million meters of silk, and 4.3

million meters of woolen cloth. It was estimated that fulfillment of

these goals would increase supplies available to consumers by any-

where from 20 to (iO per cent.^"’

Private Enterprises, There has even been some place for private

enterprises in the socialized economy of Soviet Russia, though all

private trading (involving the purchase of goods for resale) is

forbidden and private enterprisers are excluded from the manu-

facture of silk goods, cotton goods, leather goods, tobacco products,

acids, soaps, cosmetics, j:)aints, and varnishes, and from printing,

engraving, and other forms of reproduction. Private individuals, if

granted licenses, may operate in bookbinding, boot repairing,

cabinet making, carpentry, chimney sweeping, electric fitting, dress-

making and Slewing, house repairing, glazing, hairdressing, launder-

ing, locksmithing, optical work, painting, photography, plumbing,

tailoring, and upholstering. Private individuals may make furniture,

pottery, cooper’s products, musical instruments, and straw articles

for sale; and may produce clothing, footwear, leather goods, or

articles made of non-ferrous metals, on the basis of orders received,

though they may not make them for the market in anticipation of

demand. Fhe individual is not allowed to make foods and beverages

from purchased materials for purposes of sale, but is permitted to

sell such products when made from his own materials. Lawyers,

doctors, and dentists may have a practice of their own in addition

to their work for the state; stenographers in state enterprises may
do private typing for authors and writers; clothing workers may
take in private sewing; office cleaners may clean homes and take

care of children; and carpenters may build houses for private

persons.^®

Russian Industrial Results to 1941. We must now examine the

Russian claims as to their accomplishments in industrial production

under the planned economy in the years from 1928 through 1940.

In Table 2, we present statistics of the production of several inlpor-

tant industrial commodities in Soviet Russia in the years 1913,

1928, 1932, 1937, and 1940, together with the planned estimates of

16 H«irry Schwartz, Russia’s Postivar Economy, pp. 43-44.

18 L. E. Hubbard, Soviet Trade and Distribution, London; Macmillan and
Company, Ltd., 1938, p. 152.
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production for 1932, 1937, and 1942. It is clear that the production

of these commodities had been increased very greatly by 1937 and

1940, in comparison with 1913 and 1928, and that even greater

accomplishments were planned for 1912. While it would not be

fair to evaluate the operation of the Russian jdaimed economy

solely on the basis of results in the field of industrial production,

there are nevertheless several observations which seem pertinent on

the basis of these results.

In the first place, the statistics of industrial production indicate

that the Soviet Russian economy, prior to World War II, had made

very considerable j^rogress toward one of its planned goals—the

industriali/ation of the econcmiy. Agricultural goods, which had

been 57.9 per cent of total national output in 1913, and 45.5 per

cent in 1928, declined to 29.3 per cent by 1932 and continued to

decline as a percentage of the total thereafter. This meant, of

course, that industrial goods increased from 42.1 to 70.7 per cent

of total national output over the same period. In 1940, the gross

value of all agricultural products was 23 billion rubles while that

of all industrial products was 138.5 billion rubles.^^

Quite apart from their significance as an indication of the indus-

trialization of the economy, the increases in industrial production,

if they could be taken at their face value, would cause one to

run out of adjectives which are synonymous with “stupendous" and

“colossal," for obviously the production of most industrial com-

modities has not merely increased but has had a manifold increase.

One spokesman for Soviet Russia has it that, while industrial pro-

duction in the capitalist world as a whole increased from 97 to 114

from 1927 to 1937 (on the basis of 1928 zzz 100), industrial produc-

tion in Soviet Russia over the same period and on the same base

increased from 80 to 583.^® The great gains of Soviet Russia are

partly attributable to ra})idly growing industrialization, but full

use of fixed productive facilities is another important factor. The
same writer points out that, while textile factories in the United

States operate 40 hours per week, the Russian textile mills work
in three shifts of seven hours, or 126 hours per week. Again, the

average American tractor cares for an average of 90 hectares of

land per year, whereas the average Russian tractor cares for over

International Conciliation, April, 1948, pp. 270-271.

18 E. Varga, Two Systems: Socialist Economy and Capitalist Economy, New
York: International Publishers, 1939, p. 40.
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500 hectares.^® From these and other data, he concludes that the

Russmn utilization of fixed productive facilities is several times

that achieved in capitalistic economies. Russian industrial output

was only 4.7 per cent of the industrial output of the world in 1928,

but it was 11.0 per cent in 1932 and 15.2 per cent in 1937. It was

expected to reach 31.0 per cent in 1942.-®

Finally, the Russian statistics of industrial production are note-

worthy in that they suggest the absence of business cycles in the

operation of the planned economy. While capitalistic countries were

in the throes of a severe depression in 1932 and their industrial

outputs were greatly reduced in comparison with 1928, the Russian

economy apparently found 1932 a very good year, for the output of

most industrial commodities was far above the 1928 level. Jt is

obvious that a country which can avoid business cycles docs not

have to worry about the cyclical unemployment of its workers. The
Russian leaders claim that a planned economy such as their own

10 Ibid., j)|), 56-57.

20 H. Johnson, 'I'he Soviet Poioer. New York: International Pnljlisbcrs, 1910,

pp. 92-93.

TABLE 2

PRODUCTION OF IMPORTANT INDUSTRIAL
COMMODITIES IN SOVIEI RUSSIA

Item Units 1913 1928

1. All producers’ goods Billion rubles 8.2

2. Petroleum Million tons 9.2 11.6

3, Coal Million tons 29.1 35.4

4. Electric power Billion kilowatthours 2.0 5.0

5. Pig iron Million tons 4.2 3.3

6. Steel Million tons 4.2 4.2

7. Rolled steel Million tons 3.5 3.4

8, Copper Thousand tons 31.1 30.0

9. Cement Million tons 1.4 1.9

10. Sawn lumber and timber Million cubic meters 11.9 13.6

1 1 . Autos and trucks Thousands 0.1 0.7

12. Tractors 'Fhousands 1.3

13. Freight cars ni'housands 11.8 . 10.6

14. Locomotives I'housands 0.6 0.5

15. All con.sumcrs’ goods Billion rubles 10.1

16. Cotton textiles Million meters 2227 2742

17. Woolen textiles Million meters 95.0 93.2

18. Leather shoes Million pairs 8.3 29.6

19. Sugar Thousand metric tons 1290 1283

20. Paper Thousand metric tons 205 284
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can always avoid booms and depressions. We shall be in a better

position to evaluate this claim after we have examined other phases

of the operation of the Russian economic system.

Russian Statistics. The Soviet Russian accomplishments in the

field of industrial production are, however, open to criticism from

several angles. In the first place, there was the question of the

reliability of the Russian statistics. The source of data on the

Russian economy was the Russian government itself (or various

agencies of the government), and this was likely to be a biased

source. That is, the Russian government, operating in the midst of

a skeptical if not hostile world, was probably anxious to have its

accomplishments appear as great as possible and, like some other

governments, it may have touched up its statistics a bit at times.

Moreover, there was no way to check the statistics adequately and

thus to measure and correct any inaccuracies that might exist. Some
apologists for Soviet Russia contended that the Russian statistics

had to be accurate, since the operation of a planned economy de-

pends to a great extent on having a mass of statistics available, and

since the planners would be silly to mislead themselves by concoct-

TABLE 2 (Continued)

IN SELECTED TEARS IN COMPARISON
WITH PLANNED ESTIMATES

1932 1932 1937 19:37 1940 1942

{actual) (planned) (actual) (planned) (actual) (planned)

18,0 17.4 55.2 45.5 84.0 114.5

22.3 21.7 30.5 46.8 31.0 54.0

64.7 75.0 128.0 152.5 165.5 243.0

13.0 22.0 36.4 38.0 48.2 75.0

6.2 10.0 14.5 16.0 14.9 22.0

5.9 10.4 17.7 17.0 18.3 28.0

4.2 8.0 13.0 13.0 13.1 21.0

46.7 84.7 97.5 155.0 164.7 215.7

3.5 6.4 5.4 7.5 5.3 11.0

24.4 42.5 33.8 43.0 33.8 45.0

23.9 105.0 200.0 200.0 147.1 400.0

50.6 55.0 80.3 88.5 31.1

20.2 12.6 59.1 118.0 51.0 120.0

0.8 1.5 1.6 2.8 1.7 2.3

16.3 19.2 40.3 47.2 54.0 69.5

2417 4700 3443 5100 4030 4900
88.7 270.0 105.1 220.0 124.4 177.0
84.7 80.0 164.2 180.0 230.0 258.0

1400 1400 2421 2500 1622 3500
479 900 833 1000 .... 1500
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ing unreliable statistics as a basis for making plans and operating

the system. However, the need for having reliable statistics for

purposes of planning would not have prevented the creation ol a

separate and unreliable set of statistics for the edification of the

outside world.

Tlie various statistics which are stated in terms of rubles were

especially open to suspicion, since they were sometimes given in

“current rubles” and at other times in “rubles of iy2()“1927 value.”

The Russian leaders saw fit to expand greatly the (|uantity of

money and credit in use and permitted rather considerable increases

in prices, so that statistics in terms of current rubles represented

the movements of the underlying physical data quite poorly. On
the other hand, some industries whose output played a rather im-

portant part in the gross value of the out}3ut of Russian industry

were introduced into the economy only after 1928 and it is difficult

to see how the figures for the production of industries which did

not exist in 1926-27 could have been calculated in terms of that

year’s prices.

The production statistics in many cases were likely to reflect

the growing output of large-scale government industries only, and

an apparent expansion in production meant only that the articles in

question were being manufactured to an increasing extent at large

factories owned by the government instead of, as formerly, at small

enterprises, by craftsmen, or at home. In such cases the increases in

official production figures did not represent accurately the changes

in the amounts of the goods available for consumption. Finally,

data presented by different but supposedly equally authoritative

governmental agencies, covering exactly the same economic activ-

ities, often varied widely, and attempts were seldom made by these

agencies to account for or correct these discrepancies. For these

reasons, some writers attempt to analyze and evaluate the operation

of the Russian economy without making use of many statistics. Our
own inclination is to use the statistics, but with reservations and

primarily for the purpose of giving a general impression, both

because of the possible unreliability of Russian statistics in general

and because our statistics have been obtained from many scattered

and uncoordinated sources. However, the statistics for industrial

production would still show a remarkable degree of progress over

a limited period of time even if they had to be discounted by a

very sizable fraction.
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The Qiiality of Industrial Goods. Our statistics for industrial pro-

duction are stated, for the most part, in terms of physical quantities

of commodities, but the plans for industrial output called for

fulfillment in terms of the quality of the goods, the efficiency and

productivity of labor, the lowering of costs of production, and the

maintenance of satisfactory working conditions and other standards

for Jal)or, as well as in terms of physical quantities. Jn practice, the

pressure was on the managers of Russian industrial enterprises to

achieve fulfillment in terms of physical (juantities of goods, and

this often resulted in neglect and non-fulfillment in terms of these

other matters.

Great increases in the quantities of commodities are of little

im})ortance unless the commodities are of reasonably good cjuality,

and in this respect Russian industry was notoriously deficient. One
writer contends that defective goods in some cases amounted to

as much as 80 per cent of total output.'-^^ Another says that unsal-

able products amounted to 37 to 50 per cent of total output in

specific industries and up to 80 to 90 per cent for individual trusts

and factories.-^ The Russian leaders themselves, in their familiar

practice of self-criticism, complained bitterly about the wretched

quality and variety of manufactured goods, and the Soviet press

and the rej^orts of governmental agencies were full of criticisms

of the quality of industrial products and excessive spoilage and

wastage of materials. The problem of quality had apparently not

been solved or nearly solved by 1940, for in that year a decree was

issued which held managers, chief engineers, and heads of divisions

of technical control definitely responsible for the quality of the

commodities produced by their enterprises. Failure to meet quality

specifications was made a crime punishable by 5 to 8 years’ im-

prisonment.

Labor Productivity and Cost of Production. Russian industry also

failed to complete the plans with respect to labor efficiency and
productivity, and cost of production. Ihe First Five-Year Plan

aimed at an increase of 110 per cent in labor productivity, but, in

announcing the results of the plan, only a 41 per cent increase was
claimed. One critic contended that even this claim was absurd and

21 F. Utley, The Dream We Lost. New York: 1 he John Day Companv, IQ-IO,

j). 200.

22 B. Brutzkus, Economic Planning in Soviet Russia. London: George Rout-
ledge and Sons, Ltd., 1935, p. 205.
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that the actual net increase in labor productivity was not over 5

per cent.2^ The situation improved greatly under the second plan

and, according to one source, labor productivity increased by 82

per cent instead of the planned 63 per cent.^'^ However, the increase

of labor productivity was still one of the main objectives ol the

T hird Five-Year Plan, and a further increase of 65 per cent was

called foc.^'"^ The difficulties experienced with respect to labor pro-

ductivity and efficiency were indicated by other results of Russian

industrial operation. To come even close to plan fulfillment in

terms of physical cjuantities, the number of workers employed in

industry had to be increased from 1 L3 to 22.8 millions under the

First Five-Year Plan, instead of the planned 15.8 millions, and in

1940, with industrial production lagging somewhat, the number of

workers in industry had almost reached the planned goal for the

end of 1942. While the Russian planners were likely to count such

increases beyond the plans in the numbers of industrial workers as

evidences of rapid economic progress, they undc^ubtedly should be

considered an indication of low labor productivity in view of the

fact that the plans for industrial output were less than completely

fulfilled.

The Russian leaders seemed happy to point out that the money
wages of Russian industrial workers increased well beyond the

planned amounts in each five-year period, but this develojiment,

too, is subject to an unfavorable interpretation. That is, one critic

has suggested that, because of low labor productivity and the

resulting high costs of finished products, the average money wage

in industry had to be increased by 150 per cent under the Second

Five-Year Plan, instead of by the planned 55 per cent, in order that

the workers might be able to take off the market the goods available

for their consumption at prices high enough to cover the accounting

costs of producing them.^^ Much the same thing seemed to be going

on under the Third Five-Year Plan. The original draft of this plan

called for a 35 per cent increase in average money wages.^® Since

the average wage in industry was 2772 rubles in 1937, this would
have meant an average wage of 3742 rubles by 1942. Actually, the

28/^7td., p. 207.

24 Alexander Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 286.
25 Ibid,, p. 290.

26 F. Utley, op. cit., p, 201.

27 M. T. Florinsky, Toward an Understanding of the U.S.S.R., p. 163.

28 Russian Economic Notes, Number 6, p. 6.
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average irioney wage in industry had risen to 4069 rubles by 1940,

and promised to be much higher by the end of 1942.-^ Since the

prices of finished products are based in part on arbitrary accounting

costs for land and capital goods, the low labor productivity could

have been offset in part by reducing the charges for the other pro-

ductive factors, but apparently productivity was too low to permit

this device to be very effective.

In comparing the productivity of Russian workers with that of

workers of other cmintrics, Brutzkus has pointed out that, toward

the end of the First Five-Year Plan, the out])ut of coal in the

Donetz region of Russia was 0.61 ton per worker shilt, as compared

with 1.5S tons in the German Ruhr, 1.2 tons in England, and 4.85

tons in the United States. Pig iron produced per worker per month
in Russia averaged 24 tons, as compared with 140 tons in the United

States, and steel production per worker j^er month was 17 tons

in Russia and 47 tons in Germany.’^® Even toward the end of the

Second Five-Year Plan, high Russian officials admitted tliat the pro-

ductivity of the average Russian worker, operating with comparable

ecjuipment, was only one-fourth to one-half that of the average

American w^orkcr. Other estimates have been even less favorable to

the Russian worker. With Russian industrial managers under great

pressure to complete the plans in terms of physical cjuantities of

goods, the low productivity of Russian labor is supposed to have

led to widespread violations of labor standards with regard to hours

of work, rest days, and other matters, as provided by the Labor

Code and the economic plans.'^^ We shall look into this matter in

some detail in connection wdth our analysis of the status of labor

in Russia in Chapter 17.

Depreciation and Replacement, The results of planned industrial

operation in terms of physical quantities of goods produced do not

show what has happened to plant, machinery, and equipment in

achieving the stated results. Obviously, increasing outputs of physi-

cal commodities need to be discounted somewhat if they have been

obtained at the cost of an abnormal increase in the wearing out

and breaking down of machinery and equipment, and the same is

true of increases in the productive facilities of industries if adequate

29 N. Vosnesensky, Economic Results of the U.S.S.R. in 1940 and the Plan of
National Economic Development for 1941, Moscow: Foreign Language Publish-
ing House, 1941, pp. 10, 32.

39 B. Brutzkus, Economic Planning in Soviet Russia^ p. 207.
31 See, for example, F. Utley, The Dream We Lost, pp. 175-176.
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provision has not been made for the maintenance and repair of old

productive facilities. If adecjuate account of the costs of mainte-

nance, repair, and replacement of machinery and equipment is not

kept in computing the costs of finished commodities, a further

element of unreliability is introduced into Russian claims as to

the results of industrial operation.

It was Irecjuently said that Soviet Russian planners and industrial

officials were very lax in regard to these matters. According to a

Russian source:

In the plan of capital construction for former years, the amount of

expenditure for capital repairs was excessively reduced, provision was not
made for the necessary renewal of worn out parts, and there was a dis-

parity between the expenditure on current and capital repairs. Capital

repairs were “planned” in such a way that repairs were only undertaken
when the equipment was w'orn out. Tlie funds allocated for capital re-

pairs were clearly inadequate. The amount of amortization devoted to

capital repairs in previous years w'as obviously insufficient and did not
provide for proper renewal of plant. According to the fulfillment figures

of 1937, the wear and tear of industrial plant controlled by the National
Commissariat of Heavy Industry represented 21.7 per cent of the original

cost of the plant .‘'^2

The Efficiency of Management, It is clear that the blame for any
shortcomings in the held of industrial operations in Soviet Russia

cannot be placed entirely on the shoulders of the ordinary workers
in industry. Some of the faults can be traced in part to the economic
planners themselves, while others were due to the ineffectiveness of

industrial management. In connection with management, the prob-
lem was at least in part to discover and provide some force making
for business efficiency comparable to that furnished under capitalism

by the competition of private interests. At one time the planners
furnished raw materials, building materials, machinery, and equip-
ment to industry at prices below tlie level of accounting costs as an
incentive to management, making up the deheit from budgetary
funds. Later, an attempt was made to place each industry on a self-

supporting basis. This involved hxing the prices of hnished products
at the level of average cost in the various industries, so that the
gains of some enterprises would make up for the losses of others.

Since 1936, the problem of making each enterprise self-sufficient

has been under attack. In that year, a “director’s fund’’ was set up
for each firm. It was planned to put 4 per cent of planned profits

Planoiioe Khozyaistvo, 1958, Number 5, p. 52, and Number 10, pp. 52-54.
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and 50 per cent o£ unplanned profits into this fund, which could

then be used for improved housing, bonuses, cultural activities, and

technological improvements. Again the purpose was to provide in-

centives to efficiency, but the director’s fund could not mean much
to those unfortunate enterprises which could not possibly make
ends meet.

The Russian planned industrial system seemed to suffer continu-

ously from a shortage of trained managers. In the early days of the

Soviet regime, numerous managers, engineers, and other experts

were imported from other countries because there were compara-

tively few qualified people of these types left over in Russia after

the revolution. Nevertheless, in 1929, 48.7 per cent of the positions

in industry requiring higher technical training and 59.7 per cent

of the positions requiring secondary technical training were filled

by people without any special technical cjualifications, that is, by

people with some practical experience but without any special

theoretical instruction. In later times, Russian managers were

selected from persons specially trained for the work. In many cases

they were former workers who had shown more understanding and

initiative than the rank and file of their fellows. In 1988, about

half of all factory directors and trust managers in the important

Ministry of Heavy Industry were individuals under 85 years of

age.'*’^ Also indicative of the shortage of managers were reports that

some managers, who had been condemned to execution or long

terms of imprisonment for inefficiency and “wrecking,” only dis-

appeared for a month or two and then came back into circulation

again as managers of other plants in other parts of the country.

Over- and Under-Fulfillment of Plans, According to Russian

authorities, the First Five-Year Plan as a whole was fulfilled to the

extent of 98.7 per cent, while the Second khve-Year Plan was

completely fulfilled.^"’ However, these estimates were based on the

values of products in terms of rubles, rather than on physical quan-

tities of products, and it is clear that fulfillment in terms of rubles

may be increased by rises in the prices of products as well as by

increases in their physical output. If we attempted to compute
simple averages for plan fulfillment in terms of physical quantities

of commodities on the basis of the statistics presented in Table 2,

38 Alexander Baykov, The Development of the Soxnet Economic System, p. 161.

Moscow News, January 2, 1939.
85 Alexander Baykov, op. cit., pp. 168, 282.
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the best we could get would be around 70 per cent fulfillment for

the First Five-Year Plan and 80 i)cr cent for the Second Five-Year

Plan. Of course, the results for the various individual commodities

should be weighted in some way, and many more coTiimodities

should be included in the average, in order to obtain an accurate

index of plan fulfillment. However, no reasonable system of weight-

ing would produce fulfillment averages of anything like 9^.7 or 100

per cent and, while our data deal with only a few commodities,

these commodities are probably not the ones for which ])roductive

results were least favorable, since the Russian authorities have seen

fit to give out more complete data for these goods than for others.

We must also remember that any index of plan fulfillment is of

necessity an average, and there is serious doubt as to the significance

of the average in this case. That is, it is questionable whether we
should allow over-fulfillment in one part of the plan to cancel

under-fulfillment in some other section, as the process of averaging

obviously does. A fulfillment figure of 150 per cent for automobile

chassis and one of 50 per cent for automobile tires would produce

an average fulfillment of 100 per cent, and also many a headache

for the planners and the prospective users of the commodities in

question. In spite of a high average level of fulfillment, great

under-fulfillment in important individual fields led to delays in the

development of more progressive branches of industry, the manu-
facture of incompletely finished articles, changes in standards, and

the incomplete utilization of productive facilities elsewhere in the

economy.

Many factors operated to produce over-fulfillment and under-

fulfillment of the Russian economic plans. Good and bad weather

conditions in particular years affected the size of crops, tlie quan-

tities of food available for consumers, the quantities of raw materials

at the disposal of industries, and the quantities of goods available

for export. Other disruptions resulted from the failure to attract

foreign capital to certain Russian industries as expected, and de-

pressed conditions in foreign markets which limited Russian exports

or decreased the purchasing power of these exports in terms of the

industrial goods which the planners hoped to import. Military

emergencies diverted productive resources from their planned uses.

In some cases, the planners changed their policies during the

course of a plan, with very serious results from the point of view

of plan fulfillment. For example, the First Five-Year Plan called for
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an increase in the quantity of land under sociali/.cd cultivation so

that at the end of the plan some 17.5 per cent of the total cultivated

area would be in the hands of state or collective farms, as compared

with 2.7 per cent at the beginning of the plan. Actually, because of

a change in policy, about 78 per cent of the cultivated area was

socialized wdthin the five-year period. This result brought great

pressure to bear on the industries producing farm machinery, and

disrupted the plans for investment, transportation, the production

of coal and ores, and the distribution of the skilled labor supply. In

fact, some of the greatest productive establishments created in this

period were not even contemplated in the original draft of the First

F'ive-Year Plan.

Finally, over- and under-fulfillment resulted from sheer human
inability to make accurate estimates in advance as to the results

which could be obtained from the use of given quantities of labor

and other resources. As a result, we found 51.4 per cent fulfillment

in the production of cotton textiles, 57.4 per cent for sawn lumber

and timber, 100.2 per cent for sugar, and 160.3 per cent for freight

cars.’^" Incidentally, some of the fulfillment figures were very diffi-

cult to reconcile with each other. It was not easy to see, for example,

how machine building could have fulfilled the first plan to the

extent of 181.2 per cent, when iron ore production, pig-iron pro-

duction, and steel production reached only 62.9, 62.0, and 56.7

per cent, respectively, unless some other lines of production using

iron and steel were choked off almost completely.’^®

Capital Goods and Consumers* Goods, Our statistics for Russian

industrial prodiaction also indicate that much greater success has

been enjoyed in the production of capital goods than in the produc-

tion of consumers’ goods. Bare plan fulfillment for each category of

goods would have resulted in an amazingly great emphasis on the

production of capital goods, for the First and Second Five-Year

Plans called for the production of about as many capital goods as

consumers’ goods, while the Third Five-Year Plan called for the

production of 1 14.5 billion rubles worth of producers' goods in

1942 as compared with 69.5 billion rubles’ worth of consumers’

goods. Actually, the output of producers’ goods in 1932 reached

103.4 per cent of the planned estimate, while that of consumers’

M. T. Florinsky, Toivard an Understanding of the U.SS,R., pp. 159-160.
87 These percentages were computed from the data presented in Table 2.

88 M. T. Florinsky, op. cit., p. 162.
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goods reached only 84.9 per cent. At the end of the Second Five-

Year plan, the output of producers’ goods was 121.S per cent of the

fdanned estimate, while that of consumers’ goods was only 85.4

per cent of the planned estimate.-^-* The planned results were favor-

able from the point of view of the rapid industrial i/ation of the

economy, and the actual results were even more favorable, but there

is no doubt that they had serious ellccts on the standards of living

and general economic welfare of the people. The planners decided

that rapid industrialization, rather than large immediate increases

in consumers’ goods, was what the people needed, and there is little

evidence that the wishes of the people in this matter were ever

really consulted,

Russian Industrial Capacity. Even if we concede all the Russian

claims with regard to the results of j)lanned industrial operation,

the fact still remains that Russia, in proportion to her area, popula-

tion, and resources, was far from being an advanced industrial

country by 1910. In Table 3, we compare Russian industrial capac-

ities in several important lines with those of the United States in

1940, and note that Russian productive facilities were sometimes
large fractions of United States productive facilities and sometimes
small fractions, but they were always fractions. Clearly, Russia had
a long way to go in her self-appointed task of outstripping the lead-

ing capitalistic countries in industrial production.

Conclusion as to Prewar Results. It should not be imagined that

we have been inventing criticisms ol the results of planned indus-

trial cjperation in Russia or that we have bec'ii listening only to

critics who are unfavorably disposed toward the Soviet system, for

most of our criticisms were stated and repeated many times over
in the Russian press and in the speeches and writings of Russian
leaders busily engaged in tJieir practice of enthusiastic self-criticism.

Certainly it is necessary to conclude that, as of 1940, Russian eco-

nomic planning was still in the experimental stage and had much
still to gain in matters of precision and definiteness. It was not safe

to decide that Russia had found as yet the best possible solutions to

the problems of industrial production. On the other hand, the criti-

cisms which have been directed at the results of planned industrial

operation in Russia should be considered only to qualify, and not
to deny, the undoubted accomplishments and progress which were
achieved.

39 rhese percentages were computed from the data presented in Table 2.
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TABLE L

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIVE FACILITIES OF SOVIET RUSSIA
AND THE UNITED STATES

Reported

Russian United States

Productive Productive

Facilities Facilities

Item Unit in 1940 in 1940

1. Electric power capacity Millions of kilowatts 8.L 42.0

2. Oil wells in operation Thousands 9.6« 401.2

3. Oil refinery capacity Million tons 33.7^> 210.3

4. Crackin^'plant capacity Million tons 6.9^ 45.9

5. Blast furnaces Number 122 ^ 231

6. Pig-iron capacity Million tons 15.7 49.9

7. Steel furnaces Number 348 ^ 1,200

8. Steel capacity Million tons 19.9 72.6

9. Locomotives on hand Thousands 24.9 45.2

10. Freight cars on hand Thousands 809.6 1,680.5

11. Railroad lines Thousand kilometers 102.5 618.9

12. Trucks on hand Thousands 767.8“ 4,497.6

13. Automobiles on hand Thousands 157.2“ 26,915.8

14. Telephone and telegraph lines Million kilometers 1.6 147.6“

15. Cement capacity Million tons 8.2 43.7

16. Sawmill capacity Million cubic meters 31.5“ 85.0

** 1939 figure. '' 1938 figure. c 1937 figure.

source: Fortune, ]\x\y^ 1941, p. 87.

Early Wartime Losses, After the beginning of the war with Ger-

many, the Russians gave ground rather rapidly before the invaders.

From June, 1941, to the end of 1942, the part of Russia conquered

by Germany was as large as the eastern and southern portions of

the United States, including Texas. The area contained half of

Russia’s working coal mines and 37 per cent of her railroad mileage.

It had formerly produced two-thirds of Russia’s iron ore, 60 per

cent of the pig iron, half of the steel, 25 per cent of the machines,

and half of the electric power.'^® Other wartime productive losses,

as percentages of 1940 output, were oil 16, steel 55, rolled steel 61,

cement 52, timber 36, sawmill products 55, and paper 40. Half her

railroad locomotives and 47 per cent of the freight cars were also

lost."*^ Many people outside of Russia felt that these losses would

soon prove crippling.

40 E. Snow, People on Our Side. New York: Random House, 1944, pp. 69, 70;

and M. Dobb, Soxnet Plannirig and l.abor in Peace ami War. New York: Inter-

national Publ'shers, 1913, pp. 101, 102.

International Conciliation, April, 1948, p. 264,
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Production Successes. But in spite of the losses just listed, Russia’s

war production on the whole was not only maintained but also

increased. According to one estimate, Soviet heavy industry pro-

duced 14 per cent more goods in 1945 than in 1940, but the

production of goods for civilian consumption was at only a little

more than half the 1940 level.'*- The secret of Russia’s success in

war production was the rapid development of the Ural, Siberian,

and Central Asian regions. The machines and equipment of many
factories, including 1300 large industrial plants, were “leapfrogged”

from western Russia to these new regions. In preparation for such

a development, machines had been lightly anchored in place and

numbered for reassembling. They were loaded on cars, sometimes

hundreds of cars to a factory, and moved hundreds or thousands

of miles. Altogether more than a million carloads of machines,

equipment, and materials were moved eastward in the summer and

fall of 1941.'*'* In the new regions, sites had been cleared in readiness

or were rapidly cleared. Some factory buildings had already been

constructed, and others were soon erected. Sometimes large numbers

of workers were moved, along wdth the machinery and equipment,

and were housed in hastily constructed barracks.

The Russians had large stock piles of foods and essential ma-

terials and were also able to rely on local materials in the new
regions to a considerable extent. The Ural region, for example,

contains all but four of the known chemical elements.'** Reliance

was also placed on intensification of the workers’ efforts, curtailed

replacements of machinery in nonessential fields of production,

standardization of products, improvisation, and training on the job.

Women and young people of both sexes were brought into employ-

ment, given rapid training, and stimulated by honors and socialist

competition. Housewives were changed into factory workers in two

weeks’ time. Technical training programs were rapidly extended

and eventually included about half of all students beyond the

seventh grade.

In comparison with what most people expected, Russian war

production was truly prodigious. Indeed, Russia conducted the

war against Germany almost entirely on her own power in 1941

and 1942. From the beginning of the war through the siege of

*2 Harry Schwartz, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 10.

*3 Ibid., p. 9.

44 E. Snow, People on Our Side, p. 147.
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Stalingrad, Russia received only about a billion dollars’ worth of

aid froin the United States and Britain, and such an amount of

munitions and supplies did not go far in World War 11. On the

other hand, Russia required large amounts of material assistance

from her Allies in order to drive the enemy out of the country and

back to the heart of Germany.

The Problem of Rehabilitation, Under the circumstances prevail-

ing at the time, it was not surprising that Russia failed to adopt

a new Five-Year Plan in 1943, but instead embarked on a course

of rehabilitating the devastated areas of the country as fast as they

were jeconquered. Some 1710 towns and cities, 70,000 villages, and

6 million buildings had been partly or completely destroyed, and

25 million people had been made homeless. About 32,000 factories

and plants, 217,000 shops and stores, and 65,000 kilometers of rail-

road track had been ruined, while 15,800 locomotives and 500,000

freight cars had been destroyed. The direct cost of the war was

estimated at 128 billion dollars and the total cost, direct and
indirect, at 357 billion dollars.'^^

The Fourth Five-Year Plan, Although the work of rehabilitation

was only moderately well under way, the Russian leaders were ready

to embark on a Fourth Five-Year Plan by April, 1946, about a year

after the end of the war with Germany. Like its predecessors, the

new plan is rather ambitious. By 1950, the gross product of industry

is to be increased to 205 billion rubles (as compared with 138

billions in 1940), and the production of food and other consumers’

goods is to increase by 17 per cent a year over the period. Agricul-

tural production in 1950 is to be 27 per cent above that of 1940.

New capital investments are to amount to 250.3 billion rubles over

the five years. National income will increase, according to the Plan,

to 177 billion rubles in 1950, as compared with 125.5 billions in

1940.

Employment in the national economy (government owned and
operated) in 1950 is to reach 33.5 million workers, an increase of

6.25 millions in five years. Wages on the average are to increase to

500 rubles per month. Labor productivity is to increase by 36 per

cent over the prewar level, and 70 per cent of the general growth
of industrial production is to depend on this factor. Expenditures

on education and culture will increase to 106 billion rubles over

^^International Labor Review, January-February, 1946. p. 71; and Soviet

Russia Today, May, 1948, p. 15.
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the period, or 2]4 times the prewar expenditures; technical schools

will be expanded to accommodate 1.2 million students; and some

42.3 billion rubles will be spent for the construction of 72.4 million

square meters of new housing (as compared with 15.5 billion rubles

and 30 million square meters under the third plan). Small hydro-

electric stations with an aggregate capacity of one million kilowatts

will be constructed for rural electrification; over three million acres

of land will be reclaimed by irrigation or drainage; and over 40

billion rubles will go into the restoration and development of

railroad transportation.^®

In Table 4 we present statistics for the actual production of a

number of important industrial commodities in 1940, 1945, and

1947 in comparison with planned estimates for 1942 and 1950. It

will be noted that the outputs planned for 1950 are uniformly

above those actually achieved in 1910, though sometimes not by

very much, but that several outputs planned for 1950 arc well

below those previously planned for 1942. The 1950 outputs, if

TABLE 4.

PRODUCTION OF IMPORTANT INDUSTRIAL COMMODITIES IN
SOVIET RUSSIA IN 1940, 1945, AND 1947 IN COMPARISON

WITH PLANNED ESTIMATES FOR 1942 AND 1950

1940 1942 1945 1947 1950

Item Units {actual) (planned) {actual) {actual) ( planned)

1 . All producers’

goods Billion rubles 84.0 114.5 96.0 137.0

2. Petroleum Million tons 31.0 54.0 18.4 24.5 35.4

3. Coal Million tons 165.5 243.0 136.0 168.0 250.0

4. Electric power Billion

kilowatthours 48.2 75.0 40.0 82.0

5. Pig iron Million tons 14.9 22.0 9.1 11.6 19.5

6. Steel Million tons 18.3 28.0 13.4 16.6 25.4

7. Rolled steel Million tons 13.1 21.0 8.6 12.4 17.8

8. Sawn lumber Million cubic

and timber meters 33.8 45.0 31.8 39.5 39.0

9. Tractors Thousands 31.1 7.6 27.4 112.0

10. Autos and
trucks Thousands 147.1 400.0 500.0

11. Locomotives Thousands 1.7 2.3 4.0

12. All consumers’

goods Billion rubles 54.0 69.5 31.0 68.0

13. Cotton textiles Million meters 4030 4900 1616 2514 4686
14. Woolen textiles Million meters 124.4 177.0 57.0 98.4 159.4

15. Leather shoes Million pairs 230.0 258.0 60.0 107.5 240.0

16. Hosiery Million pairs 480.0 83.0 184.2 580.0

Soviet Russia Today, May, 1946, pp. 32, 33 and December, 1946, pp. 9, 10.
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achieved, will represent very large increases over those of 1945.

The emphasis will still be on producers’ goods rather than com
suniers’ goods in 1950, with 137 billion rubles’ worth of the former

and only 68 of the latter being produced, according to plan. To
reach these goals, however, consumers’ goods will have to show an

increase in output of 119 per cent over 1945, while only a 43 per

cent increase will be required for producers’ goods.

Productive Results in 1946 and 1947. In 1946, the first year of the

Fourth Five-Year Plan, only moderate increases in industrial pro-

duction were achieved. Total civilian production is reported to

have increased by 20 per cent over 1945, which is a relatively modest

showing if we remember that Soviet industry had been very largely

occupied with war production during at least the first half of

1945.^’^ One obstacle to the complex task of reconversion was the

cuinbersomeness and bureaucracy of the industrial organization.

Loss of time and output resulted from the poor coordination of

various plants and Ministries, and there were cases in which some

plants stood idle for lack of machines or materials which other

plants had available and could not use.

Soviet industry was also hampered in 1946 by a shortage of

workers, especially skilled workers. Many of the workers employed

were new recruits to industrial production and they had to work
with machinery and eejuipment which were in poor condition be-

cause of excessive use and inadequate maintenance during the war.

The rate of labor turnover was excessively high, and labor dis-

cipline was poor. Another factor in the situation was a high level

of waste, spoilage of materials, and rejected products. Finally, the

construction of new plants and the rebuilding of old ones lagged

considerably behind the plans. This was partly the result of short-

ages of building materials and labor and partly due to confusion,

inefficiency of management, and defective planning in the construc-

tion industry.^” In spite of all obstacles, however, it was reported

that 13 out of 28 Ministries had fulfilled or exceeded plans for

the year.^®

The situation in industrial production in 1947 was much more
satisfactory. Gross output increased by 22 per cent over 1946, 21

out of 28 All-Union Ministries announced over-fulfillment of the

47 Harry Schwartz, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 24.

48 Ibid., pj). 25-27.

49 Soviet Russia Today, November, 1947, p. 50.
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annual plans, and industrial production reached the 1940 level in

the fourth quarter of the year.^® Nevertheless, outputs of 18 out of

31 individual commodities lagged behind the plans, and there were

many important commodities for which no reports were available.

Some of the reported percentages of fulfillment were down in the

lower 70’s. Housing construction was a particularly soft spot, with

only about 15 million square meters constructed in 1946 and 1947

together, or about the amount needed each year to fulfill the Five-

Year Plan."’^ On the whole, it w^as clear that the production of

many industrial commodities had a long way to go in a hurry if

plans for 1950 were to be fulfilled. However, whether or not the

Fourth Five-Year Plan for industry is fulfilled, the Russians are at

least entitled to an “E for effort.”

QUESTIONS

1. '‘The organization of production under (apitalism is left to private

individuals for the most part.” Explain.

2. How and why do the governments of capitalistic countries sometimes

attempt to influence the productive results achieved by their econo-

mies?

3. “Production under socialism would make use of many methods and
organizational forms which characterize capitalistic production.”

Show whether you agree.

4. “Under socialism, all types of production would be controlled and
operated exclusively by governmental enterprises.” Do you agree?

Explain.

5. How would the government of a socialistic economy control any

private or cooperative enterprises and industries which it permitted

to exist?

6. “Modern socialism would be undesirable because it would involve

the ownership and operation of all lines of economic activity by our

federal government in Washington.” Discuss.

7. Indicate the relationships between trusts, commissariats, administra-

ti(ms, and plants in Soviet Russian industry prior to 1939 and point

out the functions of each of these organizations.

8. How was the organization of Soviet Russian industrial production

changed after 1939? Explain.

9. “The position of plant managers in the Russian industrial organiza-

tion is not a very attractive one.” Explain.

10.

“The ownership and operation of industry by various governmental

^0 Soviet Russia Today, June, 1918, p. 30.

^^International Conciliation, April, 1948, pp. 275-278.
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units in Soviet Russia correspond rather closely to the prospectus

given out by modern socialists. ” Show whether you agree.

11. What has been the importance of cooperative and private eiUer-

prises in Soviet Russian production?

12. ‘‘According to olTicial Russian statistics, the results ol planned indus-

ttial producrion through 1940 were ama/ingly good.”’ Kx})lain.

IS. “I’hcre are several reasons lor questioning the reliability ol Soviet

Russian statistics on industrial production.”’ Explain.

14. What are the principal ciiticisins that may be directed at the results

of ])lanned industrial production in Soviet Russia through 1940?

15. “Statistics on the physical volume ol production do not mean very

much unless we know something about such matters as labor

productivity, cost of production, the Cjuality of the goods, and the

cleprecialion of plant and ecjuipment.”” Explain.

16. “14ic unclcr-fulfillment and over-fulfillment of various phases of the

plans for industrial production may cancel each other in terms ol

mathematical averages but not in their effects on the economy.”

Show whether you agree.

17. “The planned production of capital goods in Soviet Russia was much
more successful than that of consumers' goods through 1940.” Explain.

18. How would you criticize the claim of Soviet Russian leaders that a

given Eive-Year Plan had been fulfilled to the extent of 9S.7 per

cent?

19. “In view of the grave economic losses that were suffered, industrial

production was remarkably well maintained in Soviet Russia during

World War 11.” Do you agree? Explain.

20. How was Soviet Russia able to keep industrial production going

during World War II?

21. Describe and evaluate the goals of Soviet Russia’s Fourth Five-Year

Plan.

22. “Industrial production in Soviet Russia increased only moderately

during 1946.” Why?
23. “Industrial producrion in Soviet Russia in 1947 was so satisfactory

that the fulfillment of the Fourth Eive-Year Plan in this field seemed
certain.” Show whether you agree.
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THE ORGANIZATION^ OF

PRODUCTION
(Cojitinued)

The Organization of Prodnciion in Britain

under Partial Socialism

The Organization of Nationalized Industries. Discussion of the

organization of production in Britain under partial socialism must

deal with two subjects—the nationalized industries and the rest of

the economy. Among the former industries, the coal industry is

operated by a single publicly owned and publicly financed agency,

the nine-man National Coal Board appointed by the Minister of

Fuel and Power. The Board is, of course, ultimately responsible

to the Minister, who is in turn responsible to Parliament. The
Minister is empowered to give the Board directions of a general

character with regard to matters of high policy which affect the

national interest, and must approve the Board's plans for major

capital expenditures and for education, training, and research. He
has full powers of investigation and securing necessary information,

and will appoint auditors for the Board’s accounts, review the

accounts, and lay them before Parliament. Under the National Coal

Board, the detailed operation of the mines is delegated to a number

of Regional Coal Boards.

In the case of the Bank of England, the entire capital st6ck of

the Bank was transferred to a nominee of the Treasury, so the

Bank continues to operate as a corporation under public owner-

ship. The appointment of the Court of Directors, consisting of the

Governor, Deputy Governor, and 16 Directors, has become the

prerogative of the King, acting on the advice of his Government.

208
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Those appointed will serve fixed terms and will be eligible tor

reappointment. The Bank is managed by the Court of Directors,

but the Treasury may give such directions as, after consultation

with the Governor, seem to be in the public interest. In similar

fashion, telecommunications were nationalized by transferring to

the government the share capital ol Cable and Wireless Limited.

The directors of the old private company merely vacated their posi-

tions at an appointed time and were replaced by a new Board of

Directors appointed by the government. The company operates

under these directors in close association with the Post Office, and

the Minister responsible for the company is the Postmaster-General.

Civil aviation as a public industry is organized under three

publicly owned and controlled corporations whicli handle all

scheduled air services. I he members of the corporations are ap-

pointed by and responsible to the Minister of Civil Aviation but

will have as much freedom in conducting their affairs as may be

consistent with the government’s general plans and the Minister’s

responsibility to Parliament. The corporations arc to conduct their

business so far as possible along the lines of ordinary commercial

undertakings, though they will, of course, have access to the public

tieasury to cover any deficits, llie corporations are to be assisted

by an Air Transport Advisory Council, consisting of a chairman

and two to four other members, and are recjuired to appoint such

other advisory committees as may be necessary for efficiency and

for insuring that due regard is paid to the civil aviation needs of

particular areas.

The British transport (Commission, consisting ol up to eight

members appointed by the Minister of Transport, is in general

charge of inland transport policy and is responsible to the Minister.

Actual managerial functions are delegated to five executives—for

railways, docks and inland waterways, road transport, London trans-

port, and hotels. For added protection of public interests there will

be set up central transport consultative committees in England,

Scotland, and Wales, and transport users’ consultative committees

in such regional areas as the Minister may direct. Finally, in the

electric industry, there is a Central Authority, consisting of a chair-

man and six members appointed by the Minister of Fuel and
Power, with the addition of four members from the Area Boards

and the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board. The duty of the

Central Authority is to develop and maintain an efficient, coordi-
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nated, and economical system of electricity supply for all parts of

Great Britain except the area covered by the North of Scotland

Hydro-Electric Board. There are 14 Area Boards which supply

electricity to the consumers within their regions. The Central Au-

thority will coordinate the policies of the Area Boards and exercise

a considerable amount of financial control over them. T here will

be a consultative C^ouncil within each area to represent the interests

of consumers, organizations, and persons interested in the develop-

ment of electricity services within the area.

In general then, the lines of authority in connection with the

nationalized industries seem to run Irom the Parliament through

the Cabinet, individual Ministers, and central agencies of some

kind, down to lower agencic^s which actually manage the industries

and plants and arc assisted by various advisory boards and councils.

Naturally, in such an organization, much concern is felt over the

prospective effit iency of the nationalized industries. The Labor

Government is confident that efficiency will be attained. The ac-

counts of public industries arc to be k(?i)t in the same fashion as

those of private industries and will be subjc'ctcd to careful scrutiny.

It is hoped that a true picture of costs will be obtained, whether

or not these costs will be covered by receipts from operations. The
government is also counting on better relations with labor as a

force making for efficiency. Workers will be free to strike, and

collective bargaining will continue as before, but, since national-

ization of key industries has been a trade union objective for many
years, it is hoj)ed that the workers will be imbued with a deter-

mination to make it succeed. Whether these hopes will be realized

in practice remains to be seen.

Governmental Control of Private Industries, Apart from these

nationalized industries, economic activity in Britain is supposed to

be organized and operated in the usual capitalistic fashion but

within the framework of the general plans set up by the Cabinet

and the Economic Planning Board. Businesses are to be free ta

organize in any of the traditional forms; they may be small,

medium, or large in size, and may make their decisions on the

usual capitalistic bases. However, the actual situation is quite

different, and private industries and businesses are subject to de-

tailed governmental regulations and controls in practically all their

activities.

The government has wide powers to encourage the development
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of a variety of industries in areas which have sometimes been

depressed in the past because they were dependent on single indus-

tries. Through the Ministry of Town and Country Planning, it

frames and executes a national policy for the use of land, including

its distribution among industrial, agricultural, residential, and

recreational uses. It has control over industrial, residential, and

public construction, and can turn on or shut off construction at

will, either as a whole or in particular branches. Permits are

rec|uired for building, for all repairs over a very low limit, and lor

the purchase of building materials. Hie Ministry of Works has the

task of coordinating all building plans to insure that the supply of

building materials is adecpiate and that the right priorities are

maintained.

The government controls the kinds and quantities of goods to be

produced by industry, though by indirect rather than direct

methods. It has control over credit and investment policy and over

all new access to the capital market, being able to establish prior-

ities that it deems CsSsential to the national interest. It allocates and

rations materials and supplic's among industries and businesses. It

can keep people from accepting jobs in nonessential fields, furnish

them with opportunities for employment in essential industries,

and even direct them into jobs in the latter areas. By furnishing

or withholding credit, capital goods, materials and supplies, and
labor, the government is able to control the kinds and quantities

of goods which firms and industries will produce, and even induce

them to agree to produce desired amounts of “utility goods” (goods

of standard design but adequate quality, designed to meet essential

needs, and sold at low, fixed prices, without purchase tax). As a

last resort the government can even replace the inefficient managers

of firms and industries with governmental nominees.

The government controls the uses and prices of foreign exchange,

requiring the recipients of foreign exchange and specified currencies

to sell them to the Exchange Control. The import or export of

sterling currency is forbidden, except under rare conditions. The
government has extensive control over imports and exports. Many
imports, especially basic foods and raw materials, are bulk-pur-

chased abroad solely by governmental representatives. Other items

are imported by private firms under a system of import licenses.

Exports are also controlled by a licensing system. A target for total

exports is set up by the government, and explicit targets for each
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industry and each section of each industry are established. Control

of the exports of individual firms and the direction of their exports

to specific destinations arc accomplished by the manipulation of

building, equipment, and raw material licenses, and supplies of

labor, rather than by direct orders.

The government regulates the crops which fanners may grow

and the productive methods they may employ. It monopolizes the

purchase of most home-grown food supplies. For “bad husbandry,”

it can evict tenant farmers and order owner-occupiers to quit their

farms and turn them over to persons approved by the Minister of

Agriculture. It can even require farm owners to sell their farms

to the government if the Minister is satisfied that the farms are not

being satisfactorily managed. The government controls the prices

of a considerable number of economic goods, and rations many
scarce consumers’ goods and services among the citizens. Under all

these conditions, it is small wonder that, when the Deputy Prime

Minister told a press conference in August, 1947, that England is

still a free country, the proceedings were interrupted for two

minutes by laughter.^

Recent Results in Industrial Production, Leaving other aspects of

the economy for discussion in later chapters, we may close the

present section with a few comments on industrial production in

Britain in 1917 and the targets for industrial production in 1918.

On the whole, industrial production increased considerably in 1947

and toward the end of the year was well above the 1938 or prewar

level in many lines. In late 1947, the output of electricity was

running about 71 per cent above the 1938 level. Comparable per-

centages were 45 for rayon and nylon yarn, 30 for sulphuric acid,

105 for superphosphate, 40 for freight cars, 425 for agricultural

tractors, 03 for motor trucks, 94 for merchant shipbuilding, and

27 for cement. Over the whole year, steel production was about

35 per cent greater than in 1938.^

However, there were some soft spots in the British industrial

situation in 1947. The coal industry, bell-wether of the British

industrial flock, produced about 13 per cent less in 1947 than in

1938, in spite of some increase in its labor force and output per

worker and some decrease in absenteeism. Late in 1947, automobile

The Chicago Tribune, September 8, 1947.

^Statistics on Britain's Position. New York: British Information Services, 1948,

pp. 7-16.
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production was running about 8 per cent below the 1938 level.

Comparable percentages were 37 lor cotton yarn, 46 for cotton

cloth, 17 lor worsted yarn, 30 for building bricks, and 58 lor roofing

slate. And, of course, industrial production as a whole was not

nearly sufficient to satisfy the demands of British consumers and

provide the volume of exports which was necessary if the country's

trade were to be brought in balance.

I'he targets for industrial production which were set up for 1948

provided in general for reasonable increases in out]>ut over 1947.

Coal production was to increase from 197 to 211 million tons. In

coal mining madiinery, 1400 coal cutters were to be produced in-

stead of 1172, some 250 power loaders instead of 109, and 4700

conveyors instead of 2666. Steel output was to increase from 12.7

to 14 million tcjns, cotton yarn output Irom 710 to 900 million

pounds, worsted yarn from 154 to 190 million pounds, woolen and

worsted cloth from 233 to 290 million yards, rayon (continuous

filament) from 119 to 150 million pounds, rayon (staple fiber) from

82 to 105 million pounds, and tankers completed from 120 to 175

thousand gross tons.^ Nevertheless, the leaders of the Labor Govern-

ment regarded 1918 as a yeai of transition, with the problems of

industrial production far from completely solved.

The Organization of Production ujider Fascism

The Formation of Category Corporations in Italy, Italy and Ger-

many, in operating their fascist economic systems, had to devise ways

and means of achieving rather complete governmental control over

production in sj)ite of the fact that the productive enterprises in

their economies remained, for the most part, privately owned and

operated. It was not until 1931 that the fascist organizations for con-

trolling producticjn were established in Italy, though the legal basis

for them had been provided in 1926. In 1934, 22 so-called category

corporations were established by decree. I'he category corporations

were divided into three broad grou])s: “I. Corporations repi esenting

branches of econc3mic activity which involve agricultural, industrial

and commercial operations. 11. (^orpe^rations representing economic

activities involving industrial and commercial operations only. Ill,

^ Ibid,, pp. 7-16.

^Eeotiotnic Sun^ey for 1918. London: His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1948,

pp. 36, 37,
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Corporations representing enterprises established for the perform-

ance of services.” 71ie first of these groups included originally

eight corporations; namely those of grains; vegetable, flower and

fruit growing; viticulture and wine production; edible oils; sugar

beets and sugar; animal husbandry and fishing; wood and wood
products; and textile jjrodiicts. In the second group were the cor-

porations of building and construction; metallurgy and machinery;

clothing industry; glass and ceramics; chemical industries; paper

and printing; extractive industries; and water, gas, and electricity*

The service group contained the corporations of professions and

arts; internal communications; sea and air transportation; tourist

and hotel trade; credit and insurance; and theater and public enter-

tainment.^’

These category corporations were reorganized to a slight extent

in 1938. By a process of consolidation, the number of corporations

in the first group was reduced from eight to six (cereals, horticul-

ture, wines and edible oils, animal husbandry and fishing, wood and

wood products, and textile products). The number of corporations

in the second group was increased from eight to ten by setting up
separate corporations for metallurgy and machinery (which were

formerly covered by a single corporation) and by splitting the cor-

poration for extractive industries into corporations for (1) liquid

fuels and (2) mining and quarrying. The corporations in the third

group were left unchanged. Thus the category corporations, like the

Russian Ministries, seemed to be set up on an experimental basis

and were subject to occasional revision.

The Nature of the Category Corporations, It should be empha-

sized that the establishment of the category corporations did not

mean a fundamental reorganization of Italian production. The cate-

gory corporations were merely governmental control agencies super-

imposed upon the old organization of production, which operated

as before on the basis of single enterprises, partnerships, corpora-

tions, cartels, and combinations. The category corporations, unlike

ordinary corporations, were not business enterprises, and they did

not produce any commodities or services. They did not own and
operate the underlying enterprises, and their control over these

enterprises developed only gradually through time. Thus, to con-

6 W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy, p. 108. Reprinted by permission of

the President and Fellows of Harvard College.

Qlbid., pp. 109*116.
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sider a single example, the category corporation of the clothing

industry consisted of "a president and 49 members, including rep-

resentatives of the Fascist J'arty (3); Clothing Industry (3 employ-

ers’, 3 workers’); Fur Industry (1 employers’, 1 workers’); Hat

Manufacture (I employers’, 1 workers’); Boot and Shoe and Leather-

Novelty Industry (2 employers’, 2 workers’); Glove Manufacture

(1 employers’, 1 workers’); Manufacture of Rubber Gocxls used in

the Clothing Industry (1 em})loyers’, 1 workers’); Knit Goods and

Flosicry Manufacture (2 employers’, 2 workers’); Lace, Embroidery,

and Ribbon, Elastic Fabric, and Trimmings Manufacture (2 em-

ployers’, 2 workers’); Button Industry (2 employers’, 2 workers’);

Miscellaneous Clothing Accessories (1 employers’, 1 workers’); Um-
brella Manufacture (1 employers’, 1 workers’); Trade in products

named abcjve (4 employers’, 4 workers’); Artisans (3); Artists (1).

llie number of employers’ representatives includes two rejMcsenta-

tives of business executives, one for industry and one for com-

merce.” ^ In similar fashion, each of the other 21 category corpora-

tions included a president and from 15 to 68 members.

The Functions of the Category Corporations, The functions of the

category corporations were not very important at first. They were to

furnish the government with information and advice on economic

matters within their particular fields of interest, attempt through

their conciliation boards to settle labor disputes which could not be

disposed of by collective negotiations between employers’ and em-

ployees' organizations, and help to prepare detailed plans for na-

tional economic self-sufficiency within their respective fields. During

these early days, the category corporations operated more or less

like the business pressure groups which exist in capitalistic coun-

tries. They would recommend the development of uniform market

standards for particular commodities, additional aid for the export

trade, the promotion of Italian dress fashions, the use of Italian-

made motors in fishing vessels, the control of competitive imports,

reduced transportation rates for individual commodities, marketing

plans, and other similar plans.

Before long, however, the category corporations began to develop

what became their most important function—that of drawing up
groups of rules and regulations governing the economic conduct of

their underlying firms and enterprises. In the short space of 3 or 4

^ Ibid,, p. 112. Reprinted by permission of the President and Fellows of

Harvard College.
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years, these groups of rules and regulations came to cover such

matters as the specification of fair and unfair competitive practices

on the part of the individual firms, the control of prices, the prohi-

bition of sales below “cost,” production control, marketing control,

limitations on the number of hours per week wliich productive

facilities were allowed to operate in particular industries, and re-

strictions on the entry of new firms and the expansion of the pro-

ductive facilities of old firms in individual lines of production. Alter

being approved by higher authorities, these groups of rules and

regulations drawn up by the category corporations were binding

with the force of law on all the individual firms and enterprises

under the supervision of the corporations. Thus, these groups of

rides and regulations bore a strong family resemblance to the

“codes of fair competition” which graced the American economic

scene from 1933 to 193v5 under the auspices of the National Indus-

trial Recovery Act and the National Recovery Administration.

Since the groups of rules and regulations were binding on the in-

dividual firms, and since they had to be approved by higher au-

thorities, composed of leading Fascists, before becoming effective,

it is clear that they constituted a vehicle by means of which the

Fascist leaders and government could impose almost any kind or

degree of control desired upon the productive activities ol the in-

dividual firms and enterprises which were subsidiary to the category

corporations. Actually, however, governmental control over produc-

tive activities was far from complete prior to the beginning of

World War II.

The National Council of Corporations, The 22 category corpora-

tions were at least nominally under the supervision of the Natic^mal

Council of Corporations which, after its reorganization in 1930, was

intended to be the chief agency of economic coordination and con-

trol in the Fascist system—a kind of economic “general staff.” Be-

sides discussing all important matters of economic policy faced by

the economy, it was to deal wdth problems such as “the organiza-

tion of the syndical system, the national and regional coordination

of employment, the adjustment of collective labor relations, and

the formulation of rules for the coordination of the economic re-

lations between the various branches of the nation's productive

organism.” ® The groups of rules and regulations adopted by the

Ibid,, p. 143. Reprinted by permission of the President and Fellows Of

Harvard College.
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various category corporations were to be subject to its approval. In

actual practice, the National Council of Corporations proved too

large and unwieldy for the functions assigned to it, and its activities

were limited to discussing and passing resolutions of a vc^ry general

nature.

Most of the work of the National Council of Corporations was
done by a smaller group known as the Central C^orporate Com-
mittee, which was given the power to function in the place of the

National Council in the intervals between its meetings. The Central

Corporate Committee was composed of the Ministers of Corpora-

tions, Interior, Justice, Finance, National Education, Public Works,

Communicaticjns, and Agriculture and F'cjrests; the secretary general

of the Fascist Party; other high Party officials and representatives of

the Party in the category corporations; the presidents of the nine

Fascist confederations (organizations of employers and of em-

ployees); the president of the National Institute of Cooperatives;

high officials of the category corporations; and the secretary-general

of the National Council of Corporations. The C^entral Corporate

Committee actually approved the groups of rules and regulations

adopted by tlie category corporations.

The Ministry of Corporations. At the head of the control organ-

izations was the Ministry of Corporations, one of the departments

of the Italian government.

The ministry is entrusted with such tasks as the approval of the by-laws

and the legal recognition of individual syndical associations [organizations

of employers and of employees]; the confirmation in office of all syndical

officials; the supervision of the general activities and the financial admin-

istration of all syndical associations; the dismissal of syndical officials and

the appointment of government commissioners for the reorganization of

syndical associations; the determination of the amounts and the distribu-

tion of compulsory syndical dues; the drafting of labor and social-security

legislation; the registration of collective labor agreements and the arbi-

tration of collective labor disputes; the planning and direction of the

work of the individual corporations, the National Council of Corpora-

tions, and the Central Corporate Committee, in each of which the

Minister of Corporations is ex officio chairman, and the exertion of such

persuasion and informal political pressure as may be necessary to insure

collaboration of individual groups of workers or employers with the

government. The ministry also supervises governmental unemployment

exchanges, social insurance and social-welfare organizations, and co-

operative societies, collects and elaborates statistical information on ques-

tions of production and labor, edits several official periodical publications,
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and carries out such activities of the former Ministry of National Econ-

omy as registration of patents and copyrights, inspection of factories,

control of weights and measures, supervision of state and private insur-

ance concerns, etc.®

It was in the Ministry of Corporations that some degree of economic

planning was carried on by some method or other.

The Estate of Industry and Trade in Germany, The National

Socialists had been in power in Cxermany only about a year when

their official organizations for controlling production were set up

late in February, 1934. ITe control organizations in the field of

industry and trade were placed under what was called the Estate of

Industry and Trade. One of the top organizations in the Estate was

the National Economic Chamber, which was composed of tlie seven

National Groups into which the field of industry and trade was

divided, the Provincial Economic Chambers, the Icxal Chambers of

Industry and Commerce, and the local Chambers of Handicrafts.

The Minister of Economic Affairs appointed the director or leader

of the National Economic Chamber and his deputies, and con-

trolled the legal status of the Chamber. 74ie leader of the Chamber
was assisted by an advisory council composed of the leader of the

Cooperative Council of Chambers of Industry and Commerce,

the directors of the National Groups (and main groups in the field

of industry and trade), directors of the Provincial Economic Cham-
bers, four representatives of transportation, representatives of the

Reich Food (Agricultural) Estate, representatives of the municipali-

ties, and industrialists appointed by the Minister of Economic

Affairs.^® Alongside the National Economic Chamber was found the

Cooperative Council (or Working Community) of Chambers of

Industry and Commerce, which was made up of the local Chambers

of Industry and Commerce which were scattered over the country.

The Group Organizations, Under the auspices of the National

Economic Chamber, the general field of German industry and trade

was divided into a number of types of “group*' organizations. In

the first place, there were seven National Groups of industry and

trade—namely. Industry, Trade, Banking, Insurance, Power, Tour-

ist Industry, and Flandicrafts. The National Group of Industry was

further divided into seven Main Groups: (1) Mining, Iron and

^ Ibid., p. 142. Reprinted by permission of the President and Fellows of

Harvard College.

10 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 40.
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Other Metal Ore Production; (2) Machine-Building, Technical,

Optical, and Fine Mechanical Industries; (3) Iron, Plate, and Metal

Wares; (4) Stone and Earth, Wood, Building, Glass, and Ceramics

Industries; 5) Chemicals, Technical Oils and Fats, Paper and Paper-

making; (6) Leather, t extiles, and Clothing; (7) Food-Products In-

dustries. The other six National Groups were not divided into

Main Croups, but all seven National Groups had other subsidiary

organizations. The National Group of Flandicrafts was divided into

50 National Guild Associations, while the other six National Groups

were divided into some 46 Economic Groups, .^28 Branch Groups,

and 327 Sub-Branch Groups.”

By way of illustration, we may point out that, under the National

Group of Industry, one Main Group was Mining, Iron and Other

Metal Ore Production; under this Main Group, Economic Group A
was Mining proper; and, under the Economic Group of Mining,

there were Branch Groups, such as coal mining, lignite mining,

iron-ore mining, and otlters. Under the National Group of Trade,

Economic Group B (onsisted of Retail Trade, which in turn was

divided into numerous Branch Groups, such as Tobacco Retailers,

Shoe Retailers, Retailers of Musical Goods, Paper Retailers, and

many others. Again, under the National Group of Banking, Eco-

nomic Group E had to do with Credit Cooperatives, and was

divided into Branch Groups of Agricultural Credit Cooperatives

and Industrial Credit Cooperatives.^^

The Provincial Organizations. Germany was, of course, divided

into a number of geographical provinces. Each of the various Eco-

nomic Groups, Branch Groups, and Sub-Branch Groups was allowed

to organize itself into as many of these provinces as seemed desir-

able. In addition there were provincial guild organizations, which

were under the National Guild Associations and the National

Group of Handicrafts. All the provincially organized groups and

provincial guild associations, together with the local Chambers of

Industry and Commerce, were put together into Provincial Eco-

nomic Chambers, of which there were 23 in all. The Provincial

Economic Chambers were quite similar to the National Economic
Chamber in organization. The leader of each Provincial Economic
Chamber was ordinarily the Chairman of the local Chamber of

F. L. Neumann, Behemoth: The Structure and Practice of National So-

cialism. New York: Oxford University Press, 1942, pp. 242-245.

52 R. A. Brady, The Spirit and Structure of German Fascism, pp. 301, 302.
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Industry and Commerce of the city in which the Provincial Eco-

nomic Chamber was located.

The Local Organizations. At the bottom of the heap, there were

100 local Chambers of Industry and Commerce, 70 Chambers of

Handicrafts, and a number of Guilds and local organizations of

the higher “groups.” The German industrialists, business men, and

handicraft producers belonged directly to the appropriate local

organizations, and indirectly to the appropriate higher groups or

handicraft organizations. Ordinary workers were not represented

in any of these groups of industrialists and business men, but the

employer groups in general were represented directly or indirectly

in the Labor Front.

The Organization of Transportation. It was originally planned to

bring all transportation agencies under the Estate of Industry and

Trade, but eventually a separate organization, the Estate of Trans-

portation, was set up for these agencies, presumably because some

80 per cent of the transportation enterprises were owned by

governmental units, which made the problems of control somewhat

different from those in the general field of industry and trade. The
Estate of Transportation was divided into seven functional groups

—sea-going shipping, inland shipping, motor transport, carrier serv-

ices, rail vehicles, forwarding agencies, and auxiliary transport

services. The Minister of Transport was the head of the Estate of

Transportation, and he was advised and assisted by a National

Transport Council composed of the leaders of the seven functional

groups; representatives of the Reich Railway Office, Post Office, and

Air ITaffic; the General Inspector of Roads; and representatives of

the Reich Food Estate, the Estate of Industry and Trade, the Cham-
ber of Culture, the Labor Front, and the municipalities. As we have

seen, the Estate of Transportation had representatives on the ad-

visory council of the leader of the National Economic Chamber,

Such was the complexity of the original National Socialist or-

ganizations for the controlling of productive activities in the Ger-

man economy. When it is remembered that all these organizations

were superimposed upon the ordinary capitalistic organization of

production in terms of single enterprises, partnerships, corporations,

combinations, and cartels, we see why it was that the German

capacity for organization excited the wonder, though not the

admiration, of the rest of the world.
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The Functioning of the Control Organizations, 1 hough we have

examined the nature of the organizations originally set up by the

National Socialists in the general field of production, we have not

seen how these organizations operated prior to the period of active

preparation for World War II. On this subject there were signifi-

cant dillercnces of opinion among various outside interpreters of

the National Socialist regime. According to one school ot thought,

the entire set-up was under the domination and control of German
industrialists and business men, with the government merely under-

writing the ticket as prepared by private interests. Other writers,

after studying the same organizations and their functioning, reached

the antithetical ccmclusion that German industrialists and business

men not only did not dominate and control the entire economic

situation but also were mere tools or pawns of the stale.

Still other writers, after studying the same organizations and their

functioning, reached the perhaps more reasonable conclusion that a

considerable amount of power and control was enjoyed by both

business men and industrialists, on the one hand, and by the govern-

ment on the other. Sweezy said:

The law does not give an exact definition ol the functions of the

individual organizations but transfers the functions and powers of the

former business associations to the new units. Any attempt to make
clear-cut divisions between the functions of these various formations

would be attributing to them a definiteness which does not exist in the

law. . . I’he machinery that is thus set up to supervise industry and
trade can be used to achieve almost any purpose so far as the formal
precisions are concerned. There are no longer any formal obstacles, in

view^ of the leadership principle, to controlling the business man lock,

stock, and barrel should the Minister of Kconomic Aflairs sec fit to do
so. By the same token there is nothing to prevent the business men from
doing exactly as they please if they have any means for controlling the

controllers. The facts c^f the case probably represent a compromise be-

tween these two extremes,

A somewhat similar opinion is expressed by Reimann, who says:

A superficial observer might easily claim that such a regime does not dif-

fer fundamentally from liberal capitalism; some governmental forms have

changed perhaps, but the rcMe and position of the capitalist or business-

man have remained what they were before. Money still rules the world

—

democratic or fascist. Such a conclusion would be just as false or incom-

plete as the opposite one, suggested in recent literature, that fascism is

18 M. Y. Swee/y, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, pp. 41-43. Reprinted by

permission of the President and Fellows of Harvard College.
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a new brand of feudalism in which the private capitalist has become
merely the tool of the state—where absolute power has entirely taken

the place of money powers ^

While power was nominally in the hands of governmental agen-

cies and officials, business men used bribes, both direct and indirect,

as the means of getting things done in Germany. Sometimes bribes

were paid directly to Party men and sometimes indirectly through

“legal advisers” or “contact men” who knew how to obtain con-

cessions. As a matter of fact, the racket seemed to work both ways.

Business men bribed and influenced Party officials and leaders, and

the latter put the bite on business men. Business men, of course,

did not always get exactly what they paid for, but it is well known
that many Party officials achieved an amazing degree of economic

success.

Laws and decrees are issued by the State according to immediate needs

and emergencies. Officials, trained only to obey orders, have neither the

desire, the equipment, nor the vision to modify rulings to suit individual

situations. The state bureaucrats, therefore, apply these laws rigidly and
mechanically without regard for the vital interests of essential parts of

the national economy. Their only incentive to modify the letter of the

law is in bribes from business men, who for their part use bribery as

their only means of obtaining relief from a rigidity which they find

crippling. So does corruption become a liberative force under lascismi

At the absolute top, of course, the leaders of the Party and gov-

ernment were supreme, in the sense that no business men were big

enough to prevail against Hitler and his immediate associates. This

is not to say, however, that big business men had no influence

with the National Socialist leaders.

Business men were unable to handle all their necessary dealings

with the government in person, so they employed legal advisers or

contact men.

Formerly the purchasing agent and the salesmanager were among the

most important members of a business organization. Today the emphasis

has shifted and a curious new business aide, a sort of combination “go-

between” and public-relations counsel is now all-important. His job—not

the least interesting outgrowth of the Nazi economic system—is to main-

tain good personal relations with officials in the Economic Ministry,

G. Reimann, The Vampire Economy, New York: The Vanguard Press, 1959,

p. 28. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

p. 42. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.
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where he is an almost daily caller; he studies all the new regulations and

decrees, knows how to interpret them in relation to his particular firm,

and is able to guess at what may be permitted or forbidden. In other

words, it is his business to know how far one can go without being

caught. He also develops special knowledge on how to camouflage private

interests so that they appear to be “interests of the community’' or of

the state. He knows how urgent the demand of a State department or

institution for a certain article may be and the effect of possible delays

in delivery, and, therefore, whether it will be possible to obtain a higher

price or a bonus for speedy delivery. Such a contact man knows whether,

when and how it is possible to obtain a special urgency certificate for

a certain article and when to complain about the refusal of such a

certificate. He also knows when to be satisfied with an ordinary certifi-

cate.

The contact man knew which governmental officials were devoted

Party men, and which w^re just ordinary army men, old fighters,

or conservatives. A good contact man was indispensable even to a

loyal Aryan firm.

With regard to the specific functioning of the individual or-

ganizations for the control of production, it may be said that actual

policies and programs were formulated by the Minister of Eco-

nomic Affairs and his advisers. The powers of the Minister of

Economic Affairs extended through the leader of the National Eco-

nomic Chamber down through all the functional and regional or-

ganizations. He had complete control over all nominations for office,

deputy officers, council members, and the leaders of all the various

groups. He removed officers at his discretion, made investigations,

obtained reports, called meetings, and supervised the finances and

conduct of all the control organizations. He had the power to de-

termine whether cartel agreements or individual decisions were

unfair, he could require outside firms to join a cartel if it seemed

that market regulation by voluntary agreements were being de-

feated by too strong an emphasis of individual over collective inter-

ests, and could forbid the establishment of new enterprises and the

expansion of existing establishments.

The programs and groups of regulations were enforced by means

of the Cooperative Council of Chambers of Industry and Commerce
and the local Chambers of Industry and Commerce. These policy-

enforcing organizations had the task of keeping the individual

pp. 44-45. Reprinted by permission of The Vanguard Press, New York.
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enterprisers and business men in line. The local Chambers of Ii>

dustry and Commerce were set up as public corporations. They were

legal representatives of the state and could levy taxes on their mem-
bers. All the various Groups (National, Main, Economic, and

Branch), the Provincial Economic Chambers, and the National

Economic Chamber would examine and discuss programs and

policies, take positions, form opinions, and give advice to the

higher authorities. The various Groups and Cliambcrs seemed to

have no real power and authority. I'hey wxre merely policy-debating

and opinion-shaping organizations. The individual business men
and industrialists wielded their inlluence, as previously suggested,

primarily by “reaching” the high leaders and officials of party and

government cither before or after policies had been formed and

controls had been set up.

Later Additions to the Nazi Organizations for the Control of Pro

duction. As time went on, the power of the German government

to control the productive activities of the economy was increased by

tlie development of new organizations. The Second Four-Year Plan

(largely for national economic self-sufficiency) was set in operation

in 1937 with Goering and a small group of advisers at its head.

Before long, there was quite a little overlapping and duplication be-

tween the activities of the leaders of the Second Four-Year Plan and

those of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, and this led to a reor-

ganization of the Ministry. In December, 1937, Goering announced

the appointment of some 20 important executives and engineers as

“leaders of defense industries” in aviation and it was disclosed that

about the same thing had already been done for the munitions and

shipbuilding industries. In 1938, special commissars or leaders were

appointed for the construction, machine building, and automobile

industries, and the same thing was done for the power industry in

1939. The functions of these leaders had to do with rationalization,

extensions of capacity, and determination of priorities for these

industries.

When World War II began in 1939, Hitler appointed a Council

for National Defense, headed by the ever present Goering, with wide

powers to control economic activities in the interests of the war

effort. The Council carried on its work through regional defense

commissars, provincial food and lumber bureaus, district economic

offices, special commi.ssioners to help out with the work of the

Chambers of Commerce, and local food and economic offices. The
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government decreed itself the power to conscript the productive

facilities and raw materials of private enterprises and to require

such enterprises to merge for purposes of pooling patents, erecting

new plants, increasing exports, and increasing efficiency in general.

Various associations of business men under the Estate of Industry

and Trade and other Estates were required to exact contributions

from their members to create funds with which to pay rent, interest,

and depreciation charges of plants and factories which were com-

pelled to close in the interests of the war effort.

The Council for National Defense was superseded early in 1940

by a new group, sometimes called the General Council for the War
Economy, also headed by Goering. The new Council was given

complete centralized control over all economic activities of the na-

tion, including the affairs of private business, the war department,

and the government. The Minister of Economic Affairs, who was

formerly the head of all the organizations for the control of pro-

duction, was definitely made subordinate to the new Council. Under
Goering and the Council, the chief administrative agencies seemed

to be the Four-Year Plan Office and the General Commissioner for

Economics, who was the newly created chief over the Ministers of

Economic Affairs, Labor, Finance, Food, and Forestry, The Four-

Year Plan Office carried out its functions in part directly and in

part through the agencies of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
general deputies for specific branches of industry and trade. Its func-

tions had to do primarily with increasing the efficiency of particular

industries and trades through measures of reorganization, standard-

ization, and rationalization, though it seemed to share with the

General Commissioner of Economics in the controlling of prices

through the Price Commissioner, the Price-Forming Offices, and the

Price-Supervising Offices.

The General Commissioner for Economics worked through the

agencies of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the other ministries

under his general control. The agencies in question included Reich

agencies for the rationing of raw materials and numerous dis-

tributing agencies for allocating raw materials to enterprises in spe-

cific branches of industry; leadership staffs for the economy in the

various states or provinces, regional economic offices, and local eco-

nomic offices; regional and local food offices for the rationing of

food; and regional timber offices for the rationing of timber. Among
these organizations, the regional economic offices apparently were of
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considerable importance. Subject to control from above, they could

issue commands to the Provincial Economic Chambers, the local

Chambers of Industry and Commerce, the Chambers of Handicrafts,

the provincial “group*' organizations, state mining agencies, of-

fices for foreign trade, and currency offices. They were expected “to

secure production, to protect indispensable trades and handicrafts,

to cooperate in safeguarding the supply of electric power, to execute

measures concerning the consumption of coal, oil, rubber, textile

materials, and soap, and to organize the collection of used ma-

terials.**

Since these new and strong control agencies were set up without

disbanding those which had previously existed, it is easy to conclude

that the position of the German business man or industrialist in the

war economy was a rather complicated one. In this section of our

study, we have been dealing for the most part with organizations for

the control of production, but we should not make the mistake of

assuming that the German business man was responsible only to

such organizations. Actually he was responsible to or was influenced

by a great and bewildering variety of governmental and govern-

ment-sponsored organizations in other phases of economic activity,

as we shall see in later chapters.

Advantages of Fascist Controls over Production, From the point

of view of attaining efficiency in production, there are some things

to be said for the types of controls over production used in Italy

and Germany. In the first place, they gave the government the

necessary power to direct production and to attain its desired ob-

jectives without taking the customary capitalistic incentives away

from industrialists and business men. That is, private individuals

continued to own and operate the industries and businesses of the

countries and to be motivated by considerations of profit and loss.

This situation may readily be better, from the point of view of

efficiency, than the one in which the governments own and operate

the industries and businesses, and business men are reduced to the

status of governmental employees on a salary, while governmental

control over production may be as complete in the one case as in

the other.

The industrialists and business men of Germany and Italy, or at

least the larger enterprises and combinations of enterprises, seemed

17 F. L. Neumann, Behemoth: The Structure and Practice of National So-

cialism, p. 249.
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to fare rather well under fascism. The fascist objectives of conquest,

glory, and stabilization of the regime appeared to be quite con-

sistent with the desires of big business for full and profitable utiliza-

tion of productive facilities. There was a strong, government-spon-

sored concentration movement in industry and business in each

country, thousands of small industrialists and business men were

eliminated, and many new combinations and cartels ^were formed.

Large firms and combinations were assigned the responsibility for

founding and operating new firms and industries made necessary by

the self-sufficiency programs. The payment of dividends by corpora-

tions was strictly limited, but this affected only the distribution of

profits and did not set any limit on corporate profits as such. Even

under strict price control, the enterprises with the greatest efficiency

and lowest costs could still make plenty of money, though how
much of their profits they retained after paying taxes was another

matter. Finally, the fascist policies with respect to labor were al-

ways quite favorable for the employers.

The results, in terms of profits, may be seen in the German situa-

tion. Statistics for the largest 46 per cent of German corporations,

which owned roughly 92 per cent of total corporate capital, showed

that the average profit ratio (net earnings as a percentage of net

worth) increased from —10.59 per cent in 1931 and —3.65 per cent

in 1932 to 4.22 per cent in 1935, 5.30 per cent in 1936, 6.16 per cent

in 1937, and 5.66 per cent in 1938.^® That production did not be-

come less profitable for large German businesses afte!r the beginning

of World War II is suggested by the report that, by the middle of

1942, 833 large corporations had increased their capital from 4.9

to 7.8 billion marks by means of the reinvestment of profits.^® Such

statistics, of course, did not tell us what had happened to the smaller

corporations which made up 54 per cent of the total number but

owned only 8 per cent of total corporate capital, nor did they

disclose the fate of unincorporated German business men.
The concentration and combination movement was another

factor with implications for the efficiency of production in the

fascist countries. In Italy the government sponsored numerous car-

tels or combinations in important industries, including the ship-

building, iron and steel, chemicals, rayon, railway equipment,
cement, and electric bulb industries, and permitted the formation

18 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 73.

Fact, January 25, 1943, p. 3.
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of numerous agreements among the firms in individual industries

for purposes of price fixing, market sharing, and production control.

The government also facilitated many business mergers, through

tax concessions and otherwise. In the ten years before 1927, there

had been only 160 business mergers in Italy. From the middle of

1927 to the middle of 1929, there were 221 mergers involving a

total capital pf 10 billion lire and resulting in the elimination of

878 firms. From 1930 to 1932, there were 244 additional mergers

involving 13 billion lire and 364 firms. By 1935, one-fourth of the

total number of Italian corporations controlled 95 per cent of all

cor{)orate capital, and 118 firms (amounting to one-half of one per

per cent of the total number) controlled 48 per cent of total cor-

porate capital. 20 Monopolies and quasi-monopolies became relatively

common.
In Germany, the total number of corporations was 5518 in 1938.

It had been 11,690 in 1928. Over the same period, the corporations

with a capital of 5 million marks or over declined in number only

from 750 to 616. These giant corporations, which had controlled

about 56 per cent of the total capital of all corporations in 1928,

controlled 77 per cent in 1938, although they were only 11 per cent

of the total number of corporations at that time. From 1938 to

1939, the total number of corporations declined further from 5518

to 5353, but their total capital increased from 17.75 to 20.34

billion marks.2i

In addition to the large number of mergers, there was a con-

siderable development of cartels in Germany under National Social-

ism. In 1933, the powers of the cartel court were transferred to the

Minister of Economic Affairs, who could decide whether cartel

arrangements and individual decisions were unfair. Again, the

Minister was given the power to make outside firms join cartels,

and he could prohibit the establishment of new firms and the ex-

pansion of existing firms. These powers were used on numerous

occasions. The Minister could compel or prevent changes in cartel

agreements, restrict the use of existing productive facilities, and

establish the rights and duties of cartel members. Since many of

these restrictions were capable of operating to the benefit of mem-
bers of cartels, the attractiveness of the cartel form was increased

20 C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Action. New York: Oxford University

Press, 1939, pp. 121-122.

Foreign Commerce Weekly, January 4, 1911, pp. 13-14.
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and the number of cartels increased from 2000 in 1925 to 2200 in

19^55 and 2500 in 1936.^“ Many additional cartels were formed in

later years.

Besides those who were absorbed by larger firms, thousands of

small industrialists and business men were forced out of business

because they could not continue operating under the officially set

prices for their products, because they could not obtain funds for

modernizing their plants, because they could not secure stocks of

raw materials or finished products from the rationing or distribut-

ing boards, or because their workers were shifted bodily to other

plants in the same industry or in other industries. The elimination

of weak and inefficient producers in various fields, or their absorp-

tion by larger and more efficient concerns, may have contributed

something to the overall efficiency of production in the fascist coun-

tries. Moreover, the efficiency of governmental control was probably

increased, since the government could deal more effectively with a

few large firms than with many small ones in a given industry.

Bedsides the fac tors which have been mentioned, the fascist econo-

mies like other completely controlled systems, could go far toward

the elimination of the so-called competitive wastes in production.

Through the combination movement and otherwise they could cut

down the dujilication of productive facilities and idle productive

capacity. They could reduce the undue proliferation of styles,

shapes, sizes, and varieties of goods and concentrate on a smaller

number of standardized varieties. J hey could limit the amount of

time, effort, and money devoted to advertising and selling activities,

and they could discourage the tendency to waste which is often

present in the competitive exploitation of natural resources. Finally,

they could keep their productive systems operating at high and rela-

tively stable levels and avoid the depressions which are likely to

occur at times in uncontrolled economies.

Disadvantages of Fascist Controls over Production, On the other

hand, there were a number of factors in the fascist systems for

controlling production which were less favorable from the point of

view of efficiency. One, of course, was the overwhelming complexity

of the controls and control organizations. Foreigners in Germany
before the war were amazed to discover, for example, that the

government found it necessary to regulate such a simple profession

as chimney sweeping by means of 24 pages of orders printed in fine

22 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 94.
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type .
23 They could scarcely believe that in modern Germany the

house-wrecking business found “its place in the Nazi organization

and regulation of the national economy under this title: ‘Special-

Sub - Group - for- Busi nesses - Engaged-in-Wreck ing-and-Tearing-Down

of the Special-Group-for-Businesses-Engaged-in-Dealing-in Old-and-

Waste-Materials in the Group-for-Businesses-Engaged-in-the-Whole-

sale-Import-and-Export-Trade/ 24 And their feeling amounted al-

most to consternation when they read a report in the newspaper

concerning a meeting of representatives of the “Special-Sub-Group-

for - Businesses - Engaged -in -Producing-and -Dealing -in -Technical

-

Chcmicals-and-Technical-Raw-Materials“ with representatives of the

“Special - Sub - (b oup - for - Busincsses-Engaged-in-Producing-and-Deal-

ing-in-Vegetable-Drugs“ of the “Special-Group-for-Businesses-En-

gaged- in -Producing - and - Dealing - in -Technical - Oils-and-Fat-Drugs-

and-Rubber” of the “Group-for-Businesses-Engaged-in thc-Whole-

sale-Import-and-Export-Trade.” 23

Not infrequently the complexity of the National Socialist control

organizations must have been greatly confusing to the German
business men themselves. But, it has been said, “There is only one

formula the nazis seem to know for dealing with this confusion:

whenever the situation threatens to get completely out of hand,

they set up a new office to coordinate and rationalize the ones al-

ready in existence. In time, even the coordinators and rationalizers

bea^me so numerous and- so confusing—and confused—that coor-

dinators of the coordinators %ave to be appointed to rationalize the

rationalizers/' 20 As someone said, after a leading Nazi official was

reported to have lost his mind: “It was not surprising that a man
in a position of responsibility in the nazi economic and financial

system should go mad—the surprising thing about it was that any-

one should have noticed that he was mad." 27

Amid such a welter of control agencies, and especially when, as

sometimes happened, the power to control a particular phase of

economic life (for example, prices) was divided among four or five

different agencies of the government, business men in the fascist

countries had difficulty in deciding just who their bosses were or

23 W. R. Deuel, People Under Hitler. New York: Harcourt, Rrace and Com-
pany, Inc., 1912, p. 339.

Ibid., p. 339. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

^^Ibid., pp. 339-340. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

2fi Ibid., pp. 337-338. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

Ibid., pp. 336. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.
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where they should look for guidance or orders. Delays in getting

decisions, or in securing permits to do this or tliat, were trouble-

some in the extreme. Business men and industrialists were given fat

sheaves of regulations to comply with and the ordinary individual

would find it impossible even to uncferstand all the regulations, let

alone to comply with them, and this was especially true when
various regulations conflicted with each other.

The government also furnished business men and industrialists

with an almost endless succession of forms, reports, and question-

naires, all to be filled out post haste and usually in quintuplicate

or septuplicate. The amount of “paper work” which resulted was

practically beyond description. In short, the fascist policy seemed to

be to tie the business man hand and foot and then tell him to go

ahead, operate his business, and make profits. The result would be

either that the business man would become hopelessly enmeshed in

regulations and red tape so that he could not operate his business

efficiently or else that corruption, evasion of regulations, black

marketing, and bribery of government officials would flourish so that

businesses might continue to operate. In either case, the results

desired by the fascist leaders wwdd not be completely obtained.

Italian Industrial Production, 1 timing now to industrial produc-

tion, in Table 5 we present statistics on the output of a few im-

portant industrial commodities in Italy after the advent of fascism.

TABLE 5.

PRODUCTION OF IMPORTANT INDUSTRIAL COMMODITIES
IN HALT IN SELECTED TEARS

Item Unit

1922

Output

1927

Output

1932

Output

1937

Output

1940

Output

Iron and steel Thousand tons 1,046.0 1,721.8 1,497.1 2,086.9 2,.S00.0

Perphosphates Thousand tons 947.6 1,371.5 661.6 1,333.2

Sulphuric acid Thousand tons 485.4 820.0 562.0 1,642.1

Electric power Billion kil(jwatt-

hours 8.4 10.3 14.4 17.1

Raw silk Thousand kilo-

grams 3,989.8 5,009.8 3,927.0 2,861.0

Rayon Thousand kilo-

grams 2,593. 24,406. 34,038. 124,388.

Cotton yarn Thousand tons 154.3 169.1 170.4“

Cotton cloth Thousand tons 100.9 116.0 73.2 79.6“

sources: W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy^ pp. 198-200; The Economist (London)’
May 17, 1941, p. 657.

* 1936 output.
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Most of tlicsc statistics show the effect of the l)oom period from

1922 to 1927, the great depression that followed, and the recovery

of the 1930’s. Since productive activities in Italy came under com-

plete governmental control only in the last few years of the Fascist

regime, we should not expect the statistics to indicate anything very

significant concerning the effects of the Fascist control organizations

on industrial prodiu tion. With the beginning of the war, Italy went

under an almost complete statistical blackout, and only occasional

figures for production leaked out.

GerTnan Industrial Production. Under the influence of recovery

from the great de])ression and the armaments and self-sufficiency

programs, industrial production in Germany increased by leaps and

bounds in the first several years under National Socialism. I’he

index numbers of industrial j^roduction presented in "Fable 6 show

that industrial production in 1938 was more than double that of the

depression year of 1932. However, they also indicate that the pro-

duction of capital goods in 1938 was about three times as great as in

1932, while the production of consumers’ goods was less than 50

per cent greater in 1938 than in 1932. Since these index numbers

use 1928 as the base year, it is also obvious that, while the produc-

tion of capital goods in 1938 was about 36 per cent greater than in

1928, the production of consumers’ goods was only about 8 per cent

greater. However, even these figures should not be used with too

great enthusiasm. One estimate of German national income daims
that per capita income, as deflated for changes in the value of

money, increased only 23 per cent from 1932 to 1938 and only 13

TABLE 6.

INDEX NUMBERS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, CAPITAL
GOODS PRODUCTION, AND CONSUMERS^ GOODS PRODUCTION IN

GERMANT, 1932-38

Index of Industrial Index of Capital Goods Index of Consumers' Goods

Tear Production {1928 ~ 100) Production {1928 — 100) Production {1928 - 100)

1932 58.7 45.7 78.1

1933 65.5 53.7 82.9 ‘

1934 83.3 77.2 87.6

1935 95.8 99.4 91.0

1936 106.7 112.9 97.5

1937 116.7 126.0 102.8

1938 124.7 135.9 107.8

1939 (May) 130.1 148.9 116.1

source: Institut fur Konjunkturforschung, Statistik des In- und Ausland.
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per cent from 1929 to 1938. Moreover, most of the increase in the

national income went into the armaments program and it is esti-

mated that, if we eliminate the goods produced for the armaments

program, per capita income, including both civilian consumption

and ordinary civilian investment, increased only about 8 per cent

from the depths of the depression.2«

Fcisclst Industrial Production in Wartime. In the period of World

War II Italian industry had all it could do to hang on and keep

running. It was seriously handicapped by the loss of foreign markets

and sources of supplies and materials and became more and more

dependent upon whatever the German economy could spare. Ger-

many was apparently somewhat better prepared than Italy at the

beginning of the war, and of course her successes in the early years

of the war provided her with considerable additional amounts of

materials, supplies, equipment, and machinery. However, as the war

wore on, and especially as allied air attacks on Germany became in-

creasingly severe and widespread, German industry also had grave

difficulty in maintaining production.

In both economies, of course, productive activity was concen-

trated increasingly in war industries and governmental controls over

production became more and more direct, specific, and severe.

Industries producing consumers’ goods were permitted to run only

a few hours per week or were even closed down altogether at times.

Scarce materials were severely rationed among industries and firms,

with large proportions being reserved for use in war production.

Thus, firms producing consumers’ goods, even though they had per-

mission to operate, were sometimes unable to do so because they

lacked necessary materials. Firms were required to report their

stocks of scarce materials, the consumption of these stocks, and their

prospective needs for later periods. Intensive drives were carried on

to collect and reuse scrap and waste materials. Industries producing

consumers’ goods were required to limit themselves to the pro-

duction of one or two standard types of goods and were made to

use considerable amounts of ersatz or substitute materials in their

production. Finally, manufacturers were often required to report

their stocks of finished products and reserve considerable portions

for governmental use.

Heavy penalties were provided for violations of these various con-

trols. Individuals could be sentenced to death for withholding large

28 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, pp. 201-205.
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amounts of goods from normal consumption or for the destruction

of raw materials, agricultural products, or industrial commodities.

Fines and imprisonment were provided lor small-scale hoarding, the

failure to deliver requisitioned goods, false bookkeeping entries to

avoid compulsory pooling or requisitioning, the use of goods lor

other than allotted purposes, dealing in violation of rationing regu-

lations, obtaining rationed goods in excess of allotted quantities,

and offering goods lor sale at higher than official prices.^^’ In spite

of all controls and penalties, however, industrial production in the

fascist countries eventually proved entirely inadeejuate for the at-

tainment of the objectives which had been set up by the fascist

leaders.

QUESTIONS

1. How is production controlled in the nationalized industries in Brit-

ain under partial socialism? Explain.

2. What are the bases for the hopes of the Labor Government that a

high degree of elficiency will be attained in the nationalized indus-

tries in Britain?

3. ‘Xiovernmental control over private industries and businesses is very

complete and severe in Britain under partial socialism." Show
whether you agree.

4. Comment on the results obtained in the field of industrial production

in Britain under partial socialism.

5. Explain the nature of the "category corporations" in Italy under

fascism.

6. How were the category corporations used as instruments of govern-

mental control over production? Explain.

7. Explain the relationships which existed between the various organiza-

tions which operated under the auspices of the Estate of Industry

and Trade in Germany under fascism.

8. Distinguish between National Groups, Main Groups, Economic
Groups, and Branch Groups in the fascist organization for controlling

production in Germany.
9. "The most striking feature of the fascist organization for controlling

production in Germany was its extreme complexity.” Explain,

10. "The control of production under fascism in Germany was really

divided between business men and the government." Do you* agree?

Explain.

11. "With the beginning of World War II, the power of the German
government to control the productive activities of the economy was
increased through the development of new organizations." Explain.

12. “From the point of view of attaining efficiency in production, there

Foreign Commerce Weekly, September 13, 1941, p. 34.
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were some things to be said for the types of controls over production

used in Italy and Germany under fascism.” Show whether you agree,

LH. ‘‘There was a strong concentration and combination movement in

industry in both Italy and Germany under fascism.” Explain and

illustrate.

H. “Controlled economies of the fascist type can go far toward eliminat-

ing the competitive wastes in production which often exist in capital-

istic systems.” Explain.

15. Wiiat were the disadvantages of the kinds of controls over production

that were used in Italy and Germany under fascism? Explain.

16. “In the period of World War II, governmental controls over produc-

tion in Italy and Germany became more direct and more specific

than formerly.” Explain.

17. “'The incentives in a fascist system of controlled production may be

superior to those in a socialist system.” Do you agree? Explain.

18. “In both Italy and Germany under fascism, governmental control

over productive activities was achieved by superimposing control

agencies upon what was basically a capitalistic organization of pro-

duction.” Explain and illustrate.



CHAPTER 9

AGRICULTURE

Agriculture under Capitalism

In theory, agriculture is to be organized and operated very much
like any other industry in a capitalistic economic system. Individuals

are Irce to become farmers, to put into agricultural production as

large ejuan titles of the productive factors as they can obtain, to pro-

duce any crops they like in any quantities that seem desirable, to

organize their businesses as single enterprises, partnerships, corpora-

tions, or cooperative enterprises, and to operate their businesses in

pursuit of private profits. In practice, in the United States, corpora-

tions are comparatively rare in agricultural production. I’he firms or

enterprises in agricidture are more numerous and smaller than those

in manufacturing and other industries. Large-scale farming is prac-

ticed, of course, but the large-scale farm is much smaller than the

large-scale firm in other industries. Conditions are more nearly

competitive in agriculture than in most other lines of production

and the individual farmer is (juite powerless to aflect the prices

which he receives for his products or the prices which he must pay

for productive factors or for finished manufactured goods. In the

absence of monopolistic tendencies, the farmer is unable to pursue

profits by restricting rather than expanding output or by maintain-

ing rigid prices through periods of good and bad business. Since

the farmer owns a considerable part of the productive agents which

he employs and since he has rather important fixed costs in the form

of interest and taxes, he is likely to continue to operate at or near

full capacity even when market conditions are unfavorable, in order

to obtain some return from the productive agents which he owns.

The Agricultural Problem in the United States, With conditions

differing considerably as between agricultural production and most

other fields of production, it is a rare capitalistic economy which has

236
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not had an “agricultural problem’' in recent years. The United

States has been no exception to the rule in this respect. Agricultural

production in the United States increased rapidly during and alter

World War I under the influence of a tremendous domestic and

foreign demand for farm products, the mechanization of agriculture,

impioved methods of cultivation, the bringing of much new land

under cultivation, specialization in the raising of money crops for

the market, and the reduced need for land to raise feed crops for

farm animals. Exports of agricultural products increased sharply

and the gross farm income of the country more"than doubled Irom

1914 to 1919. In 1918, the prices received by farmers stood at 202

(with 1909-14 as the base) while the prices paid by farmers were only

up to 176. In 1919, these two index numbers were 213 and 202

respectively.’ Therefore, the farm income of this country increased

both absolutely and in relative purchasing power during the war

and early postwar years.

After World War 1 was over, agricultural production improved in

the former belligerent countries of Europe, and some of them at-

tempted to increase agricultural production far beyond the prewar

levels. American farmers also faced increased competition from

other agricultural areas in the markets of the world. Our high tariff

policy after the war hindered our farmers in their efforts to retain

export markets, and the eventual and inevitable curtailment ol the

large loans which Americans had been making to other countries

had a similar effect. Changes in the American diet and the adoption

of prohil)ition are supposed to have had a depressing effect on the

domestic market for some farm prcxlucts. Flowever, in the face of

unfavorable cemditions of demand, American farm acreage and pro-

duction were very well maintained both in the 1920’s and during

the years of depression after 1929.

As a result, the American farmers were greatly distressed by the

“scissors problem," or the great and growing disparity between the

prices which larrneis received for their products and the prices

which they had to pay for the products of other industries. In the

“prosperous” days of 1929, prices received by farmers stood at H6,

while those paid by farmers were at 153 (on the basis of 1909-14

prices as 100). In 1931, prices received by farmers were at 87, while

those paid by farmers were at 124, and in 1932 the two index num-

^ Statistical Abstract of the United Slates, 193r), pp. 680*681.
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hers were 65 and 107, respectively.- Although the farm })rol)lern was

really a group of closely related problems, wliich included soil

erosion, dust and flood control, the migration of farm workers, farm

debts, farm credit, tax delincpiency, share-cropping, farm tenancy,

and many other matters, the main farm problem had to do with

agricultural prices and income.

Solving the Agricultural Problem Under American Capitalism,

Occasional attempts to deal with the American agricidtural problem

were made during the I920’s, and in the great dc])ression after 1929

the farm situation became so serious that drastic governmental ac-

tion seemed to be required. However, the federal government of the

United States, as the government of a capitalistic system, was greatly

handicapped in dealing with the farm problem. It coidd not take

over and operate American agriculture, it could not ( ompel Ameri-

can farmers to band together into large-scale coo})erativc farm

enterprises, and it could not directly withdraw large quantities of

land and other productive instruments from agriculture or lift large

numbers. of farmers bodily from agriculture and transplant them in

industry. While the [)rogram of the Roosevelt Administration lor

dealing with the agricultural problem embodied quite a number
of phases, the principal part involved the payment of cash benefits

to farmers to get them to operate their productive facilities at a rate

well below normal capacity. The purpose of the program was ob-

viously to get the farmers better prices and a greater total income

for their restricted outputs in addition to the benefit payments

which they received.

While the exact results of the operation of the Agricultural Ad-

justment Act of 1933 and Agricultural Adjustment Administration

have never been determined, the Act was under heavy criticism

during its short life. It was found unconstitutional by the Supreme

Court in January, 1936. The Agricultural Adjustment Administra-

tion continued to exist and, in February, 1936, a previously existing

Soil Conservation Act was amended and enlarged for the purpose of

permitting a continuation of the crop-control program by connect-

ing it with an attempt to deal with problems of soil erosion. A new
Farm Act was passed in 1938 that provided for the continued opera-

tion of the Soil Conservation Act, and its payments to farmers, in

normal times. In years of overproduction, however, more stringent

methods of control, involving acreage allotments, marketing quotas,

2 Ibid.
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discriminatory commodity loans, and other devices, go into eflect for

the purpose of controJling production and maintaining prices.

Except to the extent that the government lias been buying up and

withdrawing from use some millions of acres of low-grade farm

land, it must be said that the government’s program has not been

successful in providing a long-run solution of the American agricul-

tural problem. In other words, it has succeeded only in decreasing

output by lowering the rate of operation of existing farm ]:>roduc-

live facilities, and has not resulted in the withdrawal of large cpian-

titics of productive facilities and farmers from agriculture. During

World War II, the foreign and domestic demand for American farm

products increased sharply once more and the farmers enjoyed great

prosperity. In spite of expanding production, the prices of farm

products rose both absolutely and relatively to the prices of other

goods, and farm income rose to new all-time record levels.

The wartime problem in agriculture was to secure enough farm

products rather than to restrain production and prevent surpluses,

so that various controls provided by the Act of 1938 could be largely

relaxed. However, payments to farmers under the Soil Conservation

and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 went forward as usual during

the war period. In addition, it was thought necessary to take certain

steps to stimulate agricultural production. The most important of

these w^as a series of acts which placed price floors under agricul-

tural products and promised a continuance of parity price guaran-

tees into the postwar period. The agricultural situation in the

United States remained favorable in the first three years after the

war, but it is still possible that the agricultural problem will spring

up again in all its former glory later on. As wc shall see, the govern-

ments of the controlled economies are able to use somewhat more

effective, though harsher, methods than those employed by the

government of a capitalistic economy in dealing with j:)roblems of

agricultural maladjustment.

Agriculture in Soviet Russia

Agriculture under Socialism and Communism, Comparatively lit-

tle is said in the prospectus of modern socialism as an ideal

theoretical system concerning the organization and operation of

agriculture. We noted in Chapter 7 that a modern socialistic system

might not be in any great hurry to socialize agricultural production,
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and that it might permit all or a large part ol agricultural produc-

tion to he operated by cooperative enterprises or even by private

individuals for a long time. We have also referred to some of the

devices which a socialistic economy could use for controlling such

private or cooperative produc tion and bringing it into adjustment

with the general economic plans for the whole economy. Since they

anticipate no very serious agricultural })roblcnis in the system which

they advocate, modern socialists have little to offer in the way ol

detailed suggestions for handling agricultural prol)iems under social-

ism. For concrete details as to the organization, opeiation, and

])r()blcms of agriculture in a socialistic economy, we must refer to

the experience of Soviet Russia. It is also true that very little of a

specific character has been said or written on the subject of the

operation of agriculture under a system of modern communism.

Early Conditions in Russian Agricidture, Russia at the time* of the

revoltition was predominantly an agriculttiral economy, but her

peasant system of agriculture was most unproductive and inefficient,

lliere had been as high as 35 bad crop years in 50, and there were

only three good harvests in the first 10 years of Soviet rule. The
individual j)easant’s land area was small and tending to become

smaller. Moreover, each peasant had several small strips of land

to cuiti\'ate and the strips were often located miles apart. Fliere was

little incentive to impro\'e the land l)ccausc of periodic redistribu-

tion of the peasant holdings. A third ol tlie peasants had no iron

plough and a fourth of them had no horse or ox. Little manure was

used and almost no artificial fertilizer. There was virtually no rota-

tion of crops and almost no weeding or cultivation. Grains were still

reaped with the hand sickle and threshed with the flail. The peas-

ants had little direct connection with the revolution and all it meant

to most of them was a vague notion that they would get more land.

The only people in agriculture who were sufficiently intelligent and

well trained to serve as the basis for making a system of socialized

agriculture operate successfully were out of sympathy with the new
regime.

On the basis of these conditions, the Soviet regime faced* a most

difficult problem in converting Russian farms into efficient large-

scale units capable of furnishing large surpluses of food for the

growing urban and industrial population and large quantities of

raw materials for industry. During the early years of War Com-
munism, the system of “food collections” under which the govern-
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rncnt seized most of what the peasants produced caused a great

decline in agricultural production. The land under cultivation de-

clined from 91 to 54 million hectares, the grain crop fell from 65

to 27 million tons, and the yield per hectare slumped from 7.08

centners to 4.80.*^ There was some revival of Russian agricultuie

under the New Economic Policy (1921-27). However, there were

severe restrictions on the right of peasants to sell their produce on

the open market, on the size of peasant land holdings, and on their

right to rent land or hire help; and the government required large

compulsory deliveries of farm produce at low [)rices. Since the prices

that they could get for their goods were low and the prices that

they had to pay for manufactured goods were high, the Russian

farmers, like those of other countries, suflercd from the well-known

“scissors problem/’ The farmers would not furnish large quantities

of food and materials for the urban and industrial population so

long as manufactured goods were scarce and high priced, and

Russian industries, faced with a shortage of food and materials,

could turn out only a relatively few, high-cost goods for the farmers.

The Collectivization of Russian Agriculture, In spite of the un-

favorable conditions existing at the time, the First Five-Year Plan

(1928-‘'52) counted upon the rapid development of agricidtural pro-

duction. On the other hand, it was intended to go slowly in the

matter of socializing agriculture, and the plan called for at least

75 per cent of the marketable farm produce to come from the

privately owned sector of agriculture even at the end of the five-year

period. However, agricultural conditions remained most unfavor-

able. The total amount of land under cultivation and the size of

leading food and industrial or technical crops remained below the

1913 level. Little if any progress was made in livestock raising, and

there was no grain for export in 1928. The harvest in 1929 was poor

but the government nevertheless undertook to seize 13.9 million

tons of grain. Peasant resistance was strong. Crops were left to rot

in the fields or were burned or hidden from the collectors after the

harvest. As a result, the leaders decided to bring agriculture

under collectivization much more rapidly than had been originally

planned.

In 1930, some 25,000 Communists were sent out into the country

with absolute powers to bring about collectivization. There followed

3 N. de Easily, Russia under Soviet Rule. London: Georeje Allen and Unwin,
Ltd., 1938, p. 255. One hectare = 2.47 acres, and one centner = 220.46 pounds.
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what is usually called the liquidation of the “kulaks,” or well-to-do

farmers. Most descriptions of this jnoccss are harrowing, to say the

least.^ Thousands of resisting peasants were shot, and millions of

others (some say four or five millions) were evicted from their

homes and lands. Their possessions were seized, even their warm
clothing was taken away, and they were loaded into unheated cattle

cars for transportation to Siberia or some other remote region where

they died like flies from cold, hunger, and exhausting labor. Some-

times only the men were taken away, aiid the women and children

were left at home to starve. Nor was the liquidation limited to the

really pr(3Sj)erous peasants. Where no kulaks actually existed, some

were invenled, and anyone a little better off than his neighbors was

likely to suffer the sad fate of becoming a kulak in the eyes ol the

Communists. 1 his meant, in effect, that hard work and initiative

were penalized wherever found, the incentives of the remaining

peasants were destroyed, and exactly those peasants were elimi-

nated whose skill, knowledge, and industry might have led to the

development and improvement of Russian agriculture.

7 he remaining peasants were driven into collective or cooperative

farms and were supposed to pool tlieir productive instruments and

livestock. But they regarded this pooling as expropriation and many
peasants killed their livestock and ate it or sold it and hid the

money. Since they were rcc[uircd to deliver their surplus agricultural

products to the government, the newly created collective farmers de-

cided to raise just enough produce for themselves. But the govern-

ment took its compulsory deliveries anyhow and the peasants were

left to starve on the remainder of the crops. Some estimates have it

that from 5 to 10 million persons perished from starvation during

the famine conditions of 1931 and 1932.^^ Later on in the chapter,

we shall see in greater detail just what happened to agricultural

production and livestock on hand during the operation of the First

Five-Year Plan. Just at present we are more interested in the collec-

tivization process itself.

In 1928, state farms had used 1.7 million hectares, or 1.5 per cent

of the total cultivated area, and collective farms had used 2.6 million

hectares, or 2.2 per cent of the total. Individual peasants still culti-

4 See, for example, F. Utley, The Dream We Lost, pp. 50-55; and A. Yugow,
Russia’s Economic Front for War and Peace, New York: Harper and Brothers,

1912, p. 45.

6 M. T. Florinsky, Toward an Understanding of the U,S,S.R,, p. 197.

6 F. I'tley, The Dream We Lost, p. 55.
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vated 108.7 million hectares, or 96.3 per cent of the total." By the

end of 1931, 60 per cent of the peasant farms had been c ollect ivized,

and about 78 per cent of the cultivated area was collectivi/ed by the

end of the five-year period.^ Just before World War II began, there

were something over a million individual farmers, but they cul-

tivated only about 900,000 hectares, or 0.6 per cent of the total

cultivated area. The state farms (sovkhosy) operated on 12.1 million

hectares, or 9.1 per cent of the total cultivated area, and the collec-

tive farms (kolkhozy) had 117.2 million hectares, c^r 8.5. (i per cent of

the total. The rest of the land was cultivated by individual collec-

tive farmers as their personal homesteads, and by workers and

employees in other industries.

The State Farms. In examining the present organization of Soviet

agriculture, wt turn first to the state farms. As of January 1, 1947,

there were 4234 of these farms.^^ How much of their formerly cul-

tivated area has been actually returned to cultivation since the war

is not known but, cm the basis of their old total cultivated area,

their average size would be around 2929 hectares, or 7235 acres.

Most of the state farms are highly specialized agricultural units.

For example, there were in 1938 some 471 grain farms, 407 fruit

and grape farms, 755 cattle farms, 650 pig farms, 200 sheep farms,

119 horse farms, 180 sugar beet farms, 95 poultry farms, 100 farms

growing special crops (tea, tobacco, rubber j)lants), and 836 sub-

urban truck farms and miscellaneous farms.^^ I he state farms rais-

ing particular products are gathered together under trusts which are

very similar to those in industry, and the trusts are in turn respon-

sible to the Ministry of State Farms.

The internal organization of the state farms is comparatively

simple. All the land, buildings, machinery, and productive equip-

ment in general is owned by the government (or by the people as

a whole through the government), and the farms are managed by

government-appointed directors. The employees of the state farms

are simply wage-workers, who have no more direct interest in the

enterprises than the ordinary industrial workers have in their fac-

tories and have no claim on the products of the state farms. The

7 Russian Economic Notes, Number 21, pp. 1-5.

8 B. Brutzkus, Economic Planning in Soviet Russia, p. 156; M. T. Florinsky,

Toward an Understanding of the U.S.S.R., pp. 159-160.

8 A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 327.

Harry Schwartz, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 54.

11 A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 334.
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workers and their families have the use of various common facilities,

such as living quarters, dining rooms, day nurseries, kindergartens,

and various other educational and recreational facilities, and they

may own small numl)ers of domestic animals, but no drait animals.

Fhe workers are quite well treated apparently in the matter of

wages. In 1937, when the average wage in industry was 2772 rubles

per year, a skilled worker on a state farm was getting from 4000 to

5000 rubles annually,’- An attempt is made to j)ay the workers on

a piecework basis, and each state larm has a “director’s fund,” simi-

lar to those in industry, into which portions c:)f planned and un-

planned profits are paid for use in connection with various local

benefits and impioveinents. 1 lie full-time workers c:)n the state farms

number a little less than two millions.

The early state farms were made from old landed estates, formerly

uncultivated areas, and reclaimed land, and did ncjt result from the

combining ol cc:)llec tive farms or the holdings of individual jieasants.

Later some state iarms were made out of land, formerly cultivated

by individuals, which had not yet been assigned to collective farms,

rhe state farms were intended to increase agricultural production

by enlarging the land area under cultivation, by utilizing modern

efficient methods, and by serving as experimental stations and mod-

ern agricultural centers to give an example to the other agricultural

enter})rises of the country. As originally set up, the state farms were

extremely large. In 1930, the state grain farms averaged 116,000

hectares or about 286,500 acres.’* Not only did the individual farms

embrace hundreds of thousands of acres, but they operated “with

huge fleets of combines, batteries of searchlights for night work,

radios sending orders to the harvesters encamped for weeks in the

distant fields, airplanes bringing their medicines, magazines, and

entertainers,” ”

The Soviet leaders invested large sums in the state farms and

they became mechanized to a much greater extent than the collec-

tive farms. On the state farms, 94.5 per cent of the plowing, 95 per

cent of the hauling, and 80 per cent of the other work was done by

machinery even before World War II.’-' They received tlie best

12 A. V’u^ow, Russia's Ecoiuwnc front for War and Peace. New York: Harper

and Brothers, 1912, p. 59.

I'lM. r. Florinsky, Toiuard an Vnderslayiding of the U.S.S.R., p. 198.

14 A. R. Williams, The Soviets, p. 173. Reprinted by peunission of the pub-

lishers.

i^>A. Yugow, Russians Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 59.
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types of equipment, and were the first to be given selected seeds and

artificial fertilizers. As the state farms increased in mimber from

1400 in 1928 to well over 4000 in 19M, and as the quantity of cul-

tivated land at their disposal increased Irom 1.7 to IG million

hectares, many people concludetl that the Soviet leaders intended to

convert all Russian agriculture into state farms sooner or laU i and

that the collective farms were merely being tolerated as a transi-

tional form of organization.

This conclusion was unwarranted. To be sure, the state fairns

achieved great increases in total physical output, in \ alue-product,

and in the out}iut per work-day or work-hour, and belore the war

they ])roduced some 10 per cent of the total grain crop and 15 to

20 ]jer cent of the marketed grain. On the other hand, the state

farms incurred the severe displeasure of the Soviet leadeis. Fhey

opeiated at a loss year after year, in the sense that they e.\( ceded

their budget estimates of cost while actual income lell shot t of

budget figures. Tliey were criticized for cultivating only a small

fraction of their total area of 84.2 million hec tares. They wei e l)adly

managed in part because of slackne.ss or dishonesty of the manage-

ment and in part because they were too large to be managed

elfe(ti^ely by anyone. I.abor and management tinnover was great,

])ers()nn(4 costs were higli, and livesuxk mortality was excessive.

Far’ too great a pro|K)rtiorr of their products was consumed on the

state farms themselves so that relativelv little was available^ lor tire

market, and there was much tlielt and waste in produdion. As a

result of these difficulties, many state larans were litpiidated l)etween

1954 and 1957, the size cjI the sur vivors was reduced, the total land

at their disposal decreased from 84.2 to ()0..5 million hectares, and

their cultivated area declined from IG to 12.4 million hectares.^'

Since tliese readiustments the surviving state larnrs have furu tinned

in much better fashion, but the collective farms are likely to remairr

tor a long time as the mainstay of Russian agriculture.

The Organization of the Collective Farms. As ol the beginnirrg of

1947, there were 220,000 collective farms in the IJ.S.S.R.^'^ On the

basis of their total cultivated area in tht' prewar period, their

average size would be 535 hectares, or 151G acres, ol cultivated

land. Their average size before the war was estimated to be 1198

p. 60.

1" A. Ba)kov, The Dei>€lopirieiit of the Soviet Economic System, {)p. 332-3S3.

3^ Harry Schwaitz, Itvssia’s Voslxear Economy

^

p. 51.
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acres.’’’ I'liey included 9-^.5 per cent of all the peasant households

of the country and averaged about 75 households per farm. Mem-
bership in the collective larms was open to all citizens 16 years of

age or over. There was an admission fee of 20 to 40 rubles, and the

applicant for membership had to contribute his property to the

collective farm, with one-fourth to one-half of it going into the

so-called indivisible fund of the collective farm so that it could not

be returned to the incoming member if he later decided to with-

draw.-*’

I'he land used by the collective farms belongs to the people of

the nation as a whole through the government, but the collective

farms have been granted “perpetual use” of their land. There is col-

lective or cooperative j^roperty in the common farm buildings, draft

animals, some livestock, tools and implements of production, and

stocks of seed. The individual collective farmers are allowed the

use of small [)lots of land (varying from one-fourth to one hectare)

for their own purposes. They may own their homes and small cjuan-

titics of livestock (including cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, poultry, rab-

bits, and bees). The heavy farm machinery such as tractors, trucks,

harvesters, combines, and the like, are owned neither by the col-

lective farmers nor directly by the government. Instead, the ma-

chinery is owned by separate government-controlled agencies known
as Machine Tractor Stations. There were only 158 of these stations

in 1930, but the number grew to 6980 in 1940 and was no less

than 7584 as of the beginning of 1947.“^ The collective farms must

make use of these Machine Tractor Stations and their services (if

available), and make payment in kind or in cash.

The operation of each collective farm is nominally quite demo-

cratic. That is, the general assembly of collective farmers on each

farm elects a president, executive board, and a control committee.

The latter agency supervises the acts of the officers and attempts to

insure plan fulfillment. Cultivation of the land is carried on by

brigades composed of 40 to 60 workers and the “brigadiers'" or

brigade commanders assign the workers to their tasks. The collective

farmers are really farmers and not merely governmental erriployees,

so their income depends directly upon the crops which they pro-

10 Communism in Action, p. 73.

20 M. T. Florinsky, Toward an Understanding of the U.SSJi., p. 205.

21 A. Bnykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 83T, and

Harry Schwartz, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 5.5.
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duce. After certain deductions (to be desrril^ed later) are made from

the harvest, the remainder is distributed in kind anion<» the (ollec-

tivc farmers or is sold for cash, which is then distributed. The (olleo

tive farmers do ncjt share ecjually in the available income, but are

paid on the basis of “labor days.’' 'I'hc labot day is an abstract unit

supposedly based on such factors as skill, social uselulncss, and

physical exertion. Idle individual collective farmers receive credit

for Ironi cjnc-half to two labor days icjr each day’s work. I here arc

also premiums and deduc tions for over-accomplishment and under-

accomplishmc'nt. The share of an individual farmer is, then, de-

termined by the numbcT of days he wc^rks multiplied by the labor-

day multiple for his type of work, divided by the total number of

labor days contributed by all members of the collective farm, multi-

plied by the amount of product or cash available for distribution.

Compulsory Deliveries of Agricultural Products. Among the de-

ductions which are made from the harvest before there can be a net

amount to sell for cash on the market or distribute in kind among
the collective farmers, the most important deductions arc the com-

pulsory deliveries to the government. The compulsory delivery of

any crop is that proportion of the collective farm's output that

must be sold to the government at a ])iicc which is arbitrarily set far

belcw the market value of the product. ITc compulsory delivery is

sometimes regarded as a tax on agricultural production, on the

ground that the same result is achieved by taking a portion of farm

produce at an arbitrarily low price as would be achieved by letting

the farmers sell their crops for full market value and then taking a

portion of their income by means of taxation. On the other hand,

some people regard the compulsory delivery as a rent which is paid

to the government for the private (cooperative) use of publicly

owned land.

The compulsory deliveries amounted to 15 per cent of the gross

yield of grain and leguminous plant crops for all collective farms

in the U.S.S.R. in 1938.”- .Similar levies were made on other prod-

ucts of the collective farms, for the compulsory deliveries apply

not only to grains but also to technical crops (such as cotton, flax,

and sugar beets) and to meat, potatoes, wool, milk, and otlier things.

Thus, at one time the government was taking all potatoes up to

22 quintals per hectare, all wool up to 4.4 pounds per sheep, and

Ibid., p. 311.
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all milk up to 48 gallons per cow.^^ The size of the compulsory

deliveries varies greatly from one crop to another. In 19.^8, for

example, 90 per cent of the cotton grown on non-irrigated land

went to the government in compulsory deliveries."^ The compulsory

deliveries are 5 to 10 per cent higher for individual peasant farmers

than for collective farmers, and higher also for collective farms

which are not served by Machine Tractor Stations than for those

which arc so served. The latter provision does not indicate, as some

critics allege, that the farms without Machine Tractor Station

services are more efficient and productive than the others. It indi-

cates meredy that the government is not so completely dependent

upon the (ompulsory deliveries alone for its gniin collections when
the farms are served by Machine Tractor Stations for whose services

a charge may be made. Finally, the compulsory deliveries apply

even to the farm produce which the individual collective farmers

raise on their own small farmsteads.

Prior to 19,13, the compulsory deliverit's were based on “contracts’'

between the government and the j^easant or collective farmers,

though the farmers had no control over cjuantities to be delivered or

prices to be received. Sometimes the contracts called for a definite

proportion of the gross crop, while in other case's they specified

minimum amounts per hectare and the remainder of the marketable

surplus. The demands of the government were subject to arbitrary

change, and the deficiencies of scmie farms were sometimes col-

lected from other farms. The system was changed to one of “fixed

deliveries” in 191.1. That is, the farmers had to deliver so much
product per hectare of cultivated land or other unit of measurement.

This meant, of course, that if a collective farm increased its output

by bringing rnc^jre land under cultivation, the total amount deliver-

able to the government increased. In 1940, the system of compulsory

deliveries was changed again, so that they are based on the total

areas of the collective farms instead of the areas cultivated accord-

ing to plan. This may operate to give incentives to the collective

farmers, since any increase in output, whether obtained by bringing

more land into use or by other methods, will not affect the total

quantity to be delivered to the government. On the other hand, if

the collective farms have much land which is unsuited to cultiva-

tion, the new levies based on total area may become almost im-

2.T N. de Easily, Russia under Soviet Rule, p. 335.

24 A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 312.
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possible burdens on the actual cultivated land. Not only are the

compulsory deliveries rather heavy, but also the prices paid for

such deliveries are very low. In general, they probably do not run

over 20 per cent of the market prices of the products.

Other Deductions. After the compulsory deliveries have been

made, the harvest of a particular crop is subject to other deductions.

Collective farms served by Machine Tractor Stations must pay for

the services received. These payments, made in cash or kind, run

fairly large. In 1938, for example, they took 16 per cent of the

gross yield of grain and leguminous plant crops for all collective

farms in the U.S.S.R.^"* The collective larmers must make other

payments to the government on account of the interest or principal

of loans received in the past from the appropriate governmental

credit agencies. They must pay a milling tax to the government

when they get grain processed for their own use. This tax may run

as high as 10 per cent of the grain so milled. After all these deduc-

tions have been made, the collective farms are required by law to

put aside funds for seed reserves, seeds for the current year, fodder,

mutual aid, relief in emergencies, and insurance. In the end, the

amount of the gross harvest available as income to the individual

members of the collective farms has been estimated to run not

over 35 to 39 per cent, and was actually 32 per cent in the case

of grain and leguminous plant crops for all collective farms in

1938.2«

Voluntary Deliveries. The net amount of the harvest available to

the collective farmers is also sold to the government in the case of

the technical crops (cotton, flax, sugar beets, and other things).

In the case of other products, the collective farmers have a choice

of selling the remainder of the harvest to the government or of

selling it on the open market. Such sales to the government are

called voluntary deliveries. The basic prices for voluntary deliveries

are about 25 per cent higher than those for compulsory deliveries.

Moreover, there are premiums above the basic prices for voluntary

deliveries of large quantities of produce. A collective farm which

voluntarily delivers 10 to 50 quintals of grain to the government

gets a premium of 10 per cent above the basic price, while one

whose voluntary delivery reaches 1000 quintals receives double the

Ibid., p. 311.

Ibid.; and A. Yugow, Russia's Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 65.
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basic price.27 An attempt has also been made to increase voluntary

deliveries by means ol a “stimulation fund/’ This means that co-

operative stores in the country have certain articles on hand which

can be obtained only as a reward or premium for selling specified

quantities of farm produce voluntarily to the government. These

articles either cannot be obtained at all by any other method or

can be obtained only with great difficulty and delay. On the whole,

however, since the prices paid for voluntary deliveries, even with

the premiums added in, are still below the market prices for farm

products, the system of voluntary deliveries has been none too

successful.

Collective Farm Peasant Markets. The alternative to voluntary

deliveries is the sale of the net produce of the collective farms (or of

the individual collective farmers, or of individual peasant farmers)

on what arc called collective farm peasant markets. These are

merely open spaces with tables or booths which are hired by the

farmers. In conjunction with them, the state may operate stores

selling manufactured goods, so the farmers will have a chance to

spend their money at once, or stores selling farm products, in order

to keep prices in the farm markets in line with governmental price

policies. The produce sold in the farm markets comes only from the

immediate local areas, but the farmers a few years ago were getting

a fourth of their money income from sales in these markets. Of
the produce sold in them, collective farms as such furnished only

15 per cent, individual members of collective farms provided 75

per cent (two-fifths from their individual homesteads and three-

fifths from their shares of collective produce received on the basis

of labor days), and the individual peasant farmers furnished 10 per

cent.28 Only private individuals may buy in these markets. The
prices received by the farmers approximate those in the govern-

mental (commercial) stores, but are well above those for compulsory

or voluntary deliveries. Thus, we see that the net amount of col-

lective farm produce, after all deductions, may be distributed to

the collective farmers on the basis of labor days, so the farmers

may sell it by voluntary deliveries or on the market, or the net

produce may be sold directly by voluntary deliveries or on the

market and the cash distributed to the farmers on the basis of

labor days. The net produce of individual peasant farmers or that

27 F. Utley, The Dream We Lost, p. 155.

2SL. E. Hubbard, Soviet Trade and Distribution, p. 146.
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raised by collective farmers on their own homesteads may be sold

also by voluntary deliveries or on the farm markets.

The Control of Collective Farming, Since the main part of Rus-

sian agriculture is operated by collective farmers and not directly

by the government, the question is raised sometimes as to how the

economic planners can make plans for agriculture and be sure that

these plans will be carried out. The answer to this question is

relatively simple. By applying discriminatory compulsory deliveries

to various crops or by varying the prices at which the compulsory

deliveries are taken, the government can encourage the production

of some crops and discourage that of others. The government can

refuse the services of Machine Tractor Stations to collective farms

which raise the "‘wrong'" crops, or it can make higher charges for

the services of these stations. It can refuse loans or charge high

interest rates to farms which wander from the path of rectitude.

It can alter the prices at which voluntary deliveries of various crops

are taken and can control the prices which prevail on farm markets.

It can vary the kinds, quantities, qualities, and prices of consumers'

goods available for the farmers in the retail stores of the rural areas.

Surely, if the Russian farmers remain blessed with any economic

motivation, the government can achieve a great measure of control

over their agricultural activities by these means. The farmers are

also subject to direct political control. The government issues laws

and decrees, supported by heavy penalties, which are binding on all

collective farmers. Moreover, each Machine Tractor Station has two

staffs which assist the director. One is composed of engineers,

mechanics, and agronomists, while the other staff is a policy section

of the Communist Party which is responsible for the political edu-

cation of the farmers and the liquidation ol enemies of the regime.

The policy section sees to it that everyone does his duty, directs

grain and other deliveries to the government, sums up accomplish-

ments and failures, analyzes problems, and gives instructions for

future production to the farmers. There can be little doubt that the

Russian government is able to control collective agriculture.

Collectivization and Mechanization of Agriculture, In discussing

the results of agricultural operations in the Russian planned econ-

omy, we may say that at least two of the goals of the planners have

been achieved in large measure. Earlier in the chapter we noted

that the Russian leaders have reached their goal of taking agri-

culture almost completely out of the hands of individual peasant
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farmers and that, under the pressure of various circumstances, this

collectivization occurred much more rapidly than had been ex*

pected. A second goal which may be regarded as fulfdled is that of

the mechanization of Russian agriculture. In 1927, Russia had about

25,000 tractors, all of foreign origin, but by 1911 the number had

grown to 547,000 and they had been made in Russia. In 1927, there

were virtually no combines in Russian agriculture. In 1959, there

were 125,000 and in 1910, 182,000. In 1950 the Machine Tractor

Stations cultivated 1,200,000 hectares of land while in 1958 they

served (iO,000,000 hectares.

On the other hand, both of these results or achievements are

open to serious criticism. The process of collectivization was ex-

tremely brutal and costly in terms of human lives and suffering,

and the actual productive results of collectivized agriculture have

all too often fallen far short of expectations. Tractors, combines,

and other agricultural machines have increased in number in amaz-

ing fashion, but mere quantity figures tell us nothing about the

quality of the machines or their susceptibility to breakdown and do

not indicate whether the machines were produced at reasonable or

exorbitant cost. It may be, as some critics alleged, that the Soviet

economy rushed madly along for some years in the production of

agricultural machinery without taking the trouble to produce ade-

ejuate supplies of repair parts or to train adequate numbers of

machine operators, mechanics, and repair men. Again, it has been

stated definitely that the increase in the number of tractors under

the First Five-Year Plan, especially in view of the inexperience

in their use, could not make up for the losses in draught animals

(horses and oxen).'^> At all events, it is necessary to admit that

the mechanization of Russian agriculture was slow to show tangible

results in the form of increased agricultural production.

Results of Russian Agricultural Production to 1940. In Table 7 ,

we present some of the important results of agricultural operations

in Soviet Russia in selected years before World War II in com-

parison with planned estimates. There is no doubt that the results

were disastrous under the First Five-Year Plan. Grain and flax

production were already smaller in 1928 than in 1915, while the

sugar beet crop was about the same size as in 1915, and there were

considerable declines in grain and sugar beet production from

-9 A. Yiigow, Russia’s Economic Front for War and Peace, pp. 54-55.

«0A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 202.
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1928 to 1932. The total land in cultivation increased by about 19

per cent from 1928 to 1932, but the production of all the leading

crops in 1932 was far short of planned estimates. Ac tual production

as a percentage of planned production was 66 for grains, 66 for

cotton, 81 for flax, and 39 for sugar beets. During the 1928-32

period the land devoted to grain production increased by 7.5

million hectares, but average yield per hec tare was badly off and the

1932 grain crop was 13 per cent smaller than the 1913 crop.'‘^ T he

land devoted to technical crops increased from 4.6 million hectares

in 1913 to 8.6 in 1928 and 14.9 in 1932, but the yield per hectare

of these crops from 1930 to 1933 averaged only a little over 50

per cent of the yields obtained before World War I.-^-

The unfavorable showing made by the leading crops in 1932 was

the result of many factors. The land in cultivation had been in-

creased rapidly, and it outran the ability of the farmers and their

tractors and draught animals to give it good cultivation, llie

management of collective farms was inefficient and subject to fre-

quent changes, and there was a shortage of workers of certain

kinds, especially machine operators. Much of the farm work was

done in common, and remuneration per household was more likely

to be on tlie basis of the number of mouths to be fed than on the

basis of the quality and quantity of work performed. Land was

still being reassigned among the collective farms. Plans for state

procurements of agricultural products were not yet accurately de-

termined or known in advance, and the collective farmers were

uncertain as to what they might expect to get for their labors. With
crops rather small, government requisitions actually took large

proportions of them and left very little for the farmers. Finally, it

was still uncertain as to whether the private production of the

individual collective farmer was lawful and to what extent, if any,

he had a right to dispose of it on the market.

The production of these leading crops made noteworthy progress

during the period of the Second Five-Year Plan. In all cases, produc-

tion in 1937 was far above the 1932 level, and that for grains and

cotton actually exceeded the planned estimates by considerable

amounts. The 1937 results may be discounted in several ways, how-
ever. In the first place, 1937 was one of the best crop years in

31 /hir/., p. 325.

8- li. nrut/kiis, Economic Planning in Soviet Russia, p. 209.
83 A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, pp. 202-204.
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Russian history and it is uncertain how nnuh credit for the large

crop should be given to favorable growing conditions and how much
to Russian agricultural organization, methods, and efforts. Again,

we are told that statistics for Russian crops since 1933 are quoted in

terms of “biological yield” rather than actual yield. The biological

yield is the amount of the crop standing in the fields minus an

arbitrary deduction of 10 per cent for loss in harvesting. It is

claimed that, since the actual loss in harvesting has run as high as

40 per cent of the crop in some cases, the figures for biological

yield seriously overstate the amount of the crop actually realized.®^

Finally, c|uitc a large part of the increases in crop yields seems

to be due to increases in the cjuantity of land under cultivation

rather than to increases in the yield per hectare of land. Under
modern mechanized methods of production, it would be logical to

expect heavily increased yields per hectare, but the actual yields per

hectare for some important crops were less in 1937 than in 1913.

The total outputs of important crops in 1940 were greater in some

cases and smaller in others than those for 1937, but, in all cases,

much further progress had to be made in order to reach the

planned goals for 1942.

The results of livestock production in Soviet agriculture were

particularly unsatisfactory under the First Five-Year Plan. The
total numbers of the kinds of livestock considered in Table 7

dropped from 276.7 to 124.0 million head—a decline of about 55

per cent, although the plans called for an increase of over 13 per

cent. The quantity of livestock on hand in 1932, as a percentage of

84 F. Utley, The Dream We Lost, p. 156.

TABLE 7,

RESULTS OF SOVIET RUSSIAN AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS IN

Item Unit 1913 1928

1. Land under cultivation Million hectares 105.0 113.0

2. All grains, total production Million metric quintals 801 733

3. Cotton, total production Million metric quintals 6.8 ,
8.2

4. Flax, total production Million metric quintals 5.1 3.2

5. Sugar beets, total production Million metric quintals 99.2 101.4

6. Horses on hand Million head 35.8« 33.5

7. Cattle on hand Million head 60.6“ 70.5

8. Sheep and goats on hand Million head 121.2“ 146.7

. Pigs on hand Million head 20.9“ 26.0

« 1916 Result.
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planned estimates, was 53 for horses, 50 for cattle, 32 for sheep and

goats, and 33 for pigs. The main causes of the reduction in live-

stock were the great slaughter of farm animals by the well-to-do

farmers during the anti-kulak campaign and by the smaller peasants

in resistance to collectivization, poor care of livestock and a shortage

of buildings for livestock on the newly collectivized farms, the low

level of grain production during the period, and uncertainty con-

cerning state reejuisitions and the ability of individual collective

farmers tc3 own livestock.'* After 1932, livestock production made

considerable progress, but in 19^0 the ejuantities of live-stock on

hand were below both the 1928 and 19 lb levels for three ol the

four important categories.

Evaluation of the Collective Farms, A number of features of the

organization and operation of the collective farms came in for

severe criticism in the years before World War II. In the first place,

it was often contended that the collective farms were coopeiative

in name only. Actually, the leading officials and managers were

usually C^ommunists nominated by local Soviets or local units of the

Communist Party. Ciovernmental decrees and orders affecting the

collective farms were binding on all collective farmers and went

into effect without even any preliminary discussion by the farmers.

The administration of the collective farms by the Communists was

said to be high-handed and arbitrary, and many complaints were

made about the exclusion or ejection of collective farm members

without adeejuate reason and without the necessary two-thirds vote

85 A, Baykov, The I)n>el()pnietit of the Soviet Economic System, pp. 200-201.

TABLE 7 (continued)

SELECTED TEARS, IN COMPARISON WITH PLANNED ESTIMATES

1932 1932 1937 1937 1940 1942

(actual) (planned) (actual) (planned) (actual) (planned)

134.4 141.3 135.3 139.7 151.0 157.0

699 1058 1203 1048 1190 1300

12.7 19.1 25.8 21.2 25.2 32.9

5.0 6.2 5.7 8.0 6.7 8.5

65.6 195.5 218.6 276.0 222.0 282.0

19.6 36.9 16.7 21.8 20.5 21.9

40.7 80.9 57.0 65.5 56.0 79.8

52.1 160.9 81.3 96.0 93.0 170. ”7

11.6 34,8 22.8 43.4 28.0 45.6
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of the members.'*® This problem was recogni/cd finally by the

government in 1938 and a decree was issued forbidding purging,

the exclusion of members because they are also employed in state

enterprises, and exclusion because of the breaking of the internal

rules of the collective farms. In the future, exclusions were to be

based entirely on rules laid down from above and were to be ratified

by the executive committee of the district.^^

The criticism that the collective farms are not truly cooperative

sometimes takes a different turn and it is alleged that the collective

farms really operate by means of private peasant farming. Since

1934, the individual collective farm members have had a right to

small homesteads of their own, varying in size from one-fourth to

one hectare, on w'hich they can raise crops and livestock. It is said

that the farmers began immediately to work hard on their own land

and let things slide on the collective land, with the result that

yields per hectare were high on the individual homesteads and low

for the collective land. By 1938, the individual farmsteads were

said to account for almost half the cattle, pigs, sheep, and goats on

hand and for 21.5 per cent of gross agricultural production.^® These

results seemed amazing in view of the fact that the cultivated land

in the individual homesteads amounted officially to only 3.9 per

cent of the total cultivated area of the country.

The real explanation of these results was found in the fact that

the managers of the collective farms, in despair over the prospects

of increasing truly collective production, had been illegally turning

over large quantities of collective land to the individual farm mem-
bers for private cultivation in the hope that in this way it would

be possible to fulfill the plans for agricidture. The Soviet leaders,

of course, knew of this development, and by 1939 they apparently

thought that the position of agriculture was strong enough so that

they could begin a drive to get the collective land back from the

individual collective farm members and socialize their livestock as

well. By a famous decree of May, 1939, new limitations were placed

on the size of the farmsteads held by individual members of col-

lective farms, on the amounts of livestock they could own, and on

their rights to fodder and pasture.®® The individual homesteads

36 M. T. Florinsky, Toivard an Understanding of the U.S.S.R., pp. 210-211.

37 Russian Economic Notes, Number 368, pp. 1-2.

38 A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 327.

39 Decree of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, May 27, 1939.
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were to be as small as one-tenth of a hectare in some cases, and a

special corps of inspectors was given the duty of seeing that collec-

tive land was not improperly turned over to the individual col-

lective farmers. Each collective farmer was henceforth required to

spend at least 80 days per year on the average in working on the

collective farm land, or face expulsion. Since 80 days per year are

not over a fourth of the available working days, we may say that,

if the collective farm members formerly spent fewer days on the

collective land, either they did very little work altogether or else

collective farming actually operated almost entirely on the basis of

private farming.

Another decree based the compulsory deliveries of meat for col-

lective farms on the total areas of these farms rather than on the

number of collective farm animals. Fulfillment of the levies re-

quired the collective farms to purchase a large part of the livestock

of the individual members. These purchases could be made at the

state prices for livestock which ran far below the actual market

values. Finally, a decree placed new burdens on the individual

farmers. It required that taxes and other deliveries must be rigor-

ously collected, reinstated the former heavy tax on horses, and

provided road work, timber cutting, and other unpleasant pursuits

for any infractions farmers.'*®

Hie distribution of income on the collective farms has been

criticized severely. For example, an equal distribution of collective

farm income would have been more suitable than distribution on

the basis of labor days. Equal division would have been simple, in

line with certain former practices of the peasants, and a good

method of sharing inadequate supplies. The labor-day system is

complicated, cumbersome, and difficult to apply in agriculture.

However, an equal division of income would have still further

reduced the labor incentives of the farmers, and it is often held

that these have been inadecjuate under the labor-day system. vSince

the collective farmers are paid on the basis of labor days worked,

they have been sorely tempted just to put in their time. By merely

going through the motions, they could get paid as much as indi-

viduals who put forth great efforts, and the industry of one man
can be easily offset by the laziness of another. Moreover, it has been
alleged that the labor days credited to the individual collective

40 Russian Economic Notes, Number 368, pp. 3-6.
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fanner were more likely to depend on the good will or .ill will of

the farm oflkials than on anything clsc.^^

There is little doubt that the Russian leaders have had a diflicult

jnoblein in furnishing ineentives to the (olleetive farmers. In the

fust place, severe penahies have l)een proxided tor the recalcitrant

fanners. Rej^rimands, fines, demotions, suspensions, and expulsions

are jirovided for laxity, negligence, or refusal to work, and, if the

fanners' sins involve “counter-revolutionary activities" or “crimes

against socialist property" (such as stealing food from collective

lands), long imprisonment or death may be the result/^ Another

attempt to deal with the problem of incentives was found in the

decree which based compulsory deliveries of farm produce on the

total areas of collective farms, thus giving the farmers every reason

to expand output and bring unused land under cultivation.

Again, in 1938, the Russian leaders officially noted widespread

imjiroper uses of collective farm income. Too much income was

being devoted to the constriution of community buildings, to

administrative expenditures, and to actual production expenses.

Officials of collective farms were drawing up their budgets without

consulting the members or were disregarding budgets that had been

properly drawn up. A decree was issued providing that capital

investments should not use up over 10 per cent of collective farm

cash incomes, that no more than 70 per cent of budgeted operating

expenses should be paid befene the results of the harvest w^ere

known, and that the individual farm members should have at least

60 per cent of the cash income distributed among themA^^ A 1939

decree then provided that the collective farms should pay taxes,

insurance, and loans to the state; pay current expenses of produc-

tion; pay administrative expenses (not over 2 per cent of total

income); assign funds for cultural needs; replenish indivisible funds

(by 12 to 15 per cent of income on grain farms and by 15 to 20

per cent on farms raising technical crops and livestock); and divide

the entire remainder among the members.

A further attack on the problem of incentives was made in 1940

when a decree was issued providing premiums and bonuses for

improvements in the quality or quantity of farm production made
by individual members of the collective farms or others. For ex-

41 F. Utley, The Dream We Lost, p. 155.

M. T. Florinsky, Toward an Understanding of the U.S.S.R., p. 203.

4a Hnssian Economic Notes, Number 368, pp. 3-4.
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ample, “a milk maid receives 15 per cent of the milk above her

assigned milking task; the dairymaid who tends to the calves re-

ceives one-half kilogram of meat lor each 10 kilograms’ gain in

weight per head above the plan; hog breeders receive every fifth

suckling pig above the plan; poultry raisers receive 15 per cent ol

the eggs and 50 per cent of the chicks above the norm, and so

on.” However, the extra rewards were also given to brigade

leaders, farm presidents and other officials, agronomists, veterinar-

ians, technicians, engineers, teachers, and doctors, and it is possible

that the new system of bonuses really favored the bureaucracy ol

the collective farms and not the individual farmers. The bonuses

were small for individual farmers, but the officials and technicians

might get a bonus of one to three months’ salary for fulfillment

or over-fulfillment and were expected to drive the individual farm-

ers who were really lorced workers. J’hat a problem of incentives

also existed in the Machine Tractor Stations is indicated by the

fact that, in 19^10, a decree was issued forbidding the willful aban-

donment of work by tractor drivers and combine operators, subject

to all the penalties applied to industrial workers. The penalties

could include two to four months in prison or six months of cor-

rectional work on the regular jobs at a 25 per cent reduction in pay.

The Status of the Russian Farmer, In considering the economic

status of the farmer in Soviet Russia in the years before World

War II, we shall be primarily concerned with the collective farmers.

We have already noted that the workers on the state farms were

treated very well on the whole, since they had numerous personal

privileges and received wages which compared favorably with those

of industrial workers. It is not at all difficult to find unfavorable

estimates of the lot of the collective farmers. In the matter of prices,

it was said that, during the famine of 1932, the price of grain was

only 75 per cent higher than in 1913, though the prices of manu-
factured goods w^ere about five times higher than in 1913. In the

next few years, agricultural prices rose by 25 to 50 per cent but

those of manufactured goods went up several hundred per cent.-*-’

In 1936, one pood of rye flour (36.11 pounds) would purchase

one-half kilogram of sugar, 1.3 kilograms of soap, one-half meter of

44 A. Yiipfow, Hussia*s Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 77. Reprinted
by permission of Har])er and Brothers, New York.

45 F. tJtley, The Dream We Lost, pp. 150-151.
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leather boots. In 1913, the same quantity of rye flour would have

purchased 'Ll kilograms of sugar, 3.3 kilograms of soap, 6A meters

of cotton cloth, 27.0 liters of kerosene, or one-seventh of a pair of

leather boots.^*^ Apparently the famous “scissors problem” was still

something of a bogey for the Russian farmers.

I’he average money income of able-bodied collective farmers in

1935 was not over 350 rubles, as comj)ared with an average wage
of 2270 rubles in induslry.^^ In 1939, the average money income of

the collective farmer was 982 rubles, while the average wage in

industry had passed the 3500 ruble level. Of course, there were

great variations in income from one collective farm to another.

In 1937, there were 610 collective farms with a money income of

more than a million rubles each, whereas the average farm had a

money income of only 60,000 rubles, and some of the poorer farms,

only 1000 to 5000 rubles. Allotments of grain per labor day varied

between one and a half kilograms or less and 15 kilograms or more,

and the cash income per labor day varied from less than one ruble

to more than three rubles.^® Since the really prosperous collective

farms are only a fraction of one per cent of the total number while

their large incomes raise the average incomes of all collective farms

quite a little, it follows that most collective farmers were not as

well off as the figures for average income would indicate.

In considering the actual goods available for the farmers, it was

pointed out that the rural population was between two and three

times as numerous as the rest of the population, while the manu-

factured goods allotted to the stores in rural areas amounted only to

about 35 per cent of the total value of industrial goods distributed

through retail trade.'*^ Even counting purchases by farmers in the

urban stores, it is clear that the farmers got much less than their

proportionate share of these products. On the other hand, the agri-

cultural population was said to have less to eat than before the

revolution. In 1938, some 40 per cent of the total grain crop reached

the market as compared with 26 per cent in Tsarist times, though

the crop of 1938 was only slightly larger than that of 1913. Again,

46 L. E. Hubbard, Soviet Trade and Distribution, p. 290.

47 Ibid., p. 298.

48 A. Yugow, Russians Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 68.

40 Ibid., p. 67.

60 Ibid., pp. 69-70.

61 L. E. Hubbard, Soxdet Trade and Distribution, pp, 289-290.
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State grain collections in 1937 were 150 per rent larger than in

1928 though the harvest was only 50 per cent greater, which indi-

cates that the state share of the crop increased by about two-thirds

between these two years."’- Thus, it was claimed that the government

takes more in taxes (compulsory deliveries) than the peasants lost

formerly because of rent and interest. Agriculture, however, is the

chief support of Russian industry and the mainstay of the economy

as a wliole. The large funds for capital investment in industry

are derived to a great extent from a turnover tax, and the turnover

tax on foods and agricultural products in general has in some years

yielded four times as much revenue as the turnover tax on indus-

trial products. Thus, the turnover tax on agricultural products,

which makes up all or most of the differences between the prices

received by farmers and the prices which these products command
on the market, in effect placed a large part of the burden of indus-

trialization on the agricultural industry.

On the basis of these considerations, it is possible to conclude

that, in the change from capitalism to socialism, the Russian

farmers merely exchanged one oppressive master for another; that

the farmers were actually worse off in the modern socialized econ-

omy than they were in Tsarist days; and that the farmers were

exploited severely in order to create the manufacturing industries

which, according to this point of view, are only expensive toys.

Certainly, the development of Russian agriculture in the socialized

economy was much less successful and satishetory than that of

industry, and it furnished one of the most serious problems, if not

the most serious, which the economic planners had to face.

On the other hand, it is very difficult to get accurate information

on prices, incomes, and standards of living in Soviet Russia, and,

if the claims of the Russian government with respect to the total

income received from all sources by the average collective lar;ner

are at all valid, the Russian farmer is not badly off in comparison

with the average industrial worker. For example, Soviet authorities

stated that the average personal income of the collective farmer

from all sources amounted to 5843 rubles in 1938, as compared with

2132 rubles in 1928."'^ The lot of the farmers was also improved

by a great increase in educational facilities, public libraries, clubs,

C2 F. Utley, The Dream IVe Lost, p. 152.

C3 Russian Economic Notes, Number 20, pp. 2-5.
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tlicaters and cinemas, newspapers, doctors, and hospitals, maternity

homes, and nurseries.*'^

CoJIectivizcd agriculture in the years before the war had begun

to show some of the ])roductive results which were expected of it

in earJier times, and the prospects were rather emouraging. In spite

of all difliculties, Russia under socialism led the world in the pro-

duction of wheat, rye, barley, oats, flax, potatoes, sugar beets, and

other farm products, and develoj^ed many “new” products, such as

tea, mandarins, lemons, grapelruit, oranges, tobacco, camphor, ger-

anium, grapes, eucalyptus, oleander, four kinds of rubber-producing

plants, southern hemp, soybeans, kenaf, and castor beans. Finally,

in view of the ability of the Russian armed forces to stand up before

the onslaught of Nazi Germany, it is necessary to believe that the

Russian manufacturing industries, obtained at the cost of heavy

sacrifices on the part of agriculture, were something much more

efficient and useful than the term “expensive toys” would indicate.

It appeared that the Russian economy really got something in

return for the sacrifices and hardships incidental to industrialization.

Russian Agriculture in Wartime. Russian agriculture, like Rus-

sian industry, suffered severe losses during World War II. I he area

occupied by the Germans contained about 40 per cent of the total

cultivated land of the country and had formerly produced 45 per

cent of the country’s wheat, 41 per cent of the rye, and large

amounts of sugar beets, flax, hogs, and other farm products.’’’’* Dur-

ing the war 98,000 collective farms, 1870 state farms, and 2890

Machine Tractor Stations were ruined. " Other losses included

157,000 tractors, 49,000 combines, 4 million plows and harrows,

over a million seeders and threshers, 7 million horses, 17 million

cattle, 20 million hogs, 27 million sheep and goats, and 110 million

poultry.

War losses of acreage were replaced to some extent as some 5^
million acres were brought into use in Siberia, 2i/^ million acres

were cultivated through factory auxiliary-farms, another 21/9 million

acres of victory gardens were cultivated by 10 million people, and

C4A. Baykov, The Development of ihe Smnet Economic System, p. 528.

foreign Commerce Weekly, March 1, 1941, pp. 5(32-363.

Harry Schwartz, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 7; E. Snow, People on Our
Side, pp. 69-70; M. Dobb, Soviet Planning and Labor in Peace and War, pp.
101 - 102 .

•'^7 Harry Schwartz, op. cit., p. 16.

^^International Conciliation, April, 1948, p. 265.
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some 20 million acres were brought into use by collective and state

farms which had not been over-run by the invaders. Working days

per individual on the collective farms were stepped up sharply to

a minimum of 150 per year. By 1943, some 70 per cent of all

agricultural workers were women, and a million more women were

in training to handle heavy rnachinery.^^

In spite of everything, however, Soviet Russian agricultural pro-

duction was at low ebb during the war. Most of the able-bodied

farm workers had gone to war and the army had taken many of

the tractors and horses. The remaining machinery deteriorated

rapidly as it was over-utilized by relatively unskilled workers who
were short of repair parts and mechanical knowledge. The increases

in acreage noted above were canceled in large part by a lowered

quality of cultivation that allowed the fields to become choked

with weeds. An almost complete lack of artificial fertilizer and

insecticides was another unfavorable factor. As a result, in spite

of the fac t that it was about the best crop year since the beginning

of the war, agricultural production in 1945 was only about hall

that of 1940.«o

Familiar types of abuses were apparently present in the opera-

tion of collective farms during the war period. Income was mal-

distribiited, with shares going to village officials, barbers, lazy

farmers, and surplus administrative personnel. After the war, some

1)00,000 individuals were stricken from the payrolls or put to work

at tasks more closely connected with the raising of crops. In the

second place, there was again widespread misappropriation of col-

lective farm land by private individuals and enterprises. Postwar

measurements found 2,224,000 cases of illegal occupancy of collec-

tive farm land and returned 4.7 million hectares to the collective

farms. Third, collective farm officials had violated farmers' rights

to choose their own officials, to express their views as to how the

farms should be run, and to check the collective farm accounts.

Finally, Communist Party officials, state agencies, and farm officers,

had stolen food, livestock, feed, and money from the collective

farms or had taken these things with very little returns to the

farmers. After investigation, 150,000 livestock, and 15 million rubles

were restored to the collective farms.®^

E. Snow, People on Our Side, pp. 103-110.

Harry Schwa it/, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 54.
«i Ibid., pp. 55-57.
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Russian Agriculture Under the Fourth Five-Year Plan, In Table

8, we present data on several important phases of Soviet Russian

agriculture, showing their status in 1945 in comparison with 1940

and with 1942 plans, the goals set up for 1950 under the Fourth

Five-Year Plan, and, in some cases, the progress which had been

made by 1947. While the goals of the Fourth Five-Year Plan are in

almost all cases in excess of the actual results for 1940, they uni-

formly fall short of the goals which had already been set up for

TABLE 8.

RESULTS OF SOVIEl'I RUSSIAN AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS IN 1940,

1945, AND 1947, IN COMPARISON WITH PLANNED ESTIMAIES FOR
1942 AND 1950

1940 1942 1945 19‘17 1950

Item Unit {actual) {planned) {actual) {actual) {planned)

1. All grains, Million

total production metric tons 119.0 130.0 66.5 96.5 127.0

2. Cotton,

total production

Million

metric tons 2.7 3.3 1.2 1.9 3.1

3. Sugar beets,

total production

Million

metric tons 20.9 28.2 8.9 15.7 26.0

4. Sunflower seed,

total production

Million

metric tons 3.3 1.8 2.5 3.7

5 Horses on hand Million head 20.5 21.9 10.5 15.3

6. Cattle on hand Million head 56.0 79.8 46.9 65.3

7. Sheep and goats on

hand Million head 93.0 170.7 69.4 121.5

8. Pigs on hand Million head 28.0 45.6 10.4 31.2

1942. FIowTver, in view of the very low levels which prevailed

actually in 1945, the 1950 goals will call for tremendous efforts on

the part of all concerned if they are to be achieved.

Unfortunately for hopes in this direction, 1946 was a year of

miserable crop failure in the U.S.S.R. The chief cause was a great

drought, which was said to have been the worst in 50 years. Other

causes of lesser importance were continued careless and low quality

work by many groups of farmers, a scarcity of skilled agricultural

specialists, the shortage of draught power and farm machinery, and

the poor condition of the machinery already in use. Harvests of

grains and sunflower seed were about half those of 1940, and that

of sugar beets about one-third.^^ Conditions were considerably bet-

ter in 1947 and yet harvests ran only about three-quarters as great

Ibid., p. 60.
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as those of 1940 and left much to accomplish if goals for 1950 were

to be reached.^'*

Ihe Soviet government in 1947 was doing everytliing it could

to furnish farmers with incentives to put forth their maximum
efforts. Medals and honors were provided for farmers who dis-

tinguished themselves in connection with acreages and yields.

Socialist competitions between farms were arranged. A new official

was created at each Mat hine Tractor Station—Vice-Director for the

Political Section, whose duty is to see that the workers at the

Machine Tractor Stations and the farms they serve do their work

properly and according to plan. The remuneration system was

altered so that collective farmers obtaining high yields will receive

more income per labor day than others who arc less successful

4 he pay of tractor and machine operators was made to vary

according to the success with which planned yields arc obtained on

the farms they serve. Technical personnel' working directly in the

fields witli the farmers were given a 25 per cent wage differential

over technicians functioning in a purely administrative capacity.®**

Finally, a new Council for Collective Farm Affairs was set up,

headed by a member of the Politburo and including other high

go\crnment officials and a few chairmen of collective farms. The
(a)uncil is an enforcement agency for all legislation affecting col-

lective farms and will see that punishment is meted out to violators.

It hears complaints by members and officials of collective farms and
takes action on them. It recommends legislation to improve the

operation of collective farms. To facilitate the performance of its

duties, the Council is allowed to have representatives in all major

governmental subdivisions ol the country.®-

QUESTIONS

1. ‘The organization and operation of agriculture in leading capitalistic

countries is different in several respects from that of industry." Ex-

plain.

2. "The United States, in common with some other countries, has had
an agricultural problem in recent years." What has been the nature

of this problem?
3. "The government of the United States under capitalism has produced

only palliatives and not a cure for the agricultural problem." Explain.

Ibid,, p. 63.

Ibid,, pp. 62-63.

Ibid,, p. 57.
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4. “To the leaders of the Soviet Russian regime, agriculture presented

some of the most difficult of all the problems encountered in the

attempt to socialize the means of production.” Explain (1) why this

statement is true and (2) iiow Soviet Russia handled the problems ol

agricultural organization.

5. Describe the process by means of which much of Russian agriculture

was collectivized during the period of tlie Eirst Eive-Year Plan.

6. Compare the organization of state farms with that of collective iaiins

in Soviet Russia. Would you expect the state farms or the collective

farms to be more efficient? Why?
7. “The collective farms arc merely being tolerated as a transitional

form of agricultural organization in Soviet Russia. Eventually all ol

Russian agriculture will be converted into state farms.” Show whether

you agree.

8. If you were to be an agricultural worker in Soviet Russia, would you

prefer to be employed on a state lariii or on a collective farm? Gi\’e

reasons for your answer.

9. Distinguish between compulsory and voluntary deliveries of the prod-

ucts of the Soviet Russian collective farms.

10. What are the factors w'hich determine how much income a member
of a collective farm will obtain in return for his labor? Explain.

11. In Soviet Russia the State Planning Commission makers plans lor

agriculture, as well as for other phases of economic activity, and yet

most of the farms are run on a cooperative basis and not by the

government itself. How is it possible lor the government to control

cooperative agricultural activities to such an extent that the State

Planning Commission can make plans for agricultural production aiul

expect that these plans will be carried out?

12. “The Russian planners control the operation of collective farms as

completely as that of state farms, though by different methods.” Show
whether you agree.

13. “At least two of the goals of the Russian planners for agriculture

were achieved in large measure under the Five-Year Plans through
1940.” Explain.

14. “The results of planned operation in Soviet Russia were even more*

favorable for agriculture than for industry in the period from 1928

through 1940.” Show whether you agree.

15. Summarize the more important criticisms which were brought against

the organization and operation of the collective farms in Soviet Russia
prior to World War II.

16. “The economic status of the agricultural population of Soviet Russia
improved immensely under the Eive-Year Plans through 1940.” Do
you agree? Explain.

17. “Soviet Russian agricultural production was very well maintained
during World War II.” Show whether you agree.

18. “Familiar types of abuses were apparently present in the operation
of Soviet Russian collective farms during W^orld War II.” Explain.
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19. What steps has the Soviet Russian government taken in recent years

in order to improve the operation of the collective farms and

eliminate abuses therein? Explain.

20. What are the goals of Soviet Russian agriculture under the Fourth

Five-Year Plan, and how much progress had been made toward these

objectives tlirough 1947?
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AGRICULTURE

(Continued)

Agriculture in Britain under Partial Socialism

The Gefieral Plans for Agriculture, Agriculture is one of the

many industries which remain under private ownership and man-

agement in Britain under partial socialism, but the affairs of the

industry arc under virtually complete governmental planning and

control. The general plans are made by the Cabinet, including

especially the Minister of Agriculture, and the Economic Planning

Board. For the first five years of socialist rule, these plans aim at

increasing net agricultural output by 100 million dollars, or 20 per

cent, by 1951-52. The attainment of this goal will represent an

expansion of output of 50 per cent by comparison with prewar

output and of 15 per cent compared with the wartime peak of

1943-44. Half of the increase in output is expected to come from

improvement in efficiency and the remainder from additions to the

resources of the industry.^

The expansion in output is not to be at all uniform from one

product to another, but rather will be concentrated in dollar-saving

products, such as pork, beef, eggs, cereals, and linseed. This em-

phasis is different from that of the wartime agricultural program

when the British were interested primarily in saving shipping space.

Many thousands of additional workers will be reejuired by the

program and will be recruited from both British and foreign

sources. Much new housing for the workers will be required and

agriculture, along with coal mining, will have high priority in this

respect. Allocations of materials are being revised so that agriculture

will be able to get necessary machinery, equipment, supplies, and

'i- Labor and Industry in Britain, Novcinber-December, 1917, pp. 224-225.
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construction materials. The government is also furnishing technical

advice to farmers.

From the financial point of view, the government will furnish a

large sum annually to finance the purchases of livestock, machinery,

and other means of production. It has permitted increases in the

prices of farm products to enable the farmers to recover increases

in costs due to agricultural wage increases and other factors and to

provide a measure of confidence and stability for the farmers. It

has established a considerable variety of cash and other subsidies

and acreage payments to encourage the farmers to do various things

which are in line with the general plans.

The Regimentation of the Farmers. The detailed implementation,

administration, and enforcement of the plans for agriculture are in

the hands of the 10,000 members and officials of the County Agri-

cultural Committees, which are appointed by and responsible to

the Minister of Agriculture. According to the official prospectus,

these Committees are “to guide farmers in reaching their produc-

tion targets, and to assist them by the provision of services and

facilities.” ^ Actually, the Committees seem to tell the farmers what

to do and when to do it. They can order the farmer to grow any

type of crop even though he knows it will not pay. They can order

him to carry on cultivation by any kinds of methods even though he

knows from experience that they are unsuited to his situation. They
can tell him to have certain operations carried out by certain dates

and make the orders stick. They can order the farmer to hire more

workers and house them whether or not he needs them and can

afford them. In similar fashion they can order him to buy quantities

of expensive machinery and equipment or to buy and apply large

amounts of fertilizer.-^

Since 1939, all indigenous food supplies, with the exception of

fish and green vegetables, have been purchased from the producers

by the Ministry of Food or licensed buyers. Prices to agricultural

producers arc set by the government, and supplies to farmers are

allocated in such a way as to encourage sales from farms. The gov-

ernment forbids farmers to feed millable grain to animals or to

slaughter livestock without license. It is officially admitted that there

is something of a black market in agricultural products, but it is

Ibid., p. 226.
^ 8 The Chicago Tribune, May 17, 1948.
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contended that its size is negligible in comparison with that which
exists in some other European countries^

Out of the operations and orders of the agricultural bureaucracy

have come some of the usual comic results, such as the order that

metal disks be attached to the horns of pedigreed Angus bulls being

exported (though Angus bulls have no horns), and the regulation

governing the picking and sale of green onions which regaled the

TABLE 9.

INDEX NUMBERS OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION IN BRITAIN
IN SELECTED TEARS IN COMPARISON WITH PLANNED ESTIMATES

1937-1938 = 100

1943-44 1946-47 1951-^)2

Item {actual) {actual) {planned)

Wheat 209 119 160

Barley 215 257 279

Oats 158 150 156

Potatoes 202 209 129

Sugar beets 137 164 131

Milk 101 107 123

Eggs 61 78 152

Beef and veal 83 93 110

Mutton and lamb 79 70 77

Pork 37 32 92

source: Labor and Industry in Britain, Novcmbcr-Dccember, 1947, p. 224.

farmers with the information that diameter shall be construed as

meaning the maximum diameter of the bulb measured at right

angles to the axis through the bulb and shoot. But much of the

governmental control is not nearly so funny. The Committees and

the Minister of Agriculture can invoke severe penalties against farm-

ers for the disobedience of orders or other evidence of bad hus-

bandry. I’cnant farmers can be evicted and owner-occupiers made
to quit their land and lease it to other persons approved by the

bureaucracy. Indeed, farm owners can be compelled to sell their

farms to the government if the Minister of Agriculture certifies. that

he is satisfied that the farms are not being satisfactorily managed.

From the outbreak of the war to September, 1947, more than 11,000

farmers were accused of bad husbandry and thrown off their land."'

^ Labor and Industry in Britain, March, 1948, p. 43.

^The Chicago Tribune, September 8, 1947.
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Agricultural Production in 1946-47, 1 he index numbers in 1 able

9 show the actual level of production of several important crops and

types of livestock products in Britain in 1946-47 (June, 1946

through May, 1947), in comparison with the peak war year, 1943-44,

and with planned estimates for 1951-52. A comjxirison is also

afforded with 1937-38, since the level of output in that year is

taken as 100 in all cases. In d'able 10, we show the harvests of a

TABLE JO,

HARVESTS OF IMPORTANT CROPS IN BRITAIN AND OJJANTITIES OF
LIVES! OCR ON HAND IN SELEC7ED TEARS

Item Unit 1939 1943 1947

Wheat Thousand tons 1,645 3,447 1,672

Barley Thousand tons 892 1,645 1,621

Oats Thousand tons 2,003 3,064 2,463

Potatoes Thousand tons 5,218 9,822 7,766

Sugar beets Thousand tons 3,529 3,760 2,886

Turnip and swedes Thousand tons 10,076 11,991 9,221

Gattle Thousand head on hand 8,872 9,616® 9,559

Sheep Thousand head on hand 26,887 20,150® 16,748

Pigs Thousand head on hand 4,394 2,152® 1,629

Poultry Thousand head on hand 74,357 62,136® 69,954

“ 1945 figure.

source: Statistics on Britain's Position, February, 1948, p. 5.

number of important crops and cjuantities of livestock on hand in

1947 in comparison with 1939 and 1943. Examination of the avail-

able data indicates that prodigious increases in production will be

necessary for some items, slight increases in others, and actual de-

creases in others, if the 1951-52 targets are to be attained. How well

these adjustments will be made remains to be seen.

Agriculture under Fascism

The fascist leaders of Germany and Italy professed to regard the

farmei^ and their families as particularly worthy people and de-

serving of special treatment. The agricultural population had never

succumbed to the lures of socialism, communism, and other radical

movements as many of the industrial workers had. Indeed, the agri-

cultural segment of the population in each country had been a

mainstay of the fascist movement. The leaders also noted with
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approval the fact that the birth rate among the agricultural popula-

tion was well above that for other groups, and a large population

seemed indispensable for a great and warlike nation. Finally, an ex-

pansion of agricultural production was essential to any fascist

dreams of an economically independent and self-sufficient country.

For all these reasons the fascist leaders deigned to recognize the

great significance of the “man on the land” to the development and

progress of the nation, and they lost no time in instituting a pro-

gram supposedly designed for agricultural improvement.

Land Reclamation and Resettlement, If the fascist leaders had

really wanted to help the farmers of their countries, it would not

have been difficult to find something useful to do. In both countries

the chief obstacle to the welfare of the average farmer was un-

doubtedly the lack of an adequate amount of land. According to

the 1930 census, 36 per cent of Italian farms had less than 2.5 acres

of land and 91 per cent were under 25 acres in size. This 91 per

cent of the farms had only one-third of all the farm land. Two-
thirds of all the farm land belonged to 9 per cent of the farms and

to 3.4 per cent of all landowners. Almost half the farm land be-

longed to one-half of one per cent of the agricultural population.®

In Crcrmany, landowners possessing estates of 5000 hectares or more
made up only 0.15 per cent of the total number, but they owned
altogether over 10 million hectares, or almost 40 per cent of the

total land in cultivation. At the other end of the scale, 3 million

small farmers and their families owned altogether only W/^ million

hectares.’’

Thus, with millions of small farmers needing more land badly

and with large landed estates often poorly utilized and bursting at

the seams with debt, it would have been logical to break up some
of the large estates and distribute the land among the poor peasants.

This was actually one of the proposals of the Italian Fascists in pre-

revolutionary days, but it was soon dropped after the party came
into power. In Germany, however, there was a great fanfare about

returning the people to the land and finding them some land to

which to return.

The Nazi leaders noted with horror that in the last half-century

the composition of the German population had changed from 70

per cent rural and 30 per cent urban to 30 per cent rural and 70

6C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Action, p. 113.

7 In Fact, January 25, 1943, p. 2.
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per cent urban.® This rather sudden urbanization of the German

population created a very serious problem, according to the Nazi

leaders. In the city, so it was said, the mind brightens, the critical

faculties develop, and sciences flourish. Families get out of touch

with the soil, lose their fundamental German ideas and outlook,

become greedy, and pursue relentlessly money and wealth. The
women invade offices and industries, and j)eople forget their place

in life and become sterile, so that births decline. Labor congregates

in large numbers, learns the principles of organization and mass

action, and becomes revolutionary. The Nazis held that the natural

life of all true Germans is found in contact wuth the soil and that

the only real solution for all internal unrest centering around what

is called the “class struggle’' was to be found in returning all labor

to the land.

Specifically, this means giving every laborer some latKl, however small,

and attaching him, through his new glebe, simultaneously to his “nature-

chosen” occupation (agricultural or industrial) and to his locale. These

adjustments are to he dovetailed with other programs whose net effect

will be to regiment every workman according to his assumed capacities,

and then so to “co-ordinate” his spirit that he will perform duly allotted

“duties” with a minimum of friction and without desire to alter liis

status.^^

In support of the agricultural section of the settlements program,

the Nazi leaders argued that small farms are technically more effi-

cient than large estates, that small peasants are more national-

minded, more reliable in time of war, and more stable in periods of

crisis; and that the development of the small peasantry would cause

an expansion of the home market, would increase national self-

sufficiency wdth respect to foods and raw materials, and would in-

crease the population as the result of a high birth rate. Without

pausing to evaluate these contentions, wc may note that the real

reasons for the rural program were probably (1) to counteract rural

proletarianization and neutralize the thieat of agricultural revolt,

(2) to obtain a loyal peasantry as an offset to the radical urban

proletariat, and (-I) to promote the military defenses of the country

through decentralization.^®

8 R. A. Brady, The Spirit and Structure of German Fascisjn, p. 269.

From The Spirit and Structure of German Fascism, p. 281, copyright 1937

by Robert A. Brady, by permission of the Viking Press, Inc., New York.
morbid., p. 278.
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At any rate, the rural section ol the program called for large

c*states to be liquidated and divided. 4 he land was to be made into

peasant larnis of various sizes, under tJie Hereditary Farm Act, as

well as into villages and community centers. The new farms were to

be cultivated without hired labor. T hat is, all work was to be done

by the farmers and their Jamilics, or through the various free labor

services which the government furnishcxl for the benefit of agricul-

ture. Tlie projects were to be financed with governmental credit,

and the peasants thus created were to become a “geographically

immobile, socially stationary, and property-minded petit-bourgeois

class." Actually, the rural settlements program did not amount
to very much. Few estates were broken up and those were usually

estates whose owners were bankrupt or wanted to sell out.

T he otlier sec tion of the settlements program was somewhat

more successful. It involved two type's of suburban settlements: (1)

those placed more or less at random around the outskirts of large

cities and (2) those clustered around large industrial plants and

inhabited largely by company employees. Projects of the latter or

“company-town" type existed even before National Socialism but

were later extended. The Nazis made three types of persons eligible

for the suburban settlements program: (I) workers whose incomes

did not exceed the average of middle-class workers a) id tradesmen

in the locality, (2) married workers, even though fully employed,

with small incomes and at least four minor children, and (3) part-

time workers employed less than 32 hours per week. T he projects

involved selling the workers plots of ground large enough for houses

and gardens and building houses for them. Ciovernmental assistance

took the form of tax exemj^tions, low-cost loans, and outright

grants or subsidies. In the case of the company towns, tlie loans to

settlers were made secure by reejuiring the settlers to take out insur-

ance policies in favor of the companies, and the companies could

make payroll deductions for insurance premiums and regular pay-

ments on the loans. If the workers lived long enough and behaved

themselves, they might eventually come to own their houses and

lots.

T he company town part of the program made rapid progress. By
the end of 1937, industrial firms in the Rhine-Westphalia district

controlled 240,000 houses and the Krupp company had constructed

11 From The Spirit a?id Structure of German Fascism, p. 281, copyright 1937

by Ro])ert A. Brady, by permission of The Viking Press, Inc., New York.
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29,000 houses in connection with its Essen works alone, besides ac>

(juiring stock in three coo]>erative building associatioiiii and one

building corporation.^" Governmental investments in the other

part of the suburban settlements j)rogram were not large. In about

three years alter the inaugination ol the ])rogram in 19.15, total

expenditures amounted to only MO million maiks and the land

allected amounted to only 0.0.'^ pei' cent ol the total cultivated arca.^ •

The settlements were supposed to be valuable in connection with

the unemployment jnoblem since reliable workers could be given

part-time lactory empIo)ment and be made to supplement theii

earnings with lood products growm on their plots ol land, d'he com-

{xiny settlements, besides lurnishing a neat profit to the companies,

were suppcjsed to make the workers property-minded and bind them

firmly to the entei jjrises lor which they »worked. In this way, labor

turnover would be reduced, labor unrest would be neutralized b\

vegetable growing in spare time, wage cuts could be made with

less worker resistance, and relief payments in times of depression

would be reduced. In so far as the company settlements made fcjr

the decentralization ol industry, an advantage would be gained in

time of war.

The Nazi leaders also attempted to mend the “broken ties be-

tween men and the soil,” and at the same time furnish almost free

labor to agric:ulture, through the land-help system. The employment

offices placed young men and women on the farms lor limited

periods of time, with food and shelter furnished by the farmers and

a little pin money furnished by the employment offices. Men and

women in the Labor Service were also recjuired to spend a year on

the land after completing their formal education. A series of decrees

in 1934 and 1935 deprived unmarried men under 25 years of age ol

their jobs in the cities and recjuircxl them to be sent to the farms as

agricultural helpers, prohibited industrial enterprises and businesses

from employing workers who had worked in agriculture during the

preceding three years, and rccjuired such workers to be expelled

from the cities and to be returned to the country or face criminal

prosecution.^^

In Italy, the emphasis was on land reclamation rather than on a

settlements jnogram. Land reclamation had as its aim the iitiliza-

Mojilhly Labor Revieu\ January, 1939, p]>. 99-102.

13 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 191.

^^lbi(L, pp. 191-192.
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tion of every available square mile of Italian soil by bringing under

cultivation millions of acres of rocky sterile highlands and marshy

wastes. Although a land reclamation program had been under way

long before 1922, it received a great impetus from the so-called

Mussolini Act of 1928 which called for the expenditure of some

7 billion lire over a fourteen-year period. Of this sum, 4.35 billion

lire were to be furnished by the government and 2.65 billion lire

by the landowners.^*

The reclamation program included projects for drainage, irriga-

tion, reforestation, and road building; the provision of electricity

and drinking water; and the construction of farm buildings. Projects

which were considered essential to the interests of the country as

a whole were financed to the extent of 75 to 90 per cent by govern-

mental funds, while other projects wdiich were largely for the bene-

fit of local landowaiers had only about 33 per cent of their expenses

defrayed by the government. 'The land to be reclaimed was divided

into districts, and participation by landowners in each district was

conqnilsory. Each project was carried c^n by an association or con-

sortium of landowners under governmental supervision and with

the approval of the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry. Land-

owners who were unable or unwdlling to pay their share of the ex-

penses of reclamation projects in their district could be deprived of

their land.

It is estimated that the Italian government invested about 8

billion lire in the reclamation projects from 1928 to 1935, after

which the government had more pressing uses for its money. About

5 million hectares, or almost one-sixth of the total area of the

country, were aflected by the projects, but substantial progress was

made on only about 2 million hectares, including one project of

about 500,000 hectares in the lower Po River Basin. The most

spectacular project was the reclamation or drainage of the Pontino

(or Pontine Marshes), a region of some 75,000 hectares of marsh and

dunes within 60 kilometers of Rome. Expenditures in this famous

region were thought to have a greater publicity value than those in

other parts of the country. The draining of the Pontine Marshes

was completed in October, 1940, according to the Italian govern-

ment. Some 50,000 hectares of wasteland had been brought into use

15 C. T. Schmidt, The Cm parate State in Action, p. 106.

Eightieth Congress, First Session, House Document Numher 401, Fascism In

Action. Washington: Ciovernment rrintiiig Office, 1947, p. 139.
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and, in 1940, this land yielded I 61/2 thousand tons of wheat, 2.4

thousand tons of sugar beets, one thousand tons of cotton, and 5

thousand tons of sorghum.

Opinions were divided as to the merits of the reclamation pro-

gram in general and the draining of the Pontine Marshes in [)ar-

ticular. Some writers regarded the draining of the Pontino, the

building of new towns, and the settlement of people in the region,

as almost miraculous. Critics pointed to the heavy cost ol the

reclamation program, which included many ill-advised projects.

Much of the land in the Pontino and elsewhere was of very poor

quality even after being reclaimed, and, by the end of 19^5, only

2215 new units (19,048 individuals) had been settled in the Pontine

region as against an announced goal of 40 to 50 thousand. The
reclamation program as a whole gave little relief to the land-

hungry Italian peasants, for less than one-tenth of one per cent ol

all the land involved was taken away from the owners because of

their refusal or inability to pay their share of the cost of reclama-

tion, and the peasants were not given any preferential rights with

respect to reclaimed land. However, the work provided by the pro-

gram was of some assistance in connection with the problem of

agricultural unemployment.

The Category Corporations in Italy. If the fascist leaders did not

give their needy farmers more land, they certainly gave the farmers

more governmental controls and regulations. In Italy, the controls

were exercised largely through the category corporations. As we
have seen, none of these corporations was organized directly in

agriculture, but six of them represented branches of economic

activity which involved agricultural, industrial, and commercial

operations. These were the corporations of grains, horticulture,

wines and edible oils, animal husbandry and fishing, wood and

wood products, and textile products. The make-up of one of these

corporations may be used to illustrate the composition of the others.

Thus, the corporation of grains w^as made up of “A president and

36 members, including representatives of the Fascist Party (3);

Grain Growers (7 employers’, 7 workers’); Threshing Industry (1

employers’, 1 workers’); Milling, Rice, Pasta, and Sweet-meat Indus-

try (3 employers’, 3 workers’); Breadmaking Industry (1 employers’,

17 Italian Library of Tiiforination, fiusifie.ss and Financial Report, November,
1910.

Fascism In Action, p. 140.
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1 workers’); Grain Trade (3 enij3loyers', 3 workers’); Consumers’

Cooperative Societies (1); Agricultural Technicians (1); Artisans

(I).”-

The early activities ol these corporations were rather mild, as

were those of the other groups of corporations. 1 he corporation of

grains discussed a standardized contract for the sale of flour; and

tried to set up regulations for the distribution and sale of bread,

for wheat markets, and for the flour industry. The corporation deal-

ing with edible oils discussed the relations between the olive-oil and

seed-oil industries, and the possibility of an official classification of

olive oils. The corporation of horticulture discussed the standardiza-

tion of vegetable products, the grading and packing of vegetables

and their exhibition on export markets, new industrial uses of

citrus fruits, and contracts between producers and dealers. How-
ever, underneath all these seemingly innocuous activities lay a real

possibility of governmental control over production, since the cor-

porations could draw uj) rules and regulations governing all phases

of productive activity, and these rules and regulations, after ap
proval by the government, were binding on all producers with the

force of law.

In later years, and especially after the beginning of World War II,

agricultural production and marketing were severely controlled by

the Italian government. In 19^10, a decree was issued providing for

the compulsory pooling for collective sale of all oats, whether im-

ported or domestic, and authorizing the government to fix prices

and conditions of purchase and sale. It was provided that 85 }>er

cent of all wheat milled must go into bread flour. Wheat raisers

were allowed to keep only 2 cjuintals (441 pounds) for consumption

and the same quantity for seed. Ail the rest of the crop had to be

delivered to the official pools. Farmers were given better prices

(about 20 per cent higher) for wheat, corn, rice, and oats in 1940

than in 1939. At the official value of the lira, the new price of

wheat worked out to $2.34 per bushel. The selling prices for grains,

as quoted by the compulsory pools, remained unchanged, with the

difference being made up by the government in order to increase

farm income without raising the general cost of living. The old

livestock markets were also abolished in 1940, and sellers were re-

W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy, p. 109. Reprinted by permission of

the President and Fellows of Harvard College.

'^oibicL, pp. 120-121.
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cjuircd to bring their livestock to public markets where only three

types of buyers were allowed—procurement agencies of the armed

forces, the organization which j>rovided meat dealers with stocks lor

direct civilian consumption, and the consortium which purchased

meat for the rneat-jnoducts industry. Sellers had to set aside SO

per cent of all cattle over 125 kilograms in weight for governmental

use.^^ Such controls were continued and intensified in the later years

of the war.

The Agricultural (Food) Estate hi Germany. The general or-

ganization for the governmental control ol agriculture under Na-

tmnal Socialism was the Reich Agricultural Estate. This organiza-

tion was set up in July, 19SS, as a sell-administrative statutory cor-

poration. Membershiyi was compulsory and included all individuals,

associations, and agencies wwking directly in the field of agricul-

ture, (or in forestry, hunting, fishing, market gardening, and viticul-

ture), divided into five classes: (1) persons engaged in these lines ol

production or directly related to them, (2) agricultural unions, in

eluding their head organizations such as leagues of control, central

unions, and other agencies, (5) all natural and legal persons who
traded in the products of these fields of production or used them in

manufacturing, (4) related organizations, such as tlte Council of

German Agriculture, the Prussian Central (Chamber of Agriculture,

other Chambers of Agriculture, the National Bureau ol Coloniza-

tion, the Working Union of Rural-Supply Companies, and the Na-

tional League of Rural Sick Funds, and (5) marketing organizations

and associations, including some eleven previously existing Central

Associations for groups of products and many newly formed organ-

izations for specific products. Thus, we see that dealers in agricul-

tural products or other products which came under the Reich

Agricultural Estate had to belong to this Estate as well as to that of

Industry and Trade, while manufacturers using the same products

had to belong to the Agricultural Estate as well as cither to the

Estate of Industry and Trade or to the Estate of Handicrafts. Mem-
bership in the Agricultural Estate could not be given up.

The head of the Agricultural Estate was the National Peasant

(Farm) Leader, who was appointed by the Chancellor of the Reich

(Hitler) and was responsible only to him. The National Peasant

Leader in turn ap|X)inted lower officials of the Agricultural Estate

21 Commerce Weekly, November 2, 1940, p. 205, and December 7.

1940, p. 461.
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and assigned duties and functions to them. He was, in fact, though

not of necessity, the Reich Minister for Food and Agriculture as

well. Flis term of office was indefinite and his control over the

functioning of the Agricultural Estate was complete. The division

of functions between the Reich Minister of Food and Agriculture

and the same individual as National Peasant Leader was not clear,

except that the Ministry performed various governmental adminis-

trative functions assigned to it by law, while the Agricultural Estate

was thought of as “the coordinated self-expression of the members

of the agricultural and commercial bodies and individuals closely

concerned with agricultural products.” 22 Agricultural Estate

functioned through three main divisions, 20 regional associations,

520 district associations, and numerous local associations.

The Functions of the Agricultural Estate. One of the main divi-

sions of the Agricultural Estate dealt with “man,” or personal ques-

tions relating to agriculture. It dealt with social relations in agri-

culture, legal matters, the attainment and maintenance of the

proper attitude and point of view on the part of the farmers, and

farm problems involving persons, the selection and settlement of

new peasants, and land reclamation projects. T he administration of

the Hereditary Farm Act was carried on through this main division,

but labor problems in agriculture were handled in other ways,

since the Agricultural Estate belonged to the Labor Front. The
second main division dealt with “the estate,” or with (juestions of

agricultural production. It controlled all functions and activities

having to do with the farm as a productive enterprise. It controlled

professional education, farm schools, agricultural science and ex-

perimental stations, the functions of agricultural chambers and so-

cieties, and the agricultural portion of the German economic self-

sufficiency program.

The third main division of the Agricultural Estate had to do with

“the market” and controlled the many marketing associations which

had been set up for specific farm products. The marketing associa-

tions for specific products were organized along regional lines, and

the regional divisions were combined into central associations Which

supervised and controlled distributive activities all the way from

actual production to sale to the final consumer, including financial

and credit matters in connection with marketing. Operating through

22 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 184. Reprinted by

permission of the Piesident and Fellows of Harvard C.ollege.
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horizontal federations of enterprisers who were at given stages of

the productive processes, they saw to it that trading and marketing

went on in accordance with rules of lair competition, standards ot

cjuality, and labels of cjuality identilication. I'hey had the power

to license new enterprises or extensions of existing productive

facilities. They had some control over production areas, conditions

and terms of deliveries, costs of production, prices, advertising

allowances, and profit margins of wholesalers, retailers, and manu-

facturers.

In addition to the marketing associations, government boards

were set up which also had powers in connection with the control

of prices received by farmers and processors of farm products and

were responsible for the importation and exportation of farm prod-

ucts. The government boards were also trading agencies which

bought and sold both domestic and imported farm produce. Anyone

who wished tcj sell imported food in Germany had to obtain a

permit from the appropi iate government boai ci and was reejuired to

turn over to the board the diHerence between the cost of the im-

ported good and the higher price which prevailed in Germany.

Domestic producers also needed permits to sell farm j^roducts and

could be compelled to sell specified quantities of foodstuffs to the

boards at fixed prices. In 1942, a new decree provided fines up to

100,000 marks, imprisonment, or even the death penalty, for farm

producers who failed to turn over their marketable surpluses to the

proper agencies of the government. Since they controlled the quan-

tities and prices of imported farm goc:)ds, the domestic surpluses c:)l

such products, and the exportation of goods not needed at home,

the government boards were able to exercise a strong influence on

the domestic prices of these goods. To add to the confusion, how-

ever, it may be noted that the activities of the marketing associa-

tions and government ])oards in controlling the prices of farm

products had to be brought into adjustment with those of the

National Price C'ommissioner, who was in general charge of price

control in Germany.

The German Hereditary Farm Act. The aims of the Nazis with

respect to agriculture w^re by no means limited to controlling pro-

duction, prices, and marketing, but included the creation of a

peasant state of '‘Blood and Soil.” Within this general aim, the farm

program was designed to achieve three specific results—fixity of

occupation, fixity of status, and fixity of residence. To achieve the
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first of these results, a Hereditary Farm Act was passed which

bound the “racially pure” (Germans j^erinanently to their land and

their occupation. Fixity of status resulted from making the farmers

into a definite and rigid sociabeconomic class which occupied a

position in the class structure of society which could be changed

only at the will of the state. For German farmers who came under

the Hereditary Farm Act, fixity of residence followed rather auto-

matically from fixity of occupation and status. Other farmers were

controlled by se\ere restrictions on immigration and emigration

and on movements of persons between rural and urban areas.

According to the Hereditary Farm Act of 1933, farms which were

large enough to be self-sustaining, that is, to support a peasant and

his family, automatically became hereditary farms if they were

owned by persons who could legally claim the status of peasant.

To be a peasant within the meaning of the Act, the farmer had

to be a German citizen, had to possess an “honorable character,’*

and had to be able to show that his stock had been racially pure

since January 1, 1800. The farmers* proof of racial purity had to be

validated by court action. The size of the farms could vary from

20 to over 300 acres. The farms were inalienable. I'hey could not

be divided up and distributed among several heirs, but had to be

passed on intact, with all buildings and equipment, to the eldest

son or the youngest son, according to local custom. The hereditary

farms could not be sold to anyone and could not be mortgaged or

otherwise encumbered by debt. They could not be taken by fore-

closure under previously existing mortgages. The owners of the

farms could obtain only short-term loans, based on their personal

credit, and not in excess of sums which could be repaid out of cur-

rent crop receipts. Thus, the owner could lose his farm only through

governmental action, which might be taken if he were inefficient,

became incapacitated, or failed to live up to the “peasant honor

code.’* As previously noted, the Hereditary Farm Act was adminis-

tered through the Reich Agricultural Estate. Disputes concerning

inheritance were decided by special Estate Courts, which were

under the control of the National Peasant l.eader. Some 650,600 to

700,000 farms were actually accepted as hereditary farms, as com-

pared with a goal of 1,000,000.^^

German agriculture, like other phases of economic activity under

-^Fascism in Action, p. 137.

24 Fascism in Action, p. 140.
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fascism, appeared to be greatly over-organized. In the face ol so

many divisions, associations, and bc^ards, it seemed difficult to get

any clear picture of the actual functioning of the Agricultural

Estate. In practice, its operation was simpler than it seemed for it

was said that:

1 he National Peasant Leader delegates or “entrusts duties” to his in-

ferior designees; these delegate or “entrust” duties to other inferior of-

ficers. At the bottom of the scale the peasant is “delegated” or “entrusted”

the duty of cultivating the land to the maximum advantage of “the

people.” In plain language, this means that the National Peasant Leader

tells his designees what they are to do, these tell their inferior ollicers

what to do, and these in turn tell the peasant, according to the law

whether and wliat he may own, may produce, or may sell. Since the Nazi

philosophy calls for complete “co-ordination of spirit and ideas,” the

same “delegating” or “entrusting” or cojiunandirig applies to social life,

leisure-time activities, and what the peasant, his family, and all rural

labor may think, where they may go, and how they may feel about any-

thing which affects Germany, which is everything. This Nazi writers refer

to as the “new German freedom.”

Agricultural Self-Sufficiency. One objective of both Italy and Ger-

many under fascism was agricultural self-sufficiency. In Italy the

campaign for self-sufficiency was typified by the “Battle of the

Wheat,” which was “to free the Italian people from the slavery of

foreign bread.” Italy, though an agricultural country, had long im-

ported large amounts of wheat for domestic consumption. In the

crop-year 1922-2.8, for example, Italian wheat production had

amounted to 13.9 million quintals, while 31.1 million quintals were

imported. The Battle of the Wheat was intended to increase

Italian wheat production so that the nation would no hunger be

dependent upon imports to any significant extent. The weapons ol

education and propaganda were poured into the battle, wdiich began

in earnest in 1925, and the government provided subsidies to stimu-

late the use of machinery and artificial fertilizers, and established

low controlled prices for fertilizers and tractor fuel. The govern-

ment also sponsored the building of silos; the use of selected seed,

seed sorters, and motor ploughs; and the construction of drainage

facilities, roads, stalls, and tioughs. As these methods suggest, the

battle had to be won largely by increasing production per hectare

rather than by bringing large ejuantities of land under cultivation,

2R From The Spirit and Struciufc of German fascism, pp. 255-256, copyright

1937 by Robert A. Brady, by permission of the Viking Press, Inc., New York.
26 W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy, p. 195.
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though some land was transferred from other uses to wheat-raising.

However, devices such as heavy import duties on wheat, compulsory

pooling of wheat outputs for sale, and flour-mixing regulations

which required the use of a large percentage of home-grown wheat

were even more potent weapons than those named above. Tliese

devices, of course, led to higli wheat prices which were very stimulat-

ing to domestic production. The import duty on wheat itself was

raised successively from 50 to 200 lire per cjiiintal, or from 68 cents

to $2.70 per bushel and the flour-milling regulations required

sometimes that flour should contain as high as 99 per cent of home-

grown wheat.

According to the Fascist leaders, the Battle of the Wheat resulted

in a glorious victory for Fascism. Wheat production per hectare of

land, which had a^ eragc‘d 10.4 quintals from 1909 to 1914 and was

only 9.5 quintals in 1922, increased to 15.4 quintals in 1935. Total

wheat production, wJiich in 1922 had stcjod at 88.2 on the basis of

1909-13 as 100, had reached 127.1 by 1935. Imports of wheat in

1934 were 2.6 per cent of the 1909-13 average, whereas in 1922 they

had been as high as 238.1 per cent.^" While these results seemed

very encouraging, there were some other factors which led an out-

side observer to conclude that the Battle of the Wheat actually re-

sulted in a Pyrrhic victory for Italy. In the first place, Italian agri-

cultural conditions were greatly upset by the wheat campaign. The
rotation of crops was neglected, and tree crops and livestock raising

declined. ITough the Italian climate and soil are well suited to the

production of fruits, vegetables, nuts, and vines, the same soil cannot

be used for these crops and for wheat as well. As wheat raising be-

came more profitable than livestock raising, much pasture land was

brought under the plow. Decreased imports of wheat, therefore,

were offset to some extent by decreased exports of natural Italian

fruit and vegetable products and by increased imports of such

things as butter, wool, meat, and eggs. There is genuine doubt as to

how much, if at all, the wheat campaign improved Italy's position

with respect to self-sufficiency in foods and with respect to the

balance of international trade.

The Battle of the Wheat proved to be of little benefit to Italian

farmers in general. I'he gains were realized by the large landowners

and already prosperous farmers, for only they had much wheat to

sell at the artificially high prices which resulted from the wheat

pp. 194-195.
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campaign. Small Italian farmers and tenants consumed ordinarily

all the wheat which they raised and even had to buy additional

quantities. Thus, increased disparities between the large and small

farmers and landowners were produced. At the same time, the

effects of the program were most serious for urban and rural workers

and for consumers in general, since the high prices for wheat had a

direct unfavorable influence on real wages and standards of living.

It has been estimated that the wheat campaign cost Italian consunr

ers a net premium of 32 billion lire for the wheat which they con-

sumed between 1925 and 1935 and that all this wheat, in the ab-

sence of the wheat campaign, could have been purchased for two-

thirds of what it actually cost.^s To put the same thing in another

way, total Italian wheat consumption, which had amounted to

76.6 million quintals in 1924 and 78.9 in 1929, was only 57.9 million

quintals in 1935. I'he Italian popidation in 1935 was 122.9 on the

basis of 1909-13 as 100, but total wheat consumption in 1935 was

only 101.6 with 1909-13 as the base period.^^ It is clear that the

Battle of the Wheat was “won'" by reducing consumption as well as

by increasing production. In a country such as Italy in which wheat

is the mainstay of the people's diet, a victory of this type was bound

to be costly. After 1935, the Italians went on winning the battle,

with stringent rationing as an additional weapon in years in which

the crop failed to come up to expectations, since foreign sources of

supply were no longer readily available to Italy. In 1940 and 1941,

for example, the wheat crop was about a million metric tons, or

12 per cent, below those of 1938 and 1939, but, because of her par-

ticipation in World War II, Italy had to get along as best she could

on the basis of domestic production.

In Germany, the National Socialist plans for general economic

self-sufficiency (to be discussed in detail in a later chapter) assigned

a rather important part to agriculture, for Germany had normally

been dependent on other countries for about 20 per cent of her

food supply as well as important amounts of agricultural raw ma-

terials. The plans for agricultural self-sufficiency simply involved,

as in Italy, attempts to increase farm production. For example,

farmers were asked to double the quantity of land used for raising

fibrous and oil-bearing plants and to double the number of sheep

raised for wool. However, serious obstacles stood in the way of

-8 C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Action, p. 101.

29 W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy, p. 195.
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increasing agricultural production. When the Nazis came into

power, about (kI per cent of all the land in Germany was cultivated

or meadow land, 27 per cent was in forests, 6 per cent was used for

site purposes, and 4 per cent was moor and waste land.^^^ While it

would have been possible to reclaim some of the moor and waste

land, the costs involved seemed likely to be prohibitive. Clearing the

forest land would have helped with ordinary farm production but

would soon have impaired German self-sufficiency with respect to

timber. Increasing the number of sheep from S.5 to 50 millions

would have made Germany self-sufficient in wool production but

would have reejuired the withdrawal of much land from ordinary

agricultural purposes to be used for pasture.

In general, increased production in one sector of agricultural pro-

duction seemed likely to involve decreasing production in some

other sector. About the only method for increasing agricultural

production in general seemed to be the more intensive cultivation

of the land already in use. However, the German cultivated land

had been inadequate from the beginning and it was already inten-

sively cultivated. Improved methods of cultivation, on the other

hand, would have involved the use of expensive machinery and

fertilizer, and it was difficult to see how the German larmers could

obtain these things. In spite of all obstacles, however, German
agriculture made some progress toward self-sufficiency. A small

amount of waste land was reclaimed and brought into use, but

simple hard work played the largest part in bringing about in-

creased agricultural production.

Agricultural Output under Fascism. In Table 11, we show the

production of some leading (ierman agricultural products in the

late 19'10’s in comparison with average production from 1932 to

1937. While tiie production of some of the products increased more
than that ot others, the general improvement in production is ob-

vious. On the whole, it has been estimated, if the physical volume
of agricultural production in 1928 is taken as 100, that for 1932 was
106 and that lor 1938 was 1 15.-^’ Again, the value of all agricultural

production in 1939 was one billion marks (7 per cent) greater than
in 1938 and 5.5 billion marks greater than in 1933.^^

R. A. Brady, The Spirit and Strnrtnre of German Fascism, p. 265.

M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 206.
Facts in Review, June 3, 1910, p. 236.
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Governinental aid also played a part in the progress o£ German

agriculture toward self-sufficiency. I’his aid took the form of large

cash subsidies and other types of grants. Typical of the other

grants was the governmental program for stimulating hog raising in

1940. Early in the year, the government entered into contracts with

the farmers which called for the farmers to raise an additional I 1/2

million hogs to weigh at least 110 kilograms each and for the gov-

TAHLE 11.

PRODUCriON OF SOME LEADING GERMAN AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS IN RECENT TEARS IN COMPARISON WITH 1932-37

AVERAGE PRODUCTION

1032-37

Item Unit Average 1938 1939 1910

1. All grains Million tons 25.77 26.36 27.43 24.60

2. Wheat Million tons 5.41 5..S8 5.59

3. Rye Million tons 8.88 8.61 9.38

4. Barley Million tons 3.92 4.25 4.24

5. Oats Million tons 6.56 6.36 6.82

6. Other grains Million tons 1.00 1.56 1.40

7. Potatoes Million tons 46.8 50.9 51.5 60.0

8. Sugar beets Million tons 10.9 15.5 15.6 20.0

9. Mangolds Million tons 35.3 38.4 36.5

10. Pigs on hand Million head 22.3® 23.6 24.8

1 1 . Sheep on hand Million head 4.7® 4.8 4.9

12. Hens on hand Million head 85.4® 88.6 89.5

* 1937 figure.

sources: 1 he Economist., December 9, 1939, p, 376; Eoreij^n Commerce Weekly\

November 9, 1940, p. 251.

ernment to furnish 20i) kilograms of barley or corn and 175 kilo-

grams of sugar-beet Hakes for each hog. In December, contracts

were drawn up for an atlditional 900,000 hogs.^'*'^ Again, progress

toward self-sufficiency did not depend entirely on increased agri-

cultural production, for natural and artificial substitutes were

developed to replace agricultural products in whole or in part.

Large quantities of “acorn meal" were used in making chocolate,

low quality vegetable fats in making edible fat compounds, mineral

oils in making soaps, and artificial textile fibers in making cloth.

The progress toward .agricultural self-sufficiency had the usual re-

Foreign Commerce Weekly, December 14, 1940 and January 4. 1941.
34 R. A. Brady, The Spirit and Structure of German Fascism, p. 265.
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suits in terms of high prices for goods, lowered qualities of goods,

and decreased standards of living for consumers.

The statistics for the output of leading Italian agricultural prod-

ucts in selected years, as shown in Table 12, indicate the consider-

able expansion which occurred in the production of wheat, other

grains, sugar beets, and potatoes. On the other hand, the production

of citrus fruits, wine, and olive oil increased only slightly or de-

clined somewhat over the years. If statistics for nuts, livestock, and
other products were shown, they would also indicate stagnation or

decline as a result of Fascist emphasis on wheat raising and the pro-

duction of other common food crops.

TABLE 12,

PHODVCIIO\ OF LEADING AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES IN
ITALT IN SELECTED TEARS, 1922-40

Item

1. Wheat
2. Rice

3. Corn
4. Sugar beets

5- Potatoes

6. Citrus fruits

7. Wine
8. Olive oil

Unit

Million quintals

Million quintals

Million quintals

Million quintals

Million quintals

Million quintals

Million hectoliters

Million hectoliters

1922 1927

44.0 53.3

4.6 7.0

19.5 22.2

22.6 20.2

14.6 19.5

6.8 6.6

35.6 35.7

2.8 1.6

1937 19m

80.6 70.0

7.4 8.5

30.7 35.0

33.1

28.7

6.8

34.0

3.0

1932

75.4

6.6

30.2

24.9

28.4

11.6

45.4

2.3

sources: W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Foltcy, p. 196, Foreign Commerce Weekly,

November 2, 1940, p. 205, and the Economist, March 15, 1941, p. 16.

The Status of the Farmers under Fascism. A relatively small num-

ber of peasants may have had their hunger for more land satisfied,

some farmers (especially in (Germany) obtained a measure of debt

relief at the cost of being bound hand and foot in their occupation

and residence, and there were higher prices for farm products for

those farmers who had produce to vsell in Germany and Italy under

fascism. On the whole, however, fascist agricultural policies did

little to improve the lot of the small farmers and average farmers.

Even the increases in prices of farm products did not suffice to

give the farmers an increasing share of the national income. In

Germany, agriculture and forestry received 8.3 per cent of a total

national income of 46.6 billion marks in 1933, but in 1938 received

only 7.3 per cent of a national income of 79.7 billion marks.^® The

35 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 208.
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total number of marks received by German agriculture and forestry

thus increased sharply from 1933 to 1938, but their share of the

national income declined. The fascist farmers paid a part of the cost

of the armaments program and the construction of facilities for

producing substitute goods.

On the other hand, it must be said that, outside of being subject

to increased regimentation and control, fascist agricultural policies

did relatively little damage to the farmers and they sufiered less

than most groups in the population under the lascist regime. In

Italy, of course, this result was practically automatic, for the itatus

of the small and average fanners was so lowly in the first place that

it would have taken cleverly designed policies to do them any great

harm. An investigation in the 193()’s established that there were

3,479,000 habitations in the Italian countryside. Of these, the in-

vestigating authorities classified 276,810 as “uninhabitable” and

739,580 as “almost uninhabitable.” About a third of the rural

population lived in these dwellings. Some 30,000 persons were re-

ported as living in caves and 300,000 to 400.000 in hovels of earth

and foliage.

1

he hourly wages of farm labor changed very little

in Italy under fascism. Year by year they ranged from 1.0 to 1.5 lire

per hour for common male laborers. 74iis was, of course, an hourly

wage rate of from roughly 5 to 7.5 cents. In the face of a constant

upward trend in prices in the later years of fascism, the real wages-

and scales of living of Italian farm workers undoubtedly declined

somewhat from their previous low level.

If any class or group of farmers can really be said to have gained

under fascist agricultural policies, it was the relatively small group

of large farmers in both countries. In the first place, the fascist

leaders left these farmers relatively undisturbed in the possession of

their large estates. Again, the Hereditary Farm Act in Germany was

supposed to apply only to farms of 125 hectares or less, but it turned

out in practice that large estates could be made into hereditary farms

on special application, if the public interest seemed to require it.

Many owners of large estates, severely harassed by creditors, sought

and obtained the preferred status provided by the Act. In fact,

in several sections of the country, peasants with small landholdings

were deprived of their lands, which were then combined to form
large-scale hereditary farms.

\v. F.bensteia, Fascist Italy. New York: Ihe Aincrican liook Company, 1939,

p. 204.
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Most of the governiTieTital cash subsidies to agriculture were re-

ceived by the large landowners and prosperous farmers, and the

same thing was true of other subsidies for the stimulation of agri-

cultural production under the self-sufficiency program. I'he }>olicy

of raising the prices of agricuhinal products was not a]3plied uni-

formly to all farm commodities. Instead the government raised

prices most for grains and other commodities that were produced

for the most part on the large estates, which c(3uld make use of

scientific, mechanized farming methods. Finally, much of the land-

help, or ^irtually free agricultural laboi service furnished by the

government, went to the owners ol large or medium-sized farms.

On the other hand, the status of rural workers and small peasants

under fascism is indicated by the severe restrictive measures which

the government had to imjxise in order to keep these people on the

land. Fascist agricultural policies, on the whole, can be considered

successful only in the sense that they operated to produce a large

part of the results which the fascist leaders wanted. However, the

program of agricultural self-sufliciency was tar from completely

successful in both countries, and the pcH)]>le had to go on extremely

short rations once they were dependent entirely on domestic pro-

duction.

QUESTIONS

1. “The Labor Govenniient has made ambitious general plans for Biit-

ish agriculture.” Explain.

2. “Agriculture, though remaining under private ownership and opei-

ation, is thoroughly controlled by the government in Britain under

partial socialism.” Show whether you agree.

3. “Agricultural production was booming in Britain in 1946 and 1947

and the goals for 1951-1952 will be attained easily.” Discuss.

4. Describe the aims, methods, and results ol the fascist policy ol land

reclamation in Italy.

5. What were the objectives ol the settlements program in Germany
under fascism?

6. “The National Socialist settlements program was divided into two

sections.” Explain.

7. What was the leading problem of the average farmers in Germany
and Italy when the fascist regimes came into power? Explain.

8. How was governmental control over agricultural production secured

in Italy under fascism?

9. Describe the organization and functions of the Agricultural Estate in

Germany under fascism.
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10. What were the effects of the operation of the Hereditary Farm Act

in Cicnnany under lascism?

11. How did the fascists attempt to “free the Italian people from the

slavery of foreign bread?” Explain.

\2. “Victory in the Battle of the Wheat was very costly for the Italian

people.” Show whether you agree.

I'l. “d he Battle of the Wheat was won by reducing consumption almost

as much as by increasing production.” Explain.

\i. “d'he average Italian farmer derived great gains from the Battle of

the Wheat.” Do you agree? Explain.

15. Discuss the methods and results ol the program of agricultural self-

sufficiency in Germany under lascism.

Hi. What happened to agricultural production in Italy and Germany
under fascism?

17. “Fascist agricultural policies greatly improved the economic situation

ol most Italian farmers.” Show whether you agree.

18. “If any class or group of German farmers can really be said to have

gained under the policies of lascism, it was the relatively small group
of large farmers.” Show whether you agree.



CHAPTER 1 1

THE MECHANISM OF EXCHANGE

Once economic goods have been produced in the more limited

sense of tlie term, some method or other must he found of getting

them into the hands of the jjcople who will finally consume them.

This proc(‘ss is usually called exchange, or distribution, though the

use of the latter term is inadvisable since it is also used in economics

to refer to the division or apportionment of the national income

among the owneis of the various j)roductive agents. The individuals

who engage in die process of exchange are producers just as much as

those who actually “make” the commodities in the first place, but

it is customary to discuss their activities separately.

Exchange Activities under Capitalism

Forms of Organization, The organization of exchange activities

under capitalism is ordinarily left rather completely in the hands of

private individuals and firms. Wholesalers, jobbers, retailers, and

many other functional types of middlemen may handle commodities

on their way from original producers to final consumers. On the

other hand, manufacturers are free to try to eliminate one or more

steps in the exchange prcx.ess if they wish. They can attempt to sell

directly to the final consumers or operate their own retail stores,

rhe enterprises which operate in the process of exchange may be

organized as single enterprises, partnerships, corporations, or co-

operative associations. Wholesalers may specialize in a single class

of products or may carry a number of different classes of products.

Retail stores, in similar fashion, may be general stores or depart-

ment stores which handle an almost endless variety of goods, or

specialty stores which deal only in a particular class of merchandise

such as meats, hardware, or clothing. Indeed, specialty stores often

handle merely a part of a particular class of merchandise, such as

292
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men's shoes or women's clothes. Individual stores may operate as

independent units or they may be grouped together in combinations

or chains under common ownership and management. Stores may

sell directly to customers at a central place of business or they may
do business through the mails.

In all this organization of exchange activities, there is very little

governmental interference under capitalism. Governmental units

seldom own and operate enterprises in the general field of exchange,

and they do not often attempt to control the forms which private

enterprises take. Occasionally, however, a governmental unit will

attempt to discourage or eliminate a particular type of enterprise,

such as chain stores perhaps, by means of discriminatory taxation

or other devices.

Prices and Price Control. In theory, the prices at which economic

goods are exchanged under capitalism are determined by the opera-

tion of demand and supply forces in the market and not by govern-

mental action. While it describes the actual process of price deter-

mination only roughly and approximately, a large and elaborate

theory of price determination has been built up in general eco-

nomics. This theory attemf)ts to show how prices are cietennined

under all the various market conditions which may prevail, and it

concludes that the individual enterprise under all market conditions

al tempts to turn c^ut such a volume of output as will make marginal

levcnue equal to marginal cost, for this actic:)n will result either in

maximum profit or minimum loss. The whole thc'ory of price

determination, however, seems to be stated in terms of the manu-
facturing, agricultural, or other “form-production” level, and not

in terms of the wholesale or retail level. Apparently it is assumed

that prices at the form-production level, once they have been

determined on the basis of competitive, monopolistic, or other con-

ditions, will be faithfully lellected in the prices charged by whole-

salers, retailers, and other middlemen for the same goods, and that

the distributive or exchange branches of production are usually

organized on a competitive basis.

The government of a capitalistic economy seldom attempts to

control directly either the prices of specific (economic goods or the

price level for goods in general, but many regulative activities of

a capitalistic government may have at least an indirect effect on the

prices at which particular economic goods sell. In the United States,

the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and other anti-trust laws, in so far as
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they are effective in eliminating or preventing monopolies and

trusts, may havT an influence c^n the ])rices which consumers will

pay for a considerable number of gocxls. We shoulci note, however,

that the monopolies and trusts against which the gc^vernment pro-

ceeds are usually located at the form-production level rather than

chc exchange level. The Federal Trade (Commission was organizc‘d

in HIM and was given wide powers to investigate and prevent unlair

competition in American industry and business. Its activitic^s have

had an undoubted effect on prices, and some of the practices with

which it has dealt have been at the exchange level. Such practices

liave included the selling of rebuilt articles as new, giving and offer-

ing to give premiums of iinec^ual value with the particular pre-

miums received to be determined by lot or chance, advertising

articles for sale at “slashed prices” wliile in reality usual prices

are charged, and making false claims of “no extra charge for aedit.”

The control of railroads, motcjr carriers, and water carriers by

the federal government under various transportation acts includes

the power to control (n actually determine rates and fares charged

to the public by these transportation agencies. State governments,

operating through Public: Service Commissions, control the rates

charged by public; utility comj^anies in many cases, along with other

phases of public utility operation. The control of public: utility

holding companies by the federal government under the Public

Utilities Act of 193.5 may have an effect on the rates jjaid by

consumers for the services of public utility companies. Idle federal

government operates plants for the production of electric power

through the Tennessee Valley Authority and uses these plants as

“yardsticks” to determine how cheaply electric power can be pro-

duced and transmitted and to discover whether existing rates are

fair and reasonable. Public utility companies in the Tennessee

Valley area have c]uite commonly discovered, since the government

plants began to operate, that they could affbicl to sell electric power

at rates well below those previously charged.

The codes of fair competition, which were drawn up for hundreds

of industries under the National Industrial Recovery Act, had an

influence on the prices of many goods. 4'he anti-trust laws were

suspended in so far as any activities of business men which were

legal under the codes were concerned and many of the codes had

provisions which prohibited the sale of goods at prices below cost

of production or other provisions which made price control possible.
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riie federal government, operating through the Agncultural Adjust-

ment Administration, does not directly determine the prices of

agi'icultural products, but no one seriously doubts tliat the A/AA

acreage allotments, marketing tpiotas, and commodity loans, have

had a strong inlluence on the prices of tarm commodities.

The Robinson-Patman Amendment to the Cdayton Act, passed in

I9,^h, forbids sellers to charge diflerent prices to different purchasers

of commodities of like grade and quality—unless such price dil-

ferences make only due allowance for differences in the tost of

manufacture, sale, or delivery—wdienever such discrimination would

lessen competition substantially (1) between any buyer and the

disiriminating firm, (2) between the less-favored and the more-

favored buyers, and (‘1) between the customers of those l)uyers.

Formerly, manufacturers often marketed part of their products at

regular prices and sold the niiiainder to mail-order houses, chain

stores, or department stores at low prices for sale under a different

name, or otherwise discriminated for or against these types of

marketing agencies, as compared with ordinary wholesalers, job-

bers, and retailers. The Millcr-lAdings Act of 19 '17 amended the

Sfierman Anti-'lrust Act of 1890 so as to legalize (ontracts fur the

maintenance of resale prices of branded articles wherever such

contracts are approved by state laws, as they are practically in all

states. Price-cutting on l)randed articles, and in particular their use

as “loss-leaders” by chain and department stores, had long been a

source of annoyance, both to the manufacturers of the goods, who
had tried by extensive advertising to build up good will for their

products at regular retail prices, and to competing independent

merchants who naturally found their own trade injured by such

price-cutting. In the face of ail these examples, and others which

might be given, it seems clear that, while many governmental influ-

ences on the prices of individual commodities are indirect rather

than direct, ihe notion that the government of our modern capital-

istic system leaves the prices of indixidual economic goods free to

find their own respective levels under the operation of market fore cs

is little more than a polite fiction today.

In ordinary times, the government of a capitalistic economy is

not likely to attempt the direct control of the general level of

prices. In the United States, the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System has had certain powers for controlling the expan-
sion and contraction of bank credit by means of raising and lower-
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ing rediscount rates, engaging in open-market operations, laising

and lowering the reserve recpiirements wliich member banks must

hold against demand and time deposits, and other methods. Siiue

expansions and contractions in the general volume of bank credit

are thought to be important in connection with upward and down-

ward movements of the general price level, these powers were

supposed to give the Board of Governors, and indirectly the gov-

ernment, a considerable measure of control over the general price

level. In actual practice, however, attempts to control the general

price level by these means have proved to be relatively ineffective.

In the emergency created by World War II, the federal govern-

ment soon attenuated to control the prices of particular goods by

means of price ceilings and c:)ther devices. When the United States

actually entered the war, Congress passed the Emergency Price

Control Act in January, 11)12, and this made possible the direct

governmental control of prices in general. In April, 1942, the

so-called C^eneral Maximum Price Regulation was announced. It

provided that the prices of most commodities and a great many
services be “frozen” as of March, 1912. Foods of most kinds, cloth-

ing, fuel, furniture, and furnishings, hardware and agricultural

supplies, rents, and many other types of goods (both material and

non-material) were included in the thousands of articles covered

by price ceilings. Later, wages and salaries and the prices of most

commodities which had been exempted originally from the opera-

tion of the General Maximum Price Regulation were brought under

control, and our general system of price control became quite

similar to those which had been adopted earlier in some of the

controlled economies.

Opinions differ sharply as to the success of wartime price control

in the United States. Some people point with pride to the fact that

the index number of wholesale commodity prices advanced only

29 points from 19S9 to 1915, and only 7 points from 1942 to 1945,

when production, and hence the volume of purchasing power in

the country, were making new high records. Others, although con-

ceding that price control stabilized index numbers of prices, con-

tended that it did no such thing for the actual cost of living, which

increased tremendously in the face of supposedly stable prices. The
government price indexes took no account of the high, black market

prices which people had to pay if they were to secure any supplies

of certain scarce goods which virtually disappeared from normal
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marketing channels. Neithei did the price indexes show the effects

of other practices which business men devised for getting around

price controls. Articles of some kinds could be obtained at ceiling

prices only by buying them in combination with other goods whose

prices were not controlled and were therefore exorbitant. Minor

cliang( s in articles converted them into new commodities wliose

prices were not subject to the original ceilings. Commodities were

upgraded, articles of lowered quality were sold at the ceiling prices

for goods of the old higher Cjuality, and the quantities contained

in packages of some goods were reduced while the prices remained

the same. Manufacturers, given quantities of materials to use at

their discretion, concentrated on the more profitable, higher-priced

lifies rather than the lower-priced types of commodities. Allowances

lor trade-ins were cut to the* bone, and former discounts from

established prices were forgot ten. As a l esult of such developments

it is possible to conclude that general j)ri(e control, a|)art fn^m the

official price indexes, is not likely to woi k tcjcj well in an economic

system in which businesses are privately owned and operated and

business men are supposed to operate for profit.

The Control of Consumption. I he govei nment of a capitalistic

economy docs not, in genet al and in ordinary times, attempt to

control the consumption of \arious economic gocxls by the indi-

vidual citizens. Instead, the individual citizens, c;n the basis of their

mcjney incomes, are su})[K3sed to be able tcj c:hoc:)se freely from

among the various ccjinmodities and services which are available on

the market and cast their “ballots of the market place" for any

goods which please them and are within their means. Since there

is likely to be great inecjuality in the personal distribution of money
income under caj^ilalisni, this means that some persons can com-

mand much greater cjuantities of economic goods than others. The
resulting ap})ortionment of goods is probably not of such a nature

as will produce the greatest sum total of want satislaction in con-

sumption, and the government of a capitalistic economy may see

fit to reduce ine(]uality in the personal distribution of money
income to some extent through income taxation; but, in general,

tlie notion that the largest quantities of economic goods should go

to the individuals who can command the greatest money incomes

is not severely disapproved in a capitalistic system.

While the arbitrary allocation of cjuantities of consumers’ goc:)ds

to the individual citizens by means of rationing would be foreign
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to the nature of a capitalistic system in normal times, a considerable

amount of rationing may be necessary in periods of emergency. In

the years alter the entry of the United Stales into World War II,

many commodities were brought under rationing by the federal

government. Gasoline was rationed by makiitg small allowances to

all car operators for ordinary driving and then giving additional

<|uantities to various types of peisons for whom extensive trans-

portation by automobile seemed to be in the public interest. In

the case of tires, tubes, and new automobiles, no provision at all

was made for ordinary civilian uses, and the entire available slocks

were reserved for essential pui poses. Sugar, coffee, and shoes were

rationed among individuals by means of ration books which per-

mitted the purchase of given tjuantities in given periods of time.

Meats, fats, and oils, and canned, frozen, and tlried fruits and

vegetables were rationed on the basis of a (oinplicatcd point system

which involved the use of a second set of ration books.

Such rationing by i:)hysical cjuantities is certainly no more efficient

than the usual system of rationing on the basis of price changes,

but it is thought to furnish a more ecpiitable means for sharing the

limited supplies of various commodities in an emc.'rgcncy period.

However, any notion that it substitutes complete eejuity among

individuals for the inecjuity of operating on the basis of price

changes should be abandoned with some haste. In our recent war-

time experience, fanners who laised their own meat and were

overburdened wdth fiiiits and vegetables available for canning wctc

given just as many meat and canned goods coupons as the cliff-

dwTdlers in city apartment houses wdio had to buy their entire

supplies of these things. Individuals who could afford to eat out

most of the time received as many lood coupons as those whcj had

to do all their eating at home. The same sugar coupons were given

to those who baked at home and to those who j)urchased baked

goods at stores and bakeries. Unless he could command the luxury

of a “B card,” the individual who lived three or four miles from

his place of employment received the same gasoline ration as one

who lived only a couple of blocks from his work. Individuals who
did not like coffee and seldom reejuired a new pair of shoes received

the same number of coupons for these things as others whose tastes

or needs were cpiite different. Real equity in rationing by physical

quantities would require separate consideration of the situation of
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each individual or family, but, of course, the ordinary emergency

would be over hclote this could be accomplished.

Exchange Aciivilies under Socialism

and Communism
Exchange Activities under Socialism, The transition from capi-

talism to socialism, as the latter system is visualized in theory, would

not alter exchange activities as much as most people might believe.

To the extent that middlemen perform essential economic functions

under capitalism, these functions would have to be performed by

some agencies or other under socialism, whether or not the agencies

were called by their capitalistic names. Since a socialistic economy

would make use of money and prices, there would certainly be

retail stores at w^hich many kinds of economic goods would be sold

to the consuming public. Private individuals might be allowed to

operate small stores which involved no hired labor and wage slavery,

and many other stores might be operated by cooperative associa-

tions, but most of the large and medium-si/ed retail stores would

probably be run by some governmental units or agencies. There

seems to be no reason why a socialistic economy would not have

general stores, department stores, specialty stores, chain stores, mail-

order houses, and any other types of stores which exist in a

capitalistic ecc^nomy.

However, it is often contended that there would probably be

feu'cT things passing through the marketing or exchange mechanism
under socialism than under capitalism, because more things would
be furnished directly and freely to the citizens by the government.

The commodities and services supplied directly and without charge

would include things w^hich are communally supplied and consumed
in any system (such as protec tion, law and order, factory inspection,

and sewers), other intangible satisfactions which must be enjoyed

by all citizens or by none (such as liberty, security, stability,

ecjuality), and perhaps many things which are sometimes ii not

always obtained by the individual citizens through sale and pur-

chase in a capitalistic system (such as medical service, education,

insurance, postal service, water, heat, light, aids to sight and
hearing, milk, and possibly even meals).^ In general, free and direct

1 See, for exinnple, H. D. Dickinson, Economics of Socialism, pp. .51-59,
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distribution might well be applied to any goods which are not

likely to be used wastelully if free and which are likely to add to

social welfare if they are consumed in incieasing Cjuantities. Such

free, direct distribution would not be rationing, because each indi-

vidual could obtain all he wanted or needed of the specified com-

modities and services. In the end, lujwever, there would still remain

a considerable range of commodities and services to be bought and

sold in the exchange process.

Although many economic goods would have prices under social-

ism, both tlie prices ol particular economic goods and the level ol

prices in general would have to be under close governmental

contrcjl. It would be incompatible with the nature ot a ])lanned

socialistic economy to permit the prices cjI individual goods to bc‘

determined by the unhampered action of market forces or tcj allow

the prices of things in general to find their own level, lo solve the

general problem of pi ic e control, the economic planners would have

tea see to it that the total money income remaining in the hands ol

the citizens, allowing for taxes and other deductions, and available

for spending was just enough to take the available cjuantities of

commodities and services ofl the market at planned prices. At first

glance, this would seem to be merely a problem in arithmetic, but

in practic e it would be quite compile atcxl. I’he planners’ calculations

could be upset at least temporarily by the hoarding of money
income or dissipating of hoarded rncjiiey, and by the failure ot pro-

duction to meet planned schedules of output accurately after enough

money income had been paid out to permit the purc hase of planned

cjuantities of goods. Moreover, it is one thing to give people enough

money to buy given cjuantities of commodities but quite another

thing to give them exactly enough money to buy the volume of

services which a given ejuantity of productive facilities will turn out.

Since a moving picture performance may play to 150 or 300 cu.s-

tomers, a street car on a certain trip may carry 20 or 40 passengers,

and a doctor may care for 10 or 20 sick peoj^Ie in a given period ol

time, it is difficult to know' hcjw much money income should bv

allowed to people for the purchase of services. Of course, this prob-

lem can be handled in part by removing the price tag completely

from as many services as possible. The prices of individual goods

under socialism would not play the important part which is theirs

under capitalism in the making of general economic decisions, and

it is only necessary that the planners set them at levels which are
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compatible with the carrying out of the specific economic plans of

the system for production and consumption. However, the result

would be no perfectly stable prices for individual gcx)ds but rather

a process of constant readjustment of these prices.

rhe rationing of consumers’ goods has been a fairly common
practice in the economic system of Soviet Russia, but there is

nothing about the theoretical system of modern socialism which

implies that this practice will be either necessary or desirable.

Modern socialists agree that individuals in their system should be

given money incomes which they can spend freely on any or all

commodities and services which arc available on a price basis, and

that general rationing is undesirable, d'he question of how much
freedom of consum[)tion choice the consumer would have under

modern socialism is a highly controversial one. In a capitalistic

system, the individual consumer can get almost any good produced

and furnished to him on the market if he is able and willing to pay

enough for it. A socialistic economy, on the other hand, cannot

undertake to furnish the individual with all commodities or services

which he demands, because such a promise would be incompatible

with the planned nature of the economy. The economic planners

must decide, for better or worse, just what commodities and services

are worth produc ing, and the consumption c hoiccs of the individual

are limited necessarily to the range of commodities and sei vices

which the planners decree shall be placed on the market. More-

over, the individual is limited to a choice of consumers’ goods and

services in spending his income under socialism since, with very

limited exceptions, he is not allowed to acejuire productive wealth,

such as land and capital.

On the c:>ther hand, it may be argued that, wdiile the consumer

under capitalism has a \ery wdde potential or nominal range of

consumptiem choices, most capitalistic consumers have such limited

money incomes that their actual range of consumption choices is

extremely limited. Mink coats and expensive limousines are avail-

able on the market under capitalism, but they arc not within the

range of choice of mexst individuals. Under socialism, the total range

of consumption choices wcxdd be more limited and many things

which are produced under capitalism might not be produced at all,

but the money incomes of individuals would be relatively equal

and each consumer would be able to buy virtually any commodity

or service within the range of things which the planners saw fit to
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put on the market. Thus, it may be contended, the actual range of

consumption choices would be greater for most individuals under

socialism than under capitalism.

Exchange Activities under CA)mmunism. The question of exchange

activities under ideal communism can be dispos(‘d ol brielly. In this

system, we are told, cc^mmodities and services would be produced

and (in a sense) exchanged, but buying and selling activities would

be comjjletely eliminated. The only exchange agencies that existed

would be public storchouse\s to which individuals, tvho had pro-

duced according to their abilities, would come to help thetnselves

witliout charge to commodities on the basis of their needs, and

other })laces at ^vhich various sc'r\ ices would also be dispensed

without charge. Prices and money, along with buying and selling,

having been eliminated, there would be no cjuesiion of controlled

prices or any other prices. Most descriptions of ideal communism
seem to imply a xcry considerable degree ol standardization or

uniformity in consumption, with people living in the same kinds

of houses, wx’aring standardized clothes, and consuming the same

types of loods. However, while the range of ccansumplion chcjices

might be limited uitder communism, in comparison with capitalism

or even ideal socialism, the plan lor the consumption of everything

on the basis of needs and without charge is the very antithesis of

rationing.

Exchange Activities in Soviet Russia

Early Experiences, yVll private trade in Russia was abolished by

decrees of April 2 and November 21, 1918, and the distribution of

commodities to the pcc:)ple wtvs carried on through reorganized con-

sumer coc^peratives and governmental distribution centers. With the

introduction cjf the New Economic Policy in 1921, private trade

and markets came intcj existence once more and flourished greatly.

In 1922-23, private trade accounted for 75.3 per cent of total retail

business, as compared with H.4 per cent for state trade and 10.3

per cent for cooperative trade." About two-thirds of the private

stores were one-man stalls or shops, and only about 4 per cent

employed more than four sellers.^’ On the whole, private enterprises

in retailing were treated rather badly even under the New Economic

-’A. Baykov, The Development of the Soxfiet Economic System, p. 55.

L. K. Hubbard, Soviet Traxie and Distribution, p. 14.
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Policy. Private traders were barred from other occupations and

from trade union membership, and their general position in a

socialized economy was risky. Tdieir business was hampered l>y

discriminatory railroad rates and by governmental inKrlerence in

deciding which districts should gel industrial products and in what

c|uantities. And all the while the government was emouraging the

development of cooperative store's and laying the iounclations fcji

a large-scale systc in (A state stores.

The Groivth of State Marketing, liy 1928, private retailing estal)-

lishments, while they still made up 77.8 pen* rent oi the total

number, handled only 22.1 per cent ol the total volume ol business,

(iovernmenial stores had only 15.9 per cent ol the tcjtal trade, and

cooperative slore.s did the lion’s share of the business, (>1.7 per cent.^

In 1929, private Hading was again abolished. By die govern-

mental stores made up 28 per cent of the total number and

controikxl 44 per cent of the total retail business, the rest being

handled by cooperative stores. ’ In 1 95 1, the right of the collective

farms (and of indisidual peasants and collective farmers) to sell

their surplus prodme on the collective farm ]>easant markets was

established. Competition between the cooperative stores and govern-

mental stores continued until September 29, 1955, wdien a decree

was issued excluding the cooperative stores from the 654 leading

cities and town^ though they continucxl to lunction in rimal areas.

In 19.58, theix.' were 554,700 retail stores, as compared witli over a

million in 1912. The governmental stores handled 59 per cent ol

the letail trade in 1959, the cooperative stores 25.4 per cent, and

the farm markets 15.6 per cent.^^

Cooperative Stores, I he cooperative stores continue to be of great

importance in rural retailing, handling about 75 per cent of that

business, wdth local (ooperative associations running from one to

five or more stores. The stores are both general and specialized.

Some of the large .stores have their own dairies, bakeries, and manu-
facturing plants to supply them witli goods. Large cooperative stores

(with a monthly turnover of 20,000 rubles or more) arc financially

autonomous, wdiich means that they have their owm accounts with

the state bank and deal directly with the commercial departments

of industries and other selling organizations in securing goods for

* A. Baykov, op. cit., p. 6.5.

L. E. Hubbard, op. cit., p. .57.

« A. Baykov, op. cit., p. 254.
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sale to their members. Small cooperative stores a^'e financed and

supplied with goods by District Unions of Cooperatives. T'hese

District Unions also operate their own stores, which sell a better

variety and (juality of goods than the small cooperative stores.

Governmental Stores, 4 he stores wdiich are run by various govern-

mental units are almost all chain stores, but they fall into several

general types. In the first place, many governmental stores are run

by Torgi, which are autonomous governmental organizations ol

lepublics or provinces. Som(‘ of the stores under a Torg mav be

small enterprises which are completely controlled by the Torg, while

others are large stores with independent budgets, direct accounts

at the state bank, and an extensive choice of goods. Most of the

stores operated by Torgi are specialty stores. In the second place,

there are some All-Union Torgi, which sell furs, jew^elry, sporting

goods, textiles and clothing, stationery, and other articles to high-

class consumers in the larger cities. Thirdly, there are “universal

magaziIU^s“ or department stores which operate cjuite independently

though they are under the control of various governmental units.

Fourthly, the federal government operates a scries of All-Union

Provision Shops, These difler from the stores operated by Torgi in

that they handle the products of national food industries (such as

manufactured cereals, patent loods. and canned and preserved foods)

while the stores under Torgi deal more in local fresh produce and

the products of local food industries. Both types of stores sell

ordinary staple foods, however. Finally, there are stores operated by

the c:ommercial departments of industries which are under the

Ministries producing foods and manufactured consumers’ goods.

These are often model or experimental stores, which seek to intro-

duce new products and to measure the demand for various articles.

Hesidc?s the cc)0{)erative stores, governmental stc^res, and collective

farm peasant rtiarkets, j)rivate individuals and producers’ coopera-

tives in handicraft production are allowed to sell their own prod-

ucts, but private individuals arc not allowed to operate trading

enterprises which buy and sell goods.

Centralized Control of Marketing, In 1930, the marketing of

goods in internal trade was transferred from the Commissariat of

Trade to the Commissariat of Supplies. The latter organization w^as

divided into the Commissariat of Internal Trade and the Commis-

sariat of Food Industries in 1934. The Commissariat (later Ministry)

of Internal Trade was reorganized in 1936 so that it contained four
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adniiiHsliations, two lor retail trading in dillcrent geographical

areas, one for restaurants, cafes, and public dining rooms, and one

for railroad bullets, dining cars, and ship canteens and restaurants.

The functions of the adininisti ations in internal trade are similar

to those of the administrations in industry. Below the administra-

tions are departments, which deal with the organi/alion of trading

enterprises; planning the distribution ol industrial finished com-

modities; planning the distribution of loods; planning the turno\er,

personnel, conditions ol employment, and capital construction ol

trading units; finance; trade inspection; training and educating

personnel; statistics; sj^ecial political duties; tt ansportation; and

economic administration. Also subsidiary to the administj ations are

three all-union governmcailal olfices lor wholesale tiade in various

goods, fi\’c.‘ all-union governmental olliccs lor ictail tiading in vari-

ous goods, and eight special all-union bureaus. 1 here ;nc alscj

similar organizational hierarchies in the republics, provinces, re-

gions, and cities.

I he general principle which the planners have had in mind in

connection with the distribution of finished gc^otls has been to satisly

the consumption desires of various segments ol the population in

proportion to their significance to the economy as a whole. Assum-

ing that production in general is fairly well suited to the needs and

desires of consumers, the chief problems in the distribution of

goods, apart from the general one of inducing elficiency in the

operation of the various marketing enterpt isc‘s, have been those of

dividing goods among geographical regions so that elfective demand
in each area is satisfied to something like the same extent, distribut-

ing goods so that industrial workers and j^easants arc fairl) well

satisfied and continue functioning, and furnishing goods to dillerent

segments of the population in reasonable accordance with racial

and national habits and tastes. In trying to solve these problems,

the planners must di\ icle the total goods a\ailable into market and

non-market funds. Goods in the non-market fund go into industrial

consumption, further processing or manufacture, exportation, or

consumption by the armed forces. The market fund at the end of

the Second Five-Year Plan amounted to about 74 per cent of the

total cjutput of consumable goods.

The market fund is divided into planned and regulated sections

on the basis of importance and adequacy of supply. The distinction

between planned and regulated goods is found in the extent to
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which their distribution is planned centrally. The planned goods

include the more important consumption goods and the scarcer

commodities, and their distribution is planned by the central au-

thorities ail the way down to their allocation to local trading

organ i/ations. The regidated goods are less scarce or less important,

and they are merely allocated to the republics and central trade

organizations, leaving the details of their distribution to be deter-

mined at lower levels. 1 he market fund, of course, is divided among
the various territorial units ol the country, and the territorial allot-

ments are divided between the urban and rural distributive systems.

Finally, the goods are placed in the hands of actual retailing organ-

izations and enterj^rises.

Such matters as the supplying of goods to individual stores and

the selection or assortment c3f goods which individual stores should

carry are diffuidt to plan at national headquarters. As a result,

many stores are given a certain amount of freedom in ordering their

goods on a contract basis. How much freedom an individual store

is allowed to have depends on such factors as the size of its turn-

over, its importance, and the class of customers which it serves.

Stores are required to post official price lists for their gcxxls, how'-

ever, and there are inspectors to see that they abide by official price

and cjuality standards. On the other hand, the plans set no maxi-

mum limits on the amount of business which the stores may do

and they are encouraged to expand retail trade to the greatest

{possible vcjlume. Just how well the Russian marketing system has

worked in practice will be seen after we have discusseci price control

and rationing.

Price Control in Retail Markets. It goes without saying that prices

are controlled in the Russian planned economy. All the really im-

j)ortant economic decisions are made by means of economic plan-

ning and not on the basis of prices. Under these conditions, price

control is a component part of economic planning in general and

nc^t something im{X)sed upon an economy which would normally be

expected to operate in some other fashion. Subject to the general

directives of the Communist Party, the power of price control lies

in the C^ouncil of People’s Commissars and the State Planning Com-
mission, though the detailed work of price fixing is done at various

levels, all the way from the Ministry of Trade through republican,

district, and local governmental units to individual trading organ-

izations. Retail prices, as finally set up, include wholesale prices.
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turnover taxes, expenses (and planned profits) of the retail trade

operations, and transport expenses.

Retail prices in general are intended to control the effective

demand for consumers' goods so that consumption will keep pare

with production. On this basis, the price of an> given consumers’

good should be maintained at such a level that the collective

estimate of the good’s desirability will coincide with the available

su])ply. In this connection, it should be remembered that prices

which are above or below the cost of production level do not neces-

sarily stimulate or retard production. The jdanners reserve the

ultimate right to decide what should be produced lor the people,

and their decisions do not necessarily agree with the collective

opinions of the people. If the consumers show an increasing

demand for some good whose production the planners would

rather not expand, effective demand is limited by raising the price

of the good.

Under the influence of extreme scarcity, the distribution of con-

sumer’s goods under the f irst Five-Year Plan and part of the vSecond

Plan was largely on the basis of rationing. Sev eral cl assess of stores

were set up for selling rationed goods to different classes of pur-

chasers, and the prices which ])revailed in these stores were kept

very low in comparison with the prices which would have prevailed

in a free market, f lowever, it was not always easy to adjust rations

to cc^mjKmsaie for changes which occurred in the production ot

consumers’ goods, and on the whole there were not enough goods

available to use up tite entire monev incomes of the pc'ople at the

low fixed prices for ratic^ned goods. The outj>ut of consumers’ goods

in terms of physical units increased cmly slightly, if at all, under the

Fit St Five-Year Plan but the wages and salaries of workers lor

governmental and cooperative enterprises more than cjuadrupled.

Fhe workers often founef that there was nothing on which to Sj)end

the remainder of their money incomes after the rationed goods

were purchased. This situation led some wag to remark that the

Russian workers were the richest in the world since they had more
money than they knew what to do with.

At any rate, the “commercial” stores which began to develop

under the First Five-Year Plan furnished sometliing of an outlet for

the surplus money incomes of the workers since they would .sell any
cpiantities of goods to any purchasers, though at very high prices.

The commercial stores handled only 3 per cent of all retail trade in
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1932, but 15 per cent in 1933 and 25 per cent in 1934.’^ The dillcr-

ences in the prices ol the same goods Imm the ration stores to the

commercial stores were extremely large. In Leningrad and Moscow*

in 1931, the ration ];)rice ot bread in workers’ ration stores was one

ruble per kilogram, but it w’as tw’o rubles in the commercial stores.

Sugar was four times as high in commercial sterres as in workers’

ration stores, tea three times, fish four times, soap two to five times,

meat five to eight rimes, butter five to six times, and eggs five times.

I'his relationship betwex^n prices in the ration and commer cial stores

tended to make dillerenccs in real income among workers smaller

than difference’s in their money iircomcs. It a worker who received

1000 rubles a }ear could spend all his income for rationed goods,

while one who received 5000 rubles a year could spend only 1000

rubles for rationed goods and had to speirtl the remainder in the

commercial stores, the dillerence in real income betweeir the two

workers would be nearer two to one than five to one.

With the abandonment of rationing in 1935, both governmental

and cooperative retail stores bc'gan tcj operate on a coiTunercial basis.

I hat is, they w’ould sell any cjuamity of any available good to an)

[Hirchaser at prices which were originally in l)etw^een those which

fiad prevailed formerly in ration and commercial stores. I'his change

to the commercial basis in retailing w^as the lesult ot many lac tors,

as we shall see. Under the new system, consumers’ goods w'cre sup

posed to sell at single government-cc^ntrolled retail prices, but this

did nc:)t mean that the prices of the same goods were unifoiiti all

over the country. Instead, they were uniform only within zones.

Eight zones weie established for bread and cereal foods, five lor

meat and fish, four lor sugar and confectionery, four lor vegetable

oils, and five for buttcT. Ifilferences in pricc‘s for the same gocxls may
[)e as great as 25 to 100 per cent from the high to the low zones.

Idle differences are based in part on transpe^rtation and distribution

cc3Sts and partly on other consideratic^ns, such as regional self-

sufficiency or the desire to encourage particular lines of production

or areas.

Idiere is really no pricing problem from the point of view of the

individual retail enterprise. Both wdiolesale and retail prices are

fixed from above and the diflerence is the gross profit of the retail

7 L. E. Hubbard, Soviet Trade and Distribution, pp. 55-58.

sA. Yugow, Russia’s Economic Fiont for PVar and Peace, p. 206.

I.. F. Hubbard, So-viet Trade and Distribution, p, 195.
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enterprise. From this gross margin, overhead and operating costs of

the stores must be paid. I’he gross margin is supposed to be so con-

trived that the retail store which operates with normal but not ex-

ceptional efficiency will be able to make a small amount of net

profit- Sometimes the gross margin has been permitted to be some-

what more favorable for some goods than for others, and the man-

agers of stores, with some freedom to determine the assortment of

goods which they will carry, have not unnaturally emphasi/ed the

goods which afford the larger margins ol gross profit.

I'hough prices in general as well as those of individual goods arc

under governmental control in Soviet Russia, the general price level

moved upward significantly during the years of planned operation

from 1928 to 1940. The total money in circulation in 1928 was two

billion rubles, and it was supposed to increase by not over 250

millions per year under the First Five-Year Plan, or to 3.25 billion

rubles by 1932. The money actually in circulation b\ the end ol

1932 amounted to 8.4 billion rubles. In 1932 alone, the money in

circulation increased 37.7 per cent, while the national income in

terms of goods increased by only 11.2 per cent. The money in circu-

lation increased further to 11.3 billion rubles by the end of 1935,

after which the publication of statistics on this subject was discon-

tinued.^® Prices did not skyrocket in this situation, because of gov-

ernmental control, but there was undoubtedly inliaiion in the sense

of a great increase in the medium of exchange not accompanied by

a corresponding increase in the volume of commodities and services

a\ailable for purchase and consumption.

It is difficult to measure the extent to which retail prices rose in

this period of currency expansion. However, one writer has esti-

mated the cost of the ‘‘Moscow weekly food basket" (as given in the

family budget submitted to the Bureau of Labor of the League of

Nations by representatives of Russian trade unions) for the begin-

ning and end of this period. Hie basket cost 2.50 rubles in 1928 be-

fore the intrcjduction of rationing, but in 1935 it cost 13.38 rubles

in the ration stores and 34.82 rubles in the commercial stores. I he

monthly wage of the average industrial worker would have bought

29 such baskets in 1928, but only 13.9 baskets at the ration stores

and 5.3 at the commercial stores in 1935.'^ After all tiie retail stores

w^ent on the commercial basis, the prices of some' loods remained

10 A. Yugow, Russians Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 144.

11 Jhi(L, p. 207.
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quite stabk from 1935 to 1939 while those of others increased

mcxleratel) . I'he market basket cost 19.20 rubles under the unilorm

price system at the end of 1935, 20.80 rubles in July, 1937, and 2'!.25

rubles in July, 1939. llie average industrial worker, with one

month’s wages, could buy 9.0 baskets in 1935, 13.6 baskets in 1937,

and 15.7 baskets in 1939.'- However, prices rose rapidly in 1940,

and by the end of the year the prices of many foodstuffs were two

to four times as high as they had been in 1935. The prices of many
manufactured consumers’ goods rose considerably from 1936 to

1939. Men’s suits went up 45 per cent, women’s shoes 50 per cent,

and woolen cloth 100 per cent.

The inflation of prices which occurred in the Russian planned

economy is usually attributed to the fact that Russia made large

increases in industrial prodiu tion while experiencing construction

costs that were much higher than had been expected and while

failing to attain expected increases in labor productivity and de-

creases in costs of production. In tliis situation, the planners may
have thought that the easiest way out was to permit the prices of

consumers’ goods to rise. On the other hand, it is sometimes alleged

that the Russian planners attempted to use high and rising prices

as the means of stimulating the maximum })ossiblc accumulation of

capital, 'rhe increases in prices after 1939 were undoubtedly con-

nected with the preparation for and participation in war. Whatever

the causes may have been, it may be true that the significance of

price inflation is not the same in Russia as in capitalistic countries

because the government is in control of the distributive system,

because rationing can be used, when necessary, to make sure that

the ordinary citizens will be able at least to secure the necessities of

life, and because there are no private debtor-creditor relations to

he upset by changes in the price level.

Rationing in Soviet Russia, The First Five-Year Plan provided for

a high rate of capital investment and a great increase in the number
of industrial workers. The total money income distributed to the

[x>pu]ation increased sharply, hut the cjuantity of goods available

for consumption could not be increasexi to the same extent because

of the heavy capital investments, the expoi ration of comnicjdities to

acquire foreign exchange with which to buy machinery and hire

technical experts, and the many difficulties encountered in trying to

carry out the plan. In the face of the shortage of consumable goods,

p. 209.
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rationing was introduced to prevent an extreme inflation oi prices

and to provide the industrial workers in the cities with as high a

standard of living as possible. Rationing began in Leningrad in

November, 1928, and in the next year was extencied over the whole

country. By 19'H, about 70 million persons were receiving rations.^^

In the beginning, rations were not thoroughly standardized and

all members of consumer cooperatives had ration cards. Four geo-

graphical classifications cjf rations were set up by 1930, with consum-

ers in the largest cities getting the largest rations. Fhe holders of

ration cards were divided into several classes in 1931 and se])arate

ration stores were established to serve each group. Thus, there were

stores for C^ommissars, chairmen of the large trusts, leading Party

ofikials, and members of central committees of the government; for

members of the O.G.P.U. or secret police; lor favored industrial

officials, scientists, and engineers; for Red Army officers; for workers

in factories producing capital goods; and for other types of workers.

I’hese different ration stores made it possible to favoi some groups

at the expense of others, by varying the prices or the kinds, quan-

tities, and cjualities of goods available at the different types of stores.

Workers in heavy industry were favored in comparison with other

wc^rkers, but the most favored group was composed of leading Party

memb(?rs and officials. It is sometimes alleged that this latter group

was always kept sujiplied with meat, milk, butter, eggs, fresh fruits

and vegetables, cocoa, and chocolate, while many persc^ns received

only bread, flour or grain, and a little sugar. In this situation, the

“vow of poverty” on the part of Party members and the restriction

of their money incomes to the level received by first-class industrial

workers were said to be meaningless in practice. Ranking Party

members had also the use of cars, access to the best housing, and
special hospitals and medical attention. Having acquired a good

apartment or flat for a reasonable rental, they were often able to

sublet rooms for more than the rental cost of the whole establish-

ment.^^

The rationed articles included bread, macaroni, grits, sugar, tea,

sunflower-seed oil, oleomargarine, herring, fresh fish, flour, meat,

butter, milk, soap, textiles, clothing, and many other commodities.

Some of these articles, as we have suggested, were distributed only

to the higher ration categories. In December, 1932, the issue ot

18 L. E. Hubbard, SoTift Trade and Distribution, p. 33.

14F. Utley, The Dream We Lost, pp. 69-70, and 223-224.
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ration books to workers was turned over to the factories in order to

attach the workers more firmly to their jobs and cut down labor

turnover. By the end of 1932, about 50 per cent of all manufactured

consumers’ goods and a much higher percentage of foodstuffs were

subject to rationing.^’*

Under the circumstances which existed at the time, the rationing

of foods and other consumers’ goods was probably desirable, though

it produced some unfortunate results. The possession of ration cards

did not insure the receipt of the rationed commodities unless the

consumers could find stores in which the commodities were avail-

able, and this was often difficult to do. The Russian consumers, on

the basis of sad experience, distrusted the distributive agencies, and

the report that a good had become available at particular stores was

often enough to start a grand rush to purchase it. Even the adding

of a product to the rationed list would usually intensify the demand
for it both on the part of those who really needed it and all others

who were entitled to buy it. As a result, the Russian consumers

spent a great deal of time standing in line at the stores to obtain

their goods. Even relatively poor families, if both adult members
were working, often had to employ domestic servants in order to

have someone to do their standing in line for them.

It may be noted in passing, however, that goods often appear

scarcer under a system of rationing by quantities than under a sys-

tem in which the apportionment of goods among consumers occurs

on the basis of price changes. When the price of a commodity is

maintained at a moderate level in spite C3f the scarcity of the prod-

uct, the appearance of a quantity of it in the stores may lead buyers

to stand in long lines waiting for hours in order io buy the small

quantities which they are allotted. On the other hand, when con-

sumers’ goods are apportioned on ihe basis of price changes, the fact

that the stock of a good is limited will not make people stand in

line to buy it if its price rises sufficiently. Consumers with inade-

(juate purchasing power will realize that they cannot afford to buy

the good in question and will see that there is no point in standing

in line outside the stores in which the good is available for those

w^ho can afford it. Thus, the capitalistic method of apportioning

goods among the citizens makes it appear that any amount of a

good is adequate to care for the desires of the people who wish to

15L. E. Hubbard, Sennet Trade and Distribution, p. 35.
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purchase it, even though in reality many people who want the good

are excluded altogether from its consumption.

The rationing system in Russia led also to very inefficient retail-

ing. The stores were dirty and unkempt. Store employees were al-

together too Tew in number and seemed com])letely indiirerent to

the wishes of the customers, llie buyers were required to pay lor

their purchases before selecting them, commodities which required

wrapping were left unwrapped, people had to bring their own cans

or other receptacles in order to buy commodities which required

these things, and, of course, there was no delivery service. There

were too few stores and too little room in each one, goods were not

marked with price tags, commodities were poorly displayed, and

conditions of storage were frightfid.^^* It often appeared that the

goods were just thrown into the stores and many scarce consumers’

goods spoiled before anyone was able to purchase them. All these

conditions were possible because store employees and officials had

little personal interest in the business and because, under the system

of rationing, they were sure of their customers’ business no matter

how inefficiently the stores were operated. It was difficult to improve

standards of efficiency in retailing so long as the system ol rationing

remained in operation.

The rationing of bread and flour ended on January 1, 1935, and

the rest of the rationing system was eliminated by January 1, 193().

After this date, as we have noted, all the stores operated on the

‘‘commercial” basis. The rationing system was liquidated for several

reasons. Foods and (onsumers’ goods of other kinds were being pro-

duced in relatively more adequate quantities by 1935 and it was less

necessary than formerly to use rationing to insure ordinary people

the bare necessities of life. Opposition to the socialistic regime had

died out to the extent that it seemed no longer necessary to use

rationing to favor certain classes of people. With rationing ended,

differences in money w'ages would represent differences in real wages

more accurately than formerly, and this seemed desirable in the

light of the Soviet principle of payment according to work done.

It was easier to distribute workers among industries on the basis ol

differences in moitey wages than by manipulating rations. Finally,

an increase in the efficiency of retailing was greatly desired. With all

stores selling the same goods at the same prices in any quantities

desired or available, the managers and employees of retailing estab-

Ibid., p. 242.
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lishmeiits had to attend to business and do their best to attract

patronage in competition with other stores, for their efficiency could

now be estimated at least in part on the basis of their volume of

business and profits.

Evaluation of Russian Marketing through 1940. In support of the

Russian marketing system, it must be said that the total volume ol

retail trade increased by leaps and bounds from 1928 through 1940.

Disregarding sales on the farm markets, it increased from 15.2

billion rubles in 1928 to 35.5 billion rubles in 1932, 125.9 billion

rubles in 1937, and 174.5 billion rubies in 1940.^’^ I'hese figures, of

course, are in current rubles and do not show accurately the increase

in the physical volume of trade, since prices rose considera])ly over

the period. At any rate, the statistics seem to show too much, and

one miglit wonder how the total retail trade for 1940 could have

amounted to 174.5 billion rubles, for state and cooperative stores,

when the total value of all consumers’ goods produced in the same

year was only 54 billion rubles. The answer is in part that the

value of all consumers’ goods is given as of the completion of their

manufacture or processing, wffiile large turnover taxes at varying

rates and other costs are included in the prices of goods sold at

retail.

In the second place, there can be no question that the efficiency

of Russian retailing improved over the period in question. This,

in a way, was an automatic accomplishment, because, if the quality

of Russian retailing changed, it had to change for the better. Never-

theless, it is a far cry from the miserable stores of ration days to

some of the modern retail establishments in tlie large cities, which

have large varieties of goods, numerous and attentive sales people,

tea rooms, restaurants, and nurseries. The stores are well decorated,

display their goods in modern fashion, engage in some advertising,

and wrap and deliver purchases.’® Soviet authorities claim that the

Russian stores operate with great efficiency since dieir costs for

overhead and distribution are said to be no more than 11 or 12 per

cent of sales, while a figure of 25 or 30 per cent is not uncommon in

the retail establishments of capitalistic countriesA® 4 he Russian

estimate is somewhat misleading, however, because costs are usually

figured on the gross volume of trade which includes the turnover

17 A. Baykov, The Developjiient of the Soviet Economic Sy.Uern, pp. 235, 260,

18 L. E. Hiif)barcl, Soviet Trade and Distribution, pp. 241-242.

i^IbuL, pp, 202-204.
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taxes, and costs are not really comparable as between Russian stores

and those ol capitalistic countries, d he Russian stores pay low inter-

est on lunds borrowed from the government and little il any rent,

dlicy carry smaller selections ol goods, give no credit to customers,

limit advertising expense to a fraction ol one per cent ol gross sales,

and olten do not even |:>rovide delivery servicc.^'^

riie Russian stc:)rcs have some advantages in comparison with

stores in capitalistic countries, because some ol the higher costs ol

the latlei' slcnes are unnecessary and wastelul. The Russian stores

can avoid the great and wastelul duplication ol productive lacilities

in retailing which is so comme^n under capitalism. Because the

varieties ol goods produced in industry are relatively limited, the

Russian stores can avoid the urrnecessary pi oliieration ol styles,

shaires, sizes, and colors ol gc3ods in which capitalistic stores indulge.

Finally, the Russian stores limit their advertising to educ:ationaI and

inlonnative varieties and do not waste large cjuantities ol nic^ney and

productive agents on advertising which is merely competitive or

combative. Thus, the dilierence in costs between Russian stores and

those of caj)italistic countries is clue only in part to the lact that tire

Russians underestimate some ol their costs. 'Fhe remainder is due to

the lact that the costs ol capitalistic stores arc too high Irorn the

social point of view.

In spite ol some advantages resulting from the elimination oi

comjjetitive wastes, the Soviet Russian marketing system was far

from a complete success in the prewar period. T his was due irr part

to peculiarities ol the Soviet Russian situation and in part to diffi-

culties iidierent in the operation ol any systenr of large-scale state

marketing. In the first place, it was unfortunate that the new Soviet

marketing system had to be started practically from scratch, with

new principles, new lacilities, and new personnel. Scarcely any ol

the facilities, owners, or marragerial personnel ol the lormer' systenr

ol private trading were suitable lor the new state marketing system,

arrd the development of the new meant the liejuidation of the old.

Again, it was unfortunate that the foundations of the new nrarket-

ing system had to be laid in a period when conditions elsewhere in

the ccononry rec|uired the rationing ol consumers’ goods. Under
rationing the irew personnel developed the habit merely ol dis-

tributing goods to depersonalized ration-card holders instead ol

selling them to custc^mers who could buy goods freely in any store

on the basis of prices, cpiality, and service. I his difficulty went all
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the way back to the central headquarters of the marketing system

wliere distribution plans were made on the basis of an abstract

average consumer. All too often the real consumer was forced to

behave like the avciage consumer, take what was given to him, and

accej)t goods that he did not want in order to acquire those that

he did want. And the store managers, since they did not have to

worry about the tastes and needs of the real (onsumers under ration-

ing, were careless about accepting defective and substandard goods

from the manufacturing industries.

Soviet Russian marketing suffered also because, in spite of the

diffic ulties present in the field, the Russian planners did not sec fit

lo devote large cjuantities of effort, funds, and managerial ability

to its development. 1 he really large investments of hinds and

managerial talent occuried in other phases of economic activity,

such as heavy industry. It was inevitable probably, with a general

shortage of capital and managerial ability, that some fields of ac-

tivity should be slighted, but the result was unloi tunate from the

point of view of retail trade. Stores continued to be relatively lew

in number, and they were often inadeejuately staffed and poorly

managed. In any case, however, it was at the retail level that the

problems created by the Russian government’s economic policies

came to a head. Large inxestmenls in heavy industry and rapidly

exj)anding production of capital goods in a backward economy were

[jound to create relative shortages of consumers’ goods, and the

resulting dissatisfaction and distrust on the part of the people was

exposed in their attitudes with regard to the stores and their

struggles to get a share of the available limited goods.

Finally, it may be questioned whether merchandising (and espe-

cially the retailing phase) is as well suited to large-scale management
by the government as is, for example, heavy manufacturing indus-

try. If retailing requires quick decisions, flexibility, and ingenuity

on the part of store managers, the operation of retail stores on a

tremendous scale by the government is almost bound to be awk-

ward, cumbersome, and inefficient. I'hus, in the Russian system,

small errors at general headquarters would deprive whole areas

of certain types of goods or create artificial shortages in some stores,

though others in the same area were well supplied. Seasonal goods

would arrive after the season was over, or would be sent to the

wrong places. Supplies of goods sent to the stores were sometimes

poorly adapted to local tastes and customs, and goods would pile up
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on the shelves in some sections ot the country while unsatisfied de-

mands lor the same products would exist in other areas.

If the government set the price of a good too low, the Russian

consumers, with their distrust of the stores whicli had developed

from long sad experience, would rush in and buy up tlic entire

stock of the good before the government got around to change its

price. If the price of a good was inadvertently set too high, large

stocks of it would be “frozen’* in the stores and tie up large sums

of capital funds before the appropriate governmental agency got

around to reduce the price. Lastly, store managers, wdth little

chance for personal gain from the operation of their establishments

and under pressure to achieve the planned volume of turnover,

were sometimes reluctant to stock new types of goods because these

products might move slowly and reduce store turnover. The prob-

lem of getting individual initiative and responsibility on the part

of management in a government-owned marketing system proved a

difficult one.

Marketing Developments during and after World War II. The
Russian marketing system, like other phases of the country’s eco-

nomic activities, suffered severe losses during World War II. It is

reported, for example, that 216,700 shops and stores, or well over

half the prewar total, were destroyed during the war. 2 ^ However,

the most striking feature of the war period was the overwhelming

shortage of things to sell. In July, 1911, soon alter the beginning ot

the war with Germany, it became necessary to reintroduce card

rationing of bread, butter, meat, tobacco, shoes, clothing, and other

goods in Moscow, Leningrad, and other centers of population.

Rationing was soon extended to the rest of the country. Some of

the early war rations, such as those of meat, macaroni, and fish, were

considerably more ge nerous than those which had prevailed in the

earlier rationing period, but other rations, such as those of sugar

and bread, were almost identical with those of the earlier period. In

the fall of 1911, the ordinary industrial worker in Moscow was re-

ceiving monthly rations of 1.5 kilograms of sugar (one kilogram ”
2.2 pounds), 2.2 kilograms of meat, 2 kilograms of Hour or macaroni,

24 kilograms of bread, 0.8 kilogram of butter, and 1 kilogram of

fish.2^

2 *) Soi'iet Russia Today, May, 1948, p. 15.

-1 The Mexu York Times, September 21, 1911.
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As the war wore on, some of the rations had to be tightened a bit.

In 1946, it was rejxirted that an office worker in Moscow received a

little over a pound of bread ])er day, and for a month 2 pounds oi

sugar, 1^4 pounds of fat, 4i/^ pounds of grits or macaroni, and

4% pounds of meat or fish.-- Still later, in November, 1947, it was

said that the top Soviet ration, for heavy workers, amounted to

only 2340 calories per day. Growing children received 1114 calories

and dependents 892. The average for the whole papulation was

about 1500.-'' In the war ])eriod, as in the earlier rationing period,

consumers were divided into several classes for rationing purposes,

and different rations were assigned to each class.

The prices of all sorts of goods sold in the stores were, of course,

still under strict governmental control during the war period, but

prices nevertheless increased very rapidly. After the end of the war,

the prices of many goods were ten or fifteen times as high as in the

prewar period.-’ An American correspondent in Moscow rcjxirted

that, at the official rate of exchange between rubles and dollars,

half-soles for a pair of shoes cost $19, an ice cream bar $1.20, a

bottle of beer $2.25, eggs 90 cents each, milk 80 cents a cpiart, an

ordinary nickel chocolate bar $2.50, and sugar $12 a pound, in

1946.2'5 Another report stated that, in 1946, a pair ol men’s leather

shoes sold in the commercial stores (where goods were sold on an

unrationed basis as in the earlier rationing period) for from 810 to

1600 rubles and an ordinary dress brought from 1500 to 2200 rubles,

while the average worker’s monthly wage ran less than 500 rubles.

These prices reflected Soviet Russian production in 1946 of about

one quarter of a pair of shoes and 9.5 meters of cotton cloth per

citizen.-® Apparently, the Soviet government decided, in the war and

early postwar period as in earlier years, to use rising prices as a

means of bringing the large total of money wages paid out to

Russian workers into adjustment with the very limited supplies of

consumable goods turned out by Soviet industry.

Although some price decreases were made earlier, including gen-

eral cuts in food prices ranging from 63 per cent for white flour to

10 to 15 per cent for meats at the commercial stores in 1946, it was

not until December, 1947, that anything could be done about ra-

22 The Champaign-Vrhana (III.) Neivs-Gazette, October 8, 1916.

23 Time, November 17, 1917, p. 34.

24 The Champaign-Vrbana (III.) News-Gazette, December 15, 1947.

25 Ibid., October 8, 1946.

20 Harry Schwartz, Russians Postwar Economy, p. 42.
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tioning in Soviet Russia. At that time, coincident with a revaluation

of the ruble and issue of new rubles for old in such a fashion as to

relieve the citizens of practically all their hoarded casli and a large

part of their bank deposits, the rationing of all food and industrial

goods was ended. Prices went back to a unified system once more,

instead of having separate and widely varying sets of prices at

ration and commercial stores. At the same time some changes in

prices were announced. I'he price of bread Avas cut 12 per cent

under the old ration price. Prices of cereals and macaroni were

slashed 10 per cent. Meats, fish, lats, sugar, confectionery, salt, po-

tatoes, and vegetables remained at their old ration prices, while the

prices of tea, milk and some other items were increased.-" In 1918,

how’ever, it was reported that Russian consumcis were still caught

in a tight sejueeze betw’een food prices tw^o or three limes as high

as prewar and earnings that had fallen far short ol keeping pace.^'^

QU ESTIONS

1. “The organization of exchange activities under capitalism is ordinar-

ily left rather completely in the hands of private individuals and
firms.” Explain.

2. “1 he prices at which economic goods arc exchanged under capital-

ism are determined by the operation of demand and supply forces in

the market and not by governmental action.” Show whether you

agree.

"k “Many activities of the federal government in the United States affect

the prices of economic goods directly or indirectly.” Explain.

4. “General price control by the government under capitalism is more
likely to stabilize the official indexes of prices than it is to hold the

real cost of living of the citizens at a constant level.” Do you agree?

Explain.

,5. “The rationing of goods by physical quantities is no more efficient

than rationing on the basis of price movements, but it is certain

to result in an equitable division of scarce commodities among the

citizens.” Show' whether you agree.

6. “The transition from capitalism to socialism, as the latter system is

visualized in theory, woidd not alter exchange activities greatly.” Do
you agree? Explain.

7. “Governmental control over the prices of partitular economic goods
and over the level of prices in general would be inevitable under
socialism.” Show whether you agree.

The Chafnf>ni}rjT-l/ii)ano (lU.) News-Gazette, Deceml)ei l(k 19t7.

February 19, 1948.
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8. Does the program of modern socialism call for widespread rationing

of consumers’ goods by physical quantities? Explain.

9. “The actual range of consumption choices would be greater for most

individuals under socialism than under capitalism.” Show whether

you agree.

10. “Exchange activities would be extremely simple under communism.”

Explain.

11. Describe the development of state marketing in the Soviet Russian

economy.

12. What is the relative importance ol ccK)perativc and governmental

stores in the Soviet Russian marketing system?

What have been the chief problems in the distribution of finished

goods to consumers in Soviet Russia?

M. Wliat were the chief effects of the rationing of consumers’ goods in

Soviet Russia under the First and Second Five-Year Plans?

15. “In spite of governmental price control, the general pi ice level moved

upward significantly under the Five-Year Plans through 1940.” Ex-

plain.

If). “Economic goods often appear scarcer under a system of rationing

by physical cjuantities than under a system in which the apportion-

ment of goods among consumers occurs on the basis of |)rice changes.”

Show whether you agree.

17. “The rationing system in Soviet Russia led to very inefficient retail-

ing.” Why?
18. What accomplishments would be credited to the Soviet Russian sys-

tem of government-controlled marketing through 1940? Explain.

19. “The Soviet Russian system of large-.scalc state marketing was not a

great success in the period from 1928 through 1940.” Do you agree?

Explain.

20. “The Soviet Russian experience indicates that marketing is a field

in which governmental ownership and operation is not likely to be

highly succe.ssful.” Show whether you agree.

21. How docs the present Soviet Russian marketing system compare with

that which exists in the United States? Indicate both similarities and

differdices.

22 What were the chief developments in the marketing system of Soviet

Russia during World War II and in the immediate postwar years?

Explain.



CHAPTER 12

THE MECHANISM OF EXCHANGE
( Coulitiued)

Exchange Activities in Britain under
Partial Socialism

Exchange activities constitute another se<^ment ol British economic

life in which the basic enterprises are privaiely owned and operated

hut the activities c:)f these enterprises are rather strictly controlled

through governmental interlerc nce and regulation. As in the United

States during the war period, the organization of enterprises in the

field may be anything which their private owners desire, and the in-

fluence of the government is exercised through such devices as price

control and rationing.

Price Control in Britain, Great Britain, like other countries which

participated in World War II, found that wartime shortages of

goods available for sale, in combination with unusually large quan-

tities of purchasing power in the hands of the citizens, required the

operation of a system of price control if runaway inflation were to

be forestalled. 'I he British system of price control, however, was

considerably less compixhensive than those used by a number of

other countries. Prices of essential foods and many other so-called

utility goods were kept low through a strong system of price control

supported by the liberal use of subsidies, but that was about all.

From mid-1941 on through the war period, according to the official

story, the cost of living was stabilizcxl at about 30 per cent above the

pre-war levels However, it was widely admitted that this increase

in the cost-of-living index did not reflect the full actual increase in

the cost of living, which was thought to be more nearly in the

neighborhood of 50 per cent. And, of course, the use of rather large

’ Labor and Industry in Britain, Septeuibei -October, 1917, pp. 198, 199.
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subsidies to keep prices from rising really only shifted increases in

the cost of living from the consumers to the taxpayers, instead of

achieving genuine stabilization.

In the ])oslvvar period, the Labor Government has merely con-

tinued the system of price control which was already in eflect. The

cost-of-living index rose a couple more points by the middle of 1947,

and a new index of retail prices whidi was introduced at that time

had risen by 1 jjcr cent by the end of 1917.- T4ie government made
it clear that the cost of subsidies, which had reached £400 million,

must be lowered, and it started to permit price rises for certain com-

modities, including even basic foods like bacon or tea, where the

subsidy had been high. In the case of ncjnessential commodities, or

those whose supply is difficult to control, prices have been left (juitc

uncontrolled. The government has also followed a policy of deliber-

ately increasing the prices of some commodities, by means of a

heavy purchase tax or increased excise duties, in order to absorb

some of the excess purchasing power of the citizens or to control

the consumption of tJie commodities. J'hc purchase tax on fur coats,

for example, is 100 per cent. Again, through increased excise taxes,

the price of a pack of cigarettes was raised from 47 to 67 cents in

April, 1947, in order to curtail smoking, which plays a considerable

part in connection with British expenditures of dollars. The new
policy of stabilizing wages, announced in February, 1948, seems to

imply much more strict control of prices in the immediate future.

Rationing in Britain, During the war period, Britain, like other

countries, found it desirable to resort to physical quantity rationing

in the case of many commodities as the fairest means of sharing very

limited supplies. Since the war, the Labor Government has found it

impossible to do away with rationing. T he industrial production of

consumers’ goods has recovered sharply in many lines in the postwar

period, but the need to export large quantities of some items has

restricted the amounts available for domestic consumption. Never-

theless, the quantities available for consumption have increased

considerably from wartime levels, and in some cases have been’ run-

ning in excess of prewar supplies, as the data in Table 13 show.

The cavSe of foods has been something else again. In spite of in-

creases in agricultural production at home, Britain has remained

dependent on foreign sources of supply for large amounts of food,

and her continuing crisis with respect to international trade and the

Labor and Industry in Britain, March, 1948, pp. 43, 44.
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TABLE n.

HOME CIVILIAN SUPPLIES OF SELECTED
CONSUMERS' GOODS IN BRITAIN

(Monthly averages)

Late

Item Prewar 7940 1947

Wool blankets (thousands) 550 449 502

Footwear (million pairs) 10.7 8.9 11.2

Clocks (thousands) 400 154 361

Table cutlery (thousands) 2000 830 881

C ycles (thousands) 134 83.1 84.2

Radios (thousands) 145 78 171

source: Statistics on Britain s Position^ f'cbruary, 1 948, p. 28.

balance of payments has led the Labor Government on several

occasions to revise downward imports, including ioods. As a result,

many essential foods remain in short supply, as shown by the data

in Table 14.

Britain’s rationing program, as of early 1918, was extremely

severe for a peacetime situation. Milk, sugar, fats, potatoes, tea.

and bread were rationc'd in specific weekly quantities (bread and

TABLE 14.

FOOD CONSUMPTION IN BRITAIN

(Weekly averages in thousands of tf)ns)

Late

Item 193S 1942 1947

Flour 78.7 93.4 97.0

Rice 1.85 1.65 0.18

Sugar 40.6 28.4 31.5

Fresh and frozen meat 40.5 32.2 31.5

Bacon and ham 10.40 7.85 3.46

Fish (filleted weight) 8.80 5.33 12.87

Butter 9.65 3.18 4.82

Cheese 3.62 5.71 4.00

Eggs 8.6 4.8 4.2

Potatoes 58.6 83.8 138.4
Dried fruit 3.25 3.70 2.92

Tea 4.37 3.48. 3.26

Coffee 1.96 2.53 2.55

Milk—liquid sales 72.0 92.9 105.2
Milk—used for manufacture 36.3 12.9 4.8

source: Statistics on Britain's Position, February, 1948, p. 27.
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flour rationing was finally eliminated in late July, 1948). The meat

allowance had just been cut from 24 to 20 cents’ worth per person

per week, and the bacon ration from two ounces to one ounce. The
egg ration was about one a week per person, and the non-priority

milk ration was two pints a week, (^lildrc n, adolescents, invalids,

and expectant mothers had special priorities for milk, eggs, and

citrus fruits. Workers in heavy industries were allowed extra rations.

Shoes, almost all clothing, and household su})plics made ol tex-

tiles were lationed, the chief exceptions being hats, belts, pocket-

boc;)ks, suspenders, umbrellas, and some heavy textiles. Clothing

rationing was especially severe. If a man bought one suit and an

overcoat, he would have had only enough left of his yearly coupons

to acc^uire two pairs c:>f socks. If a woman bought a coat, a woolen

dress, a pair of shoes, and twcj pairs of stockings, she had only

enough coupons left to buy one blouse. All nonessential driving

of automobiles had been suspended and the small basic ration of

gasoline, which had been restored to all the j)eople after the war,

had been abolished in mid- 1947.'^ We may suppose that the ration-

ing c^f goods by physical cjuantilies is not intended to be a perma-

nent feature of Britain’s postwar system of j:)artial socialism, but

price control of some sort will presumably have to be retained it

the operation of the entire economic system is to proceed according

to the economic plans.

Exchange Activities under Fascism

The Category Corporations in Italy. Except for the ccwitrol

organizations at the top, little needs to be said about the organiza-

tion of exchange or marketing activities in Fascist Italy. The
Italian marketing system contained middlemen and retail stores of

all the usual types. 1 he marketing enterprises could be organized

as single enterprises, partnerships, corporations, or cooperative asso-

ciations. With the exception of governmental monopolies in the

sale of such articles as salt and tobacco, the Italian governineht did

not own and operate enterprises in the marketing field. Italian

^ Labor and Industry in Britain, March, 1918, p. 43: and Fifty Facts About
Britain*s Economic Position. New Voik: British Information Services, 1917, pp.
14-15. The rationing of clothing was eliminated in the spring of 1949, but

without much benefit to ordinary peoj)lc, who now found that they, had to

refrain from buying because prices were so high rather than, as formerly,

because they were short of coupons.
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marketing activities, however, like other phases of productive ac-

tivity, came under the category corporations which were set up in

1931. No separate corporations were established for marketing ac-

tivities. Six of the 22 corporations dealt with entcr})riscs established

lor the performance of services, but six represented branches of

economic activity which involved agricultural, industrial, and com-

mercial operations while the other ten represented branches of

ecc^nonric activity involving industrial and commercial operations

only. 1 hus, marketing activities were brought under the corporations

which were in charge of form production in the various fields by

giving a few representatives to the enterprises engaged in trading

iir the various products. For example, in the clothing corporation,

there wctc four workers’ and four employers’ representatives of

entc^rprises which marketed and traded in clothing products; the

grain corporation included three workers’ and tliree employers’

representatives of firms which engaged in the grain trade, and so

on. In the early days, when the corporations operated more or less

as business-pressure groups, some of their propositions and sugges-

tions to the government concerned commercial activities. Later, the

degree of governmental control over commercial activities through

the corporations became as great as the control over form-produc-

tion activities themselves.

Control Organizations in Germany, As was true in the case ol

Italy, the basic organizations of German marketing under fascism

were similar to those of any modern capitalistic economy. 7 here

were all the familiar general types of middlemen, and retail stores

of all the usual types existed. 1 he enterprises in marketing could

be single proprietorshi|)s, partnerships, corporations, or cooperative

associations, and combinations of marketing enterprises were per-

mitted. In relation to the organizations for governmental control

which were superimposed upon the German economy under Na-

ticmal Socialism, the enterprises in the general field of marketing
were under the supervision of the Estate of Industry and 7>ade and
the National Group fen' lYade, which was one of six such National
Groups. The Natic^nal Group for 7Yade was divided into Economic
Groups, such as Wholesale 'Trade and Retail Trade; and the Eco-

nomic Groups were divided into Branch Groups, each of which was
compejsed of the dealers in specific products or classes of products.

Trade activities were also represented in the National Economic
Chamber, the Provincial Economic Chambers, the local Chambers
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of Industry and Commerce, and the Cx)operative (Council of Cham-
bers of Industry and Commerce. At the top, tontrol over marketing

activities was exercised by tJie Minister ol Etonomic Affairs and,

in the wartime situation, by the General Council for the War
Economy. On the wlioJe, trade activitic‘s were controlled to al>out

the same extent and in about the same ways as those of industry,

and there seems to he no need to repeat here the discussion which

was presented in (Chapter 8.

Price Control in Italy, Italy under fascism flirted witfi price con-

trol on a numl)er of occasions prior to her entry into World War
II in 1940. In 1927 when the stabilization of the lira at about 19

to the dollar made its value in terms of gold and foreign currencies

somewhat higher than its domestic purchasing power in terms ol

wages and prices, Italian gcjods became costly from the point ol \ icw^

c^f foreign buyers, and the effect on Italy’s export trade was disas-

trous, 1 he deflation of domestic prices seemed necessary and the

government undertook, through a scries of decrees, to produce

a general reduction in prices, wages, rents, interest rates, and taxes

in order to reduce production costs and bring Italian prices back

into adjustment with the world price structure.

In 1934, prices had started to rise again and a campaign was

undertaken to keep the prices of commodities in line with wages.

Early in the year, the government established maximum prices lor

21 basic commodities, most of which were foods. The Fascist Party,

the Federation of Merchants, and the new category corporations

had charge of enforcing these maximum prices. Late in 1935 when
recovery from the depression and the war with Ethiopia brought

further upward pressure to bear on prices, the government set up
a Central Price Ccjinmittee, ccjmposed of cabinet ministers, repre-

sentatives of confederations, and other officials, to give Italy a cen-

tral unified system of ])rice control. The Committee dealt primarily

with articles of mass consumption and left the prices of other things,

and espec ially luxury goc^ds, unregulated.

In October, 1936, Italy devalued the lira by 40.94 per cent* with

the idea of stimulating Italian exports and tourist trade. The de-

valuation made it necessary for the Central Price Committee to re-

double its efforts to control prices, and it required a report on all

prices as of September, 1936, intending to stabilize prices as nearly

as possible at the levels prevailing at that time. Rents and some

public utility rates were completely blocked, the prices of basic
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foods were allowed to rise very slightly, and those oi otlier con-

sumers’ goods were permitted to rise somewhat more. As before, the

prices of luxury goods were unregulated.

rhe work of price control was turned over to the Central Cor-

porate Committee (described in Chapter 8) by a dedee of April,

1
9

'IT, and the category corporations, the provincial corporate com-

mittees, and several spcc:iali/ed technical commissions were to serve

as adviscjry and administrative agencies. Price controls were to be

used to protect the purchasing power of the masses and to assist

with the program for economic self-sufficiency. During all these ex-

periments with price control after i9‘M, prices continued to rise,

sometimes slowly and sometimes rapidly. Apparently even govern-

mental price control could not resist the pressures which resulted

from the shortage of goods cxcasic^ned by active preparation for war

and the pursuit of self-sufficiency.

Soon after the entry of Italy into the war, the government under-

took to block retail prices at the levels prevailing in June, 1940. llie

prefects of the various provinces were instructed to enforce the ob-

servance of the decree which fcjrbade retail price advances. 'Phe

Ministry of Corj)orations, to facilitate surveillance by the fiscal

police, specified the exact margins of overhead and profit allowable

to retailers in connection with the marketing of many important

products. Store operators had to be able to show proof of the actual

wholesale invoice costs of their inventories, adding onlv transporta-

tion and packing expense and the turnover tax. Dealers who ob-

tained greater margins than those allowed were subject to severe

penalties. 1 he margins for store operators were fixed uniformly ior

all enterprises of a certain type, large or small. I hey did not take

into consideration the varying operating costs of individual dealers

or the losses which some letail establishments woidd inevitably

make.* The blocking of retail prices was extended tor the duration

of the war by a decrex* of March 29, 1941. Later in 1941, an attempt

was made to strengthen the mechanism for price control and the

government created a Cientral Committee for the Coordination and
Control of the Prices of Foodstuffs of Primary Necessity, under the

chairmanship of the Secretary of the Fascist Party. The new Com-
mittee was to list foodstuffs of broad consumption, fix their prices,

and arrange the prices in national and local groups. It had the

power to stabilize and adjust national prices by provinces and local

^Foreign Commerce Weekly, March 8, 1941, p. 399.
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prices by zones, to control national stocks of foods in order to per-

fect their distribution, and to standardize (jualities and types of

goods. ^

Price Control in Germany, llie specific control of prices was a

continuing policy of the National Socialist regime in Germany.

Rising prices and wages would have enabled certain desired eco-

nomic adjustments to be made more easily than they actually were,

but the Nazi leaders ajjparently did not dare to permit an open de-

valuation of the mark. Besides, rising j)rices would have increased

the difficulty of maintaining or increasing German exports; they

would have added to the money costs of the armaments program

and to governmental expenditures in general; and they might have

increased, instead of restiicting, the demand for limited supplies

of tangible goods because of the fear ol extreme inflation. Rising

prices for industiial goods would have menaced governmental at-

tempts to help the larmers. Moreover, fixed low wage rates are an

easy and rather efficient device for limiting consumption and may
have the effect of increasing the supply of labor on the market, in

that more members of families may offer themselves for employment
and regular wcjrkers may be induced to put in longer hours in order

to get greater total wages.

Price control under National Socialism began with a decree ol

1933 which prohibited increases in the prices of commodities used

in public works projects. Since there was no general governmental

agency for price control at the time, the enforcement of the decree

was placed in the hands of the cartels, or business combinations.

The prohibition against price increases was exixinded to include all

necessities of life on May 16, 193*1, and before the end of the year

to include all commodities and commercial services except those

controlled by the Reich Food Estate and the Chamber of Culture, or

approved for inland shipping by the Minister of Transport. Despite

the prohibition of price increases and the closing of some stores lor

violations, price indexes continued to rise slowly but steadily, and

in November, 1934, a Commissioner for Price Supervision was ap-

pointed by Hitler. All cartels had to notify the Commissioner of new
price agreements and restrictions and to secure his approval for all

increases in prices. The Commissioner was to prevent unfair compe-

tition, which included the charging of prices which were out of

line with those of normally conducted enterprises and which had no

^ Foreifrn Commerce Weekly, August 23, 1941, p. 11,
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relation to costs. He also had to approve any price agiccnients or

unilorni bidding in connection with public contracts and enlorce

special price instructions relating to goods whose prices were

affected by foreign trade transactions.

Although the powers ol the Commissioner were more eflective in

some fields than in others, his work was done I airly satislac torily on

the whole, and conditions were so stable that the office of the Com-

missioner was abolished in Jidy, 19.15. In 191('), German prices began

to move upward again, partly under the influence of increases in

the world prices of raw maierials, and price control was difficult in

the absence of any central agency. Moreover, the Second Four-Year

Plan was announced in 19.16, and the carrying out of this plan for

national economic sell-sufficiency was certain to cause shortages and

bring presstire to bear upon prices. Therefore, the decree which

provided for this plan also provided for the appointment of a na-

tional Price CY)mmissioner, whose power would cover the prices of

all ccjrnmodities and services. Herr flitler duly appointed the Price

Commissioner and placcxl him under the administration of the Four-

\'ear Plan. All other offices and agencies with partial power.s for

controlling prices were placed under the supervision of the Com-
missioner.

The first action of the Commissioner, Flerr Wagner, was to issue

the drastic decree of November 26, 1936 which blocked the prices of

all commodities and services as of the levels that had prevailed

on October 18, 1936. After the date of the decree, all price increases

were illegal unless approved by the Commissioner. Corporations and

other business enterprises could fix, agree upon, or change prices

(to the disadvantage of consumers) only with the approval of

the Commissioner. Similarly, producers and dealers could fix or

change retail prices to the disadvantage of consumers only with the

Commissioner’s approval. Changes in credit or delivery conditions

to the disadvantage of purchasers were prohibited as hidden in-

creases in prices. Finally, no price-fixing agreement on the part of

cartels or other associations could remain in effect more than three

years without reapplying for the approval of the Commissioner.

The system of price control thus provided for seemed rather rigid

at first glance, but actually there were several elements of flexibility

in the system. Prices that had fallen since October 17, 1936 could

be raised again without permission but not above the level of Oc-

tober 17. In the case of falling costs, or even quite arbitrarily, the
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Commissioner could decree lower prices for specific articles. Price

reductions of 5 to 10 per cent were made in this way for electrical

equipment, chemical goods, and clocks and watches; 25 per cent for

artificial fertilizers; 9 j)cr cent for staple fiber: 8 per cent for alumi-

num; and 10 })er cent for fiat glass. These reductions brought savings

to consumers amounting to 0.1 per cent of total retail expenditures.^'

In the third place, the Commissioner could grant price increases in

specific cases, if such increases were necessary to the firms’ existence,

and the need for adjustment was not the result of obvious ineffi-

ciency or an over-generous wage policy.

Finally, under a decree of July 15, 1937, maximum prices for im-

ported products were set at the level of actual cost plus economically

justifiable expenses and profits. Margins of cost and profit were

blocked at the level of the average absolute mark-ups prevailing in

1936, so that they would not increase as the foreign prices of im-

ported goods rose. Replacement cost rather than actual cost might

be used, upon the decision of the Commissioner, in the case of im-

ported commodities whose prices were quoted on organized ex-

changes. In similar fashion, it was provided that the prices of com-

modities made wholly or partly from imported materials could be

varied with changes in the prices paid for these materials, though ex-

pense and profit margins could not be increased. Such flexibility was

necessary in the case of imported goods or commodities made from

imported materials since the German government was not in a

position to control the prices of goods produced in other countries.

The price-stop decree was extended by the War Emergency Act

of 1939. In addition to some important provisions afiecting the

wages, hours, and working conditions of German labor, the Act

declared that all prices and price calculations should be reexamined.

Prices could not be adjusted because of war risks, though they could

be changed on the basis of actual increases in costs, and certain war

taxes could be included in prices. In an attempt to secure efficiency,

the principle of uniform prices for each industry was set up, with

prices in general at the level of the average costs ol all the 'firms

except those subsidized by the government. Governmental subsidies,

incidentally, were given to firms producing important commodities

under especially disadvantageous cost conditions.

Fascist Experiences with Price Control. In spite of all the efforts

that were made, general price control was not a very great success

fi M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Ecouomy, p. 100.
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in either fascist country. In Italy, prices moved upward rather

strongly in the period before World War II. They remained most

difficult to control in the war period, although repeated attempts

were made to strengthen the mechanism for price control and Mus-

solini, like a modern King Canute, frec|uently rose up and com-

manded the tide of rising jniccs to stand back. In Germany, when

the price-stop decree of November, 1936, was issued, it was intended

that subscc]uent increases in prices should be very limited in num-

ber. Actually the Price Commissioner’s office was swamped with

complaints and re(]uests for price adjustments, and many of the

requests were granted. In fact the Commissioner stated that he had

permitted adjustments frc'ely in cases in which they seemed to be

just i lied. The price level continued to move upward, though slowly.

Over the entire period from 1933 to April, 1941, the index of whole-

sales prices in general rose from 90.7 (1913 — 100) to 111.9, while

the index for the wholesale prices of consumers’ goods rose from

109.2 to 147.3.' In the later years of the war, prices were not kept

perfectly stable, but they were controlled to such an extent that

inflation was not one of the major difficulties of the period, at least

in so far as the official indexes of prices were concerned.

The reason that pric:e control is judged to have been rather un-

successful in Germany as well as in Italy is found in the difference

which existed between official indexes of prices or cost of living and

the real cost of living as experienced by consumers. Quite apart

from any permitted increases in prices, there were innumerable

direct violations of the maximum prices which had been established

and black market dealings flourished. The dealers on the black

market were sometimes ordinary retailers who were willing to take

the chances involved in selling part of their wares lo favored or

prosperous customers who were not averse to paying extremely

high prices for extra quantities of goods. In fact the retailers were

almost compelled to violate the law in order to exist, since they were

lost in a maze of regulations and red tape and since they were caught

in squeeze between fixed retail prices and rising costs of doing

business. They used two-faced price tags or never seemed to find

time to place official price tags on their goods, and the prices

actually charged were often well in excess of the legal maximum

7 F. L. Neumann, Behemoth: The Structure and Practice of National Socialism,

|>. 311.
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prices. In other cases, the black market operators were fly-by-night

dealers created by the emergency situation.

I"he black market violations continued despite the use of secret

fiscal police to make purchases in the shops and the severe penalties,

ranging up to life imprisonment or death, for violations. The penal-

ties and attempts at rigorous enforcement merely made the black

market prices higher. Wartime rej^orts from the fascist countries

told of shoe laces selling at $4 a pair, coffee at $18 a pound, eggs

at $2.16 a dozen, butter and chicken at $1 a pound, olive oil at

$l per half-pint, chocolate at $6.80 per pound, and a pound of tea

or a whole ham for $25.^ Such prices paid in black markets are never

taken into account in figuring official indexes of prices or cost of

living.

Besides the permitted increases in prices and the direct violations,

there were many devices which fascist producers and business men
used to feather their nests within the price-control scheme. One
thing which was difficult to prevent was the combination sale. This

device is illustrated by the case of the German farmer and his dog.

The fanner raised and sold hogs. When any one approached him to

purchase a hog, he would charge only the legal maximum price, but

would make no sale unless the customer also purchased his dog.

Shortly after the sale was consummated and the dog was set at

liberty by his purchaser, he would return to his former owner and

hold himself in readiness for sale with the next hog. The effect was,

of course, to give the farmer more than the maximum price for

his hogs.

When, as in Italy at times, some prices were controlled but others

were not, the business man could assure himself of a neat profit by

refusing to sell a quantity of a commodity whose price was blocked

unless the purchaser also acquired a quantity of some other article

for which a highly profitable unblocked |)rice could be charged.

In Germany, where all prices were su]3posed to be controlled, the

margin of gain might be much greater on one commodity than on

another, and the business man would reluse to sell a cjuantity ol an

article on which his profit was small unless the purchaser bought a

quantity of another article on which the profit was larger. Such com-

bination sales were not regarded as cricket by the fascist authorities,

but the difficulties involved in preventing them were great, espe-

« The Chicago Tribune, May 18, 1942.
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cialJy in cases in which the buyers of merchandise were quite willing

to engage in them.

When the prices of all commodities and services were supposedly

fixed, as in Germany, it is still clear that they could not be fixed as

of a given date for commodities which did not exist at the time. As

a result, manufacturers were tempted to alter their old standardized

products to some extent so that they would become “new” products

which were not subject to the old maximum prices. Then, when
the price-control agency got around to set a maximum price on a

“new” product of this kind, the manufacturer would make another

minor alteration and create still another “new” product, and so on.

Needless to say, the new products were sold at highly profitable

prices until they too came under control. Of course, the fascist

authorities tried to control this practice, and it was decreed that all

substitute and new products had to be registered and have approved

prices placed on them before they could be sold. Manufacturers

were required to submit data on the composition of the product

and on its use or uses, as well as on prices and costs and the methods
of their calculation. Still it was not always possible to keep business

men from gaining by altering their wares.

Combinations and cartels were often able to get along very well

under the controlled prices. They had formerly maintained fixed

list-prices but had allowed varying discounts from these prices in

periods of prosperity and depression. After prices were controlled,

they received price increases in cflect by merely charging the full list-

prices. 1 his practice was lorbidden, but it was difficult to prevent
when buyers were willing to connive with sellers. Again, the Ger-
man consumers found that they had to pay higher prices than
formerly even though all prices were blocked, for the producers
found that high-priced goods, often of a luxury character, could be
produced with a greater margin of profit than low-priced staple

articles. As the staple qualities of goods at low prices disappeared
from the market, consumers either had to buy better goods at high
prices or go without the goods altogether. Clearly it is no boon to
the consumer to have the price of low-grade shoes fixed at $3, if,

when he goes to the store to make a purchase, he finds he must buy
a higher-grade shoe at $6 or acquire no shoes.

Even under controlled prices, price increases could be obtained
in effect by lowering the quality of the mercJiandise which was pro-
duced and sold. Clearly, a producer might profit as much by selling
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an article of lower quality for the stable price of a good of better

(quality as by selling a good of the old quality for a higher price.

In the fascist countries, decreases in quality by as much as 30 or 40

per cent were observed in articles sold at stable prices. Such de-

creases in quality were usually not appro\'ed by the fascist authori-

ties, but they were rather difficult to detect and prevent in many
cases. When goods were sold by the “package,” rather than by defi-

nite units of weight and measure, producers could sometimes obtain

a concealed price increase by reducing the contents of the [)ackage

without changing the price or quality of the product. And, if all

other methods failed, it was difficult to keep a purchaser from pay-

ing only the legal maximum price lor a good and then wagering

100 marks or lire that the seller could not jump over his own waste-

basket.

Some, if not all, of these practices and resulting difficulties in

enforcement are likely to appear whenever a system of stringent

governmental price control is superimposed on an economic system

in which productive wealth is privately owned and the actual opera-

tion of industry and business is in the hands of profit-seeking private

individuals. It should be noted that all the practices studied tend to

increase the cost of maintaining a scale of living composed of com-

modities and services of given quantity and quality, while none of

the practices tends to cause even a minor flurry in the official in-

dexes of prices or cost of living. Wherever such practices are wide-

spread, the success of price control cannot be measured accurately

by the official price or cost-of-living indexes.

Apart from the question of open or concealed violations, price

control in the fascist countries produced some problems and un-

expected results. Price control cannot be aimed solely at the achieve-

ment of stable prices, for price inter-relationships are also impor-

tant. In Germany, for example, the farmers were once found to be

feeding grain, which was needed for human consumption, to their

livestock because the Price Commissioner had fixed the price of

grain below that of fodder. At another time, when the governtnent

decided that the price of rye had to be raised for the benefit of the

farmers but without any increases in the prices of products for con-

sumers, enterprises in brewing, flour-milling, and other fields were

placed under severe handicaps. Under a system of price control ac-

companied by rationing, it was found that purchasers were likely

to buy all the goods to which they were entitled and to hoard them
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if they were not needed immediately for (onsum])tion. Finally, price

control required tlie calculation of costs in thousands of enterprises,

trades, and industries, correspondence between governmental

agencies and business enterprises (oncerning thousands of disputes

over real costs and nationally justified prices, and the issuance ol

innumerable decrees and instructions by the government.

The Rationing of Consumers* Goods under Fascism, While ration-

ing of an informal sort, through compulsory pooling of articles for

sale, “guided consumption," and purchase licenses, had existed in

the earlier years of fascism, formal and official rationing of con-

sumers’ goods began with the entrance of the fascist countries into

World War II. Long before the war was over, the rations of most

goods had become extremely limited. In Italy, even the initial ration

of the important alimentary pastes, including macaroni and spa-

ghetti, was only 4.4 pounds per person each month, or about a third

of normal consumption.^* The bread ration was eventually cut so

low that the ordinary consumer could enjoy only the equivalent

of three one-ounce rolls of dark gray bread daily. Meat was severely

rationed both by means of meatless days (sometimes as many as five

or six per week) and by quantity, with the allowance for a meat-da\

amounting to 30 to 100 grams. In this connection, meat was taken

to mean fresh beef, veal, pork, mutton, and goat. Salt pork, bacon,

and game could be served on meatless days, and poultry was some-

times available, although at one time it could be sold only on one

day per week.

By February, 1943, or about six months before Italy was knocked

out of the war, it was estimated that the diet of the Italian light

worker had taken a drop in calories of 45 per cent (67 in fats and

oils, 42 in carbohydrates, and 37 in proteins). However, the ration-

ing program was by no means confined to foods, for clothing, shoes,

leather goods of all kinds, rugs, needles and thread, pots and pans,

all machines and tools, fuels, and a whole host of other things, were

included in the program. The fuel situation got so tight that the

Italian consumers were allowed to heat their homes otdy for a

period of forty days, or from, say, December 10 to January 19, each

winter. And that much house-heating, even in sunny Italy, was far

from enough for comfort.

^Fascism in Action, p. 163.

10 Ibid.
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In Germany, supplies of food were somewhat more adequate, and

yet rations dwindled considerably as the war went on. The meat

ration fell to a pound per week or less. Cofiec was rationed at two

ounces per month and later replaced by substitutes. The egg ration

was down to 2 per month, and the butter ration to 2 ounces per

week. Conditions were much the same in the case of other con-

suiners' goods. Clothing was severely rationed by means of

cards and a “pchnt” system, and quality deteriorated rapidly. Over»

coats could be purchased only if worn-out overcoats were turned in.

The shoe situation was desperate. People were urged to lay aside

their leather shoes in the late spring and summer and use wooden

shoes until fall. There were no ration cards for shoes, but an in-

dividual was permitted to buy new shoes only il he could furnish

proof that his old shoes were worn out completely and beyond

repair. Shoes were resoled with artificial rubber, for there was no-

leather available for the purpose. Each man was allowed one three-

ounce stick of shaving soap every four months—a ration which pro-

duced a temporary boom in the sale of electric razors. I'o the great

dismay of at least a part of the population, the sales of women's

hats were discontinued.

I'obacco rations were extremely limited. Men with ration cards

could obtain only two or three cigarettes or one small cigar daily,,

and women over 25 years of age were placed on half rations. Store-

keepers were forbidden to exhibit in their show windows any goods

which were not on sale in normal amounts within the stores. For-

merly the storekeepers had been made to keep their windows deco-

rated with samples of scarce goods to give the impression that these

goods were still available. Restaurants were compelled to serve a

feldkueche, or one-dish field kitchen meal, on two days per week.

Hotels in the large cities were forbidden to rent rooms for office

purposes or keep guests for more than three weeks at a time. The
fuel situation was so bad that only one heated room per family

could be maintained during the winter months, and some people

had been trying to get around the restrictions on house-heating by

living in warm hotel rooms.

Even short rations did not tell the entire story. As the self-

sufficiency program substituted ersatz products more and more com-

monly for the natural products, the quality of many consumers'

goods declined considerably. Moreover, it was often impossible to

obtain certain consumers’ goods at all, whether the goods were
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rationed or unrationecl, whether the potential customers for ra-

tioned goods had unused cards or coupons, and whether the goods

were produced by natural or artificial means. Long before the end

of the war, some 80 per cent of all production for civilian consump-

tion had been stopped, and it was difficult to find in the stores such

common articles as shoe laces, toothpaste, buttons, thread, envelopes,

paper, paper clips, dust cloths, suspenders, floor wax, light cords,

typewriter ribbons, or photographic fihns.^*

QUESTIONS

1. Indicate the nature and results of price control in Britain during the

war and early postwar periods.

2. “The Labor Government of Britain has endeavored to hold some

prices down and push others up." Explain.

“In spite of increased production, Britain has been unable to aban-

don the rationing of many types of goods in the postwar period/'

Explain.

4. “'Ehe Labor Government of Britain has merely carried over the

wartime system of rationing into the postwar period.” Show whether

you agree.

5. How were exchange activities subjected to governmental control in

Italy under fascism?

6. “Exchange activities were under strict governmental control in Ger-

many under fascism.” Explain.

7. “Fascist Italy followed a fluctuating policv with regard to price con-

trol.” Explain.

8. Why did the government of Germany under fascism attempt to main-
tain strict control over the general price level?

9. Describe the system of price control which operated in Germany after

1936.

10. “Governmental price control was extremely effective in Italy under
fascism.” Do you agree? Explain.

11. How effective was governmental price control in Germany under
fascism? Explain.

12. “Fascist producers and business men devised many methods for getting

around the systems of price control in Germany and Italy.” Explain.

13. “Price control in the fascist countries stabilized the official indexes

of prices rather than the actual cost of living of the citizens.” Show
whether you agree.

14. “The rationing of consumers’ goods was extremely severe in Italy

and Germany under fascism.” Explain.

The Chicago Tribune, May 18, 1942.



CHAPTER 13

CREDIT, BANKING, AND INVESTMENT

In passing from comnicrciai to financial economic activities, we

may note again that there arc some general principles in the new

field which are valid for any type of economic system. Commercial

credit, for example, must exist in any economic system which makes

use cd modern roundaljout methc:)ds of production. With the pro-

ductive processes spread over time and carried on to a great extent

in anticipation of demand, there is no way to make the incurring of

all expenses or costs of production and the receipt of income from

sales of finished products coinc ide in time. Many costs must be paid

some time before receipts are available from sales. In the interim,

someone must extend commercial credit, that is, give up goods in

the present and get them (or some ecpiivalent value) back at some

future time. Such extensions of commercial credit may or may not

involve the existence and operation of commercial banks and other

credit institutions. Sellers of raw materials, for example, might be

made to deliver their commodities to manufacturers and wait until

finished products had been produced, sold, and paid for before re-

ceiving payment for tlic*ir materials. Or the central government

might undertake to finance all such transactions directly. As a matter

of fact, commercial credit could and would be used even in an eco-

nomic system which did not make use of money.

In every economic system, indirect production, which makes use

of large quantities of capital goods, is more efficient than direct pro-

duction in most types of productive activity. But capital goods can

be used only if “capital” is saved and invested. Saving requires the

existence of surplus income over and above the bare subsistence

needs of the people as consumers. From the point of view of money,

individuals must not consume their entire incomes, but must save

and invest a portion, if capital goods are to be created. From the

physical point of view, a part of the agents of production at the

338
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disposal of society must be taken away from the production of con-

sumers’ goods and services and must be directed into the production

of capital goods. In any economy with fixed quantities of productive

agents, the cost of creating greater quantities of capital goods is

found ill the necessity of going without, for the present, the quan-

tities of consumers’ goods and services which could have been jno-

duced witli those productive agents which are actually devoted to

the creation of capital goods. The cost of capital goods, in other

words, is found in the necessity of abstaining from consumption to

some extent.

The use of capital goods in production clearly involves the exist-

ence of inv(‘stment credit. Capital goods, such as machines, are

produced and delivered to the user as of a particular time but they

give off their benefits over an extended period of time and not all at

once. Someone must be responsible ior financing the prodiiclion of

capital goods and for waiting a long time to receive the benefits

which the capital goods can create. This function is performed by

the “savers” of the economic system, lliere may be great dillerences

from one economy to another with regard to the specific methods

and practices used in connection with investment credit. An Anieri-

c:an corporation may obtain its investment credit by selling bonds,

which must be paid off with interest, through an investment banker

who is an authority untcj himself as to whether the funds should or

should not be extended to the company. A Russian enterprise may
receive a non-repayable grant of long-term funds, which bear no in-

terest, from a governmental bank which extends the funds merely as

a part of the plan for the whole economy and without any discretion

as to whether the funds should be extended or as to the amount
which should be given. Underneath these surface differences, the

simple fact is that there is no way in which factories and machines

can be constructed and made to yield all their benefits or products

immediately. Someone must advance funds or economic goods and
wait for their return. Investment credit, like commercial credit, does

not depend on the existence of specific types of banks or other

credit institutions, or even on the use of money in the economy.

Credit, Bajikmg, and Investinefit under Capitalism

Commercial Credit and Banking under Capitalism. In a capital-

istic system, a great part of the commercial credit in use is ordinarily
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extended by commercial banks, though some is put out by other in-

stitutions or directly between business enterprises or between busi-

ness enterprises and their final customers. The commercial banks are

usually privately owned, and operated for profit, though they are

often subjected to a large amount of governmental interference and

control. Although the government does not usually own and operate

commercial banks, it is likely to operate institutions for the purposes

of central banking, of which purposes one is the supervision and

control of the privately owned and operated commercial banks. The
government may also own and operate certain types of credit in-

stitutions which private interests either do not furnish at all or pro-

vide in insufficient quantities.

In the United States, much of the commercial credit is furnished

by the roughly 14,200 commercial banks in the country. About 0900

of these banks are members of the Federal Reserve System and the

rest are state-chartered banks. The latter banks are subject only to

such control and regulation as the laws of the various states provide,

but the banks which are members of the P'ederal Reserve System

are controlled rather strictly by various rec|uirements for member-

ship in the system and prescriptions as to methods and practices

which may be employed. However, the banks are owned privately

and operate for profit, and the total volume of commercial credit in

existence is that which results more or less automatically from the

operations of the commercial bankers.

From the social point of view, the proper role of commercial

credit in a capitalistic economy is a neutral one. Commercial credit

is a useful instrument for facilitating the making and carrying out

of economic decisions which it would be in the interest of society to

make and carry out even if commercial credit had never been in-

vented. But commercial credit should never be allowed to affect the

content and volume of these decisions and activities. That is, com-

mercial credit should not be issued in such amounts or in such ways

as will cause prices to rise, profits to increase, production to ex-

pand, and the over-extension of productive facilities to take place, so

that a boom period leading inevitably to depression is created. In

similar fashion, the contraction of commercial credit should not be

a leading factor making for business contraction and depression.

Commercial credit should adapt itself to whatever volume of eco-

nomic activity is generated in the economic system. It is intended to

be a lubricant rather than a prime mover.
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Commercial credit, as extended by the commercial banks ol the

country, has never been al^le to live up to this ideal in the United

vStates. T hat is, the total volume of commercial credit has not re-

mained closely adjusted to the changing volume ot economic activity

in the country, but has shown a tendency to over-expaiid in periods

of prosperity and to over-contract in ptaiods of depression. It has

therefore played a leading part in intensiiying and piolonging these

periods. T hrough a succession of laws, the lederal government has

attempted to provide methods for controlling the expansion and

contraction ol the total volume of commercial credit. These

methods, which operate through the Fc‘deral Rc?serve System, now
include raising and kwering the rediscount rates, engaging in open-

market operations, increasing and decreasing the reserve recpiire-

ments behind demand deposits, controlling margin recjuiretnents

and loans on securities, and granting or withlujlding the use of the

credit facilities of the Federal Reserve Banks to member banks ac-

cording to whether they make projier or improper use of bank

credit. T here is no doubt that the use of these devices is able to

influence the total volume of commercial crc'dit, but they do not

give the government or the central banking authorities the power to

decide that the total volume of commercial credit in use in the

United States at a particidar time shall be so many dollars’ worth

and no more. T he total v'olume of commercial credit still depends

to a significant extent upon the dec isions and actions ol individual

bankers. In this connection, it is noteworthy that, when the govern-

ment wanted to contrcjl the price level in the emergency created by

World War II, it resorted to a system of diicxt price control and did

not depend on the powers ot the Federal Reserve System for regulat-

ing the total volume of commercial credit and indirectly the price

level.

While the total volume of commercial credit is partly under gov-

ernmental control, the distribution of commercial credit among the

business and industrial enterj^rises of the country is almost wholly in-

dependent of such control. The commercial bankers perform the

function of distributing commercial credit among enterprises and in-

dustries on the basis of economic motivation and prospec live profits,

and not according to some plan which takes social need or desir-

ability into account. Under ideal conditions, of course, the firms

which could bid most eflectively for commercial credit would also

be those whose products were most needed from a social point ot
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view, but in actual practice many firms may be good credit risks be-

cause of the ready sale of their products even though the prcklucts

are far from being indispeirsable to social welfare.

Investment Credit and Banking under Capitalism, In a capitalistic

system, large amounts of savings are made by individuals on the

basis of the relationship between interest rates and other prices. The
necessary condition for such savings is that the ijiterest rate be suf-

ficient to overcome the time preference of the savers, or their rather

natural desire to consume their incomes at present instead of in the

future. However, many units of savings are quite independent of the

interest rate. In this class are savings made to provide for various

financial emergencies, or “rainy days,“ to provide for one’s old age,

to provide for heirs and dependents, or to obtain the power which

the accumulation of large means may bring. Again, persons with

very large incomes may save almost automatically because of the

difficulties involved in finding sufficient consumptive uses for their

incomes. Other savings, such as those which result when corpora-

tions reinvest their earnings instead of paying dividends to the

stockholders^ presumably depend on prospective earnings but not on

the voluntary decisions of the individuals whose funds are being

saved. Finally, various governmental units sometimes collect taxes

from the citizens and use the revenue directly or indirectly lor capi-

tal purposes. In such cases, of course, the individual citizens are not

able to decide whether to save or how much to save, for these de-

cisions are made for them.

When individuals save, for whatever reason, they may invest their

savings directly in productive facilities or in the securities of cor-

porations which will use the funds for the same purpose. On the

other hand, the individual savers may place their funds in savings

accounts, insurance policies, or other uses, in which cases the funds

ordinarily find their way indirectly into investments in productive

facilities. With large numbers of scattered savers and firms 'desirous

of obtaining funds for investment purposes, there is clearly a need

for some type of intermediary or go-between to bring the savers and

borrowers together. This func tion is performed to a large extent by

investment bankers in a capitalistic system such as that of the United

States. Individual enterprisers and partners must depend largely

upon ihcir own wealth and savings, upon direct loans from other

persons or institutions with funds to invest, and upon the reinvest-

ment of their earnings, in satisfying their needs for long-term capital
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funds. Moreover, eorjx^ralions do not use the services of investment

bankers when they reinvest their earnings or engage in attempts to

sell their securities directly to the individual savers. But corporations

obtain large cjuantilies of long-term capital lunds by selling their

securities with the assistance ol the investment bankers.

Investment bankers handle security issues for governmental units

as well as for corporations and intend to serve merely as inter-

mediaries for bringing together the business and governmental in-

stitutions which desire long-term funds and the individuals and in-

stitutions which have these funds to invest. 1 he investment bankers

do not expect, if all goes well, to tie up their own funds for very

long in the security issues which they sell. By performing their

functions of investigation, underwriting, and distribution, the in-

vestment bankers eventually get the governmental and business se-

curities into the hands of insurance companies, banks, and invest-

ment trusts; corporations seeking investment for surplus funds or

accumulating a sinking fund; and individual investors.

From the social point of view, the things which we should desire

from our investment banking system may be readily stated. First,

the system should provide the greatest possible degree of safety lor

the purchasers of securities. That is, they shotdd be prcjtected from

securities that are fraudulent in character and from security sales-

men who greatly overstate the possibilities of the securities which

they sell to the investing public. In the second place, investment

banking should be carried on efficiently and in a manner consistent

with the public welfare. This general requirement in turn means
three things: (1) the volume of investment credit should not be so

greatly expanded at certain times and restricted at others that its

issuance becomes an im]:>onant cumulative factor in causing business

instability; (2) the total \olume of investment credit must be dis-

tributed among the industries seeking it in such a way that the crea-

tion of new productive facilities will be coordinated with the desires

of consumers for finished products; (3) investment banks, in per-

forming their functions, should not be allow^ed to get a strangle-hold

on industry by threatening to withhold needed credit if such control

should be denied them.

Without going into great detail, it may be said that the invest-

ment-credit system of the United States has fallen wtII short of

perfection with respect to all these matters. Sellers of securities

have frequently been more optimistic as to the future of their stocks
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and bonds than the situation has warranted, and many of the se-

curities sold to the pu[)lir have turned out to be worthless or almost

worthless. It is estimated that American purchasers lost some 25 bil-

fion dollars on valueless securities purchased in the boom period

preceding 1929. 1 he total volume of investment credit has not been

well adapted to the changing nec‘ds of the economy. Tlie investment

banking business has operated by fits and starts. In boom periods,

investment credit comes out in a veritable flood, and at other times

it dries up to a mere trickle. At times, the volume of new investment

credit has been in excess of the total volume of current savings avail-

able for investment, since commercial banks have lent funds to cus-

tomers to permit them to buy securities on what amounted to an

installment plan. At other times, the total volume of new invest-

ment credit has fallen far short of current savings, and saved funds

have lain idle in the banks. There is little doubt that the operation

of our investment credit system has contributed to business in-

stability.

The distribution of investment credit among firms and industries

by profit-seeking investment bankers has not brought a close co-

ordination with society's needs in all cases. Under ideal conditions,

to be sure, the firms and industries whose securities were most at-

tractive to the investment bankers from the point of view of making

money would also be those firms and industries whose productive

facilities needed most to be expanded from the point of view of

consumers’ needs for finished products. In practice, however, the

pursuit of profits may lead to the direction of funds into the con-

struction of new palaces for the very rich, instead of the building ot

model apartments for workers, even though the rich are already

magnificently housed and the workers arc living in slums.

Finally, investment bankers have required sometimes a degree of

control over corporate affairs as a condition of issuing investment

credit. Such control may be achieved by having a corporation ap-

point one or more members of the banking firm to its board of di-

rectors, ostensibly for the purpose of looking after the safety of the

security issues. A few years ago, it was reported that one investment

house in this country, together with its dependents and allies, was

represented by directorships in corporations with net assets of some

74 billion dollars, or about one-fourth of the total of American cor-

porate assets at the time. This power was held by some 167 repre-

sentatives of the banking house who, in turn, held some 2450 inter-
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locking directorships in corporations^ More recently, the National

Resources Comniittec reported on various “interest groups” which

combine industrials, railroads, and public utilities with financial

organizations in informal communities of interest. The so-called

Morgan-lTrst National interest group contained 13 industrials, 12

public utilities, 5 major railroad systems, and 5 banks. The com-

panies had total assets of over $30,()()0,()()0,000. T he second, or

Kuhn-Loeb group, was com})oscd of 5 major railroad systems, 2

other railroads, 1 utility, and 1 bank, with total assets of almost

$1 1,000,000,000. The smallest of 8 interest groups included com-

panies with assets of almost $2,000,000,000.- In such cases, it is sus-

pected that investment banking houses exercise control powers lar

beyond those which are necessary and appropriate to the simple

conduct of their own business.

In this discussion, we are not suggesting that investment bankers

as individuals are either worse or better than other men, or that

they are personally responsible for all the shortcomings of invest-

ment banking as a [fiiase of economic activity. Indeed, a good so-

cialist migiit contend that our investment bankers have behaved as

well as could be expected in a capitalistic system and that the faults

which have developed are in large measure chargeable to liie capi-

talistic system itself which permits sucli a vital phase of economic

activity to be privately cjwned and operated for profit. We must also

remember that our investment banking system has been successful

in transferring tremendous cjuantitics of capital funds from savers to

enterprises and industries, tliat most ol the uses of investment credit

have been more or less desirable from the social point of view, and

that the rapid capital development of the United States has been the

marvel of the world.

T he activities of the federal gover nment in controlling investment

banking in the United States have been directed almost entirely to

the problem of providing safety for investors. The Securities Act of

1933 was intended to provide full and fair disclosure of the character

of securities sold in interstate and foreign commerce and through

the mails and to prevent fraud in the sale ther eof. Issuers of securi*

ties must file with the .Securities and Exchange Commission registra-

r H. W. Laidler, The World Tomorrow, “Have \Vc a Motiey Trusi?’' Septem-

ber, 1931, pp. 282-281.

2 National Resources Coniniittcc, The Slructinc of the Americmi Economy.
Washington: Government Printing Otfice. 19.39, pj). 300-317.
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tion staLements providing all information about the securities which

investors need to know. Until these statements are hied, the securi-

ties cannot be sold or offered lor sale in interstate commerce or

through the mails. The Act also provided lor the civil liability of

security issuers to investors who suller losses, provided the registra-

tion statement, or the prospectus olfered to investors, contained false

information or omitted.niaterial facts. The Securities Exchange Act,

passed in 1931
,
required the licensing of security exchanges and the

legistration of all securit) issues which are listed on the exchanges.

It also defined, or gave the Securities and Exchange C.ommission the

power to define, the luiutions of brokers, dealers, and specialists,

and forbade certain manipidative practices on the security ex-

changes, under })enalty of heavy fines or imprisonment, or both.

I hc other jnobkans in the field of invc?stment banking have been

left virtually untouched, and it is difficult to see what could be done

about some of them unless the investment banking industry WTie to

be sociali/ed.

Credit, Banking, and ImfesiinenL under Socialism

and Conumniism

Commercial Credit and Bankbig, The manner in which commer-

cial credit would be extended and commercial banking would be

operated in the economic system of modern socialism can be pre-

dicted in advance at least in general terms. That commercial credit

would be used goes without saying. Moreover, since the lunctioning

of commercial credit institutions is so important to all other types of

enterprises and since a privately owned and operated commercial

banking system could do so much to disrupt the operation of other

jjhases of economic activity, it is unthinkable that any part of com-

mercial banking should remain in private hanefs under socialism.

Commercial banking would need to be taken over by the govern-

ment at an early point in the process of socialization.

Under socialism, there might well be a single state bank to' carry

on commercial banking activities, with as many branches as would

be necessary to care for all the short-term credit needs of the system.

All types of firms would presumably have accounts with the state

bank, and these accounts would be debited for the various expenses

of the firms and credited with their receipts of money income. There

is no way of knowing whether individuals would be permitted to use
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the coninicrcial banking facilities by depositing their money incomes

and drawing chec ks to meet expenses. Eacli firm would probably be

given an original dejxxsit or grant of funds, in its account at the

state bank, for working capital pur{K)ses. Such a grant would be

expecte d to be large emough to cover the regular expenses of the

production period. T hat is, enterprises would normally receive in-

come from sales before they had entiiely used up their balances at

the bank in payment of operating expenses. It various types ol

emergency situations caused the balances of particular firms to be

almost or entirely used up, these firms could borrow additional

cjuantities of commercial credit lor short periods c^f time from the

bank. T he charging ol interest in connec tion with commercial credit

might be desirable from the point of view of an accurate accounting

for costs. It would make little differc‘nce IVom any cither pc^int oi

view" since the government, or the pc^ople as a whole, wxmld both

envn and c:)perate mcjst industries and lurnish the funds for purposes

of commercial credit. T he status of an enterprise's account at the

bank would indicate whether or not the enterprise was operating

witli planned efliciency.

Since an ideal communistic society would prc^sumably try to oper-

ate without using any money or prices, there would be no com-

mercial banks in such a system, either operated privately or by the

government. If modern methods of roundabout production were

used, commercial credit would have to exist in the sense of waiting

for the future results of productive activities undertaken in the pres-

ent, but no suggestion is available as to how^ the problem would
actually be handled.

Investment Credit and Banking. Enterprises under socialism

would rec|uire large quantities of fixed capital equipment, but

whether the capital goods would actually be put through the price

mechanism would lemain to be determined. The capital goods

could be produced in state industries and merely issued to various

enterprises and industries according to plan, wdthout any cjuestion

being raised concerning the prices of such goods or the obtaining

of funds with which to purchase them. On the other hand, the

capital-goods industries might operate like other industries, with

certain money costs to meet and certain money prices to be obtained

from the sale of products. In this case, enterprises needing new capi-

tal goods would have to come into the possession of funds with

which to buy them. The institutions issuing long-term capital funds
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would certainly be owned and operated by the government and
would give out funds as necessary for the fulfillment of the economic

plans of the system rather than on the basis of the prospective profit-

ability of the various enterprises and industries, lliere would seem
to be no strong reason lor the state to c harge itself interest on funds

issued to its c^wn enterjndses for long-term capital purposes or to

rec]uire such funds to be paid back at some future time. Investment

credit would also exist under ideal communism, since capital ec]uip-

nient would be produced at a particular time and it would be neces-

sary to wait for years to get the resulting benefits. However, invest-

ment credit in such a system apparently would not make use of

prices and money or banking funds.

Credit, Banking, and lyrueslinent in Soxdet Russia

The Goshauk, In the socialistic: system of Soviet Russia, both com-

mercial credit and commercial banking arc in use. Commercial

banking is a governmental monopoly operated by the State Bank, or

(iosbank, which has over 1100 branches scattered through the

country. In addition to granting short-term or commercial credit

to all types of economic enterprises and clearing accounts between

these enterprises, the Gosbank has charge of the emission of cur-

rency, the receipt, holding, and disbursement of all funds under the

unified national budget and local budgets, and the flotation of state

loans. The affairs of the Gosbank are administered by a Council and

a Board of Directors. The Council (composed of the Minister ot

Finance, the Board Chairman of the Ck)sbank and other banks, and

other individuals) guides the general policy of the bank, approves

important decisions, passes on the opening or closing of branches

and offices, nominates the Board of Directors, and fixes the limits on

specific-purpose credits, overdrafts, and current accounts. I'he Board

of Directors of seven members has charge of the detailed operation

of the bank.

In all, something like 000,000 enterprises have accounts at the

Gosbank. All transactions between economic units or enterprises

pass through the Gosbank and are paid and received by a simple

debiting and crediting of accounts. Enterprises arc not allowed to

grant commercial credit to each other by means of book accounts,

promissory notes, or any other devices. This inter-enterprise credit

had been permitted at one time but it made the total amount of
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credit issued difficult to control and interfered with planning.^

When one enterprise buys goods from another, its account at the

Gosbank is debited when it notifies the bank of its approval of the

invoice for the goods or authorizes the bank by letter of credit to

pay the accouni. d'he account of the selling enterprise is then

credited. In earlier years, the Gosbank used to credit the seller’s

account before debiting that of the buyer. In addition to being

an unusual accounting procedure, this practice resulted in many

abuses on the part of sellers, such as filling orders with substandard

goods, charging excessive prices, and disregarding delivery dates.^

While all transactions between enter prises are financed through the

Gosbank, the individual citizens receive their incomes in cash and

do their buying and selling by means ol cash, for they are not

allowed to have accounts at the Gosbank.

Grants and Loans. Every new economic enterprise which is to

have an account at the Gosbank receives its original basic working

capital as a grant from the bank out of budget funds. That is, the

enterprise’s account at the Gosbank is credited with an amount
which is supposed to be sufficient to enable it to carry on all its

“normal” operations without any need lor borrowing. If the enter-

})ri.se operates with normal efhciency, its bank account will be re-

plenished by income from sales before it is entirely used up in con-

nection with the {payment of ordinary operating expenses. T hese

original grants of commeicial credit do not have to be repaid and

bear no interc*st. In addition to tJiese non-repayable grants, the

Gosbank makes loans to all sorts of enterprises for the purpose of

handling seasonal lecjuireiiKaits and meeting temporary and occa-

sional needs. "These Ic^ans are made fc^r specific purposes and arc re-

payable at a predetermined fixed date with interest.

The Gosbank makes bodi j)lannc-d and unplanned loans. T he

planned loans arc those which are made to cover the values of goods

in transit, to meet seasonal needs for purchasing raw materials and
supplies, and to enable enterprises to carry on the seasonal processes

of production.'’ In particular, these Iczans now involve production

credits whic h are made, as additions to working capital, as goods are

manufactured and finished, or bought and sold. Firms in certain

8 A. Z. Arnold, Hanks, Cu'dit, and Money in Soviet Russia. New York:

Columbia LIniversity Piess, 1937, pp. 315 347.

^Ibid., pp. 355-358.

Ibid., p. 376.
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manufacturing industries may oI)tain these loans up to 20 per cent

of the value of incumpleie manulac tiu ed goods and up to 50 per

cent of tlie value of hnisltetl gootls ready for shipment. Procurement

and sales agenc ies may reccave credits up to 50 per cent oi the cost of

goods handled.^’ 7 lie unplanned loans are made in cases in which

the shipment of goods is hindered or prevented by transportation

difficulties, embaigoes, or the failure of purchasers to honor in-

voices; wJien the normal operations of production are disrupted by

the failure to receive raw materials and supplies; or when goods are

piocluccd which were not contemplated in the economic plans or

whose amounts are in excess of planned estimates.^ The commercial

loans of the Gosbank vary in length from 30 days to six months and
bear interest at rates of 2 to 4 per cent, depending on the type of

loan.

1 he methods of the Gosbank in extending commercial credit to

economic enterprises may seem peculiar at first glance but they are

actually not very different from those which are used in the United

States. We often think of American enterprises as always getting

their commercial credit from the commercial banks by means of

loans which are repayable with interest. Actually, a new enterprise,

which is just fieing formed and which is not yet in operation or pro-

ducing anything, might experience great difficulty in obtaining its

original fund of working capital by means of a short-term loan at a

commercial bank in the United States. Its original funds, both for

fixed and working capital, are likely to be obtained by the sale of

securities if it is a corporation. To the extent that funds arc obtained

by the sale of stocks, they amount to a grant rather than a loan

which is repayable with interest. T hat is, a return does not have to

be paid to preferred stockholders unless it is actually earned, and

even the presence of available earnings does not necessitate a pay-

ment to common stockholders. Moreover, stocks do not obligate

the corporation to repay at any time the amounts w^hich the stock-

holders have invested. About the only difference between the Rus-

sian and American systems is that the Russian enterprises receive

their original grants of working capital from the people as a whole

through the government, while American corporations receive such

grants from limited groups of security purchasers. Actually operat-

ing enterprises in both systems, when they need additional funds

^Foreign Commerce Weekly^ January 11, 1941, p. 61.

7 A. Z. Arnold, Banks, Credit, and Money in Soviet Russia, p. 378.
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for temporary and occasional purposes, go to ( ommercial banks and

obtain loans which are repayable at definite times with interest.

Money in Soviet Russia. Actual money or cash plays a relatively

unimportant })art in the Russian planned economy, as it does in

most capitalistic economies. Paper money and subsidiary coins are

provided, in such amounts as are needed, through the Ministry of

Finance and the Gosbank. Russian money is purely an internal cur-

rency, and it has been completely removed from the influence of

international forces, for Russia maintains a separate monetary unit

for use in the transactions in international trade, which are carried

on by a gcjvei nmental trading monopoly. The domestic currency is

all fiduciary money and is not convertible into gold, though Russia

usually has a considerable supply of gold on hand. I he issue of cur-

rency is planned along with all other phases of economic activity,

but the quantity of money is not manipulated in order to control

other phases of economic activity as is sometimes the case with the

“managed currencies” of other countries. Since prices are under

strict governmental control, increases in the total volume of money
and credit cannot result in the bidding up of prices by any auto-

matic process, tliough the planners may see fit to increase prices as

the total c|uantity of money and credit increases. The total money in

circulation in Russia increased from a little over 2 billion rubles to

more than 11 billion rubles between 1928 and 1936, when the pub-

lication of statistics on money in circulation was discontinued.®

Economic Control through the Gosbank. The Gosbank is much
more than an agency for issuing commercial credit and for clearing

obligations between enterprises. The administration of the bank is

divided into numerous departments for the supervision cjf credit

activities and for planning work in connection with specific

branches of economic a< tivity. In fact, the Gosbank plays an impor-

tant part in connection with economic })lanning for it draws up a

financial counterpart of the economic plans of the country in addi-

tion to keeping the individual enterprises within their financial

plans. Moreover, the Gosbank keeps a constant check on the effi-

ciency with which individual enterprises operate. The very status

<>§ an enterprise’s account at the bank is an indication of its effi-

ciency. If an enterprise is supposed to break even on its operations,

its account at the bank should neither increase nor diminish. If it

makes either planned or unplanned profits, its balance at the bank

8 A. Yugow, Russians Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 114.
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will grow, but, if it operates inelficieiitly and sustains losses, its

balance will decrease. When an enterprise’s balance at the bank

declines without justification, an investigation may ensue and its

manager may be replaced.

rhe (iosbank’s vigilance extends to almost all details ol the ojxn a-

tion of economic enterprises. It has insisted on standard “turnover”

periods, accurate credit allowances, and the prompt re{)ayment of

loans. It attempts to control the cjuality and finish ol manufactured

goods and to obtain reductions in the quantities of defective goods

produced and in the number of “mistakes” such as those involved

in shipping machines with important parts missing. If a plant is

irregular in its manufacturing processes, falls short of its plannc?d

cjuotas of finished goods, or runs its proportion of “seconds” or “re-

jects” tejo high, it can be penali/ed at once and brought back into

line by having its supply of funds cut of! or reduced. In the case ol

procurement and supply agent ies, check-ups by the bank every week

or ten days are expected to disclose any irregularities which occur

in purchasing or distribution, and a curtailment of bank funds will

force the agencies to use their own funds to restore their reejuired

balances.'’

Evaluation of Russian Commercial Banking. Fhe Russian system

of commercial banking expericaiced some difficultit^s and growing

pains during the early years of the planned economy. Alter the

banks had been liquidated during the moneyless period ol War
Communism, it was a trying task to establish a large-scale system of

commercial banking and make it operate. New enterprises in busi-

ness and industry had to become accustomed gradually to bookkeep-

ing and using their accounts at the Gosbank, and to lying in the

bookkeeping with the bank accounts. I'he ojiening of hundreds ol

bank branches and the starting ol hundreds of thousands of ac-

counts by industrial and commercial enterprises led to almost end-

less confusion in the absence of a large, traincxl banking personnel.

In many cases the banks could not even ascertain the status of their

clients’ accounts when claims came in for debiting and crediting.

Frequent changes in the main economic plans of the country were a

disruptive influence in connection with the financial plans which

were constructed and operated through the Gosbank.

On the whole, however, the Gosbank and its subsidiary organiza-

tions have operated with considerable success, as is evidenced by the

^Foreign Commerce Weekly, January 11, 1941, p. (il.
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fact that there have been no important changes in the Gosbank or

its methods of operation in more than a decade. 1 he total short-

term credit extended by the Gosbank has increased steadily over the

years, l lie system of commercial credit centering around the bank

seems very well suited to the Russian planned economy. Both the

total volume of money and commercial credit and its distribution

among enterprises and industries are in the control of the govern-

ment and the economic planners, and it should be possible in time

to cooidinate them closely with the general economic plans lor the

system. In other words, money and credit serve as lubricants of the

economic machine in Russia, lliey are not able to interfere with

planned economic development or influence the content of the

planners’ decisions. The results which are planned may or may not

suit the wishes of the individual citizens and may or may not furnish

consumers with the highest possible standards ol living, but any

such faults which develop will not be chargeable to the system of

money and commercial credit.

The Revaluation of the Ruble, Although the commercial banking

system undoubtedly sustained losses of facilities and personnel dur-

ing World War 11, on the whole it was probably less disru}>ted by

the war than any other phase of Soviet Russia’s economic activity.

About the only postwar development in the field now under discus-

sion which needs to be recorded here was the revaluation of the

ruble. During (he war period large amounts of cash had been paid

to the Russian citizens for their services in production, while at the

same time ordy very limited ejuantities of consumers’ goods had

been available for them to purchase. As a result, large hc:)ards of

cash and bank deposits had been built up and continued to hang
over the market for goods in the postwar period. 1 he Seniet au-

thc:>rities felt that the rationing of consumers’ goods could not be

discontimu’d until a part at least of this surplus purchasing ])ower

had been destroyed. Out of the several methods which would have

been available for this purpose, the revaluation of the ruble was

chosen.

On December 16, 1917, the Soviet government began to issue the

new ruble currency and to convert outstanding assets into it at vary-

ing rates. Actual holdings of cash had to be brought to the banks

where they were converted at the rate of one new ruble for each

10 of the old rubles. The citizens who had banked their money (at

the savings banks) received one new ruble for each old one on the
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first 3000 rubles of deposits, two new rubles for three old ones on the

next 7000, and one new ruble for two old ones on all deposits above

10,000 rubles. Citizens who had invested their hard-earned cash in

governinent bonds were given new bonds with a face value of one

ruble foi' each three rubles ol face value of the old bonds. At the

same time, the rationing of consumers’ goods was eliminated, all

enterprises weie diiected to pay wages at the same rates in the ne^v

rubles as they had in the old, and the prices of some consumers'

goods were reduced l)elow the levels which had prevailed under

rationing.

Savitig mid Investment in Russia, The amazing capital develop-

ment of the Soviet Russian economy under the Five-Year Plans gives

ample evidence that saving and investment have gone on at a rapid

rate. Decisions relating to the divisic^n of the national income as

betwee n ca[Htai goods and consumers’ goods (and services) are made

by the economic planners at the head of the svstem on the basis oL

general diiectives received from the Communist Party. The Russian

system of capital accumulation makes savers out of all tlie citizens.

As the planners decide to devote certain proportions of the avail-

able productive agents to the creation of new capital goods rather

than consumers’ goods and services, all the citizens of the economy

save in the sense that they go without the consumers’ goods and

services which these productive agents could have been made to

produce. In similar fashion, when the new capital goods arc finished

and come to enhance the productivity of the nation’s industries, all

the citizens share in the resulting benefits by receiving larger real

incomes and higher standards of living than formerly. However,

the individual citizens have for the most part no chance to decide

whether to save or how much to save, on the basis of interest and

other price considerations, and the total volume of saving and

investment is determined by government fiat and not by the will of

the citizens. Conceivably a group of planners who planned to save

too much could be replaced by another group of planners who
would decide to save less, but that is all.

While large-scale saving is inevitable in an economy which is aim-

ing at a rapid capital development, there is some question in a so-

cialized economy as to whether the resulting capital goods should be

put through the money and price mechanism. The economic plan-

ners, having decided the total quantity and kinds of capital goods

to be produced in a given period, could simply direct the necessary
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productive agents into their production and distribute the resulting

capital goods as physical items to the enterprises and industries

which were to receive them. In this case, the total money income

paid to workers (or any other income receivers) in the economy

would be just enough to make it possible lor consumers to take the

available cjuantities of consumers’ goods and services oil the market.

No money income would be paid out to anyone to match the pro-

duction of capital goods, since individuals would not be allowed to

purchase tliese gc^ods in any case. On the other hand, if the ca])ital-

goods industries were to pay money costs and receive money prices

for their products, it would be necessary to get large amounts of

funds into the hands of the enterjjrises and industries which were

to receive the ca{)ital goods. Jn this case, the total money income

]3aid out to woikers and others would be mcjre than enough to

purchase all available consumers’ goods and services, and the gov-

ernment woidd pioceed to tecapture a part ol this money income

and turn it over to the enterprises and industries which were to

acejuire new capital goods.

Sources of Investment Funds, Russia has definitely decided to

follow the second of these alternatives, and this is the main reason

wliy the national income and the volume of retail trade, as stated in

rubles, far outrun the total ruble value of consumers’ goods pro-

duced. Having paid out a total money income which is much more
than sufficient to buy all available consumers’ gc^ods and services,

the government uses several means to recapture a part of it. The
leading device for this purpose is the turnover tax, which is similar

to a sales tax. In 1938, the tax yielded 8.3.3 billion rubles, or 71.1 per

cent of the revenue of the federal government. It was applied at

varying rates to different commodities and made up from 15 to 90

per cent of the retail prices of the goods. In the case of sugar, for

example, the retail price was 4.2 rubles per kilogram, of which 3.57

rubles went for the turnover tax and only 0.63 ruble for cost of pro-

duction. The tax absorbed 58.6 per cent of the total receipts of

retail trade in 1938.^^^ In 1945, the rates of the tax ranged from 5 per

cent of sales price for iron and coal to 83 per cent for vodka and
produced 38 per cent of total federal revenues.^ ^

The profits tax is another source of funds for investment pur-

poses. According to plan, many industries sell their products for

10 M. T. Florinsky, Toioard an Understanding of the U.SS.R.^ pp. 165-166.

11 The Soxnet Union Today, p. ‘16.
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prices which arc more than enough to cover planned costs, and the

government takes the greater part of the [profits which are made.

In 1940 the profits tax yielded 21.3 billion rubles or 12.0 per cent

of total federal revenues. In 1945 it brought in 7 per cent of the

total. Income taxes and other direct taxes on individuals produced

15 per cent of total revenues in 1945 and social insurance levies

brought in 3 per cent. Fixed deliveries in kind from agriculture and

customs levies were other important sources ol income, dlic balance

of federal revenues, 11 per cent in 1945, came from the sale of gov-

ernment bonds. 7 bonds are sold in jjart to the individual citi-

zens, w4io are allowed to receive income on their investments, and

in part to savings banks, which must invest all their available funds

in these bonds. I'he savings banks are operated by the government,

and there were 29,000 of them in 1945. Their deposits amounted to

7.3 billion rubles and they paid 3 per cent interest on them.^^ The
total income of the government in 1945 w^as over 300 billion rubles,

of which some 39 billions were invested in new productive

facilities.^'*

luvestment Banking, The funds which the government devotes to

new investments are turned over to enterprises and industries by

four investment banks (and their numerous branches), all of whicli

are owned and operated by the government and arc under the Gos-

bank. In the first f)lace, there is the Prombank, or Bank for Financ-

ing the Capital Construction of Industry and Electrification. It

directs funds for capital construction into the enterprises of all the

Ministries which have charge of producing capital goods and con-

sumers’ goods, and also into the enter})iiscs in the Ministries ol

Foreign Trade, Transportation, Waterways, and Communication

and under the departments of (Jivil Aviation, Rc^ads, and Cinema.

Until 1934, the bank made both interest-bearing, repayable loans

and non-repayable grants bearing no interest. In 1931 all former

loans wTre cancelled and the bank now makes grants exclusively.

The second investment bank is the d'orgbank, or Bank for Financ-

ing the Capital Construction of 1 rade and Cooperatives. It makes

grants of funds to governmental trading enterprises but mostly loans

to cooperatives. Its lihancing of cooperative enterprises is limited to

those outside the fields of agriculture and housing.

v^Ibid,

^8 Ibid., p. 48.

14 Ibid., p. 47.
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1 he Sclkhozbank, or Bank for Financing Socialist Agriculture,

passes out luucls lor capital investments in state farms, col le( live

farms, and Machine d’ractor Stations. It makes grants to the state

farms and Machine 1 ractor Stations, but mostly long-term loans at

low rates of interest to the cooperative (collective) farms. All debts

incurred by collective farms before 19"I3 were cancelled in 19'H.

Finally, there is tlie Tzekombank, or All-Union Bank for Financing

Municipal and Housing Construction. This bank has no branches,

and oj^erates through the local municipal banks. It finances (1) all

housing construction except that which occurs in connection with

state farms or simultaneously with the construction of industrial en-

terprises, (2) municipal construction involving such things as water-

works, sewers, roads, and bridges (unless these works are to serve the

needs of industry or transportation exclusively), and (.S) the construc-

lion of hospitals, sanatoria, educational institutions, and c.)ther insti-

tutions. Prior to 1931, it made both loans and grants. In 1931, all

outstanding loans were cancelled and the bank must now make
grants to governmental enterprises. All these investment banks

handle both governmental funds and those which are accumulated

by the enterprises in their respective fields. Besides distributing

investment funds, they must supervise the construction of produc-

tive facilities, try to eliminate waste, extravagance, and unbusiness-

like practices, and work for increased efficiency in capital con-

struction.

The Extent of Russian Capital Investments, The capital in vest-

menus of the Russian planned economy have been most impressive

in terms of rubles, and, of course, have been responsible for the

rapid industrialization of the economy and for the speedy mechani-

zation of agriculture, flj) to 1928, the socialized economy had maele

capital investments of only 26.5 billion rubles. Under the First Five-

^'ear Plan, total capital investments amounted to 60 billion rubles

and investments in the socialized sector c^f the economy came to

some 50.5 billion rubles. The latter investments considerably ex-

ceeded the planned estimate of 46.9 billion rubles. The Second Five-

Year Plan called for capital investments of 133.4 billion rubles,

while the actual investments amounted to 1 14.7 billion rubles. Capi-

tal investments luider the T hird Five-Year Plan were to amc:)unt to

188.2 billion rubles, and the Soviet economy was well along toward

the realization c.)f this goal by the end of 1940.^'^ The Fourth Five-

1'5 a. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Ecoriomic System, p. 421.
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Year Plan (1916-50) calls lor total investnieiit ol 250.5 billion rubles

in the socialized sector ol the econoinyd“

Evaluation of Russian Capital Investments. We have no criticisms

to make ol the mechanism by means of which capital investments

are made in Russia, for this mechanism seems both suitable and

more or less inevitable in a socialized economy. Decisions as to the

total (juantity of saving and investment and as to the distribution

(jf capital funds and caj^ital goods among enterprises and industries

are made by the planners at tlie head of the system and not on the

basis of the market mechanism. I here is no way ol determining in

advance whetlier or not the residts of these decisions will be better

suited to the needs and desires of the individual citizens and of the

econc:)my as a wiiole than are the results achieved under c:a|:)italism.

All we know is that the results achieved in Russia are based on a

consideration of social need, in so far as the planners are able to

determine soc ial need, and are not tliose which come more or less

automatically from the pursuit of profits by private investment

bankers, dlie other problems associated with investment cre^dit and

banking under capitalism can scarcely arise in the Russian planned

economy. All the citizens are “investors*' in the natic^nal cccjnomy,

and there can hardly be any cjuestion of protecting them against

fraudulent or overvalued securities, or shady mani})ulative practices.

The same high authorities which plan saving and investment are

those which, in the name of the people, own and operate the enter-

prises which receive capital funds and capital goods. Thus, there is

no problem of the extent to which investment bankers control the

enterprises and industries which they help to finance.

The results of the Russian program of capital investment may be

criticized from several angles. In the first place, the Russian invest-

ments have been very costly. Inefficiency and low productivity of

labor were just as common in the construction of productive facili-

ties as in other phases of productive activity, and the new produc-

tive facilities and capital gootls often cost much more than had been

planned. Thus, while j)lans for the rid)le value of new capitaJ in-

vestments have been cpiitc well fidfilled on the whole, the actual

physical quantities of productive facilities and capital goods ob-

tained have usually been well under the planned estimates. Much
of the capital construction and building has been of low quality in

spite of high cost, and the Russian authorities are given to including

Harry Schwartz, Russia's Pnstxvor Economy, p. 21.
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large amounts of unfinished productive facilities in their estimates

of accomplishment in the field ol cajiital construction.

Russian capital construction has also been afflicted by “gigan-

tomania” or the delusion that, if an ordinary large-scale plant is

desirable and efficient, a plant many times as large must be still

more desirable and efficient. For example, in setting uj) an electric

heat-and-power station for the Mcxscow area, the plans called for

an enormous plant with a capacity of 200.000 kilowatts. Construc-

tion began in 1932, but the station was still unfinished at the end of

the Second Five-Year Plan in 1937. If the })lan had provided for 8 or

10 stations of 20,000 or 25,000 kilow^atts each, sc^me of the stations

at least could have been completed and in operation by 1937. Again,

it is claimed that other gigantic enterprises, such as the Magnitcj-

gorsk and Ku/netsk metallurgical works and the Molotov mc:)tor

works at Gc^rki, were tocj large to be managed efficiently. Fheir early

difficulties may have been due in large measure to inexperienced

and inadeejuately trained management, but even after years of expe-

rience the plants ha\e not been able to increase their efficiency

greatly or increase the rates of output to anything like theoretical

capacity. The extiemely large plants were also sometimes located lar

from the necessary raw materials and markets so that their opera-

tion imposed an immense burden on the transportation system. In

later years, the Russian leaders have decreased the size of the new
plants wffiich have been built. Under the Third Five-Year Plan,

cotton mills with 50,000 rather than 100,000 sj>inclles, automobile

plants capable of producing 50,000 rather than 200,000 cars ])er

year, and coal mines with a capacity of 300,000 rather than 700,000

tons per year w ere the order of the day.^"

Criticisms of the results of the Russian investment program have

not cc:)me entirely frcjm outsiders by any means. In 1938, Russian

spokesmen said that the ])rogram of capital construc tion in the past

had shown many short cc^imings, such as the cc^instruction of tejo many
separate and detached buildings; the failure to locate iwnv plants

near establislied entei prises, so that cc)Oj)eration in matters of manu-

facturing, housing, transpc:)rtatic^n, and municipal services could be

achieved; the over-expansion of certain types of productive facili-

ties; the construction of temporary buildings in permanent form;

the use of expensive decorative features, a lack of standardization of

17 Fortune, July, 19'11.
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productive facilities; anci the construction of excessively large indi-

vidual j)lants.^^ In the same year, the Council Ministers decreed

the formation of a (Committee on Construction to set up standards

concerning construction designs and execution, the use of materials,

and overhead costs; to confirm the standards of the various Minis-

tries on these points; to (onfinn standards of cost estimates; to pre-

sent prices for materials, construction, and sanitary-technical ecjuip-

rnent to the Council of Ministers for confirmation; to present the

Council of Ministers with opinions on projects and estimates sug-

gested by others; to confirm indi\idual type designs; to examine

projects for the regional planning of centers of large industrial con-

struction; to work out and submit measures on cjucstions of imfnov-

ing and cheaf)ening construction; and to su]K'rvise the execution ol

construe tion j^iojects.^^

The Russian in\a\stmc‘nt program has been weighted heavily in

favor of the capital-goods industries, d'his does not mean merely

that the Russians have been taking ca])ital goods instead of (on-

sumers’ goods, for that result is inevitable under any investment

program. It means that the Russians have been concentrating on

the constrtiction of capital goods which will j)r(xluce more capital

goods rather than capital goods which will produce consumers’

goods. The Second Five-^'ear Plan called for total investments of

53.4 billion rubles in heavy (capital goods) industries, as compaied

with 16.1 billion rubles in light industries, 15.2 billion rubles in

agriculture, and 26.5 billion rubies in transportation. Linder the

riiird Five-Year Plan, investments wcTe to be 87.2 billiciii rubles in

heavy industries, 16.4 billion lubles in light industries, 18.0 billion

rubic‘s in agriculture, and .35.8 billion rubles in transportation.'''^

Such investment prcjgrams imposc'd great hardships on the ccjnsum-

ers of the Russian econoni). Moreover, when low efficiency and

high cost made it necessary either to fall shenT of planned goals in

connection with the investment jnogram or to impose further sacri-

fices on the consumers of the system, the Russian leaders nevei; hesi-

tated to select the latter alternative. Under the Second Five-Year

Plan, for example, investments in heavy industries arncjunted to

49.8 billion rubles or over 93 per cent of the planned amount,

Russian Ecouotuic Solrs, Niimt)ei 361, pp. 1-3.

Ibid., pp. 1-3.

20 A. Ua)k()V, The DeveJof^rneiU. of the Snxaet Economic System, p. 421.
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while investments in consumers’ goods industries were only 8.8

billion rubles, or Jess than 55 per cent of the planned amount.

Outside observers have often cpiestioned the judgment of the

Russian leaders in connection with some of the projects of the

investment progiam.-- Under the first two Five-Year Plans, for ex-

ample, several billion rubles w^ere invested in agricultural machinery

and ec|ui})ment, but the increase in the gross value of agrieuliural

prodiK lion ener the per iod probably would not have j)aid nnuiite-

naiue and replacement costs on the machinery and equipment, with-

out raising any (juestion of obtaining a return on the investments

themselves. Critics suggest that it would have been better to make

s(nnc‘ of these investments in cotton-textile machinery rather- than in

faiin machinery, since cotton textiles w’eie always extremely scarce

and the machinery in use was inadecjuate for the prcjcessing of

current crops. Again, the Russians have corrstructed cnorrnous

hydroelectric; plants which even the rapidly growing industries of

the country could irever use nearly to ca})acity in the past, (a i tics

suggest that it would have been better to use part of the funds to

create badly needed housing facilities for the jreople.

It is clear that the Russiairs have been trying, as someone has

said, to “starve through to future greatnevss.” In view of the plight

of the Russian consumer s and the fact that Russian productive facili-

ties still fall far short of those of leading industrial countries such

as the United States, it is clear that this future greatness is still to be

attairred. Every ecorrorny should have a healthy regard for future as

well as preserrt jn'oductivity and welfare, but uirbalanced emphasis

on the future may be just as unfortunate as unbalanced emphasis

on the present, for too great a neglect of consumers’ wants in the

present may endanger future productivity and welfare. Mcneover,

when a country goes all out for a capital-investment program, thci'e

is always a c|uestioir as to how useful the enormous c]uantities of

productive facilities are going to be in the future in view of prob-

able changes in technology and in human wants.

Ihese criticisnrs should be considered as cpralifying but rrot de-

stroying the gains which Russia has received Ironr her invc'stirrent

jnograrn. Cieriainly, Russia has experienced a very rapid capital

development. It is commonly cstiirrated that Russia, urrder the

21 IhuJ.

22 L. K. Hii})l)aicl, Snniet Trade and Distribution, pp. 313-316.
2’< B. liim/kus, Economic Planning in Soviet Russia, p. 226.
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planned economy, has been taking about a third of her national

income, on the average, in the form of new productive facilities.

I’liis is a rate of capital development which would be diflicult to

match in any other country. Hie large investment program may not

have been (and still may not be) well suited to the collective will ol

the people, but it has given the planners a large part of what they

w^anted and of what they thought the people and the country

needed. As a matter of fact, Russia needed every scrap of her newly

developed productive facilities in the struggle with Germany. It the

planners had decidc‘d to give tlie Russian people more consumers’

goods and fewer productive facilities in the past, the people might

have regretted that decision bitterly long belore now.

In this connection we may note that tJie Russian planners ha\e

done well in the last decade in decentrali/ing their productive facili-

ties and scattering them over the country. Not so many years ago,

practitaJly all Russian manufacturing industries were located in the

Leningrad-]Vfc:)Sccjw -Ukraine area, only 300 tC3 500 miles from the

W^estern frontier. More recently, facilities lor the production of oil,

coal, iron and steel, automobiles, looms, cltemicals, co])pcr, and

many types of machinery have been located in Siberia and the Ural

Mountain region. Such locations are sometimes 1300, 2000, or even

3000 miles from the Western boundaries of the country. In all, the

share of the Leningrad-Moscow-Ukrainc area in the industrial pro-

duction of the country was reduced from 90 })er cent to 00 per cent

even before the war,^^ The Fourth Five-^’ear Plan continues this

emphasis on decentralization of industry.

QUESTIONS

1. Why are both commercial and investment credit necessary in any

economic system which makes use of modern productive methods?

Explain.

2. To what extent docs the federal government control the issuance of

commercial credit in the United States?

3. “From the social point of view, the proper role of ccnnmercial credit

in a capitalistic economy is a neutral one.” Explain.

4. How are funds for investment-credit purposes transferred from the

hands of savers to those of industrial firms in our capitalistic system?

5. To what extent docs our investment-credit system produce the results

which are desired of it from a social point of view?

24 A. Yugow, Russia's Economic Front for War and Pence, p. 152.
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().
“ The activities of the federal government in the United States in con-

trolling investment banking have been directed almost entirely to the

problem of providing salety lor investors.” Show whether you agree.

7. Describe the prol)able operation of commercial and investment bank-

ing under modern socialism.

8. Describe the operations of the Gosbank in extending conimercial

credit in Soviet Russia.

9. flow are “grants” and “loans” used in connection with commercial

credit in Scjviet Russia?

10. Dillercntiate between the manner in which an enterprise in Soviet

Russia gets its original credit at the Goslrank and the manner in

which it gets subsecjuent credits there.

11. “Individual firms obtain both original and additional amounts ol

working capital in about the same way in both Soviet Russia and the

United States.” Do )ou agree? Explain.

1L^ Com[)are the commcrcial-c reclit mechanism of Soviet Russia with that

of the United States, indicating both similarities and clilferences.

I.T “The (iosbank ol So\iet Russia is much more than an ageircy for

issuing commetcial credit and lor cleariirg obligations between enter-

prises.” Explaiir.

II. Evaluate the Sosiet Russian system ol commetcial banking as it oper-

ated in the period belore DM0.

IT). Why was it necessary to revaluaie the Russian ruble alter the end ol

World War II, and how was this revaluation accomplished?

IG. What are tire two abet natives open to the government of Soviet

Russia in hairclling the problem ol investment and capital lormation?

Explain.

17. How does the Soviet Russian government obtain its lunds fc;r invest-

ment-credit purposes? flow are these funds distributed to industrial

and other enterprises?

18. “The results of the Soviet Russian program of capital investment in

the period from 19118 through 1910 may be criticized from several

angles.” Explain.

19. “In giving the Russian people many nenv productive facilities and
relatively few consumers' goods in the past, the Russian planners mav
have made a wase decision even though the citizens would have chosen

cliflerently il the) had had an opportunity.” Explairr.



CHAPTER 14

CREDIT, BA]>JKING, AKD INVESTMENT
(Continued)

Credit, Banking^, and Imfestnient in Britain 'under

Partial Socialism

Commercial Banking. As we noted in an earlier sc i lion, the Bank

ot England has been brought under governmental ownershij) and

operation, but this does not mean that banking as a whole has been

nationalized. I'lie thirteen large joint-stock banks with their almost

10,000 brandies continue to operate under private ownership and

management. There is no doubt, however, about the power of the

Labor Government to control commercial banking in Britain. The
Bank of England always had great inllueme with the commercial

banks of the country, both through moral suasion and through the

use of the customary central banking devices and technit]ues. These

informal powers of the Bank have been made formal and perma-

nent. I’hat is, the Bank has been given statutory powers to obtain

information from and make recommendations to the other banks, if

this appears necessary or desirable in the public interest. If author-

ized by the Treasury, the Bank may issue directions to insure that

its reejuests for infoimation will be met and its recommendations

will be carried out. In this way the Government's control can extend

to such matters as the total amount of credit to be issued by the

commercial banks and its allocation among industries and busi-

nesses.

Investment Banking, In the field of investment credit and banking

there is also no doubt about the power of the Labor Government to

exercise control. Under the Banking Control and Guarantees Act of

July, 1946, the Government has the power to regulate all new
access to the capital market and to establish in this matter the pri-

364
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orities which are deemed essential in the national interest. The Act

also empowered the rreasury to guarantee long-term loans made to

facilitate industrial development, particularly when a depression

threatens. Both of these measures are related also to the Govern-

ment’s cheap-money policy, which has lowered interest rates con-

sidt rably for all types of loans.

The government’s program of capital investment was set forth in

broad terms in its Economic Sur'^wy for' 79/7. which gave the per-

centage of total expenditure that was to be devoted to new housing,

industrial building, the eejuipment of various types of industry, the

development of roads, canals, harbors, and railways, and other pur-

poses. In the middle of the year, total capital investment was run-

ning at a rate of about £1550 million a year, and a rate of £1600
million was forecast lor HH8. Later in 1917, however, the continu-

ing crisis in regard to international trade and foreign exchange led

the government to curtail its much needed program of housing
construction, in order to save on expenditures for foreign lumber,
and to make a large cut in capital expenditures for the reequipment
and modernization of British industry. On the other hand, the gov-

ernment decTced that tlie lattcT cut in capital expenditures should
not apply in agriculture c^r the vital coal industry.

The total investment of £1600 million originally planned for

1918 would have represented about 20 per cent of the estimated
gross national product.^ Such a rate of investment, while large,

would not have been out of line whth what other important indus-
trial nations are doing. The Economic Sni'oey for 1948, issued in

March, called for total investments of £1420 million during the calen-
dar year, and a year-end rate of £1520 million per ycar.^ In the field

of housing construction, special eflorts were to be made to speed up
the finishing of houses, while cutting the total number under con-
struction. At the end of 1947, some 100,000 new houses had been
roofed and were waiting completion. As forecast in 1947, the cut in
the program of c:apital investment was expected to affect industrial
investment very heavily, because of the need for large amounts of
steel in industrial construction and reequipment. The limited re-

sources which could still be made available in this field were to be
directed to those projects which would make the most substantial
and early contribution to increased exports and the reductmn of

1 Economic Sun>ey for J948, p. 38.

2 //nr/., p. 39.
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essential imports. Clearly, the government lias the power to control

both the total amount of investment credit in Britain and its allo-

cation among industries and businesses.

Credit, Banking, and hwestinent under Fascism

Goverjtmental Organizations for the Control of Banking, When
the category corporations were set up in Italy in 19‘M, banking

activities were placed in the third grou[>, width consisted of corpo-

rations representing enterjirises established for the performance ol

services. More specifically, l)anking and insurance activities were

lumped together in the Ciorporation of Credit and Insurance. 7diis

corporation was composed of:

A president and v52 inembors, including icpresentatives o( the Eastisi

Party ("d; Ordinary Credit Institutions (2); Provincial Banking Inslitu-

tions (1); Financial Institutions (1): Private Bankers (1); Foreign Ex-

(hange Dealers (1); Stock Brokers (1); Bank Executives (1): I^ank Fan-

ployecs (7); Foreign Exchange Dealers' Employees (1); Ordinary Savings

Banks (4); Public Credit Institutions subject to the supervision of the

Finance Ministry (2); Agricultural Credit Institutions (1); “Monti di

Pieta”—public pawnbrokers (2); Public Credit Institutions’ Employees (:i);

People's Cooperative Banks (1); Agricultural Banks (1); Employees ol

People’s and Agricultural Banks (2); Private Insurance Corrrpanics (2):

Insurance Company F'xecutives (1): Employees of Insurance Companies

(8); Insurance Agents (1): Insirrance Agerrts’ F'rnployecs (1): Employees of

Public Insurance Institutions (1); Mutual Insurance Enterprisc\s (1); The
Go\ernor of the Bank of Italy (1); The President of the Industrial Recon-

struction Institute (1); The President of the Istituto Mobiliare Italiano

(1): The President of the Association of Italian joint Stock Companies

(1); The President of the National Insurance Institute (1); The President

of the National Fascist Institute of Social insurance (1); The President

of the National Fascist Accident Insurance Institute (1).^^

The Corporation of Credit and Insurance operated in much the

same fashion as the other category corporations which we have

described in previous chapters.

Banking activities in Germany also found their place in the regu-

lar organizational scheme for the control of economic affairs in gen-

eral. Banking was one of the six National Groups under the Estate

of Industry and Trade, the National Economic Chamber, the Min-

istry of Economic Affairs, and the General Council for the War

3 W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy, p. 116. Reprinted by permission of the

President and Fellows of Harvard College.
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Economy. I.ikc the other National Groups, that lor banking was

divid(‘d into a number of Economic Grou})s and Hranch Groups.

Bankers were also represented in Provincial Ecoivnnic Chambers,

local Chambers of Industry and Commerce, and the Coo[)erativc

(k)uncil of Chambers of Industry and Commerce, and were sub-

ject to the inlluence of these organizations.

The Regulation of Commercial Banking in Italy, The Italian

banking system consisted ol the Bank of Italy (the (ential bank),

three “national inteicst banks” whose operations through branches

(overed the entire country, five large commercial banks known as

“public law banks,” and a number of small commercial and savings

banks. By the decree of March 12, 19.Sfi. the Bank of Italy became

a public institution and was recjuired to give up its former com-

mercial banking business. While it ccjuld continue to make advances

on securities, both to individuals and to other banks, its discounting

operaticjns were limited strictly to commercial ])aper furnished by

other banks. The decree rcc]uired that the capital ol the Bank of

Italy be paid off to its private shareholders and tliat the new capital

of the bank, amounting to 300 million lire, be subscribed to exclu-

sively by the banks and insurance companies of the c country. Thus,

the Bank cjf Italy became a ])ankers’ bank and a centjal banking

institution somewhat similar to the central banks of England and

the United States.

At the same time, die three large “national interest banks” (the

Banca Comnierciale Italiana, the (Tedito Italiano, and the Banco

di Roma) were also made into public institutions and their stock

was transformed into registered bonds which coidcl be owned only

by individuals or bodies of Italian nationality. Apparently these

three institutions still did not function to the satisfaction of the

fascist leaders, for the Industrial Reconstruction Institute took them
over in 1939 and produced an increase from 4.2 to 9.4 billion lire in

their loans to industrial and commercial firms over the next two

years —a development which was gratifying to the fascist leaders.

No change was made in the five “public law banks,” lor they had
no stoc kholders, distributcxl no dividends, and were managed by

governmental officials and representatives of local bodies.

The same decree of March, 1936, provided new controls over the

operation of the commercial banks of the country. Designed for the

4 Italian Eihrary of Information, Business and Financial Report, January-Feb-
ruary, 1911.
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protection of savings and the regulation of credit, the decree set up

an office of inspection, headed by the Governor of the Bank of

Italy, and gave it extensive powers of supervision over all the banks

and sa\ings institutions of the country. Its powers in connection

with (onnncrcial banking included the control of interest rates on

both deposits and loans and the regulation of short-term credit.

It was also supposed to see to it unofficially that the savings of

Italian citizens, as collected by the banks, were tunneled as quickly

and completely as possible into government bonds.

The Control of Commercial Banking in Germany, Even before

the post- 1 929 depression, the German government was important in

the banking field. The Reichs-Kredit-Gesellschaft had grown to be

one of the largest institutions of the banking industry; the national

go\ eminent (and state governments as well) had set up a number of

banks for special purposes; and the assets of public banks amounted

to at least 10 per cent of the total assets of all banks. After the

banking crisis of 19‘II, the German government controlled most of

the large banks of the country. Either directly or through the Gold

Discount Bank, the government owned 91 per cent of the capital

stock of the Dresdner-Bank and Danat, 70 per cent of the Commerz-

und Prixatbank, 70 per cent of the Allgerneine Deutsche Kredit-

anstalt, 66.6 per cent of the Norddeutsche Krediibank, and 35 per

cent of the Deutsche Bank and Diskonto Gesellschaft.’^ Altogether

the government controlled about 70 per cent of all German corpora-

tion banks. However, the National Socialist government of Ger-

many soon decided against the nationalization of the banks and,

over a period of a few years, returned most of the bank stock which

it ow'ued to private hands.

While Cierman commercial banks became privately owned and

operated, they were still subject to strict governmental control and

supervision, llic banking law of December, 1934, set up a credit

supervisory board which included the president and vice-president

of the Rei< hsbank, four secretaries of states, and a member ap-

pointed by the Chancellor of the Reich. It also created a Reich

Commi.ssioner for credit. In 1939, the supervisory board was trans-

formed into an independent Reich control board, with a separate

president and with power to act as an executive agency under the

Minister of Economic Affairs in connection with all matters of

credit })olicy. The authority of the board then extended to all banks

5M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, pp. .SO-31.
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and credit institutions including even the Reichsbank and the Gold

Discount Bank. "Fhe board had a licensing power which enabled it

to control combinations oi banks and the number oi new banks and

branches. Banks which seemed unnecessary under local economic

conditions or whose owners and managers lacked the necessary

training, experience, character, or other qualifications could be re-

fused licenses. I'he board had extensive powers of audit and exam-

ination and could require the banks to furnish any needed infor-

mation.

The new banking law provided detailed regulations concerning

the actual extension of credit. A bank’s loan to any one enter]:)rise

could not exceed a certain percentage of the bank’s capital. I his

figure, as determined by the supervisory board, was usually 5 per

cent, but it could be 10 per cent in individual cases if all partners

or managing directors agreed to making a loan of this size and duly

reported it to the banking authorities. Credits of over a million

marks to individual concerns had to be reported to the authorities

every two weeks. In making any unsecured loans of more than 5000

marks to individual customers, the banks could require full inlor-

mation concerning the financial affairs of the debtors and could

insist upon “adjustment” for purposes of sound financing. Ostensi-

bly, these regulations were intended to prevent banks fiom getting

too completely tied up with individual firms, to keep several banks

from making large loans to the same firms, wdth each bank in igno-

rance of the others’ activities, and to compel the banks to distribute

small credits among a large number of firms. Actually, however,

“exceptions” to most of the regulations made it possible for large

firms to get their credit needs cared for, and the regulations did not

apply in any case to credits extended to the government or guaram
teed by the government. The regulations did make it difficult for

new firms to establish themselves or expand on the basis of bank

credit. As a result, such firms had to attempt to sell securities and

had to secure the government’s permission to do so. The regulations

had the result of directing the uses of bank credit tow\ard ends

desired by the state.®

The banking law gave the supervisory board the pow^r to deter-

mine bank reserves. The cash reserves against all liabilities other

than savings deposits, as determined by the board from time to

time, could not be set at a level higher than 10 per cent. Secondary

« Ibid., pp. 136-139.
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reserves, whicli included 90-day commercial bills, treasury bonds,

and public loans, could be set at any level up to 30 per cent. The
banks were expected in jnactice to keep their secondary reserves

largely in the lorm ol bonds issued by the national, state, and local

governments. Tlie reserves of savings banks haci to be kept at the

banks and consisted largely of government bonds, which were more

])rofitable to hold than cash. Needless to say, the banks, under these

regulations, provided a large and ready market for government

bonds, and tliey were active also in promoting and supporting the

sale of bonds to other in\cstors."

Although the government gave the* appearance of not interfering

greatly in the ordinary daily operations of the banks, the actual posi-

tion of the banker in the Nazi economy was not exactly enviable.

Each banker was juactically a state official as well as a private' enter-

j)riscr and he 'was likely to have a Party man to watch over and

“protect” him at all times. When instructed by the government, and

without regard lor his own opinions and desires, the banker had to

advise his customers to purchase government bonds or the securities

of new concerns ^vhich WT*re being set up to ]3roduce ersatz or substi-

tute })ioducts under the national self-sufficiency program. He was

recjuired to hold the official optimistic view of state finances. He
had to try to restrain individuals wTo 'wanted to withdraw their

deposits for private uses, rejxmt individuals who did make large-

scale withdrawals, inform the government concerning individual

customers who had large liquid balances, and so on.

The Control of Investment Credit in Italy, Before the great de-

pression which began in the late 1920’s, investment c:rcdit and bank-

ing activities in Italy were allowed to go their own way for the most

part, except that the government extended funds directly on some

occasions to industries which it washed to encourage. During the

financial crisis precipitated by the depression, howTver, the govern-

ment took the long-term financing of industry and business entirely

emt of the hands of the banks, and entrusted it to a number of gov-

ernmental institutes. After 1931, the Lstituto Mobiliare Italiano

made loans to industry which partly satisfied the need for funds for

investment credit purposes. In January, 1933, the government estab-

lished the lstituto di Ricostruzione Industriale (Industrial Recon-

struction Institute) which gave financial aid to industrial firms by

means of long-term loans financed through the issue of bonds guar-

T Ibid., pp. 139 141.
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antecd by the government. I'lie government also increased greatly

the activities of the Consor/.io per Sovvenzioni su VaJori Industriali,

which was a government-controlled consortium, established in 1914,

for industrial financing. In addition there were se\eial oilier insti’-

tutes or other organizations set up to operate in particular fields or

industries,

A large part of the outstanding securities of Italian enterprises

and industries came into the hands of these government-controlled

institutions, and they were active in extending new long-term credits

to the industries of the country. Since the personnel and the policies

of these agencies were directly controlled by the government, an-

cjther avenue for governmental control over economic activity was

furnished by these financial institutions. In 1940, it was stated that

the total amount invested in national economic development since

1922 had reached 22.7 billion lire. The total included almost a

billion lire of direct treasury investments in the share capital of

comjianies, some 126 million lire of special treasury advances, ovei

6.25 billion lire of treasury subsidies and grants, and some 5.4

billion lire of investments in land reclamation.®

The banking reforms of 1936 also affected activities in the field

of investment credit, for the inspectorate which w^as set up had the

power to supervise the issue of bonds and shares whenever issued

by the credit institutions under its control; it authorized the listing

of bonds and stocks on the Italian stock exchanges; it supervised the

investment pc^licies and practices of the banks; and it regulated the

extension of long-term credit. Iinestment credit activities w(?rc also

controlled by the rec]uirement of licenses for the establishment of

new industrial plants, the compulsory transformation of small cor-

porations into other forms of business organization, the requirement

that government bonds be used as security behind some corporate

bonds, a 6 per cent limit on corporate dividends (later replaced by

a progressive tax on dividends), a transfer supertax on the sales

price of securities, and a tax on capital gains. On the whole, invest-

ment credit and banking activities were thoroughly controlled by

the government.

The Control of Investment Credit in Germany. The National

Socialist government of Germany interfered in the field of invest-

ment credit and banking in many ways. In the first place, it carried

on a campaign to low^er the rate of interest on long-term funds.

8 Italian Library of Information, Biisitiess and Financial Report, May, 1940.
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A rate of interest of 6 to 7 per cent on such funds had been a con-

siderable obstacle to recovery in 1933 and 1934. It operated against

the borrowing of funds for long-term purposes by private firms,

placed a severe burden on debtors and especially governmental

units, and made it difficult for the government to convert short-term

borrowing into long-teini. A large part ol tlie funds which might

have suj)port(xl the market for bonds was going into the repayment

of loans at the banks and into the purchase of foreign securities at

low price's. Savings dej>osits were also growing cjuite rapidly and

savings banks at the time were not allowed to use deposits for the

purchase of brands, though this was permitted later on. The avcTage

yield on savings deposits was much lower than that on bonds, but

security prices were sid^ject to wide fluctuations and savers appar-

ently |)referred the greater security of savings deposits. Short-term

investments, such as bank acceptances, tieasury bills, and special

government bills issued in connection with the program for employ-

ment creation, also (onijjeted for the lunds which might have been

used to su])port the bond market. However, the National Socialist

gotei nment refused to lower long-term interest rates by decree or to

compel the conversion of bonds bearing high interest into others

with low rales of interest.

7 he government went to woik on the problem of long-term in-

terest rates in other ways. In 1933, municipal securities valucxi at

2750 million marks weie converted into bonds guaranteed by the

national governriient and bearing 4 per cent interest. Rond owners

who refused to accept conversion were not allowed to (obtain either

princi])al or interest on their investments lor five years. Public funds

were also used to secure the conversion of larm mortgages with a

reduction in interest rates Irom (i to 4 per cent. Late in 1933, the

Reichsbank was given the power to engage in open-market pur-

chases of bonds and support the bond market. In 1934, the national

government succeeded in converting a small bond issue with a

reduction in interest from 6 per cent to 4.

A considerable disparity existed between the prices of industrial

securities and those of government bonds, for the prospective earn-

ings of industries were rather attractive under the influence of the

public works program. In early 1934, the government passed a law

to compel the private corporations to invest in government bonds.

Any corporation which declared dividends higher than those of the
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preceding year was required to invest the increase (in so iar as the

rate exceeded 6 per (ent) in government bonds. Later in the year,

the Jaw was revised and all corporations which declaied dividends

of more than () per cent, or in some cases 8 per cent, were lequired

to pay the surplus dividends into the Gold Discount Bank which

would invest them in government bonds. Such surplus dividends

were to be returned in cash in 11)38. I'he law was extended loi an-

other three-year period in 1937 and there was a change in the* pio-

vision for the return of accumulated sin jrlus dividends. Instead ol

being paid back in cash, they were to be returned in the lorni ol

non-interest-bearing tax certificates which would not be ac(e})ted

in payment of taxes until the 19^1-45 period. In 1933, the govern-

ment considered lowering the maximum dividend rate on industrial

securities to 3 per cent, but finally decided against the pi()[)osal.

Pinally, a new law of June, 1911, prohibited all increases in divi-

dends except for linns paying less than 6 per cent at the time. Gash

dividends were limited as before, but the companies were once more

to invest their surplus earnings directly in government bonds. Heavy

taxes were })laced on excess dividends, d hese taxes reduced a 7 per

cent dividend rate to (ii/o, and an 8 per cent rate to 7, while lales

higher than 8 per cent would residt in an actual reduction in the

dividends received by the security owners.**

1 he limitations on corpe^rate dividc tids were intended to lacili-

tate governmental financing and to make firms finance theii long-

term capital needs out of their own earnings. Low dividend rates

on industrial securities increased the relative attractiveness oi gov-

ernment bejnds bearing moderate rates of interest. The program also

permitted governmental control of the distiibiuion of long-term

funds among industi ies. Plants producing goods for ordinary civil-

ian uses were not allowed to float new security issues and could not

make earnings large enough to finance an expansion of productive

facilities. Plants producing armaments and other desired gocxls

could avoid investment in govcTnment bonds by ploughing all earn-

ings in excess of 6 per cent back into the business. If such plants did

not use their earnings for expansion but tried to pay them out as

dividends, all excess dividends went to the government which could

use the funds to finance any desired extensions ol produc tive facili-

ties. Finally, the securities of firms which could not earn the divi-

^ toreign Commerce Weekly, August 16, 1911, ]). 6.
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(lends permitted by law tended to drop in price on the market, and

this would ha\c made it difficult for them to obtain new funds in

any case.

Besides the policy with respect to corporate earnings and divi-

dends, the Reidisbank induced a decline in the interest rates on

short-term loans in 19^13 and 19;M by lowering its own rediscount

rate, and bonds could then be sold at lower interest rates than

formerly, (kinfideiue in the ability of k^ng-term borrowers to meet

their obligations gradually increased and bond prices returned

nearly to the par le\el in 1935. At this time the government went in

for large-scale coinersions. Ronds valued at about ten million marks

^vere convened at par in 1935, but with interest at 4i/2 per cent

instead of b per cent.^^ Bond owners who accepted conversion could

deduct 20 pci cent of the nominal value of their bonds from tax

jiaymcnts c^wecl to the government. Those who refused conversion

could draw interest at the old rate but their bonds were no longer

negotiable—that is, they could not be used as collateral at the

Reidisbank and were no longer cjuoted on the Stcjck Exchange. The

success of this scheme was overwhelming, and the government pro-

ceeded to lower long-term interest rates in similar fashion for com-

mercial banks, states and municipalities, and on non-agricultuial

private mortgages. In 1940, the interest rate on savings deposits was

lowered from 3 j)cr cent to 2% or 2i/2 per cent.

The German government was in complete control of investment

credit operations, and there was no danger that it would lack funds

so long as l)usiness firms or private individuals had cash or other

licjuid assets. Regardless of the attitude which the government

might take toward the payment of its existing obligations, it could

still continue to take over private funds. It could forbid the pay-

ment of private debts or arbitrarily decrease the interest on private

debts and take lor its own uses the funds which would otherwise

have' been devoted to these purposes. Savings banks, insurance com-

panies, and municipalities were required to invest considerable por-

tions of their licpiid funds in government bonds or treasury bills,

riie proportion was sometimes as high as 75 per cent of licjuid

funds fcjr municipalities. Even belore 1938, insurance companies

had to have peiniission from the government to make private loans

even though the loans were secured by first mortgages, and after

Reiniann, The Vurnlhre Economy, p. 164.
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1938 private loans by insurance coinjxinies were entirely ior-

biddenJi

On the wdiole, the national government })ianned to use directly

something like 80 to 90 per cent of the available long-tenn funds,

and the remainder had to go into projects which were ajjproved by

the government and Party leaders. The development of the govern-

mental monopoly of investment funds is shown clearly by the sta-

tistics for security issues in Germany in the 1930’s, as presented in

"fable 15. In 1928, government bonds made up only about 28 per

cent ol all new issues of securities, but in H)38 they amotinted to

TABLE 15.

NEW ISSUES OE SECAJIUTIES IN GERMANY IN SELECTED
YEARS

Year

Government Bonds

Issued {in Million Marks)

Industrial Bonds

Issued {in Million Marks)

Stocks Issued

{in Million Marks)

1928 633 294 1339

1932 248 10 150

1933 71 2 91

1934 75 4 143

1935 1636 3 156

1936 2670 47 395

1937 3150 258 333

1938 7744 107 822

source: G. Reimann, The Vampire Economy, p. 165.

over 89 per cent. Naturally, the investment funtis obtained by the

government w^ere used to develop only those activities which were

in line with the general aims of the government. Any industries

which were not essential to those aims had to finance themselves

or go without funds.

Under these circumstances, the activities of German stock ex-

changes fell to a very low ebb under National Socialism. On the

basis of tax receipts from sales on the stock exchanges, it appears

that transactions on the exchanges in 1937 were only about 20 per

cent of what they had been ten years before.^^ This result was due

in large part to the drying up of security issues by private com-

panies, but direct governmental regulation also played a part. The
stock exchanges were regulated by a decree put out in March, 1954.

o I hid., p. 166.

i-M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. IM.
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Each exchange had to obtain a charter iroin the national govern-

ment, and the president and other iiieinbcrs ol exchange boards

were appointed by the appropriate Chambers of Commerce. Quota-

tions on the exchanges were made by official brokers who were

appointed and recalled by state governments. All stock transactions

had to be made c^n a casli basis, and “blocked balances” in German
financial institutions could be used to purchase stocks only if they

arose out of the sale of stocks. 'Transactions by corporations in their

own securities were not forbidden but had to be reported annually.

T he number of German stock exchanges was reduced from 21 to 9

and only the larger stock issues were listed and dealt in on the

exchanges. For example, an issue had to have a nominal value of

1,500,000 marks in order to be listed on the Berlin exchange. Since

stc:)ck issues had to come out in units of 1000 marks, individuals of

small means found it impossible to buy and sell them.

There was a considerable amount of investment of long-term

funds in Germany which involved tio issues of securities either

l)y private firms or by the government. That is, the government in-

sisted frec|uently that industrial enterprises expand their facilities,

in order to increase production, by reinvesting a part of their earn-

ings. In other cases, firms were ordered to construct dug-outs and

bomb shelters, or put in lunch rc:)oms or toilet facilities lor their

workers, or install large c]uantities of the new types of machinery

which were necessary to the prcjcessing of ersatz raw materials. TTie

firms were often reluctant to increase their productive facilities to

meet needs of an essentially temporary character, but governmental

plants were likely to be established if they failed to follow orders.

Moreover, if the firms accumulated financial reserves and failed to

keep them hidden, the government was likely to send out inspectors

to look over the accounts and records of the firms. If any errors or

false statements were found, the firms were likely to be penalized by

fines which would approximate the size of their financial reserves

suspiciously well. The firms were loath to operate at a rate beyond

normal capacity because of increased costs and heavy wear an‘d tear

on productive facilities. They never knew when they would be

allowed to replace and repair their equipment. In 1938, capital

construction as a whole ran about 45 per cent beyond the 1929 level,

but replacements were actually less than in 1929.^^ Productive equip-

ment in some industries was allowed to decline considerably. In

13 G. Rciniann, The Vampire Economy, p. 139.
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the railroad industry, locomotives decreased in number from 25.0

to 22.2 thousand from 1929 to 1938; freight cars decreased from

060.1 to 577.1 thousand; and passenger cars from 68.2 to 61.3 thou-

sand, in spite of a general increase in transportation needs.^^

Besides being required to make investments in expanding their

own productive facilities, German firms with large earnings and a

desire to accumulate reserves were often compelled to invest iunds

in new plants for quite different purposes, such as the production of

ersatz materials. The Krupp firm was required to underwrite a

plant for the production of artificial rubber and to furnish financial

assistance to the Krupp firm in Austria, which was in the machine-

tool business. The I. G. Farbenindustrie, a chemical concern, which

was already helping the government by operating one plant for the

production of synthetic gasoline, was once required to finance two

other large plants.^'* When the Hermann Goering Iron Works was

set up, the government furnished 270 million marks out of a total

capitalization of 400 million marks. The remainder of the stock,

without voting rights, was assigned arbitrarily and compulsorily to

other iron and steel 6rms, and firms in other industries. Even the

workers in some enterprises were required to buy 50 marks’ worth of

stock each.^^ This new iron and steel enterprise furnished a type of

investment which established firms and private individuals would

ordinarily have been anxious to avoid. It had to make use of iron

ore of low quality and with too high a content of silicic acid, so

that new types of blast furnaces, more coke, and other expensive

changes were required. Finally, the government itself sometimes

underwrote the construciion of desired plants in fields which were

too risky or undesirable for private investment. One such case was

the construction of the productive facilities for turning out th(^

cheap “people’s automobile,” a project which was never completed

because of the war.

In addition to these ]K)sitive requirements as to what German
6rnis should do with their earnings, there were many types of nega-

tive interference. We have already noted the limitations on the use

of earnings to pay dividends to stockholders. German firms in some
industries were also forbidden to reinvest their earnings or to ex-

pand their productive facilities. In a large number of industries, the

p. 151.

pp. 125-129.

pp. 129-131.
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construction of entirely new plants and the establishment of new
firms could not be undertaken unless permission had been obtained

from the government. On the whole, the governmental control of

investment credit and banking probably operated to eliminate some

waste of capital and certainly kept investment funds from being

used for purposes which seemed undesirable to the state. On the

other hand, no definite and continuing agency, such as a national

investment board, existed for the purpose of planning Germany’s

investments, and the uses into which the government directed in-

vestment funds probably were not well suited to the desires of the

German citizens as individuals.

World War II brought one final development in the field of

credit. In 1940, it was announced that the enterprises connected

with the National Eccjiiomic Cdiambcr would undertake the collec-

tive guaranty of certain types of loans and credits. One such type

involved the loans and credits granted by the Deutsche Industrie-

bank and the Band der Deutschen Luftfahrt in connection with

transactions related to the war economy and executed under the

instructions of the Minister of Economic Affairs (credits required

for plant expansion or re-equipment in shifting from peacetime to

wartime production). The second type included emergency bank

cretlits extended by the German Corporation for Public Works to

enterprises whose liquidity was seriously impaired by the reijuisi-

tion or blocking of stocks of raw materials or inventories of finished

products. The guaranty amounted to 100 per cent in connection

with loans of the latter type but only 10 per cent for loans of the

former type.^'

QUESTIONS

1. “Commercial banks are still privately owned and operated in Britain

under partial socialism, but the government has the power to control

their activities.” Show whether you agree.

2. How can the British government under partial socialism control the

field of investment credit and banking? Explain.

3. Describe the Labor Government’s activities in the field of capital

investment in Britain in 1948.

4. How did the government control commercial-credit operations in

Italy under fascism?

5. How was Italian commercial banking affected by the banking reforms

of 1936?

17 Foreign Commerce Weekly, October 19, 1940, p. 106.
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6. “The government of Germany under fascism took several steps to

bring commercial banking under strict governmental control/’ Ex-

plain.

7. “Each commercial banker was practically a state official as well as a

j^rivate enterpriser in Germany under fascism.” Show whether you

agree.

8. “Jhivately owned banks were virtually eliminated from participation

in the long-term financing of industry in Italy under fascism.” Ex-

plain.

9. Describe the government’s campaign to lower the rate of interest

on long-term funds in Germany under fascism.

10. "Ihc (ierman government under fascism was in complete control of

investment-credit operations.” Do you agree? Explain.

11. “I he development of the governmental monopoly of investment

funds in Germany under fascism is clearly shown by the statistics for

governmental and private security issues in the 19:f0’s.” Explain.



CHAPTER 15

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

Once the produciion ot commodities and services has taken place,

the next important problem in any economic system concerns the

manner in which these economic ^oods are to be divided or appor-

tioned among tiie individual consumers ol tlie economy. The distri-

l)ution of income does not refer to the processes by means of which

physical goods are brought from producers to consumers, but rather

it lefers to the division of the national income, first in money and

then in commodities and services, among the owners of the pro-

diKtive agents. As long as all the productive agents of an economy

are incaf)able of producing an adecjuate volume of commodities and

services for consumption, the cjuestion of income distribution is

likely to remain in the background while attention is concentrated

on the problem of increasing the total volume of produciion. But,

as the total productive power of the economy increases, ihe problem

of income distribution grows in relative importance. Indeed, some of

the most severe* criticisms which are directed at the operation of

capitalistic economies at the present time deal with this very matter

of the distribution of income.

The Distribution of Income under Capitalism

The General Theory. Many economists have attempted to simplify

the preliminary study of the distribution of income by thinking in

terms of a “national goods-heap,” to which each individual brings

and contributes the economic goods which he has been able to

produce in a given period and from which he secures the various

commodities and services which he desires. In a capitalistic system,

productive wealth is privately owned for the most part, and indi-

viduals are able to contribute to and receive from the goods-heap

380
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either because their personal efforts or labors have resulted in the

production of commodities and services or because they own land

or capital which has been able to make a contribution to the pro-

ductive process. Under such a simplified concept of distribution, it

is obvious to most persons that each individual should be allowed

to take commodities and services out of the goods-heap in propor-

tion to the contribution which he or some productive agent owned

by him has been able to make to the goods-heap. Me will have no

desire to take out the same commodities or services which he has

put in, but the commodities and services removed will be expected

to have the same total value as those which were contributed.

Although it is not feasible to go further with the study of distri-

bution in these simple terms, we may note that the conclusion which

has just been reached is also that of the theory of distribution

which is most popular among the economists in capitalistic coun-

tries today. According to this theory, the rate of remuneration re-

ceived by the owners of a particular grade of a productive agent

tends to be determined by demand and supply, in the long run

and under competitive conditions, so that it equals the marginal

productivity of the grade of the productive agent in (juestion or the

marginal contribution which this productive agent is able to make
to the exchange value of commodities and services. We arc assum-

ing, of course, that the units of a particular grade of a productive

agent are so nearly alike that they may be interchanged in produc-

tion and that they are able to contribute to the production of a

number of different commodities and services with varying exchange

values. If only a few units of the particular grade of a productive

factor are available, the rational allocation of productive resources

re([uiresi.that these units be reserved for their most important uses

(most important, that is, from the point of view of creating ex-

change value and not necessarily from that of social utility or wel-

fare). If a large number of units of the agent of production arc

available, they can be employed fully only if some of them are

devoted to relati\ely unimportant uses—that is, to the production of

economic goods which have comparatively little ex( hangc value.

Under any given supply conditions for the productive factor, it

is the exchange \alue which is created by the agent in its least

important use which is important in determining the rate of re-

muneration which will be received by the owners of all units of the

agent. Since these units are like and interchangeable, the loss of any
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unit whatsoever would deprive us, in the long run, only of the

productivity of the agent in its least important use. That is, the uses

of the agent would be reorganized so that the only use lost would be

the one “off the end” or the least impoi tant or marginal use. In

consumption, if I consume a certain number of gallons of water in

a day and I am deprived of those units which would ordinarily be

used for drinking, I shall move the units which would ordinarily

be used for sprinkling the lawn up to the more important drinking

use and the only use of water which I shall lose will be its least

important use. This same analysis is applicable to the use of produc-

tive agents and it is impossible to impute greater importance or

productivity to any unit of a given grade of a productive agent than

that of the marginal unit.

Now long before any unit of a productive agent would be de-

voted to the fifth or sixth most important use, it would be profitable

to devote more than one unit of the agent to the most important

use. In fact, we should use a unit of the agent for the second most

important use only when it appears that the first unit devoted to

this use will create more exchange value than would another unit

devoted to the most important use, and so on down the line. The
production of the various economic goods would be carried so far

that the productivity of the last unit of the agent in the most impor-

tant use would be equal to that of the last unit of the agent in any

other use, and even in the last or marginal use of the agent. Thus,

we see that there is both an intensive and an extensive margin in

the utilization of a given grade of a productive agent and that the

marginal productivity of the agent will tend to be the same at both

margins, in the long run under competitive conditions. These ob-

servations complicate the explanation to some extent, buuthey do

not affect the essential conclusion, which is that all owners of units

of a given grade of a productive agent tend to receive a rate of

remuneration that depends upon the productivity of the agent in its

marginal or least important uses, in the long run under competition.

Bearing in mind possible reflex influences of rates of remuneration

on supplies of the productive agents, when we apply the same

analysis to all other grades of the same productive agent and to all

the grades of other productive agents, we have a general theory of

distribution which suggests how first the money income and then

the real income of a capitalistic economy will be apportioned among
the owners of various grades of the productive agents.
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The Assumptions of Distribution Theory, The general theory o£

income distribution is based upon a considerable number of as-

sumptions. Specifically, the theory assumes that (1) there arc many
demanders and suppliers of each productive agent or grade of an

agent; (2) the users of any agent compete actively for the available

units of the agent, and the owners of the agent compete actively for

the available opportunities for its employment, with no combina-

tions, organizations, or conspiracies on either side of the market; (3)

the owners of any productive agent and those who use it in produc-

tion are reasonably well informed concerning market conditions

which alFect the agent; (4) each agent of production is mobile as

between places and occupations; (5) there is equality of bargaining

power between the suppliers and demanders of each prc:)ductive

agent; (b) the government does not interfere in the distributive

process, and the rates of remuneration for owners of productive fac-

tors are determined exclusively by demand and supply factors in

the market; and (7) the enterprisers who demand the productive

agents sell their own finished products under competitive market

conditions.

If all these assumptions are realized in practice, the distribution

of income in actual economic life will be like that envisaged by the

general theory. In a work of this kind, we cannot take time to ana-

lyze each of these assumptions in detail, to decide to what extent

each assumption is realized or not realized in practice, and to

specify the cflect of the nonrealization of each assumption on the

various distributive shares. We may say, liowever, that these various

assumptions are seldom, if ever, completely true or completely false

as descriptions of actual market conditions in connection with dis-

tribution in capitalistic economics. The extent to wliich they are

realized in practical situations varies from one time to another in

regard to the same agent of production and varies from one agent

of production to another at the same time. While any of the assump-

tions may be invalid at partic ular times and for particular grades of

productive agents, the assumption that the government does not in-

terfere in the* distribution of incenne has been becoming less and less

true in capitalistic economies in recent years. In the Ibn'tcd States,

for example, the federal government in the war period was interfer-

ing with or determining rents in many areas of the country; it had

in effect both a law promoting and supporting organizations of

workers for purposes of collective bargaining with employers and a
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law specifying minimum wages and maximum hours for employees

of firms operating in interstate commerce; it had been carrying on

financial policies which had had a considerable eflect on interest

rates in the economy; and it was profoundly changing the final dis-

tribution of money income by means of heavy progressive taxes on

incomes and excess profits. In general, considering the assumptions

of distribution theory as a whole, it is necessary to conclude that

the distribution of income specified by the general theory is only

the roughest kind of an approximation of the disti il3ution which

occurs in actual practice in our economic system. In tact, some critics

would go much farther and consider the general theory a complete

failure as a description of reality. They would say that the distribu-

tion of income in our capitalistic system is subject to no principles

or laws, save the law of the jungle. Each individual strives to get as

much income as he can for himself regarciless of the amount of his

contribution to production. He takes who has the power, and he

keeps who can.

Functional Distribution in 1948. According to one estimate, the

total national income of the United States amounted to 224.4 bil-

lion dollars in 1948. Salary and wage payments to individuals

amounted to 139.4 billion dollars, or almost 63 per cent of the total.

The income of unincorporated enterprises (and adjustment in their

inventory valuation) plus rental income amounted to 50.9 billion

dollars, corporate profits and inventory valuation adjustment to 29.2

billion dollars, and net interest to 4.9 billion dollars.^ Such broad

estimates have some use in comparing economic systems but they do

not tell us many things which we would like to know. For example,

we do not know how the large item for wages and salaries was

divided as between the wages of ordinary types of workers and the

salaries going to business managers and officials. Were all the work-

ers fairly well paid, or did most of them receive very low incomes

while a few received extremely large ones? Did some of the large

salaries and bonuses paid to corporate officials contain, as they pften

do, an element of profits? Did profits, as they often do when com-

puted from the business point of view, contain elements of income

which should have been imputed to certain other productive fac-

tors? Finally, statistics for the national income as a whole and for

the broad shares of income going to the owners of productive factors

1 Survey of Current Business, February, 1949, p. 10.
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tell US nothing as to the incomes which the citizens of the economy

received as individuals and as families.

Personal or Family Distribution of Income, While the national

income is produced by the collaboration of the productive agents

and is received by the owners of these agents, it is consumed in the

last analysis by individuals and families, and the factor which is

important in connection with their standard of living and general

eccjuornic welfare is the amount of income received per individual

or per family from all sources, rather than the rate at which income

is paid for each unit of land, labor, capital, or management. The
most striking fact in the personal or family distribution of income

in the United States is the existence of tremendc:>us inequality. Many
millions cj)f income receivers have low or less-than-average incomes,

while a relatively small number of persons and families have ex-

tremely large incomes. The highest incomes received by individuals

or families are literally thousands of times as great as the incomes

received by other individuals or families at the lower end of the in-

come scale, some individuals or families receiving $1,000,000 or more

per year wdiile others get less than $500, or even less than $250, per

year.

In 1929, more than 21 per cent of all the families in the United

States had incomes of less than $1000, more than 42 per cent had

incomes of less than $1500, almost 60 per cent had incomes of less

than $2000, and almost 92 per cent had incomes of less than $5000.

The 8 per cent of all the families, which had incomes of $5000 or

more in 1929, controlled altogether some 42 per cent of the total

income of all families. As shown in Table 16, the highest 10 per cent

of the families in 1929 received 46 per cent of the total income of all

families, while the lowest 10 per cent received only 1 per cent of

this total income, and the lower 90 per cent received only 54 per

cent. The upper half of the families in 1929 received 81 per cent of

the total income of all families, while the lower half received only

19 per cent.2 The income distributed by families included some 83

per cent of the total national income, the remainder being received

by unattached individuals.

An investigation of the distribution of income by families in the

United States in the year from July 1, 1935, to June 30, 1936,

2 The income data for 1929 are adapted from M. Leven, H. G. Moulton, and
C. Warbuiton, America’s Capacity to Consume. Washington: The Brookings
Institution, 1934, Chapter 5.
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showed lhat almost 42 per cent of all the faniiiies had incomes of

less than $1000, almost 65 per cent had incomes of less than $1500,

about 79 per cent had incomes of less than $2000, and more than

97 per cent had incomes of less than $5000. 1 he families which had

incomes of $5000 or more, or less than 3 per cent of the total, re-

ceived about 21 per cent of the total income of all families. If the

incomes of unattached individuals were figured in, the extent of

inecjuality in the distribution of income would become significantly

greater. In 1935-56, the highest 10 per cent of the families received

36 per cent of the total income of all families, while the lowest 10

TABLE 16,

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME BY FAMILIES IN THE UNITED STA TES
IN 1929, 1935-36, AND 1946

Proportions

oj Families Proportions oJ Total Income Receioed (Per Cent)

{Per Cent) (1929) (1935-36) (1940)

Highest 10 46 36.0 32

Second 10 13 15.0 15

Third 10 9 11.0 11

Fourth 10 7 9.5 11

Fifth 10 6 7.0 9

Sixth 10 6 7.0 7

Seventh 10 5 5.0 6

Eighth 10 4 4.5 4

Ninth 10 3 3.0 4

Lowest 10 1 2.0 1

per cent of the families received about 2 per cent of this total in-

come, as indicated in Table 16. I he highest 20 per cent of the

families received one-half (51 per cent) of the total incoiue of all

families, and the other 49 per cent of the total income was received

by the other 80 per cent of the families. Again, the upper half of

the families garnered some 78.5 per cent of the total income of all

families in 1935-36, which meant that the lower half of the families

received only some 21.5 per cent of this total income.^

In 1946, the highest 10 per cent of the families received 32 per

cent of the total income of all families, while the lowest 10 per cent

of the families received only 1 per cent of this total income. The
highest 20 per cent of the families received as usual about half (47

3 United States National Resources Committee, Conmmer Incomes in the

United States, Their Distribution in 1935-36. Washington, 1938.
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per cent) of the total income of all families, leaving 53 per cent

of the income for the other 80 per cent of the families. Dividing the

income receivers into two groups, we find that the upper half of the

families had 78 per cent of the total income and the lower half only

22 per cent."^ 1 he great size of the national income in terms of

dollars in 1916 meant a large increase, of course, in the proportion

of all families receiving more than a fixed number of dollars like

$1000, $1500, or $5000 so a comparison with other years on this

point would have little significance, 'i'hese various studies suggest

that, while the exact figures change to some extent from one year

TABLE 17,

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH IN GREAT BRITAIN
IN 1912 AND 192r

Proportions of Proportions of Proportions oj Proportions of

Wealth Owners Total Wealth Wealth Owners

y

Total Wealth

1912 Oume(f 1912 1924 Ozvnedy 1924

{Per cent) {Per cent) {Per cent) {Per cent)

0.2 43.2 0.04 24.9

0.5 57.5 0.1 33.4

0.9 67.0 0.3 43.0

3.3 82.9 0.8 57.0

13.3 92.9 1.6 66.7

6.0 83.6

23.0 93.8

to another, the general picture of income distribution by families

remains relatively constant. That is, in general the upper 20 per cent

of the income receivers of the United States will receive half or

more of the total income of all receivers, leaving half or less of this

total income for the other four-fifths of the families, and the upper

half of the income receiveis will receive three-fourths or more of the

total income, leaving one-fourth or less for the other half of the

receivers.

The Distribution of Wealth, Inequality in the distribution ol

wealth is always greater than that in the distiibution of iiuome.

Individuals and families must have some income in order to live,

but they are quite able to live after a fashion without owning any

appreciable amount of wealth. Studies of the distribution of wealth

are not often made, so we shall refer to the distribution of wealth in

Great Britain in 1912 and 1924 by way of illustration.

4 W. N, Peach and W. Krause, Basic Data of the American Economy, p. 23.
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As the data in Table 17 show, well over half the wealth of the

country was owned by 0.5 per cent of the wealth owners in 1912 and

by 0.8 per cent of the wealth owners in 1924. Two-thirds of the total

wealth was owned by 0.9 per cent of the owners in 1912 and by 1.6

per cent of the owners in 1921. Some 93 to 94 per cent of all the

wealth was owned by 13.3 per cent of the owners in 1912 and by

23.0 per cent of the owers in I924."‘ Conditions in the United States

and other capitalistic countries were undoubtedly somewhat similar.

Inecjuality in the distribution of wealth is closely connected with

inequality in the distribution of income, since it means that the in-

come from property will be concentrated in relatively few hands.

The Wastefulness of Inequality, Many staunch supporters of capi-

talism still regard inetjuality in the distribution of income with re-

spectful enthusiasm and consider it as an economic ])lienomcnon

which is not only inevitable but admirable and exhilarating. More-

over, they seem to think that anyone who dares to criticize in-

equality is unworthy to be a member of a capitalistic society and

should be cast forth into the outer darkness. As Tawncy has said.

And who does not know that to approach the question of economic

equality is to enter a region haunted, not, indeed, “by hobgoblins, satyrs,

and dragons of the pit,” yet by a host of hardly less formidable terrors

—

“doleful voices and rushings to and fro,” and the giant with a grim and
surly voice, who shows pilgrims the skulls of those whom he has already

despatched, and threatens to tear them also in pieces, and who, unlike

Bunyan’s giant, does not even fall into fits on sunshiny days, since in his

territory the sun does not shine, and, even if it did, he would be pro-

tected against the weaknesses that beset mere theological ogres by the

inflexible iron of his economic principles.®

However, with utter disregard for such fearsome warnings, we shall

proceed to state some of the many criticisms which are directed at

the great inequality which exists in the distribution of income in

capitalistic countries.

In the first place, such inequality is said to be wasteful because it

leaves large numbers of families with incomes from all sources which

are too small to permit the workers to function at full efficiency.

Estimates of the amount of money income necessary to maintain the

family of average size on a standard of living regarded as a mini-

6 T. Wedgwood, The Economics of Inheritance, London: George Routledge and
Sons. Ltd., 1929, p. 47.

® R. H. Tawncy, Equality. New York; Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc.,

1929, p. 29. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.
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mum for “health and decency“ vary considerably from one writer to

another. They vary because of changes in the price level and pur-

chasing power of money from time to time and place to place as

well as because of ditterenccs of ojhnion between writers as to the

items which simply must be included in such a minimum standard

of living. However, the estimates have ranged Irecpiently from $1500

to $2000 per year or even more. On the basis of the low estimate of

$1500, it would be necessary to decide that some 65 per cent, or al-

most two-thirds, of all families in the United States failed to receive

a money income in 19.S5-,^G wdiich would have provided them with

such a minimum standard of living for health and decency. If $2000

per year were taken as the amount of money income necessary for

the minimum standard of living, 79 per cent or almost four-fifths of

the families in the United States fell short of the minimum standard

in 19 •15-36.

The results of this situation cannot be measured accurately but

they are simple to describe. When family incomes are below the

minimum standard for health and decency, when workers have to

get along with inade(]uate food, clothing, and shelter, when they

have to stay at their machines in spite of illness because they cannot

afford to take time off, when they must go back to work because of

financial considerations even though inadec^uately recovered from

serious illness or accident, w^hen they must get along with a program

of all work and no play or recreation, it is very unlikely that the

efficiency of these workers can be anything like fully maintained.

When incomes are inadequate for current consumption, millions

of families find it impossible to save for financial emergencies, and

the efficiency of workers suffers as a result of economic insecurity.

They know only too well the devastating effects wTich they and
their families wu‘11 suffer if they become unemployed because of de-

pressed business conditions, if they are incapacitated by illness or

injury, or if they lose their jobs because they become too old for in-

dustrial or business employment long before their needs and wants

as consumers have ceased. It is reported that Damocles, in ancient

times, was greatly upset by a single sword suspended by a hair above

his head. To wdiat extent must the efficiency of workers be reduced

by this bevy of sw^ords dangling over them as they work! Needless

to say, an adequate system of social insurance of all kinds would go
far toward removing the effects of economic insecurity, but few

people would argue that the present system of social insurance in
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the United States is so satisfactory that it relieves workers of all

their worries connected with unemployment and other matters.

Ihe wastefulness of the very low incomes received by millions

of American families docs not end with the relative inelliciericy of

present-day workers. We must also cc:)nsider the clfec ts of low family

income on the young members of the worker’s family. When the

children of the poor grow up under miserable home conditions in

an atmosphcTC of poverty and despair, when they are unable to take

full advantage of educational opportunities because they lack foc^d

and clothing, nu'dical attention, or aids to sight and hearing, when
they are com]:)elled to leave school at an early age and get a job in

order to help with the suppcjrt of their families, scjciety sullers an-

cjther loss of great but unmeasurable j)ropoi tions. When the mental

and physical dcvelojjment of workers’ children is blighled by low

family incomes, the potential elliciency of our economic machine

suffers also.

dlie wastefulness of extreme inec]uality in the distribution of

income is not limited entirely to the lower end of the income scale.

Some persons with large incomes are active and industi ious, but

there are others who really merit the title of “idle rich” and con-

sume heavily though they make no personal contribution to the

productive process. Tliey are, of course, willing enough to let busi-

ness enterprisers use, in return for a generc:)us compensation, the

land and capital which in many cases they own as a result of in-

heritance rather than as a result of their own efforts in the past, but

they do not engage directly in jnoductive activity. I'he amount of

productive ability which goes to waste in this way is probably not

extremely large in the aggregate, but most of these persons could

probably produce something, if it were impossible for them to lead a

life of luxury without working.

The Misguidance of Production, Inequality in the distribution of

income is wasteful in that it results, from the social point of view, in

the misguidance or misdirection of production. This result occurs

because great inequality sharply reduces the accuracy with which

the prices of various goods on the market measure the relative in-

tensities of human desires for these goods. As we have seen in an

earlier chapter, the production of economic goods under capitalism

is supposed to become adjusted to the needs and desires of con-

sumers through the price mechanism. If consumers were rational

.and had equal incomes, they would be willing to pay highest prices
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for economic goods that they valued most and lowest prices for

goods til at they valued least. On the otlier hand, business enter-

prisers under the influence of economic motivation would be at-

tracted to the lines of production whose products commanded high

prices in relation to their costs and would leave or fail to enter lines

of production whose products sold for prices which were low tin re-

lation to their costs. In somewhat similar fashion, other productive

agents would be drawn into the favorable lines of production and

out of the unfavorable lines. Thus, as a result, the goods tliat were

most strongly desired would be produced in largest quantities,

those that were least desired would be produced in smallest

amounts, and market ecjuilibrium on the basis of prices would come

much closer than it actually does to being an economic optimum.

Under conditions of extreme inequality in the distribution of in-

come, persons with very large incomes may be willing to pay

relatively high prices for commodities and services which are unim-

portant to them and which furnish only a trivial amount of satis-

faction, while individuals with very low incomes may be able to

pay only very low prices for the commodities and services which

are vital to their health and w^elfare. In this situation, enterprisers

in following the profit motive are likely to produce luxuries and

trivialities for the rich while the poor go without the necessities of

life, for enter|)i iscrs cannot bother to iin estigatc the reasons why
some j^rices are high and profitable while others are low and un-

profitable, if indeed they are even interested in knowing. While

people witli small incomes cannot obtain ade(|uate quantities of

badly needed c cmimodities and services, rich pecjple can command 3

million dollar mansions, 5 million dollar yachts, 51 cars to the

family, million dollar cc:)ming-out parties, hose at $2000 per pair,

perfume at $1800 ]jer ounce, and mink coats and air-conditicjued

dog-houses for their pets. Now it may seem to the rich that there is

no misguidance of ptochictic:>n in this situation, and the same im-

pression may be held by thcjse who find extreme inequality in the

distribution of income not cjnly inevitable but admirable and ex-

hilarating. liowxwer, the misguidance may be seen by comparing a

capitalistic society with one in wTich production w^ould be l)asc‘d on
social need, for such a society would surely produce necessities for

all before needless luxuries wttc produced for anyone.

The Utility of the National Income. Another closely related criti-

cism which turns on the question of utility suggests that great in-
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equality in the distribution of income prevents us from obtaining

the maximum possible aggregate of satisfactions from the consump-

tion of the national income. If we assume rationality of behavior, an

individual should spend his first, say, $500 of money income in a

given period for those economic goods which he needs or desires

most.i A second increment of $500 would also be spent for im-

portant goods, but these goods would not be so vitally necessary as

those secured wath the first installment of income, and so on, until

the $500 which made a person’s income $1,000,000 instead of

$999,500 would be very unimportant indeed. lake the persons on

the Lord High Executioner’s list in Tiie Mikado, it never would be

missed. Even the receipt of money income may be subject to the

Law of Diminishing Utility. If $500 or some other sum were taken

from a person with a very large annual income, it would reduce his

aggregate satisfactions almost infinitesimally, while the same sum
added to the income of a person who now receives only $1000 or

$1500 per year would increase his aggregate satisfactions greatly.

Thus, the conclusion is that the aggregate satisfactions derived from

the consumption of the national income would be greatly increased

if this income were more equally divided on a personal or family

basis than at present.

Both of these arguments concerning utility rest on somewhat

unsatisfactory grounds. That is, they involve inter-personal com-

parisons of utilities or satisfactions, and there is no way in which

such comparisons can be made effectively. Since utility or satisfac-

tion is a subjective affair, we cannot prove that the rich people

enjoy their luxuries less than the poor people enjoy their necessities

or that one man enjoys his tenth $500 increment of money income

less than another enjoys his fifth $500 increment. In fact, it is fre-

quently contended that some people have greater capacity for ex-

periencing satisfactions or gratifications than others. If this is true

(and it is not susceptible to proof), an ecpial division of income

would be undesirable from the point of view of maximizing the ag-

gregate satisfactions derived from the national income. However, it

seems very doubtful that some persons have capacities for experienc-

ing satisfactions which are thousands of times as great as those of

other persons, and differences in income of this magnitude between

persons are probably not justified from the point of view of deriving

maximum aggregate satisfaction from the national income.
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Inequality and the Business Cycle. Inequality in the distribution

of income is the basis of the famous and popular underconsumption

theory of the business cycle. According to this theory, some persons

have such large money incomes that they cannot spend them all in

consumption. I'hey save large quantities of funds and usually invest

them directly or indirectly in new productive facilities. But these

additional productive facilities are useless or worse than useless

unless the goods which they eventually will place on the market

can find purchasers. Moreover, the great masses of consumers who

must buy these products, if they are to be sold, have such small

money incomes that they cannot purchase the goods which are

produced for them. When large quantities of unsold goods pile up

on tlie markets of the country, productive facilities can no longer

be operated profitably, and a depression occurs.

The underconsumption theory of the business cycle, in this very

simple form, has few supporters among economists today. In the

first place, there is quite a logical gap in the behavior which it

attributes to persons of large income, for it assumes that they invest

blindly in new productive facilities without much thought of a re-

turn on their investments and then cease to operate their productive

facilities as soon as they fail to produce a return. Again, it is not

entirely certain that more saving and capital formation will occur in

an economy in which great inequality prevails in the distribution

of income than in one in which income is more equally divided.

Soviet Russia has had much less inequality in the division of income

than most capitalistic countries and yet she has carried on saving

and capital formation at a tremendous rate. Moreover, the existence

of a great volume of saving and investment has not prevented the

Russian consumers from taking off the market all the consumers'

goods and services which could be made available for them.

Even if more saving and capital formation should occur where
great inequality is present, no baffling problem is necessarily

created. On the basis of the market and price mechanism, it should

be possible to arrange the system of production so that it will turn

out a national income composed of 80 per cent consumers’ goods

and 20 per cent capital goods just as easily as it could produce 90 per

cent consumers' goods and 10 per cent capital goods. To be sure, if

20 per cent capital goods are produced instead of 10 per cent, the

volume of production of consumers' goods in the future will be
increased more rapidly and trouble will be encountered unless these
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additional goods can be sold. But there should be no difficulty in

selling the goods il their prices are flexible and decline as additional

goods are produced at lower costs. If an attempt is made to sell

larger and larger amounts of consumers’ goods at stable or rising

prices to great numbers of consumers whose incomes do not increase

sigiiificantly, underconsumption and depression may result, but

many conditions besides mere inecjuality in the distribution of in-

come are involved in this result.

'I’here is one way in which inequality in the distribution of in-

come may be closely conned ed with the events of the business cycle.

Since wages ordinarily go up more slowly than the price level in

general, while profits and other types of income which go to make
up the larger incomes of individuals increase rapidly in periods of

prosperity, it may be that in major boom periods ine(|uality in the

distribution of income will increase significantly. If this occurs and

the recipients of the large increasing incomes save unusually large

proportions of these incomes, the income receivers of the economy as

a whole may be calling for a relationship of 75 to 25 as between

consumers' goods and capital goods at the end of a boom period,

whereas the productive facilities of the economy are geared to an 85

to 15 relationship, and misdirected production and undercon-

sumption may apparently occur. For example, in 1922, wages and

salaries were 55.06 per cent of total income in the United States,

dividends were 10.71 per cent, and other property incomes 34.23

per cent. In 1929, wages and salaries were 37.40 per cent of total in-

come, dividends 15.98 per cent, and other property incomes 46.62

per cent. Over the whole period, while the national income in-

creased about a third, the total incomes of persons receiving $50,000

or more per year increased 241 per cent, those of persons receiving

from $10,000 to $50,000 increased 79 per cent, those of persons

receiving from $5000 to $10,000 increased 67 per cent, and those of

persons receiving less than $5000 actually declined.* Changes of

these kinds undoubtedly play important part in the business

cycle. ‘

Other Results of Inequality, Finally, inequality in the distribution

of income is criticized because it is said to lead to inequality in other

matters. It may not be strictly correct to say that there is one law

for the rich and another for the poor, but all too often the fate of

7 A. B. Adams, National Economic Security. Norman (Okla.): University of

Oklahoma Press, 1936, pp. 39 and 276-277.
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an individual in either civil or criminal cases depends to a consider-

able extent on his wealth and income status. Inequality beiore the

iaw finds its counterpart in political inequality. In theory, a capital-

istic country may have political equality, but in practice a rich man
may be able to control many votes besides his own, influence public

opinion in favor of legislation which he desires or against that

which he dislikes, control legislators directly or by lobbying, and so

on. Finally, inequality in the distribution of income leads to in-

equality in education and culture, in social status, in business

opportunities, and in many other matters.

In Defense of Inequality, Supporters of the capitalistic system and

all its works do not hesitate to defend inequality in the distribution

of income. Sometimes it is said that such inequality is natural, since

individuals are unequal in many other respects. This argument de-

serves very little consideration. Human progress throughout re-

corded history has depended very largely on the changing or over-

coming of factors that were natural, and the fact that people are

unequal in other resi)ccts is no real argument for economic in-

equality. As Tawney says.

Everyone secs, for example, that it is not a valid argument against

women’s suffrage to urge, as used to be urged not so long ago, that women
arc physically weaker than men, since physical strength is not relevant to

the c]uestion of the ability to exercise the franchise, or a valid argument
in favor of slavery that some men are less intelligent than others, since

it is not certain that slavery is the most suitable penalty for lack of

intelligence.®

Many pccjple also argue that inequality in the distribution of in-

come is inevitable, whether or not it is undesirable, and too often

this argument is based simply upon the fact that several studies of

income distribution in various capitalistic countries at diflerent

times have revealed not only inequality but a surprisingly consistent

degree of inecpiality. It should be obvious, however, that inequality

is not necessary in all times and under all conditions merely because

it tends to prevail under certain circumstances and institutions. The
argument that inequality is inevitable, though it is sometimes an
effective argument, is classed by Tawney as economic Mumbo-
Jumbo.

8 R. H. Tawney, Equality, p. 40, Reprinted by permission of Harcourt, Brace
and Company, Inc., New York.
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But the power of Mumbo-Jumbo, like that of some other spirits, de-

pends on the presence of an initial will to believe in the minds of his

votaries, and can, if only they are not terrified when he sends forth his

thunders and his lightnings—the hail of his logarithms and the whirlwind

of his economic laws—be overcome. If, when he tells them that a certain

course will result in the heavens falling, they summon up the resolution

to pursue it all the same, they will find that, in a surprising number of

cases, though they may have succeeded in improving the earth, the

heavens, nevertheless, remain much where they were.^

Inequality and Capital Formation, Inequality in income dis-

tribution is sometimes considered necessary to the development of

an efficient and progressive economic system. Efficient production

must be roundabout, large-scale, and specialized, but such pro-

duction requires large amounts of capital. Capital formation and

accumulation depend upon saving, and saving under capitalism is

accomplished by individuals who have surplus incomes above their

needs for current consumption. If our national money income were

divided ecjually among individuals or families, little if any saving

would occur. With some persons poor and others rich, we may ex-

pect individuals with large incomes to save extensively and devote

the saved funds to capital purposes. In this way, the rich are public

benefactors.

We may admit that individuals with large incomes are responsible

for a considerable part of the saving and capital formation that ex-

ists in our capitalistic system. It may also be true that, if the national

income under capitalism were so small that, when equally divided,

it furnished each individual or family with an amount of money
income no greater than was needed for current consumption, saving

and capital formation might languish if individuals were left to

their own devices. On the other hand, if the national income were

great enough so that, when divided with substantial equality, it fur-

nished immediate consumption needs, it is probable that an ade-

quate amount of saving and capital formation would occur. If it did

not occur naturally, the government could step in and require addi-

tional saving and capital formation even under an essentially* capi-

talistic system. Certainly the argument concerning inequality and

capital formation has little relevance for other than capitalistic

systems, since it is obvious that relative equality of incomes in

Russia has not stood in the way of extensive saving and capital for-

9 Ibid., pp. 46-47. Reprinted by permission of Harcourt, Brace and Company,
Inc., New York.
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mation. In any case, many economists today believe that the idea

that nothing should ever be done which might have the effect of

checking or limiting the supply of savings is simply fetishism.

Inequality and Culture. An even weaker argument holds that in-

equality in the distribution of income and even exploitation must be

condoned, if not approved, as making for higher culture and civili-

zation. Some peoplemust be poor and miserable in order that other

persons may have surplus iruomes, part of which may be devoted to

the sup{)ort of art, literature, and music, to the setting up of founda-

tions for medical or educational research, and to other projects.

These advantages might be lost to society, it is said, if the national

income were equally or almost equally divided among individuals

or families. But many people would contend that these various

projects should not be carried on so long as the national income is

too small to care for the current consumption needs of all the

people. On the other hand, if the national income were large enough

so that, when rather equally divided, it gave each individual or

family more than enough inone‘y income for immediate consump-

tion needs, these would be nothing to keep these cultural and re-

search projects from being carried on either by private subscription

or by governmental action.

Inequality and Economic Incentives. Inequality in income dis-

tribution is regarded by some as a source of incentives for the in-

dividuals in our economic system. If the national income were di-

vided ecjually, it is asked, how would we stimulate workers to

prc^duce efficiently? How would we get the individual to accept the

most difficult and responsible position in economic life for which he

can qualify? How would we get people to be business enterprisers

and managers if they received no more income than ordinary

workers? In answer to these cjuestions, it is said that most people will

not work, or at least will not work hard, without the prospect of

economic gain. Ail trades and lines of production which arc toler-

ated by society should be characterized by '‘ecjuality of oppor-

tunity,” and then all persons should be rewarded according to the

results which they produce in terms of service, and not on the basis

of efforts, needs, or anything else. And the measure of service is

what the market is willing to pay. The result may be extreme in-

equality, but such inequality is perfectly just and necessary. If our

economic system is to be efficient and progressive, it is necessary to

provide unusual economic rewards for unusual accomplishments.
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So far as we know, there is no complete and final answer to this

line of argument. If our earlier analysis lias been eoneet, the desire

for economic gain is the most common and strongest motivating

force at work in a cayiitalistic system. Considering the broad range

of economic activity as a wliole, no other way of getting things done

is likely to be nearly so elfectivc as appealing to the desiie of indi-

viduals for pecuniary gain and economic advancement. However,

even if this much is admitted, we cannot be entirely sure why it is

true. Should we regard individuals as naturally acquisitive and the

capitalistic system, which stresses acquisitiveness, as merely a

natural outgrowth or development on the Iiasis of the nature of in-

dividuals in the mass; or does the individual behave acquisitively

under capitalism merely because he lives in a system which stresses

acquisitiveness and in which behaving in that lashion is the pre-

scribed way to get almost all the things which are regarded as

worth striving for? At any supporters of cajiitalism clearly take the

former point of view. Acquisitiveness is a part of luiman nature in

all times and places. Unless large economic rewards are |)rovided for

unusual accomplishments, individuals will lack inc(ai lives under

capitalism, and any economic system which attempts to replace eco-

nomic motivation with other motivating forces is doomed to failure

from the outset. Other people regard ac(|uisitiveness distinctly as an

accitiired human trait, which is dependent on the existence of the

peculiar institutional and environmental forces of capitalism.

Whether or not great differences in rewards are necessary under

capitalism, it would not be very difficult to substitute other moti-

vating forces for acquisitiveness in some other type of economic

system, according to this point of view.

We also know that individuals even under capitalism are not

motivated solely by the desire to acquire large quantities of eco-

nomic goods for themselves or their families. Many people appar-

ently put forth their best efforts and accomplish excellent results in

governmental or other positions whose nature is such that they can

never hope for really large material rewards. Others work hard

because of a desire for honors, prestige, and public acclaim, or

because of habit, pride in their work, or just the fun of playing the

game. Beyond certain levels of income, individuals undoubtedly

work largely to obtain increased power rather than any enjoyments

in consumption which additional money income may bring. In the

case of millions of ordinary workers, who have no real chance to ob-
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tain large earnings no matter how hard they work, tlie chief in-

centive is probably negative. That is, they fear that they will be de-

nied access to the material means of production unless they work

with reasonable diligence. Finally, in the case of the many people

who are usually unemployed under capitalism, we may question

whether the system lurnishes any incentives at all.

Even if considerable diflerences in incomes are necessary under

capitalism in order to furnish individuals with incentives to achieve-

ment, we have no way of knowing whether our present dilfereiuials

in income are necessary for this purpose or whether they measure at

all accurately the differences in productivity that exist. On the

whole, it seems doubtful that the tremendous dilferentials in income

whidi prevail in our system are necessary to induce our most

talented individuals to make lull use of their abilities. If no worker

received less than $2000 per year and incomes were carefully gradu-

ated from that level up to, say, $25,000 per year, it might be that

such differentials would be as adequate to furnish incentives to

productivity for all individuals as are the much larger dilferentials

which we actually have. Finally, we may question whether some

individuals are actually thousands of times more productive than

others, as the differentials in income which prevail seem to suggest.

Inequality and the Price System, Why, then, do extremely large

differentials in income exist in our capitalistic system? d'he primary

basis for unecpial incomes among individuals and families is found

in income derived from the sale of labor services. The labor supply

is divided up into non-competing groups in such a way that many
persons can perforin tlie functions rccpiired by occupations in the

lower groups, while comparatively few persons can fill the re-

xjuirements of the occujiations in the higher groups. Rather large

diflerences in the marginal productivity of units of labor service

therefore exist betweem the labor groups, and, although wages do

not adjust themselves with perfect accuracy to these inter-group

differences in marginal productivity, great diflerences in wages or

payments for labor service are found between workers in different

groups. Thus, even if there were no other sources of income for the

various individuals, a considerable degree of inequality in income
distribution would result from this factor alone.

Actually, since our system permits private individuals to own land

and capital and to turn these objects of wealth over to various enter-

prisers on the basis of the income to be derived from their use m
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production, individuals receive income for the use of their land and
capital as well as for the use of their labor services. This fact might

make for equality rather than inequality in the distribution of in-

come if those individuals who had small labor incomes derived

large incomes from owning land and capital while the individuals

who had large incomes from the sale of labor services received little

if any income from the ownership of land and capital. However, the

actual situation is just the other way around. The ownership of

large ejuantities of land and capital is usually a great help to an

individual in acquiring a large labor income if he wishes to do so,

while the receipt of a large labor income makes possible the acquisi-

tion of additional land and capital. Inequality in the distribution of

income would be great enough in all conscience if individuals were

limited to receiving income from the sale of their labor services and

from the wealth which they could accumulate in their own lifetimes,

but it becomes still greater when the institution of inheritance is

allowed to operate. Individuals who pile up great fortunes are

allowed to transfer them to their heirs, who may continue to receive

income from the inherited wealth in addition to that which they

derive from the sale of labor services and from wealth which they

can themselves accumulate.

Fundamentally, then, inequality in income distribution is derived

from the operation of the institutions of capitalism, such as private

property (including inheritance), free enterprise, competition, and

the pricing process. High prices are set on scarce agents of pro-

duction and low prices on relatively plentilul agents—results which

are desirable in many respects. High prices for the scarce agents

tend to reserve these agents for the uses which are deemed most

important on a price basis and keep them from being wasted in

relatively unimportant uses. Low prices for the more plentiful

agents tend to lead to their use in large quantities and to prevent

their being wasted in unemployment as they would be if high prices

were set upon them. Fligh prices for the scarce agents tend to bring

about an increase in their quantity, where such a result is possible,

while low prices for the more plentiful agents tend to lead to a re-

striction of their quantity. Thus we see that high and low prices for

various grades of productive agents not only result from the opera-

tion of the pricing system but are necessary to the rational allocation

of productive resources under capitalism and to the attainment of

equilibrium on the basis of market forces. On the other hand, high
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prices for the relatively scarce agents mean large incomes for the

owners of these agents, while low prices for the relatively plentiful

agents give low incomes to the owners of these agents, and in-

equality in the distribution of income results.

Remedies for Inequality, It seems to follow that, if we want a

capitalistic system to operate successfully, we must look askance at

schemes for reducing inequality in the distribution of income by

placing arbitrary and artificial prices on the services of piodiictive

agents. If a high-powered industrial manager is worth $100,000 a

year according to the market, the existence of such a price for his

services tends to reserve them for use by that firm which can derive

the greatest value (product value, not necessarily social value) from

them. To set an artificial price of $10,000 a year on such a man
would make it possible for any number of firms to claim him and

would leave no logical method, at least in an unplanned economy,

of deciding which firm should get him. A similar problem of alloca-

tion would arise, of course, if wc set a rental of $5000 per year on an

urban corner lot which w^ould readily bring $50,000 per year in a

free market.

On the other hand, to .set an arbitrary minimum wage of $2500

a year on the services of a man who never has earned and never

will earn more than $1500 a year in a free market would be to in-

sure that he and thousands of others like him would languish in

unemployment outside of a fully planned and controlled economy.

Besides these problems having to do with the allocation and use of

resources, there would probably be a severe problem of incentives,

if we followed the policy of not letting people make widely differ-

entiated incomes in an erstwhile capitalistic system. To set a $10,000

salary on the business manager whose services would be worth

$100,000 a year in a free market might well induce him to do only

$10,000 worth of work annually. Such decisions, if reached by con-

siderable numbers of people, would have most unfortunate implica-

tions for the productivity of the economy and the size of the na-

tional income which ii would have to divide.

In view of these difficulties, most people who would like to do

something about reducing inequality in the distribution of income

while retaining the capitalistic system turn to the philosophy

of “let them make it and then take it away from them“ rather

than that of “don't let them make it in the first place." Once
individuals have received their high and low incomes on the
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basis of the pricing process, heavy and progressive income taxes

can be used to reduce the distance between the extieines of income.

The influence of inheritance in increasing and peipetuating in-

equality can be reduced or largely eliminated by heavy progressive

inheritance taxation. The government can use a portion of public

revenues to subsidize the production of various goods for the use of

the poor. It can also provide a variety of social services to improve

the physical and mental development of the young. These develop-

ments might include health and medical services, medical research,

infant care, maternity benefits, adequate educational facilities of

all types, physical culture, and the provision of museums, theaters,

and concert halls. In these ways we could hope to break down the

purely environmental barriers to movement between the labor

groups and permit each person to obtain the highest and most

remunerative employment for which his native abilities enabled

him to qualify.

In spite of these possibilities, socialists contend that nothing

really significant is likely to be done about inetjuality under capital-

ism and that it is necessary to shift to a socialized society in order

to obtain a real solution for the problem. There is an element of

truth in this contention, for once again we have to worry about the

problem of incentives if we carry the progressive taxation ol incomes

and inheritances too far. People may not strive to increase their in-^

comes or to secure large incomes in the first place if our progressive

taxes leave them with too little to keep for themselves. Progressive

taxes may not affect incentives so severely as would a governmental

policy of limiting the incomes which people may receive in the first

place. If you have large quantities of income passing through your

hands, there is always the chance that the government may relent

aaid allow you to keep some of it for yourself. Moreover, there may
be a certain prestige value in making a large income even if you do

not get to keep it. Nevertheless, the need for adequate incentives

definitely places a road-block in the way of using progressive taxes

to reduce inequality greatly while trying to retain the capitalistic

system.

QUESTIONS

1. On what assumptions is the general theory of income distribution

under capitalism based?

2. ‘The distribution of income specified by economic theory is only the
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roujrhesi kind of an approximation of the distribution which occurs

in actual practice in our economic system." Show whether you agree.

3. "The most striking feature of the personal distribution of income in

tlie United States is its extreme inequality." Discuss.

4. "Statistics on the distribution of income by families in the United

States for 1929, 1935-36, and 1946 suggest that inecpiality is decreasing

gradually." Show whether you agree.

5. "Inequality in the distribution or ownership of wealth under ca])ital-

isni is always much greater than that in the distribution of income."

Explain.

6. "Extreme inequality in the distribution of income decreases the effi-

ciency of production." Do you agree? Explain.

7. Why is it argued that great inequality in the distribution of income

residts in the misguidance of production? Explain.

8. How does inequality in income distribution prevent the realization

of the greatest possible aggregate of satisfactions from the* consump-

tion of the national income? Explain.

9. Discuss the significance of great inequality in the distribution of in-

come in relation lo business cycles under capitalism.

10. "Inequality in the distributicni of income leads to inecjuality between

persons with respect to other matters." Do you agree? Explain.

11. "CJonsiderable inequality in the distribution of income is necessary in

order that there may be adequate saving and capital formation under
capitalism." Show whether you agree.

12. "If our economic system is to be efficient and progressive, it is neces-

sary to provide unusual economic rewards lor the unusual accom-

plishments of individuals. Hence, great inecjuality in the distribution

of income is necessary and desirable," Show whether you agree.

13. "Great inequality in the distribution of income is necessary in order

that adec}uale incentives to efficiency and productivity may exist in

our capitalistic economic system." Do you agree? Ex{.)lain.

14. Why does great inequality in the distribution of income exist in our

capitalistic system? Explain.

15. "Though the result is inequality in the distribution of income, it is

economically desirable that high prices be set on the relatively scarce

productive agents and low prices on the more plentiful agents."

Explain.

16. What can be done under capitalism to reduce inequality in the dis-

tribution of income or to mitigate some of its unfortunate effects?

Explain.

17. If you felt that inequality in the distribution of income must be re-

duced under capitalism, would you try to keep people from making
highly unecjual incomes in the first place, or let them make such
incomes and then reduce inequality through taxation? Why?



CHAPTER 16

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

(
Continued)

The Distribution of Income under Socialism

and Comm unism

The Elimination of Property Incomes, Under socialism, the

people as a whole, operating through the government, would own
virtually all productive wealth and operate practically all important

economic enterprises. There would be no landowners as a separate

group receiving rent as a share of the national income. Whether

there would he any interest would depend on the way in which the

socialistic society operated. If the government paid out to the people

more than enough money income to buy all the available con-

sumers’ goods and services and then sought to recapture a part of

this money income for capital purposes by means of various devices

which we have already examined, interest might exist in a small

way as a separate share in distribution. That is, interest would

probably be paid on deposits which the people made in savings

banks operated by the government and on government bonds pur-

chased by the citizens. However, individuals could not directly own
any important quantities of capital goods, and interest payments, if

they existed, would be relatively insignificant. Profits would also be

virtually eliminated as a private share in distribution because of the

public operation of most enterprises.

All this is what the socialists mean when they say that rent,

interest, and profits would be eliminated in their system. They do

not and cannot mean that the factors or forces which give rise to

rent, interest, and profits under capitalism could all be eliminated

under socialism. Land would still be of various grades and qualities

under socialism, and a given amount of labor and capital applied

404
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to high-grade land would still be more productive than if it were

used on low-grade land. T he diHercntial surplus, instead of result-

ing in rent for individual owners of high-grade land, would meiely

belong to society as a whole. It could be paid out to all the workers

as a part of their wages, or the government could retain it lor pur-

poses of capital development or the rendering of various social

services. In similar fashion, under socialism as under capitalism,

production by means of the roundabout process using large amounts

of capital would be more efficient than direct production, and saving

would be necessary in order that capital formation might take place.

The saving process w’ould still be costly inasmuch as individuals

would undoubtedly continue to preler present goods to luture

goods, other things equal, even under socialism. However, the bur-

den ol saving would fall, in general, on all members of society under

socialism and would be effected by their going without consumers’

goods in the present. T he increased quantities of economic goods

which roundabout production would make available in the future

would then be shared by all members of society in the form of

increased real wages, or in other ways.

Finally, the conditions which give rise to profits could hardly be

completely eliminated under socialism. While some risks might be

removed or reduced, weather and other natural conditions would

still remain uncontrollable, and the actual efficiency of workers

might be much greater or less than had been planned. However, any

failures of production to come up to expectations, or any successes

in getting production to exceed planned estimates would be of con-

cern to the members of society as a whole and not to a particular

class of private enterprisers. It should be obvious that the distribu-

tion of income under socialism would be c|uite different from that

which prevails under capitalism and that our usual theories of

distribution would be worthless in connection with a socialistic

economy. Descriptions of the determination of rent and interest in

terms of marginal productivity and other factors are not very help-

ful in the study of an economic system in which individuals are ncjt

allowed to receive these returns as private income or own the agents

which produce the returns.

Wages under Socialism, Practically all income available for con-

sumption would be received first as money wages and later as real

wages under socialism, but there is some question as to wffiat wages

would be like. Some socialists contend that equal wages should be
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paid to all under socialism in the interests ol fairness and justice.

But what is meant by equal wages? II e(|ual wages were paid to

each worker actually employed, families with several breadwinners

W'ould be more adequately provided for than those with only pne.

If equal incomes were paid to all individuals regardless of age, the

large families would in general be in better circumstances than

the small families, since the very young and the very old may not

consume nearly so much as other members of the family and since

there are certain obvious economies involved in consuming in large

family groups. A family of ten will not require five times as much
gas for cooking as a family of two, five times as much electricity lor

lighting, nor five times as much fuel for heating, and its food bill

should not be five times as large. Moreover, such an emphasis on

the desirability of large families might cause the Malthusian bogey

of overpopulation to raise its ugly head again.

If etjual incomes were paid on a family basis, the small families

would have a distinct edge ov^er the large ones, and the danger of

having too small a population might replace that of overpopula-

tion. Apparently, equality is a very difficult objective to attain, even

given the best of intentions. If substantial equality of income were

the goal, perhaps the best system would be one of roughly equal

wages for adults, with smaller allowances for dependent children

and other dependents, and jierhaps special allowances for mothers

or individuals in particular occupations. Even if some way cotild

be found to achieve substantial equality in the distribution of

money income, we should still not be out of the woods, for indi-

viduals differ considerably in the matter of their needs and desires,

and equal money incomes would treat them rather unec|ually on

this basis. Of course, the socialists might try to “educate’' people so

that they would want very much the same things. Finally, equality

with respect to money income would leave some individuals or

families very much better off than others because, as we see under

capitalism, some individuals and families are much better able to

manage income than others and get much more out of a given

amount of money income. Something could be done about this

problem through education too, but it is clear that the general

problem of achieving equality is a rather difficult one.

On the whole, it is unlikely that a socialistic economy would at-

tempt to achieve equal incomes. 7"he planners would have enough

difficulties in making decisions relative to cost with the prices or
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costs of land and capital arbitrarily determined, and it would be

desirable, if possible, to have labor costs real instead of artificial.

Moreover, we must remember that wages are not to be regarded

solely as a reward for productive accomjdishments. They are also

a means of allocating labor among ocrujxitions and industries.

Under cxpial wages and in the absein c of governmental comjiulsion,

labor would proliably })ile up in certain occupations and industries

wliile shortages ol labor would exist elsewhere. Land and capital

could be arbitrarily assigned to dilierent lines of product ion by the

economic planneis, but it would be neither humane nor economi-

cally wise to accord workers the same treatment. I'hus, wage dilier-

entials between industries and occupations would probably be set up

for the purpose of inchu ing workers to distribute tliemselves among
occupations and industries in a manner deeme d approjiriate to the

carrying out of the economic: plans ol the system.

dhus, the general prospectus for socialism holds that people

should work according to their desire lor compensation and rec eive

income in accordance with the c]uantity and c]uality of work done.

In other words, wages would presumably be paid on the basis of

productivity, but we should not jump to the conclusion that diller-

entials in wages under socialism would be comparable to those

which exist under capitalism. In the first place, the workers’ pro-

ductivity and wages would depend on social value rather than

exchange value. Some occupations which arc o})en to workers under

capitalism would not be available at all under socialism. Moreover,

the value of all final j^roducts of labor, and hence indirectly the

value imputable to labor itself, would be determined by cconc:)mic

planning on the basis of social need and not by the free operation

of the market. It is doubtful if such planning on the basis of social

need would set up differentials in the evaluation of labor services

which were anything like as large as those which result from the

market determination of exchange values under capitalism. Again,

differentials in wages would be smaller under socialism than under

capitalism, even on a productivity basis, because workers would not

differ as greatly in pnxluctive ability as they do under capitalism.

Socialism aims to give every individual as much education and
training as he can absorb, and in general to break down all environ-

mental barriers to movements between the labor groups. With more
workers able to qualify for positions in the higher labor groups and

fewer workers compelled to remain behind in the lower groups.
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diiferenccs in marginal productivity between the groups would be

minimized and so would the necessary diflerences in wages.

Inequuility under Socialism. Nevertheless, there would still be

dilferences in wages under socialism and inecjuaJity would exist in

the distribution ol income. We should like very much to know just

how great this inecjualily would be, but this is something which it

is difficult to [)redi(:t accurately in advance, since it would depend

not only on the relative productivity of the cliHeicnt workers but

also on the need to establish wage dillerentials which would result

in an appropriate distribution of workers among occupations and

industries. Some socialists suggest tentatively that differentials in

wages from top to bottom might be something on the order of 15 to

1. If differences in wages could be held down to anything like this

ratio, inecjuality in the distribution of income under socialism

would be extremely slight in comparison with that of capitalistic

countries. The government under socialism would also furnish a

large volume of soc ial services, and, if these services were distributed

equally among the workers receiving high and low wages or were

given in greater volume to workers (and their families) receiving

low wages than to workers receiving high wages, inecjuality in the

distribution of real income would be less than that in the distribu-

tion of money income.

The inequality in the distribution c^f money income which existed

under socialism could not accomplish any important ill effects in

any case. The receivers of large incomes could enjoy a somewhat

higher standard of living than the receivers of small incomes, but

that is about all. I’hey could not use their large incomes to acejuire

land and capital nor could they pile up large fortunes for their

heirs and dependents. They could not use their large incomes to

direct productive agents into the production of yachts, limousines,

elaborate mansions, and other expensive luxuries, because decisions

as to the kinds and cjuantities of economic goocis to be produced

would be made ultimately by the economic planners and not by

private, profit-seeking enterprisers. In spite of inequality in incomes,

necessities for all would come before luxuries for any. The receivers

of large incomes couki not indulge in over saving, for decisions as

to saving and capital formation would also be made by the economic

planners, and no volume of saving decided upon would be so great

as to make it impossible for the consumers of the system to take the

available commodities and services off the market. Neither would it
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be very difficult to justify the existence of moderate inequality in in-

come distribution under socialism, for the goal of socialism is the

abolition of social classes rather than the achievement of perfect

equality of incomes. It is the source of the individual’s income,

rather than the amount of it, which is decisive.

Incentives under Socialism. Would the small diHererues in in-

comes which nmdern socialism contemplates prove adequate to

provide incentives for all? The socialists obvicjusly think that they

would, but this is another matter which can be fully determined

only by experience. The socialists contend that an individual would

not mind being only fairly prosperous if there were no very rich

individuals with whom he could compare himself unfavorably. The
socialists do not expect that individuals wdio are accustomed to

receiving large incomes under capitalism will ever be fully content

with the smaller rewards available under socialism. But they expect

that, as soon as a new generation comes along which is composed of

individuals who know nothing of the large differentials in income

which used to prevail under capitalism, people will work just as

hard and efficiently under the small income differentials of socialism

as they would under any other system of rewards. This argument

would be fairly convincing if it did not remind one so much of the

argument which was once used in connection with prohibition in

the United States. Supporters of prohibition contended that they

did not expect to reform individuals who were already confirmed

drunkards and insisted that jirohibition would really begin to work
effectively when a new generation had grown up whose members
had never seen a saloon. As everyone remembers, the expectations

of these people weie much less than completely realized.

In any case, the socialists do not intend to rely entirely on differ-

ences in wages to provide incentives for the people. They intend to

reduce the importance of economic motivation as much as possible

while developing other types of incentives greatly. Individuals

under socialism would work for power, prestige, public honors, and

acclaim. Exceptionally valiant workers could be admitted to honor-

ary orders or societies, busts and statues could be set up in their

honor, they could be given medals, and their names and accomplish-

ments could be respectfully mentioned over the radio and in the

newspapers. They would take pride in their work, know the joys of

creation, and have the fun of playing the game. They would be

influenced by the opportunity for education and training, by having
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work suited to their individual abilities, by the certainty of having a

job, by complete relief from social insecurity, by knowing that the

more responsible positions would be filled on the basis of merit, by

the prospect of more pleasant and interesting work in advanced

positions, by the knowledge that, under fairly equal incomes, they

could benefit themselves by working to increase the social product,

and by idealism, altruism, and devotion to the cause. They would

also be subject to ultimate compulsion, since they would have to

work to obtain a living. However, this re(]uiremcnt would apply to

all, and cverycnc would have a chance to make a living. Under
social pressure, idleness would be a ground for social reproach and

a fair day’s work would be a social obligation. The slacker would

be aware of despoiling his fellows as well as himself. Penalties could

be provided for unsatisfactory work and other shortcomings on the

part of the workers.

Many confirmed supporters of capitalism are very dubious about

the success with which a socialistic economy could depend upon the

so-called non-economic types of incentives. But, as Cole says, “It is

hardly surprising if, under a [capitalistic] system which threatens

men with ruin unless they keep their eyes steadily on the main

chance, the majority of people are actually impelled to work largely

by selfish material motives. . . . But evidence of how men behave

when they are subjected to the stimulus of one set of motives is by

no means sufficient evidence of their probable behavior under the

influence of quite different stimuli.” ^ Some incentives other than

tfiose which involve diflercntial incomes operate fairly well even

under capitalism, and, if they were removed from the dark shadow

of acquisitiveness under socialism, they might well become even

more effective. In any case, even if incentives proved inadequate

under socialism, the socialists (ontend that an economy would be

better off with a moderate-sized national income distributed on a

basis of substantial equality than with a larger national income

most of which went to relatively small number of receivers of large

incomes. And in this argument, it seems, the socialists may really

have something.

The Distribution of Income under Communism, The distribution

of income under ideal communism would be exceedingly simple.

There would be no money income to distribute nor would there be

1 G. D. H. Cole, The Simple Case for Socialism, p. 5.3. Reprinted by permis-

sion of Victor Gollancz, Ltd., London.
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any shares in distribution as such. Each able person would be ex-

pected to work according to his ability, and to receive real income

according to his needs, without relerencc to productivity. Difterences

in income would exist only to the extent that there were diEerences

in needs irom one individual to another. Economic incentives in-

volving diEcrential incomes would be abandoned and complete

reliance would be placed on other types of incentives. Many econo-

mists would believe that an economic system could operate eEec-

tively on this basis only when they actually saw it happen. At the

very best, communism could be achieved only after many decades if

not centuries of socialism.

The Dislrihidion of Income in Soviet Russia

Property Incomes, In matters of income distribution, Soviet Russia

measures up to the specifications of theoietical or ideal socialism

fairly well. The land of the country is owned by the state in the

name of the people and there is no separate class of people who, as

landowners, receive rent as private income. The collective farmers

have been given the right tc^ use their land in perpetuity, and this

is almost the same as ownership, but the special taxes which these

farmers must pay to the government are said to be enough or more
than enough to cover the rents which, under other circumstances,

the collective farmers might have had to pay to private landowners.

Practically all the capital of the country is owned either by the state

or by state-approved cooperative associations, but interest does

figure in the national income to some extent. A part of the income

received by private peasants, artisans, and other individual pro-

ducers may be construed as interest on the relatively small amounts

of capital which they own, and the same thing is true of part of the

income received by the collective farmers and members of other

types of producers’ cooperatives.

In 1940, when the national budget expenditures amounted to

173.3 billion rubles altogether, interest on the public debt called for

expenditures of 2.8 billion rubles, or l.fi per cent of the total." The
public debt increased considerably during World War II, but inter-

est rates remained low and total interest payments on the debt are

still a very insignificant part of the national income. A part of the

interest on the debt goes to private individuals as bond owners,

2 A. Yugow, Russia's Economic Frtmt for War and Peace, p. 137.
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while the rest goes to savings banks and other institutions with

investments in government bonds. Interest is also paid on the de-

posits of individuals in the savings banks of the country. At the end

of World War II, these deposits had regained the prewar level of

about 7.3 billion rubles, but the interest on them could not have

amounted to much over 200 million rubles.

T he governmental enterprises in various fields of economic activ-

ity make both planned and unplanned profits at times, but the sig-

nificance of these profits is quite different from that of profits in a

capitalistic country. They belcjng to the government and are used

for capital development, social services, and other purposes. Under
capitalism, a relatively small part of the people own the industries

and receive the profits, but in Russia all the people own the indus-

tries and receive the benefit of profits when they are made. Oppor-

tunities for prc^fit on the part of private and cooperative entcrjjrises

in Russia are extremely limited. In fact, the making of profits by

buying and selling goods is strictly forbidden. Thus, an overwhelm-

ingly large part of the national income available for consumption

in Russia is distributed in the form of wages, as should be the case

according to the prospectus of modern socialism.

Wages in Russia, Payments which are officially recognized as

wages are incorporated in the economic plans of the Russian econ-

omy. That is, the economic plans specify a certain total sum or fund

which is to be used for wage payments in a given year and indicate

how this fund is to be allocated among the various industries and

individual enterprises of the country. Each industry and each enter-

prise thus knows in advance how much money it may pay out in

wages during each year. The government also sets up minimum
rates of wages for various classes of workers and establishes piece

rates for various operations. The total wage fund increased from

8 billion rubles in 1928 to 32.7 billion rubles in 1932, 82.2 billion

rubles in 1937, and a planned 133.2 billion rubles in 1942.® The

wage fund actually hit 123.7 billion rubles in 1940 and is supposed

to increase to 201 billion rubles in 1950 under the Fourth Five-Year

Plan."* The wage fund has increased much more rapidly than the

number of workers receiving their wages from the fund, and the

average money wage among these workers increased from 703 rubles

3 A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 344.

^International Conciliation, April, 1948, p. 271.
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in 1928 to over 4000 rubles per year in 1940. It is scheduled to reach

6000 rubles in 1950/’

While wages are determined by governmental action in Russia

rather than by the free play of market forces, they have the usual

two functional aspects. That is, on the one hand, wages are a reward

for accom{>lishment in production and an incentive to continued

productive activity. On the other hand, they constitute a device for

evoking a distribution of labor among the various occupations and

industiies of the ccjuntry which is approjiriate for tlie carrying out

of the economic plans. Both functions call for differences in wages

rather than ecjual wages for all workers, but only under the most

ideal conditions would a given set of wage differentials be perfec tly

suited to both purposes. Actually, if the planners set up wage differ-

entials which will reward the workers accurately for their produc-

tivity in all lines of work, in so far as the planners can determnie

productivity, they may find nevertheless that they have too many
workers in some occupations and industries and too few in others.

Conversely, the set of wage differentials which wall produce a dis-

tribution of w^cjrkers among occupations and industries which is

suitable for the carrying out of the economic plans may give some

workers more and other workers less than they deserve according to

the planners’ notions of the relative values of the various products

of labor. The planners aim in general to rewatrd the workers on the

basis of productivity, but we must remember that productivity in

Russia is not the same thing as it is in capitalistic economies, for the

values of workers’ products which are so important in estimating

the values of ihc workers’ services are determined in Russia by the

decisions of the planners and not by the free play of demand and

supply forces in the market. vSince the values of the WT^rkers’ prod-

ucts are arbitrarily determined and since the emphasis in Russia is

always on plan-fulfillment, it is probable that the desire to reward

the workers strictly on the basis of their accomplishment would give

way, if necessary, lo the desire to distribute the workers among
occupations and industries so that the plans could be fulfilled as

nearly as possible.

Inequnlity in Russia, Since practically all the Russian national

income is distributed directly or indirectly in the form of wages, the

existence of differences in wages produces a moderate degree of

inequality in the distribution of the national income. The wage

^Ibid,
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differentials have always been set up on a more or less experimental

basis and have been subject to frc*(juent and considerable changes.

In the early days alter the pericjd ol War Communism, it was in-

tended that the highest wages sliould only be about three times as

great as the lowest. By the end of the First Five-Year Plan, the ratio

between the highest and lowest money wages was commc:)nly re-

ported to be about 10 to 1. 4’his ratio was reported to be about

12 to 1 in 1937.'* A decree of November, 19-17, established a mini-

mum wage of 110 rubles per month for workers in industry and

transportation and a further decree of August, 1938, prohibited

salaries above 2000 rubles per month. On this basis, the extent of

inccjuality in incomes for workers of all grades in industry and

transportation was about 18 to 1.’ Inecpiality over the whole econ-

omy was somewliat greater than this, lor some wc:)rkcrs in other

fields undoubtedly received wages which were below the minimum
established for workers in industry and transportation. A still later

prewar estimate indicated that the extent ol inequality in income

distribution in Russia, as measured by the liighest and lowest wages^

was about 20 to 1.^^ Even inecjuality on the order of about 20 to 1

was, of cc^urse, extremely small in comparison with that which pre-

vails in capitalistic countries where the ratio between the highest

and lowest incomes is several thousand to one (some socialists say

40,000 to 1 in tlie United States).

Critics of the Russian economy sometimes alleged that these offi-

cially admitted differences in wages and income did not tell the

whole story and that high party and industrial officials drew salaries

which were far above the legal maxiinuin. Sometimes, these critics

said with bated breath, these fortunate individuals received as much
as 7000 rubles a month. On the basis of the minimum wage for

workers in industry and transportation, this would have produced

inequality of something like 04 to 1 between the highest and lowest

incomes. There was no way of proving or disproving such claims

but, in order to avoid becoming too enthusiastic about them, we
may point out that an income of 7000 rubles per month, even at

the official rate of exchange, would have been the equivalent of only

about $16,800 per year. Now that is a good-sized income, but many
of our capitalists, who liked to talk about the great inequality

« The Nation, November 13, 1937, pp. 523-526.

7 M. T. Floriiisky, Toivard an Understanding of the U.SS.R.f p. 168.

8 A. Yugow, Russians Economic front for War and Peace, p. 165.
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which prevailed in the distribution of income in Soviet Russia,

would have thought that our caj>italistic system had been ruined if

the top incomes had been limited to $16,800 per year, even after

taxation.

Ineciuality in the distribution of money income takes no account

of the various social services which are distributed to the Russian

citizens from time to time. Sometimes it is cl.jimed that the citizens

receive as much as a fourth of their real income in the form of social

services and free public services which are enjoyed more or less on

the basis of need.‘‘ If these items are distributed rather ec]ually

among persons with large and small money incomes, they operate to

make the extent cjf inec[uality in the distribution of real income con-

siderably less than that in the distribution of money income. On the

other hand, some critics contend that various free services arc dis-

tributed in such a way as to make inequality in the distribution of

real income actually greater than that in the distribution of money

income. That is, they say that the persons who draw the largest

salaries are also granted the free use of magnificent houses or apart-

ments, country estates, rest homes and sanatoria, expensive limou-

sines, and many other things to which ordinary citizens have no

access. Once again, we have no way of evaluating these conflicting

claims.

During Wo^ld W’^ar II, much was heard about increased empha-

sis on differential wages and salaries as a means of stimulating

worker productivity in the Soviet Russian system. By the beginning

of 1917, when the a\erage wage of workers in the national economy
was probably about 150 rubles per month, outstanding individual

workers were receiving 4000 to 5000 rubles per month, and plant

directors, high officials, leading scientists, and other select groups

made as high as 6000 rubles per month. Such differences in wages

between the average workers and the highest-paid workers meant,

of course, much larger differentials between the highest-paid and

the lowest-paid workers. And if, as commonly rumored, the highest-

paid workers receive especially wonderful grants of “free” services

and commodities directly from the government in addition to their

money pay, inequality in the distribution of real income in Soviet

Russia may now bear at least a family resemblance to that which

exists under capitalism after taxation.

^
0 John Strachey, Hoxo Socialism Works, p. 159.

10 Harry Schwartz, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 79.
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Incentives in Russia, The wage system of Soviet Russia indicates

that the leaders of the economy intend to depend quite strongly on

the economic motivation of workers of all grades as a means of

achieving efficiency and increased productivity. In as many types of

work as possible, wage payments are on a piecework basis. And the

piecework system in Russia is in a position to furnisli a strong stimu-

lus to the workers since there are no capitalistic employers to lower

the piece rates as soon as the workers begin to make a little more

money than usual and to bring about a situation in which the work-

ers will have to work much harder than formerly to earn even their

former wages. However, the Russians have attempted to use the

piecework basis of w'age payment for some types of work which in

other countries would not be considered well suited for this system,

such as, for example, repair work and work requiring great preci-

sion. The piecework system has sometimes led to the turning out of

large quaniities of low-quality product, to an unduly large amount
of overtime work, and to a failure to use safeguards for workers in

cases where such devices would lower the speed at which work

could be carried on.

Additional bonuses beyond ordinary piecework earnings are

widely used to reward Russian workers who greatly increase the

quality and quantity of their w'ork. The increases which have oc-

curred in wage differentials from time to time indicate the willing-

ness of the leaders lo experiment with the wage system and to make

any concessions within reason to induce the workers to put forth

their best efforts and increase productivity. On the other hand, the

increasing average money wages of the Russian workers have not

been matched by similar increases in real wages, and this fact has

doubtless robbed the increases in money wages of much of their

effectiveness in stimulating the workers. 1 he Russian workers are

relieved of many of the worries which beset the workers of capital-

istic countries. That is, there is no danger of their being unable to

find work and there is, as we shall see in a later chapter, an ade-

quate system of social insurance to provide against the other risks to

which workers are especially subject. The Russian workers also have

an opportunity to move up and advance from a low-paying job to

one with a higher rating and more adequate compensationw If they

think they can qualify for the higher job, they declare their inten-

tion of doing that type of work and must be given a two weeks* trial
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at it. Of course, they fall back if they fail, but otherwise the better

job and its remuneration are theirs.

In the Russian system, economic rewards are often combined judi-

ciously with public honors and prestige values. For example, excep-

tionally productive workers are sometimes made “Heroc^s of Socialist

Toil,’ a title which carries with it a great amount of honor and

prestige (including automatically the award of the Order of Lenin,

Russia’s highest decoration) and also such advantages as additional

compensation, free street-car service and passes for travel, and pref-

erential housing. Other valiant workers are given the medals “For

Prowess in Labor” or “For Distinguished Labor,” which involve

lower-grade honors and smaller material ativantages. “Stalin Prizes”

to the value of 100,000, 50,000, and 20,000 rubles, are also awarded

for outstanding material and cultural achievements.

A similar combination of public honors and economic advan-

tages was used by the Russian leaders in their sponsorship of the

famous Stakhanovite movement. It was on August 31, 1935, that the

coal miner, Alexei Stakhanov, produced 102 tons of coal in a six-

hour day, instead of the usual quota of 6 to 7 tons. As a result of

this prodigious feat, he earned 225 rubles in one day and at the

same time became a sort of social lion. His accomplishment was

widely publicized, countless honors were bestowed upon him, and

other workers in the same and other fields of economic activity were

urged to do likewise. And they did. By Octe^ber, 1935, another

miner, Andrei (iorbatink, produced no less than 105 tons of coal in

one day. A worker in shoe-manufacturing performed his operation

on 1820 pairs of shoe's in one day instead of the usual 680, a brick-

layer laid 6554 bricks in a 7i/2-hour day, workers in weaving began

to tend 216 looms each instead of the standard 26, and so on.^^ At

the moment, we are not interested in analyzing all the good and
bad effects of Stakhanovism but merely in pointing out that the

exceptionally productive workers were rewarded both with greatly

increased earnings and with public acclaim and notoriety.

Many other public honors await the performance of conspicuous

feats of productivity by the workers. Pictures of outstanding work-

ers may be hung upon factory walls, busts may be set up in con-

venient places about the plant, and favorable comment by the

Soviet press is common. Some workers have been rewarded with

trips to Moscow which have included opportunities to meet and be

A. Yiigow, Russians Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 189.
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congratulated by the big boss of all the Russians. What is called

“socialist coinpctition” is also relied upon to stimulate the workers.

I'he aim of socialist (ornpetition is to make a game or contest out of

such mundane occupations as j)loughing fields, manufacturing

shc:)es, or laying bricks. Ciangs of workers compete to maximize out-

put or minimize breakage, waste, and scraj). After the contests,

mutual aid is supposcxl to be the order of the clay, with the winners

helping the losers to increase their ellicieiuy. I'lie Russian system

also appeals to idealism, altruism, and devotion to the cause. Work-

ers are expected to devote a part of their free time to vc:)luntary

labor and to undertake some task without (ompensation in addition

to their regular work. Finally, o( course, the workers may be stimu-

lated by pride in their woik, by the reali/aiion that they are part-

owners and part-managers as well as workeis, and by their oppor-

tunities to suggest improvements and change's in methods.

On the other side of the picture are various negative incentives.

The Russian workers are under ultimate com{)ulsion to work if they

desire to be consumers. Unsatisfactory work may draw dishonorable

mention in factory newspapers or wall placards, and tipsy workers

may have to draw their pay at special bottle-shaped windows tor

habitual drinkers. Courts of workers have been used to deal with a

number of offenses of wwkers, such as habitual lateness, soldiering

on the job, coming to work in an intoxicated condition, undue

shifting of jobs, careless and neglectful treatment of socialist prop-

erty, faulty work, and waste of material. In recent years, the cc^n-

tinuation of many of these evils has led the government to take

drastic direct action to reduce or eliminate them, as we shall see at

a later point.

The Russian system of economic: and non-economic incentives for

wc^rkers would seem at first glance to be adetjuate, but the results do

not always bear out this conc:lu5ion. T hat is, as we have suggested

previously, the efficiency and productivity of Russian workers of all

grades remain low in spite of all incentives and inducements. For

example, at the end of the Second Five-Year Plan, it was not some

carping outside critic but a special committee of the Stale Planning

Commission that estimated the average labor productivity through-

out all Russian industries to be only 40.5 per cent of that of the

United States. And this was the case even though average labor pro-

ductivity in Russia had increased by 82 per cent during the Second
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Five-Year Plan, ^2 same time, the average production of coal

per worker in Russia was ‘'570 tons as compared with 844 tons per

worker in the United States. I’he amount of cast iron per blast fur-

nace worker was 75(3 tons in Russia and 12(30 tons in the United
Slates.'*' Russian plants in various manufacturing industries often

required two or three times as many workers of all sorts as did

American plants of similar general size and output.

Labor productivity in large-scale industry in Russia had increased

by another 88 per cent by 19404'* During the period of World War
11, under the unusual stimuli o])erating at the time, labor produc-

tivity ill Russia was kejit at a surprisingly high level, especially in

view of the fact that large numbers of workers were lost to the

armed forces or to the enemy and had to be replaced with youths,

housewives, and old men. However, the postwar situation w^as much
less favorable, at least in the early years. During 194(3, labor pro-

ductivity was thought to be “well below the prewar level, not only

because of tlie normal disruption of production caused by large-

scale reconversion, but also because of the poor condition of fac-

tories and machines in the devastated western area, the wearing out
of much of the machinery in the eastern U.S.S.R., and probably also

the weariness of Soviet workers after the ])rivations and exertions of

one of the most bitter struggles in history.’'

The general question, is, of course, whether the low efficiency of

Russian labor must be charged to inadequacy of the system of incen-

tives or whether it is due to other factors, and this question cannot
be definitely answered as yet. I'he inefficiency and low productivity
of labor may be due in part to the rapidity witli which the Russian
economy has been industrialized and mechanized. When large num-
bers of workers from the treeless plains, who have never seen an axe
let alone a maciiine, are hi ought into mines and factories and set to

work with modern complicated industrial machinery and equip-
ment, it is unreasonable to expect anything except inefficiency and
low productivity under any system of incentives. Of course, any
given batch of workers will eventually become trained, or at least

experienced, but the Russian labor force in industry has been grow-
ing very rapidly, and tliere has never been a time when this labor
force as a whole could be considered properly trained and experi-

12 A. Baykov, The Dex/elopment of the Soiuet Economic System, p. 345.
18 A. Yugow, Russia's Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 184.
14 A, Baykov, op. cit., p. 345.
15 Harry Schwartz, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 76.
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enced. Russian workers have found it difficult to adjust themselves

to the strict regimen of in ban industrial life, and they have been

inclined to be late for work, to miss work altogether if they wanted

to do something else on a» given day, to take it easy on the job, to

disregard safety rules, and to be careless in the use of materials and

equipment.

Conscious of a general shortage of labor in industry and certain

that they could get a job almost anywdicrc, the workers have been

disposed to change jobs frequently and to move from one place to

another in search of greener pastures. Labor turnover in Russia has

been simply amazing. In some individual plants, there has been a

complete change of j)ersonnel, office employees as well as ordinary

workers, as often as two or three times a year. In one year, over the

whole economy, 176.4 per cent of the average number of workers on

the payrolls were hired, and 152.4 per cent quit work.^^ This prob-

lem has carried over into the postwar period, with large numbers of

Soviet workers shifting jobs frequently in search of better condi-

tions of housing, food, and work. Rapid labor turnover is costly in

itself and has a destructive effect on the productivity of labor.

Again, low productivity of ordinary workers has been due in part

to the inefficiency of management. The operation of factories has

been characterized by a lack of balance and coordination and a fail-

ure to plan the whole order of work. Breakdowns have occurred all

too frequently. All these difficulties may turn out in the long run to

be nothing more serious than growing pains associated with the

comparative youth of the Russian industrial economy. If they disap-

pear and the level of labor productivity improves to something like

that prevailing in other industrial countries, there will be little

reason to question the adequacy of the Russian system of incentives.

However, if labor efficiency and productivity remain low after, say,

a generation of experience with the industrialized economy, we shall

need to be very doubtful concerning the effectiveness of the Russian

system of incentives.

The Distribution of Income in Britain under

Partial Socialism

Functional Distribution, The coming of partial socialism in Brit-

ain has brought little change in the distribution of income on a

u* A. Yiigow, op. cit., p. 174.
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functional basis. Individuals may still receive rent for the use of

their land and interest on the capital funds which they have in-

vested in various productive projects. Some industries have been

nationalized, to be sure, but their former pwncrs have been compen-

sated for the loss of their properties and, in some cases at least, the

compensation has been such as to insure that these owners will

receive about the same annual incomes as formerly. Outside of the

nationalized industries, private enterpi iscs are still allowed to make

profits if they are able to do so under the many economic controls

which the government has imposed. And, of course, wages and

TABLE 18.

FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL INCOME IN BRITAIN
(In £ Millions)

Type of Income 1938 1945 1946

Rent of land and buildings 380 385 386

Interest and profits 1368 2390 2370

Salaries 1110 1530 1675

Wages 1735 2780 3020

Pay and allowances of armed forces 78 1255 523

Total income 4671 8340 7974

sourck: Statistics on Britain's Position^ February, 1948, p. 30.

salaries are paid and received as usual. Ihe data in Table 18 give

an indication of the functional distribution of the British national

income in 194G as compared with 19^18 and 194 j.

Inequality in Britain. By 1916, partial socialism in Britain had

brought no great diversion of income toward the workers of the econ-

omy. Wages, salaries, and the pay and allowances of the armed

forces made up 65.4 per rent of the total national income in 1946,

as compared with 62.6 per cent in 1938, and even this slight change

probably would not have' occurred if rents had not been almost

completely stabilized under governmental control during the war

and postwar period. The part of the national income going to the

workers in Britain in 1946 was almost exactly the same as in the

United States. Inequality in the distribution of income on a per-

sonal or family basis, before taxation, was probably somewhat

greater in Britain than in the United States. That is, Britain, being

an older country, had had more time for the institution of inher-

itance to get in its work and probably had a considerably greater
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concentration of the ownership of wealth llian did the United

States.

After taxation, inequality in the distribution of income is prob-

ably somewhat less in Britain than in the United States. The basic

rate of the British iiKoine tax is 45 per cent of taxable income,

though lower rates of 15 and 50 per cent apply to the first small

amounts of taxable income. Besides the basic rate, there is a surtax

which begins at 10 per cent on the lirst eligible £500 and runs up

to a maximum of 52.5 per cent. At this maximum rate, the income

covered is paying total income tax and surtax oi 07.5 per cent. In

addition to the income tax and other tax(*s, Britain now has a spe-

cial levy on investment income. It applies only when the taxpayer’s

total income exceeds £2000 and his investment income exceeds

£250. The rate is 10 per cent on the slice ol investment income

between £250 and £500 and lises tc3 a maximum of 50 per cent on

income exceeding £5000.^" 1 he combination of basic income tax,

surtax, and special investment levy can clearly run well abt^ve 100

per cent on parts of the income of considerable numbers of people.

Such taxes operate to reduce sharj^ly the inec|uality which woidd

c.)therwise exist in the distribution of income.

Incentives m Britain. The problem of incentives in Britain is a

troublesome one at the present time. Production in many fields has

recovered sharply since the war, is now well above prewar levels, and

has exceeded the goals set up by the Labor Government. In otlier

lines, however, production has been lagging, is still short of prewar

levels, and has failed to hit the targets set up for it by the govern-

ment. On the whole, it must be confessed that Britain in 1948 was

still unable to work out her own economic salvation and was still

dependent to a considerable extent on outside help, which came

very largely from the United States.

In this situation, it is rather difficult to determine what has hap-

pened to labor productivity in Britain, but at least two studies have

concluded that little or nothing has happened on the average and

that labor productivity or output per man-hour is still just about

what it was before the war.^® Such a result, considered by itself,

would not be very favorable. The question would still remain, how-

ever, as to whether the result was due to an unsatisfactory system

Britain*s Budget. New York: British Information Services, 1918, pp. 3-4.

Labor and Industry in Britain, March, 1948, pp. 12-15.
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of incentives or some other factor affecting workers of all grades, or

to events wholly beyond the workers’ control.

There is one school ol thought which holds that Britain has no

satisfactory system of incentives under partial socialism, that con-

fiscatory taxation and stringent government controls prevent the

usual capitalistic system of incentives from operating successfully,

and that the Labor Government does not have or does not care to

use powers of comj)ulsion to stimulate the workers to greater pro-

ductivity. According to this point of view, Britain will have to go

backward toward more capitalistic methods of operation or forward

to more complete socialism, with the probability favoring the latter

c/mrsc of ac t ion, if satisfactory progress in regard to labor produc-

tivity is to be attained.

It is true, of course, that workers are rather well treated in most

respects in socialist Britain. 7'hey still have their unions and make

use of collective bargaining to settle issues with the employers, dlie

government does not hesitate to control prices directly, but it

merely asks that wages be frozen voluntarily at existing levels in

order to prevent inflation and higher costs. There is very little un-

employment in Ihitain and the prevcnticjn of unemployment is one

of the major objectives of the Labor Government. And the workers

are covered by a most extensive system of social insurance and are

benefited by a variety of social services. Whether all these things

will operate in the long run to increase* err to reduce labor efforts

and jrrcjcluctivity cannot be determined in advance.

The Disfrihulion of Income snider Fascism

The General SituaHon, The economic institutions of Italy and

Germany under fascism were nomirrally those of capitalistic econ-

omies. Land aird capital were owned by private individuals for the

most part, many industries were privately owned and operated, eco-

nomic activity was at least partly (Competitive, and all of the familiar

shares in income disiribution which we know under capitalism were

present. On tliis basis, it might be thought that our general theories

of distribution would be as valid for fascism as for capitalism, but

this conclusion was not really warranted. In the fascist countries,

the leaders of party and government were free to interfere with and
control economic activity to any desired extent, and their powers

extended quite naturally to the division of the national income.
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They were quite capable of ordering business enterprises to invest

all earnings, above a certain rather meager rate, in government

bonds, of placing prohibiti\c taxes on dividend payments so as to

force businesses to reinvest their earnings, of ordering general

changes in wages and prices throughout the economic system, of

limiting the rents which could be charged, or of placing burden-

some capital levies on the value of land or the capital and surplus

of corporations.

Thus, while rent, interest, wages, and profits existed as shares of

income for private individuals in the fascist countries, the only prin-

ciple that can be advanced in connection with these distril)utive

shares is that they were whatever the leaders of party and govern-

ment wanted them to be, which is the same as having no principle

at all. Even if the leaders had permitted a considerable part, say

half or more, of the fields of economic activity to operate without

direct governmental interference, our theories of distribution would

not have been valid even for this unrestricted section of the econ-

omy. That is, it would not have been possible to make the distribu-

tive shares in this free sector of the economy entirely independent

of the conditions which prevailed in the controlled section of the

economy. The conclusion is, therefore, that the extent of govern-

mental interference with economic activity under fascism was always

too great to permit the general theories of distribution—which de-

pend, among other things, on the markets for the productive agents

being free of governmental interference and control—to be even

roughly applicable.

The Distributive Shares, There was nothing about the fascist re-

gimes in Germany and Italy which tended to divert a larger share of

the national income in the direction of the workers. In fact, the

trend was apparently in the other direction. In Germany, for exam-

ple, wages, salaries, and other earned incomes amounted to 77.4 per

cent of the total national income in 1932, while property incomes

(including profits, undistributed profits, interest and dividends, and

rent) absorbed 19.1 per cent of the total. By 1938, the share going to

wages, salaries, and other earned income had declined to 63.7 per

cent of the total national income, while property incomes had in-

creased to 28.0 per cent of the total. Now it might be objected that

these results are only what should be expected as between a year of

deep depression and one of relative prosperity, and that they show

M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 208.
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little if anything concerning the effects of the policies of fascism.

However, this objection may be answered by pointing out that

wages, salaries, and other earned incomes took 5.1 per cent less of

the national income in 19!^8 than in 1929, while tlie share going to

property incomes was 5.9 per cent greater in 1938 than in 1929.2®

Apparently, then, the fascist regime in Germany took much better

care of enterprisers and rentiers than of workers. And the enter-

prisers fared best of all, for profits and undistributed profits took

22.9 per cent of tlie national income in 1938, as compared with 11.3

per cent in 1932 and 16.7 per cent in 1929.21 Over the entire period

from 1932 through 1938, the total of property incomes increased by

146.1 per cent. In the same period, total income liom wages arnd

salaries increased by only 66.1 per cent, in spite of a 55.2 per cent

incTease in the total number of employed workers, a 117 per cent

increase in the total hours worked in industry, and a large increase

in the total volume of production. 2- Nor w^ts the income position

cif the workers much better when account was taken of the relative

tax burden. 1 he ordinary German worker was spending about 22

per cent of his income for taxes and various “voluntary” and com-

pulsory contributions, while these items on the whole made up
about a third of the national income.2'^

However, the workers were 1 datively sure of having employment
in the later years of the fascist regimes, and they had the benefit of

a long-established system of social insurance. 1 hey wx^rc allowed

to participate in vacation trips, concerts, theater performances,

sports, and many other cultural, educational, and recreational ac-

tivities through the “Strength through Joy” department of the

Labor Front in Get many and the Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro in

Italy; and in Germany the Labor Front, through its Beauty of Work
movement, spent some money to try to assure the workers of happy,

beautiful work-places.

Inequality in the Distribution of Income. The national income
was distributed very unecjually among individuals and families in

the fascist countries. In Germany, for example, out of more than

30.000.

000 individual income receivers in 1936, there were about

15.000.

000 who received less than 1200 marks per year, and another

20 Ibid.

21 F. L. Neumann, Behemoth: The Structure and Practice of National Social-

ism, p. 436.

22 Ibid.

28 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 209.
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11.500.000 who received incomes ranging from 1200 to 3000 marks.

At the other end of the scale, there were 5000 individuals with in-

comes of 100,000 marks or over, 18,000 individuals with incomes of

50.000 to 100,000 marks, 57,000 individuals with incomes of 25,000

to 50,000 marks, and 119,000 individuals with incomes of 16,000

to 25,000 marks.^^ Moreover, inec|uality in the distribution of in-

come increased apparently under the auspices of German fascism.

According to Sweezy, the coellu ient of average inec]uality, computed

in such a way that an increase in the coeflicient indicates an

increase in inecjuality in the distribution of income, was 0.599 for

1936, as compaied with 0.500 in 1932 and 0.552 in 1928. On the

whole, however, national income appeared to be more equally dis-

tributed in Germany than in the United States.

Even among the wage-earneis, inequality apparently increased in

Germany under fascism. In 1929, only about 16 per cent of the total

number of w^age-earnt rs received less than 12 marks per week, while

in 1938 some 22 per cent of the wage-earners were in this category.

The percentage of wage-earners receiving over 30 marks per week

was about the same in both years.-^ Clearly there was a relative thin-

ning out of the wage-earners in the middle brackets over this period.

There was also great inequality in the distribution of wealth in

Germany. Without going into great details, we may say that the

coefficient of average inequality was 0.649 in 1931 and 0.721 in

1935. Thus, in Germany as in capitalistic countries, inequality in

the distribution of wealth was greater than inequality in the dis-

tribution of income.2^

In closely controlled economies, such as those of the fascist coun-

tries, the importance of inequality in the distribution of income was

not so great as in a capitalistic economy which operates more or less

automatically on the basis of the price mechanism and the market,

lliat is, the evil effects of inequality could be minimized, or in

some cases eliminated, by governmental control over the uses to

which money incomes could be put. And, during World War II,

with the government taking a large proportion of the national in-

come for its own purposes, it probably made comparatively little

difference how the national income was divided among individuals

in the first place. On the other hand, it cannot be denied that the

distribution of wealth and income in the fascist countries was much
more nearly capitalistic than anything else, and that the inequality

24: Ibid,, p. 212. 26 Ibid, 26 ibid,, p. 216. 27 ibid,, p. 218.
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which prevailed fitted in very poorly with the contentions of the

fascist leaders that the desires of the citizens for economic gains

should be subordinated to such intangibles as national pride and

glory, racial purity, sanctity, heroism, idealism, and devotion to the

cause.

QUESTIONS

1. What do the socialists mean when they say that rent, interest, and

profits would be eliminated under modern socialism? Explain.

2. “Even if it were considered desirable, an equal distribution of income

under socialism would be very difficult to achieve." Show whether

you agree.

3. “Differentials in wages under socialism, even though they were paid

on the basis of productivity, would be much smaller than those which

exist in our capitalistic system." Explain.

4. How great a degree of inequality in the distribution of income would

a system of modern socialism probably tolerate? Explain.

5. Would the differences in incomes wdiich modern socialism contem-

plates be adecjuate to provide incentives feu' all? Explain.

6. “A socialistic system w'ould not rely entirely on differences in wages

to provide incentives for the people.” Explain.

7. “The distribution of income under ideal communism would be ex-

ceedingly simple.” Do you agree? Explain.

8. “Soviet Russia has not succeeded in entirely eliminating property

incomes.” Show whether you agree.

9. Do differences in w’ages in Soviet Russia depend primarily on the

desire to reward the workers strictly on the basis of their productivity

or on the desire to distribute the workers among occupations and
industries so tliat the economic plans can be fulfrllcd as nearly as

possible? Explain.

10. “Inequality in the distribution of income in Soviet Russia is almost

as great as that which exists in leading capitalistic countries.” Show
wdiether you agree.

11. To what extent does Soviet Russia employ non-wage incentives tc^

get things done? Explain.

12. “The low efficiency and productivity of the wu)rkers indicate that the

Soviet Russian system of economic and non-economic incentives for

workers is inadequate.” Do you agree? Explain.

13. “The distribution of income in Soviet Russia was not affected by the

developments of World War II.” Show whether you agree.

14. “The coming of partial socialism in Britain has brought little change
in the distribution of income on a functional basis.” Explain.

15. “In discussing inequality in the distribution of income in Britain,

it makes a great deal of difference whether one is speaking of inec^ual-

ity before taxation or after taxation.” Do you agree? Explain,
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16. “There is every reason to think that incentives for workers in Britain

have remained adequate under partial socialism." Discuss.

17. “There were really no economic principles which controlled the final

distribution of income among persons under fascism. * Show whether

you agree.

18. “The unsocialistic character of National Socialism was clearly indi-

cated by the statistics on the general shares of the national income

in Germany." Explain.

19. “There is little reason to believe that the extent of inequality in the

distribution of income in Germany and Italy under fascism differed

sharply from that which exists in capitalistic countries." Do you agree?

Explain.

20. “In closely controlled economies such as those of the fascist countries,

the importance of inequality in the distribution of income is not so

great as in a capitalistic economy." Explain.



CHAPTER 17

THE STATUS OF LABOR

The Status of Labor under Capitalism

Wages, Hours, and Working Conditions. Since workers and their

families make up a large part of the population of any economic

system, the status of labor in the various types of economic systems

is an important topic for consideration in comparing and evaluat-

ing these systems. Under pure capitalism, wages, hours, and other

working conditions arc sii})posed to be the result of the operation of

market forces. The workers compete actively for emplcryment and

the employers compete actively for the workers and, under such

conditions of perfect competition, the results are suj)poscd to be

not only satisfactory hours and working conditions for the workers

but also wages which measure very accurately the marginal contri-

butions of the workers to product-value. There should be no need

for governmental interference in these matters, for unions or organi-

zations of workers and employers, or for government-sponsored sys-

tems of social security. There should be no unemployment and the

government should have no policy with respect to the matter of

population growth.

Ill actually operating capitalistic systems, conditions of perfect

competition are seldom if ever present in the markets for labor.

Individual workers and groups of workers differ sharply with re-

spect to bargaining power, mobility as between jilaces and occupa-

tions, and other matters which affect the terms of employment. The
competition of employers for workers and of workers for employ-

ment is sometimes active and sometimes not. Under these condi-

tions, great disparities exist between workers and groups of workers

with respect to wages, hours of work, and other conditions of em-

ployment. Moreover, the federal government and other govern-

429
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mental units interfere quite frequently in matters affecting the

status of labor.

Wages^ Honrs, and Working Conditions in the United States, In

the United States, there were about 61,296,000 gainfully employed

persons in the middle of 1948. Included in the total number of

enq)Ioyees were some 16,058,000 in manufacturing, 9,648,000 in

trade, 9,396,000 in agriculture, 5,607,000 governmental employees,

4,663,000 in ser^’ice fields, 4,092,000 in transjxjrtation and public

utilities, 2,182,000 in (onstruction, and 1,727,000 in finance.^ At the

same time, average weekly earnings in all manufacturing industries

amounted to $52.81, which would give an annual rate of about

$2746. Such average figures mean comparatively little, for they cover

up great disparities in wages from one field to another in manufac-

turing and among the individual workers in the various fields. For

example, average weekly earnings in manufacturing in May, 1948,

varied between $37.12 and $72.78 from the lowest to the highest

field. 2 Variations in wages were even wider when non-manufactur-

ing fields were included in the picture.

The traditional wages on a time basis, or so much per hour or

day, are still widely used in American industry, but firms in some

industries use various kinds of incentive wage systems which afford

the workers additional earnings when they increase the quantity of

their work while maintaining quality. In many years, the existence

of considerable though varying numbers of unemployed workers

gives the workers who have jobs an incentive to maintain at least

fair efficiency lest they be denied access to the material agents of

production and be made to exchange places with unemployed work-

ers. Under such conditions, employers themselves are able to deal

quite effectively with such problems as absenteeism, lateness to

work, and undue labor turnover. However, some of these problems

have been more troublesome than usual under the conditions of

full employment which have prevailed during the war and early

postwar periods. In the more distant past, compaiatively few ordi-

nary workers in American industries have been able to comniand

adequate annual vacations with pay, but in the last few years this

situation has been changed in a large number of fields.

The average actual working week of the employees in all manu-
facturing industries in the United States was 39.8 hours in May,

1 Surx/ey of Current Business, August, 1948, p. S-9.

2 Ibid., pp. S-13, 14.
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1948, but the variations were from 34.2 to 46.7 hours in different

manufacturing fields. In non-manufacturing fields (not including

agriculture), the average weekly hours per worker varied from 37.2

in l)uilding construction to 46.5 in the operation of street railways

and busses. Great disparities also exist in the working conditions

under which the workers are emj)loyed. Some work places are sani-

tary, and well lighted, hc^ated, and ventilated, while others are

miserable in the extreme. T hus, the general picture with resjiect to

wages, hours, and working conditions is one of extreme inequality.

Some workers rec eive high wages or salaries for working short hours

under ideal working conditions, while others receive mere ])ittances

for slaving long hours unOer abominable working conditions.

Governmental Interference, T he citizens of the United States as

a group have not always been willing to acce|)t the wages, hours,

and working conditions ptoduced by the operation ol market lorces

as entirely satisfactoi y. As a result, the federal government and

other units of government have come to interfere with these results

in a variety of ways. For exanqdc, the economy has l)een operating

since 1938 under the influence of the Fair Labor Standards Act,

which aimed to put a llocjr under wages and a ceiling over hours.

T he Act forbade employers whose products move in interstate cc^m-

mcrce to pay wages of less than 25 cents per hour, or to work their

employees more than forty-four hours per week unless they were

willing to pay overtime wages in cash at the rate of “time and a

halt.” The Act also prc:>vided for a gradual inciease in wages and

decrease in hours through time until, by 1915, the minimum wage

would be 40 cents an hour and the maximum hours would be forty

a week.

While the minimum wages originally provided by the Act were

only $11 per week for a forty-four hour week, it was estimated that

the Act affected immediaiely some 750,000 workers with respect to

wages and 1,500,000 in the matter of hours.** As the maximum hours

decreased and the minimum w^ages increased, it was expected that

some 11,000,000 workers would eventually benefit. The widespread

increases in wages which occurred during the war and early postwar

periods upset this latter calculation considerably, and the rapidly

rising prices of consumable goods made the minimum wages pro-

pp. S-12, 13.

4 P. F. Gcmniill and R. H. Blodgett, Ecoriomics: Principles and Problems. New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1948, p. 427.
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vided by the Act entirely inadequate in any case. Increases in the

minimum wages have been recommended to Congress on several

occasions, but they had not ])een enacted up to the middle of 1949.

The Fair Labor Standards Act of 19.48 also attempted to deal with

the problem of child labor and it provided that, in industries en-

gaged in interstate commerce, no child under sixteen years of age

could be employed. None under eighteen years of age could be em-

ployed if the work was hazardous or unhealthy. It was high time

that something was done about the problem of child labor, for in

previous years more than 2,000,()()() children from 10 to 17 years of

age were gainfully employed in the United States and often with

the most unfortunate results. However, the federal government had

made several previous attempts to regulate and control the use of

child labor. On tliree separate occasions, federal laws dealing with

this matter had been declared unconstitutional by the Supreme

Court of the United States, and a constitutional amendment for the

same general purpose had failed of ratification by the states. The
federal government has also interfered with the natural operation of

labor markets by means of legi.sJation promoting and fostering the

organization and development ol labor unions, as we shall see later.

Finally, state governments have interfered with wages, hours, and

working conditions for particular groups of workers by means of

legislation.

Labor Unions under Capitalism, The workers of capitalistic coun-

tries in general and ol the United States in particular have not been

content to rely entirely on governmental intervention for the im-

j)rovement of th^^ir economic status. Instead, they have banded

themselves together into labor unions for the purpose of bargaining

collectively with the employers. The individual worker is usually at

a great disadvantage in bargaining with the employer. His services

are perishable and must be sold from day to day, and he docs not

usually have financial reserves which are large enough to permit

him to hold out very long for better terms of employment. On the

other hand, while the employer must have employees, one worker

more or less means very little to him. Under collective bargaining,

the worker’s disadvantage is eliminated or greatly reduced. His need

for a job is not reduced, but the question facing the employer

becomes one of having a complete labor force or none at all, rather

than one of having or not having a particular worker. The workers,

gathered together in a union and delegating the task of bargaining
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with the employer to an official or agent of the union, can often

obtain much better terms of employment than the individual work-

ers could obtain for themselves.

Labor unions in the United States are of several kinds, but the

two most important types arc craft unions and industrial unions.

A craft union is an organization of workers in a certain craft or

trade (such as bricklaying or cigar-making), and it aims to promote

the economic interests of this group of workers alone. An industrial

union, on the other hand, aims to include all employees who work

in a given plant or industry without regard for the types of work

which they perform. Thus, it is often said that a craft union oper-

ates horizontally, since its membership may cut across many plants

or even industries, w^liilc an industrial union operates vertically,

since it aims to take in all workers, whether skilled or unskilled, in

a plant or a whole industry. The chief function of wage-consciems

labor unions is to bargain collectively with the employers to secure

better terms of employment for the workers, union recc:>gnition, col-

lective agreements, and closed shops, and if necessary, to use the

weapons of organized labor, such as the strike and the boycott, on

the employers. Many unions carry on also a variety of educational,

recreational, social, and cultural activities for their members and

some of them have provided certain forms of social insurance for

their members in the past. On less fretjuent occasions, labor unions

have been able to participate to some extent in the management of

particular enterprises through union-management cooperation or

other devices.

With some conspicuous exceptions, employers in the United

States have been bitterly opposed to the growth and development of

labor unions. They have thought that the development of unions

would have an unfavorable effect on the earnings of their enter-

prises and would interfci e with their so-called right to manage their

businesses as they chose, without interference from any “outside*’

agency. Their opposition has also been based in some cases on

charges that the labor unions were radical and subversive and aimed

at the eventual overthrow of the capitalistic system. It is difficult to

regard this last contention as valid, unless one is inclined, as some

employers are, to regard any request for an increase in wages as

socialistic. While it cannot be doubted that some labor unions in-

clude radical elements, the unions in general seem to pursue capi-

talistic ends by capitalistic methods. Like the employers themselves.
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they seek to acliieve monopolies or quasi-monopolies and do not

hesitate to restrict output it it seems probable that they can make
more money in that way than by seeking to maximize production.

In general, the unions have sought to prosper within the capitalistic

system rather than by overthrowing it.

Many methods have been used by employers in the United States

in combating the growth of labor unions. Many years ago, it was

possible for employers to attack the budding unions in the courts

under the conspiracy laws. I'he employers have insisted on the main-

tenance of the open shop in their plants and have sought to interfere

with the development of the more vigorous types of labor unions by

introducing an innocuous variety known as the “company union.”

The company union, which was ordinarily initiated and financed

by the employer himself, contained representatives of both workers

and management, did not usually deal with important questions

such as those concerning wages, and could not be regarded as a

genuine labor organization. Employers have frequently required

their workers, as a condition of employment, to sign “yellow-dog”

contracts under which the workers agreed not to join a labor union

so long as they remained employees of the particular concerns, and

sometimes agreed not to confer or associate with union organizers or

members during their terms of employment. Labor injunctions, is-

sued by willing judges, have also been widely used to interfere with

the growth of labor unions. The labor injunctions were originally

intended to protect the employers’ property from irreparable dam-

age during a strike or boycott, but canie to be used to forbid non-

union workers to join unions; to prevent picketing, the payment of

strike benefits, or the publication of information concerning the

progress of a labor dispute; and to keep union organizers from cam-

paigning among the non-union employees of particular concerns.

Employers have hired spies to associate with the workers, join their

organizations, and report on their plans so that the employers

would be able to resist them successfully. Employers hav^ also hired

armed thugs and bullies to beat up union organizers, ringleaders

among the workers, or workers who were out on strike.

After interfering with some of these activities of employers from

time to time, the federal government struck a telling blow for the

labor movement in 1935 with the passage of the National Labor Re-

lations Act. This law required employers to bargain collectively

with representatives of their employees and prohibited employers
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from carrying on unfair labor practices and from interfering in the

organization of agencies for collective bargaining. The National

Labor Relations Board was set up to administer the Act and was

empowered to investigate and settle disputes, to issue orders to em-

ploycTS, and to have these orders enforced by the tederal courts.

1 he Act was intended to stimulate the growth ol labor organiza-

tions, and it seems to liavc liad tliat effect in practice. The passage

of the Act was followed by a great increase in union membership

and the organization of labor in many plants and industries \vhi( h

had previously managed to escape organization. According to the

best estimates available, there were around 14,500,000 union mem-
bers in the United States at the end of 1947, including some

6,900,000 members of the American Federation of Labor and

6,000,000 members of the Congress of Industrial Organizations

(CIO).'^ When we deduct employers, business managers, self-em-

ployed persons, and agricultural workers from the total labor force,

we find that about a third of the workers w4io might properly be

termed “organizable” wttc members of unions. There were prob-

ably not over 5,000,000 union members when the Act was passed.

Though the constitutionality of the National Labor Relations

Ac t was upheld by the .Su[)remc (iourt in 1938, thcTe w'cre many
employers and others who contended through the years that the Act

had gone too far and had actually given labor the uj^per hand in

dealing with the employers. The unsettled labor conditions of the

early postwar j^eriod apparently convinced many members of Con-

gress on this point, for the Labor-Management Relations (Taft-

Hartley) Act was passed in 1947 to eliminate some s])ecific abuses on

the part of labor unions and to ecjualize bargaining conditions be-

tween unions and employers. Under the Act, no new closed-shop

contracts may be made and the union shop (or closed shop with an

open union) may be set uj) only if a majority of the workers in an

establishment vote for it. Hie government may ask the courts lor

8()-day injunctions against strikes that alfect the national safety.

Jurisdictional strikes and secondary boycotts are prohibited in busi-

ncvsses in inte rstate commerce.

Unions as such are forbidden to make political contributions and
expenditures, union-controlled health and welfare funds are pro-

hibited, and unions are liable to suit for violations of contract.

Before a strike may be called, workers must vote by secret ballot on

5 Ibid., pp. 407-108.
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whether to accept the employer’s final offer. An employer may dis-

cuss labor policies with his workers and may demand an election

if he thinks the union no longer represents a majority of his em-

ployees. Unions may not charge dues or initiation fees deemed by

the National Labor Relations Board to be excessive or discrimina-

tory. The NLRB may not certify any union as a collective bargain

ing agent unless it has affidavits from the union officers stating that

they are not communists. The NLRB has been enlarged to include

five instead of three members and is to have a general counsel who
will prosecute unfair labor practices.

Wartime Labor Regulation, During World War II, labor in the

United States was subjected temporarily to rather rigorous govern-

mental controls. Wages and salaries were frozen under the Anti-

Inflation Act of 1942, and increases in rates of pay could be granted

only under exceptional circumstances. A War Manpower C^ommis-

sion was set up and was given almost dictatorial authority over the

people of the country. The Commission was empowered to decide

who should work, where, and at what task, and whether he should

or should not serve in the armed forces. By classifying occupations

as essential or nonessential (and as deferrable or nondeferrable in

their relation to active military service), by encouraging workers to

sliift from the latter to the former types of jobs, by specifying the

conditions under which a worker might move from one job to an-

other, and in otlier ways, the War Manpower Commission under-

took to utilize the labor force of the country for expediting the

prosecution of the war.

A National War Labor Board was established for the purpose

of adjusting and settling labor disputes which might interrupt work

which was contributing to the effective prosecution of the war. I'he

NWLB consisted of four public members, four employer members,

and four labor members (two representing the AFL and two the

CIO). Regional War Labor Boards were set up, and disputes be-

tween employers and workers were heard by tripartite boards or

panels, consisting of one representative each from industry, labdr,

and the public. Recommendations by these y3anels were made to the

Regional Boards, which then rendered decisions that became effec-

tive except in cases in which appeals were taken to the National

War Labor Board.

Since there were some actual strikes during the war period, and

threats of others in important fields of production, Congress also
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enacted the War Labor Disputes (Smith-Connally) Act in 1943.

The Act applied to establishments required for the war effort or

useful in connection therewith. It authorized government seizure of

private plants in which production had been interrupted by strikes

and provided (1) for the maintenance of the same working condi>

tions as prevailed prior to governmental possession and (2) for

penalties against persons instigating or aiding any strike, slow-down,

or interruption in plants taken over by the government. It also re-

ejuired that thirty days’ notice of a labor dispute must be given, and

that after the expiration of this waiting period a secret strike ballot

should be conducted by the National Labor Relations Board for

the purpose of determining whether a majority of the workers

favored going on strike. Under all these types of governmental con-

trol, the status of labor in the United States during the war period

seemed to differ only in degree from that of labor in Soviet Russia

or Nazi Germany.

Unemployment under Capitalism, Since we are to compare labor

conditions under capitalism with those which prevail in other types

of economic systems, it seems desirable to state here the obvious

fact that large numbers of potential workers sometimes find it im-

possible to obtain employment under the capitalistic system. Stu-

dents of the problem usually distinguish at least three types of

unemployment—technological, seasonal, and cyclical. While these

three types of unemployment are rather closely interrelated and it is

very difficult to divide the persons actually unemployed at any time

into three watertight classes, it is clear that cyclical forces are of

fundamental importance in connection with unemployment. At the

worst of the post- 1929 depression in the United States, some 14,500,-

000 workers, or roughly one-third of the available labor lone, were

unemployed, and at the [>eak of the following recovery period the

number of unemployed never fell below 4,500,000. During the

period of World War If, the demands of war production and the

withdrawal of large numbers of workers into the armed forces

combined to produce a temporary and most unsatisfactory solution

for the unemployment problem. Unemployment was also at low ebb

during the pcjstwar boom period, but the problem remains one to

be reckoned with in considering the general status of labor under

capitalism.

In view of the importance of cyclical unemployment under capi-

talism, it is important to inquire whether the business cycles which
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produce it are at all peculiar to capitalistic economies or whether

they arc likely to occur under all types of economic systems. While

limitations of space will not even permit us to make a graceful bow
in the direction of the many individual theories which have been

concocted for explaining business cycles, we may suggest at this

point that the former view seems more accurate than the latter. In

other words, it seems to be the combination of modern methods of

production and exchange with the institutions of capitalism, such

as freedom of enterprise, private property, self-interest, competition,

and the money and price system, which is responsible for the occur-

rence of business cycles. This, of course, is a claim which the so-

cialists have been making for some time, and, whatever we may de-

cide in connection with some of their other claims and theories,

this one seems to contain a large element of truth.

The socialists contend that, in a system in which the control of

economic activity as a whole is left in the hands of millions of

private enterprisers, on the basis of freedom of enterprise, private

property, and other capitalistic institutions, the total results of

economic activity must inevitably be inappropriate to the social need

from time to time. Individuals may plan their small parts of eco-

nomic activity ever so carefully, but the total results are unplanned

and the results obtained in different parts of the economy are un-

coordinated. It is as if we were to set out to paint a great picture and

gave cac:h of a million individuals one square inch of canvas to

execute as he pleased, subject to almost no restrictions as to design,

colors, and other matters. When all the individual parts of the

undertaking are completed, we put them together and call the result

a picture. The total result may differ remarkably from that which

we would have obtained if we had planned the whole picture before

attempting to produce the individual parts, and may fit our real

desires in the matter most indifferently. And yet the total results

which arc obtained by our economic system are produced in a

fashion cjuite similar to the haphazard artistic venture just de-

scribed, and naturally show, from time to time, lack of equilibrium

and maladjustment.

Since the capitalistic system depends for its operation on the

competitive activities of millions of individuals who are seeking to

enlarge their incomes and follow their own self-interest, there is a

strong tendency to overexpand economic activities from time to

time. When the prices of goods are favorable and their production
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is profitable, each individual enterpriser in conijKTitive industries

is likely to seek an increase in his income by enlarging production,

assuming that, as a small fragment of the industry or economic

system, he can take such action without reducing the price received

for the product. When all or most enterprisers in such industries

react in this way, the tendency is for economic activities to be ex-

panded to such an extent that a depression later on becomes un-

avoidable. T hus, it is alleged, under capitalism there is a tendency

for competitive industries (at least) to overshoot the mark.

More important, according to socialists, is the fact that in a capi-

talistic econc:)mic system, with its private property, freedc^m of enter-

prise, and self-interest, there is a fundamental conflict between the

interests of individuals and those of society as a whole—a conflict

which stands out most clearly in the events of the business cycle.

When, for example, a period of prosperity is well advanced, why
clocks a depression occur? It is because the individuals in control of

industry under the institution c^f private jmoperty arc faced with the

actual or prospective disappearance of “profits.'" Fearing that, if pro-

ductive activities are continued as before, they will either fail to

make nmney or will actually lose it, they decide to retrench, curtail

prcxluction, discharge workers, stop buying materials and supplies,

and so on. These activities cut down the incomes of workers, of

farmers and of others who produce raw materials, of people who
deal in materials, and so on. The declines in these money incomes

c:>perate to decrease the demand for all sorts of goods, including

those sold in retail markets, and all industries feel the effects of the

changed business conditions. The cnterpristTs and managers decide

to retrench still further and make an additional cut in expenses, the

money incomes of various classes of persons arc again reduced, the

demands for various economic goods again decline, productive

operations are cut still further, and so on round and round.

Without bringing in the relationships between industries pro-

ducing capital goods and those producing consumers’ goods, or the

financial and banking maladjustments which accompany declining

production, we see that the efforts of business enterprisers to pro-

tect themselves operate cumulatively to produce the results which

they feared. But what were society’s interests at the time when the

downward movement began? Clearly, with human wants large and
rapidly growing, the interests of society as a whole demanded a

continuation or even an expansion in the total of productive
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activity. If this conclusion seems doubtful, let us remember that,

although some industries are said to be “ov^ercxpanded'* in pros-

perity, the overexpansion is in relation to the possibility of sales at

profitable prices and not in relation to the total quantities of the

goods which the members of society desire.

Getting back to the question of unemployment, we know that in

depression large numbers of workers and large quantities of pro-

ductive equipment stand idle. Is this result desirable from the point

of view of society’s interests? If we recall that all our agents of

production fully employed would be inadequate to produce enough

goods to satisfy completely the wants of all the members of society,

the answer is clear. Why then do the productive agents remain idle?

It is because our private enterprisers think that they cannot make
profits by operating the productive equipment and by hiring the

workers, and not because the goods wdiich these agents of production

could produce would not be eagerly consumed if the consumers

could obtain them. The conflict of interests is again apparent.

Full Employment Policy, The phenomenon of unemployment has

made a tremendous impression on large numbers of people in our

capitalistic system. It has been a leading factor in causing*some of

them to conclude that we cannot afford to trust the future of our

country to the automatic functioning of the capitalistic system, and

that we must depend upon governmental direction and control.

This opinion is entitled to respect even from those who do not agree

with it, for it seems to represent an honest choice between capital-

ism and the planned economy. On the other hand, more people

argue that wx* should retain our capitalistic system but that the

federal government should assume responsibility for the successful

operation of the system and especially for the maintenance of full

employment. This opinion is much more dubious, for it seems

rather likely that the destruction of our capitalistic system might,

result from the operation of a full-employment policy by the

government.

The nature of a governmental policy for maintaining employment

at a high level is clear enough. When it appears that the aggregate

demand resulting from private expenditures for consumption and

investment plus normal governmental expenditures is going to be

inadequate to take off the market all the commodities and services

which our economy can produce at full employment, the federal

government must step in to underwrite aggregate demand and
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guarantee full employment. By making public expenditures well in

excess of the amounts which it subtracts from the incomes of the

people, or by other methods, it must keep aggregate demand at such

a level that there will be continued full employment for labor and

other productive resources.

If this desire for full-fledged underwriting of aggregate demand

and guarantee of employment by the government is to be met, will

it be possible for the government to make heavy expenditures in

the process of creating employment without encroaching on the

fields which are traditionally reserved for private enterprise? Some

advocates of full-employment policy seem to have no worries on this

score. The necessary spending by the government, it is said, would

go on in such fields as education, public health facilities, nutrition,

slum clearance and housing construction, and resource development

(projects like the Tennessee Valley Authority), where the need for

public outlay is great cjuite apart from the question of full employ-

ment and where there would be little competition with private

enterprise.

However, the need for expenditures in these fields is not un-

limited, and governmental spending for full employment might

have to amount to 10 or 15 billions of dollars in some years, or even

year after year if, as some people think, there is to be a chronic

shortage of private spending for consumption and investment in our

so-called mature economy. In such a case it would seem that the

government might have to fall back on the multiplication of post

offices and courthouses, if not on leaf-raking and hole-digging and

refilling, if governmental spending were not to interfere directly

with private enterprise. On the other hand, if governmental policy

in providing employment did involve direct competition with pri-

vate enterprise, it might w^ell discourage more employment-creating

.outlays than it furnished and lead to the gradual replacement of

private enterprise by governmental enterprise.

Even if it involved no direct competition with private enterprise

by the government, the full-employment policy might still affect

private enterprise adversely, for it might turn out to be a difficult

policy for the government to administer successfully. At best the

policy would involve a fearful problem of estimation, and this

problem would be complicated by the fact that private spending

for consumption and the spending of private enterprises for invest-

ment cannot be taken as given entities to which we could simply
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add governmental spending to provide employment. In other words,

the volume of spending by private individuals and firms for con-

sumption and investment would almost certainly be affected by

goveinmental spending for employment creation.

Suppose, for example, that we are unwilling to increase the

public debt any further, that we want the government to derive its

funds for employment creation from taxation, and that large ex-

penditures will be necessary. Heavy taxes, even though levied pro-

gressively, will cut into spending as well as so-called unnecessary

saving. Individuals in the higher tax brackets may be rendered more

unwilling than ever to put further capital funds into risky business

ventures, since any gains that they make will be largely taken by the

government while any losses which they sufier will be almost en-

tirely their own. Because of the necessity of paying heavy taxes, any

capital funds actually seeking investment may be channeled largely

into fields where the rate of return (net after taxes) promises to

be high rather than other fields where it seems likely to be moderate

or low’. This may produce distortion in the investment structure

which will have unfavorable repercussions on employment in the

end. In view of such considerations, how could governmental lead-

ers ever decide just how much additional tax revenue should be

collected and spent in order to provide a given net increase in total

employment?

If the governmental guarantee of full employment is to be carried

out on the basis of deficit spending rather than taxation, the prob-

lem is no less complicated. Heavy deficit spending may have an

unfortunate effect on business confidence and arouse fears of higher

taxes later on, with adverse effects on the amount of employment

furnished by private industries and businesses. Some prices may be

more responsive than others to increases in the total volume of

spending, and deficit spending may therefore cause changes in the

relationships wTich prevail between the prices of different economic

goods. Such distortions of the price structure may then have a reflex

influence on the volume of private spending and employment crea-

tion. Again, deficit spending, besides providing employment, may
raise the general level of prices, and there is no reliable way to

determine in advance just how the influence of deficit spending will

be divided between furnishing employment and raising prices. How-
ever, it is likely that the latter influence will increase and the
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former will decrease as the economy gets nearer and nearer to full

employment.

Ill the light of such considerations, and others which are some-

times mentioned, it would seem doubtful that any human wisdom
would ever suffice to determine just Iiow much deficit sjicnding

should be undertaken at any given time in order tliat a given

number of people, who would otherwise be unemployed, may have

employment. Presumably the deficit spending engaged in by the

government in the 1930’s was intended to induce recovery and

achieve a high level of employment, and yet we know that unem-
ployment continued on a large scale throughout the period. It

is easy to look backward and decide that this spending was ineffec-

tive because it was carried out on too small a scale, but much more
difficult to decide what scale of defic it spending would be adecjuate

to ensure full employment a year or so in advance. High and low
points in production and employment in our economy are

easy to detect several years aftcT they have occurred. It is cjuite

anotlier problem to determine them as of aiiout the time when they

occur, and practically im})ossible to determine them in advance, as

would seem necessary if governmental expenditures for ci eating

employment were to be based c^n an orderly, planned program.
It seems to follow that any estimates of governmental expendi-

tures necessary to provide full employment, whether the program
were to Ire based on taxation or deficit spending, would be likely

to be wrong in jrractice. If the full employment scheme were tried

over a period of years, the estimates of necessary governmental ex-

penditures were always wrong, and chronic unemployment still

troubled us, what woidd be the result? The program might be
abandoned as impractical, but we may doubt whether the govern-
ment would want to give it up and whether it would be allowed
to do so. The government might cemfess its inability to provide full

employment in our type of economic system and adopt the objective
of maintaining merely as high a level of employment as possible.

However, a half-hearted governmental program would not be likely

to produce as high a level of employment as our economy could
furnish in the absence of a governmental employment policy.

The government might decide to employ a “shotgun” policy,

figuring that extremely large deficits, such as those that existed
during World War II, could hardly fail to provide full employment.
However, it may be ejuestioned whether the government’s credit in
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a capitalistic economy and in peacetime could long sustain deficits

of 50 billion dollars per year, and in any case the policy would

be likely to produce a runaway inflation as well as, or instead of,

full employment. The most likely notion of all is that the govern-

mental leaders would decide that full employment could be main-

tained only if the government had the power to plaji production,

employment, wages, prices, domestic trade, external trade, finance,

and virtually everything else, for the economic system as a whole.

If these powers were granted, the planned and controlled economy
would be at hand. No one doubts that full employment can be

maintained in such a planned economy, but there is grave doubt

that the government can control just employment and nothing else

in a capitalistic system.

Social Insurance under Capitalism, Another important phase of

the status of labor has to do with the risks which workers bear and

the extent to which these risks arc provided for by a system of social

insurance. Capitalistic countries in general now have such systems

of social insurance and the United States is no exception to the

general rule. However, the United States lagged well behind other

countries in adopting a system of social insurance, and the benefits

provided by our present system, for workers who sufTer losses as

the result of the risks which they must face, are none too generous.

Forty-seven of the states have laws which reejuire employers to pro-

vide in advance for the compensation of workers who become un-

able to work because they have suffered industrial injuries. Most

of the laws exclude farm labor, domestic employees, itinerant or

casual workers, workers in interstate commerce, and other specific

types of workers. On the whole, about 80 per cent of all the workers

are probably covered by the various compensation laws. Benefits to

injured workers usually consist of a certain percentage of the work-

ers’ regular weekly wage, and they vary greatly from state to state.

Maximum weekly benefits (prescribed by law) range from $12 to

$25, and the number of weekly payments to be obtained by the

workers depends on the nature of their injuries. Most of the laws set

maximum monetary awards for cases of total or partial disability

and only twenty states provide compensation which continues for

life in cases of total disability.®

6 P. F. Gcmmill and R. H. Blodgett, Economics: Principles and Problems^

pp. 481-483.
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Insurance against unemployment in the United States was pro-

vided lor by the Social Security Act of 1935, which requires em-

ployers to pay a 3-per-ccnt tax on payrolls for this purpose. The

federal government does not actually provide the unemployment

insurance, but it encourages the states to do so, by permitting em-

ployers to credit as an offset against the federal payroll tax any

amounts (up to nine-tenths of the federal tax) which they con-

tribute to any approved state funds for unemployment insurance.

All tile states had adopted unemployment insurance systems by July,

1937, but the unemployment insurance which is j)rovided is far from

adequate. The Social Security Act failed to ])rovidc tor workers who

are employed in enterprises which do not have a labor force of at

least eight workers for at least twenty days a year (each day being in

a different calendar week). It also excludes workers employed by

relatives, agricultural workers, employees of nonprofit-making in-

stitutions, public employees, officers and crews engaged in shipping

in United States waters, and domestic servants in private homes. On
the whole, about two-thirds of the “gainfully employed" workers are

covered by unemployment insurance.

I’he benefits provided for unemployed workers vary greatly from

one state plan to another. The maximum weekly benefit payment

was $15 in most states before the war, but was $1G to $18 in a few.

The minimum w^eekly payment, where specified, ran from $1.50 to

$10. Idle weekly benefits actually paid to completely unemployed

workers in 1940 ranged from $4.68 to $14.14, with an average of

$10.57 for the whole country. Tdie annual benefits ranged from

$42.60 to $174.12, with an average of $100.15 for the whole country.

The state plans usually recjuire w^orkers to be unemployed for two

or three weeks before beginning to receive benefit payments and
usually provide that no woiker can receive more than sixteen weekly

benefit payments in any one year. Some states raised their maximum
benefit payment during World War II, and it is now as high as $22
in a few states. In 1916, the average amount of benefit was $18.50 a

week and the average period of benefit payments was 13.4 weeks.^

It is scarcely necessary to say that the unemployment insurance

system is inadeejuate, though it is admittedly better than having no
system at all.

The Social Security Act of 1935 (as amended in 1939) also pro-

vides for a system of annuities for workers over sixty-five years of

nbid., pp. 471-472.
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age who have contributed regularly to the building up of a fund for

this purpose. Both employers and employees contribute to the fund

by means of tax payments, which amounted to 1 per cent of the

first $3000 of wages or salaries from 1937 through 1947. The con-

tributions are to increase eventually until they amount to 3 per cent

each for employer and employee, or a total of 0 [)er cent of tlie

taxable portion of each eligible employee’s compensation. About the

same classes of workers are excluded from the annuity scheme as

from the unemployment insurance plans.

The annuity payments will vary according to the size of each

worker’s wage during his years of employment and the number of

years through which he and his employer have contributed to the

fund. In general, as figured by a rather complicated method, they

will range from $10 to $85 per month. This means that, if the contri-

butions arc made on the maximum eligible wage or salary for the

maximum period of time, the annuity will reach $1020 per year, or

roughly one-third of the maximum eligible wage or salary. Under

the 1939 amendment of tlic Social Security Act, supplementary pay-

ments may also be made to certain dependents of retired workers,

but the law limits the total annuity going to a retired worker and

his family each month to twice the amount of his primary benefit

(his own annuity), or 80 per cent of the wwker’s former average

monthly wage, or $85 per month, wiiichever is the least. Hie 1939

amendment also provided for benefits to certain survivors of the

retired w^orkers. For example, a wife who survives her husband and

is over 05 years of age receives three-fourths of his former primary

benefit. At the end of 1910, the average monthly benefit paid to

retired workers was $24.60; to wives of retired workers, $13.00; to

children, $12.55; to aged widow^s, $20.20; to widows with a child or

cliildren $20.10; and to dependent parents, $13.15.®

On the whole, the opinion is widespread that our system of social

insurance leaves much to be desired and, for some years now, the air

has been full of propo.sals for extending it. Such extensions might

take any or all of three forms. An effort might be made to bring

into the social insurance system those groups of workers who are

now excluded, overcoming in some fashion or other the administra-

tive and other difficulties which would be encountered. The types

of insurance might be extended to cover illness, medical expenses,

hospitalization, and the costs of maternity. And the benefits might

8 Ibid., pp. 496-497.
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be enlarged and made to run lor a longer pei*iod ol time than at

present. For example, there is a proposal tliat the maximum bene-

fits for full-time unemployment should be made not less than $25 a

week and tliat benefits should be payable for a total of at least

twenty six weeks in a year.

riiere is little doubt that the social insurance system should be

extended, but the question of just how far is still a lively one, for

some people have a definite conviction that an overextension of

social insurance would do more harm than good. Insurance against

practically all the eventualities cov(?red by social insurance can be

obtained from private insurance companies, but it is objected by

virtually everyone that the workers cannot afford such insurance.

How then can they afford insurance against the same risks through

a go^ernmental system? Unless one is willing to make the probably

ridiculous assumption that the government can operate insurance

projects more dieaply and efficiently than private companies can,

the answer is that the workers cannot afford it if they have to pay

all the costs of protection and benefits which they receive. If the

social insurance system is to be ol much benefit to the workers, they

must be allowed to take out more than they put in, with the balance

of the funds (oniing from general governmental revenues, contri-

butions of people other than the workers themselves, or other

sources. From this point of view, social insurance is a device for

redistributing the income of the country—a means of taking from

some and giving to others—and tluae is a (question of how far this

process can or should be carried in a capitalistic system.

It is also possible* that an o\ei extension of social security might

have unfcjrtunate effects on the beneficiaries themselves. Too much
insecurity may be a bad thing for the workers, but a little inse-

curity may not be. Undei a com])lete systc‘m of social security,

troublesc^mc problems of absenteeism, lateness to wc^rk, undue labor

turnover, and soldiering on the job might arise. And there is also

the problem of malingei ing. It would surely be unfortunate to en-

courage people to take two or three months off to get over a cold

or to work only half of each year while retiring on unemployment
benefits during the other half. It is probable that there are millions

of people in the country today who would prefer a moderate in-

come, with no work attached, to a somewhat larger income with

full-time employment.

Attempts to solve such problems under a complete system of
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social security might well involve severe governmental restrictions

on individual freedom. We cannot intelligently set out to make
peo})le well off regardless of how they behave. We can follow

through on our intention to make them well olf only if they be-

have in certain ways. If they will not behave in these ways volun-

tarily, then it will probably be necessary to make them do so. 01

course, the advocates of soc ial sec urity do m)t put the matter in this

fashion. 4’hey say that it may be necessary for the government to

give the individual citizcTis a little Irienclly advice and supervision.

In all probability, however, under too great an extension of social

security, we would learn the truth of the proposition which says

that, if the government assumes responsibility for the inclividuars

welfare, it must also take control of the individual’s conduct.

The Status of Labor under Socialism

WageSy Hours, and Working Conditions. The status of labor

under ideal socialism would be quite different from that which it

has under capitalism and according to socialists it would be a greatly

improved status. With the government operating most industries,

most of the gainfully employed would be governmental employees,

and, with the land and capital of the system owned for the most

part by the people as a whole through the government, the citizens

would receive practically all their money income in the lorm of

wages. Since the government under ideal socialism would be merely

an agency representing or operating in the name of the peoj^Ie as

a whole, the workers of the system would really be working for

themselves and they could expect to share, through their wages,

almost the entire national real income which was available for con-

sumption.

A socialistic economy would necessarily be a planned economy

and the economic plans of the system would have to include the

total amount to be paid out as wages. In similar fashion, the wage

rates to be paid for various types of labor would have to be de-

termined by planning, either specifically or within rather narrow

limits. Differences in w^ages as between industries and occupations

would ceriainly prevail, both to reward the various workers for their

differential accomplishments in production and to secure a distri-

bution of workers among industries and occupations which would be

consistent with the carrying out of the economic plans of the system,
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lor a socialistic economy would hesitate to aitcrnpt to distribute or

allocate workers arbitrarily among industries and occupaticjns.

However, the didereiues in wages and salaries under socialism

would be very small in comparison with those which traditionally

prevail under c:a})italism, because the values ol the woikers’ prod-

ucts and hence ol their productive services would be determined

not by the economic forces ol a free market but by the planners’

noticjns as tcj the social value of these prcjclucts and services, and

because all persons would have an opportunity to accjuire the edu-

cation and training necessary to the breaking down ol the environ-

mental barriers to eligilnlity for the ])etter paying jobs.

In so lar as a socialistic system would de])end upon wages to

furnish incentixes or motivation for the workeis, it would be ex-

pected that some ty[)e ol incentive w^age system would be used to

reward the workers for turning out gi eater cjuantitics and better

cjualities of product. However, such a wage system would be pro-

tected from tlie worst abuses which it might contain under capital-

ism. Minimum hourly or daily wages would prc^bably be set up and

these would be paid to all workers employed in a particular type of

work, with tlie incentive difierentials superimposed on these mini-

mum wages. Moreover, the incentive wage system would not be

used as a device for speeding up and then exploiting the workers.

That is, after the incentive dificientials had induced the workers to

increase their output, there would be no profit-seeking capitalistic

employers to cut piece rates so that the workers would have to work

much harder than formerly to obtain even their former earnings.

On the other hand, as we noted in the preceding chapter, a social-

istic system would not depend entirely on dilferences in earnings to

furnish incentives to the workers. Many othei economic and non-

economic incentives would be employed to spur the w^orkers on to

high productivity and accomplishments.

We cannot c one hide in an olfhand fashion that real wages wcmld

be higher in a socialistic economy than in a cajn’talistic economy.

The level of real wages under socialism would depend on many
factors, such as (1) the quantity and quality of land and natural

resources available in the system in relation to tlie size of the popu-

lation; (2) the presence or absence of large quantities of highly

skilled and trained labor; (3) the effectiveness of the incentives of

the system and the size of the total national income which resulted;

(4) the skill with which the planners did their work and the smooth-
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ness with which the plans were carried out; and (5) the temper ot

die planners and the way in which they divided the productive re-

sources of the economy as between turning out goods for immediate

consum})tion and the production of capital goods or armaments and

ecpiipinent for war. Other things equal—that is, under any given

conditions with respect to productive resources, labor supply, ef-

liciency, size of the total national income, and division of the na-

tional income as between present and future needs—the great masses

of woi'kers under socialism should be better off than under cajhtal-

isin because of the much more equal division of the consumai)lc

])ortion of the national income. On the otlicr hand, managers and

olhcials of enterprises would not be able to command the large in-

comes which go to them under capitalism.

T he crux of the whole matter, Iroin the point of view of the work-

ers, would be the absence, under socialistic democracy, of any large

class of j^ersons who could feather tlieir own nests by mistreating the

, workers. With no profit-seeking entei prisers in a position to make
larger profits by holding down wages, it would be exj)ected that

wages would absorb almost the entire consumable portion of the

national income. Since there would be no one to gain by em]>loying

the workers long hours under miserable working conditions, it

would be expected that hours and working conditions would be as

favorable as they could be and still be consistent with the economic

plans of the system. On the other hand, if the government were not

democratic under socialism, it might be possible for the ruling

bureaucracy to secure itself firmly in power and replace the capital-

istic enterprisers as a class which could profit by holding down wages

and insisting on long hours of labor under unfavorable working

conditions.

Labor Organizations under Socialism, According to the pros-

pectus, labor organizations or unions would be not merely tolerated

but actively encouraged under socialism. The labor unions would

presumably be of the industrial rather than the craft type, so. that

they would represent the great industrial group interests rather

than the narrow stratifications of labor. I he functions of labor

unions under socialism would difier considerably from those which

they have under capitalism. In the first place, the unions would not

be bargaining and fighting organizations primarily under socialism.

Since the workers would receive virtually the entire consumable

portion of the national income as wages, there would be no other
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large classes of income receivers to fight witli over matters ol income

distribution, and there would be very little to fight over since the

various workers would share rather equally in the (onsumabk? por-

tion of the national income. Collective bargaining would still exist

between labor unions and management, but only to determine the

exact wage rates, hours, and woiking conditions, within tlie rather

narrow limits set by the economic planners, wliich shoidd prevail in

particular plants and industries, (x)llectivc agrecaiicnts, embodying

the exact terms agreed upon, would prol^ably be drawn up for speci-

fied pericjds of time.

I.abor unions under socialism prcd)ably would not be allowed

to use strikes, boycotts, and other customary weapons of organized

labor under capitalism. Since the workers as citizens would be part

envners of the varic^us industries of the economy, the woi kers of any

particular industry could only strike against themselves or against

other gre^ups of workers, and neither procedure would be very sen-

sible or profitable, d he workers of any one industry would know
that cictnands for higher wages on their part would be met by similar

demands by the workers of other industries and that the workers

as a whole cannot obtain as wages more than the entire consumable

portion of the national income regardless of what might happen to

wage rates or the sum total of money wages paid out. Moreover, it

is planned that the workers under socialism will be represented,

through their unions, in the management of all sorts of enterprises

and industries. This in itself would have the ellect of moderating

the demands of the workers since they would be more conscious

than usual of tlie problems of management and would no longer

merely be familiar witli their own side of the picture. Being repre-

sented in management, lalior unions could place their legitimate

claims before the responsible officials without any show or use of

force. Since it has been so steadfastly denied them under capital-

ism, this privilege of being represented in the management of indus-

tries and enterprises shotdd mean a great deal to the workers.

Besides the bargaining and managing functions, labor unions

would carry on many types of activities under socialism. Individual

grievances between workers and management would still arise in the

best regulated economy, and the unions would play an important

part in the settlement of such cases. When individual workers com-
plained that they were not receiving the wages to which they were
entitled, that they were being made to work unduly long hours, that
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their advancement was being retarded for personal reasons, or that

they were being discriminated against in other ways, the unions

would step in and help iron out the difficulties. I'he unions might

well be entrusted with the management of the various social insur-

ance schemes and funds which the economy would operate. They
would probably be expected to cooperate with management in

handling problems of labor absenteeism, lateness to work, and un-

due labor turnover, and in stimulating the workers to increased

efficiency and productivity. Finally, the unions would carry on a

variety of cultural, soc ial, educational, and recreational activities, as

they do under capitalism,

^Social lnsura7we under Socialism. An ideal socialistic system

would undoubtedly have a complete and adequate system of social

insurance to provide economic security for the workers. Indeed,

socialists claim that a really comprehensive scheme of social in-

surance can be efficiently operated only in their system. Under
socialism, all the risks of the workers would be pooled; the various

types of benefits would be closely integrated with each other; wages,

contributions, and benefits would be properly coordinated in con-

nection with each type of social insurance; and the cost of the in-

surance would be placed immediately and directly where it be-

longed—that is, on society as a whole. Of course, the details of

the various social insurance plans cannot be predicted accurately in

advance. Howexer, the socialists contend that there would be no

need for unemployment insurance in their economic system, and all

other social insurance schemes would be supplementary to their

requirement that all able-bodied persons should work if they wish

to receive income and to their proposal for incentive wage and

salary systems.

Employment under Socialism. The socialists contend that there

would always be employment for all available labor in their system,

for the chief cause of unemployment under capitalism—business de-

pressions—could be eliminated. Society as a whole, operating

through the government, would be the only business enterpriser of

importance, the results desired from economic activity as a whole

would be planned before the individual phases of this activity were

undertaken, competitive wastes would be eliminated, and the con-

flict of individual and social interests would be a thing of the past.

As productive activities expanded, there would be no private enter-

prisers to fear the future and strive to protect profits or minimize
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losses, and society as a whole, as we have suggested on previous

occasions, is and should be tremendously indifferent to money profits

or losses. Iliis is not to say that business cycles would be auto-

matically eliminated under socialism, for their elimination would

dejicnd upon the skill with which the economic system was oper-

ated. However, such a system should be able to prevent cyclical

fluctuations if an earnest effort was made to secure this result, tor

under socialism there never would come a time in the expansion of

productive and distributive activities when it would become neces-

sary or desirable for society, as the only enterpriser, to retrench, cut

production, discharge workers, curtail the purchase of materials and

supplies, and so on, because of considerations of money profit and

loss. With production based on and adapted to social needs, there

would be virtually no fear of business cycles because there are no

cyclical fluctuations in social needs for economic goods which could

produce cyclical fluctuations in economic activities. Under such a

system, production in individual lines would be curtailed only when
goods of certain kinds were being produced in sufficient abundance

for the satisfaction ol human wants.

Under these conditions, say the socialists, only incredible stupid-

ity would permit any significant volume of unemployment to exist

for workers or for other productive resources. Since society as a

whole, as the enterpriser, w^ould not have to make profits from the

employment of workers and other productive agents, it would not be

difficult to find things for all the productive agents to produce.

Agents of production w^ould be regarded as “profitably employed’'

from the social point of view as long as they produced things which

the members of society needed or desired, a concept which would

furnish virtually limitless possibilities for employment in view of

what is known about the nature of human wants. Of course, social-

ists hope and expect that technological changes and improvements

would continue to be made in their system, and it would be inevit-

able that such innovations would displace workers at times, but it

should be possible for a socialistic system to hold such displace-

ments to a minimum. Some industries would still show a degree of

seasonableness in their labor requirements under socialism, but in

other cases the seasonableness which exists under capitalism could

be reduced greatly, if not eliminated. In any case, if workers were

thrown out of employment for any rea.son under socialism, they

would have excellent prospects of being reemployed if the
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economy maintained the policy of affording employment for labor

as long as labor could produce goods whicli the ( itizens needed or

desired.

Population under Socialism, A sociaJislic economy might con-

ceivably adopt a population {)olicy as a temporary expedient, but no

definite policy in this matter is in j^rospect for such an economy. On
the whole, it would seem that conditions would be favorable for an

increasing population under socialism. In fact, some critics of so-

cialism contend that the population of such an economy might in-

crease so rapidly as to constitute a problem. The theory is that pop-

ulation growth is held in check under capitalism by the desire of the

citizens for economic advancement and a high standard of living,

since an ovcrsupply of children may keep a family from getting

ahead. Under socialism, with employment at good wages guaran-

teed to all and support assured for one’s children as we ll as for one-

self, the size of families might increase so rapidly as to bring about

a sharp reduction in standards of living despite the best productive

efforts of the citizens. 1 hese arguments are, of course, in the field of

speculation. The number of children which a family will contain is

influenced, in any system, by a large number of considerations or

fcjrces many of which are noneconomic in character. The pressure

of j)ublic opinion might go far toward preventing an unduly great

increase in numbers. Moreo\er, under capitalism, the largest

families are often found in the most wretched and miserable groups

of citizens, and there is no certainty at all that a general improve-

ment in living standards would lead to an unduly rapid rate of

population growth under socialism.

Labor under Communism. In most of these matters which are con-

nected with the status of labor, there is little reason to think that

conditions under ideal communism would differ greatly from those

of ideal socialism. Of course, workers would be expected to dis-

tribute themselves among occupations and industries on the basis

of their ability to contribute to the welfare of scxic ty and not on

the basis of differentials in wages. They would be expected to work

according to their ability, and in return they would receive real

income and consume on the basis of their needs. Otherwise, a com-

munistic system would probably offer, at least in theory, the so

cialist goals of full employment, satisfactory hours of labor and

working conditions, social security, and the right of labor to

organization.
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The Stains of Labor in Soviet Russia

Before the outbreak of war with Germany, tliere were some 30.4

million workers in what the leaders of Soviet Russia call the “na-

tional economy.’' ’’ Of this total, between 1 1 and 12 million were in

industry, over 3 million were in various branches of transportation,

some 2.5 million were in trade, almost 2 million were in construc-

tion, and about 3 million were in agriculture. Agricultural workers

in the national economy included only those employees who worked

for wages and not the collective farmers or individual peasants.

During World War II, the number of workers in the national

economy declined to 27.3 millions, but it had recovered to 30.3 mil-

lions by the end of 1946. I’he goal for 1950 is 33.5 million workers.^®

Wages, Hours, and Working Conditions. The Russian workers

find the basic specifications, or maximum and minimum rec|uire-

ments, concerning their w’ages, hours, and working conditions in the

Labor Code of 1922, as amended by several later decrees. I’he

standard work day for industrial workers and office employees, prior

to June, 1940, was seven hours. A six-hour day was standard in

various difficult and dangerous occupations and lor young w^orkers

between the ages of 16 and 18. Except for purposes of training, no

employment was permitted for persons under 16 years of age. The
work week was continuous, and productive facilities were operated

by means of three shifts per day, but the individual workers enjoyed

a day off after every five days of w'oi k. Thus, while rest days were fre-

C|uent, there was no definite day of rest for all the workers. The
workers were entitled to an annual vacation of from tw^o weeks to

a month with full pay. It is hardly necessary to say that tlu'se con-

ditions compared very favoiably with those which prevailed in the

leading capitalistic countries.

Most of the.se conditions w^re changed for the w^orse during the

period of World War 11. In June, 1910, the standard w^ork day was

increased to eight hours for ordinary workers, and to seven hours for

very heavy work, though the six-hour day was retained for excep-

tionally dangerous or harmful work. Eight hours also became the

standard day for office w^orkers and for young w^orkers between the

ages of 16 and 18. The continuous work week for productive facili-

ties and the five-day work week for individual w'orkers were elimi-

^ Harry Schwartz, Russians Postwar Economy, p. 70.

71.
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natccl. The common six-day work week was instituted and the

seventh day, Sunday, became the day of rest for workers in general.

The Ministries were given the power to extend or abrogate the

collective agreements which were then in force. In July, 1911, a

decree made it possible to require two or three hours of overtime

work per day, with pay at the rate ol time and onc-half for the over-

time. All vacations for wenkers were discontinued, but additional

compensation was provided for work during what would normally

have been \acati(3n periods.’’ T'hese changes were comparable to

those whicli occurred in other countries under wartime conditions.

By 1948, tlie wartime practice of general overtime work had been

eliminated, but the eight-hour day had been officially sidrstituted for

the seven-hour day as the basic work day lor peacetime conditions.

It is probable that this eight-hour day and the 48-hour work week

will be continued for some time.’-

As previously suggested, general conditions wdth respect to wages

are established by the Labor Code and the supplementary decrees,

while the total funds to be used for w^age payments annually in

individual industries and in the economy as a whole are determined

by the economic planners. Then specific levels of wages and wage

differentials are established for the various industries by the Council

of Ministers, the individual ministries, and ostensibly by collective

bargaining between labor unions and management. In practice,

however, collective bargaining resulting in crdlective agreements

was widely abandoned after 1934 and w^as revived again only in

1947. The subjects to be covered by the new collective agreements

are: increasing the productivity of the workers, the substitution of

piece rates for time rates and the improvement ol production norms,

programs for training workers and technical personnel, devices for

improving labor discipline, measures to improve the safety of work-

ing conditions, the improvement of the workers’ housing, living

conditions, and food, and the improvement of recreational facilities

for workers.

Wages are on a piecework basis in Soviet Russia wherever possible

and are intended to give due regard for the skill required. Even

before the war, about three-fourths of all wages were based on piece

These changes were report eel in the American Reinew on the Smnet Union,

April and June, 1911: Foreign Commerce Weehly, Marcli 8, 1911; and Interna-

tionnl Reference Sennee, May, 1911.

12 Harry Schwartz, Russia's Postwar Economy, p. 76.

i3/I;/d., pp. 78-79.
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rates and in about a third of the cases provided additional bonuses

or premiums for increased cpiantitics or improved quality of output.

We have commented already on the extent of differentials in wages

or earnings in the preceding cliapters and need only say here that

these differentials are intended to be adequate to give incentives to

all (lasses of workers, thoi*gh tlic Soviet system does not intend to

depend altogether on such economic incentives. In general, the

piecework system of wage payments is allowed to operate as a gen-

uine incentive wage system, for production nc^rms are raised or

piece rates cut only in emergcTuy situations or when the old norms

or rates have become clearly outmoded.

Still other economic rewards, as well as honors, are available for

exceptional workers in Russia. Unusually efficient workers may be

given the title of Heroes (jf Socialist 'Foil, which carries with it extra

pay of from 10 to 50 rubles j)er month, exemption from certain

taxes, )(‘duced rent, free stieci-car service, increased social security

benefits, and protection from summary eviction from liting quar-

ters. The government was active in encouraging the Stakhanovite

movement, which led to large increases in the ])roductivity and earn-

ings of many wcjrkers. Many purely honorary awards are also used,

as we have seen previously. 1 he liking of the workers for the system

is supposed to be indicated by the enthusiasm with which they

engage in socialist competition and undertake extra work without

compensation on their free days.

1 he wages of Russian workers also suffered to some extent in the

war and early pcjstwar pericxls. After increases of 15 to 50 per cent

in work quotas (norms for the incentive wage systems) had occurred

beginning in 1936, after the vStakhanovite movement had indicated

that the old quotas were greatly out of date, further changes were

made in 1940. It was the n decieed that work cjuotas should be

increased and piece rates decreased in proportion to the increase of

the working day which occurred at that time, and that existing

rates of pay for workers paid by the day and monthly rates for

salaried employees be retained in spite of increases in hours. The
net results were both increased hours of work and reduced hourly

rates of pay. 14ms, the Russian government eventually came to treat

the workers as it had often accused capitalistic employers of treat-

ing them.

Similar developments occurred in the early postwar period. In

September, 1946, substantial increases in the prices of rationed foods
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were made, with most of them rising to roughly three times their

wartime levels, while wages were increased to a much smaller extent,

d’hen in March and April, 1947, work quotas were raised again lor

workers on the piecew^oik basis. Such increases in work quotas

result in wage cuts for w'orkers who do not increase their outputs,

since workers are often paid both bonuses and higher piece rates

for production in excess of their norms or w^ork quotas. Higher

norms ihcrelore mean that workers must produce nioJC before they

can begin to cash in on the higher piece rates or bonuses.

Criticisms of Russian Wages, Honrs, and Working Conditions.

We noted in the preceding chapter that the Russians have attempted

to use the piecework basis of w^age payment for some ly[)cs of wa)rk

wdiich in other countries w'ould not lx* considered well suited lor

this system. In some cases, the piecew’ork system has led to the turn-

ing out of large (juaiuiiies of jow-qualily product, to an unduly large

amount of overtime work, and to a taihne to use saleguards for

w^orkers in cases where such devices w'ould lower tlie speed at w4iich

work could be carried on. I he Stakhanovite movemeni led to great

increases in productivity in many cases and made possible a revision

of obsolete production standards, but it had many bad ellects. It

led to a craze for record-breaking, and many a spurious record w^as

set up by especially selected wwkers under artificially favorable con-

ditions. Elementary rules for the safety of the w'orkeis were for-

gotten, accidents increased in number, and the health ol the workers

suffered. Machinery and eejuipment w^ere carelessly used and large

quantities of spoiled and incomplete products were turned out. The
raising of production standards aroused discontent among the masses

of ordinary wwkers wTo were not capable of achieving records, and

the high earnings of the Stakhanovists put them in a social class by

themselves. Finally, some WTiters hold that the movement concen-

trated attention on increasing productivity by means of an intensifi-

cation of effort on the part of individual workers to the neglect of

the important factors of scientific management and organizatipn of

production, which also greatly needed improvement in the Russian

system. It is only fair to say, however, that other writers hold ex-

actly the opposite opinion on this last point.^'*

The more determined critics of the Russian system profess to re-

gard it as a dictatorship over the proletariat rather than a dictator-

See A. Yugow, Russians Economic Front for War and Peace, pp. 190' 1 95,

and A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, pp. 336-337.
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siiip ol the jMolctariat and contend that the wages, hours, and work-

ing conditions specified by the laws and collective agreements are

meaningless except as a device for deceiving outside observers of

the Soviet system. In practice, it is said, the managers of Russian

enterprises ate utider great pressure to fulhll the plans and aie sub-

ject to severe punishment il they fail to do so. As the lesser of two

evils, they rather oj:)cnly violate the conditions of the Labor Code.

Workers are compelled to put in 14 or 16 hours per day t ather than

8; and 9 or 10 hours, instead of 7, in the heavy or dangerous occu-

pations. J hey are also compelled to work on their so-called rest

days. While the workers are said to '‘volunteer'' for such extra work,

it is actually proposed to the workcTS by Party men, and workers

who do not volunteer are turned over to the N.K.V.D. as counter-

revolutionaries. Occasionally, labor grievances are investigated,

blame is placed on certain managers, union officials, or Paity men,

and a few ollendcrs arc litjuidated, whereupon the system continues

o[)erating as before.^'

Certainly it is true that, in the past few years, the Soviet Russian

system, made desperate by problems of labor turnover, absenteeism,

and lateness to work, imposed very severe controls on the individual

workers. Starting in 1938, each worker was made to carry a labor

book which contained a full record of his career, including social

origin, history, training, types of employment, past sins and fines,

and reasons for dismissal from past jobs, or for changing jobs

without being dismissed. A worker could not be hired unless he had

this labor book and workers with unfavorable records sometimes

had difliculty in getting jobs. During the war period, many new
workers did not have labor books and managers were allowed to

disregard this matter in hiring workers. However, the old system

was reestablished in the fall of 1946.

Also beginning in 1938 a worker had to give one month's notice

in order to give up his job even when he was not under contract,

and a worker who left without notice or was discharged for crimes

or breaches of labor discipline could be evicted summarily from his

living cjuarters and denied such quarters elsewhere. One day's un-

justified absence from work might bring dismissal and eviction,

while any malicious breach of labor discipline might mean dis-

missal and criminal prosecution. Any worker who was late to work
without sufficient reasons, left early for lunch, returned late from

15 F. Utley, The Dream We T.ost, pp. 172-178.
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lunch, left the enterprise early, or loafed in working time, was
considered guilty of a serious olfense. I’lircc such violations in one
month, or four in two consecutive months, could result in dismissal.

Vacations were granted only to workers who had been employed at

least eleven consecutive months in one job, and workers who had
spent more than two years in a single position were granted longer

vacations and increased social security benelits of one kind and
another.

Under wartime conditions, further regulations were issued which

bound the workers firmly to the enterprises which employed them.

Workers could leave their jobs only if the managers of the enter-

prises gave their permission, and such permission could be given

only in cases of incapacitating illness, invalidism, or assignment to

study. Workers who gave up their jobs without permission could be

punished by imprisonment for two to four months. Even absence

from work could be punished by six months of correctional labor at

the usual place of employment at a 25-per-cent reduction in wages.

On the other hand, after October, 1940, each Ministry had the

power to transfer engineers, construction workers, foremen,

draughtsmen, bookkeepers, economists, financial and planning

workers, and other skilled workers from one plant to another, re-

gardless of location. However, such workers kept their seniority

rights, received credit for their experience, and were allowed to take

their families with them. They received transportation allowances,

wages during their trips and for six days after, and a subsidy equal

to three or four months’ wages to help them to get settled.^®

Before 1940, these restrictions on labor and severe penalties for

breaches of labor discipline had no very important practical effects,

perhaps because their strict enforcement would have deprived many
Russian enlerprises of their labor supply. In June, 1940, however,

plant managers and heads of governmental bureaus who fail to

prosecute workers guilty of breaches of labor discipline, or who
hire workers who are hiding from prosecution as a result of breaches

of labor discipline at other plants or bureaus, were themselves made

liable to prosecution and imprisonment for three years or less for

abuse of power or nonexercise of power. Some plant managers have

been removed from their positions and sent to prison under this

decree, and so have doctors who have shown a “lack of class con-

sciousness in the issuance of hospital certificates,” and public prose-

American Review on the Soxaet Union, April, 19-11.
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cutors and judges who have tailed to prosecute or punish workers

or managers under the various decrees.

Real Wages and Standards of Living, Even if we were to take the

Labor Code and subsequent decrees at their face value with respect

to the wages, hours, and working conditions of Russian labor, we

should have to remember that real wages must depend ultimately

on the total productivity of the Russian economy. As long as this

productivity remains low and the national real income available for

consumption remains small, the system of wage payments may be

very fair and the hours and working conditions very favorable, and

yet the Russian workers will not be well off with respect to real

wages and standards of living. By all accounts, therefore, the real

wages and standards of living of the Russian workers remain low by

comparison with those of the workers of the leading capitalistic

countries. Just how low they are is difficult to determine because of

special peculiarities of the Russian situation.

In summarizing the difficulties of estimation, one writer says:

The greater part of the income of the agricultural population is in

kind. No study whatever has been made of the social stratification of

either town or country'. The needs of the population have greatly in-

creased since the Revolution and have undergone substantial changes in

the kind of goods in demand. The published wage rates are merely the

minimum rates cstal)lished by law and only averages are published. There
are no official indexes or family budgets to serve as a basis for estimating

real wages. There is no regular official publication of the prices of the

basic articles ol consumption. Until 1985 workers were paid partly in

money and partly in kind. Prices for the same articles in government,
kolkhoz, and private stores differed widely. No studies have been made
of fluctuations in the jnirchasing power of the ruble. Such studies of the

budgets of workers or kolkhoz members as have been made relate to small

groups of those most favorably situated.^^

Sometimes an attempt is made to get at the standards of living of

the Russian workers by calculating that the ordinary worker would
have to use four months' wages to purchase a pair of shoes or a suit

of fair quality, and a week’s pay for a shirt, and so on. This ap-

proach is not very helpful, for we do not know that such articles are

as important in the standards of living of Russian workers as in

those of our own workers, or even that the articles, though familiar

enough to us, are really a part of that quantum of commodities and

17 A. Yugow, Russia's Economic Front for War arid Peace, ]). 198. Reprinted by

permission of the publishers.
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services which ordinary Russian workers feci tliat they must liave.

Howe\cc it is possible to say that, at ilic end of tlie Second Five-

Year Plan, the average annual per capita consumption of meat in

Russia w^as 21.1 kilograms, as (ompaicd w'ith G2 kilograms in the

FJnitcd States and England, and 18 kilograms in Germany. Per

capita milk consumption in Russia wms 170 kilograms, as compared

with 400 kilograms in England and in Germany. Sugar con-

sumption in Russia was about ly4 times greatei* than in prc-Sovict

days, but it remained only half that of C.ermany, tw^o-fifths that of

the United States, and one-third that of England.

Studies of consumption among the workers in large-scale indus-

tries in Moscow^ Leningrad, Kharkov, and other large cities indi-

cated that in 19.S7 the a\eragc worker liad O.f) of a suit of clothes

and 1.5 pairs of shoes. Some 20 per cent of the workers' families liad

radios, 3 per cent had j)honographs, 2.8 per cent had bicycles, and

0.8 per cent had (ameras.^-' I'hese (onditions in consumption were

what WT should expect on the basis of what we have learned con-

cerning the heavy rate of capital accumulation and investment in

Russia, the underfulfil Iment of plans for the production of con-

sumeis' goods, and the ratic^ning of many j)roducts. On the other

hand, there was no doubt that the standards of living of the Russian

workers were impro\ing, though slowly, in the years before World
War II.

During the war, the standard of living of the average Russian

workers received a sharp setback, for the production of consumers’

goods at the worst fell to a])out half the 1940 level. A considerable

recovery occurred soon after the w^ar, l>ut it was not until late 1917

that prcxluction in general reached the level of 1940. I’his left the

Russian workers as consumers very badly off, because the ]:>roduction

of consumers’ goods showed the usual tendency to lag behiiul pro-

duction in general, and the attainment of the 1910 level of consum-

ers’ goods production, had it occurred, w^ould not have brought the

consumers back to 1940 levels on a per capita basis because of popu-

lation changes. In the years to come, wc may expect real wMges and

standards of living of the Russian workers to improve beyond the

1940 level, in the absence of further w^ars. Moreover, if the real in-

come of the Russian economy ever becomes as great in proportion

to population as that of the United States, we may expect the ordi-

is [bid., p. 203.

Ibid., p. 212.
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nary Russian worker to be better ofF than the ordinary American

worker with respect to livinj:^ standards because of tlie more cc[ual

division c:)f income whicJi exists in Russia.

Labor Ujiions in Russia. Russian workers are not only permitted

but aJso encouraged tc^ belong to labor unions, and prac ticallv all of

them do so. "The unions are organi/.ed on a national industrial basis

for the most part, rather than on a craft or establishment basis.

That is, a union is likely to include all workers throughout the

country who work in enterprises turning out the same kind of })rod-

uct. The Russian labor movement is thoroughly organizxd ail the

way frenn local and factory committees through inter-union district

or city councils and regional or republic councils to the All-Union

Congress of Trade Unions and the All-Union Central Ccmimittee
of Trade Unions. The union members pay dues which amount to

about
1 per cent of their wages.

1 he functions ot Russian labor unions arc cjuite numerous, at

least in theory. In the first place, they are supposed to bargain col-

lectively with management concerning the exact wages, hours, and
working conditions which are to prevail in individual industries

and occupations. Secondly, they are supposed to participate in the

work of management. This involves discussing, and advising man-
agement with respect to, the economic plans for particular indus-

tries and helping to make actual managerial decisions. It will be

remembered that the important managerial decisions in each ])lant

or enterprise were originally to be made by a triumvirate, or

1 roika, composed of the manager of the enterprise, a Party repre-

sentative, and a union representative. Thirdly, the unions cooperate

with management in several respects. I'hcy promote labor discipline

(by discouraging absenteeiMii, lateness to work, and labor turnover),

encourage socialist competition, try to improve the worker’s skill

and increase productivity, take some i esponsibility Ic^r the mainte-

nance of machinery and ecpiipment, handle the minor delin(|uencies

of union members, engage in labor recruiting, and in general work
for the fulfilJjiKiU and overfulfillment of the jdans. finally, the

unions carry on several functions for the benefit of their members.
They protect workers against accidents by promoting and enforcing

safety measures, see to it that healthful and pleasant working condi-

tions are maintained, carry on factory inspection, administer social

insurance and relief systems, protect the workers against arbitrary
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treatment by management, and carry on a variety of activities in

connection with vacations, education, recreation, and culture.

All this gives us a rather favorable picture of the status of labor

unions in Russia, but the critics of the system, while they do not

deny the widespread membership of the unions, contend that their

alleged functions arc a sham and a delusion. 'Fhe collective bargain-

ing function amounts to nothing at all, it is said, because wages,

hours, and working conditions are strictly determined by state

agencies and the unions never (]uestion them. In fact, they do not

even bother to insist on collective agreements in many cases. Union

participation in management is purely iK:)minal. All members of the

TToika were likely to be Party members in the old days, which

meant that their decisions would be in line with Party objectives.

If any member c:)f the T roika was not a Party member, it was likely

to be tile ti aclc union i epi ( sentative, wliich meant that he would be

powerless in comparison with the other members. Thus, the union

rcpieseritative would content himself with recommending the in-

stallaticjii of drinking fountains ov shower baths and would avoid

(juestions of great importance to the w^cjrkers. In any case, the

Troika was abolished in 1937, and each manager was j>laced in full

charge of his plant. The unions are said to be completely unable to

])rotcct the workers against summary dismissal, eviction, or impris-

onment; against violation of the w^ages, hours, and working condi-

tions provided by law; or against the violation of safety codes and

other {irotective measures. Their ‘‘cooperation wu'th management"

means merely that they function as slave-drivers, employment bu-

reaus, and collectors of forced loans. They represent the interests of

the ruling bureaucracy and not those of the workers. According to

this opinion, real labor unions do not exist in Russia today any

more than they did in Na/i Germany.^^

Social Insurance in Russia. Soviet Russia has a rather comprehen-

sive system of social insurance. According to the official version,

there is no unemployment in the Soviet economy, and no unem-
ployment insurance is necessary, but benefits arc provided in connec-

tion with illness, accidents, old age, death, and childbirth. Benefits

for workers who become ill begin at once and amount to full wages

for wwkers receiving up to 180 rubles per month, in addition to

free medical attention. The benefit for total disability may be as

much as the full wages formerly earned, and in cases of partial disa-

20 F. Utley, The Dream We Lost, p. 178.
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bility a compensatory wage, equal to the dilTerence between former

and present earnings, is paid. Death benefits include burial ex-

penses, immediate financial assistance, and pensions for surviving

dependents. Tlie pensions run from one-third of former wages for

one dependent up to three-fourths of former wages for three or

more dependents. Old age benefits run from one third to 100 per

cent of former wages dej)ending on circumstances. In general, an

ordinary worker who has been employed for 25 years or more may

expect to retire at age 60 on about 50 to 55 per cent of former

wages. I'he provisions for women workers and workers in dangerous

trades are somewhat more favorable. Women receive maternity

benefits, and maternity leave consisting of eight weeks before and

eight weeks after childbirth. y\ll expenses of social security are paid

by management and added to cost. I he expenses for various enter-

prises and types of workers run from 10 to 20 per cent of the wage

bill and average some 14 per cent. Admission to benefits and the

actual distribution ol funds are in the hands of the labor unions.

Total expcndiiures lor education, health service, social security, and

other cultural purposes were suj)posed to reach 48 billion rubles in

1941 and are scheduled to hit 106 billion rubles in 1950.

Criticisms of the Russian system of social ijisurance are fairly

numerous. Quite a large number ol persons are excluded from the

system (including members of nomadic tiibes, jxasants, hunters and
fishers, and collective farmers). Comparatively few citizens have

been able to receive the benefits up to the present time. A few years

ago only 125,000 persons out ol 170,000,000 were receiving old age

benefits, dliose who receive the benefits apj)arently dcj not get the

full benefits provided by law in many cases. When the cost of social

insurance is borne rather directly by the general public, it is diflicult

to prevent malingering and other anti social practices. Workers who
have been ill or injured )neteiid to be unable to resume wcjrk when
in fact they could do so, and pregnant women hire themselves out

as industrial employees in oider to get the maternity benefits.

Finally, the sexaal insurance benefits have been used to try to pre-

vent labor turnover. It is reported that full social insurance benefits

are paid only to workers who have spent six years or more in

one job.

Unemployment in Russia. The leaders of the economy proudly

refer to Russia as the land without unemployment. Fhe federal con-

stitution guarantees employment as one of the fundamental rights
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of the citizens, and the planned econoniy has apparently gone tar

toward making good on this guarantee in practice. The First Five-

Year Plan predicted a considerable decline in the* volume of unem-

ployment and a reduction in the number of registered unemployed

Irom 2,000,000 to 550,000. Actually, the unemployed were put to

work much more rapidly than had been expected, and uncmj)loy-

ment insurance and the labor exchanges were eliminated in 1930.

Since then the official verdict has been that Russia has been strug-

gling with a labor shortage rather than a problem of unemploy-

ment.

Critics of the Sovie t regime, however, doubt very much that

Russia should be considered an economy of full eniploytuent. They

claim that many persons who would otlierwise have been unem-

ployed have been j)ut to work at forced laben' on a variety of govern-

mental jirojects (such as the White Sea Canal, the Baikal-yVmur

Railroad, and the Furksib Railroad). 'Fhese workers, whose num-

bers are cstiniaU'd at 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 by some writers and as

high as 17,000,000 or 18,000,000 by others, are employed under the

most miserable conditions imaginable. In ordinary industries,

large numbers of workers are employed at extremely low wages and

a subsistence standard of living. These workers would probably be

uncmjiloyed if decent wages had to be paid, it is argued, for their

present low wages, it paid according to the value of the workers"

services, indicate that their j)roducts are of very slight value to the

economy as a whole. The Russian economy appears to have no un-

employment because of these factors and because workers, when
they become unemployed, are not allowed to clutter up the streets

of the industrial cities. Instead they are sent back to the farms, and

it is in agriculture that unemployment shows itself—not in the form

of completely idle workers, for it is easy to apj)ear to have something

to do cjn the farm, but in the form of an excessive and unnecessarily

large labor supply. Collective farmers were given plots of land for

their own use partly because they were not fully enij^loyed on the

collective farms, and even under the stringent regulations of recent

years the collective farmers have only been reejuired to spend 80 to

150 days per year in working on the collective farm land. This sug-

gests that the collective farms could have gotten along successfully

with much less labor than was actually available for them in most

years. Thus, it is contended that unemployment is merely disguised,

and not eliminated, in the Russian system.
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On the other hand, there is no doubt that the market demand
for skilled and trained workers in Russia has exceeded the market

supply under the planned economy. Although almost six million

skilled workers had been trained under the first tw^o Five-Year Plans

and many more from 19.^7 to 1910, a decree of 1910 provided for

the conscription and mobilization ol all boys of 14 and 15 years of

ai;e for training in vocational and trans]K)rl schools, and ol boys

ol 10 and 17 years for training in factory schools. In 1941, girls of

14 to 17 years were mcjbilized tor training in commercial schools.

T4u‘ pupils were fed, clothed, and hcjused at governmental expense,

and were to make restitution by serving as soldiers of industiy lor

four years at ordinary wages in the government plants to which they

were assigned. T4ie cotnses of training varied in length from six

months to three years and the mobilizatic:)ns were supposed to allect

from 800,000 to 1,000,000 young persons in each year.-^ 1 Iicse train-

ing programs c^perated through the war period and have been ex-

tended into the [postwar period. Quite apart from any conditions of

labor shortage or surplus in particular fields, thcTe would seem to

be no good reason why the Russian planned economy cannot fur-

nish virtually full emplcjyment for labor if the leaders strongly

desire to do so.

Population Policy in Russia. The population of Russia is not only

large but, in normal times, growing rapidly. It increased from 159.3

million in 1913 to 154.2 million in 1928, 165.7 million in 1932, and

193 million in 1940 after the absorption of Latvia, Estonia, Idthu-

ania, and other areas into the Soviet LInion. The birth rate in

Russia has remained steadily high at about 40 per thousand of

population. Howtvct, Russia, unlike the fascist ccjuntries, is said to

have no governmental f>o]icy of stimulating popidation grc:)wth and

the leaders of the system would attribute the rapid growth of popu-

lation to the favorable economic and social conditions which })revail

in Russia. Among the conditions favorable to population growth

arc fiTe medical attention and allow^ances to help out with the ex-

penses attending childbirth, the certainty of employment for parents

w4io need it, social security and the accompanying freedom from
fear and worry, and the basing of marriage and the family on the

secure foundation of Icnc and affection rather than economic con-

siderations and expediency. On the other hand, Russia has main-

tained in recent years some of the measures which are part of the

foreign Commerce January 18, 1911, p. 105.
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population policies of the fascist countries. For example, in 193G,

Russia began to pay bonuses of 2000 rubles per year for five years

for each child beyond the sixth in individual families, and bonuses

of 5000 riddles for one year and 5000 rubles per year for four addi-

tional years for each child beyond the tenth in individual families.

Siuh developments suggest rather clearly that the leaders of the

country are definitely anxious for Russia to have a rapidly growing

po})ulation.

QUESTiOlSS

1. How arc wages, hours, and working conditions for labor determined

under capitalism? Expl.un.

2. “The citizens of the United States as a group have not always been

willing to accept the wages, hours, and working conditions, produced

by the operation of market forces, as entire ly satisfactory,” Explain.

5.

How do you account for the formation of labor unions among the

workers unfler our c.ipitalistic system?

4. “Witli some conspicuous exceptions, employers in the United States

have been bitterly oj)posed to the growth and development of labor

unic^ns.” Show whether you agree.

5. “Business cycles, which produce such a tremendous volume of unem-
ployment for workers, are peculiar to capitalistic economic systems.”

Do you agree? Explain.

6. “During World War 11, labor in the United State's was subjected

temporarily to rather rigorous governmental controls.” Explain.

7. “In the postwar period, the federal government of the United States

can and should guarantee full employment tc> its citizens without in-

terfering with any other phases of the economic lile of the country.”

Discuss.

8. Discuss the adecpiacy of the .social insurance system of the United

States and the economic issues involved in the extension of the sys-

tem,

9. How would tlic wages, hours, and working conditions for labor be

determined under a system of modern socialism? Explain.

10. “We cannot conclude in an oflhand fashion that real wages would

be higher in a scKialistic economy than in a capitalistic economy.”

Show whether you agree.

11. “Other things equal, the great masses of workers should be better off

under socialism than under capitalism.” Do you agree? Explain.

12. “There would be no place for labor organizations or unions under

modern socialism.” Show whether you agree.

13. “A really comprehensive and adequate system of social insurance can

be operated only under modern socialism.” Do you agree? Explain.
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14. “Only incTediblc stupidity would permit any significant volume of

uncniploynunl to exist for workers or other productive resources

under sodalism.” Show whether you agree.

15. “Tlie wages, hours, and working conditions of Soviet Russian workers

are normally very lavorable, though they have clianged lor the worse

in retenl years.’' Explain.

Hi. I low are wages, hours, and woiking (:f)ndilions determined for the

workers of Soviet Russia?

17. "d'he wages, hours, and working (ondiiions specified by laws and

collective agreements in Soviet Russia are meaningless exce])t as a

device lor deceiving outside observers of the Soviet system.” Show

whether you agree.

18. How has the Soviet Russian system attempted to cope with such prob-

lems as excessive labor turnover, absenteeism, and lateness to work?

Explain.

H). How do the real wages and standards of Jiving of Soviet Russian

workers compare with those of the workers of leading capitalistic:

countries?

20. flow would you evaluate the labor unions of Soviet Russia and their

functions?

21. “Soviet Russia has a comprehensive and adc({uate system of social

insurance.” Do you agree? Explain.

22. “So\'icr Russia has succeeded in (‘liniinating unemplovment.” Show
whether you agree.

2.H. “Ibilike the fascist countries. Soviet Russia has no governmental

])oli(y for stimulating j)OpuIation growth," Do you agree? Explain.

24. Someone has said: “If the government assume.s responsibility for a

person’s welfare, it is also likely to assume responsibility for that

person’s conduct.” Does the status of workers in Soviet Russia tend

to sup])ort or contradict this conclusion? Ex])lain.

25. “Since workers today tend to stress security above other objectives,

the workers of Sviviet Russia, with tlieir guaranteed employment, full

social security, and relatively ecjual wages, must be very w’cll off from
the economic point of view.” Do you agree? Explain.



CHAPTER 18

THE STATUS OF LABOR
(Contimied)

The Status of Labor in Britain under

Partial Socialisni

The British civilian labor lorcc at the end of 1947 included some

18.905.000 workers. Out of this total, 7,263,000 workers, or over 38

per cent, were in manufacturing^: 2,368,000 were in the distributive

trades; 1,139,000 worked in transportation and shipping; 1,356,000

were in building and civil engineering; 2,073,000 held positions in

either central or local government; 1,091,000 worked in agriculture;

1.114.000 were in the field of professional and personal services, and

828.000 worked in mining and quarrying.’

Wages, Hours, and Working Conditions, Except for governmental

interference, the basic wages, hours of work, and working condi-

tions of British labor result from bargaining between workers and

employers. The bargaining is collective in a great many cases, and

in recent years this has increasingly meant the negotiation of na-

tional agreements, covering whole industries, between unions (or

groups of unions) and associations representing the employers. In

many other cases, negotiations occur on a district basis between the

union and a district organization of employers. Normally the collec-

tive agreements have no time limit, and changes can be brought ‘up

for consideration at any time by either side, provided due notice is

given.

British workers have made some gains in regard to wages and

hours of work under the auspices of the Labor Government. Wages
had been fairly well stabilized during the period of World War II

and, for about a year after the end of the war, wage increases were

1 Labor and Industry in Britain^ March, 1918, p. 17.
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rather common. The averai»e weekly earnings ol all workers in-

creased Irorn 9(3 to 101 shillinj>s }>etween July, 1945 ,
and October,

194(3. riien there was a period of relative stability until the middle

of 1947, followed by another burst of wage increases in the second

lialf of the year. At the end of 1947, the average level o[ lull-time

weekly wage rates was nearly 5 per cent higher than at the end of

194(3 and 7^4 per cent higher than in September, 1939. In a number

of industries, hours of labor were reduced during the year without

any corresponding reduct icjn in weekly rates of wages. This had the

effect of increasing hourly rates of wages. It is estimated that aver-

age hourly rates at the end of 1947 were 9 or 10 per cent higher

than at the end of 1946 and 84 or 85 per cent higher than in

September, 1939.^

Early in 1948 the government decided that such increases in

wages could not go on without adding fuel to the fires of inflation,

and it embarked on a policy of wage stabilization. Coincident with

the introduction of a new and more stringent system of price con-

trol, the gova'rnment called on British labor for the stabilization of

wages at existing levels. While the government did not propose to

interfere directly to secure the desired result and while it was not

considered necessary for all individual incomes to be stabilized at

existing levels, the government did argue that there should be no

further general increases in the level of personal incomes without at

least a corresponding increase in the volume of production. It called

on all persons engaged in wage negotiations to keep this principle

firmly before them and to act together on sound and public-spirited

lines in order to avoid a prolonged setback to Britain's recovery.

Organized labor in Britain, acting through the Trades Union Con-

gress, approved the proposal for wage stabilization on condition that

the government pursue vigorously a policy designed not merely to

stabilize but to reduce profits and prices.

Since the widespread reduction in the basic work week which had
occurred in the first two years after World War I, there had been

comparatively little change in hours of work until 1946, when over

2,000,000 emphjyees secured a reduction in their basic: hours. The
reductions continued in 1947 and over 5,000,000 workers had
their basic weekly hours reduced by about Si/o hours on the average.

Most of the reductions were from 47 or 48 hours per week to 44.

This did not necessarily mean that the workers put in fewer hours,

^ Ibid., pp. 18 - 19 .
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since the national need for higli outjjut led workers in some indus-

tries to agree voluntarily to work overtime. In the middle of 1917,

the average weekly hours worked by all workers in Britain were

45.0, as compared with 47.5 in 1945 and 46.5 in October, 1938.^

Controls Affecting Labor. During World War II, the activities of

labor in Britain were subject to a considerable nuiriber of govern-

mental controls. Wages were controlled, workers were virtually

frozen to their jobs in essential occupations under the Essential

Work Orders, control over engagement compelled those seeking

work (with limited ex((‘piions) to obtain it only through Employ-

ment Exchanges of the Ministry of l.abor, strikes and lockouts were

made virtually illegal, and labor disputes had to be settled on the

basis of compulsory arbitration. However, the government gave a

pledge to the trade unions to remove all wartime controls over labor

as soon as possible after the war was over, and most of them were

actually eliminated within a relatively short time.

In 1948, British labor was once more functioning under some

governmental direction. During the economic crisis of 1947, the

Ck)ntrol of Engagement Orders were reintroduced. 'Hiis means that

persons leaving their jobs can take new ones only through one of the

Ministry of Labor’s Employment Exchanges, and people seeking

work can be given suggestions as to the occupations into which they

should go, can be kept out of nonessential occupations, and, when
necessary, can be directed to take jobs in essential industries. Mcjre-

over, in spite of the fact that the trend in the basic work week had

been downward since the war, the government decided that it must

ask for longer hours of work wherever they could contribute to

increased production. The coal miners were one group which was

asked to put in such extra time, and they now do so under varying

arrangements. In some cases the miners work an extra shift each

week or each fortnight. In others, they work an extra half hour

each day.

The w^artime system of compulsory arbitration of labor disputes

was never abandoned after the war and British workers are still

subject to it. Disputes between workers and employers are settled

through voluntary collective bargaining machinery where possible.

In case a dispute cannot be settled, a strike or lockout is illegal

unless the dispute is referred to the Minister of Labor and he fails

to settle it or refer it to the National Arbitration Tribunal within a

^ Ibid., pp. 19-20.
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period of 21 days. Members of the 'rribunal are drawn from a list

of aj>pointed members (independent persons) and panels of persons

chosen to represent employers and workers by the Minister alter con-

sultation with labor and management organizations. In any given

case, th( "Fribunal is made up of three appointed members, one of

whom is Chairman, and two otlier members, one from the employ-

ers' panel and one frcjm the woikers’ panel. Neither of these panel

members may have any direc t connection with the industry involved

in the dispute, rhe decisions of the Tribunal arc binding upon

both parties to a dispute and become a part of their existing

contract.

Employers and workers are also subject to a governmental control,

tarried over from wartime, width makes the conditions achieved by

collective baigaining the legal norm in eacli industry. Under the

wartime Order providing lor the compulsory arbitration of disputes

between workers and employers, all employers were required to ob-

serve, as a minimum, the ''terms and conditions operating in each

industry in c‘ach district,” which meant lor tlu* mtrst part the terms

and tonditions achieved by collective bargaining. Thus an emplcjyer

whose own workers were unorganized and who did not operate

under any collec tive agreement with his workers would still have to

observe the terms and conditions reached bv collective bargaining

in other parts ol the industry. 4'he life of tliis control has been

extended through 1950.

Labor Uaions in Britain. British workers arc still free to be mem-
bers of labor unions under partial socialism, and many of them dc;

so. In fact, membership in unions readied an all time high of

8,711,000 at the end of 1940. This represented an increase of 91 1,000

or 11.5 per cent dui ing the year.* British labor unions include the

two famous types, craft and industrial, and also some “general”

unions which take in skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled workers

from all sorts of industries and businesses. The labor unions are

centralized at two levels, through federations and througli the

Trad es LI n ion C Congress.

Federations of unions cover a large number of unions in

certain industries, as, for example, the Confederation of Ship-

building and Engineering Unions of the United Kingdom. 'Ehe

federations are coming more and more commonly to act as the unit

for wage negotiations, though final decisions as to actions in labor

1 Ibid., p. 22.
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disputes are usually left to individual unions. At the same time,

individual unions or federations may affiliate with the one national

oigani/ation, the TYades Union Congress. In dealing with employ-

ers, the unions or federations retain their independence, though the

General Council of the I radcs Union Congress may be asked to

intervene when a serious deadlock or dispute threatens. At the end

of 191G, the membership of unions affiliated with the Trades Union
Congress was 7,510,397, or 81 per cent of all trade union member-

ship in Britain."'

The functions of labor unions in Britain include about all of the

usual list, though some of these functions are likely to be less impor-

tant under socialism than they wcae previously. 4'he unions bargain

collectively for their members on matters relating to wages, hours,

and working conditions, but within the limits set by general govern-

mental policies affecting these same matters. In dis})utes with em-

ployers, the unions may use the* traditional labor weapons, such as

stt ikes and [pic keting, provideil that the Minister of Labor docs not

step in to settle the disputes on his own ])ower or refer them to the

xXational Arbitration Tril)unal. Actually, work stoppages due to

industrial disputes are not very (ommon in socialist Britain. The
number of such stoppages which began in 1947 was less than in

194(3, though the number of workers afledecl and the total number
of working days lost were slightly greater, llie total number of

working days lost from V-J Day tlirough 1947 was about million,

as comj)ared with 651/9 million lost in the corresponding period

after World War I.«

British labor unions play a fairly important part in the manage-

ment of various industries and businesses, through a variety of

organizations set up for the purpose, but very often the idtimate

control lies in the hands of the government rather than in those of

management and labor. The unions play a minor part in the admin-

istration of social insurance .schemes and carry on the usual educa-

tional, recreational, and social activities fc^r their members. And,

finally, the unions play an active part in the political activities of

the country. They are free to devote union funds to political pur-

poses and are the strongest single force in the Labor Party. In 1945,

labor union membership in the Labor Party amounted to 2,510,000

or 82 per cent of the Party's total membership. However, after the

5 Ibid., p. 23.

« Ibid., pp. 20-21.
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1945 Parliamentary election, only 119 seats out of the 393 gained by

the Labor Party, or about 30 per cent, were held by union

members.^

U^iemploymerit in Britain. The record of socialist Britain in con-

nection with unemployment thus lar has been very favorable. In

the transition from wartime to peacetime production, the Labor

Government tried to make sure that war industries were closed

down and non-war industries allowed to reopen or de\ elop accord-

ing to priorities that would allow the ex-war workers to be absorbed

without any gaj)s in their employment, i he policy could not be

carried through perfectly, but the elaborate facilities of the Ministry

of Labor and the long experience ot its Employment Exchanges in

handling labor movements kept unemployment to a minimum, dlie

small figure of 103,000 unemplcjyed in mid-lOir) increased only to

302,970 in DeceinbcT, 1940, and then fell to 277,245 in December,

1947, or 1,5 per cent of the labor lorce.'^ It is too early yet to make
any long-run apj^raisal of the success of socialist Britain in providing

empicnment for its citizens, but tlu‘re is no aj:)parent reason why an

economic system as thoroughly planned and controlled as Britain’s

is today should not be able to maintain employment at high levels

if this achievement stands high on the list of objectives of the

country’s leaders.

Social Insurance in Britain. British workers and other citizens en-

joy a very complete and comprehensive system of social insurance

and social services in general. Unemplovment l)enefits are paid for

180 days and then are subject to review by tribunal. Sickness bene-

fits are paid for an unlimited period of time if the beneficiaries have

paid in 156 weekly contributions. Retirement pensions begin at

age 65 for men and age (>0 for women. Benefits in connection with

unemployment, sickness, and retirement are all of the same size.

In 1946, they ran 26 shillings weekly for single adults, with 16

shillings additional for an adult dependent, and 7 shillings, 6 pence

additional for the first child (other children receive children’s allow-

ances). Injured workers receive injury allowances and treatment

until able to return to work. If permanently disabled, either totally

or partially, they receive industrial pensions which are based on

degree of disablement and not on loss of earning power. No deduc-

tion from the pension occurs on account of what the disabled may

7 Labor and Industry in Britain, January, 1947, pp. 16-17.

^ Labor and Industry in Britain, March, 1948, pp. 17 18.
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be able to earn for thenivsclves later on. The industrial })ensions run

from 9 to 15 shillings a week as the degree of disablement increases

from 20 to 100 per cent.

In addition to these standard types of social insurance, the Britisli

system includes free and comprehensive medical service (including

medical, dental, specialist, and hos})ital services), maternity allow-

ances, maternity grants, allowances lor attendance on confined

women, death grants, widowed mc^thers’ allowances, widows' pen-

sions, guardians’ allowances, and family allowances. The family

allowances provide a weekly cash sum to mothers for (‘ach child

after the first who is under thc‘ school-leaving age. In addition, the

cliildren receive daily allowances ol free tnilk at school and liee or

chca}> school lunches. This cc3m])letes the list of social insurancx

activities proper, but the goveininent cairies on many other activi-

ties which fail under the- Inoader heading ol social welfare. These

include a host of welfare activiiic‘s for children, the prevention of

cruelty to children, youth organizations and recreational facilities,

activities ( alering to the special welfare needs of old people, special

aids for the handicapped, protection cjf the food supply from con-

tamination and adulteiation, sanitation and sewerage regulations,

provision of adecjiiate pine water, worksho]) and factory regulations,

the provision of hcnising, and activities in connection with town and

country planning.

The total cost c^f the program of social services (including social

insurance })roper) is estimated at £511 million for 1948 and is ex-

pected to increase to £b()l million by 1958. Of the £511 million in

1948, £21 millions were to ccmie from interest on the reserve fund,

£158 millions from employers’ contributions, £175 millions from

gc3vernmcnt funds, and £177 millions from the contributions of

in.sured persons. Employed men over the age c^f 18 paid four pence

weekly in 1946 for insurance against industrial injuries, and four

shillings, seven pence weekly lor the other features of the program.

Different rates of contribution were paid by self-employed men ind

men not gainfully employed, and by males under the age of 18 in

all these categories. There was a completely separate rate structure

for women according to whether they were over or under 18 years

of age and were employed, self-employed, or not gainfully employed.

As the discussion of rates and other matters suggests, all persons are

covered by the system and are covered literally from the cradle to

the grave. Moreover, we should note that a great deal of the program
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of social services has been set up by the present Labor Government.^

Real Wages and Standards of Living in Britain. Except for the

expansion of the program of social services, the watchword in con-

nection with real wages and standards of living in three years under

partial socialism to date has been “austerity." Money wages have

increased but so have the prices of consumable goods and services.

Taxes have taken a heavy toll of workers’ inccmies. Industrial pro-

duction has recovered in many lines, but not enough, and large

cpiantities of goods badly needed at home have been exported be-

cause of the crisis in international trade and foreign exchange. The
same crisis led to rcxluctions in imj)orts of essential foods and other

commodities. Strict rationing of foods, clothing, and other com-

modities has continued to be necessary, and Britain has remained

dejjendent upon outside assistance to maintain even the existing

meager standards of consumption. So far, of course, the lack of

progress in the matter of real wages and standards of living in

Britain can be blamed on the postwar economic emergency, if one

wishes, but there is no doidjt that the progiess in this field under

British socialism still remains to be made.

Conclusion on the Status of Labor ifi Britain. On the whole, the

treatment of labor in Britain under partial socialism has been

rather favoiable. In fact there are many outside observers who think

it has been more favorable (1) than the postwar situation has war-

ranted and (2) than can be maintained in th(‘ long run under social-

ism. With regard to the first of the.se |)oints it is often asked how
one can justify increases in money wages, reduction of basic weekly

work hours, and embarkation on a comprehensive and very expen-

sive ))rogram of social services in the midst oi an economic emer-

gency when production is lalling short of needs and, in some cases,

even short c:)f immediate targets, wdien c:xports are continuing tc^ fail

to cover imports, when many goods arc in short supply and strict

rationing is necessary, and when the country as a wdiole is .so de-

pendent on outside assistance. Without appearing to oppose labor

gains, it is possible to ask wdicther they could not have waited until

a more appropriate occasion.

The second point is also easy to understand. Can labor unions be

left free to bargain collectively in the long run and work out their

»This information on social insurance and lelatecl matters ha.s been taken
from Social Sennccs in Britain. New York: British Information Services, 1947,

passitn.
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own destiny in matters oi wa^es, Iionrs, and working conditions in a

planned and controlled economy of socialism? If they succeed in

working out hours and wages which are inconsistent with the lul-

fillment of the government's ])lans lor the wliole economy, will they

not be asked or compelled to give way to the larger national in-

terest? C.'an unions j)iotect the interest of their members if they are

not allowed to use strikes and other wea}x)ns of labor but are com-

pelled to submit to tlie arbitration of industrial disputes? Can the

government maintain lull em})loyment for labor without alsc^ inter-

fering seriously with the Ireedom of action of the individual workers

on such matters as, lor example, the taking or changing of jobs?

Will problems of absenteeism, lateness to work, and loafing on the

job arise under the system ol guaranteed employment and full social

security for workers, and, if so, will they not reejuire additional,

severe governmental controls over the individual workers? Will the

Britisli not discover that a government which sets out to confer all

manner of benefits on the workers will eventually have to exercise

control over the workers? Answers to these (juestions will be ob-

tained only as the Hi itislt economy gains more experience in operat-

ing under socialism.

The Status of Labor under Fascism

All matters pertaining to labor were brought under strict govern-

mental control in the fascist economic's of Italy and Ciermany. The
first stej) in the process was the lic]uidatic)n of existing labor organ-

izations. This was accomplished by simple and direct methods. In

many cases, union leaders were arrested and jailed as enemies of the

people, union offices and facilities were smashed and broken up, and

union buildings, funds, enterprises, and activities were taken over

by the government. In this way the fascists eliminated trade unions,

collective bargaining, strikes and lockouts, and class warfare in

general.

Fascist Organizations of Workers and Employers, The next step

was the establisliment of official governmental organizations for the

workers and employers. In Italy the syndicate was the basic unit for

the carrying on of employer-employee relations. The government

permitted only one syndicate for each industrial category of workers

or employers in each local geographical unit. Thus, in a given local

area, there would be syndicates of workers in the clothing industry,
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in the food-products industry, in the paper and printing industry,

and so on; and also syndicates of clothing manufacturers, of manu-

facturers of foodstuffs and allied products, of paper manufacturers,

and others. In ordei to be legally recognized, a workers’ syndicate

had to include at least 10 per cent of the workers in an industrial

category in a given local area and an employers’ syndicate had to

include enterprisers who employed at least 10 per cent of the work-

ers in an industrial category in a given local area. Both types of

syndicates were to look after the educational and moral as well as

the economic interests of their members, and the directors and

officers of each organization had to give evidence of competence,

character, and strong national convictions. Both types of syndicates

represented all the workers and employers in the given industrial

categories, and were allowed to collect dues from all workers and

employers, whether or not the workers and employers were actually

members of their resj^ectivc syndicates.

The local syndicates of workers and employers in various indus-

trial categories were gathered together in separate provincial, inter-

provincial, and national federations. Then, at the top, all the em-

ployers’ organizations were combined into four confederations,

namely, industrialists, agriculturists, merchants, and employers in

credit and insurance. All the workers’ organizations were combined

into five confederations, which included industrial workers, agri-

cultural workers, workers in commerce, workers in credit and insur-

ance enterprises, and professional men and artists.

In Germany a new single organization, the Labor Front, was set

up almost as soon as the fascists came into power, though the

decree which provided for it officially was not issued until October,

1934. The Labor Front, however, was anything but a true labor

organization. In fact it was more nearly a section of the German
fascist party. Its leader, Dr. Robert Ley, was a high party man, and

he appointed all other officials of the organization. The territorial

organization of the Labor Front was exactly the same as that of the

party, and its funds were handled by the party treasurer. Member-
ship in the Labor Front was voluntary in theory but compulsory in

practice. In nprmal times it had about 30,000,000 members, or some-

thing like six times the former membership of the trade unions.

The non-union character of the Labor Front was also indicated

by two other factors. First, employers and professional men, as well

as workers, belonged to the organization. The Economic Chamber,
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the National Agricultural (Food) Estate, the National Transporta-

tion Council, and the National Cnianiber of Culture all “belonged”

to the Labor Front. Thus the organization was really a gigantic

national “company union.” Second, it made no attempt to improve

the economic position of its employee members by means of collec-

tive bargaining with employers concerning wages, hours, and other

conditions of employment. Indeed, its functions did not seem to be

greatly concerned with employer-employee relations. It operated a

large number of business enterprises most of which had been oper-

ated formerly by German labor unions. It furnished vocational

training and cultural education for the workers, provided assistance

for members in times of emcigency, assisted in settling labor dis-

putes, attempted to promote “understanding and solidarity” be-

tween workers and employers, sponsored the “people’s car” and the

“people’s tractor,” and pr'of)agated the Strength through Joy and

Beauty of Work movements. Many similar activities were also car-

ried on by the syndical organizations in Italy.

The Determination of Wages, Honrs, and Workhig Conditions.

In the fascist countries, the w^ages, hours, and working conditions of

the w^orkers w^re determined by the (‘mj:)loyer's, except to the extent

that the government saw fit to intervene. In Italy, a great show was

made over collective bargaining by the syndical organizations and

the drawing up of collective agreements governing the conditions of

employment. Many of the collective agrc'cments w^re negotiated at

the federation level and w'ere therefore provincial, inter-provincial,

or national in scope. Agreements betwx‘eir individual employers and

their workers had to coir form to the collective agreements which

were larger in scope, except in the matter of provisions which were

more favorable to the workers than those of the more general agree-

ments. The collective agreements covered w^ages, hours, working

conditions, vacations, and many other matters, and were binding on

all employers and workers in the various industrial categories,

whether or not these individuals w^re actually members of the

syndical organizations. The collective agreements had to be ap-

proved by the government before they could go into effect.

The joker in this situation was that the workers' syndical organ-

izations were not controlled by the workers and were nothing re-

motely resembling labor unions. The workers had to pay dues to

the syndical organizations and were bound by the wages, hours, and
working conditions specihed in the collective agreements which were
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negotiated, but they were allowed to hold only subordinate positions

in the syndical organizations. 41ie higher officials were of “safe"’

middle-class origin and were not infrecjuently party members ap-

jx)inted by the government to direct the syndicates. If they were not

a})pointed from above, they were railroaded into office by means of

manipulated elections. However, these same high officials of the

workers’ organizations “represented” the workers in the negotiation

of collective agreements. As a result, these agreements were really

contracts between representatives of the employers and representa-

tives of the ruling bureaucracy and were not the result of genuine

collective bargaining. Heme, in general, the employers were allowed

to treat the workers as they pleased as long as the interests of the

state were not endangered.

In Germany there was no fuss about collective bargaining and

collective agreements, d he National l.abor Law said that in each

plant the enterpriser as “leader” of the establishment and the sala-

ried employees and wage earners as “followers” must work together

for the furtherance of the purposes of the enterprise and for the

commonweal of the people and the state. The leader had absolute

authority in the conduct of all affairs of his enterprise as long as he

did not break any laws. The leader made decisions over against the

followers in all matters relating to the business and, in particular,

in the fixing of all lalior conditions. By himself, or after consulta-

tion with his Confidential Council in plants employing 20 or more
workers, the employer laid down works or establishment ordinances

binding on all members of the enterprise. These ordinances covered

such matters as the beginning and end of the working day and any

breaks therein; times for the payment of wages and the nature

thereof; principles for the calculation of piece rales; the nature,

amount, and collection ol fines; the grounds for discharge without

notice (Avhere penniltcd to tlie employer); and the utilization of pay

forfeited by unlawful termination of employment.^® Except as he

was limited by general laws or decrees or was directly interfered

with by officials of the regime, the employer was a huv unto himself

in determining wages, hours, and working conditions in his enter-

prise.

The Settlement of Disputes and Protection of Employees, In Italy,

it was assumed that the workers were adeejuately protected against

the employers by the collective agreements, but it w^as foreseen that

R. A. Brady, The Spirit and Structure of German Fascism, p. 139.
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conflicts of interest and disputes between workers and employers

would arise. The fascist leaders were deter mined that these conflicts

should not be allowed to lead to a cessation of production which

might be harmful to consumers and to the interests of the nation as

a whole. Consequently, under the Italian system of labor relations,

workers and employers were forbidden to stage strikes or lockouts,

or use any of the other weapons which employers and workers in

capitalistic countries use in attempting to enforce their demands.

All labor disputes were supposed to be settled by arbitration or

by court decision. Disputes between individual employers and work-

ers were handled by ordinary magistrates or justices of the peace,

assisted by two experts itr the fields of production and labor’. When
collective disputes of some importance arose, arbitration was at-

tem])ted by the federations and national confe derations of the syndi-

cal organizations. If no settlement could be reached, disputes then

went to the Ministry of Corporations, whose high oflicials attempted

to bring about an agreement. Finally, the courts for handling col-

lective labor disputes, called labor courts, were set up as special

sections of the 16 courts of appeal. Each labor court consisted of

three judges from the Court of Apjreals of the district, assisted by

two experts, one on labor problems and one on production. Belore

passing judgment on any labor dispute, the pre^sident of the labor

court made one last (and frequently successful) attempt at con-

ciliation. Where necessary, the labor courts decided the disputes on

the basis of both law and precedent, and in consideration of the

interests of consumers and of the nation as a whole.

In Germany several agencies were available for the protection of

the workers and for the settlement of labor disputes, for the fascist

leaders there also insisted on the maintenance of industrial peace.

The Confidential Councils, groups of from 2 to 10 persons accord-

ing to the number of employees, were supposed to afford some pro-

tection to the workers' interests in establishments employing 20 or

more workers. According to the original method of selection, the

employer, after consultation with the local party leader, would
select a panel of “reliable" workers to be candidates for the Confi-

dential Council. These candidates were then voted on by the work-

ers and had to be either accepted or rejected as a group. If they

were rejected, the Labor Trustee of the district would appoint the

Confidential Council for the plant. In practice, the employers' can-
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didates were so frequently rejected that the electoral feature of the

system was eliminated after 1935.

The Confidential Couiuil was supposed to act as an intermediary

or buffer between tlie em])loyer and the employees. Acting in an

advisory capacity, it was expected to discuss measures calculated to

increase the efficiency of the enterprise, to assist in the construction

and enforcement of the works’ regulations provided by the em-

ployer, to discuss the fixing of fines which were provided for in the

works’ regulations (such as those for lateness to work, uncleanlincss,

or smoking in the plant), and to assist in settling disputes in connec-

tion with the interpretation of the works’ regulations or other mat-

ters. I’he Confidential Councils had no power except that of ap-

pealing to thc'Labor I rustees, and, since the members were hand-

picked, they probably had comparatively little influence on the em-

ployers’ actions.

A more important limitation on the power of the employers was

found in the fact that tlieir regulations concerning w^ages, hours,

and working conditions had to conlorm to the general rules and

regulations laid down by the Labor I’l ustees. There was one Labor

Trustee in each of the 14 industrial districts of the country. The
Labor Trustees were not workers or workers’ representatives, but

were political appointees and usually trusted party men. They were

su[)posed to maintain industrial j)eace in their districts and to settle

labor questions which could not be settled within the individual

firms. Specifically, the Labor Trustees appointed, removed, and
supervised the constitution and activities of, the Confidential Coun-
cils, settling any disputes which arose; decided appeals from the

Confidential Councils, ejuashed employers’ rulings, and issued sub-

stitute ordinances; gave or withheld approval of mass dismissals of

workers by employers; laid down general rules for works’ regulations

and supervised their observance; issued wage schedules and regula-

tions and supervised their observance; cooperated in the exercise of

jurisdiction by the Courts of Social Honor; and kept the govern-

ment and party supplied with detailed information on a variety of

questions.

The highest agencies set up to pass upon relations between em-
ployers and employees and to protect each group from wrongs com-
mitted by the other were the Courts of Social Honor, of which there

was one in each of the fourteen industrial districts of the country.

u M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy

^

p. 164.
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Each Court was composed of a member of the judiciary as chair-

man, a leader of a business (cm])loycr), and a member of a Confi-

dential Council. Appeals from the decisions of the Courts could be

taken to the National Honor C^oiirt in Berlin. The Courts could

punish offenses against social honor by means of warnings, repri-

mands, fines not to exceed 10,000 marks, deprival of an owner or

manager of the right to conduct his own or any other business,

deprival of a member of a Confidential Council of the right to

serve in this capacity, and dismissal ot a workman or employee

from his position.

According to the Act for the Organization of National Labor,

offenses against social honor should be deemed to have been com-

mitted in the following cases:

1. When the owner of an undertaking, the leader of an establish-

ment, or any other person in a position of super\’ision abused his

authority in the establishment by maliciously exploiting the labor

of any of his followers or wounding their sense of honor;

2. When a follower endangered industrial peace in the establish-

ment by maliciously provoking other followers, and in particular

when a member of the Council of Confidential Advisers in the

establishment knowingly inteifercd unduly in the conduct of the

establishment or continually and maliciously disturbed the commu-
nity spirit within the enterprise;

3. When a member of the plant community repeatedly made
frivolous and unjustified complaints to the Labor Trustee or obsti-

nately disobeyed instructions given by him in writing;

4. When a member of a Confidential Council revealed without

authority any confidential information or technical or business

secrets which had become known to him in the performance of his

duties and which had been specified to ])e confidential matters.^®

Malicious exploitation of labor included such things as unlawful

overtime work, paying wages below the prevailing wage scales,

undue speeding up of labor, providing unsanitary working condi-

tions, and the denial of vacation rights. Wounding the workers*

sense of honor involved such things as arbitrary dismissal and the

use of insulting language. The other offenses on the list seem to

speak for themselves.

Evaluation of Fascist Labor Organizations and Policies. It seems

clear that the German and Italian workers under fascism were de-

12 Act for the Organization of National Labor, Article 36, p. 14.
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prived of all the rights which they once had. They had no labor

organizations worthy of the name; they had no right to bargain

collectively in the usual way with their employers; they were

allowed to use none of the weapons of industrial conflict to bring

their desires forcefully to tlie attention of their employers; and the

wages, hours, and working conditions which were so important to

them were determined, for the most part, by the fiat of the employ-

ers and at their pleasure. Of course, the employers were also de-

prived of organization, lost the use of their weapons of industrial

conflict, and were compelled to live in peace with the workers.

However, anything like equal treatment for employers and workers

left tlie employers with a decided upper hand.

Under the fascist systems, workers at times may have been well

treated, but this result, if it occurred, was due to the good will and

benevolence of the employers and not to the riglits or activities of

the workers. And if the fascist employers decided to treat their

workers badly, there was virtually nothing that the workers could

do about it so long as the employers did not actually break general

laws or decrees or go against the will of governmental officials. The
Confidential Councils in Germany, for example, were completely

powerless to check the employers, and the l.abor Trustees, as politi-

cal appointees, were not much concerned witli the question of jus-

tice for the workers. Their job was to maintain industrial peace so

that production might continue smoothly and efficiently, and to see

to it that the employers, in their domination of the workers, did not

treat the workers so badly that national interests would be endan-

gered.

The Courts of Social Flonor in Germany and the labor courts in

Italy did not seem to hold forth much hope for the workers. In the

former courts, as we have seen, cases were decided by a judge, an

employer, and a “reliable \vorker“ (Confidential Council member)
appointed by a Labor lYustee. Such a board could hardly be biased

in favor of labor. The Italian labor courts were composed of three

judges, assisted by two experts, one on labor problems and one on
production. The regular judges of the labor courts were not likely

to be pro-labor men, and the two experts were required to be college

or university graduates, which meant, in Italy, that they were not

likely to be biased in favor of labor. In the specification of the

offenses with which the German courts could deal, the emphasis

was clearly on offenses which workers might commit against the
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employers, rather than those which the employer might commit
against the workers. Moreover, if the workers brought cases against

the employers and could not prove their points, the workers could

apparently be punished for bringing ‘‘frivolous and unfounded
complaints” against the employers.

Under these conditions, it is not really surprising that most of the

cases actually handled by the labor courts of both countries were

decided in favor of the workers. The employers brought relatively

few cases to the courts because, under the fascist systems of em-

ployer-employee relations, the employers could get almost anything

they wanted from the workers and could impose almost any condi-

tions which they desired on the workers without resorting to the

formalities of court procedure. Most court cases were decided in

favor of the workers because, in the face of biased courts and severe

penalties for unfounded complaints, the workers would not bring

their cases to court unless they were so strong that even biased

courts would have to decide in their favor. This meant, of course,

that in the great majority of instances the workers merely swallowed

their grievances and did not bring complaints to court. The courts,

therefore, did not do a very rushing business. On the whole, there is

no doubt that, from the workers’ point of view, fascist organizations

and policies in the labor field were exceedingly poor substitutes for

labor unions, collective bargaining, collective agreements, and

strikes.

On the other hand, there is considerable evidence that the em-

ployers were not entirely pleased with the fascist systems of labor

relations. They were supposed to spy on the workers, and the work-

ers might turn in adverse reports on the employers. Employers were

expected to hire old (and not very valuable) party men and give

them soft jobs. Employers could not hire new workers unless they

had labor books and permits to change their jobs. Appeals to labor

exchanges for workers were sure to bring party members if any such

individuals needed jobs. Employers were controlled by governmental

officials to a considerable extent and were often unable to offer

increased wages to get the workers they wanted. They sometimes

had to pay heavily, at the suggestion of party officials, to get lunch-

rooms, athletic fields, or shower baths constructed for their workers.

They had to release their workers to work on certain governmental

projects or attend party meetings, and pay their wages while they

were away. They had to attend various meetings and demonstra-
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tions and get their men to go. They had to contribute generously to

charitable campaigns ol the party and make up any deficiencies in

their workers’ contributions. T hese things suggest that life was not

exactly a bed of roses even for the fascist employers.

Wages, Hours, and Working Conditions, As might have been ex-

pected, the wages, hours, and working conditions granted to the

workers were none too favorable under fascism. Money wages in

Italy were well maintained through 192G, but in the spring of 1927

a number of “spontaneous” cuts took place. In October, 1927, the

government stc[)ped in to bring about a general 10 per cent reduc-

tion in wages. ¥vom June, 1927, to December, 1928, wages in gen-

eral fell 20 per cent. T here was a further reduction of 10 per cent

in 1929, another of 18 to 2.5 per cent by November, 1950, and still

other adjustments in 1951. In 1954, wages were 50 to 40 per cent

below the 1926 level. The cost of living also fell in the 1927-54

period, but not nearly so rapidly as wages.^^ In the following years

of the Ethiopian campaign and of preparation for World War II,

living costs rose sharply and wages as usual lagged well behind.

After the entry of Italy into World War II, basic rates of pay for

labor were blocked for the duration of the war at the rather unsatis-

factory levels of July 50, 1940. However, increases of a sort in wages

were permitted by means of family allowances for needy families,

special premiums for industriousness, and supplementary payments

to workers employed less than 40 hours per week. Employers con-

tributed 10 per cent of gross payrolls for family allowances. Pre-

miums for industriousness ran up to 120 hours’ wages or a month’s

salary. The supplementary payments for short-hour workers

amounted to 75 per cent of regular wages for the number of hours

by which employment fell short of 40 hours per week.^^

The labor laws set a nominal maximum working day of 8 hours,

or 40 hours per week, but the many loopholes in the laws permitted

widespread violations even in ordinary times and there was much
overtime work without additional compensation. Other labor con-

ditions were also none too favorable. Individuals were allowed to go

to work for tvages at the age of 12 years, and in the five-year period

before the Ethiopian campaign the number of Italian workers be-

tween 12 and 15 years of age more than doubled.'® Workers’

19 C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Action, pp. 80-81.

14 foreign Commerce Weekly, August 23, 1941, p. 12.

19 W. Ebenstein, Fascist Italy, p. 107.
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passes containing complete histories of the individual workers were

adopted in 1933. Under the pressure of wartime conditions, wages

and working conditions changed for the worse after 19*10. The Min-

ister of Corporations was empowered by a decree of July Ki, 1910 to

authori/e the Ins])ectorate ol Coiporations to exonerate employers

from the observance of labor restrictions im{)osed by various labor

laws with reference to such matters as tlie night labor of women
and children, the maximum of 10 per cent female employees in

public and private offices, the Saturday half-holiday, the weekly day

of rest, the 40 hour week, the weekly maximum of 12 hours ol over-

time work, and the labor of women and children in general.

In 1941, it was reported that the 18-hour week was very common,
along wath much overtime work, no half-Iiolidays, and no rest on

Sundays.^^' By a further decree ol January 13, 1911, all persons re-

gardless of age or sex working for a state-controlled plant producing

war materials or for a private plant mobili/ed for the same purpose

w^re made subject to military jurisdiction, llie decree provided

penalties of 6 months to 2 years imprisonment for absences from

work without leave in excess of five days, 2 to 5 years’ imprisonment

for disorderly conduct, and especially for striking a superior tech-

nical or administrative officer, and the death penalty in cases of

industrial obstructionism or sabotage.^^

In Germany, total wages at the bottom of the post- 1929 depres-

sion were 36 per cent below the 1928 level and more than 6,000,000

workers were unemployed.’® From 1932 to 1936, there was a con-

siderable revival of cccjnomic activity under National Socialism, but

the workers did not prosper greatly. I'o be sure, average earnings

per employed person increased from $336.75 to $372.78 per year

during this period, but this result was due to the working of longer

hours, for in this same period the average official tariff rate of pay

for all skilled workers fell from 20.4 to 19.5 cents per hour while

that for unskilled workers declined from 16.1 to 13 cents per hour.’®

Wage rates in many cases were set by the Labor Trustees and up-

ward changes were seldom permitted. Workers were forbidden to

ask for higher wages and employers could not offer them. In Novem-
ber, 1936, the drastic price-stop decree blocked wage rates, along

Foreign Commerce Weekly, March 29, 1911, p. 529.

Foreign Commerce Weekly, March 15, 1941, p. 442.

18 Facts in Review, May 27, 1940, p. 212,

1® W. R. Deuel, People Under Hitler, p. 307.
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with other prices, at the levels then prevailing. At the end of the

last peacetime year, 1938, weekly earnings of German workers were

31 per cent above tliose which had prevailed at the lowest point of

the depression, but average hourly earnings were only 14 per cent

above the depression low.-" Money wages per week were very low all

through this prewar period. Jn 1930, the earnings of all full-time

employed workers of the Labor Front averaged 56.95 per wTek,

while the average earnings of all German workers were $6.29 per

week. Even in Berlin, the average earnings of all insured workmen

amounted to only $8.16 }>cr week.-^

Apart from the matter of wages, the situation of the German
workers with respect to working conditions was fairly favorable in

these prewar years. Nominally, the eight-hour day was fairly com-

mon in German industry, though the average work week in all

industries increased bom 41.16 to 17.01 hours from 1932 to 1938.-2

Working conditions could not be made too unfavorable for the

workers, for the employers had to comply at least roughly with the

rules and regulations of the Labor Trustees and were subject to

penalties at the hands of the Courts of Social Honor if thc) treated

their workers too badly. Moreover, the Beauty of Work movement,

sponsored by the Labor Front, sought to secure “happy, beautiful

work places” for the German workers. With funds furnished by the

Labor Front and the employers, the Beauty of Work movement
undertook such factory projects as redec oration and painting, ven-

tilating and lighting systems, washrooms, dressing rooms, toilets,

public rooms, dining rooms, reading rooms and libraries, auditori-

ums, gymnasiums, community houses, kindergartens for workers’

children, swimming pools, athletic fields, playgrounds, gardens, and
flower beds. On thc other hand, after 1935, all German workers re-

ceiving less than 1000 marks per month were required to have work
books as a necessary condition for employment. Such work books

contained rather full histories of the wwkers, including such mat-

ters as apprenticeships, training, past positions held, present employ-

ment, date when employment began and type of enterprise, and any
familiarity of the workers with driving, flying, and agricultural

work. Work books were, in general, a means of increasing the effec-

tiveness of governmental control over the workers.

20 Ibid., p. 306.

21 Ibid., pp. 308 and 313.

22 Ibid., p. 306.
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After the beginning of 1938, conditions of employment for Ger-

man workers changed for the worse, C^onscription of labor began in

June, 1938. The head of the Employment Offices was given the

power to conscript ail types of workers (male or female, school stu-

dents or aged persons, employers or ordinary workers, civil servants

or business men) and put them to work for a period of six months

or less in any industries and establishments where they were needed

or require them to undergo vocational training. Early in 1939, con-

scription was extended to include aliens, and the period of service

was extended indefinitely.

The beginning of war in September, 1939, brought further regi-

mentation of labor. Workers were forbidden to change their jobs

unless they obtained official permits and gave three months’ notice.

Wage rates were blocked at 193(> levels, holidays w^rc suspended,

and double jxay for working o\ertime or on holidays was eliminated.

Former restrictions on hours of work lor men, on night work for

women, and on the employment of women and children under 18

'vears of age, were suspended. Some of these developments were

abandoned later on when they failed to have the desired effect of

increasing production. Holidays were restored and extra pay

granted once more for overtime, night, holiday, and vacation work.

Special bonuses were granted for exceeding normal production, and

some types of extra pay were made exempt from the income tax.

The working day was limited to ten hours, or twelve with special

permission, night work for women and children was discontinued,

and the working week for women and children was limited to 56

hours.

Real Wages and Standards of Living, There can be little doubt

that the real wages and standards of living of Italian workers and

their families, though they had always been low, declined somewhat

under fascism. In the period from 1926 through 1935, the decline in

per capita consumption amounted to 10 per cent for wheat, 14 per

cent for meat, 15 per cent for olive oil, 6 per cent for butter and

lard, 21 per cent for sugar, and 1
1
per cent for fruits and vegetables.

Sales of tobacco were off 20 per cent, those of clothing and furniture

33 per cent, and so on. The per capita consumption of meat was

only one-half that of France, that of milk one-third, and that of

butter one-sixth. The poorest Italian people had very little to eat

and some of them got along on one miserable meal per day of bread

and greens. One-third of the rural people lived in absolutely “unin-
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habitable"’ living quarters, sharing their hovels or caves with domes-

tic animals. Half of the urban dwellings were without running

water, one-third of them had no latrines, 95 per cent of them had

no baths, and overcrowding was rampant.-'^ 'The total shortage of

housing was estimated at 9 million rooms, or 220 rooms per 1000

people.^^

Even before the last few years of war or active preparation lor

war, Italy was said to have the lowest real wages of any country in

Europe, and the average Italian diet had a lower calorific content

than that of any other country in Europe except Poland. Although

5000 calories were considered a minimum, the average Italian diet

provided only 2853 calorics daily, and the average Italian consumed

less meat, butter, eggs, and sugar than the average consumer of any

other country. 2''’ Even a Fascist deputy, in an unguarded moment of

parliamentary debate, declared: “Our ration is perhaps the lowest

in all Europe.” We cannot estimate just how much Italian real

wages and standards of living were lowered by Italian participation

in World War II, but since th(‘ production of armaments and war
materials was emphasi/ed and since the rations granted to consum-

ers were rather steadily lowered, we can scarcely doubt that the

Italian workers and their families made some further sacrifices.

1 here is some difference of opinion as to what hapjiened to the

real wages and standards of living of German workers and their

families during the period before the beginning of World War II.

Some official fascist agencies contended that there was some increase

in real wages in this period, while others held that there was an

appreciable decline. According to one outside source, the German
national income increased by 33 billion marks between 1932 and

1938, but only 3 billion marks of this increase went to enlarge the

consumption of the people, who themselves increased in number by

3.4 millions.27 Whatever the trend in real wages may have been, it

is certain that they could not have been very high on average money

earnings which ran between (i and 7 dollars per week, with the

prices of many thing as high, or almost as high, as in the United

States.

C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Action, pp. 90-92.

24 \V. Ebenstein, Fascist Italy, pp. 184-185.

20 Ibid.

20 C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Action, p, 90.

27 The Economist (London), March 16, 1910, p. 455.
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Moreover, the money ecirninj^s of German workers were subject

to many types of taxes and deductions. According to the Reich Sta-

tistical Office, unemployment insurance contributions took 1.5 to 5

per cent of the workers’ gross earnings, health insurance and pen-

sion contributions 5 to 5.5 per cent, and wage and jioll taxes 3.5 per

cent.-® When various voluntary contributions were also deducted

from wages, the total of taxes and other deductions amounted to

something like 22 to 22.6 per cent for ordinary German workers.-*’

And if one wonders why the German workers made large voluntary

contributions out of their low money earnings, the answer is that

many German workers and even business officials lost their jobs lor

not making adequate “voluntary” contributions to the Winter

Relief Fund or other causes sponsored by the Party.

Before World War IT, the average German consumed only 68 per

cent as much beef and veal, only 57 per cent as much white bread,

51 per cent as much sugar, 17 per cent as many eggs, and 18 per cent

as much mutton, as the average American. On the other hand, he

ate as much cabbage, almost twice as many potatoes, more

than four times as much rye bread, and times as much marga-

rine.^*’ However, the real wages and standards of living of the Ger-

man workers and their families undoubtedly compared favorably

with those of Italian and Russian workers and their families. After

the war began in earnest, great sacrifices were required of the Ger-

man workers and their families, and real wages and standards of

living declined significantly.

Social Insurance, German and Italian workers, or those who were

eligible, had all the common types of social insurance covering acci-

dents, sickness, unemployment, old age, and other matters. In most

cases, these types of social insurance were not instituted by the

fascist regimes, but represented merely a continuation of what had

existed previously. The social insurance systems were open to famil-

iar criticisms. That is, many persons were excluded from some of

the types of insurance, the benefits received by the insured were

pitifully inadequate, and the cost of the insurance was borne to a

great extent by the workers themselves. In Italy, at one time, only

5,000,000 workers out of 8,500,000 had unemployment insurance,

the benefits ran from 6.25 to 18.75 cents per day, and only about a

28 W. R. Deuel, People Under Hitler, p. 311.

29 Ibid., p. 311; M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 210.

80 W. R. Deuel, People Utider Hitler, p. 314.
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fourth of the unemployed received the benefits. Old age and disa-

bility pensions ranged up to a rnaxinmm ol .'jjlO per year.'^^ one

year, expenditures lor soc ial services made up less than 1 per cent of

total governmental expenditures, and the social insurance funds in

geiKTal paid out only a little more than 40 per cent of their receipts,

with the remainder being diverted to a number of other ]jrojects.'^^

In (Germany, before the w\ar, j)ensic)ns paid because of disability re-

sulting from accidents amounted to 80 per cent ol all benefits paid

under the various social insurance schemes.^^ Thus there was many

a slip between having a system of social insurance and actually

receiving the benefits.

In connection with social insurance, we should also mention the

Opera NazionaJe Dopolavoro, or National Leisure Time Organiza-

tion, in Italy, and its (German counterpart, the Strength through Joy

movement. Millions of workers in both countries l)elonged to these

welfare organizations, which carried on a large number of activities

for the benefit of the workers. The best-known and most showy

activity was the provision of vacation trips at very low cost for the

workers, but the organizations also carried on extensive athletic

progi ams, s[)onsored concerts, plays, operas, vaude\'illc and moving
pic ture performances, ai t exhibits, tours of museums and art gal-

leries and other cultural and recreational events, and operated a

program of adult education, giving instruction and training in a

variety of subjects.

d’here can be little doubt that many of these activities were

greatly enjoyed by the fascist workers, for they helped to make up
for the workers’ strictly controlled existcaice and the flatness of their

purses. On the other hand, the workers had almost no freedom of

choice or conduct in the activities, and (hey were the “beneficiaries”

of a strong program of political education. T hat is, plays, films, con-

certs, operas, courses of training, and other activities were all “co-

ordinated” with the fascist philosophy. The workers who partici-

f)ated in the acti\ities usually had to be, or profess to be, true

believers in fascism. From the point of view of the ruling party, the

welfare organizations made sure that the workers were in a group as

much as possible and were alone as little as possible. In this way the

81 C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Action, p. 83; W. Ebenstein, Fascist

Italy, p. 168.

82 w. Ebenstein, Fascist Italy, p. 174.

SB Ibid,, pp, 166 and 174.

84 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, pp. 225-227.
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workers were relieved of the temptation to do any independent

thinking and were kept from getting into mischief in their spare

time. The organizations were supposed to keep the workers reason-

ably happy and contented, so that they would be easier to govern

and more productive in their woik.

Unemployment. Since the basic means of production were owned
privately in Italy and the workers had to de})end on the owners for

jobs, Italian workers were far from sure of having employment in

the early years of fascism. Except in industries controlled by the

government, the business enterprisers like capitalistic employers else-

where employed labor when it appeared that profits could be made
and refused to employ it when business conditions appeared unfav-

orable. Even in fairly prosperous times, considerable numbers of

workers were unable to find jobs, and the number of unemployed

officially admitted reached 20 })er cent of the former total number of

wage workers at the bottom of the j)ost-1929 depression. T his esti-

mate of unemployment is considered to be well below the actual

total, since unemployed female workers were not included in the

estimate and many jobless workers in the cities were sent back to

their native villages where they could at least simulate being

employed.

The Eascist reactions to the unemployment problem were, on the

whole, capitalistic in character. Hours of employment were reduced

in order to share the work, women were recjuircd to give up their

jobs in order that men might be employed, the introduction of

further technological changes was restricted, public works programs

(averaging 2 billion lire per year from 1930 to 1936) were set in

motion, and charity was dispensed by the Fascist Party and the

syndical organizations. After 1935, conditions of actual war or active

preparation for war resulted in the virtual elimination of the unem-

ployment problem, except for the temporary unemployment which

resulted as industries were changed over from peacetime to war-

time production. However, it is obvious that there is nothing about

full employment for war which is very beneficial for workers in

general.

As we have seen, the number of unemployed persons in Germany
reached 6,000,000 at the worst of the post-1929 depression, and the

new fascist government, when it came into being, began a spirited

attack on the unemployment problem. The devices used included

the spreading of work by reducing hours; the absorption of unem-
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ployed persons into the labor service and “land year”; marriage

loans and bonuses made on condition that the newly created wives

did not resume employment; tax remissions for female domestic

servants; grants to employers to get them to employ workers over

40 y(‘ars of age with families instead of young workers; the pro-

hibition of “multiple earnings” within the family; reintroduction of

coin{)ulsory military service; tax concessions to employers to get

them to repair or extend their factories and productive facilities in

general; and an extensive program of public works. Regular em-

ployment increased from 12,730,000 to 14,540,000 in the period

from June, 1932 to December, 1934, and substitute employment

increased from 180,000 to 610,000.®*'’

In later times, active preparation for war and finally war itself

operated to eliminate the unemployment problem and to create a

severe shortage of labor. In 1935, the Employment Office was given

a complete monopoly over employment service, vocational guid-

ance, and the placing of apprentices. By a series of steps, workers

were tied securely to their jobs. Wives of soldiers were denied social

insurance benefits if they were available for work but refused to

accept employment. In 1937, women who received marriage loans

or grants were permitted to return to employment. In 1938, every

young woman was required to spend a year in the compulsory labor

service before entering any ordinary occupation. All German
women of working age, whether married or unmarried, wx’re re-

(piired to fill out work questionnaires in 1939, giving full details

concerning iheir experience and capacities. The information gained

in this way was used as the basis of a drive to force women into

employment.

M^orkers wdio reached the retirement age after January, 1939,

were not permitted to rctiie on old age pensions, and many wwkers
who had already retired were compelled to return to active employ-

ment. After February, 1939, enterprisers employing Jews w’ere no
longer subject to penalties, and businesses in general were urged to

employ Jewish workers, where necessary, as quickly as possible.

Even the prisons were opened in a drive to find workers. The Em-
ployment Office decreed in 1938 that compulsory labor should be

introduced for all prisoners without regard for the nature of their

crimes or the length of their terms of imprisonment. The convicts

were emjdoyed primarily in quarries, brick factories, mining, cable

85 M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Ecoriomy, p. 17.
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laying, forestry, power plants, soil-conservation projects, road build-

ing, and canning factories. Eni])Ioyers paid the government 60 per

cent of the normal wagc?s in these trades for the convict labor, but

were allowed to count tlic cost of the convicts’ upkeep and their

guards against the 60 per cent.

Workers were foiTcd from the handicraft trades into industrial

and business employments. Only registered master artisans were

allowed to continue to oj)crate their handicraft enterprises and, in

1939, further decrees deprived many thousands of handicraftsmen

of the right to operate their businesses. I’hesc persons in over-

crowded trades (bakers, butchers, hairdressers, tailors, and shoemak-

ers) had to seek employment in industry. Itinerant workers, such as

hucksters, were made subject to heavy taxes and were deprived of

the right to continue their businesses whenever it was thought that

their labor would be more useful in industry. Extensive programs

for training new workers and for retraining old workers were car-

ried out. The consetaption of labor, starting in June, 1938, was also

intended to increase the labor supply available for industry and

business.

As of the spring of 1939, shortly before the outbreak of war, there

were 31,269.000 workers of all kinds employed in the old Reich, an

increase of 29.6 per cent since 1933. Of these workers, 41.5 per cent

were in industry, 27.3 pcT cent in agriculture and forestry, 17.2 per

cent in trade and service, 10.2 per cent in public employment, and

3.8 per cent in household service.'”' However, even this large labor

supply was inadec^uate to fill the needs of the economy. By the fall

of 1941, the number of women workers had increasc'd by another

10 per cent, 2,139,553 foreign workers had found employment in

Germany and about 1,500,000 war prisoners had been set to work.*’’’^

Later the numbers of foreign workers and war prisoners employed

in Germany were greatly increased. On the whole, then, the German
economy under fascism became as near to a full-employment econ-

omy as any country can be. However, we may well wonder what

increases in employment are w'orth if they do not bring improve-

ments in standards of living and consumption.

Popidation Policy, The fascist regimes in Germany and Italy did

everything in their power to bring about a rapid growth of popula-

tion. This policy was in direct conllict with the interests of the indi-

Foreign Commerce Weekly, May 16, 1942, pp. 6*7.

Ibid,
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vicinal fascist citizens as consumers and seemed also to be in conflict

with tlK‘ fasc ist program of economic self-sufficiency. An attempt to

be economically self-sufficient is always likely to be rather costly in

terms of standards of living, but the burden imposed by such a pro-

gram is likely to be smaller when it is carried on for a relatively

small ])0])ulation than wJicn it is carried on for a relatively large

one. d he population of the fascist countries was already large, and

the pressure of population cjii land and other resources was used by

the fascist leaders as a justification of their demands fcjr territorial

expansion. However, a large population was eminently ciesirable for

military purposes, and this consideration outweighed all others in

connection with the population policy.

'riie fascist population ])olicy had many phases. The governments

tried to prevent the inigraticjii of peoj^le from the country to the

cities, sincx* population ordinarily growls more rapidly in the rural

areas. The government sought to re]>atriate fascist citizens who had
emigrated in previous years and to reduce new emigration to a

minimum. The program included prenatal care of mothers, the

combatting of infant diseases, the training of mothers in proper

methods oi infant care, and outright provision for needy, abnormal,

orphaned, or abandoned children.

Special honors were conferred on large families, and especially

their mothers. Medals of iron, silver or gold were presented to

mothers, according to wTether their children lutmbered 4 to 5,

6 to 7, or 8 or more. I he entire propaganda machine of the coun-

tries glorified maternity. Conspicuous achievements in fecundity

wx)n new^spaper citations or radio broadcasts. Honor cards permitted

the mothers of large families to receive prompt attention in govern-

mental or party offices and to be waited on quickly in the stores.

On the negative side, severe penalties aw^aited anv j)crson wdio criti-

ci/ed marriage or maternity, abortions wxre strictly forbidden and

subject to heavy penalties, birth-control clinics were closed, and the

use of contraceptive devices was discouraged and their advertise-

ment and display forbidden. Even local governments cooperated by

staging “baby derbies” and by furnishing premiums, medals, diplo-

mas, cheap housing, free or cheap transportation services, low taxes,

and low public utility rates to the more prolific families.

In attempting to ease the financial situation of the larger families,

the fascists provided tax reductions and exemptions, higher wages

and salaries, extra social insurance benefits, and scholarships for the
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children of such families. Bachelors were required to pay special

taxes in order to retain their single blessedness. Lump-sum grants of

cash and continuing monthly subsidies were paid to the large fami-

lies. Finally, loans were made to newly married couples. These loans

had to be repaid in full if the couples remained childless, but were

cancelled in part with the arrival of each child.

It is difficult to evaluate the results of the fascist population

policy. In Italy the birth rate decreased as much in fifteen years

under fascism as in the preceding fifty years, and the ratio of births

to deaths decreased. In 1922, the birth rate was 30.8 per thousand

people, and the death rate was 18.1, leaving an excess of births of

12.7. In 1937, the ratio was 22.9 to 14.2, with an excess of births

of 8.7.'^^^ In other words, the population continued to increase but at

a diminishing rate. In the absence of any governmental policy with

respect to population, however, the rate of population growth might

have declined still more. In Germany, the excess of births over

deaths had fallen to 3.5 per thousand of population in 1933 at the

worst of the great depression. From 1934 to the beginning of World

War II, the excess of births over deaths remained quite stable at

7.1 or 7.2 per thousand. However, this excess of births over deaths

was not large in comparison with that of other countries; it showed

no tendency to increase after making one jump from the depression

low; and the increase might have occurred und^r improving eco-

nomic conditions even if no formal population policy had been

instituted. On the whole, few outside observers gave much credit to

the economic inducements, propaganda, and public honors in con-

nection with population growth in the fascist countries.

QUESTIONS

1 . “British workers have made considerable gains in connection with

wages and hours under partial socialism." Do you agree? Explain.

2. “Have governmental controls over the workers increased or decreased

in Britain under partial socialism? Explain.

3. “Labor unions continue to exist in Britain under partial socialism,

but the importance of some of their functions has diminished. Show
whether you agree.

88 W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy, p. 183.

88 E. R. Sikes, Contemporary Economic Systems, New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 19*10, p. 526.
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4. "The record of socialist Britain in connection with unemployment

has been very favorable thus far.” Do you agree? Explain.

5. Compare the social insurance system of Britain with that which exists

in the United States.

f). “Little piogress in regard to real wages and standards of living was

made in Britain in the first three years under socialism.” Show

whether you agree.

7. “Ehe former organizations of labor were quickly eliminated under

fascism, but new ones were soon put in their place.” Discuss.

8. “I’he functions of fascist labor organizations were not the same as

those of ordinary labor unions.” Explain.

9. How were labor disputes settled in the fascist countries? Explain.

10. How were wages, hours, and working conditions deierniined in the

fascist countries? Explain.

11. “Most cases decided by the labor courts in the fascist countries re-

sit I icxl in victories for labor.” Discuss.

12. “1 lie workers did not fare very well with respect to wages, hours, and

woiking conditions under fascism.” Show whether you agree.

13. “The real wages and standards of living of the workers and their

families improved greatly under fascism.” Do you agree? Explain.

14. “llie criticisms directed at the fascist systems of social insurance

were similar to those which apply to the social insurance systems of

some other countries.” Show whether you agree.

15. Describe and evaluate the Opera Nationalc Dopolavoro in Italy and
the Strength through Joy movement in Germany.

16. “Wankers in the fascist countries were relatively sure of being able

to find employment.” Show' whether you agree.

17. "The results of the population policy in Germany and Italy indicate

that it is rather easy for a dictatorial government to control the

growth of population.” Do )ou agree? Explain.

18. “From the German workers point of view, the Labor Front, Works’
Regulations, Confidential Councils, Labor Trustees, and Courts of

Social Honor w'ere very poor substitutes for labor unions, collective

bargaining, collective agreements, and strikes.” Show whether you
agree.

19. “There are some reasons for thinking that even the employers were
not entirely pleased with the fascist labor organizations and policies.”

Explain.

20. “The fascist economies had an advantage over our capitalistic system
in that they succeeded in eliminating labor troubles and in securing
peaceful employer-employee relations.” Discuss.



CHAPTER 19

INTERN ATION AL TRADE

Interyiational Trade under Capitalism

The Basis of Jnteruatioual Trade. As we have seen in discussing

economic principles in relation to economic systems, the general

principles of economics in the field of international trade are valid

for all t)pcs of economic systems. In the first place, international

irade depends upon diHerences between countries with regard to

tlie prcxluctice factors which they possess. Countries difier with re-

spect to the cjuantity and quality of land, mineral resources, timber,

and power resources which they possess, d hey have clilferent cli-

mates and clilferent amounts of capital available for assisting in the

various processes of production, llicir labor supplies diller with

respect to quantity, quality, and training. Differences in the endow-

ment cjf productive agents between countries may be either absolute

or comj)arative. When the difference is absolute, one country has

agents and facilities for producing certain types of economic goods,

but another country lacks these agents and facilities altogether.

When the difference is comparative, both countries have the neces-

sary agents for producing a certain economic good, but these facili-

ties can be used for this purpose to much better advantage in the

one country than in the other.

In a situation of absolute advantage, for example, the United

States has excellent facilities for producing automobiles, while

certain Central American countries, besides being short of workers

having the proper skill and training and perhaps fixed capital as well,

lack the necessary supplies of iron and coal which the United States

has in abundance. On the other hand, these Central American coun-

tries can produce bananas or coffee with the greatest of ease, while

these articles could be produced in the United States only with the

greatest difficulty, if at all. In a situation of comparative advantage,

500
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the United States has an abundance of land, labor, and caf)ital suit-

able lor the production of such a commodity as flax and could prob-

ably produce flax with greater physical efficiency than the countries

from which it normally imports the flax or economic goods derived

from it. However, the United States produces very little flax because

the agents of production which could be used for this purpose can

also be used in many other fields of production in which their

marginal productivity is higher. "Idle age nts of production suitable

for flax raising in other countries arc certainly no better than those

of the United States, and quite probably are not so good, but they

can be profitably used for flax raising because their other opportuni*

ties for highly productive and valuable employment are limited. In

this situation, the United States can profitably import flax, in spite

of having great efficiency in its production, in order to reserve its

own agents of production for other industries in which their pro-

ductive efficiency is still greater than in flax raising.

Since differences in productive-factor endowments between coun-

tries lead to differences in the efficiency with which various eco-

nomic goods can be produced Irom one country to another, they

alscj produce variations in the cost jier unit of producing these

goods and opportunities for profitable trade between the countries.

In the absence of restrictions and interferences, each country tends

to produce and export commodities whose production requires (1)

large quantities of productive agents which are abundant and cheap

in that country and (2) small amounts of productive agents which

are scarce and dear, while importing articles whose production re-

quires (1) large amounts of agents of production which arc scarce

and costly in that country and (2) only small amounts of agents of

production which are abundant and cheap. It is not economically

advisable for a country to produce every type of economic good

which can be produced there. In fact, it does not even pay a country

to produce ail types of economic goods wdiich it can produce with

greater efficiency than other countries. A country can often gain by

giving up the production of articles which it can turn out only

slightly more efficiently than other countries in order to use the

productive agents, which would otherwise be devoted to these pur-

poses, in other lines of production in which the advantages in

efficiency with respect to other countries are greater.

The formal principle of economics which covers this situation,

known as the Law of Comparative Advantage, states that a country
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tends to export those economic goods in the production of which it

has a cornparatwe adxmntage and to import those economic goods in

the production of which it has a comparative disadvantage. As this

principle implies, every country, whether its agents of production

are plentiful and high grade or the reverse, may secure an economic

gain from international trade. International trade between two

countries tends to make the prices of goods which are able tcj move
between the countiies the same in both places, except for costs of

transportation. There is also a tendency (though lt\ss complete)

toward the equalization of the prices of the different varieties and

grades of the productive agents in the two countries when they

trade with each other. If geographical specialization and the equal-

ization of factor and commodity prices could be complete between

countries, all endowmenls of productive factors would be used for

the most appropriate purperses, and real income and standaicls of

living would be at a maximum in the trading countries. Each coun-

try would gain by receiving from other countries economic goods

which could not be produced at all in that country or which could

be obtained more cheaply from the other countries. The effect of

the complete develoj^ment of international trade would be to re-

move the disadvantages which were originally imposed on the vari-

ous countries by the unequal distribution of productive facilities

among them. Even with a partial development of trade, this result

is achieved to some extent.

The gains from international trade, although all trading countries

share in them, arc not necessarily divided equally among the coun-

tries. The extent of the gain realized by each country depends upon

what has been called the play of reciprocal demand; or, in other

words, the strength of the demand of one country for the economic

goods which it imports as compared with the strength of the de-

mands of other countries for the economic goods which the first

country exports. If one country needs its imports from a second

country very badly and cannot get along without them, while the

second country does not care much about the goods obtained from

the first country or could just as well get them from some other

place, the terms of trade will be relatively unfavorable to the first

country. Both countries will gain from the trade, but the greater

share of the gain will go to the second country.

Actual conditions in international production and trade are more

complicated than those assumed in the theory of trade. The agents
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of production arc not so thoroughly divisible as the theory assumes;

they are not completely mobile within nations nor completely im-

mobile between nations; the prices of finished goods arc not always

determined under competitive conditions; nor arc all units of pro-

ducti\e agents always rewarded according to their marginal produc-

tivity. Nevertheless, there is a gain to be derived from international

trade under ac tual conditions, and it is a gain of the sort indicated

by our discussion above. However, the Law of Comparative Advan-

tage does not suggest that each country has to receive a gain from

international trade, whether or not it wants to receive a gain. If a

country wishes to forego all or any gains from international trade,

it is (juitc free to do so. It can attempt to cut international trade

down to a mere trickle, or even eliminate it entirely in the interests

of national self-sufficiency. The Law of Comparative Advantage does

not imply that national economic self-sufficiency is impossible. It

merely suggests that any country which becomes economically self-

sufficient will do so at the cost of having a standard of living lower

than that which could be readily secured on the basis of interna-

tional specialization and trade.

Another principle of international trade is found in the state-

ment that the imports of a country must equal its exports over any

considerable period of time. This principle, unlike the Law of Com-
parative Advantage, is not one which a country can disregard if it

wishes. Unless a country will import, it cannot continue to export

in the long run except by giving its goods away to other countries.

In similar fashion, if a country (aimot find markets for its exjjorts,

it will be unable to secure the volume of imports which it desires in

the long run. As a temporary expedient, imports can be paid for

with gold or exports can be sold by extending credits to other coun-

tries, but international trade is fundamentally barter in the long

run.

Restrictions on International Trade, It would not be very con-

sistent for an economy to maintain a policy of laissez-faire with re-

gard to domestic production, trade, and other economic affairs and

at the same time to regulate and interfere with international trade

to a great extent. For this reason a capitalistic economy, in strict

theory, should be a free-trade economy. However, some groups of

people, and especially the owners of industries which have estab-

lished themselves or are trying to establish themselves in the econ-

omy, usually feel that their economic interests would suffer under
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a policy of free trade. And these groups arc more articulate than the

great masses of consumers whose standards of living would be maxi-

mized by the free interchange of goods in international trade.

Again, the people or the government of a capitalistic economy may
decide that the interests of the nation as a political unit require a

policy of restrictionism with respect to international trade, in order

that the nation may be economically independent of other nations

in times of war. If these reasons do not suflice, many others can be

brought forward in suppoj l of governmental interference with the

normal course of international trade. As a result, most capitalistic

economies, whatevei their policies with respect to domestic eco-

nomic affairs, have interfered strenuously and continuously with

international trade.

I he devices used for this purpose are well known and we shall

only mention some of them briefly. Historically, the most impor-

tant device has been the protective tariff, under which various

articles produced abroad are made dutiable at rates designed to

exclude these products, so that the home market is left free for

exploitation by domestic enterprises turning out the same types of

goods. If, for example, a certain article can be obtained from Eng-

land at a price of 75 cents per unit (including transportation costs)

but cannot be produced in this country for less than $1.00, then a

duty of, say, 50 cents per unit is levied on this article, so that our

wants will be satisfied by products made at home, if satisfied at all.

When similar duties of varying amounts are applied to hundreds or

thousands of articles, the result is a protective tariff. While some

goods may continue to be im{)orted despite the duties which are

applied to them, the purpose of the protective tariff is clearly the

exclusion of foreign goods.

Sometimes the same result is achieved by paying bounties to do-

mestic producers, which make it possible for them to sell their ware's

at prices below full costs of production. Such low prices for the

domestic goods make it difficult for foreign producers to compete in

the domestic market, and relatively easy for the subsidized producers

to sell in foreign markets, other things being equal. It is also pos-

sible to protect domestic producers by means of sanitary regulations

applied to imported food products, veterinary laws, regulations re-

quiring that imported goods bear a distinctive mark indicating their

country of origin, and regulations governing the granting of public

contracts, which require that domestic materials must be used or
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make it necessary lor materials to come up to certain specifications

whicli foreign materials can hardly meet. In modern times, interna-

tional trade is often restricted by means of import quotas, or laws

and decrees which limit (by value, quantity, or weight) the imports

of ( cTiain articles that may enter a cmintry within a specified period

of time. Inqiorts or exports of various articles may be forbidden

unless tJie government grants licenses or permits covering the spe-

cific transactions. 1 he government of an ecemomy may also control

imports and exports by controlling foreign-exchange transactions.

Under one common type of foreign-exchange control, the govern-

ment icquiies all exporters to sell all foreign-exchange bills to a

central authority, which in turn sells foreign exchange to importers

for the impoi tation of desired gocxls. Other exchange devices, such

as clearing agreements or payments agreements between countries,

may be usc^d to control the volume and content of international

trade.

The International Trade of the United States. The United States,

like nicest other capitalistic countries, has followed a policy of re-

strictionism with respec t to international trade for many years, de-

pending primarily upon the protective tariff for this purpose. For

over a century and a quarter, the United States has maintained a

protective tariff at varying levels, and in recent years this ccnuitry

has been an acknowledged leader of the restrictionist movement.

What our policy of restric tionism has cost us cannot be estimated

with any accuracy. However, the cost has been experienced in many
forms, including lower standards of living for consumers; the devo-

tion of productive agents to the production cif protected articles

which could l^e obtained more advantageously from abroad, instead

of using these factors in our export industries where they would be

more productive; the creation of international ill-will; and the

default of many countries on their financial obligatic^ns to us

because of their inability to export. While there have been some

offsetting gains, they have gone for the most part to relatively small

groups of people, and especially to the owners of the protected

industries, rather than to the people as a whole.

I'he international trade of the United States has had its ups and

downs, but it has remained very small in comparison with the total

volume of domestic trade and in comparison with the volume of

international trade which might have been achieved in the absence

of the policy of restrictionism. In 1920, under the influence of post-
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war conditions and the extension of large amounts of credit to other

countries, our commodity exports reached $8,228,016,000 and our

commodity imports $v5,278,^8 1,000. Our international trade was

quite well maintained over the next several years, and in 1929 we
still had exports of $5,240,995,000 and imports of $4,399,861,000. In

the post-1929 depression, however, our exports fell to $1,611,016,000

and our imports to $1,822,774,000 in 1982.^ In the years after 1982,

in spite of the recovery of domestic production and trade and the

adoption of a more lenient policy toward international trade under

the Reciprocal Trade Agreements program, the international trade

of the United States expanded relatively slowly until World War
II broke out in 1989.

1 he general policy of restrictionism with respect to international

trade has very little economic justiheation. We cannot pause to

examine and evaluate the arguments which are advanced in favor

of restrictionism, but practically all of them are wholly or partly in-

valid from the economic point of view. About the only argument

of any standing holds that restrictionism is necessary to the national

preparedness and defense of the country. According to this notion

we should produce as many essential articles as possible within the

country without too much regard for cost so that we cannot be cut

off from our sources of supply in wartime. To attain national

security is more important than to insure that our productive

resources will be used most efiectivcly or that the greatest possible

sum total of commodities and services will be produced. But even

this argument is open to some qualification. Restrictionism, as a

narrow nationalistic policy, is a very prolific source of international

ill feeling and friction. Moreover, while it may be granted that it is

a very serious matter when our sources of supply of important ma-

terials are cut off in time of war, we must recognize that, if nations

cooperated with each other and were greatly dependent upon one

another on the basis of freedom of trade, the likelihood of war
would be lessened to a marked degree.

In spite of the policy of restrictionism with respect to interna-

tional trade, the United States has not sought to become economi-

cally self-sufficient in the past. Instead, we have depended upon
other countries for all or part of our supplies of many economic

goods, which have included rubber, tin, silk, manganese, nickel,

chromite, tungsten, potash, antimony, mercury, tea, spices, coffee,

^ Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1939, p. 463.
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hides, jute, hemp, sisal, quinine, iodine, and many other products.

Our dependence on other countries for supplies of vital materials

became greatly embarrassing to us after our entry into World War
II when many of our most important sources ol supply were cut off.

After the war began, there was a great increase in the extent to

which the international trade of the United States was controlled by

the federal government. Even before this country entered the war,

the government set out to accumulate stock piles of certain strategic

and critical materials and entered into agreements with various

Latin American countries for the purchase of all their available

supplies of such materials. Moreover, after December 27, 1941, the

government assumed complete control over the imports of a number

of materials, and these things could be imported only by some gov-

ernmental agency.

Our foreign trade was affected also by the “freezing” of foreign

assets. The freezing process was based on an Executive Order ad-

ministered by the Federal Reserve Banks and the Treasury Depart-

ment, and it jirohibited all transactions within the jurisdiction of

the United States in which the country (or its nationals) to which

the Older applied had any intcTCst, after a stipulated date. The
freezing process, first used in April, MHO, was extended to country

after country as German conquests continued, to Germany and

Italy themselves in June, 1911, and to Ja})an in July, 1911. Natur-

ally, all imports and exports between the United States and any

country whose assets had been frozen were automatically pro-

hibited, unless our government saw fit to issue licenses for specific

transactions. This was also true of transactions between countries

with frozen assets and any third country, if the transactions were

to be financed by means of foreign credits held in the United States.

The freezing orders as such were not applied to Latin American
countries, but something of the same effect was produced by the

promulgation in July, 1911, of the Proclaimed List of Certain

Blocked Nationals. This list contained the names of persons and
firms believed to be nationals of or sympathizers with the Axis

countries, and located in countries of the western hemisphere. Our
government forbade all business and financial transactions between

citizens and residents of the United States and listed persons or

firms, unless specifically permitted by licenses issued by the Treasury

Department. The United States had considerable cooperation from
Latin American countries in carrying out this policy, which was
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aimed quite definitely at depriving; the Axis powers ol any economic

advantages they previously derived Irom enterprises, investments,

and business connections in Latin America.

The exports oi the United States were also subjected to direct

control during the war period. In July, 1940, the National Delense

Act provided ior a general system of exi)ort ccjntrol by means of

licenses. I'his export control system was originally intended to apply

to essential raw materials, machine tools, certain chemicals, arms,

ammunition, and war goods in general. However, the list was in-

creased rapidly, and soon scarcely anything included in our normal

list of exports could be exported without a federal license. The
export control system prevented other countries from buying here

raw materials and goods which were needed in our war program,

but permitted us to send all kinds of goods to countries of the

western hemisphere which were collaborating with the United States

in her war program. Even before our entry into the war, export

control enabled us to interfere with and hamper the war activities

of the Axis nations.

Finally, the IcncMcase policy of the United States had an impor-

tant ellect on our trade. his policy was provided for in the Act to

Promote the Defense of the United Stales, wdiich was passed in

March, 1941. This Act authorized the President to sell, transler title

to, lease, lend, or otherwise dispose of various defense goods to other

countries whose defense was deemed vital to the safety of the

United States. 1 he Act specified that lend-Iease aid could be given

under any terms and conditions which were satisfactory to the

President, and that the resulting benefit could be payment in kind

or property, or any other direct or indirect benefit which the Presi-

dent deemed satisfactory. From March 11, 1911, to August 31,

1946, lend-lcase aid to our allies amounted to over 50i/2 billion dol-

lars, and reverse lend-lease, or contributions of the allied nations

to the LJnited States, amounted to about 7^/^ billion dollars.

^

Clearly, the various governmental controls just described did not

all make for a decline in the total volume of our internaticmal

trade. Some policies, such as the lend-lcase program and the overall

purchasing agreements for strategic and critical materials, tended

to increase trade. As a result, the total volume of the international

trade of the United States, in terms of merchandise, increased from

15,495,000,000 in 1939, to $18,178,000,000 in 1944. The expanding

2 The Chicago Tribune, Novemljer 18, 1946.
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total trade in this period was largely the result of sharply increas-

ing exports: and lend-lease goods played a very important part in

total exports. In 1944, for examj^le, exports were $14,259,000,000

and imports only $3,919,000,000, while lend-lease exports amounted

to $11,305,000,000.'^ After 1941, the volume of international trade

fell off considerably, though it still remained very high when judged

by prewar standards. Beginning in 1948, the Marshall Plan, a kind

of peacetime version of lend-lease, was expected to bring about an

increase in “trade” once more.

International Trade under Socialism

and Communism

Trading Policy, The Law of Comparative Advantage would apply

as well to a socialistic economy as to any other, but it does not fol-

low that a socialistic economy would be committed to a policy of

complete free trade. All the important dcjinestic economic affairs of

such a system would be conducted on a basis of economic planning;

and uncontrc^lled imports, exports, and international financial trans-

actions might have a most disrupting influence on the planned

operation of the domestic economy. I’he probable policy for social-

ism is therefore neither complete free trade nor complete restriction-

ism, but rather planned trade, and all imports and exports would

be considered in their relationship to planned results at home. On
the other hand, it W'ould be expected that a socialistic economy
would plan to import some goods which could be obtained from

other countries more cheaply than by domestic production, and

export other goods with respect to which this relationship was

reversed.

In deciding on the relative cheapness of imported and domestic

products, a socialistic economy would be probably somewhat handi-

capped by the rather arbitrary character of the costs of produc-

tion allocated and assigned to the various goods produced at home,

but it could take a genuine long-run point of view in making its

decisions and w^ould not be influenced by temporary considerations

of profit or advantage. Thus, it might refuse to accept imports of

goods which were temporarily being dumped by other countries

(that is, goods which were being sold to the socialistic country at

prices lower than those prevailing for the same goods in the country

^ Surx>ey of Current Business, February, 1947, p. 42.
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of origin), unless such imports could be accepted without upsetting

conditions at home. In deciding on im})orts and exports, a socialistic

economy would attempt to lake social costs, as well as money

costs, into consideration. Fhat is, in deciding to give up a particular

industry at home and obtain its products by importation, the leaders

would consider the problem of retraining the skilled labor formerly

used in that industry and the benelits involved in getting rid of any

bad effects which that industry had on its workers or which its soot,

grime, and smoke had on the health of the citizens, or on their

laundry and house-painting exj^enses.

National Economic Self-Sufficiency. There is nothing about the

program of ideal socialism to indicate that a socialistic economy

would netessai'ily follow a policy of national economic self-suf-

ficiency. If it were decided that certain commodities could be pro-

duced at home more cheaply than they could be imported in the

long run, even though it were temporarily cheaper to import them,

a socialistic economy probably would not hesitate to prc^tect its “in-

fant industries” by any necessary means. Again, if a socialistic

economy found it necessary to oj)erate as best it could in the midst

of a generally hostile world, it might hesitate to depend too heavily

on unfriendly countries for supplies of vital commodities and might

undertake to produce such goods at home, even under relatively un-

favorable cost conditions, in order to be economically independent.

However, in a wc3rld composed of friendly socialistic economies, it

woidd not be surprising if each economy relied on international

trade to s(3inething like the extent implied as desirable by the Law
of Comparative Advantage.

The Trading Mechanism, In order to insulate the domestic so-

cialistic economy from unplanned and undesired international in-

fluences to as great an extent as possible, all international trading

would probably be done by a governmental monopoly created for

the purpose. Individual enterprises and industries could dispose of

their products abroad only through and with the approval of this

governmental agency, and the same procedure would apply to the

importation of goods desired by the consumers. The trading agency

would work in close cooperation with the general agency for eco-

nomic planning, and it would be expected to consider the general

welfare ralher than the private desires of individual citizens in

making decisions with regard to importing and exporting. On
occasion, the trading agency might decide to export quantities of
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goods, which were badly needed by domestic consumers, in order

to be able to import new machines or vital materials whidi were

even more necessary from the point of view of the economy as a

whole. In fact, the trading agency could disregard tlie costs of pro-

duction at which its exports had been produced at home and sell

the goods abroad at any prices which were not so Ioav as to run

afoul of the anti-dumping regulations of other countries, in order to

be able to purchase desired imports. And it could pay almost any

necessary price for such imports.

Further insulation of the domestic economy against international

influences would probably be achieved by using separate currencies

for domestic and international transactions, making any necessary

conversions between the two currencies to meet the needs cjf travel-

ers and persons desiring make approved individual remittances

between countries. Thus, either the trading agency or the central

bank would have a complete monopoly of foreign-exchange trans-

actions, and the \’alue of the currency to be used for international

purposes could be determined largely on the basis of expediency.

Short-term movements of capital funds, as necessary for the financ-

ing of trade, would also be contrc:>lled by the government, but there

is some doubt as to whether long-term capital movements would be

permitted. In theory, it would be advantageous for a socialistic

economy to borrow abroad until the arbitrary internal rate of inter-

est had to be dropped to the level prevailing in other countries, or

to lend until the planners found it necessary to raise the internal

rate of interest to the level prevailing abroad. However, foreign

borrowing would make the socialistic economy somewhat dependent

upon other countries for economic goods, and foreign lending or in-

vestments would make the socialistic nation (according to the so-

cialist point of view) into an indirect exploiter of the wc^rkers of

other countries, so these long-term capital transactions might be

avoided altogether.

Foreign Trade under Communism^ The theory of communism
makes no apparent provision for international trade. It is difficult to

see just how importing and exporting could be carried on between a

communistic economy which operated without prices or money
costs and another economy which operated on the basis of money
prices and costs. Moreover, the presumed absence of government
under full communism seems to preclude the possibility of trading

through a governmental monopoly. Goods might be exchanged be-
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tween two or more communistic economies on a basis of direct

barter, but such trade would be rather dilficuJt to arrange. On tlic

whole, then, the prospects for international trade under commun-
ism do not seem bright.

The International Trade of Soviet Russia

The Trading Mechanism. Since early 1918, international trade has

been mono]:)oli/,ed by the federal government of Russia, and this

trade monopoly is now provided for by Article 14 of the federal

constitution. A special Ministry of Foreign Trade, created for the

purpose, has general responsibility for all import and export trans-

actions. Neither private individuals nor governmental enterprises

may enter into international transactions except through this Min-

istry and its agencies. The Ministry formulates the economic plans

for foreign trade, which must be closely correlated with the general

economic plans of the country, and sees that they are carried out

through its branches, its trade missions to various countries, and its

export and import corporations which specialize in particular types

of goods.

The Ministry administers the customs laws and provides for the

transportation of merchandise by sea in ships which it owns or hires.

It also controls the prices of import and export commodities. In the

case of exports, its control is complete, and the prices at which it

sells goods in foreign markets may not be nearly the same as those

that are paid to Russian enterprises and producers for the goods.

In the case of imports, the Ministry cannot control completely the

prices at which it purchases goods in foreign markets, but it does

control the prices of imported goods wdthin the Russian economy.

Through the state monopoly of foreign trade, Soviet Russia main-

tains strict and detailed control over imports and exports, obtains

complete protection against the competition of other countries and

against the possible upsetting influence of world market pricesi on

the Russian domestic market, and is able to use its trade with other

countries to pursue political and social ends as well as purely

economic ones. Again, the state monopoly eliminates the need for

the Russian internal currency to be linked to the foreign currency,

rhe Russian ruble, as used in domestic trade, is not officially quoted

in foreign markets, and fluctuations in the internal purchasing

power of the ruble are not represented accurately by the official
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rate of exchange. In establishing and maintaining an artificial value

for the ruble for purposes of international transactions, the govern-

ment prohibited the import and export of the rubles used within

the country and the exchange of such rubles for foreign currency.

The Development of Russian Trade. In 1913, the total volume of

Russia’s trade with other countries amounted to 12.6 billion rubles,

or about 3.8 per cent of total world trade. Exports amounted to

about 6 per cent of domestic production, and imports to about 7 per

cent. The exports included primarily grain, lumber, fiax, hides, and

other raw or partly processed goods, while imports consisted of

finished manufactured goods, machinery and technical equipment,

and industrial materials. After the revolution, Russian foreign trade

virtually collapsed and in 1919-20 was running at about one-

eightieth of prewar levels. In 1922, foreign trade began to revive

and it reached its highest level under the Soviet regime to date in

1930, in the middle of the First E'ive-Vear Plan. In that vear, exports

amounted to 4.5 billion rubles and im[)orts to 4.6 billion rubles,

while the total volume of trade was at 73 pea cent of that which had

prevailed befc^re World War I.‘^

Under the First Five-Year Plan, Russian foreign trade reached a

fairly large volume because of the great program of indust rial i/ation

which Russia was undertaking. Her needs for machinery, precision

instruments, other industrial e(|uipment, and certain industrial raw

materials were great, and she proceeded to satisfy them by any

means which lay reaciy to hand. Russian exports were based almost

entirely on the desire to acquire foreign purchasing power, and an)

goods were exported which promised to have a ready sale in foreign

markets, regardless of whether domestic supplies of these goods w^ere

relatively adequate or inadecpiaie. Grain production was at low ebb

in these years and near famine conditions prevailed in some years,

but Russian grain exports averaged 453 million rubies annually

from 1929 to 1932. The production of cotton textiles even by 1932

amounted to only a little over one-half the planned output, but ex-

ports of cotton textiles averaged 204 million rubles annually from

1929 to 1932.^^

Since the Russian economy needed greatly to export, but it found

that the exporters of other countries were rather firmly entrenclied

4 These statistics are from A. Yugow, Russia’s Economic t)ont for Wai and
Peace, pp. 98-100.

6 Ibid,, p. 101.
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in world markets and that many Russian goods could not yet com-

pete with those oi other countries on the basis of quality, there

seemed to be no alternative except to secure foreign markets by

charging extremely low prices for Russian exports. The prices

charged were not only low in relation to those prevailing in world

markets but were frequently below cost of production in Russia. In

fact, one critic alleges that it was considered a brilliant accomplish-

ment to obtain prices lor exports of Russian cotton textiles which

would cover 20 to 25 per cent of the costs of the enterprises which

produced the goods, and that more (ommonly the price would cover

only about 15 per cent of the costs.'' This “dumping" of Russian

products in foreign markets caused a great deal of irritation in

other countries. The foreign exchange actjiiired by exportation was

used to purchase the various materials necessary for rapid indus-

trialization. In spite of great domestic shortages of consumers' goods

of all kinds, imports of these goods made up only 10.2 per cent of all

imports from 1929 to 19 '12. while 89.8 per cent consisted of goods Icjr

use in industry."

During the Second F'ive-Vear Plan, 192).S-'f7, Russia became able

to supply more of her own needs lor industrial materials and ecjuip-

ment, and she reduced greatly or even discontinued imports of, for

example, automobiles, tractors, electrical equipment, agricultural

machinery, machine tools, iron and steel, cotton, wool, and paper.

W^ith the pressure to import somewhat lessened, Russia seems to

have followed a deliberate policy of holding down the total volume

of foreign trade. The announced policy is to limit exports to “sur-

plus products of the national economy," and to restrict imports to

whatever level is reached by exports. In 1938, the total volume of

foreign trade amounted to only 23.9 per cent of that which had

prevailed before world War I.^ How^ever, the composition of Rus-

sian imports had not changed greatly by 1938. While imports were

very low, they still consisted largely (87.9 per cent) of goods for use

in industry rather than of consumers' goods. On the other hand, -the

composition of Russian exports had changed greatly since the be-

ginning of the First Five-Year Plan and since the years before the

World War I. In the period 1909-13, agricultural products made
up 70.6 per cent of Russian exports, and industrial products only

«F. ITtley, The Dream We Lost, p. 234.

7 A. Yiigovv, Russia's Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 104.

8 Ibid., p. 100.
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29.4 per cent. Industrial goods exported in relation to total ex-

ports increased to 41.3 per cent in the period from 1922 to 1927, 61.3

per cent in the period from 1929 to 1933, and 72.8 per cent in the

period from 1933 to 1937, while agricultural exports fell to 58.7,

38.7, and 27.2 per cent ol the total in the same three periods.'^

Russian Trmle in the War and Postwar Periods, When World

War 11 broke out, Russia began to purchase and stock-pile large

quantities of a number of materials which would be indispensable

if she became involved in the conllict. After being attacked by Ger-

many, Russia had very little foreign trade in the ordinary commer-

cial sense of the term, but she received large cjuantities of goods

from her allies and was able to furnish them with more limitetl

amounts of commodities and services in return. Russia received over

11 billion dollars’ worth of aid from the United States, under the

lend-lease program, from 1941 through 1946.

In the first three years after the end of the war, Soviet Russia

was apjKirently trying to get as much economic assistance as possible

from cither countries while exporting the minimum amount of its

domestic resources. Ihe exj)orts which have been made on a com-

mercial basis have consisted largely of raw materials such as cotton,

wool, flax, furs and skins, and coal. Other exports, including espe-

cially foods, have been sent on a political basis to such areas as

Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and France in the

hope of adding to the prestige and strength of the Communist Party

in these lands. Russian exports, on the whole, have not been great

enough to finance the importation of desired volumes of commt^di-

ties, and Russia has been anxious to secure foreign credits to finance

her purchases abroad. A long-term credit of $250,000,000 payable in

thirty years with interest at 2% per cent was obtained from the

United States to permit Russia to buy lend-lease goods which were

‘‘in the pipeline” (in process of manufacture or in transit) when
lend-lease operations came to an end, and additional leans have

been secured from other countries.

Soviet Russia has also acquired large cjuantities of goods from
other countries by means of “non-commercial” methods. The Rus-

sian army in occupied lands has lived off the country, seizing the

commodities it has needed. In addition, Russia has stripped occu-

pied territories of industrial and agricultural machinery, railroad

locomotives and cars, livestock, and other items. These acquisitions

0 Ibid., p. 10?.
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have been justified as representing the restitution of property taken

from Russia during the war, as war booty to which Russia was en-

titled by right of conquest, or as reparations granted to Russia

under the Potsdam Agreement.

Finally, Russia has obtained large quantities of goods from other

countries through her ownershij) of eiiter]>rises and assets remaining

in these areas. Former German assets in Rumania, Fliingary, and

Finland have been used as capital for investment in new joint

Soviet-Riuiianian, Soviet-Flungarian, and Soviet-Finnish enterprises.

Although partly owned by the other countries, the enterprises are

managed by Russian citizens who sec to it that their outj)ut is thor-

oughly coordinated with the (‘conomic plans for the Russian dc>

mestic economy. In the Soviet zone ol (Aainany the c)ut})ut of

nuniej'ous enterjnisc's seized by the Russians goes entirely to meet

the lueds of the Russian planned e(onomy. In combination with

other concessions granted by several countries, these developments

give Russia the lion’s share of the goods sent out of many of the

(ountries of eastern Europe.

In trading wnth other (ountries since the war, Russia has favored

the development of bilateral agreements w^hicli commonly provide

that Russia’s exports to and imports Irom the other countries shall

be c((ual in value in each year or other specified period of time,

bilateral agreements have been concluded with Sweden, \’ugoslavia,

Bulgaria, Poland, Denmark, Rumania, Hungary, and other coun-

tries. Fhe terms of such agreements can be kept relatively secret,

they enable pressure to be brought to bear to secure price and other

concessions from smaller and wxaker countries, and the imj:>orts and

exports which occur under them can be readily meshed wdth the

gene ral economic j)lans of Soviet Russia.

National Economic Self-Sufficiency, Disregarding the goods which

were taken from Soviet Russia by noncommercial methods during

the war or wdiich she has secured by similar methcjcls in the postwar

period, it is possible to say that her foreign trade has been com-

pletely subordinated to the objectives of the national economic

plans. It has been merely a tool for attaining the general goals of

the economy. Soviet Russia has not attempted to import all goods

which could be produced more cheaply in other countries than at

home or to export only those goods which could be produced more

cheaply in Russia than in other countries. Strict adherence to this

policy might have caused Russia to remain a backward agricultural
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economy, exporting largely raw and partly processed commodities

while importing large quantities of finished manufactured goods.

In order to attain industrialization and national economic develop-

ment, Russia has exported at a considerable sacrilice goods tiiat

were both inefficiently produced and badly needed at home and has

attempted to produce at home many types of goods that, at least lor

a time, could have been purchascxl more cheaply in foreign mat kets.

Ill the last years belore World War II, the greatly iiici eased

volume of Russian production and the tendency to hold loieign

trade down to very Icjw levels suggested that Russia had succeeded

in attaining a high level of national economic self-sufficiency, and

this impression was altogether justified. When the policy of national

economic self-sufficiency was mentionc^d, it was customary to think

of fascist Italy or Germany, lor in these countries the policy had

been accompanied by a great hullabaloo and by dramatization in

terms of “battles” of this and that. However, vc^ry much the same

policy had been carried on cjuietly and unassumingly in Soviet

Russia. In the general field of agriculture, Russia had secured or

maintained world leadership in the production of wheat, rye, barley,

oats, potatoc's, flax, sugar beets, and other crops. Moreover, Russia

had taken advantage of tier tremendous variety of climatic condi-

tions to develop a considerable number of new crops, including tea,

mandarins, lemons, grapelruit, oranges, tobacco, camphor, gera-

nium, grapes, eucalyptus, oleander, four kinds of plants yielding

rubber, southern hemp, soy beans, kenaf, and castor beans.

Russia has a large variety of natural resources. Many of them
are both plentiful in quantity and excellent in quality so that Russia

had only to develop and exploit them in order to become sell-

sufficient with respect to most kinds of nonagriculiural materials

for industry. On the basis of the great variety of agricultural and
nonagriculiural materials which she produced, Russia was able to

set up and operate plants wiiich turned out most of the kinds of

mamifa( tured products necessary for the development of the econ-

cmiy. It is clear that Russia’s progress toward economic self-suffi-

ciency was primarily developmental in character. I'hat is, Russia

did not go in for the prcxluction of artificial substitute's for natural

products on any large scale. To be sure, it was reported that Russia

produced a considerable amount of synthetic rubber, but these re-

ports may have referred to tlie production of rubber from the rub-

10 Foreign Commerce Weekly, March 1, 1941, pp. 362-3(53.
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bcr-bearing plants which she disancred rather than to the manufac-

ture of artificial rubber from petroleum or alcohol. However, if

Russia abstained for the most part from the production of synthetic

materials, this result was due probably to the fact that her great

variety of climatic conditions and natural resources made it possible

to produce most kinds of goods by natural methods, rather than to

any unwillingness on her part to produce synthetic materials if

necessary. Russia also achieved a high degree of econc:)mic self-

sufficiency withemt maintaining high protective tariffs, import

quotas, and other devices which play a conspicuous part in the

policies of other countries, but her governmental monopoly of

foreign trade furnished a much more powerful means of control

than any of these other things.

While Russia’s great variety of climatic conditions, and natural

resources made it possible for her to achieve a high degree of eco-

nomic self-sufficiency, we should not assume that she was able

to attain this goal at no cost to herself, for the Law of Comparative

Advantage applies to Soviet Russia as well as to any other country.

Some kinds of goods can be produced in Russia only with con-

siderable difficulty and, even if all types of goods could be pro-

duced there readily, Russia would still find that she could produce

some goods with greater relative efficiency and lower cost than

others. Every country, whether under a socialistic or capitalistic

regime or any other variety and whether her natural resources are

many and varied or few and limited, can gain in terms of standards

of living by concentrating her productive energies on those lines of

production in which she can develop the greatest efficiency and

lowest cost, while obtaining the products of other industries by

means of foreign trade. Russia was able to obtain a great degree

of economic self-sufficiency only at the cost of furnishing her citizens

with standards of living lower than those which could have been

attained on the basis of geographical specialization and inter-

national trade.

Now, of course, it is probable that the Russian leaders were

under no illusions in following a policy of economic self-sufficiency.

Their aims did not include high immediate standards of living

for the consumers of the country, but rather rapid industrialization

and general economic development. The policy of economic self-

sufficiency was dictated to a large extent by the fact that Russia’s

economic development had to take place in the midst of a relatively
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hostile nonsocialistic world and the fact that Russia considered

herself to be living in constant danger of attack by some other

country or countries. Self-sufliciency meant preparedness for war,

and the degree of it which Russia attained was found to be very

useful during World War 11.

QV ESTIONS

1. “Difrerences in the endowment of puKlntfive agents between coun-

tries may be either absolute or ( omparativc.'’ Explain.

2. ‘Tt is economically advisable for a country to produce all types of

economic goods which it can produce with greater efficiency than

other countries.” Show whether you agree.

3. What arc the leading eflecis of international trade on the various

trading countries?

4. How and why do the governments of capitalistic countries often

interlere with the course of international trade? Explain.

5. “I'he United States, like many other capitalistic countries, has fol-

lowed a policy of restrictionism with respect to international trade

for many years.” Explain.

6. “Alter the outbreak of World War II, the government of the United

States imposed many new^ restrictions and cc^ntrols on international

trade.” Explain.

7. “The international trade of the United States declined sharply during

World War II under the influence of severe governmental controls.”

Do you agree? Explain.

8. “Since the Law ol Comparative Advantage would apply to a socialistic

economy, such an economy w'ouid be committed to a policy of com-
plete free trade.” Siiow wdiethcr you agree.

9. In view of the arbitrary character of the costs of production under
socialism, how could a socialistic economy decide on the relative

cheapness of imperrted and domestic jmoducts?

10. “There is nothing about the program of ideal socialism to indicate

that a socialistic economy would necessarily follow a policy of national

economic self-sufficiency.” Do you agree? Explain.

11. How could a socialistic economy insulate itself against unplanned and
nndesired international inffuences?

12. “Jt is difficult to see how international trade could be carried on be-

tween a fully communistic economy and economies of other types.”

Explain.

IS. How is international trade carried on by tlie socialized economy of
Soviet Russia? Explain.

14. What is the Soviet Russian policy with respect to international trade?

15. “Ihe trading pcdicies of Soviet Russia have sometimes been disturb-

ing to other countries.” Itxplain.
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16. '‘Since Russia went to war in 1941, her foreign trade has been largely

on a non-conimerrial basis.” Explain.

17. Describe tlie leading developments in the foreign trade of Soviet

Russia in the first few years after World War II.

18. Which of Russia’s policies with regard to foreign trade have been

inherent in the nature of a planned economy, and which have been

inspired by the peculiarities of Russia’s situation? Explain.

19. “Soviet Russia has made no attempt to follow a policy of national

economic self-sufficiency.” Show whether you agree.

20. “The costs of national economic self-sufficiency for Soviet Russia have

probably not been very great.” Explain.



CHAPTER 20

IJS! TERN AT10I>^ AL TRADE

(
Continued)

The International Trade of Britain under
Partial Socialism

The Prewar Situation in British Trade, For many years, Britain

has ]iad to buy very large (juantities of food and raw materials (and

some manufactured goods) from other countries each year in order

to exist and produce. Belorc World War IJ, her merchandise ex-

ports c|uite regularly failed to pay for her merchandise imports, but

the deficit in each year was eliminated, or at least reduced to man-

ageable proportions, by the income received from other countries

on her foreign investments and that obtained by selling services,

such as shipping and insurance. In 1938, for example, her imports

amounted to £885,000,000 and her exports and rc-exj)orts to £588,-

000,000, leaving an adverse balance of £802,000,000, but a net in-

come of £282,000,000 with respect to the so-called invisible items ot

trade left her with a net overall deficit of only £70,000,000d

The Postwar Crisis, I’he British situation with respect to interna-

tional trade was very different when the Labor Government took

over and World War J1 came to an end. Wartime destruction in

Britain had reduced the country’s ability to produce and export,

while large-scale imports were most essential. During the war,

Britain had lost a majoi’ part of her shipping (some three billion

dollars’ worth), had had to sell capital assets abroad valued at 4i/^

billion dollars, and had incurred new foreign liabilities amounting
to 1

1 y2 t)illion dollars, fler net income from the invisible items of

trade had been changed to a net deficit, and there seemed to be no
way to pay for her excess of merchandise imports.

1 Labor and Industry in Britain, March, 1948, p. 3.
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Britain’s imports in 1946 amounted to £1,092,000,000, and her

exports to £888,000,000 leaving an adverse balance of only £204,-

000,000 with respect to mcrclKindise, but the invisible items pro-

duced a net outgo of £17(>,0()0,000 instead of a net income and

lifted the net overall deficit to £380,000,000.2 This unfavorable

result had come about in sj)ite of strenuous efforts to increase pro-

duction and exports and to cut imports to the bone, and Britain was

able to keep on going only by securing large loans, amounting to

$5,000,000,000 altogether, from the United States and Canada.

These crcxlits were siipposc?cl to take care of temporary deficits in

Britain’s balance of j^ayments and tide her over until she could get

back on her fee t again.

In 19^7, however, the situation went from bad to worse. Although

Britain’s imports in 1917 were only 76 per cent of those of 1938 by

volume, while lier exports were 108 per cent of those of 1938 by

volume, her adverse balance with respect to merchandise trade

increased from £204,000,000 to £1 19,000,000.'^ This happened be-

cause the prices of goods imported by Britain increased much more

rapidly than those of her exports. In the third ejuarter of 1947, the

prices of Britain’s exports were 126 per cent higher than in 1938

and the prices of her imports were 167 per cent higher than in

1938.^ Even a parallel increase in the prices of imported and ex-

ported goods would have increased her trade deficit, since her im-

ports regularly run larger than her exports, and the more rapid in-

crease in the prices of imported goods was particularly devastating.

Britain’s net income from foreign investments and shipping came

to only £68,000,000 in 1947, while governmental expenditures over-

seas amounted to £211,000,000, and the net outgo on account of

other invisible items was £83,000,000. The net deficit of £226,000,-

000 in connection with the invisible items of trade, coupled with

that of £449,000,000 in connection with ordinary imports and ex-

ports, brought the net overall deficit to £675,000,000.*^ This .large

deficit was entirely with the Western Hemisphere and could there-

fore be correctly expressed in dollars—$2,700,000,000. In fact,

Britain’s deficit with respect to the Western Hemisphere was £680,-

2 Ibid, 8 Ibid., p. 6.

4 Ibid., p. 4. 6 Ibid., p. 3.
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000,000, but a slight surplus of £5,000,000 with the rest of the world

brought the net figure to £675,000,000.”

A part of Britain’s difficulties in 1947 was caused by the fact that

she had to pay out large quantities of dollars for other countries. As

a condition of obtaining the large loan from the United States in

1946, Britain had agreed to make her currency fully convertible for

current transactions by July 15, 1947. This meant, broadly speaking,

that other countries selling goods or services to Britain could convert

the pounds sterling they earned into any other currency, including

dollars, rhe world demand for dollars in 1917 proved to be too

great to permit this experiment to be successful. Other countries

began converting into dollars all the sterling they could get their

hands on, and not merely their surplus sterling, and the drain on

Britain’s dollar credits was so excessive that sterling convertibility

had to be suspended on August 20, 1947.

Solving BritaMs Trade Problem. In the last few months of 1947,

Britain’s Labor Government took drastic steps to bring about a

solution of the country’s problems with respect to international

trade and the balance of payments. Further immediate reductions

in imports were announced, and the domestic rationing program

was made more severe than before. Since a large part of Britain’s

imports consisted of raw materials which helped to manufacture

exports and hence could not be curtailed, the reduction of total

imports had to bear very heavily on imports of food and consumers’

goods. A second part of the program was to save on imports by

obtaining increased supplies of some goods from domestic sources.

This part of the program w^as typified by the large-scale plan to de-

velop home agriculture which was set in motion in the fall of 1947.

A third item was a general cut in Britain’s program for domestic

capital investment and also a rearrangement of its parts. The object

was, of course, to cut down investments which would require the

use of large quantities of materials that had to be imported and
paid for wdth dollars and to concentrate investments where they

would do the most immediate good in connection with increasing

production and exports. In the fourth place, the British govern-

ment’s controls over manpower, materials, and other factors were to

be used to achieve the greatest possible increase in total exports.

Finally, Britain’s foreign trade was to be rearranged so as to ira-

0 Ibid., p. 6 .
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})rove her position with respect to the Western Flemisphere. Every-

thiiiiJ^ possible was to be done to increase the production and export

oi goods which could be sold in the United States, Canada, the

Argentine, and other hard currency markets, even at the expense of

exports to some other countries from which Britain's needs were

less urgent. Attempts were made to create new sc:)urces of supply for

British imports in coiuiti ies outside the Western Hemisphere where

payments could be more readily made. Other Sterling Area coun-

tries were invited to exercise similar measures of economy in the

use of dollars and to stimulate exports to dollar-earning destina-

tions.

As a result of all these measures, British exports were supposed

to be running at 154 per cent of the 1938 level by volume at the

end of 1918, while in the matter of imports the line was to be

rigidly held. In financial terms, imports for 1918 were to amount

to £1,670,000,000 and exports and re-exports to £1,500,000,000, thus

reducing the adverse balance with respect to merchandise to £170,-

000,000, as compared with £^1-19,000,000 in 1947. Cuts in govern-

mental expenditures overseas, reductions in expenditures for loi eign

travel and motion picture films, and the rebuilding of the shi})ping

fleet wTre to reduce the deficit in connection with the invisible items

from £226,000,000 in 1917 to £80,000,000 in 1948. Thus the net

overall deficit in Britain's balance of payments was to be cut from

£675,000,000 in 1947 to £250,000,000 in 19484 I’hese results would

have been helpful, if achieved, but they would have left Britain's

deficit in the balance of payments at about one billion dollars in

1948, so there was little doubt that Britain was glad to see the

Marshall Plan, involving further large amounts of assistance from

the United States, go into effect in the first half of the year. It was

impossible to predict when Britain’s crisis wuth res])ect to interna-

tional trade and the balance of payments would finally be over.

International Trade under Fascism

The record of the international trade of Italy and Germany under

fascism was much the same as that of other phases of economic life.

That is, the actual business of importing and exporting was left

to a considerable extent in the hands of private individuals and

firms, but it was subjected to ever increasing governmental control.

7 Economic Survey for 1948, pp. 8-14.
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In the period of economic recovery and prosperity after 1922, Italy's

international trade expanded considerably. In 1922, Italy’s exports

amounted to 9.6 billion lire and her imports to over H billion lire.

By 1928, exports had increased to 14.6 billion lire and imports to

21.9 billion lire.” In all these years, Italy had a so-called unfavorable

balance of trade, with imports of merchandise exceeding exports by

a relatively large amount. This result was not surprising, in the

light of the theory of international trade, for Italy’s exports were

largely noncssential goods, such as fruits and vegetables, cheese, line

textiles, and other specialties, while her imports consisted largely

of vital materials and foods, such as coal, oil, woodpulp, cotton,

wool, grains, and iron and other metals.

However, the unfavoiable balame of trade with respect to com-

modities was not a source of great embarrassment to Italy, for her

invisible exports normally exceeded hei* invisible imports by enough

to pay for her surplus of merchandise imports. 1 he most important

of these invisible exports were emigrants’ remittances, tourists’ ex-

penditures in Italy, and payments lor freight and shipping services.

Emigrants’ remittances had been as great as 5 billion lire in some

years, and in 1924 Italy had received 1,060,000 foreign tourists who
spent 2.9 billion lire.'^ Even in 1929, the three main invisible exports

brought in a net balance of well over 5 billion lire.^‘^ These receipts

from invisible exports gave Italy a balance of foreign purchasing

power with which to pay for commodity imports.

Experiences in the Great Depression. Italy’s foreign trade was
already on the down grade by 1929. The currency stabilization of

December, 1927, which placed the lira at a relatively high value in

terms of foreign currencies, brought difficulties for foreign trade.

Italy’s prices appeared high in terms of foreign currencies, and her

exports began to decline, while imports liad to be rather well main-

tained. Th(‘ Italian government attempted to restore some sort oi

ccpiilibrium by decreeing successive reductions in prices, wages, and
costs in general, but before any real relief could be obtained Italy,

like other countries, was hard hit by the great post-1929 depression.

Italian imports fell from 21.9 billion lire in 1928 to 7.7 billion lire

in 19M, and her exports declined from 14.6 to 5.2 billion lire over

the same period. In spite of the great decline in both imports and
8 W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy, p. 204.
9 VV. Ehenslein, Fascist Italy, pp. 190-191.
10 \v. G. VVclk, Fascist Economic Policy, p. 205.
11 Ibid., p. 204.
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exports, a rather large unfavorable balance of trade with respect to

commodities still remained, and it was no longer being offset by a

surplus of invisible exports. From 1929 to 1932, the surplus of in-

visible exports declined from 5.4 to 2.2 billion lire.^^ Even in 1931,

commodity exports had paid for 88 per cent of commodity imports,

but this percentage declined to 68 by 1934.^'^ In this situation, fre-

ejuent outflows of gold occurred, and great pressure was brought to

bear on the foreign-exchange markets and gold reserves of the

country. Increased governmental control over trade seemed very

necessary.

Germany’s difficulties in connection with international trade and

foreign exchange began in earnest in 1929, some four years before

the National Socialist Party came into power. In the great de-

pression which began in 1929, German exports fell oil sharply and

invisible net payments to Germany on account of tourist expendi-

tures and shipping, insurance, and banking services declined greatly.

On the other hand many German imports of vital foods and raw

materials had to continue even in depression years and Germany
was still supposed to make reparations payments and pay interest

and principal on her other debts. Foreign trade had been extremely

important to Germany since she establislied herself as an industrial

economy. Even in 1931, a year of depression, Germany exported 36

per cent of her entire industrial production and depended on other

countries for 40 to 45 per cent of her raw materials. In 1934, 58 per

cent of German im[)orts were raw materials. Her dependency on

foreign materials amounted to 100 per cent for the cotton, jute,

rubber, and silk industries, 60 per cent for the leather industry and

heavy industries in general, and 35 per cent for the margarine, beer,

and tobacco industries. Germany imported 90 per cent of her wool,

95 per cent of her flax, 32 per cent of her motor fuels in general,

and 80 per cent of her gasoline.

The unfavorable turn taken by her imports and exports in the

great depression was a matter of serious concern to Germany. The
Reichsbank’s holdings of gold and foreign currencies, which had

amounted to 2284 million marks at the beginning of 1929, declined

to 920 million marks at the end of 1932, 449 million marks in May,

1933, and 136 million marks in May, 1934. The Hoover moratorium
of 1931 and the end of reparations at Lausanne in 1932 afforded

12 Ibid., p. 205.

13 Ibid., p, 206.
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only temporary relief, and the new National Socialist government,

when it came into power in 1933, proceeded to intervene strongly

in the field of international trade and foreign exchange.

Import, Export, and Exchange Controls. I lie controls imposed on

international trade by the governments of the fascist countries were

of many types. In Italy, imports were controlled in part by a licensing

system. Individuals and firms were allowed to import certain specified

commodities only if they had licenses issued by the Minister of For-

eign Trade and Exchange, who was assisted in the work of licensing

by an import advisory committee representing retailers, manufac-

turers, and labor. Comparatively few commodities were brought

under the licensing system at first, hut tlie number grew to about

1500 before the end of 1935. Commodities which did not come

under the licensing system wxae subjected in many cases to import

quotas under which, in general, imports in each year could amount
to only 10 to 70 per cent of the amounts which were imported in

1934. However, imports up to 100 per cent of the 19.34 amounts were

permitted from countries with which Italy had concluded clearing

agreements, so that trade involved no actual use of foreign ex-

change. Restricted imports were rationed wbthin Italy through the

category corporations, and allotments of goods to individuals and
firms w'ere based in general on their importations in 1934. Some
commodities came to be imported exclusively by governmental

mono})olies.

Tariff duties were raised and Italy had one of the highest protec-

tive tariffs in existence by 1935, with duties ranging from 185 to 274

per cent higher than in 1911.^^ The Ministry of Foreign I'rade and
Exchange set up the National Foreign Exchange Institute and, as

early as December, 1934, all Italian exporters were required by

decree to sell to the Institute all foreign exchange which they re-

ceived and all foreign credits wdiich they were granted in connection

with export transactions. I he Institute would then allot foreign ex-

change in order that payments might be made for the ordinary

variety of imports and for goods received under different kinds of

trading agreements wuth various countries. Italy also strengthened

her position with respect to foreign purchasing power by requiring

individuals and firms to turn in foreign securities and other credits

which they owned in exchange for bonds of the Italian government.

In Germany, payments of interest and principal on debts to for-

14 C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Actirm, p. 126.
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eign countries were suspended almost as soon as the fascists came

into power. Instead of being transferred to the creditor countries,

these payments were deposited in Germany in the form of blocked

marks, which could be used for various purposes within the country

and especially for financing exports, but could not be transferred in

cash to other countries. All exporters were soon recpiircd to register

all sales abroad wdth the Reich Foreign Exchange Board and the

Administration of Self-Help of German Industry (or Export Sub-

sidy Fund). Prices of exported goods were strictly controlled and

all foreign exchange received from exports had to be sold to the

government, which would then ration it out to permit necessary

imports.

7\t first importers w^re allowed to buy annually 75 per cent of the

amount of foreign exchange which they had used in the base period

from June, 1950 to July, 1931, but the allotment was cut by a

third by May, 1934, and was placed on a day-to-day basis, depend-

ent on the Reichsbank’s receipts of foreign exchange, by the end of

June, 1934. This system worked most unsatisfactorily, and a new

plan w^as instituted in September, 1934, with the intention of holding

imports strictly down to the amount of foreign exchange available,

confining imports to countries which accepted equivalent quantities

of German exports, and giving priority to certain imports of raw ma-

terials and especially those necessary to the armaments program.

Much of the control under the new plan was placed in the hands of

the 27 import-control boards, or supervisory boards for imports,

which were set up. Only imports for which one of these boards had

issued permits could enter the country. The issuance of permits de-

pended on the importance of the prospective imported goods, their

prices, the availability of foreign exchange, and other matters. When
the time arrived to make payments for imports, importers who could

prove that the goods had actually been imported could obtain for-

eign exchange from the Reichsbank up to the amount specified by

the permits which they had received. The foreign exporters eventu-

ally received drafts of the usual sort. After 1939, the control powers

with respect to imports w^ere apparently in the hands of some 31

Reichsstellen, or agencies for the rationing of raw materials, which

were under the supervision of the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

Through these agencies, imported and domestic raw materials were

handled together and were apportioned among firms and industries

in accordance with the needs of the war economy.
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Although these various devices were successful in stabilizing the

foreign trade and balance of payments of the fascist countries, they

gave a great deal of difficulty in other respects. Large numbers of

officials were required to administer them, and they operated to dis-

criminate in favor of the larger firms, which were better known,

had more inlluence with the controlling agencies, and could finance

the necassary time-consuming negotiations. T he controls involved

fascist importers and industrial lirnis in much extra expense and

inconvenience. As one writer on Germany said, “At least half the

time of a German manufacturer is spent on the j^roblcm of how
to get scarce raw materials. These cannot be obtained without a cer-

tificate from one of the supervisory boards which distribute the

available raw materials, domestic as well as toreign. Usually a manu-

facturer needs dozens of different materials. He cannot work with-

out any one of them. For each one there is a special supervisory

board with a different procedure, with all of which the business man
must be familiar.” Since fascist enterprises always wanted greater

quantities of imported and other materials than were available, a

system of prioiities was developed to make sure that the limited

quantities of materials would satisfy the most urgent needs. How-
ever, upon occasion, urgency certificates wLTe issued for greater

quantities of materials than were available. The problem of allocat-

ing limited quantities of imported and other materials among indus-

tries, and among firms within industries, was a trying one.

Governmental Trading Agreements, The governments of the fascist

countries negotiated trading agreements with the governments of

many other countries. Sometimes these were “payments agreements”

under which the total amounts of foreign exchange received from
exports and used to pay for imports were balanced, and sometimes

they were “clearing agreements” under which the total values of

goods imported and exported were balanced. Under agreements of

the latter type, trade took place on a straight barter basis and sup-

plies of foreign exchange were not required. The German govern-

ment was a past master in the use of these barter agreements.

The German government would get other countries to send foods

or raw materials to Germany and would offer to pay prices well

above the world level for these goods. The prices were paid in

various kinds of blocked marks, which could be used only to pay

15 G. Reimann, The Vampire Economy, p. 52. Reprinted by permission of

The Vanguard Press, New York.
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for German exports. Germany was then supposed to export manu-

factured goods to the other countries to complete the transactions.

In the early stages of such transactions, Germany would accept almost

any available surpluses of foods or raw materials and would give the

other countries manufactured goods which they actually needed.

Later on, and especially when the other countries had piled up large

balances of blocked marks in Germany, the other countries were

made to furnish exactly the foods and raw materials which Germany
wanted and to take almost any goods which Germany could spare in

exchange. Some small countries w’cre made to adjust their economic

systems almost completely to German recjuirements, and even give

Germany a voice in the management of their enterprises.

Germany would not furnish goods which could be sold directly in

other countries to obtain foreign exchange, goods which were scarce

in Germany, or goods made largely of foreign materials. She would

give the other countries a choice of receiving nothing at all or of

taking any products of which Germany had a surplus. In this way,

Germany developed a host of unsatisfied customers. Thousands of

typewriters were sent to Rumania; machinery-needing Turkey was

given a bumper siipj^ly of coffee mills, grama phones, and radios; the

peasants of Bulgaria and Yugoslavia were regaled with field glasses

and optical instruments; and the warehouses of Mexico were made
to groan with their load of barber chairs. Even the Standard Oil

Company of New Jersey sent some oil to Germany and received in

return enough mouth organs (harmonicas) to give each boy in the

United States at least two. While some South American countries,

which sent foods or raw materials to Germany, wxTe undoubtedly

surprised to receive shiploads of aspirin in return, tliey at least must

have found this import practical, as would any other country which

engaged in barter trade with Nazi Germany. The unpopularity of

the barter deals was also increased upon occasion by Germany’s

practice of reselling certain barter imports (such as coffee) on the

world markets—a practice that often worked to the disadvantage

of the countries which had furnished the barter imports.

Prhfate Tradbig Arrangements, The German government under

fascism also sponsored a number of types of private trading arrange-

ments which amounted substantially to barter. Under one kind of

private arrangement, a German importer who desired to obtain

goods from the United States woidd seek a German exporter who
was unable to sell his goods in the United States because his price,
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al the nominal rate of exchange, was too high, llie importer would

pay the exporter a premium that would make it possible for the

exporter to sell his goods in the United States at the price obtain-

able there. The sale would create exc hange with which the importer

could obtain the goods which he desired and he would recover the

premium paid to the exporter by selling the imported goods at

a high price in Germany.

Many private trade transactions were financed by the famous Aski

marks, which could be used only to pay for German exj)orts. A Ger-

man importer would make an ofier to import goods from some for-

eign firm and pay for them in Aski marks. T he foreign exporter,

knowing that the Aski marks could be sold only at a considerable

distount, would charge die German imjxnter a high price in terais

of these mai ks. T he foreign exporter would get the net price which

he desired by selling the Aski marks at a discount to an importer in

his country. The foreign importer, since he had obtained the Aski

marks so cheaply, could then allord to buy German exports at the

high prices prevailing in (Germany. Since tiiey did not place any

strain on tlie German supply ol foreign exciiange, international

Liansactions involving Aski marks did not originally come under

the foreign-exchange conti'ol and the imjiort-control boaids. How-
ever, these transactions eventually grew un wieldly, goods of an un-

desired luxury or semi-luxury character were imported by means of

these transactions, and goods were exported on the basis of Aski

marks that could have l)een sold directly in foreign countries to

obtain fore ign exchange. As a result, imjiorts on the basis of Aski

marks were brought under the jurisdiction of the import-control

boards and, in 111^5, many goods rvere excluded from transactions

involving tiiese marks. The transactions of this kind were elimi-

nated entirely in 1937.

Export Subsidies, Both fascist countries operated systems of sub-

sidies lor the benefit of exporters. In Germany, for example, ex-

porters were required by the government to charge high prices in

markets in which no competition existed, but in other markets the

exporters needed to be able to dump goods freely at low prices. This
power was furnished through the Administration of Self-Help of

German Industry, or Export Subsidy Fund. The hinds for export

subsidies were furnished in part by the German government and in

part by German industries. T he Estate of industry and Trade col-

lected the funds furnished by German industries and determined
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the size o£ their contributions. It was rejx)rtecl that, in 1938, the

industries contributed 1200 million marks, while the government

chipped in with 500 million marks.^^ The lunds were used to pay

subsidies, ranging up to 40 to 45 per cent ol sales prices in Germany,

to German exporters who sold their goods abroad at prices which

would cover only a part of the costs o£ producing the goods. Ger-

man exporters w’cre also sometimes subsidized in effect by being

allowed to spend a part of the foreign purchasing power, which

they acquired, for imports which could be sold at highly profitable

prices in Ciermany, or by being given highly profitable prices for

such parts of their output as were sold at home, and especially if

sales were made to the German government.

Principles and Results of Fascist Trade Policy. In the period from

1933 to the beginning of World War II, the objective of fascist

trade policy was to satisfy the domestic demand lor imports as a

necessary supplement to home production and an aid in preparing

for war, and not to achieve the maximum possible volume of ex-

ports or to exploit every opportunity for foreign trade which

seemed to be advantageous from the point of view of profits. While

Italy devalued the lira by 40.94 per cent late in 193(), German trade

policy involved the use of many kinds of marks of dillerent values.

An open devaluation of die German mark might have brought

gains in trade, but it would have meant tre^ating all other countries

ec]ually well (or etjually poorly), T he use of many kinds of marks of

different values enabled Germany to treat each cemntry as well as

necessary, bvit no better.

In carrying on international trade, the fascists made a practice of

respecting the property rights of foreign countries, individuals, and

firms only when these rights could be protected by absolute power

or direct retaliation. Under ordinary conditions fascist buyers would

cancel orders freely, sellers would fail to fill orders, and so on. The
foreign victims might in some cases fight and win court cases in the

fascist countries, but no transfers of funds abroad to pay damages

would be permitted in any case. Fascist firms having assets abroad

which made them vulnerable to the decisions of foreign courts had

to behave more circumspectly, and fascist firms in general were re-

cjuired to be very kind in their dealings with foreign countries with

respect to which the balance of trade was favorable.

Under the various control measures which we have outlined, the

10 Ibid., pp. 232-233.
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fascist countries succeeded in stabilizing their trade and in keeping

their imports and exports rather well balanced, but their total trade

remained on a rather low level. In 1935, during the Ethiopian cam-

paign, the League of Nations applied economic sanctions to Italy,

and 52 countries suddenly stopped buying Italian commodities.

Italy then used the restrictionary machinery, which had been set up
already, to limit her imports further, both to protect her own bal-

ance of trade and to retaliate against the countries which had im-

posed sanctions. Italy’s trade in 1936 was even below the de}>ression

levels. Exports amounted to 5.5 billion lire, imports to 6.0 billion

lire, and the unfavorable balance to 500 million lire.^^ In 1937, after

the Ethiopian war and the sanctions were over and under the influ-

ence of the devaluation of the lira, Italian trade picked up consider-

ably. Exports were valued at 10.4 billion lire and imports at 13.8

billion lire, while the unfavorable balance amounted to 3.4 billion

lire.^®

Italy's foreign trade in 1938 was less than in 1937. Exports re-

mained at approximately the 1937 level, but imports declined by

almost 19 per cent. World War II began in 1939 and Italy’s trade

went from bad to worse. Especially after her entry into the war, Italy

was cut off from her overseas markets and sources of supply, and

was deprived of foreign purchasing power by the disappearance of

emigrants' remittances, tourist expenditures, and payments for

freight and shipping services. Trade went on only with neighboring

countries, and Italy became more and more a mere satellite of

Germany. Even in 1939, Germany furnished 26.5 per cent of Italian

imports and received 24.6 per cent of Italian exports.^*^ Italy de-

pended on Germany for vital commodities, such as coal, machine

tools, machines, iron ore and scrap, lumber, and oil, while Italy

furnished only such commodities as fruits and vegetables, hemp,

mercury, and sulphur.

War with Greece further lowered Italy’s trade possibilities, and

Italy had great difficulties in holding up her end of the trade with

Germany. In October, 1940, there was a balance of 416 million lire

in favor of Germany in the Italo-German clearing account, and

Italy agreed to make payment by exporting workers to Germany

17 W. G. Welk, Fascist Economic Policy^ p. 10.

18 Ibid.

19 Foreign Commerce Weekly, December 14, 1940, pp. 487 and 535.
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whose wages could be balanced against Italy's surplus of imports.^®

A decree of January 13, 1941, provided for the rec|uisition of Italian

products for exportation by the Italian government and of raw

materials and semi-manufactured goods to be made into finished

products for exportation.-^ In February, 1911, Italian payments of

clearing debts to Germany were suspended. Germany agreed to con-

tinue to supply Italy with coal and war materials and to take fruits

and vegetables and badly needetl workers in return.-- Such make-

shift arrangements continued during the remainder of Italy’s par-

ticipation in the war.

German exports had fallen from 12.3 billion marks in 1928 to

4.17 billion marks in 1934, and her imports had declined from 14.0

to 4.45 billion marks over the same periocl.-’' In the period from

1934 through 1938, German exports varied only between 4.1 and 5.8

billion marks, imports varied only between 4.1 and 5.4 billion

marks, and the net balance of trade ranged only horn an export

surplus of 500 million marks to an import surplus of 300 million

marks. German ex})orts in relation to total industrial production

declined from 22.5 per cent in 1933 to 13.1 per cent in 1938. In

many cases it w’as apparently more profitable for German industries

to produce armaments and other goods for the government than to

turn out goods for export. In older to have enough foreign exchange

to obtain necessary raw materials, it was necessary to curtail imports

of food in this period, since foreign loans could not be obtained and

since only about 20 per cent of all German exports were producing

foreign exchange.

German trade slumped considerably after the outbreak of World
War II, for overseas trade was almost completely eliminated. How-
ever, in late 1940 the Nazi leaders claimed that foreign trade had

reached prewar levels. Losses due to the war had been offset by

“trade" with the occupied countries and with Soviet Russia. How-
ever, trade with the occupied countries was on a noncommercial

basis and meant merely that the Germans helped themselves to

whatever they could lay their hands on. Such appropriations of

wealth, while immediately profitable, could not go on indefinitely

-^Foreign Commerce Weekly, January 4, 1911, p. 15.

21 foreign Commerce Weekly, April 12, 1941, p. 70.

22 The Economist (London), March 15, 1941, p. 16.

23 M. T. Florinsky, fascism and National Socialism, p. 208.

24 Reichskreditgcsellschaft, Economic Conditions in Germany in the Middle of

the Year 19^9, pp. 32-83.
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in individual occupied countries, and their continuation depended

upon additional (oncjiicsts which eventually were not forthcoming.

The Fascist Self-Sufficiency Programs, Since it was clear long be-

fore World War II began that the foreign trade of Germany and

Italy, under fascist ])olicies, was not likely to return to the levels of

1928 and 1929, and since thorough preparation for war seemed to

rec|uirc these countries to be as independent as possible of foreign

sources of sup})ly of vital raw materials and foods, both Germany

and Italy undertook comprehensive programs for attaining national

economic self-sufficiency. In each country, the self-sufficiency pro-

gram included three related parts or phases.

In the first place, efforts were made to increase the production of

articles which, though already produced in the fascist countries,

were not being turned out in adequate amounts. This phase of the

program was typified by the Italian Battle of the Wheat, which had

begun some years eailier. In winning this battle, wheat cultivation

was expanded so that one-sixth of the total land area of the country

and one-fourth of the cultivated area was devoted to this crop. The
yield of wheat per hectare of land was also increased moderately,

though increases which were almost as great occurred in other Euro-

pean countries that had no battles of wheat, and Italian production

per hectare ranked sixteenth among those of 28 European wheat-

producing countries.-'^ Italy’s wheat production, which had

amounted to an annual average of 53,904,000 quintals from 1921

to 1925, increased to one of 60,705,000 from 1926 to 1930, and

70,724,000 from 1931 to 193G.‘«

In German agriculture, farmers were asked to double the number
of sheep raised lor wool, to double also the quantity of land used

for raising fibrous and oil-bearing plants, and to increase the pro-

duction of flax sharply, Ellorts were made to increase the supply of

farming land by draining .‘>wamps and reclaiming meadow-land. In

Italian industry, attempts were made to increase the production of

coal, iron ore, aluminum, dyes, paper, and oil. Deposits of low-grade

coal were brought into production and efforts were made to refine

low-grade crude oil from Albania and to obtain oil from the distil-

lation of domestic lignites. In German industry, the progratn airntni

at the increased production and use of domestic metals such as

aluminum and magnesium and at establishing plants which would

25 \V. El)enstcin, Fascist Italy, pp. 198-199.

2Qlbi(L, p. 201.
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make use of low-grade domestic deposits of iron ore, zinc, lead, and

copper.

A second phase of the self-sufficiency programs involved attempts

to substitute articles of which the fascist countries had relatively

adequate supplies for other cominodities which were relatively more

scarce. In Italy, textiles of rayon and hemp were substituted for

those made of wool and cotton; alcohol was mixed with gasoline for

use as motor fuel; castor oil was used for the lubrication of ma-

chines and vehicles; cadmium was substituted for copper, and the

railroads were electrified in order to make use of the relatively

plentiful electric power instead of the relatively scarce coal.

In Germany, construction was carried on with more concrete and

less steel; alloys and plastics were substituted for scarce metals in

making some kinds of machinery; glass was used for pipes, insula-

tion, and food containers in the place of metals. Paperboard con-

tainers also replaced those of metal and wood. Door handles, hinges,

curtain rods, and other door and window hardware were made from

wood instead of metal. Brake linings were made of steel or alu-

minum wool (rubberized with synthetic rubber). Gasoline was saved

by running automobiles and busses on illuminating gas or generator

wood gas. Leather for belts and handbags was made from rabbit

skins, and shoes were produced with uppers of leather made from

rabbit or fish skins and soles of wood. Aluminum was substituted

for tin, zinc for brass and bronze, and copper for lead.

Finally, the program included tlie making of artificial or synthetic

substitutes for a variety of natural products in connection with

which shortages existed. Germany had been dependent on imports

of cotton and wool to a great extent for many years, but, from 1929

to 1938, German imports of cotton fell 48 per cent in quantity and

77 per cent in value while those of wool fell 33 per cent in quantity

and 72 per cent in value.-^ Besides increasing the production of

artificial silk or rayon greatly, Germany learned to make textiles out

of “cell wool,“ made from wood or skimmed milk. Though the pro-

duction of cell wool increased from 5000 to 150,000 tons from 1933

to 1938, Germany in the latter year could produce only a little over

22 per cent of her requirements of textile raw materials.^®

The production of synthetic gasoline from coal was developed,

and Germany's ability to fill her ordinary peacetime requirements

27 G. Reiniann, The Vampire Economy, pp. 201-202.

28 Ibid.
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for oil increased considerably. That is, she could produce half

enough oil at home in 19-^9, as compared with 20 per cent in 1935.2^

The production of synthetic rubber was increased to the point

where it filled one-fourth of Germany’s needs in 1938 and one-third

in 19y>9, but imports in 1938 were still two-thirds greater than in

1933.^'^^ These imports presumably were used in part for the accumu-

lation of stock piles of the natural rubber. The production of

“woodpidp” from straw reached 180 thousand metric tons in 1939,

an increase of 109 thousand tons over 1936. An excellent butter,

purer and better than natural butter, was made from coal tar. It was

discovered that 32 pounds of cheap fish would yield one pound of

extract which was said to ccjual 160 hens' eggs in food value. Ger-

man authorities claimed to be able to save 400 million eggs per year

through the use of tliese “Viking eggs.”

Artificial cinnamon was made from the powder of pulverized

shells of hazelnuts or almonds, colored brown and treated with a

mixture of 96 per cent cinnamic aldehyde, 4 per cent eugenic acid,

and a trace of cinnamon oil for fragrance. In 1910, Germany an-

nounced the invention of a highly elastic mineral fiber, made from

coal and lime, to replace iron in the construction of reinforced con-

crete. I’he new substance was said to be capable of production in

almost limitless quantities, practically immune to decay, noninflam-

mable, and unaffected by water.^^ Other substitutes included arti-

ficial bristles, soap made from coal, glass shoes made of Plexiglas,

and textiles made from the skins of perch, salmon, and cod.^^

Finally, along with all these activities, an intensive program for

the collection and utilization of waste and scrap materials was car-

ried on. Old tin cans, toothpaste and shaving-cream tubes, and other

scrap metals were collected by house-to-house canvass. Waste paper

was saved, ccfflected, and reworked. Rags and other waste materials,

such as bones, garbage, human hair, razor blacfes, horse chestnuts,

and old coffee grounds were saved and put to use.‘^^

The Results of the Self-Sufficiency Program, There is no doubt
that the self-sufficiency program was successful in increasing the eco-

20 Ibid., p. 207.
so Ibid., p. 209.
s^ I*. T. Ellsworth, International Economics. New York: The Macmillan Com-

pany, 1938, p. 506.

Facts in Review, February 13, 1940, p. 48.

Facts in Review, February 19, 1940, p. 56.

s*M. Y. Sweezy, The Structure of the Nazi Economy, p. 22.
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nomic independence of the fascist countries. Germany, for exam*

pie, was said to be about 83 per cent self-sufficient with respect to

foods by 1938.‘'*5 Aluminum production increased from 97 to 166

thousand tons from 1936 to 1938, and, over the same period, iron

ore production increased 70 per cent, lead and zinc ore production

24 per cent, oil production 25 per cent, wool production 19 per cent,

hides and skins production 38 per cent, timber production 15 per

cent, rayon production 10 per cent, and staple fiber production (lor

textiles) 220 per ccnt.‘^’ Both increased outputs of natural products

and the production of large (juantities of ai tificial substitutes de-

creased the dependence of the fascist countries on foreign sources of

supply of vital materials.

However, this incieased economic independence was purchased

at great cost. The costs involved in expanding the output of natural

products beyond the levels wJiich would have been achieved in the

absence of governmental interference were shown clearly in connec-

tion with the Battle of the Wheat in Italy. Crop rotations were upset,

land well suited to raising other crops and poorly suited to raising

wheat were transferred to wheat production, normal Italian exports

of fruits, vegetables, and nuts were decreased and imports of butter,

wool, meat, and eggs were increased, and it is doubtful tJiat the

increased production of wheat brought any net advantage to Italy

with regard to self-sufficiency in foods or with regard to the balance

of international trade. From 1926 to 1937, the number of hogs in

Italy increased by 5 per cent, but the number of horses decreased

23 per cent, cattle 10 per cent, sheep 31 per cent, and goats 44 per

cent.^^' The victory was very costly to Italian consumers. Domestic

production of wheat could be increased to necessary levels only by

increasing the tariff duty on imported wheat from 50 lire to 200 lire

per quintal (or from about 68 cents to $2.70 per bushel), and wheat

prices in 1936 were 250 to 300 per cent above those of the world

market.^^ According to some estimates, the Battle of the Wheat was

won by reducing consumption just about as much as production

was increased. And all this happened without much benefit to the

average Italian farmer, since only the large landowners and prosper-

ous farmers had much wheat to sell at the artificially high prices

protluced by the wheat campaign.

35/Vjfr/5 in Review, July 8, 1910, p. 308.

Facts in Rcxnew, Februaty 13, 1940, p. 41.

•"^7 \v. Ebenstein, Fascist Italy, p. 201.

38 Ibid., p. 202.
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Attempts to use relatively plentiful materials in the place of rela-

tively scarce ones may have increased economic independence, but

they tended to produce unsatisfactory results in other respects. If,

for example, buildings of higher (juality or lower cost could have

been constructed by using more concrete and less steel, it is reason-

able to suppose that builders would have realized this fact, and

acted upon it, long before the adoption of the sell-sufliciency pro-

gram. The disadvantages of self-sufficiency were especially great in

the case of the synthetic or artificial substitutes. In general, these

synthetic products were more costly than the natural ones which

they replaced. Textiles of cell w'ool which were as good as those

made of natural wool could be turned out only at prohibitive cost,

and even low-quality textiles of cell wool cost 30 or 40 per cent

moK' than those made of natural materials. German synthetic gaso-

line cost between four and five times the world price, and synthetic

rubber cost about four times as much as natural rubber. Butter pro-

duced from coal may or may not have been purer and better than

natural butter, but even the Germans admitted that it was better

not to say too much about its cost.

Again, the <juality of the synthetic products was often much lower

than that of the natural products. I'he fascist leaders, to be sure,

spoke highly of the quality of some of their artificial substitutes.

I'he butter made from coal was excellent; the synthetic rubber was

of good quality, though rather hard; textiles made of fish skins

ironed well and were guaranteed not to shrink; and the glass shoes

were supposed to be as smooth and flexible as those made of first-

class leather. On the other hand, some at least of the synthetic gaso-

line was supposed to be too poor for use in aviation, and clothes

made from cell wool at a cost 30 to 40 per cent above that of clothes

made from natural textiles were poor in cjuality. They were stiff,

heavy, and disposed to retain moisture; they did not wash well; they

kept their shape very poorly; and, judging by the fate of many Ger-

man soldiers during their winters in Russia, they may have been

far from perfect in the matter of affording protection against the

cold. Probably the fascist leaders hoped that some day their syn-

thetic products would be better and cheaper than the natural prod-

ucts, but this goal was apparently never realized in practice.

Even when an artificial material was of good general quality, it

might differ from the corresponding natural product in some way
which would bring difficulties in processing and manufacture. The
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extreme hardness of synthetic rubber, for example, made it difficult

to handle with the usual machinery and e(|uipmcnt, and both new
kinds and greater quantities of machinery had to be used in proc-

essing it. Again, large and numerous plants lor producing the syn-

thetic materials in the first place had to be set up, and the cost of

constructing these facilities fell to a great extent on the old-estab-

lished industries of the fascist countries. As we noted in our dis-

cussion of credit and investment, large enterprises in various regular

manufacturing industries were compelled to construct plants lor

producing synthetic materials or to subscribe heavily to the capital

shares of plants set up for this purpose. As a result, many enter-

prises and industries found it difficult to imprewe or even maintain

their own productive facilities, and the quantity, quality, and cost

of their own products were sometimes adversely allccted.

f'inally, the production of synthetic materials, while bringing in-

creased economic independence in some sectors of the fascist econo-

mies, caused new shortages in other fields. Thus, the use of wood to

make clothes, slices, hardware, containers, and other products

helped out in some respects, but it put great pressure on the Ger-

man timber supply which, even before the self-sufficiency program,

was described as insufficient to meet German needs fully. T1ie net

gain obtained by transferring shortages from one field to another

may not have been very great.

The policy of economic self-sufficiency was especially unfortunate

in the case of Italy, with her limited soil and natural resources,

small total accumulation of capital, and artificially stimulated rate

of population growth. According to any logical standards, Italy

would have been expected to gain from peace, free trade, and free

migration. Germany was in a somewhat better position than Italy

to attempt a program of attaining national economic self-sufficiency,

but the results of her program were just about what would have

been expected on the basis of economic principles. By refusing to

accept the advantages of international specialization and exchajige,

both fascist countries secured an increased degree of economic inde-

pendence at the cost of lowered real incomes and standards of living

for their people.

And the choice was a voluntary one. The fascist leaders definitely

preferred economic independence in preparation for war to higher

real incomes and standards of living for the people, and the leaders

got what they desired, as usual. In the absence of the policy of plan-
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ning and preparing for aggressive warfare, the difficulties with re-

spect to international trade and foreign exchange which the fascist

countries experienced in the post-1929 depression could have been

overcome. And the irony of the self-sufficiency programs was found

in tlie fact that, if the aggressive warfare for which the self-suffi-

ciency programs were a preparation had turned out to be com-

pletely successful, Germany and Italy would have obtained direct

access to most of the foods and raw materials that they lacked and

the tremendous investments of land, labor, and capital necessary

under the self-sufficiency programs would have become no longer

useful.

QUESTIONS

1. “The situation of Britain with respect to international trade changed

shaiply from 1988 to 1946 and 1947.” Explain.

2. “Britain’s postwar crisis in international trade and foreign exchange

was due to her desire to live beyond her means and buy more than

she could pay for,” Show whether you agree.

3. “Britain’s postwar problems of international trade and foreign ex-

change resulted from her change from capitalism to partial socialism.”

Do you agree? Explain.

4. How has Britain attempted to solve her problems of international

trade and foreign exchange? Explain.

5. “The foreign trade and balance of payments of both Italy and Ger-

many were severely affected by the great depression which began

in 1929.” Explain.

6. How did the fascist governments of Italy and Germany control inter-

national trade and related matters?

7. “Trading agreements between the governments of fascist Italy and
Germany and those of other countries usually worked to the disad-

vantage of the other countries.” Show whether you agree.

8. How were export subsidies used by the governments of the fascist

countries?

9. “I'he policies of fascist Italy and Germany succeeded in 'stabilizing

foreign trade but at rather low levels.” Do you agree? Explain.

10. “llie self-sufliciency programs of fascist Italy and Germany included

three parts or phases.” Explain.

11. “The experiences of the fascist countries indicate that the policy of

national economic self-sufficiency is a very costly one from the eco-

nomic point of view'.” Show whether you agree.

12. “The most costly phase of a policy of national economic self-sufficiency

is likely to be the attempt to increase the output of natural products,

as in the case of Italy’s Battle of the Wheat.” Do you agree? Explain.
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IS. “In view of the success of the fascist programs of national economic

self-sufficiency, Britain might well adopt such a program as a way

out of her current difTicultics in connection with international trade

and foreign exchange. “ Discuss.

14. “In the absence of the program of planning and preparing for

aggressive warfare, the difficulties with respect to international trade

which Gennany and Italy experienced in the post-1929 dej:)ression

could probably have been oveicomc." Show whether you agree.



CHAPTER 21

PUBLIC FINANCE

Public Finance under Capitalism

Governmental Functions and Expenditures. In a capitalistic sys-

tem, most phases of eccmomic activity are supposed to be carried

on by private individuals and firms on the basis of price relation-

ships, rather than by organized society or government. However,

even in such a system, governmental units perform a considerable

number of functions which are more or less economic in character.

1 he reason for this allocation of functions to government is sug-

gested by the statement that “government, as a form of social organ-

ization, has developed because, in the long run, it has afforded the

means of supplying men with certain services more efficiently and

more economically than these could have been supplied by each for

himself.’' ’ The delegation of the provision of such services to and

their performance by the government may be regarded simply as a

part of the division of labor.

The functions which are performed collectively through the gov-

ernment rather than by individuals are of several general kinds.

Some services, such as the furnishing of protection against external

foes or the maintenance of law and order within the country, would

be very difficult, if not impossible, for the citizen to perform for

himself. Others that could be and often are carried out by private

firms are sometimes turned over to governmental units in the hope

that they will thus be performed more efficiently or cheaply. Exam-
ples are found in the provision of water and electricity by munici-

palities. Thirdly, as Adam Smith said, the government has “the duty

of erecting and maintaining certain public works, and certain pub-

lic institutions, which it can never be for the interest of any indi-

1 H. L. Lutz, Public Finance. New York: D. Appleton-Centiny Company, Inc.,

1936, p. 1.
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vidual, or small number of individuals, to erect and maintain; be-

cause the profit could never pay the expense to any individual, or

small number of individuals, though it may frequently do much
more than repay it to a great society/’ ^ For example, individuals

as such would probably not be moved to set up institutions for

dependents and defectives because their share in the resulting bene-

fits would be too small or too long deferred.

While the government under capitalism does furnish us with

some services or even commodities which we could obtain from

private individuals and firms, our government is to be regarded

largely as an instrument for overcoming to some extent the deficien-

cies of the capitalistic market and price mechanisms. Some complex

wants, such as the desire for economic security, seem to battle the

ingenuity of the market and price mechanism altogether, but they

nevertheless hold a relatively high position in the preference scales

of many individuals. Since there is no way in which individual

citizens can go out into the market and bid up the value of eco-

nomic security so as to induce the economic system to furnish more

of this desirable product, we are likely to rely on government for the

expression and fulfillment of this want through a comprehensive

program of social insurance or other devices. The government also

helps to overcome the deficiencies of the market and price mechan-

isms by furnishing the individuals of the system with a means for

expressing and fulfilling their negative preferences. It, for example,

we do not wish to see people suffer from consuming impure and

adulterated foods and drugs or noxious })atent medicines, or want

to keep people from being the victims of monopolistic business prac-

tices, fraudulent advertising, or the sale of worthless securities, there

is comparatively little that we can do by means of the price mech-

anism. Certainly we cannot go into the market and, by paying a

price of five or ten dollars, make sure that such undesirable prac-

tices will not be carried on and such undesirable commodities will

not be produced and sold. But, if enough individuals have the s^me

negative preferences, they can express them through governmental

action.

It is not easy, in a capitalistic economy, to determine just how
many functions should be delegated to the government, but certain

general principles governing this matter can be stated. In the case

of functions which can be performed either by government or by

2 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, Book IV, p. 286.
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private individuals and firms, a function should be delegated to the

government only when it appears that, having given adequate con-

sideration to the necessary costs of administration in collecting and

spending the funds through the government and to whatever is

known concerning the efficiency of the government in question, the

expenditure of a given sum collectively will result in a more ade-

quate and economical service than could be obtained by a similar

sum privately spent. However, this princij)le does not cover all cases,

for some functions must be performed by the goscinment or not

at all. A more general principle w^oiild state that the government

should perform such a number of functions and should collect and

spend such an aggregate sum that the advantage in the form of satis-

faction to be gained from any further functions and expenditures

would not be sufficient to offset the disadvantage of loss of satisfac-

tions (either direct, or indirect through the ill effects on business

and ])rodu( live activities) which would result from tinning over the

necc'ssary additional funds to the government. Moreover, the aggre-

gate expenditures of the government should be divided among the

several governmental activities in such a way that no money will be

spent for any one purpose which w^ould result in a greater net satis-

faction if it were added to the sum to be spent for some other pur-

pose. 4'hese principles are not easy to apply in practice but the con-

siderations set forth in them do seem to be those which should be

borne in mind in making decisions concerning governmental func-

tions and ex pencil tines. And, of course, the expenditures of govern-

ment should be necessary and apjnopriate to the functions which

it undertakes to perform.

Public Revenues, Governmental units sometimes borrow heavily

over considerable ])eriods of time and they may secure small

amounts of money income from various enterprises which they

operate, but taxation is the most important long-run source of the

funds from which public expenditures are made. Several economic

princij)les arc available for the guidance of government in setting

up a sound system of taxes in a capitalistic economy. The first and
in many ways the most important test of a tax system is found in

the question of whether it will furnish sufficient revenue. Even
though a tax system were perfect in other respects, it could not be

considered satisfactory if it did not provide the revenue necessary

for the performance of essential governmental functions. A second

principle is that of economy in collection. As was said many years
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ago, every tax ought to be so contrived as both to take out and keep

out ol the pockets of the people as little as possible over and above

what it brings into the public treasury of the state.

Taxes should be simple so that tliey can be understood both by

those who pay them and by those who administer the tax laws.

Taxes should be certain both with respect to amount and with

regard to time and manner of payment. Taxes should be collected

at such times and in such a manner as will be most convenient for

the taxpayer. A tax system should l)e elastic so that it can be made

to yield larger or smaller amounts of revenue as governmental needs

vary from time to time. In connection with all of these principles,

the effects of taxation on the taxpayers and on business in general

should be considered. While taxes may seem to meet all the tests

directly, they should not be considered satisfactory in a capitalistic

system if they are levied in such fashion or to sncli extent as to dis-

courage business activity, curb individual initiative, or check unduly

the ac cumulation of capital. However, there arc usually great diller-

ences of opinion in a capitalistic system as to the exact point at

which these undesirable effects are likely to show dicmselves as taxes

are increased in number and severity.

A final princij)le of taxatic^n suggests that the tax burden should

be distributed among the taxpayers as equitably as possible. At one

time, the [principle that each j>erson’s contribution to the support of

the government should be in proportion to the benefits which he

received from tlic government found considerable lavor. In more

modern times, however, it is more commonly held that each indi-

vidual should be taxed, for the most j)art, cm the basis of his ability

to make contributions to the support of the government and with-

out much regard for the amount c^f benefit wdiich he may receive

from governmental activities. The most ccjmnionly acxepted indi-

cator of ability to pay was once the ownership of wealth, but the

emphasis has gradually been shifting tc) the receipt ol income. In

connection wdth the receipt of income as the criterion of ability to

pay taxes, the most important question concxrns the extent to which

ability to pay increases as income incjxascs. If one person has a

taxable income of $4000 while another has one of $2000, should

the first person pay exactly twice as much in taxes as the second,

more than twice as much, or less than twice as much?
The answer to this question depends upon what happens to the

marginal utility or importance of a given-sized unit of money im
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come to the individual as successive units of money income arc

received. Economists commonly argue that the utility to be expected

from the expenditure of a unit of money income diminishes as the

total income of tlie individual increases, llie rational individual

devotes the fiist units of money income which lie receives to the

satisfaction of his most important wants, while further successive

units of money income must be devoted to the satisfaction of suc-

ccssi^cly less important wants. When the individual is forced to give

up a certain })art of his money income to the government in taxes,

the satisfactions which he will surrender are those which are mar-

ginal or least important to him, and the magnitude of these mar-

ginal satisfactions will be smaller the greater is his total money

income, rhus it is claimed tliat an individual with an income of

ten tliousand dollars a year does not lose nearly so much satisfaction

when compelled to give up one thousand dollars in taxes as does

the individual with five thousand dollars when he contributes five

hundred dollars to the support of the government, although it is

clear that taxes arc paid at the same rate in both cases. 1 his analysis

of the diminishing and marginal utility of money income is not

completely satisfactory, since it involves inter-j)ersonal comparisons

of utility which cannot be made with great confidence and since it

assumes that no significant differences exist in the capacities of indi-

viduals to experience satisfactions. However, it is the basis for argu-

ing that, whatever may be true of the burden imposed by individual

taxes, tlie burden imposed by tlie tax system as a whole should be

progiessive with respect to income. I hat is, taxes as a whole should

take a greater })ropoition (and not merely a greater absolute sum)

from large incomes than from small incomes.

Just how prcjgrcssive the burden of taxes shcjuld be with respect

to income, in order to follow the principle of ability to pay, depends

on some other considerations. Some writers suggest that the princi-

ple of ecjiial sacrifice should be followed. This means that the bur-

den of taxes should be so progressive that all individuals would
experienc:e an ecjual loss of satisfaction, or an ecpial amount of

sacrifice, in pa>ing taxes to the government. In other cases, it is con-

tended that the principle of least aggregate sacrifice would be more
appropriate. Following tins principle would mean that each indi-

vidual would be recjuired to pay no tax whatsoever so long as the

same amount of tax revenue could be obtained from another person

with a smaller loss of satisfaction or sacrifice. In this situation, any
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given aggregate amount of revenue would be obtained with the

smallest j)ossible aggregate loss of satisfaction, or sacrifice, and rates

of taxation woidd be steeply progressive.

Public Debt. In general, the expenditures of government in per-

forming its various functions should be covered by its revenues from

taxation and the operation of public enterprises, so that govern-

mental borrowing is unnecessary. However, in practice it may some-

times be impossible or undesirable to raise enough revenue from

taxation and other sources to finance all the public expenditures

which it seems essential to make, and public borrowing becomes

necessary. There is nothing inherently wrong about public borrow-

ing. When a great national emergency requires expenditures in

excess of collectible revenues, a government would be unwise if it

did not permit its budget to become unbalanced. If a man’s house

were on fire, he would not usually hesitate to call the fire depart-

ment even if he had to pay directly the expenses of the department

in putting out his fire and knew' that this expenditure would un-

balance his budget for the current month or year.

On the other hand, there may be great dangers, at least in a

capitalistic system, in large continuing governmental deficits and

increases in the public debt. If the public debt grows so large that it

becomes most improbable that the government will be able to pay

interest and repay principal as agreed, the citizens may lose faith in

the government’s financial soundness and the government may be

unable to continue to borrow large sums from its citizens. If the

government is then unable or unwilling to cut down its expendi-

tures or increase its revenue from ordinary sources, it may have to

print paper money with which to pay its bills. Such inflationary

tactics on the part of the government may lead the economy to a

breakdown from which it may not recover for many years. On the

other hand, the extent to which it is possible for a large public debt

to become a crushing burden on future generations cjf citizens is fre-

(juently exaggerated by the opponents of deficit financing.

Public Expenditures in the United States. The public expendi-

tures of ail types of governmental units in the United States have

increased enormously in recent decades. Even in the peacetime years

from 1934 through 1940, the expenditures of the federal govern-

ment ranged from 6 to almost 9 billion dollars per year—figures

which may be compared with total federal expenditures of f517,-

000,000 in 1908 and 1725,000,000 in 1918. However, the large ex-
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penditures of the depression years were small indeed by comparison

with those which were yet to come. During World War II, federal

expenditures skyrocketed to a ])eak of $100,405,000, ()()() in 1945, be-

fore declining to $63,714,000,000 in 1946, $41^,505,000,000 in 1947,

and $39,326,000,000 in 1918.^ In these years, expenditures for na-

tional defense (including interest on the public debt and veterans’

pensions and benefits) made up an extremely large part of total

federal expenditures. The expenditures of state and local govern-

ments in the United States have also increased rapidly over the

years, although the increases have not been so spectacular as those

in federal expenditures.

A part of the great increase in public expenditures in the United

States may be attributed to increases in the population of the

country. The performance of even the same number of functions

as formerly for an increasing population is likely to result in a

proportional, if not a more than proportional, increase in public

expenditures, and the growth of population is likely to bring about

an expansion in the number of needs which it appears necessary or

desirable to satisfy collectively rather than individually. Again,

public expenditures are expressed in terms of money, and changes

in the general price level and the purchasing power of money con-

stitute another cause of the growth of public expenditures. Even

though there is no increase in the number of governmental func-

tions or in the intensity with which they are carried on, govern-

mental expenditures must increase ordinarily with increases in the

prices of goods and productive factors which the government must

secure in order to carry on its functions.

However, after due allowance has been made for growth of popu-

lation, changes in the price level, and possibly other factors, the

chief explatiation of increasing public expenditures is to be found

in the continually growing number of functions being performed

by federal, state, and local governments and the increase^l intensity

or thenoughness with which the functions are carried on. The ex-

pansion in functions in turn has been largely the result of such

things as the great and pressing economic problems that have arisen

as our economic system has increased in size and complexity, the

growing conviction that social welfare can and should be advanced

by collective action through government, and the more recent

notion that the government can and should assume direct responsi-

^ Federal Reserve Bulletin, August, 1948, p. 991.
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bility for the satisfactory operation of tJie economic system as a

whole.

In the case of the federal government, important increases in

functions and expenditures occurred during the years ol the great

depression after 1929. For one thing, it became a federal function to

care for the unemployed; and lederal activities in their behalf,

through the Public Works Administration, the Civil W^orks Admiiv
istration, the Civilian Conservation Cor]:)s, the Work Projects Ad-

ministration, and assistance given to the slates in providing direct

relief, cost something like 2() billion dollars from 1933 to 1941.

Through a great variety of agencies, the federal government at*

tempted to regulate agricultural production, raise the prices of farm

products, refinance larm mortgages, and lend the farmers credit on

their holdings of various crops. Expenditures for these purposes

amounted to more than a billion dollars in some years and totaled

over 5 billion dollars from 1933 to 1941.

Other federal activities designed to promote recovery were less

costly than those already mentioned. I’hey included financial assist-

ance to railroads, banks, and other institutions through the Recon-

struction Finance Corporation; the refinancing of the obligations of

home owners other than farmers; the attempt to promote the reha-

bilitation of industry and business through self-regulation under the

National Recovery Administration; insurance for bank depositors

through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; the Subsistence

Homestead Projects; and the Emergency Housing Program. At the

same time the federal government undertook other activities which

seemed to be dedicated to reform rather than, or in addition to,

recovery from the depression. Examples included the regulation of

die issuance of new securities and of the activities of the security

exchanges through the Securities and Exchange Commission under

laws of 1933 and 1934, the regulation of the public utility industry

through the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal

Power Ckmimission under the Public Utilities Act of 1935, and

various activities for the benefit of labor under the National Labor

Relations Act of 1935 and other laws.

Most of the depression activities of the federal government were

still going full blast when World War JLbegan. When the United

States entered the war, governmental control over the economic

activities of the country increased greatly and soon dwarfed any-

thing that this country had ever before experienced. Long before
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the war was over, agencies ol the federal government were control-

ling output in many branches of production; the prices of commodi-

ties and services; wages and sahnies; rents; the allocation of essen-

tial materials and ecjuipment among industries and businesses; the

allocation of labor among industries, businesses, and the armed

forces; industrial iclations in many industries; imports and exports;

the aj3j)ortioninent of certain scarce consumers’ goods among the

individual citizens; and many other things. While many persons

questioned whether all these governmental controls were essential

to the prosecution ol tlie war and whether certain controls were

well suited to tlie objectives which were being pursued, tlie wartime

functions and expenditures of the federal government were in gene-

ral accepted with good grace by the people as being more or less

inevitable in such an emergency period.

During the war period, many people in this country apparently

came to the conclusion that, while some contrc:>ls over economic

acti\ity imposed by the federal gc^vernment in wartime should be

relaxed in the postwar period, the federal government must con-

tinue to assume res{)onsibility for the successful ofx^ration of the

economy as a whole. Governmental functions proposed in this con-

nection included such things as the guaranty or underwriting of full

employment by the government and the provision of a system of

social security, popularly known as the “cradle-to-grave” variety, to

cover many more pc!0])le, provide against more risks, and furnish

much larger benefits than the existing system.

It is not always easy to decide whether the functions and expendi-

tures of our varic3us governmental units are justified on the basis of

the proposed criterion for public functions and expenditures. It is

not to be supposed that under modern conditions we can safely

n(?glect such matters as education, roads and highways, and the pro-

vision of institutions for delinquents, dependents, and detectives;

and, on the whole, the expenditures for these and other social wel-

fare purposes may be expected to bear up well under the proposed

test for public expenditures. In other words, the activities which

cause these expenditures may be expected to create enough satisfac-

tions for the receivers of the services, or for society as a whole,

to more than make up for losses of satisfactions to individuals or

damage to business which may result from the collection of the

funds necessary to sustain these activities. Much the same thing is

probably true oi most of the regulative activities of the federal gov-
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errmient and other governmental units. Most of these activities are

expressions of various negative preferences of the masses of citizens,

and, if they do not actually create satisfactions, are likely in most

cases to prevent losses which would exceed those of the taxpayers

who must furnish the funds necessary to carry on these regulative

activities.

There is more doubt concerning the largest and most expensive

activity of the federal government—the provision of protection or

national defense. Under ordinary circumstances and from the

strictly economic point of view, war is an extremely costly and most

unsatisfactory method of settling disputes among nations. Modern

warfare almost inevitably brings great economic losses, and not

increasing totals of satisfactions, to all participating nations. From
the national point of view, it may be j)ossibJe to justify the tre-

mendous economic losses which result from war as being necessary

in order to prevent other and still greater losses, such as those which

we would sustain if aggressor nations w^ere able to take our land and

resources from us and destroy our institutions. However, from the

point of view of the world as a whole, the billions of dollars which

have been and are being spent for wars and armaments have been

and are economic waste.

What shall we say of the depression activities and expenditures oj

the federal government? From the point of view of a direct compari-

son of satisfactions, many of them would probably pass muster.

Consider, for example, relief or work relief for the unemployed,

which was the largest and probably the most severely criticized of

the depression expenditures of the federal government. So far as

governmental assistance was received by those who really needed it,

it is hard to believe that these expenditures did not give more satis-

faction to the recipients of the government’s aid than they took

away, or will take away, from the taxpayers. However great the

pangs suffered by those who have paid or must pay taxes to cover

relief expenditures, they are doubtless less painful than the p^ngs

of death by starvation or exposure.

However, when we consider the indirect effects of the depression

activities and expenditures, the answer is not so clear. The heavy

expenditures had to be financed by either taxation or borrowing.

To the extent that taxation was used, high taxes tended to cut into

employment-creating private spending for consumption and invest-

ment as well as unnecessary saving. Moreover, some individuals in
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the higher tax brackets may have been rendered unwilling to put

capital funds into risky ventures, since any gains which they might

make would have to be shared with the government, while any

losses they might suffer would be almost entirely their own. T o the

extent that borrowing (deficit spending) was used to finance the

governmental expenditures, business confidence may have been

affected and fears of later higher taxes aroused, with adverse ellects

on the amount of production and employment furnished by private

industries and businesses.

Funds for relief or work relief may have been used in some cases

for political purposes rather than to promote recovery from the

depression, and the receipt of governmental assistance probably

weakened the morale of some persons and made them anxious to

make a “career’' of the WPA or to “retire” on relief, rather than to

shift for themselves in private employment. The laws of 1933 and

193^1 may have cleansed and purified the issuance of securities and

the operation of the security exchanges, but. according to some

authorities, they also brought the issuance of new corporate securi-

ties almost to a standstill and greatly weakened the functioning of

the security exchanges. Though the activities in behalf of labor

greatly impro\’ed the bargaining position of employed workers, they

may have made enterprisers less willing than they would otherwise

have been to undertake production and furnish employment. Direct

competition with private business by governmental enterprises or

agencies, or even the threat of such com[)etition, and the general

attitude of hostility toward private industry and business on the

part of the federal government, may have had similarly detrimental

effects.

Other examples could be given, but those presented above may
be adecjuate to suggest that the assumption by the government that

the capitalistic system could not handle the situation may have led

to governmental activities which increased the probability that the

ca])italistic system would be unable to operate successfully. It is

impossible to know whether our economic system as a whc:>le was

actually better off by, say, 1910 than it would have been it the fed-

eral government had not assumed responsibility for its operation

and for the promotion of recovery in 1933. However, it is clear that

the degree of recovery from depression which was effected under

governmental control was disappointing, and that the recovery was

far from complete at the outbreak of World War II.
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In evaluating governmental activities and expenditures which are

proposed for the postwar period, such as the guaranty of employ-

ment and the provision of almost complete social security, it is not

enough merely to compare the gain in satisfactions by the bene-

ficiaries of these policies whth the loss of satis! action sullered by the

taxpayers. As in the consideration of depression activities and ex-

penditures, we must consider the effects on private businesses and

industries and on the economy as a whole. I he danger tliat these

expansions in governmental activities and expenditures might lead

us in the direction of a planned and controlled economy is tar Irom

negligible, for large expenditures for the proposed activities would

have to be added to the already heavy expenditures lor the armed

forces, veterans’ pensions and benefits, interest on the public debt,

and the regular operation of governmental departments.

just how large the annual expenditures of the lederal government

would have to be with these new projects included is uncertain, but

most estimates call lor federal expenditures far larger than those to

which we have been accustomed in peacetime. Whatever the exact

amount might be, the large expenditures would have to be financed

by means of taxation if w^e did not wish to add to the already over-

grown federal debt. This would call for the continuation of very

high levels of taxation, which might be as high as, or higher than,

those that prevailed during the latter years of World War II.

4 he point to be made in this connection is that our ecc^nomic

system perhaps could not continue to operate in capitalistic fashion

in peacetime if the government should find it necessary to take a

large part of the incomes of individuals and the earnings or ‘‘profits”

of business enterprises of all types, especially it business cnter])rises

wTre left to bear unassisted the gieater part of any losses which

they might encounter. Moreover, such a situation would be most

unfavorable for tlie expansion of the economy and the foundation

of new enterjnises based on private capital. And this discussion of

public finance ignores the important direct question, discussed in

Chapter 17, of whether the government could maintain full em-

ployment and a complete system of social security in any case with-

out assuming virtually full control over the operation of the eco-

nomic system as a whole.

Taxation in the United States. The tax revenues of the federal

government and other governmental units in the United States have

also increased rapidly in recent years, though not so rapidly as
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public expenditures on the whole. In 1948, the total revenues ot the

federal government amounted to $46,362,000,000. Of this total,

personal income taxes contributed over 45 per cent, corporation

income taxes and profits taxes about 22 j>er cent, excise taxes almost

16 pel cent, social security taxes 5 per cent, and estate and gilt taxes

about 2 per cent.'^ Federal revenues in 1948 provided a welcome

suri)lus above total federal expenditures of $39,326,000,000.

I'he various state governments of the United States received total

tax revenues ot $4,255,300,000 in 1945. Of this total, sales and use

taxes produced 36.9 per cent, incomes taxes 19 per cent, gasqlinc

and motor fuel taxes 16.5 per cent, motor vehicle licenses 9.5 per

cent, business licenses 6.2 per cent, property taxes 5.4 per cent, and

inheritance, estate, and gift taxes 3.1 per cent.’ Local governmental

units in the United States still depend very largely on the general

property tax, which produced 87.5 per cent of their total tax reve-

nues in 1944.^ Their other tax revenues were derived from scattered

sources, such as other property taxes, business and non-business

licenses, and poll taxes.

It is not possible lor us to comment in detail on each of the

various types of taxes which arc used in the United States, but we
may say that, on the whole, taxation in the United States at present

seems to conform ratlier well to the principle of ability to pay.

Since about 70 per cent of the total federal revenues arc received

from taxes which are at least nominally progressive, and since fed-

eral revenues are several times as large as those of state and local

governments combiiucl, it is possible to conclude tliat taxation in

the United States at present is on the whole progressive in opera-

tion. In other words, the greater part of our total tax revenue is

received from taxes which take a larger part of large than of small

incomes.

The Public Debt of the United States, The taxation system of the

federal government has been defective in most recent years from the

point of view of fiscal adecpiacy, and the same tiling has been true

to a lesser extent of the taxation systems of state and local govern-

ments in the United States. ITe federal budget was unbalanced

from 1931 through 1946, and the annual deficits ranged from 462

p. 991.

s The Economic Almanac for 1946A7, p. 302.

G Ibid., p. 315.
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million dollars in 1931 to almost 56 billion dollars in 1943.^ As a

result, the federal debt was increased rapidly from $16,801,000,000

in 1931 to $48,961,000,000 in 1941 at the beginning of the war and

$269,422,000,000 in 1946." It rested at $251,168,000,000 in July,

1948 .«

In our capitalistic economy there can be no sound objection to

governmental borrowing to meet an emergency, when revenues fall

short. As we have said before, if a national emergency requires ex-

penditures in excess of collectible revenues, the federal government

would be foolish not to permit its budget to become unbalanced.

When a man needs a surgical operation, he does not hesitate to call

in the surgeon merely because the cost would unbalance his budget

for that year. On the other hand, while the use of sulfa drugs may
be indicated for })neunionia, they would scarcely j)i ove henelii iai as

a steady diet. Continuing deficits of many billions of dollars per

year may lead to most severe inflationary pressure if, indeed, they

do not result in tlie destruction of the government’s credit.

During World War II, our federal government, anxious to make
total expenditures far in excess of the sums which it was thought

possible or feasible to collect in taxes or obtain through direct sales

of bonds to the people, resorted to sales of bonds to the banks in

order to obtain the necessary funds. Tlie banks paid lor these bonds

by creating demand deposits for the government to spend. In this

way, the government obtained large sums of purchasing }>ower with-

out reducing the funds available lor civilian spending, and the total

of government and civilian purchasing power became much larger

than necessary to take off the market at stable prices all the com-

modities and services the economy could produce. The situation

which was created was about as inflationary as though paper money
had been printed to finance governmental expenditures, except that

people apparently are not driven into as great a j)anic by the crea-

tion of demand deposits as by the printing of paper money. A tre-

mendous inflation of prices was avoided during the war period by

resorting to direct price control and other devices, but these meas-

ures merely postponed the problem to the postwar period and did

not eliminate it.

7 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Banking and Monetary

Statistics, pp. 509, 510, 513; Federal Resen>e Bulletin, September, 1917, pp. 1401-

1405.

8 Federal Reserve Bulletin, August, 1948, p. 989.
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Another objection to our rapidly growing public debt runs to the

effect that we shall be passing on to our children and grandchildren

a staggering burden of debt which they will have to pay, to their

own great detriment. This contention is difficult to evaluate.

Clearly, in the sense of real income

^

future generations may not

suffer from a large public debt incurred now. If the government

borrows to buy wheat to feed its starving people, the wheat is taken

not from the crops of thirty or fifty years hence, but from present

supplies. If the government uses borrowed funds to induce farmers

to plow cotton under, current crops (and not those which our chil-

dren will harvest) are reduced. When the government spends bil-

lions of borrowed dollars for war goods, it causes a shortage of con-

sumers’ goods here and now, rather than in the more or less indefi-

nite future.

From the financial point of view, it is certainly true that the gov-

ernment will have to collect taxes in the future in order to pay

interest on its obligations and possibly to pay part of the principal,

but at the same time these amounts will be paid to the owners of

the government bonds which represent our public debt. If the

people who own the bonds also pay the taxes, even private indi-

viduals may “break even” on the process. But whether indirnduals

gain, lose, or break even, it is clear that the nation as a whole, in

paying off the public debt, merely transfers money from one pocket

to another so long as the entire debt is held within the country.

Such transfers, it is often argued, should not be very harmful.

On the basis of these and other arguments, some writers are in-

clined to scoff at the idea that our large public: debt will give us

trouble in the future. The size of the debt is a matter of small im-

portance, since “we owe it to ourselves.” While individual bond-

holders will need to be paid off from time to time, the principal

sum of the debt as a whole will never have to be paid, and our only

concern should be the size of the interest payments in relation to

our national income. Indeed, some writers consider it desirable to

have a continually growing public debt, on the ground that large

governmental expenditures in excess of current revenues will insure

the existence annually of a total sum of purchasing power large

enough to take off the market all the commodities and services

which the economy can produce at full employment. If we can keep

the national income constantly growing, even a total of interest pay-
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ments which steadily increases in absolute size will not be a very

se\’cre burden.

However, such a lii^ht-hearted attitude toward the liuure burden

of the public debt may be far from completely justified. When taxes

are collected to pay interest on the debt or to re])ay princij^al, they

may be so large in amount or be collected in such ways as to hamper

and restrain production and em})loyment and impair the effective-

ness of our productive facilities. Jncieed, these taxes may contribute

significantly to a total burden of taxation which is so heavy that our

economic system cannot support it and still operate in capitalistic

fashion, 7 he collection of taxes and payment of interest may also

result in a large and possibly undesirable transfer of income from

some iiu ome groups to others.

Increases in the total of fixed income payments in the economy,

such as interest payments on government bonds, tend to concentrate

the risks of the system on those relatively few incomes which are

drawti from the operation of business enterprises and the invest-

ment of venture capital. It has been estimated that the annual

interest on a federal debt of ‘lOO billion dollars would exceed the

total of interest on private debts plus rents in a full-employment

national income, and would equal one-fourth of the total business

income (dividends, plus income of unincorporated businesses plus

agricultural income).’* With our banks and other financial institu-

tions loaded with government bonds, a general rise in interest rates

which would cause government bonds (with their low fixed rates of

interest) to depreciate sharply in value would be a matter of serious

concern. Finally the political implications of having a large class

of persons dependent upon interest on government bonds for a con-

siderable part of their income may be anything but favorable. The
size of the public dcTt may be a matter of considerable importance

in the future even if we do “ow’e it to ourselves.”

Public Finance under Socialis?n and Communisrrt

Public Expenditures, The theory of modern socialism does not

have a great deal to offer on the subject of public finance, but it is

not difficult to make out, at least in a general way, what a socialistic

system of public finance would be like. A socialistic economy is not

^ Finajiring American Prosperity. New York: Twentieth Century Fund, 1945,

pp. 138-139.
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one in which private individuals and firms perform most economic

functions and produce most commodities and services, while only

a few economic functions are delegated to government. Rather, in

a socialistic economy, the citizens receive almost all their incomes

collectively and the government, c^perating in the name of the

peoph as a whole, is the only enterpriser of any great significance.

Even in ordinary times, the expenditures of a socialistic government

would bulk very large in relation to national income, since it would

have to make expenditures lor operating the various industries and

businesses of the (ountry as well as for the carrying on of functions

which are ordinarily regarded as more strictly governmental. Just

how governmental expenditures would be divided between ordinary

governmental functions (such as national defense, the oj)eration of

ordinary governmental departments, and various social services and

cultural projects) and the function of operating the economic system

of the country cannot be determined on an a priori basis.

Public Revenues, Since the government of a socialistic economy

would make about all the expenditures necessary for the oper ation

of the economic system, it would receive as revenue the proceeds

from the sale of the commodities and services turned out. Whether
it would need to levy any taxes would depend on the manner in

which the leaders decided to operate the economic system. If the

government simply dir ected the producti\'e agents of the system into

naticmal defense activities, various social and cultural services, the

operation of gofernmental departments, and the production of

plannc‘d ejuantities of commodities and services, and on the other

hand look care to pay out to the citizens only such amounts of

money income as were necessary to purchase available quantities

of consumable economic goods on the market, it would not be

necessary to levy any taxes.

On the other hand, if the government paid out money incomes to

the citizens which represented the aggregate value of all production,

including not only the valiu‘ of commodities and services \vhich were

to be sold to the people but also the value of new productive facili-

ties which were to remain in governmental hands and the value of

all commodities anci services which were to be furnished or rendered

to the people without direct charges or prices, it would then be

necessary to levy taxes on the people to absorb those portions of

money income which were not required to buy available com-
modities and services on the market. In practice, the latter course of
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action would probably be followed, since it would be desirable to

have all the economic activities of the system pass through the

accounting and money mechanisms. Furthermore, it would be de-

sirable to have the citizens know that the commodities and services

which they apparently receive from the government without charge

are really costly in the sense that they recpiire the use of scarce

agents of production, and to keep the people interested in all ac-

tivities of the government and conscious of their part in governmen-

tal activities. These results would probably be achieved if the gov-

ernment paid out large amounts of money income to the people

and then recovered a part of this income through taxation.

Of course, a part of the excess money incomes of the people could

be absorbed by selling commodities and services to them at prices

well in excess of costs, by selling them government bonds, or by

inducing them to put surplus funds in governmental savings banks.

However, it is probable that taxation would be used to a great ex-

tent for this purpose. A socialistic government would probably use

taxes of familiar types for there seems to be no reason lor thinking

that such a government would be able to invent new kinds of taxes

which had never occurred to the hard-pressed leaders of capitalistic

governments. Moreover, the familiar principles of taxation would

seem to be valid for a socialistic system, though the principle of

equity in the distribution of the tax burden among the individual

citizens would not require the use of highly progressive taxes for

raising a large part of the tax revenue of the gofernment. Almost

any kind of taxes could be equitably used in a socialistic system.

Since dilfercnces in incomes between individual citizens would be

relatively small, even a general sales tax would bring about ap-

proximately equal burdens of taxation from one citizen to another.

We should not be surprised, then, if a socialistic economy employed

taxes whose use would be condemned in a capitalistic system with

its highly unequal individual incomes.

Public Debt. In a capitalistic system, the expenditures required to

perform the governmental services which seem essential in a par-

ticular year or scries of years may well exceed the total revenues

which it is possible or wise for the government to try to extract from

the private incomes of the citizens. In a socialistic economy, however,

the government both performs ordinary governmental functions and

operates the economic system as a whole. Being in complete com-

mand of the situation and handling almost the entire money income
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and outgo of the country, it should always be possible for a social-

istic government to balance its budget, if it desired to do so. Balanc-

ing the budget would seem to be more nearly a problem of

arithmetic than one of public finance in the ordinary sense. On the

other hand, an unbalanced budget would mean comparatively little

in a socialistic economy. Suppose, for example, that the taxation

system failed to absorb a sufficient part of the money incomes of the

people and left them with more than enough money to purchase all

available commodities and services on the market. This would only

mean that the individual citizens would have more money than

they could use in purchasing. They could not even have the fun of

bidding up the prices of commodities and services with their excess

money inc<mies. This situation might cause some dissatisfaction but

it could hardly be very serious. Moreover, a shortage of revenues

from taxation could scarcely cause the government to curtail any of

the essential functions which it had planned to perform.

In similar fashion, a surplus of revenue from taxation would not

have much significance. In fact, in the large sense, a surplus of

governmental revenues could scarcely exist. The revenues of the

government from all sources could not in general exceed the total

amount of money income paid out to all the citizens, nor could all

available commodities and services be sold to the citizens for a

greater total sum of money than that which was left in their hands

after paying all taxes to the government. However, the amounts
taken from the citizens in taxes could be so great as to leave them
with money incomes which were insuflicicnt for the purpose of

buying all commodities and services available on the market at the

prices set upon them by the government. This situation might also

cause dissatisfaction but it could be quickly remedied by adjusting

the prices of consumable (ommoditics and services on the market.

And, of course, the fact that tax revenues were larger than usual

would not be expected to stimulate a socialistic government to un-

dertake any functions other than those which had been pla-nned.

In view of the power of a socialistic government to balance its

revenues and expenditures, it is difficult to see how it could be

forced into an extensive program of public borrowing. On the other

hand, there is nothing to prevent such a government from borrow-

ing from its citizens if it desired to do so, and governmental borrow-

ing, if it occurred, would probably proceed on the basis of familiar

methods and practices. It would be surprising if the public debt of
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a socialistic government ever became as great, relative to national

wealth and income, as those of most capitalistic governments, and

it would certainly not grow to the point where it would endanger

the confidence of the people in the solvency of their government.

Public Finance in Scwiet Russia

The Budget* In Soviet Russia, public finance plays the important

part which would be expected of it in a socialized economy, and

the national budget provides for the accumulation and distribution

of the national income. The national budget is in reality a consoli-

dated budget which provides for the expenditures and revenues of

federal, republic, and local units of government. Financial relation-

ships between these governmental units are rather indefinite and

individual items of expenditure and revenue have been known to

pass back and forth between these units from one year to another.

The annual national budget, both with regard to revenues and ex-

penditures, is closely connected at every point with the annual eco-

nomic plan, and both are ordinarily approved together. As time

has gone on, the national budget has accounted for a greater and

greater proportion of the total financial operations of the country.

Public Expenditures. Both governmental expenditures and reve-

nues have had an extremely rapid growth in Soviet Russia under

the planned economy. If the expenditures and revenues of 1928 are

taken as 100, those for 1933 amounted to 545.6, those of 1938 to

1574, those of 1941 to 2676, and those of 1948 to 5058. Though ex-

penditures and revenues are stated in terms of current rubles of fluc-

tuating purchasing power, it is clear that changes in the value of the

monetary unit cannot have accounted for any large part of these

tremendous increases in expenditures and revenues. Two factors

have been responsible for most of the increase. First, the economic

activities of the country have been brought more and more under

governmental control so that account must be taken of them in the

national budget. This is suggested by the fact that the rate of in-

crease shown by the budget has been greater than that of national

income or retail sales. In the second place, the productivity of

Russian industries and the general scope of economic activity have

increased greatly over the years and, since the operation of the econ-

omy is largely in the hands of the government, this increase has been
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rather automatically reflected in the revenues and expenditures of

the government.

1 otal governmental expenditures amounted to 307 billion rubles

in As might l^e expected for this war year, expenditures for

national defense occupied first place in the budget and required 45

per cent of total expenditures. Expenditures for social and cultural

services, including education and training, public health, pliysical

culture, social insurance benefits, and other items, took second place

in 1915 and accounted for 21 per cent of total expenditures. While

there were several minor sources of funds for social and cultural

expenditures, the greater part of these expenditures was financed

by appropriations from the national budget.

Third })lace in the list of expenditures in 1945 was held by those

for tile financing of the national economy, which made up 19 per

cent of total expenditures. Industries, agriculture, forestry, transpor-

tation, posts and telegraph, municipal services, housing, trade, and

other branches of economic activity were financed very largely by

appi opriations from the national budget. The grants made to these

various fields of activity were for a considerable number of purposes,

but 90 per cent of all allocations were for (1) capital investment, or

the construction of productive capacity, and (2) the endowment of

iicnv enterprises with wwking capital and allocation of supple-

mentary funds to enterprises already in operation.^’ Expenditures

on governmental administration, the court system, and other ordi-

nary departments of government, plus interest on the public debt,

required 15 per cent of total budget funds in 1915. Total govern-

mental expenditures in 1948 w^ere scheduled to amount to 388

billion rubles, of which sum 66 billion rubles, or 17 per cent, were

to go for national defense.^-

Public Revenues, Most ol the income of the Soviet Russian gov-

ernment—74 per cent in 1915—is derived from the operation of the

national economy rather than from direct taxes on the incomes of

the individual citizens, though some of the principal methods of

deriving income from the operation of the national economy are

also dignified by the title of taxes. Total governmental revenues

amounted to about 307 billion rubles in 1945, and the largest single

revenue producer was the turnover tax, which yielded 38 per cent

10 Statistics on expenditures in 1945 are from The Soviet Union Today, p. 47.

11 A. Baykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, p. 385.
12 The Champaign-Urbana Neius-Gazette, February 1, 1918.
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of total revenuesA^ Since 1945 was a war year and internal trade

operated on a highly restricted basis, the turnover tax produced a

much smaller proportion of total revenues than in earlier years. In

1941, for example, it brought in 60 per cent of total revenues.

The turnover tax is applied in simple fashion. That is, the final

prices which the government sets on all kinds of goods include the

basic costs of production, transportation, and distribution; the

planned profits, if any, of the producing and distributing enter-

prises; special taxes in some cases; and last, but not least, the turn-

over tax. 7 he tax represents the dillerence between the total cost of

production of a commodity and the price which it brings as an

article of general expenditure on the market. The tax is paid to the

government but once on each good, eitlier at the form production

or the wholesaling level, though the burden falls eventually, of

course, on the final consumers.

The turnover tax is levied on practically all commodities of any

importance, but at widely varying rates. In 1945 it made up only 5

per cent of the selling price of some commodities, such as iron and

coal, but amounted to 83 per cent of the selling price of vodka.

Many of the tax rates are, of course, extremely high. A turnover

tax w4iich is 20 per cent of the selling price increases the cost of the

good to the consumer by one-fourth, and one of 83 per cent makes

the cost to the consumer about six times as great as it would have

been otherwise. As the tax has been applied in the past, the con-

sumers, in buying a kilogram of bread for 85 kopecks, have paid as

little as 211/4 kopecks for costs of production and distribution plus

profits and as much as kopecks of turnover tax. Similarly, a

price of 4.2 rubles for a kilogram of sugar has at times yieled 63

kopecks for the producers and 3.57 rubies for the turnover tax.^^

The turnover tax has had rather obvious advantages from the

point of view of the Russian government. It is simple, it is collected

quite automatically and with little cost, and it has produced tremen-

dous amounts of revenue. In the early days of the planned economy,

when most Russian industries were struggling and inefficient, a great

advantage was found in the fact that the turnover tax yielded its

revenue regardless of whether individual firms and industries were

efficient or inefficient, had high or low costs of production, and

made or did not make profits. Moreover, it is sometimes argued that

13 Statistics on revenues in 1945 are from The Soviet Union Today, pp. 46*47.

14 A. Yugow, Russia's Economic Front for War and Peace, pp. 130-131.
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the tax distributes its burden quite justly and equitably among the

individual citizens. I’his would actually be true if all Russian citizens

received about the same amounts of money income, if they spent

virtually all these incomes for articles subject to the tax, and if

the tax were applied at about the same rate to different commodities

and diflerent grades of the same commodity.

In ac tual practice, it may be contended that money incomes differ

enough from one individual to another in Russia to make the turn-

over tax quite regressive in operation. If this is true, the burden of

the tax is not distributed according to the principle of ability to pay,

but falls relatively mc^re heavily on persons of small income than on

persc:>ns of large income. This argument is fortified by other con-

siderations. 1 he tax falls at heaviest rates on foods and other articles

of mass consumption, and it is applied at heavier rates to the

cheaper grades of commodities than to the more expensive grades.

Moreover, as Russian industries have been able to increase their

efficiency and lower costs of production, the government has been

content to allow its tax revenues to increase instead of lowering

prices for the benefit of its needy consumers.

Another part of the revenues derived from the national economy
is produced by the profits tax. The part of the final selling prices of

commodities which is received by the producing enterprises is often

intended to cover not only basic planned costs of production but

also planned profits. Each enterprise has a right to retain a part of

its profits for such purposes as capital investment, increase of work-

ing capital, and the maintenance of the director’s fund, but the

government also takes a large part of the profits. Profits taxes are

payable on the actual rather than the planned profits of enterprises,

but the rates of the tax, varying from 10 to 81 per cent for different

classes of enterprises, are fixed on the basis of the financial plans of

the enterprises in each year.^*^ Profits taxes produced 7 per cent of

total revenues, much less than the usual proportion, in 1945.

The rest of the revenues obtained from the operation of the

national economy come from social insurance taxes (paid entirely

by the enterprises), customs levies, and compulsory deliveries in

kind and other exactions paid by the farmers. Goods imported by

the state trading monopoly often have taxes applied to them before

they are made available to the domestic economy and these so-called

customs levies produced 9 per cent of total revenues in 1945. The
10 A. Buykov, The Development of the Soviet Economic System, pp. 374-375,
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social insurance taxes yielded 3 per cent of total revenues, and the

tributes exacted from agriculture yielded 17 per cent of total

revenues.

Direct taxes on the population arc relatively unimportant in the

Soviet Russian revenue system, yielding some 15 per cent of total

revenues in 1945. Part of this revenue came from income taxes,

which were progressive with rcsj)ect to the amounts of income

received by individuals and graduated also with respect to the

sources of the incomes. In other words, a given amount of income

derived from private activities was taxed more heavily than the

same amount obtained from employment in state or cooperative

enterprises. Another part of governmental revenues obtained

directly from the population came from the so-called cultural and

housing welfare tax. Governmental revenues were scheduk?d to

reach 428 billion rubles in 1948.

Public Debt, Revenues from taxation were not enough to cover

total governmental expenditures in 1945, and the Russian govern-

ment chose to make up the difference by public borrowing instead

of by increasing taxes. Funds obtained by borrowing amounted to

11 per cent of total revenues. Prior to 1940, the Russian government

did not depend heavily on borrowing from its citizens, and the

public debt was very small. Before the end of 1941, however, it

amounted to 47 billion rubles, and by 1946 it was estimated at 167

billion rubles.^® Soviet Russia has virtually no external debt, having

repudiated the debts of the previous regime.

According to the Russian authorities, each is.suc of government

bonds is eagerly snapped up by the people, although interest rates

are low on the interest-bearing bonds, while other issues pay no

interest but rather entitle the owners to participate in an annual

lottery in which the total prizes awarded amounted to 4 per cent

of the face value of the bonds. The 12 billion ruble war loan of

1943 raised 20 billion rubles and the 25 billion ruble loan of 1944

realized 29 billions. The eagerness of the Russian people to buy

government bonds is in reality rather artificial. In fact, subscriptions

to bonds may almost be regarded as taxes on which the government

sees fit to pay interest or award prizes.

When an issue of bonds comes out, a certain share is allotted to

governmental enterprises, which must pay for the bonds out of their

A. Yugow, Russia's Economic Front for War and Peace, p. 135; and Com-
munism In Action, p. 88.
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{)rofits. Savings banks are required to invest their deposits in the

bonds. 1 he bonds are also sold to the individual citizens on a sup-

posedly voluntary basis, but actually the citizens are virtually com-

pelled to buy them. In some cases, deductions of certain percentages

of the workers' pay arc made for this purpose, and in other cases

they pass resolutions, at the suggestion of representatives of the

Communist Party, agreeing to buy the bonds, However, the bonds

owned by individuals can be mortgaged at the savings banks for

periods up to six months, and they can be bought and sold freely,

except for speculative purposes. They can be donated and be-

queathed, and any income derived from them is free of taxation.

Public Piiiance in Britain under Partial Socialism

Puhlic Expe^iditiires, Changes in tlic public hnanexs of Britain,

since the arrival of partial socialism under the Labor Government

in 1915, have been less revolutionary than might have been ex-

pected. Loial expenditures of the central government for 1948 were

scheduled to be £2,976,000,GOO. 'Iliis total represented a reduction

of about 51 per cent as compared with 1944, but was still between

three and four times the total of £*833,000,000 spent in 1937. In-

terest on the public debt was to absenb almost 17 per cent of total

expenditures, national defense over 23 per cent, and civil govern-

ment departments and activities over 57 per cent. I'he same func-

tions required about 7, 85, and 8 per cent, respectively, of total

expenditures in 1941, the last year belore the Labor Party came

into power. Expenditures for 1948 were to include £400,000,000 for

food subsidies, and these, together with amounts spent on social

services, meant that the government would be making a conti ibu-

tion of 24 to 28 shillings a week on the average to each household.

Public Revenues, Total revenues of the central government were

estimated at £3,765,000,000 in 1948, an increase of more than 16

per cent over 1944 and more than four times the 1937 total. The
budget surplus for 1948 was scheduled to be £789,000,000. Income

taxes were to furnish about 37 per cent of total revenues, death

duties a little over 4 per cent, profits and excess profits taxes about

7 per cent, and customs duties and excise taxes over 14 per cent. In

17 All data on British public finance, unless otherwise noted, arc from BritahCs

Budget. New York: British Information Services, 1918, pp. 1-6.
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1944 these types of taxes produced 43, 3, 16, and 33 per cent, respec-

tively, of total revenues.

The socialist philosojdiy of the Labor Government may be indi-

cated by some of the changes which were made in the tax structure

for 1948. In connection with the income tax, the total exemption

limit was raised from £120 to £135 and the earned-income credit

was increased from one-sixth of earned income (up to £250) to one-

fifth (up to £400). In 1947, the first £50 of taxable income was

taxed at 15 per cent, the next £75 at 30 per cent, and the rest at

the “standard rate” of 45 per cent. In 1948, the first £50 was to

continue to be taxed at 15 per cent, but the 30 per cent rate was

to apply to the following £200 before the standard rate of 45 per

cent applied. It was estimated that these changes would relieve some

500,000 low-paid workers of all income tax payments and lower the

payments considerably for many others. On the other hand, surtax

rates were to continue as before, running from 10 to 52.5 per cent,

and any income affected by the maximum rate would be paying

total income tax and surtax of 97.5 per cent.

Another tax development in 1948, which may be considered

socialistic, was the imposition of the special levy on investment

income. This tax, to be paid once and for all, applied only when
the taxpayer’s total income from all sources exceeded £2000 and his

investment income exceeded £250. The rate of the tax rose from

10 per cent on the slice of investment income between £250 and

£500 to 50 per cent on income exceeding £5000. Thus, the combina-

tion of the special levy and income taxes produced rates well over

100 per cent for certain amounts of investment income received

by the extremely well-to-do. Again, the schedule of purchase taxes

was revised and simplified. The maximum rate, on such articles as

fur coats, was reduced from 125 to 100 per cent of the wholesale

price. Other rates used were 66.7 and 33.3 per cent. There were

reductions in the purchase tax on some household goods, and in-

creases on high-grade clothes, furniture, furnishings, and other

items. Higher excise taxes on tobacco products and on beer, wines,

and spirits were probably due to causes other than the general

socialistic philosophy of the government.

The Public Debt. The public debt of the national government of

Britain amounted to £8,144,000,000 in 1938. During World War II

it increased sharply and reached £24,453,000,000 in 1946.^® While

18 The Economic Almanac for 1946AT

,

p, 353.
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this represented a tripling of the debt, the increase was much smaller

than that which occurred in the United States and elsewhere. The
Labor Government did nothing very important in connection with

the public debt between 1945 and 1948 and probably will not in

the future. The debt is looked on as a rather permanent phenome-

non in Britain, and people in general do not look to the govern-

ment to pay off its principal sum. Britain’s economic situation since

the war would probably have kept the government from making

any very serious inroads in the debt in any case.

Public Finance under Fascisrji

Public Expenditures, The Italian government under fascism was

not the owner and operator of all or most Italian industries and

businesses. Rather, as under capitalism, the activities of government

were superimposed on an economy in which the bulk of economic

activity was in the hands of private individuals and firms. In the

early years of fascism therefore, the government performed just

about the same functions that we should expect the government of

any capitalistic economy to perform. I’he budget was balanced and

the heavy deficits of the war and early postwar years were replaced

by moderate surpluses in the fiscal years from 1924 to 19B0. In this

general era of prosperity, taxes on landed property and business

were lightened, real estate assessments were revised, and the inheri-

tance tax was abolished. 1 he lax base was broadened and increased

direct and indirect levies were placed on the incomes of urban

and rural workers.

After 1930, the expenditures of the Italian government increased

moderately during the great depression, somewhat more during the

war with Ethiopia, and very sharply indeed as Italy prepared for

and partici})ated in World War II. That is, governmental expendi-

tures amounted to 19.6 billion lire in 1929, 23.2 billion lire in 1932,

33.1 billion lire in 1936, and 96 billion lire in 1941. The chi*ef items

of expenditure in the depression years were various governmental

aids to business, national defense, and interest on the public debt.

Later on, national defense came to absorb an ever increasing part

of total governmental expenditures. From 1936 through 1944, ex-

penditures for national defense and war amounted to approximately

400 billion lire, or about 57 per cent of total expenditures of 709

billion lire. Total governmental expenditures in 1943, the last year
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of the war for Italy, constituted about 80 per cent of total national

iiiconie.^^

In the fiscal year ending March 31, 1934, the first full year alter

the National Socialist Party came into power, the total expenditures

of the German government amounted to 9.7 billion marks. They
had increased to 25 billion marks by 1938. In the fiscal years from

April, 1939 to March, 1945, the German government spent a total

of 687 billion marks, or an avciage of 1 14.5 billion rnai ks per year.

De])ression expenditures were important only in the very early years

of the fascist regime. In the years just befene World War II, about

two-thiicis of total governmental expenditines were for national

defense, and war expenditures amounted to 80 per cent of the total

in the fiscal year 1945. For the period 1939-45, about 75 per cent

of total expenditures on the average, or a total of 514 billion marks,

were for war.-^^

Public Ret>emies. The revenues of the Italian government de-

clined from 20.2 billion lire in 1929 to 18.1 billion lire in 1934, and

then increased gradually until a peak of 48.9 billion lire was reac hed

in 1943. From 1932 through 1943, governmental revenues fell well

short of expenditures. In 1932 some 60 per cent c:>f total revenues

came from direct and indiiect taxes on consumption, while the

income tax yielded only about 20 per cent of total revenues and had

the added disadvantages of beginning with very small incomes and

providing comparatively low rates in the higher brackets.-^ Later in

the 1930's, increased revenues depended on higher taxes on con-

sumption, a newly introduced sales tax, and capital levies on the

value of real estate, the capital and surplus of corporations, and

the capital of unincorporated enterprises.

From 1936 through 1944, governmental revenues amounted to 306

billion lire, or almost exactly enough to cover the non-war expendi-

tures of the period, with the cc^st of the war being carried “on the

cuff.’’ During the years of Italy’s participation in World War II,

direct taxes were producing less than a ejuarter of total revenues,

while profits of governmental monopolies (tobacco, salt, quinine,

public lotteries, matches, automatic lighters, and cigarette papers)

Fascism in Action, p. 66.

20 Ibid., p. 64.

21 C. T. Schmidt, The Corporate State in Action, pp. 128-129.

22 Fascism in Action, p. 66.
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produced from onc-seventh to one-fitth ol the total. 1 he rest came

from a host oi other taxes, licenses, and fees. In 19^ 'i, direct taxes

yielded 10.8 billion lire, governmental monopolies 8.9 billion lire,

and all the other taxes 17.5 billion lire, out of total revenues of 48.9

billion lire.^'

44ie Italian income tax was ol a rather peculiar character. Income

was classified according to the sources from which it was derived,

and then flat rates of tax were applied to taxable income, regardless

of amount, in the various classifications. A supplementary tax was

levied on family incomes at moderately progressive rates. Inherit-

ance tax lates, on amounts above the exemptions granted, varied

from 1 to 50 i)er cent depending upon the degree of relationship

between the decedent and his heirs, the size of the inheritances, the

age and ci\ il status of the decedent and the lieirs, and other factors.

1 ransfers between parents and two or more of their children were

(()m])letely exemjn from inheritance taxes. Excise taxes were high,

and the high prices charged by governmental monoj)olies yielded

large profits. 'Ehc system as a whole seems to have been highly re-

gressive in character."^

Ordinary i evenues of the German government increased from 0.6

billion marks in 19,45 to 17.7 billion marks in 19.59 and 44.1 billion

marks in 1953, before declining moderately in 1944 and 1945.

Other receipts, including such items as war contributions from states

and communities and occuj)ation costs assessed on occupied terri-

tories, increased rapidly from 4.5 billion marks in 1940 to 37 billion

marks in 1944. 2'* Tc^tal revenues fell well short of total expenditures

in all the years of the fascist regime. In the early years, income taxes

produced about one-fifili of all tax revenues. This proportion grew

to one-fourth and, at the end of World War II, to more than one-

third. Taxes on corporate incomes grew from almost nothing to

nearly onc-lourth of total tax revenues. The turnover tax produced
from one-sixth to one-fifth of the total over the whole period, and
customs duties and excise taxes, which produced more than one-

third of all tax revenues in 1933, declined to a point where they

yielded about one-fifth of the total.2«

.Ihe amount of income tax an individual paid depended upon
the size of his income, the number of his children, and whether or

}>f).
70-71.

pp. 64-65. p. 64.
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not he was a Jew. In 1943, the effective rates for unmarried persons

began at 1 per cent on an annual income of 600 marks and incieased

to 66 per cent on an income of 135,700 marks. On the other hand,

the rates for persons with five children began at 0.3 per cent on an

income of 4000 marks and incieased to 56 per cent on one of

135,700 marks. The corporation income tax had been levied at

the rate of 20 per cent before 1936, was increased to 35 per cent lor

1938, and thereafter amounted to 40 per cent. An excess profits tax

was levied in 1912 at the rate of 25 per cent for individuals and 30

per cent for corporations on all incomes above an exemption which

could be calculated on any one of five alternative bases.^’"

Inheritance taxes in Germany ran from 2 to 60 per cent accord-

ing to the amount of the inheritance and the degree of relationship

between decedent and heirs. The tax rates applied to all inherit-

ances above certain exemptions which themselves varied c^n the

basis of degree of relationship. T he general property tax of the

central government amounted to 0.5 per cent on the value of all

property above rather liberal exemptions. The turnover tax was

based on gross receipts from the sale of goods and services. It applied

to about four-fifths of all transactions and was levied at a rate of 2

per cent in the case of about three-fourths of the taxed turnovers.

Finally, excise taxes were applied to many products, such as tobacco

and products, alcoholic beverages, salt, sugar, saccharine, mineral

oils, illuminants, matches, playing cards, and amusements.-^

The Public Debt, With public expenditures exceeding revenues

by considerable amounts, the national debts of Italy and Germany
grew rapidly. The fascist regime in Italy inherited a debt of 95

billion lire and had increased it to about 134 billion lire by 1938.

In later years, with revenues covering only non-war expenditures,

the debt expanded immensely and amounted to over one trillion

lire in two years after the end of World War II. In 1938, four-

fifths of the debt had been represented by government bonds but

after the war about four-fifths of it was unfunded or floating.

In Germany, the national debt increased from 12 billion mark's in

1934 to 34 billion in 1939 and 473 billion at the end of World War
II. Both long-term obligations and a great variety of short-term obli-

gations were issued by the government, but about four-fifths of all

-7 Ibid., pp. 67-68.

28 Ibid.j pp. 68-69.

29 Ibid., p. 73.
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borrowing was short-term toward the end of the war.^^ The govern-

ment borrowed heavily from the central bank and from the com-

mercial and savings banks of the country. All through the war, the

general public was not asked to subscribe to a war loan. However,

the government did borrow directly from productive enterprises, by

using such things as tax credit certificates and delivery bills in pay-

ing for purchases, and from wage-earners through the so-called iron

savings plan. Workers could specify that certain numbers of marks

should be deducted directly from their earnings in each pay period

and placed to their account in credit institutions where they would

be accessible to the government. Tax reductions were granted on

these iron savings, but they were not to be withdrawn until after the

war and even then only on a year’s notice.

The continued excess of public expenditures over revenues and

the rapidly growing debts of the fascist governments might have

been considered dangerous according to prewar capitalistic stand-

ards, but they were not likely to lead to economic breakdowns in

the closely controlled economies of Italy and Germany. So long as

productive facilities, workers, and necessary materials and resources

were available, the fascist economies were likely to continue to func-

tion about as well as usual under the strict supervision of the

government regardless of the size of the national debt or the lack

of balance between public expenditures and revenues.

QUESTIONS

1. “The functions which are pcrformocl collectively through the govern-

ment under capitalism rather than by inidviduals are of several

general kinds.” Explain.

2. “The functions of government under capitalism are to be regarded as

a means of overcoming to some extent the deficiencies of the capital-

istic market and price medianisms.” Show whether you agree.

.S. What general principle can you suggest for deciding the number
and kinds of functions to be delegated to government under capital-

ism? Explain.

4. “Several economic principles are available for the guidance of govern-
ment in setting up a sound system of taxes in a capitalistic economy.”
Explain.

5. Why have the expenditures of all types of governmental units in the

United States increased so greatly in recent decades? Explain.

80 Ibid,, pp. 72-73.
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6. How did the great depression following 1929 affect governmental

fuiictioiis and expenditures in the United Slates? Explain.

7. Can the functions and expenditures of our varif)us governmental

units be justified on the basis of the criterion proposed in the text?

Explain.

8. Comment on the necessity for the principal depression expenditures

of our federal government during the 19i0’s, in the light ol the sug-

gested test tor public expenditures.

9. Describe and evaluate the activities and expenditures which are pro-

posed for the fedcial government of the United States in the postwar

period.

10. “On the whole, taxation in the United States does not conform

satisfactorily to the principle of ability to pay." Do you agree? Ex-

plain.

11. Is it true that the public debt of the United States government is

certain to be burdenless in the future because “wc owe it to our-

selves”? Explain.

12. “There can be no sound objection to financing governmental expend-

itures through public borrowing.” Discuss.

13. “Even in ordinary times, the expenditures of a socialistic government

would bulk very large in relation to national income.” Explain.

14. “Whether a socialistic government would need to levy any taxes

would depend on the manner in which the leaders decided to operate

the economic system.” Show whether you agree.

15. “An unbalanced budget would mean comparatively little in a social-

istic economy.” Do you agree? E’xplain.

16. Indicate the chief items of expenditure of the federal government
of Soviet Russia.

17. “The sales or turnover tax is not open to as serious objections in

the socialized economy of Soviet Russia as in capitalistic countries,”

Show whether you agree.

18. Criticize the turnover tax employed by the government of Soviet

Russia.

19. “Direct taxes on individuals play a rather unimportant part in the

Soviet revenue system.” Explain.

20. Discuss the Soviet Russian policy with respect to public borrowing.

21. What has happened to public expenditures and revenues in Britain

under partial socialism? Explain.

22. “Recent changes in the British tax system indicate the socialistic

philosophy of the Labor Government.” Do you agree? Elxplain.
.

23. “E'ascist puldic finances followed the same pattern in both Italy and
Germany.” Show whether you agree.

24. How did the tax systems of the fascist countries differ from those of

the United States and England during World War II? EZxplain.

25. “The size ol the public debts ol the German and Italian governments

was relatively unimportant under fascism.” Explain.



CHAPTER 22

EVALV ATION OF CAPITALISM

Havjnc; completed our disciissif)n ol several important individual

phases of economic activity in the various economic systems, we
shall now attempt to summarize the points of strengtli and weak-

ness of these systems and evaluate each system as a whole. The task

of evaluation is extremely complicated. Every economic system has

some strong points and some weaknesses, some advantages and some
disadvantages, and a general opinion of approval or disapproval can

be reached only by balancing the favorable and unfavorable

processes and results against each other in some way. No economic
system is so satisfactory that all its methods and results can be
given tincjualified approval.

In evaluating an economic system, it is difficult to concentrate

attention entirely on economic processes and results and yet the

consideration of the noneconomic institutions and processes would
further complicate the task of evaluation. If an economic system has

greatly increased production and the standards of living of its people

and at the same time has accpiired a strong dictatorial government
which strictly regiments the activities of the people, how and to

what extent shall we balance one of these factors against the other?

If an economic system has greatly enlarged its educational activities,

increased the literacy of its people, and improved the position of

women, but at the same time has severely limited the religious

activities of the people and weakened the family as a social in-

stitution, how shall we balance these results against each other and
how shall w^e relate them to the economic accomplishments and
failures of the system? Many other kinds of men besides “economic
men inhabit the bodies of most individuals, and there are many
people who regard the strictly economic accomplishments of a

country as virtually worthless if they are accompanied by the de-

575
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siructioii of religious liberty or the establishment of a nondemo-
cratic government.

The process of evaluation is made still more difficult by the fact

that some economic systems which we are studying are very young
or had only short careers. The Soviet Russian economy has been

operating only 30 years, and it has been functioning under economic

planning only 20 years. The Italian economy operated only about

21 years, and the German economy only about 12 years, under

fascism. Partial socialism in England is in its fourth year. On the

other hand, the capitalistic system of the United States has been

operating independently for 160 years. It is usually difficult, in the

early years of an economy, to see exactly what it will be like after

many years of development, and there is no completely satisfactory

method of comj)aring what one economic system has accomplished

in a few years with what another economy has accomplished over

a much longer period of time.

If a particular type of economic system operating in a certain

country produces some noteworthy accomplishments and some con-

s])icuous failings, it is a trying task to separate those results which

may be attributed to the type of economic system operated from

those which have been due to a variety of natural and other factors

which would have conditioned the operation of any kind of eco-

nomic system in the given country. If the economy of the United

States is deemed to hav(? operated successfully under capitalism, what

part of its success has been due to the existence of the capitalistic

system in the country and what part to the large quantities of fertile

land, abundant natural resources, and relatively sparse population

which might have insured that almost any kind of economic system

would have operated in the country with at least fair success? What
part of the results achieved by the Soviet Russian economy can we
attribute to socialism itself, and what part has been the product of

various peculiarities of the Russian situation? Perhaps socialism

would have a much better (or much worse) chance to succeed^ in

Great Britain or the United States.

It is far from completely satisfactory to try to compare and

evaluate economic systems only in general terms; and yet it is

frequently true that important types of statistical data are either un-

available or of questionable value. The governments of some of the

countries which we are studying either have not had or have not

cared to publish statistical data on certain vital economic matters.
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Even when they have Lssued statistics on certain points, they may
have put out only the favorable data and suppressed the rest, or

they may have exaggerated or altered the figures in order to give a

favorable impression of the economic results which they have

achieved. As a result, in comparing and evaluating economic sys-

tems, we should ordinarily use statistical data only to gain general

impressions of accomplishment rather than for precise conipari>.ons.

A final difficulty in evaluating economic systems is found in the

fact that we lack generally acceptable standards of evaluation. Even

if we had adequate statistical data, if all economies weie directly

comparable, if wc could gather together and bear in mind all the

complex attributes of the economies, and if we could exclude or

appropriately include various noneconomic aspects, we sliould still

not know whether the results produced by the various economics

were good or bad unless we had decided what results should be

considered good or l)ad for an economic system. Many persons at-

tempt to evaluate other economic systems by attributing to them

the same goals or objectives which are deemed appropriate for the

United States, and by considering other economies successful if. they

achieve these objectives or unsuccessful if they fail to achieve them.

This method is not entirely valid, lor different economies may have

somewhat different objectives. Clearly, it is not altogether fair to

criticize a person for not winning a contest in which he is not even

entered, or to criticize an economy for not acliieving a residt which

was no part of its intention. Wc should not condemn an economy

as inefficient because it produces a low standard of living for its

peoj)le, unless we have reason to think that it is trying to produce a

high standard of living in the period in question. In other words, we
should try to relate the methods and results of each economy to its

own goals and objectives, although there may be no harm in point-

ing out, where it is true, that the objectives sought by some econ-

omies are repugnant from the point of view of our own ethical

standards.

The Accomplishments of Capitalism

Production under Capitalism. With these difficulties in mind, we
proceed to the evaluation of various economic systems, starting with

capitalism. Since there are some diflferences from one capitalistic sys-

tem to another, our arguments will be particularly concerned with
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the capitalistic system of the United States. Our evaluation of pro-

duction under capitalism will deal with two questions. (1) How suc-

cessfully docs the system adapt its productive activities to basic

human needs and desires, or, in other words, does the system set out

to produce the things that its people want? (2) Once decisiems have

been made, for better or worse, as to the things which should be

produced, liow efficiently does the system operate in producing these

things?

With regard to the first of these matters, it is quite possible to

reach a conclusion favorable to the capitalistic system. Its method

of adapting j^roduction to basic human needs and desires is to leave

private enterprisers free to respond, on the basis of costs, to the

prices which jieople are able and walling to pay lor commodities

and services in the market. Nc^w there is no doubt concerning the

willingness and ability of producers to respond to {trices in the

market. One can get almost anything produced if he is able and

willing to jjay enough for it. Neither is there much doubt concern-

ing the ability of prices, in and of themselves, to serve as a medium
for expiessing the relative strength of human desires for many
commodities and services.

I’he chief problem seems to be wdiether various individuals are

capable of using prices effectively as a means of expressing their

needs and cU‘sires. In a capitalistic system in which individuals have

widely varying amounts of money income to use in offering and

paying prices and also have some needs and w^ants which cannot be

well expressed in terms of prices in the market, it is too much to

expect anything approaching perfection in this matter. And if prices

do not express accurately the relative strength of various human
needs and desires, then even a complete ada]>tation of production to

prices in the market will not give us a perfect adaptation of produc-

tion to these needs and desires. Nevertheless, the results achieved by

capitalism in this matter may compare favorably with those which

can be attained by any alternative method, as, for example, by

economic planning.

We should also note briefly here that the capitalistic system

achieves reasonably good results in this matter while affording the

individuals of the system a rather high degree of personal freedom.

It is undoubtedly a mistake to think of economic freedom, as some

people do, solely as a means of accomplishing certain results. It is a

means to other ends, of course, but it is also an end in itself, and one
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which is greatly desired by large numbers of people. And there is

a serious c]ucstion whether some economic system other than capital-

ism could do better in the matter of adapting production to human

needs and desires for commodities and services without, in the

jii'ocess, placing severe limitations on the economic freedom of its

people, and perhaps on their political freedom as well,

I'urning now to the other c]uestion of efficiency in production,

we find that tliere are many things to be said in favor of capitalism.

One of the chief accomplishments of our capitalistic system is found

in its tremendous expansion of production and of economic activi-

ties in general through time. Many of our industries today have

outputs which are many times (in some cases, hundreds of times) as

great as those of several decades ago. and other industries produce

great volumes of cominoditic^s today which were not being produced

at all a few decades ago. In view of the fact that, over most of the

life of our capitalistic system to date, the outstanding economic

problem has been that of a general shortage of all kinds of com-

modities and services, this accomplishment in the field of j^roduction

is not to be taken lightly. Even the severest critics of capitalism

admit the tiesirability of the accojnplishments of our system over

most of its life. Ca])italism, so it is said, revolutionized the operation

of industry and agriculture, moderni/ed the backward countries,

and increased the ^olume of international trade. The aim of the

capitalistic system was the maximi/atioii of output. It tried to ex-

pand and cheapen production rather than to restrict it. Business

depressions slowed up progress in production only temporarily and,

while technological changes threw ])eople out of work at times, the

rapidly expanding economic system cjuickly and easily reabsorbed

them.

I'his reference to technological change is pertinent. Our capi-

talistic system did not increase production merely by using larger

cjuantities of the various productive agents. That would have been

a relatively easy accomplishment. Instead, constantly improving

machines and methcxls of production have made it possible for

given Cjuantities of the jiroductive agents to turn out larger and
larger quantiti( s of economic goods of all kinds. While the rapid

technological change which has occurred in our economy must be

attributed to the character and ability of its people as well as to the

existence of the capitalistic system itself, the system played its part in

the development by affording almost boundless opportunities for
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economic gain to the successful innovators. The principles and

methods of capitalism in the field of production have been so

efficient and successful that they are used even today in all types of

economic systems. Formerly capitalistic economies may turn, for

various reasons, to socialism or fascism, but their productive

activities continue to be specialized, roundabout, and large scale, as

they were under capitalism, and these economies develop or con-

tinue to have vertical and horizontal combinations of productive

establishments comparable to those which exist in our capitalistic

economy.

Standards of Living, The great increases which have taken place

in production in our capitalistic system have brought improved

standards of living to the individual citizens. The improved stand-

ards of living have included not only larger quantities of goods

formerly consumed but also an evcr-increasing variety of com-

modities and services. The gains in living standards have been

shared by all classes of citizens; by wage earners as well as by en-

terprisers, capitalists, and landowners. Real wages, for example, as

of the year 1900 were probably at least twice as great as they had

been a century before. While it cannot be said that the gains Irom

increased production have been shared at all equally by the various

economic classes of citizens and while it may be true that the gulf

between the incomes and standards of living of the rich and those

of the poor has expanded instead of diminishing over the years, it

cannot be denied that all general classes of citizens liavc gained as

the result of the increasing productivity of our capitalistic system.

The Distribution of Income, Everyone knows that the distribution

of income in our capitalistic system is highly une(]ual as between

individuals and families. Moreover, as we have seen and shall note

again, many unfortunate results flow from this great inequality in

the distribution of income. However, it is quite possible for the

ardent supporters of capitalism to make a case for the capitalistic

distribution of income among persons and families, unequal as it is.

In the first place, this inequality is the result of the more or less

automatic operation of the price system, which sets high prices on

scarce and highly productive factors of production and low prices

on more jdentiful and relatively unproductive factors of production.

Such high and low prices for various grades of productive agents

give large and small incomes respectively to the owners of these

agents. Since the rational use and allocation of the productive
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agents depend upon these market-determined prices for the agents,

it is difficult to see how our capitalistic system could operate on the

basis of the price mechanism without producing considerable inter-

personal and inter-family inequalities in the distribution of income.

In the second place, many people argue that the inequality in the

distribution of income which is produced more or less automatically

by the operation of the price system under capitalism is desirable in

itself. In the absence of perfect knowledge as to what human nature

is like, ardent supporters of capitalism are inclined to think that

most people have a selfish and acquisitive element in their natures

and that the capitalistic system is more effic ient and productive than

any other, precisely because it caters to the acquisitive urge of the

people. If people are naturally acejuisitive, nothing is so likely to

stimulate them to great industry and efficiency, to improvement and

innovation, as the ability or opportunity to secure large economic

gains as the reward for conspicuous accomplishments, and an} eco-

nomic system which intends to eliminate or severely limit dillercn-

tial incomes and replace economic motivation with incentives of

other types is doomed from the start to inefficiency and stagnation.

These conclusions concerning economic motivation are highly

controversial and many critics of capitalism would object to them

strongly. However, observation of our capitalistic system in opera-

tion indicates that most of the people in most of their economic

activities arc motivated more strongly by the desire for economic

gain than by anything else. To what extent the acquisitive behavior

of people under capitalism is natural and to what extent it is the

product of the capitalistic institutional environment is an oft-debated

question, but there is no noncapitalistic system in actual ojjeration

today which furnishes completely convincing evidence that other

types of incentives can be entirely and effectively substituted for the

economic under any institutional set-up. To be sure, differences in

incomes in Soviet Russia are much smaller, at least before taxation,

than in our capitalistic system, but this will not indicate anything

definite about the effectiveness of other incentives unless and until

the efficiency and productivity of the Russian citizens approaches

that of our own.

It is also sometimes argued that great inequality in the distribu-

tion of income, as it exists under capitalism, is desirable because it

provides a situation that is ideal for that rapid and continuous
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accumulation of capital funds which is so necessary to an efficient

and progressive economy. As one writer puts it.

The thesis is that there is one way, and only one way, that any people,

in all history, have ever risen from barbarism and poverty to affluence

and culture; and that is by that concentrated and highly organized system

of production and exchange that we call Capitalistic; one way, and one

alone. Further that it is solely by the accumulation (and concentration)

of this Ca})ital, and directly proportional to the ayiwunl of this accumu-

lation, that the modern industrial nations have arisen. . . . This accumu-

lation of what we term wealth is largely the achievement of a relatively

few individuals, gifted, for this special pur})ose, far beyond their fellows

and their time. In all ages, great merchants and traders: great enterprisers.

. . . And this wealth is not, as almost all the earlier economists assumed,

the product of “labor”; nine-tenths of it is directly the product of rna-

chines: tluse and these alone made pf)ssible the piesent-day colossal

aggregate of Capital.’

And what is the method, or mechanism, by which all this vast system

of production and transportation has been created? Virtually, by ]dacing

this surplus, this capital accumulation, largely in the hands of a relatively

few individuals, with rare gifts for the management and utilization of

this surplus; all for the general good. . . . The price—the reward to the

rich and exce])tionally capable? A bagatelle. The actual “consumption,”

or expenditures of the three or four per cent of the population whom
we class as “rich,” is so slight as to be of no practical importance. All the

rest of the income of this slender class is immediately turned back into

industry, for the development of the country and for higher standards of

living which an immensely larger part of the population now enjoys.

. . . Deep is the prejudice against avarice, and thirst for gain. And yet

they are literally the most beneficent forces in modern society. Because the

only possible way that this desire for gain and accumulation, and the

profit system can be most effectively realized and advanced, is by the in-

crease in the comforts and enjoyments of the whole population, or at

least ol by far the larger part.-

And even the underprivileged are better c;fF than ever before.

According to this opinion, an economy wdiich is to be prosperous,

efficient, and progressive must make widespread use of roundabout

and large-scale methods of production, but these productive meth-

ods require large amounts of capital. If the national income were

equally divided among the citizens, comparatively little saving

would occur. It is estimated that 70 per cent of the people do no

saving, and that the redistribution of the savings of the rich would

1 Carl Snyder, Capitalism the Creator. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1910, pp. 4-6. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

2 Ibid., pp. 7-8. Reprinted by permi.ssion of the publishers.
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give each of the gainfully employed in our economy an additional

monthly income of only about $5, which almost certainly would not

be saved. We must depend upon the incomes of the relatively few

jKopIe of great wealth, and especially on the reinvestment of profits

in industry, for the necessary saving and capital formation. In this

situation, it is fortunate that there is great inequality in the dis-

ti ibution of income under capitalism, and that wealth and income

are concentrated in the hands of a relatively small number of

people for

the larger the wealth and income of these few individuals, the greater

the proportion of profits that is turned back into industry, for industrial

expansion and for the creation of new industries. As the margin of net

profit is small and precarious, whatever tends to limit profits or to reduce

them is inimical to the continued growth of the country and oj)j)Dsed to

the best interest of the whole population. Finally, as the highest rate of

savings is from the largest fortunes, it follows that until we can devise a

more efficient system, the greater the concentration of income, the greater

the capital .supply, and therefore, the greater the gain in national well-

being.'*

It also appears to be true, according to this line of argument, that

there is substantial harmony between the interests of the great

masses of workers and those of the relatively few individuals who
receive large incomes. The rich prcjsper only by benefiting the

masses and by adding to the comforts and enjoyments of virtually

the whole population, while the wages and standards of living of

the workers arc higher than they would be otherwise because of the

activities of the rich in saving and investing large portions of their

incomes.

The average wage paid per wage earner has risen steadily and propor-

tionately, with the “value added” and with the physical volume of

manufactures. 1 he ratio of wages to the total value of product has not

materially changed in the last eighty years. The entire increase in average

wage per wage earner, or in real wages, has been due dirctly to one factor

and to one alone: the growth in capital investment. This must be so,

because wages are paid out of prcKluct, and the larger product per worker
has been wholly due to the increased application of machinery. The
increase in mechanical equipment was possible only because of the in-

crease in the supply of capital. Therefore, the well-being of the great

body of workers has been improved solely through the provision of an
adequate supply of capital for investment.®

3 Ibid., p. 1^3.

^Ibid., p. 125. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

^ Ibid., p. 127. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.
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Thus it seems that wages are not influenced by custom, bargaining

power, cost of living, the capitalist or employer, the wage earner or

labor union, sentiment or law. They depend upon the average prod-

uct per worker—a function of the amount of capital and the stage

of mechanical development.® Moreover,

If higher wages come solely from increased production; if increased

production comes solely from additional capital; and if this capital is

derived almost wholly from profits; it must follow that the highest rate

of profits will promote the greatest progress and increase of wages.^

From this point of view, it is not difficult to conclude that the

people who do not make out very well under capitalism and who
are not satisfied with the way in which the system operates are the

incapable, the inefficient, the morons, and the derelicts.® These

ne’er-do-wells realize that their income status is unsatisfactory, and

they are unwilling to believe that the difficulty may lie within them-

selves. Therefore, they blame the capitalistic system for their trou-

bles and naively imagine that they would be much better off under

some other system. It is also easy to conclude from this point of view

that the enactment of legislation or the formation of labor unions

for the purpose of raising the wages and improving the economic

status of the workers is somewhat unfortunate. Since increasing

wages through time depend upon the large incomes and savings of

the owners and managers of industry, attempts to get higher wages

in the present by forcing owners and managers in effect to share

their incomes with the workers tend to kill the goose that lays the

golden eggs.

Freedom and Automnticity. At this point we may note in greater

detail than formerly that our capitalistic economy is credited with

providing a great degree of political and economic freedom for the

individual citizens. In the minds of many people, capitalism is a

synonym for democracy, while socialism or fascism inevitably im-

plies dictatorship. In practice, of course, neither the government of

the United States nor that of any other capitalistic country is neces-

sarily qualified to serve as a model of political democracy, but the

fact remains that in the past the only semblances of democratic gov-

ernment worthy of the name have been found in countries which

also operated under capitalism. It is true that modern socialists, in

8 Ibid,, p. 168.

7 Ibid., p. 143. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

8 Ibid., p. 8.
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describing the conditions which would prevail in their ideal system,

contend that the government would be highly democratic in charac-

ter, but in this matter we may well hold that “seeing is believing,”

for the governments of all actually operating noncapitalistic sys-

tems, whether socialistic or otherwise, have been essentially dicta-

torial and undemocratic. What the government of Great Britain

will be like, when its socialistic system has had more time to develop,

remains to be seen.

The individual also enjoys a great measure of economic freedom

in our capitalistic system. Except in the case of activities which are

deemed undesirable by common consent, he is free to pursue his

own ends in his own ways. He is free to become a business enter-

priser in any type of business or field of economic activity which

appeals to him, or, if he is unable to strike out for himself, he may
at least choose freely among all the occupations for which he is

qualified. However great the amount of wealth and income which

he may acquire by legitimate means, he may be sure that he will be

protected in its use and enjoyment. There is no legal limit on the

degree of economic advancement which he may attain. While he is

limited by various environmental conditions and by his own talents

and abilities, it is perfectly possible for him to start his economic

career poor and insignificant and to end it rich and influential. And
he may pass his wealth on to his heirs, subject to taxes which are

imposed by various governmental units.

Since these conditions prevail for individuals, it may be said that

our capitalistic economy as a whole operates freely and automati-

cally. No individual or small board or commission of individuals is

clothed with the power to determine the kinds and quantities of

economic goods which are to be produced in the system, the way in

which the various productive agents are to be allocated or distribu-

ted among the various industries and fields of productive activity,

the manner in which the immediately available stocks of consumers’

goods are to be distributed among consumers, and the total quantity

of each reproducible agent of production which is to be available in

the long run. Decisions on all these important economic matters are

made by individuals, to be sure, but by large numbers of individuals

and on the basis of price relationships rather than on the basis of

arbitrary authority. The total decisions on all these points are

merely the aggregate of the decisions which individuals make on the

basis of price relationships, and our capitalistic economy is pre-
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pared, in general, to accept the total economic results produced by

these decisions as good, not because they are necessarily more nearly

pcriect than any other results which could be produced but because

they are produced freely and automatically.

Moreover, it may be argued that our capitalistic system, besides

working freely and automatically, docs operate on the whole to

furnish the individual citizens with the kinds and quantities of eco-

nomic goods which they desire, in so far as the prices which indi-

viduals are willing and able to pay for various goods on the market

give a true indication of their basic desires. And the capitalistic

system is flexible, in that its })roductive activities adjust themselves

rather qtiickly and precisely to the changing desires of consumers as

expressed through the price mechanism. It is doubtful if any eco-

nomic system which operates on the basis of governmental control

or economic piaiining can be as flexible as the capitalistic system.

On the other hand, it is possible for the government of our capitalis-

tic system to step in with needed restrictions and reforms in cases

in which the results j)roduccd by the automatic opcratic:)n of the

system are in part unacceptable to the citizens as a whole. Even the

critics of our system admit that it is possible for our government to

achieve some redistribution of wealth and income through taxation,

to reduce the cultural gap betwx*en different levels of the popula-

tion, and to irnprcjve living standards for the underprivileged. 1 he

activities of government have not made our capitalistic system per-

fect, but they have kept many people from starving and from living

under what the socialists call conditions of revolting and brutalizing

poverty, misery, and destitution.

The recurrence of severe business depressions also in jects a highly

discordant note into the general melody of automaticity and flexi-

bility under capitalism. However satisfactory or unsatisfactory the

results produced by our capitalistic system when operating at full

blast may be, the fact remains that it is subject to these periodic

breakdowns or depressions and that these breakdowns produce a

host of unfortunate results in terms of unemployment for millions

of workers, the failure of thousands of banks and business concerns,

and warehouses groaning with stocks of goods while the wants of

millions of consumers clamor for satisfaction. However, the ardent

supporters of capitalism claim that, in their expanding and pro-

gressive economy, business depressions slow activities down only

temporarily and are to be regarded as a kind of “growing pains.”
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They contend further that business depressions are not inherent in

the nature of the capitalistic economy as such. In some cases, they

regard depressions as due to the operation of factors which we have

not yet subjugated but may some day bring under control. Thus,

some people consider depressions to be caused wholly or largely by

the overexpansion of bank credit and accompanying wild specula-

tion—factors which may be eliminated readily by the development

of wise banking policy. In other cases, depressions are attributed to

more or less uncontrollable factors, but it is contended that these

same factors would remain uncontrollable in any type of economic

system. If depressions are the result of the mistakes that are made in

producing on a roundabout and large-scale basis in anticipation of

demand, the same dilhculties would be encountered in any economy

which did not wish to give up these methods of production.

Failures and Weaknesses of Capitalism

Adapting Production to Human Needs and Desires, The chief

criticisms of our capitalistic system, in connection with adapting

production to basic human needs and desires, center around three

points. In the first place, it is lield that prices in the market do not

measure accurately either the needs and desires of the citizens as

consumers or the real costs of production. Inecpiality in the distri-

bution of income is the factor which keeps prices from indicating

accurately the relative strength of the citizens' desires for various

commodities and services. It makes the critics' blood boil to see a

rich family with its 50 automobiles while poor people cannot even

get shoes for their own transportation, to see the rich living in their

niillion-dollar mansions while the poor live in unbelievably sejualid

slums, and to see the rich lavishing mink coats and air-conditioned

dog houses on their pets wliile the poor cannot command adec|uate

amounts of food and clothing.

TJie behavicjr of capitalistic enterprisers in turning out luxuries

for the rich before necessities for the poor is not necessarily illogical

or uneconomic. It is simply wTong. If, on the basis of cost-price rela-

tionships, it is more profitable to produce luxuries and trivialities

for the rich than to devote the same ejuantities of productive agents

to turning out greater quantities of common necessities and com-

forts for the masses, capitalistic enterprisers as such cannot be

blamed for the productive decisions which they actually make. The
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fault lies with the tremendous inequality in the distribution of

money income which makes it possible for the rich to offer higher

and more profitable prices for luxuries and trivialities than persons

of small income can offer for the ordinary necessities and comforts

of life. The adaptation of production to jirices in the market does

not produce an accurate adaptation of production to human needs

and desires under great inequality in the distribution of money
income.

I'he point in connection with costs is that certain social costs may
result from the operation of an industry or business and yet find no

representation in the market. The operation of an enterprise may
be injurious to the health of its workers. It may discharge wastes

which pollute streams and kill fish, it may emit smoke, soot, and

grime which will be costly to the citizens of the community in a

variety of ways. Unwise consumption of its products may increase

the costs of local government (as excessive use of licjuor may reejuire

the employment of more policemen and judges). If enterprisers base

productive decisions solely on the relations of prices and costs in the

market, many articles may be produced and sold which would not

be if the prices charged had to include the full social costs of pro-

duction.

Having seen that some human needs and desires, and some costs,

are not accurately represented by prices in the market, we now note

again that some human desires cannot be expressed at all in terms

of prices. The things most commonly mentioned in this connection

are the negative preferences of the citizens and some of their more
complex positive wants. In the market it is easy to bid for the things

you want produced but impossible to bid against the things whose

production you would like to see discontinued, except by refusing

to buy. Similarly, the desire of people for greater social security or a

higher level of public health cannot be readily expressed in terms

of prices on the market.

These criticisms would be valid even if production under capital-

ism were always perfectly adjusted to prices in the market, but it is

also true, of course, that this adjustment is never complete. Once
agents of production are tied up in particular fields of production,

it may be some time before enterprisers, even given the best of

intentions, can adjust their production to the changed desires of

consumers. Production is always in the process of getting adjusted

to prices in the market, but full adjustment is never reached. For
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all these reasons, the adaptation of production to basic human
needs and desires is always far from perfect in our capitalistic

system.

The Efficiency of Production, The critics of our capitalistic system

do not deny the great increases in the total volume of production

which have occurred in the United States over the years. Neither do
they deny that great technological progress has occurred nor that

more efficient productive methods and principles have been devel-

oped. However, they do contend that our economic system is not

nearly so productive as it should be. Some critics estimate that the

productivity of our system is usually not over 50 per cent of what it

might be, and that our national income in terms of commodities

and services could be doubled or more than doubled without any
increase occurring in the quantities of productive agents at our
disposal.^ Another estimate of a few years ago had it that the full

use of available productive resources would provide the average

family of four persons in this country with an income of $4400 per
year at 1929 prices.^®

Just how far short of full efficiency our productive system falls

may properly be a matter of dispute, but the events of recent years

make it rather obvious that there is something wrong with our pro-

ductive system as it ordinarily operates. After struggling along with
a national income of 41.7 billion dollars in 1932 and one of 72.5

billion dollars in 1939, our economic system, under the stress of

wartime conditions, passed a miracle and turned out a national

income of 182 to 183 billion dollars in 1944 and 1945."' A part of

this great increase in the national income was accounted for by the
changing value of money and the rising general price level, but by
far the greater part of it represented a genuine increase in physical
production, even though many of the goods produced were not
available or suitable for civilian consumption. Our citizens are

surely entitled to wonder why, if our productive resources can be
made to produce a large national income in wartime, they* cannot
be made to turn out a comparable volume of commodities and
services with some regularity in times of peace.

9 See, for example, Stuart Chase, The Tragedy of Waste, New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1925, pp. 270-271; or E. Varga, Two Systems. New York: Inter-
national Publishers, 1939, p. 51.

10 National Survey of Potential Productive Capacity. The Chart of Plenty.
New York: The Viking Press, 1935.

11 W. N. Peach and W. Krause, Basic Data of the American Economy, p. 3.
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The Problem of Monopoly. The critics of our capitalistic system

contend that the ineHectiveness of our productive system is due to

many factors, one of wliich is the restriction of production and

abuse of the profit motive by business enterprisers with monopoly

or quasi-monopoly powers. Profits, which result from the dis|)arity

between prices and costs, are supposed to be a rej^ulator of produc-

tive activity under capitalism. Large ])ositive profits in the produc-

tion and sale of a particular economic good indicate tliat the c^utput

of that good needs to be expanded on the basis of effective demand
in the market, and capitalistic enterprisers, under the stimulus of

these profits, are expected to expand output and, if necessary, their

plant and productive facilities until the volume of the good which

appears on tlie market is more adeejuate and the large profits are

eliminated. Conversely, the existence of negative profits, or losses,

suggest that a certain economic good is currently being oversupplied

on the basis of effective demand in the market, and the losses are

expected to eliminate some cnterpriscTs and cause others to reduce

their outputs until the market supply of the good is once more

adjusted to the market demand and the losses are eliminated.

Under this ideal operation of the productive system, positive

profits appear as unimputabic surplus income for the enterprisers

who receive them, but their temporary existence can be tolerated in

view of the results which they produce. In actual practice, however,

many capitalistic enterprisers have learned, according to the critics,

that they can make more money by restricting output and charging

high prices, e\en under relatively favorable market conditions, than

they can by maximizing output. That is, greater net incomes can

often be obtained by producing and selling a small number of units

of a good at a high price per unit than by producing and selling

many units at a lower price per unit. This seems to involve nothing

more than the familiar principle that a firm which has any degree

of monopoly control over the market lor its product is likely to stop

output at the point where marginal revenue is equal to marginal

cost, instead of going on to the larger output at which price is e'qual

to marginal cost.

It is safe to conclude that such firms, other things being equal,

will produce smaller outputs than firms in a strictly competitive

situation. However, since other things are not always equal by any

means, we should not jump to the conclusion that we could reach

an ideal situation by attempting to put down firms with varying
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degrees of monopoly power. If, for example, the automobile indus-

try had been in the hands of a thousand or so small competitive

firms for the last few decades, instead of being largely controlled by

a few great firms, it is far from certain that we should be getting

today larger quantities than we do of better automobiles at lower

prices. In some industries, production can best be carried on by

rather large firms, and no one may think it worth while to organize

such firms unless there is some assurance that a degree of control

over the market can be attained, since otherwise the large necessary

investment might be deemed too risky.

Unused Capacity and Duplication of Facilities. According to the

critics, our capitalistic productive system is less efficient than it

should be because of a variety of so-called competitive wastes. For

example, there are large quantities of unused plant and equipment

in our economy at most times. The idle productive capacity in 27

selected manufacturing industries in the United States ranged from

2 per cent in the manufac ture of dairy products to 55 per cent in

locomotive manufacture in 1929, according to a leading estimate.

For manufacturing as a whole, unutilized productive capacity

amounted to 17 per cent of the total in 1929 and averaged 20 per

cent for the period from 1925 through 1929.’- Even these figures are

considered woeful underestimates by some critics because they are

based on an extremely prosperous period, they leave out the pro-

ductive capacities of enterprises which were completely idle in 1929,

and they are based on “practical capacity" (or utilization usual

under capitalistic conditions) rather than rated capacity. If the esti-

mates of idle capacity are corrected for these factors, it is held that

productive facilities in our manufacturing industries were actually

utilized only to the extent of 50 to 57 per cent in the ten-year period

from 1925 through 1934.^®

Such idle capacity is often referred to as overcapacity or excess

capacity, but it is not really excess capacity in the most fundamental
sense, since all the goods which these idle productive facilities could

have produced would probably have been eagerly consumed by the

citizens. Of course, the great amount of idle. capacity in the five

years from 1929 through 1934 was the result of the great depression,

but how can we account for large unused facilities in prosperous

12 E. G. Nourse and associates, America’s Capacity to P)oduce. Washington:
The Brookings Institution, 1934, p. 307.

18 E. Varga, Tivo Systems. New York: International Publishers. 1939, pp. 46-51.
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years? The common explanation is in terms of the competitive

organization of industries. Each enterprise thinks that it has to be

ready to handle not only its usual volume of business but also any

business which it may succeed in getting away from its competitors.

When each enterprise plans in this fashion, there tends to be idle

productive capacity in the industry as a whole, and there is a tend-

ency for competitive industries in general to '‘overshoot the mark.'"

Even when no productive facilities actually stand idle, there may
be considerable duplication of facilities in a particular industry or

business. Thus we often see a half dozen grocery stores struggling

to get along in a small town where the entire volume of business

could be handled by two stores, gasoline filling stations on all four

corners of some busy intersections, and the wagons or trucks of a

dozen dairies serving the same city block with milk and other prod-

ucts, with each vehicle stopping only at an occasional house. It is

sometimes suggested that our entire needs for gasoline could be

satisfied by one-third of the filling stations that we actually have and

that there is an overinvestment of more than a billion dollars in

this business. Idle productive capacity and duplication of produc-

tive facilities are closely related phases of the same problem, and

both are often attributed to the competitive organization of indus-

tries and businesses in our capitalistic system. These factors also

result in a waste of labor even in good times, although cyclical un-

employment is the most important phase of the problem of idle

labor.

Undue Proliferation of Styles, Shapes, Sizes, and Colors of Goods,

A second competitive waste is found in excessive varieties of goods,

or what is called undue proliferation of styles, shapes, sizes, and

colors. In the United States some years ago, if a man wanted to

build a brick house, he could have his choice of 75 kinds of face

brick and 44 kinds of common brick. If, in the spring, he wanted to

do a little painting, he could choose from 480 varieties of paint and

varnish brushes. If he wanted a new roof on his house, there were

60 kinds of roofing slate. For fencing in his yard, he could choose

from 552 varieties of woven wire fencing. For his home workshop,

he could select from among 1351 kinds of files and rasps. There were

4^1 varieties of staple vitreous china plumbing fixtures for bringing

the bathroom up to date. He could wear some one of 36,845 varie-

ties of men's hats and one of 278,000 varieties of men’s suits. He
could use any one of 42,877 kinds of solid section steel windows in
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constnu ting his factory, and do his chopping with some one of

994,8 10 vai i(‘tics of axes. Finally, if he wearied from all these activi-

ties, he could rest on any one of 78 varieties of beds, springs, and

mattressesJ^

Many things can be said about this problem. No one wants to

eliminate variety entirely. A reasonable number of varieties of each

kind of goods would be d(‘sirable in any economic system. Much can

be done and has been done about the problem of undue prolifera-

tion even within our traditional capitalistic system. However, undue
proliferation is admittedly wasteful, for large quantities of a few

varieties of goods can almost always be produced more cheaply than

small (juantities of a large number of varieties. Finally, undue pro-

liferation is attributed very largely to the efforts of competing enter-

prises to sell their goods and gain customers. It would not be ex-

pected to be much of a problem if each industry wxTe operated by

a private monopoly or by the government.

IVastejul Advertising, Critics of our capitalistic system complain

bitterly about the wastefulness of competitive advertising. Some
advertising is approved as educational or informative, that is, it

advises the consumer concerning new goods, new uses of old goods,

or the times and places at which special bargains will be available.

However, much of the advertising in our system is competitive or

combative (some say nine-tenths of the total is of this variety) and is

designed to sell one producer’s variety of a particular good instead

of another producer’s brand. Advertising of this sort, if it does not

increase the total sales of all the brands of a product and it con-

sumers do not by chance derive greater satisfactions from the brands

to which they shilt than from those which tliey used to consume, is

w^asteful in that one producer’s gain is another producer’s loss. Such

advertising may not be wasteful from the point of view of indi-

vidual enterprises, for presumably one enterprise needs to advertise

if other enterprises do, but from the broad social point o£ view it

amounts to an unwise use of society’s resources, according to the

critics. If all gasoline, for exam}>le, were produced and sold by a

governmental monopoly, there would be no reason for the industry

to maintain as many closely similar brands as we now have and

spend millions of dollars in advertising each brand.

14 Most of these figures are from Stuart Chase, The Tragedy of Waste. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1925, })|). 168-J()9.
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Competitive Exploitation of Natural Resources, Finally, our capi-

talistic productive system is criticized for its wasteful competitive

exploitation of natural resources. In the case of bituminous coal, we
have been told that, for every ton which we bring to the surface of

the ground, another ton is left behind, forever beyond our reach.

This result has occurred because operators “cream the mines” by

following the rich seams of coal and taking out only that which is

readily accessible. The mines are abandoned before the poorer

seams are utilized, and eventually the roof of the mine collapses in

many cases, so that the remaining coal, which once would have been

merely difficult to take out, becomes practically impossible to obtain.

These results are attributed to the competitive organization of the

industry. That is, if one mine o}>erator attempted to get out all the

coal, while others continued to take out only the richest and most

accessible seams, he would have higher costs of production than the

competing enterprises and might well be forced out of business.

While creaming the mines may be a sound competitive practice, it is

extremely wasteful Irom the social point of view.

Competitive waste is also common in the exploitation of petro-

leum resources. Because of peculiarities of geological formation, the

oil in a particular underground pool does not seem to care whe^se

well it goes up. If one landowner in an oil field puts down a well

and other neighboring landcjwners do nc^t, he may be able to obtain

not only the oil which lies under his land but also that which lies

under his neighbors’ lands. Hence, the discovery of oil in a particu-

lar area has often been a signal for all landowners in the region to

start drilling wells in the hope of getting the oil to the surface

before others could capture it. As a result, while one well for each

eight acres of land is on the average most suitable for efficient

exploitation, we have often had one well for each two acres of land

and in some cases the wells have been so numerous that they often

almost touched each other. This matter of having too many wells

has not only led to a wasteful duplication of productive facilities

but has also been wasteful of oil. The natural pressure which would

otherwise have forced most of the oil to the surface has been dissi-

pated, mechanical pumping of the oil has had to be undertaken at

an early date, and oil sands have become flooded with water. At one

time, it was estimated that we were wasting three barrels of oil for

every one we actually obtained. However, in more modern times,
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we have found ways to increase the effectiveness of exploitation in

some of our newly discovered oil fields.

Similar wastes, too numerous to discuss, have existed and still

exist in the use of other natural resources, both those which are

replaceable and those which are not. The waste of replaceable

natural resources is not so serious as the waste of such resources as

oil and coal which cannot be replaced, but it is important neverthe-

less. And these wastes are attributable very largely to the competi-

tive exploitation of the resources. Most of them either would not

exist or would be greatly minimized under social exploitation.

Competitive Wastes and Monopolistic Wastes. We should note in

passing that the wastes which result from the abuse of the profit

motive and those which result from the competitive organization of

productive activity are to a great extent antithetical. We do not

mean that both types of waste cannot exist at the same time in our

economic system, but rather that the increase of one of these types

of waste (ends to diminish the importance of the other. For exam-

ple, if all industries and businesses in our system were perfectly com-

petitive, the wastes of competition might reach a maximum, but in

that case there would be no abuse ol the profit motive or restriction

of production. That is, in a perfectly competitive industry, it is im-

possible for one enterpriser to restrict prcxluction and raise prices,

since he is producing exactly the same good as other enterprisers

and is too small a part of the industry to affect prices by his actions

either in increasing or decreasing production. If he cuts his output

in half, he merely receives the same price as ever per unit of prod-

uct and has only half as many goods as formerly to sell. Since no

one can get rich in this way, it is clear that it requires some degree

of monopoly control in order to be able to abuse the profit motive

by restricting output. On the other hand, if each industry or busi-

ness were in the hands of a single monopolistic concern, there might

be much restriction of output and abuse of the profit motive but

there could be no truly competitive wastes. A monopolist might

make mistakes in deciding upon the quantities of productive facili-

ties which he should set up, but there would be no competitive

duplication of facilities, no wasteful advertising of essentially simi-

lar competing brands, and no undue competitive proliferation of

styles and varieties of goods.

Some of the wastes that are described as competitive do not really

result from pure competition. If all enterprisers in an industry pro
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diice exactly the same economic goods so that the customer is per-

fectly indifferent as to which producer’s goods he gets, there is no

reason for any one enterpriser to try to gain business by advertising

his particular goods. In similar fashion, the undue proliferation of

styles and varieties of goods suggests monopolistic competition

rather than pure competition. The fact of the matter seems to be

that all of these types of waste exist to some extent at the same time,

while none of them arc developed to the greatest possible extent.

Economic Instability. The criticisms of our capitalistic productive

system which we have already dis( ussed seem to be valid even when
the system is operating very well, but wc should also remember that

it operates much better at some times than at others. In other

words, its operation involves large cyclical swings in economic activ-

ity with business booms followed by business depressions, and our

major business depressions are extremely serious affairs. From 1929

to 1932, the national income of the United States declined from

$82,691,000,000 to $40,089,000,000, the number of employed persons

decreased from 35,501,000 to 26,195,000, the index number of indus-

trial production (1923-25 =: 100) fell from 119 to 64, and the index

number of wholesale prices computed by the Bureau ol Labor Sta-

tistics declined from 95.4 to 64.8. ITe gross farm income of the coun-

try declined from $12,791,000,000 to $5,562,000,000; our international

trade fell from $9,640,000,000 to $2,934,000,000 in terms of merchan-

dise; and the ton-miles of freight carried by our railroads decreased

from 450,189,000,000 to 235,309,000,000. The loans and discounts

of all active banks fell from $41,433,100,000 to $28,089,900,-

000; the deposits of these banks from $53,244,700,000 to $41,126,-

800,000; securities issued from $11,592,200,000 to $1,730,300,000;

stock prices from an average of $311,90 to one of $80.88 per share;

brokers’ loans from $8,549,000,000 to $244,000,000; and stock sales

on the New York Stock Exchange from 1,125,000,000 to 425,000,000

shares.^^ Industrial and commercial failures increased from 22,909

to 31,822, and the number of unemployed increased from a million

or so to around 15,000,000.

These breakdowns in the economic activity of our system cause

an untold amount of misery and suffering, and most citizens of this

country bore some marks of the 1929-32 catastrophe for several years

thereafter. Surely no productive system can be considered fully effi-

cient which every few years has to take a protracted vacation during

15 These data are from the Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1939.
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which it operates at a fraction of its normal rate in the face of

unemployed men and resources and a whole host of human wants

clamoring for satisfaction. However, business breakdowns or depres-

sions should be emphasized as a distinctive weakness of capitalism

only if they seem to be peculiar to this type of economic system.

Unfortunately this seems to be the case, as we noted in Chap-

ter 17. Whichever may be the specific economic factors which should

be stressed as generating or cumulative factors in connection with

booms and depressions, it seems clear that, from the broad point of

view, business cycles result in our system from the combination of

modern metliods of production and exchange (such as roundabout,

s[)eciali/ed, and large-scale production in anticipation of demand)

with the institutions of capitalism, including freedom of enterprise,

private })roperty, economic motivation, competition, and the money
and price system. Modern methods ol production and exchange ap-

parently cause no business cycle trouble in the absence of capitalistic

institutions (as, lor example, in the case of Soviet Russia), and the

institutions of capitalism apparently caused very little business cycle

trouble until modern methods of production and exchange had
develo])ed.

To summarize our previous discussion of the point, roundabout,

specialized, and large-scale production in anticipation of demand
makes for frequent and severe depressions in our economy because

our capitalistic institutions make it certain that no one will adjust

and coordinate the results produced by various industries and fields

of economic activity or plan the final economic results which our

system as a whole should produce. Maladjustments of widespread

significance must occur in this situation no matter how carefully

individuals may plan their own small parts of economic activity.

Moreover, since the capitalistic system depends for its operation on

the competitive activities of millions of individuals who arc seeking

to enlarge their incomes and follow their own self-interest, there is

a strong tendency for economic activities to be expanded from time

to time to an extent which is unsuited to the prevailing distribution

ol money income. Finally, the combination of capitalistic institu-

tions and methods produces, according to the critics, a fundamental

conflict of interests between individuals and society as a whole.

While the interests of society as a whole demand not merely a con-

stant but rather a continually expanding volume of productive

activity and employment, the interests of private enterprisers, when
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faced with the actual or prospective disappearance of “])i'ofits/'

demand from time to time that these enterprisers retrench, curtail

production, discharge workers, stop buying materials and supplies,

and so on. These activities of business enterprisers operate cumu-

latively to produce depression conditions. Noncapitalistic econo-

mies, such as that proposed by socialists, might have a number of

economic weaknesses or problems to handle which do not concern

us under capitalism, but on this one matter of business cycles it

appears that they may have an advantage. That is, as we shall see

later, a closely controlled economic system operating on the basis

of economic planning should be able to avoid booms and depres-

sions if the planners desire very much to do so.

On the whole, the various weaknesses of capitalistic production

should be allowed to qualify to some extent the impression of tre-

mendous efficiency which we gain from the great increases in the

volume of production and improvements in methods of production

which have occurred in our capitalistic system over the years. While

the system has given us both increasing quantities and greater varie-

ties of goods, the improvement in our standards of living has not

been nearly so great as it might have been. Moreover, while the

standards of living of all levels of the population have improved,

the disparity in incomes as between the poor and the rich has not

necessarily been lessened.

The Distribution of Income and Capital Formation, It is impossi-

ble to give wholehearted approval to the arguments in favor of the

great inequality in the distribution of income which prevails in

our capitalistic system which are based on the effectiveness of this

inecjuality for purposes of saving and capital formation. We may
admit, of course, that an economy which aims to be prosperous,

efficient, and progressive needs to make use of roundabout, large-

scale, and specialized methods of production and that these produc-

tive methods require large amounts of capital. We may even admit

that most of the saving and capital formation which has actually

occurred in our capitalistic system has been due to the activities of

persons with large incomes, and that the total volume of savings in

our system might well be much smaller than it now is if the national

income were equally divided among the citizens and all persons

were left perfectly free to save or not to save.

On the other hand, it does not seem very meaningful to say, as

some people do, that we should lack something like 90 per cent
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of our present volume of production if it were not for the capital

supply which has been accumulated over the years. One could just

as readily say that we should lack 100 per cent of our present

volume of production if it were not for the supply of labor at our

disposal. Since the national income is produced by the coopera tic:>n

of all the productive agents, it is an unprofitable pastime to try to

attribute most of the total to any one productive agent. Again, it

does not seem to be strictly true that we can have saving and capital

formation only by having great inequality in income distribution so

that the rich may save large portions of their incomes. In the Soviet

Russian economy in the last twenty years, saving and capital forma-

tion have occurred at a rate which has equalled or excelled any

rate which we have achieved in our capitalistic system, and they

have occurred without any great inequality existing in the distribu-

tion of income among persons. Of course, the Russian development

has depended upon governmental control of the process of saving

and capital formation, and governmental intervention would almost

certainly be required to produce an adequate volume of saving and

capital formation in our capitalistic system if the national income

were rather equally divided. While such governmental intervention

would be repugnant to many persons, we should remember that our

government already intervenes in the process of saving and capital

formation upon occasion and that such intervention may be less

undesirable than some of the results produced by the great inequal-

ity in income distribution on which we now rely for saving and
capital formation.

It is the notion that we must be dependent upon the incomes of

the rich for saving and capital formation which is responsible for

such statements as ‘‘the greater the concentration of income, the

greater the gain in national well-being'* or “the highest rate of

profits will promote the greatest progress and increase of wages."

There is no doubt that wages have increased with the growth of

capital investment, but it is impossible to prove that these gains in

wages would not have occurred if a large part of the national in-

come had not been concentrated in the hands of a relatively small

number of persons. Moreover, the statement that wages have in-

creased with the growth of capital investment should not be taken

to mean that the workers have received all the gains from the

growth of capital investment, for it tells us nothing about how the

gains have been divided among the various social groups.
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It does not seem wise to assume blithely that our capitalistic sys-

tem in practice operates automatically to produce wages for w^orkcrs

which are equal to the workers’ contribution to value-product in

their respective industries and occupations. In many cases, labor

organizations and social legislation may be necessary to insure that

workers will receive wages which even approximate the value of

their services. And if by chance the workers, under the operation of

labor organizations or social legislation, receive as wages a part of

the income which would otherwise have been appropriated by the

owners of industries, there is no certainty that in the long run the

well-being of the workers or of society as a whole will suffer thereby.

We cannot even be sure that the volume of saving and capital for-

mation would decline in this situation, and, even if it did, the work-

ers as a whole might gain rather than lose as a result. Any decline

in production and wages resulting from a reduced rate of saving

and investment might be more than offset by other factors. The
workers, since they would receive more adeejuate incomes, would

be relieved of some of the terrible economic insecurity which now
operates as a drag on their efficiency and productivity. They would

receive enough of the necessities and comforts of life so that they

could produce to the limits of their abilities. Those workers who
are now, because of certain environmental factors, confined to occu-

pations in which wages are low would in many cases be able to

obtain the education anti training necessary to permit them to ad-

vance to more productive occupations in which wages are higher.

On the basis of these considerations, many critics of capitalism hold

that the notion that nothing should be done which might interfere

with the process of saving and capital formation is simply fetishism.

As one writer says:

To put the matter in general terms, there are good grounds for be-

lieving that, as things now are. the modern community could achieve a

higher standard of productivity and certainly of happiness, if, even at

the risk of a substantial decline in the rate of growth of its material

(capital) equipment, it devoted more of its resources to improving the

quality of its men and women.

If this is true, it seems neither accurate nor fair to say that those

who are not satisfied with their lot under capitalism are the incapa-

ble, the inefficient, the morons, and the derelicts.

Wedgwood, The Economics of Inheritance. London: George Routledgc &
Sons, Ltd., 1929, pp. 37-38.
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Income Distribution and Incentives. In our capitalistic system,

most people behave acquisitively in most of their economic activi-

ties, and the incentive of economic gain seems to be more powerful

than any other inrenlives in inducing industry, efliciency, and pro-

ductivity. In this situation, the fact that our capitalistic distribution

of income jxamits extremely large rewards to be received for un-

usual economic accomplishments undoubtedly furnishes a strong

stimulus to many persons. However, it is the opportunity to receive

differential economic gains which furnishes the stimulus and not

the fact that income is already largely concentrated in the hands of

relatively few persons (before taxation). Moreover, it is easy to jump
to the dubious conclusion that accpiisitivcnc'ss is a fundamental and

unchanging part of human nature instead of merely a traditional

and customary ^vay of behaving under capitalistic auspices. J he con-

clusion that accjiiisitiveness is inherent in human nature and that

any economic system which does not cater to it by providing large

differentials in individual incomers is foredoomed to failure cannot

be fully accepted until we see how well those economic systems,

which rely largely on other types of motivation, can operate in

practice.

The Results of Inequality. It may be well at this point to review

the objections which are brought against the inequality which pre-

vails in the distribution of income in our capitalistic system.^” Such

inequality is said to be wasteful at both ends of the distribution.

Many families at the lower end of the scale receive such small in-

comes that they arc unable to obtain the commodities and services,

and attain the level of economic security, which will permit the

workers to function at the full efficiency of which they would other-

wise be capable. And the unfortunate results of extremely low in-

comes are often carried over from one generation to another. At the

other end <jf the income scale there are persons who receive large

incomes from properly and consume heavily but make no personal

contribution to production. Great inequality is also said to bt waste-

ful because it prevents the citizens of the nation irom obtaining the

greatest possible aggregate of satisfactions from the consumption of

a given-sized national income, and because it plays a part, through

the over-saving of the rich, in bringing on business depressions. We
have already noted that there is nothing about a stable degree of

inequality in the distribution of income which necessarily predis-

17 These objections were presented in some detail in Chapter 15.
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poses an economy to have business depressions, but, if the degree of

inequaJity increases significantJy in a major period of prosperity,

this change may play a part in bringing on maladjustment and de-

piession.

T hese criticisms of inequality suggest that it results in waste and

inefli( iency, but there arc other criticisms which contend that in-

equality is wrong. One such criticism points to the part which in-

equality plays in bringing about the misguidance of production and

in preventing the adaptation of production to basic human needs

and desires, as we noted earlier in the present chapter. Another

suggests that inequality in income and wealth is bad because it leads

to inequality before the law, in political affairs and relationships

with government, in education and culture, in social status, and in

business opportunities.

Finally, the great inequality in income distribution which we

have is said to be bad because it results to such a large extent from

the receipt of unearned income by various persons. Great differ-

entials in income would not be approved even if they were entirely

earned and deserved, but the fact that many large incomes contain

considerable amounts of unearned income makes them seem still

worse from the point of view of the critics of capitalism. By un-

earned income is meant, for one thing, economic rent. The fact that

some individuals or their ancestors have been fortunate or astute

enough to appropriate the land which was originally a free gift of

nature and are now legally entitled to exact a toll called economic

rent from all those who would use their land constitutes no social

justification of rent. Since our national land su])ply would be just

as large and of just as good cjuality as at present even if private

individuals were not allowed to own it and charge rent for its use,

economic rent as a private income is regarded as socially unneces-

sary and unearned.

The interest received on inherited capital funds and investments

is also often considered unearned. In view of the need of any eco-

nomic system for an adequate supply of capital, there may be s’ome

social justification for the payment of interest to persons who actu-

ally save a portion of their money incomes and make capital forma-

tion possible, even though not all persons really need an incentive

(in the form of interest) in order to save. But there is no excuse to

allow persons to reap where they have not sown by receiving interest

on capital which someone else has accumulated. However, in de-
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fense of tliis type of income it is often argued that the institution of

inheritance would be destroyed for all practical purposes if one’s

heirs could not derive income from inherited wealth and, since one
of the leading incentives to saving and capital formation is alleged

to be found in the desire to provide for one’s heirs and dependents,

the destruction of inheritance would interfere severely with the

process of saving and capital formation. This may or may not be

true. As a practical matter, it would be very difficult to prove, for

many persons without wives or children seem to be just as acquisi-

tive and just as anxious to save and pile up large fortunes as other

individuals who have large numbers of heirs and dependents. How-
ever, as a practical matter, it would be virtually impossible to ar-

range things so that interest would continue to be paid on the direct

savings of living individuals and would not be paid to individuals

whose capital had been inherited, unless we wanted to do away
with inheritance altogether. Monopoly profits, nepotic salaries,

speculative gains, and inccjine from various types of financial jug-

glery and chicanery are other types of income which arc classified

as unearned by many critics of caj>italism. All in all, we see that our
capitalistic distribution of income is under heavy fire.

Freedom and Automaticity

.

Finally, in considering the alleged

weaknesses of our capitalistic system, we must refer again to the

questions of freedom and automaticity. Nominally, each individual

has a great amount of economic and (usually) political freedom
under capitalism. Actually, according to the critics, the poor man is

never free. He is not free to seek a better job, to claim the wage he is

worth, or to command even a minimum wage for a decent existence.

He does not dare to speak his own mind freely, to function as a
spokesman for his fellows, or even to join a labor organization in

many cases. Poorly educated as he is, the constant pressure of press,

radio, theater, and moving pictures leaves him unable even to form
an intelligent opinion of the march of events. Legally, he has free-

dom of enterprise and can become an enterpriser in almost any field

of economic activity, but from the economic point of view his chance
of becoming an enterpriser is one in a thousand, if not one in several

thousand. I.egally, he has freedom to select his occupation from
among the many which he might fill, but economically, as our sys-

tem actually operates, he is lucky to have one job, let alone a choice
of occupations. Legally, he is entitled to the protection of society in

the enjoyment of any amount of wealth and income, however large.
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which he may accumulate. Economically, the chances are much
against his ever acejuiring large amounts ol wealth or income. The
great captain of industry says “Come,” and thousands of people

have jobs. He says “Go,” and the same thousands are jobless and

must depend upon charity or relief for their maintenaiue. If this be

freedom, say the critics, it is the freedom to starve rather than to

earn a fair living.

The situation with regard to political freedom is not much better,

so it is said. Nominally, there is political ecjuality in our capitalistic

system. Actually, the government is firmly, if indirectly, under the

control of the rich and powerful, who see to it that the government

makes no concessions to the masses which will really jeopardize the

position of the powers- th a t-be. Once in four years or oftener, the

great masses of citizens get a chance to elect the holders of public

ofhees, but the opposing candidates are always as nearly alike as

Tweedledum and Tweedledee. All that the voters can do really

is to decide which representative of the rich and powerful shall hold

office during the next term. In the meantime, the captains of in-

dustry and finance continue to control the government through

their pressure groups, their lobbying and other inlluence on legisla-

tion, their influence on elections, their ability to figlit unfavorable

laws through the courts, and .so on. And at the same time, the cap-

tains of industry and finance, through their direct or indirect con-

trol of press and radio, manage to convince the common people that

they want what they are getting. This picture may be overdrawn by

the critics, but it illustrates the difficulty of maintaining political

equality in the midst of economic and social inecjuality.

It is also dangerous to conclude that the capitalistic system as a

wdiole works freely and automatically, independent of control by

any individuals or small groups of individuals. We are familiar, of

course, with the way in which our capitalistic economy is supposed

to operate on the basis of price relationships, but in its actual func-

tioning it is a poor approximation of the ideal theoretical itiodel.

Actually, the ownership and control of productive wealth, and
hence of productive decisions, are in the hands of a relatively small

number of individuals, according to the critics. Corporations now
control around two-thirds of the total volume of business in the

United States and own almost 80 per cent of all business wealth.

Moreover, the ownership of corporate wealth is concentrated in the

hands of a small number of large corporations. In 1937, the 394
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largest corporations owned about 45 per cent ol all corporate

wealth, though they amounted to less than 0.1 per cent of the total

number of corporations.^^ We had M “billion-dollar” corporations

in the United States. Each of the two largest of these corporations

(the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company and the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company) had larger total assets than any of

.^8 of our states.

1

he number of billion-dollar corporations in-

creased to 43 during World War II. In 1936, the 200 largest non-

financial corporations had total assets of over $75,000,000,000, and

the 50 largest financial corporations had total assets of some $35,-

000,000,000, a total of $110,000,000,000 or close to one-third of the

national wealth. Corporate income is concentrated in similar

fashion. In 1937, 248 corporations received 40 per cent of the total

net income of all corporations, though they made up only 0.1 per

cent of tlie total number of corporations with incomes.

It is sometimes argued that this concentration of corporate wealth

and income is not very significant, since the large corporations

themselves are owned by very large numbers of stockholders. How-
ever, in spite of having numerous stockholders, most corporations

are controlled by a relatively small number ol individuals, and even

corporate ownership is not nearly so widespread as is popularly

supposed. For example, it has been estimated that one-half of all

dividends paid in the United States are received by stockholders

who make up less than 1 per cent of all American stockholders.^’^

The tendency seems to be in the direction of gi eater rather than

less concentration of corporate wealth and income, for the large

corporations seem to get larger since they do the greater part of

corporate saving. In 1937, the corporations with assets of $1,000,000

or more made up only 5 per cent of a group of non financial cor-

porations studied, but they made 88 per cent of the savings of all

these corporations.

When we realize that the large corporations of the country are

more or less closely interconnected by interlocking directorates and

1 c’liipoiaiy National F.ronoiiiic Comniitlee, Filial Statement of Joseph C.

O'Mahoney, p. 7.

Ibid., p. 5.

20 National Resources Coinininee, The Strurtnre of the American Economy.
Washinoton: Government Printinj^ Oiftce. 19.19, pp. 271-276 and 298.

23 Temporary National Economic Committee, Final Statement of Senator

Joseph C. O'Mahoney, p. 8.

22 Ibid., p. 9.
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interest groups, and that the inHuential individuals in control of

these corporations often play an important part in controlling the

government and the public opinion of the country, we can under-

stand why some critics allege that there is a substantial degree of

monopoly control over our whole economic system exercised by a

relatively small and closely cooperative group of individuals. In

vsuch a situation, so it is said, we can hardly expect that consumers'

decisions will determine the kinds and quantities of economic goods

to be produced, or other important economic matters. The men in

charge of our large businesses decide the kinds and quantities of

economic goods to be produced and then, by advertising and other

forms of cajolery and persuasion, get the consumers to want the

goods which are made available for them. T he same individuals

quite naturally make the most important economic decisions with

regard to the volume of saving and investment, the allocation of

productive agents among industries and fields of economic activity,

and other matters. Thus, our actually operating capitalistic system

is said to differ sharply from the ideal theoretical model with its

automaticity and flexibility.

Conclusion, So ends our presentation of the assets and liabilities,

or points of strength and weakness, of our capitalistic system. What
conclusion should we reach in the end concerning capitalism? This

is really a matter for each individual to decide, but there are certain

considerations which may be advanced. As everyone knows, our

capitalistic system and others like it have been under heavy fire in

recent years and especially since 1929. Most of the critics admit that

our capitalistic system was a wonderful institution in its day, but

assert that it has now outlived its usefulness. A capitalistic system

is said to be well adapted to the development and expansion of

economic activity in a young country but it is incapable of dealing

satisfactorily with conditions in a “mature economy" in which there

is no longer any frontier and in which there are no new industries

requiring development. This line of argument receives considerable

support in times of severe depression, but it is difficult for many
people to believe that our economy has reached the ultimate limits

of possible growth and that there will be no new industries in the

future which will both require development in themselves and

stimulate the rest of the economy.

It is also sometimes said that our modern capitalistic system

suffers from the “passing of the business enterpriser." With so many
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of our industries operated by corporations, business operations have

been reduced to routine, and hired managers have taken the place

of the old enterprisers. In the early days of capitalism, the enter-

priser was really an “enterprising” fellow, who saw visions and

dreamt dreams, discovered possibilities of economic devclo[)ment

which were unsuspected or unappreciated by the ordinary observers,

secured the productive agents necessary for his new undertakings,

and gave the enterprises his personal supervision and management,

inspired by hopes of direct economic gain. It is held that the ability

to perform these functions, though always rare enough, is rapidly

disappearing in the modern age. Of course, it may be pointed out

that the response which our economy was able to make to the de-

mands of total war in recent years was magnificent and indicated

that there may yet be considerable life in the old economic system.

On the other hand, it would be answered by the critics of capital-

ism that our accomplishments of the war period were due in large

measure to the temporary abandonment of the traditional capital-

istic mode of operation and to the centralization of wide powers for

economic planning and production control in the hands of the

federal government. While the argument is by no means wholly

convincing, it would be held by some people that our wartime

experiences really indicated the merits of a planned and controlled

rather than a capitalistic type of economic organization.

However, one embarrassing question remains to be answered. If

we were convinced that our capitalistic system had become out-

moded and needed to be replaced with some other type of system,

where should we turn to find a more desirable alternative? The
most common answer to this question is, of course, found in the

economic system proposed by modern socialists. As we shall see

later, the ideal theoretical socialistic c?conomy seems both fairly

attractive and rather superior on the whole to actually operating

capitalism, but we must not forget that the ideal theoretical system

of capitalism would be considered by most people to be superior

to actually operating socialism. ITe question of whether actually

operating socialism is superior to actually operating capitalism re-

mains to be answered. Most people would probably be satisfied that

the economic experiences of Soviet Russia have not as yet indicated

any superiority for actually operating socialism in comparison with

our own economy. What the British may accomplish over a long

period of years with their system of partial socialism cannot be
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foreseen accurately at the present time, but there was relatively

little about the operation of this hybrid economy from 1945 to

1948 to suggest that it would make the perfect replacement for

capitalism.

If our economic system has a greater per capita productivity with

given amounts of productive resources than any other actually

operating type of economic system, shall we abandon it because our

productive system involves certain wastes and falls short of theoreti-

cal standards of perfection? Shall we abandon our economic system

because it is subject to business cycles, even if our unlortunate citi-

zens on relief have higher standards of living than many full-time

workers in other types of economic systems? Shall we abandon our

economic system because of its extreme inequality in the distribu-

tion of income, if almost all our workers have standards of living

liigher than those which the workers enjoy in other systems in which

the national income is distributed with greater equality? Where,

after all, is the actually operating economic system which produces

more desirable economic results, on the whole, than our own? Argu-

ments of this sort may not be wholly logical, but there can be no

doubt that many of us will be convinced by them and will fall back

on the old proposition that “seeing is believing.'" That is, until we

can see other economic systems operating in a fashion which indi-

cates clearly their economic superiority in comparison with our

capitalistic system, most Americans will probably be content to get

along with what they have.

QUESTIONS

1. “The task of evaluating any economic system as a whole is extremely

difficult and complicated/' Explain.

2. “Our capitalistic economy, operating on the basis of the price mecha-

nism, does a well-nigh perfect job of adapting production to basic

human needs and desires." Show whether you agree.

3. “Once decisions have been reached as to what commodities 'and

sersaces should be produced, our capitalistic economy proceeds to

produce these goods with great efficiency." Do you agree? Explain.

4. “The supporters of capitalism produce several arguments in favor

of the great inequality in the distribution ol income which character-

izes our system." Explain.

5. “Our capitalistic economy furnishes a large measure of political and
economic freedom for the individual citizens." Show whether you

agree.
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6. “Our capitalistic system is desirable because it works freely and auto-

matically.” Discuss.

7. Why do supporters of our capitalistic system argue that business

cycles are not inherent in the nature of that system? Explain.

8. “While admitting its accomplishments in the field ol production,

critics of our capitalistic system contend that it is not nearly so

productive as it should be.” Explain.

9. “I he critics hold that our capitalistic system does a very poor job of

adapting production to basic human nec‘ds and desires.” Wliy?

10. “7'he elhcieruy ol our capitalistic productive system is not nearly so

great as it should be.” Give at least three good arguments in support

ol this proposition.

11. What do critics mean when they refer to the abuse of the profit mo-

tive in our capitalistic system?

12. Describe the so-called competitive wastes ol our capitalistic system.

EH. A socialist says: “In the capitalistic system of the United Slates, en-

terprisers abuse the profit motive and indulge in many types of com-

petitive wastes. Both of these developments are increasing in magni-

tude as time goes on.” Criticize this statement.

14. Should great inecpiality in the distribution of income under capital-

ism be approved on the ground that such inecjuality is favorable to

saving and capital formation? Explain.

If). Summarize the objections which are brought against the great in-

equality which prevails in the distribution of income in our capi-

talistic system.

If). Why do critics of our capitalistic system argue that most individuals

enjoy very little economic and political freedom in that system?

17. “The conclusion that our capitalistic system operates freely and auto-

matically, independent of control by any individuals or small groups

of individuals, is at least partly unsound.” Show whether you agree.

18. What conclusion do you reach in the end concerning the desirability

of our capitalistic system? Explain.



CHAPTER 23

EVALUATION OF SOCIALISM

In considering the desirability or undesirability of the economic

system proposed by modern socialists, it is not entirely satisfactory

merely to evaluate the socialistic economy as a going concern. For

many persons, the answer to the question of whether socialism is

desirable woidd depend upon the methods by which it is proposed

that we pass from capitalism to socialism as W'ell as upon what

a socialistic economy would be like after we had reached it.

The Transition from Capitalism to Socialism

The Dangers of Revolution, The issue of revolution -uersns evolu-

tion is an important one in connection with the transition from

capitalism to socialism, lliere are some socialists, though they are

probably in the minority in the United States, who think that social-

ism can be achieved only by revolution, or violent overthrow of the

existing capitalistic system. These socialists are not necessarily any

more bloodthirsty than the others, but they apparently feel that

there is no real chance for a peaceful, orderly, evolutionary transi-

tion, because the capitalist class is strong and well defended and

there seems to be no satisfactory agency available for molding

public opinion so that the citizens will want socialism and will vote

it into power.

On the other hand, there is no doubt that revolution (in the sense

of violent overthrow of the existing system) is a dangerous and un-

satisfactory method of transition. It would be likely to involve much
destruction of wealth and loss of life. Under these conditions, and

especially if many of our leading managers and enterprisers were

“liquidated," the new socialist economy would be off to a poor start

and would be considerably handicapped. It may be that much
managerial talent is now going to waste in the ranks of the workers

610
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because of lack of opportunity, but such talent would have to be

trained. It would not be possible to put an ordinary worker in

charge of a modern productive establishment and expect it to func-

tion efficiently. In the second place, if the revolution were not quick

and decisive, it might j^roduce a rather complete breakdown or stop-

page of our productive and distributive processes. The cost of such

chaotic conditions in terms of human life and suffering cannot even

be imagined, but it is safe to say that the economy would bear the

marks of revolution for years if not decades to come.

If a revolution is attempted but does not succeed, the result is

likely to be a tremendous swing in the direction of conservatism,

reaction, and repression which will make further attempts impos-

sible for a long time. On the other hand, the methods of peacetul

persuasion which are intended to induce the citizens to vote social-

ism into existence, if they fail in a given instance, can be tried over

and over again until ultimately success may be achieved. There is

the further question of whether a successful revolution is at all

possible at the present time. Many years ago, a revolutionary group

had some chance to be about as well armed as the defenders of the

existing system, but at present the tanks, airplanes, and other

weapons of the armed forces of the nation can scarcely be duplicated

by the revolutionary elements. A successful revolution seems hardly

possible unless the armed forces of the country go over to the side of

the revolutionists. After a successful revolution, it is usually neces-

sary for the government to be a strong dictatorship in order to sup-

press opposition elements and guard against the threat of counter-

revolution. However, it is ordinarily much easier to set up a dic-

tatorship than to get rid of one, and the dictatorship may go on

indefinitely, preventing effectively the establishment of that eco-

nomic and political democracy for which modern socialists hope. In

any event, starting a revolution to obtain socialism is like paying 25

cents to draw a parcel out of the “grab-bag’' at a church dair. A
revolution may be aimed at achieving socialism, but the country

may find itself saddled with fascism after the smoke of battle has

cleared away. Finally, the knowledge that socialists aim to reach

their system by means of revolutionary tactics may alienate in ad-

vance many intellectuals and middle-class people who would favor

socialism as a matter of general principle or at least would not be

greatly opposed to it.
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The Prospects of Evolutionary Transition. For all these reasons,

most socialists in the United States do not favor violent revolution

as a means of transition from capitalism to socialism. But a peace-

ful and orderly change to socialism presumably involves convincing

enough people that they want socialism so that they will vote it

into being and it is not clear just what available agency would be

adequate for this task. Newspapers, radio, and other agencies for

inlluencing public opinion are, of course, useless for this purpose

since in the main they are owned or controlled by individuals whose

interests demand the j^erpetuation of the existing capitalistic order.

One could also scarcely imagine the citizens of the country, since

they are not generally indoctrinated with socialism, permitting the

schools to be used to advance the principles of so( ialism. Labor

unions constitute a possible vehicle for this purpose, and some in-

vestigators seem to be convinced that many of our labor organiza-

tions are already hotbeds of socialism or worse. However, it is our

conviction, contrary to the findings of certain investigating commit-

tees, that most American labor organi/ations are as capitalistically

minded as the capitalists themselves, and that they are bent on ob-

taining economic gains within the existing capitalistic system rather

than on changing that system to something else. We have, of course,

a busily working Socialist Party in the United States, but thus far

it has seemed completely incapable of convincing any large number
of citizens that modern socialism is a system greatly to be desired.

On the whole, the problem seems to be most foi inidable.

The Confiscation of Productive Wealth. If we assumed that it

had been decided that the change from capitalism to socialism

should be made, the next issue would concern the method by which

productive wealth (land and capital) should be transferred from

private to public hands, for this transfer is fundamental to the

operation of socialism. In other words, should we confiscate this

productive wealth, pay the present owners for it in full, or give

them partial compensation. It is to be supposed that many socialists

would favor outright confiscation as a matter of principle, but as a

practical policy confiscation leaves something to be desired. In the

first place, it would almost necessarily involve sudden if not revolu-

tionary socialization. A gradual process of confiscation would be

virtually impossible. Idierc would seem to be no very good reason

why the productive wealth of some individuals should be confis-

cated at once while that of other individuals should be left un-
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touched for a time. Moreover, the beginning of the confiscatory

process would bring to a halt all new investments in industries still

in private hands and would probably cause the present owners of

these industries to fail even to maintain and repair their present

productive facilities. With confiscation soon to come to all indus-

tries, the values of productive wealth still in private hands would

fall to very low levels, if not to zero. Confiscation would violate

the ethical standards of many of our citizens, in the sense that it

“just would not seem right” to deprive people of their wealth with-

out any compensation, and some supporters of socialism might be

alienated. Finally, to the extent that the productive wealth of this

country is owned abroad, confiscation might lead to various inter-

national complications.

Full Compensation for Productwe Wealth, Full compensation for

the present owners of land and capital might involve condemnation

proceedings, with the value of the productive wealth to be de-

termined later, but a more likely procedure would be for the gov-

ernment (representing society as a whole) to buy out the present

owners, give them government bonds for their land and capital, and

pay interest and principal out of the earnings of industry. Full com-

pensation in cash would amount to confiscation. Since further pri-

vate investment in productive wealth would be impossible, cash

compensation payments amounting to hundreds of billions of

dollars in paper money would have very little purchasing power or

value. In any case, full compensation for the present owners of pro-

ductive wealth would be repugnant to the supporters of socialism.

If bonds were issued to the full value of the land and capital, the

present owners would probably not regard themselves as fully com-

pensated unless these bonds could be transferred from person to

person and could be passed on to the heirs of the present owners.

Thus, full compensation would lead to the continuation of several

practices which the socialists consider objectionable in our present

capitalistic order. The present owners would be assured of per-

petual incomes and many of them could continue to live well with-

out needing to work even under socialism; trade and speculation in

securities would still be with us; and the evils of inheritance would

continue.

Partial Compensation for Productive Wealth, Therefore, the most

practical policy from all points of view would seem to be one of
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jxirtial compensation for the present owners of productive wealth.

In this process, it might seem desirable to discriminate to some ex-

tent between different classes of owners and different classes of

productive wealth. Much less compensation might be given to

owners of land or inherited wealth than to persons whose capital is

the result of their own savings. Owners of small amounts of pro-

ductive wealth might be compensated more fully than owners of

large quantities of productive wealth. Owners who were youngs

intelligent, and well trained so that they could probably make a

good living for themselves in the new socialistic order might be

given relatively little compensation for their wealth, while owners

who, because of old age or lack of ability, could be expected

to accomplish very little in the future might be treated much
better.

In any case, government bonds would probably be given to the

present owners of land and capital up to the full value of their

wealth, probably on the basis of its last recorded value under capi-

talism. The compensation would then be ntade only partial by

paying low rates of interest on these bonds. Any necessary or desir-

able discrimination could be practiced by varying the low rate of

interest to some extent from one class of bond receivers to another.

The bonds would be nontransfcrable, so that they could not be

traded in or inherited, and they would be dateless, so that the prin-

cipal sum involved would never have to be paid off. All that they

would involve, therefore, would be the right to receive a certain in-

come for life. In the case of old people, who would find an income

for the rest of their lives rather unacceptable, the government might

guarantee a certain fixed number of annual payments either to

these people or their heirs. In all cases, however, the annual pay-

ments of income on these bonds would cease after a limited number

of years. The bonds would be unsecured by any lien on the produc-

tive wealth transferred to the government and would carry no rights

of control even if the expected income were not received in a par-

ticular period. Such a method of compensation would probably not

seem highly desirable to many present owners of land and capital,

but it would be better than outright confiscation.

In a larger sense, of course, it is impossible to transfer productive

wealth from private to public hands without confiscation. If the

present owners of land and capital are given nothing, the confisca-
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tion is obvious, but, if they are to be compensated in full, this

mean.s that the goveiiimeiit must confiscate a large part of the

incomes of all the citizens through taxation in order to pay interest

and principal to the present owners of productive wealth. If the

burden of the taxes is placed entirely on the persons who are to

receive interest and principal, there is once more outright confisca-

tion in reality. Finally, under a system of partial compensation, the

burden of (onfiscation will fall in part on the present owners of

land and cajutal and in part on the other citizens who must pay

taxes in order that the present owners may receive the annual in-

comes which represent their partial compensation.

The 'Tlight of CapitaV* In all this discussion, we have paid no

attention to what some people consider a leading problem in this

field, lliat is, they contend that the coming of socialism, or even the

serious threat of its coming, would cause large quantities of capital

to flee the country. Since it is physically impossible for most fac-

tories, machines, and industrial locations to get up and flee, this

contention must mean that productive wealth would be converted

into cash which would be transferred to other countries. However,

even if productive wealth could be converted into cash, the problem

of transferring its value out of the country would be insuperable.

Such a large additional demand for foreign exchange would quickly

drive rates of exchange to the gold-exporting point, if gold exports

were permitted, and our large gold supply would be inadequate lor

transferring the value of all productive wealth out of the country

even if it could be used for this purpose. If gold could not be used,

the great demand for foreign exchange would drive rates of ex-

change so high that only very small amounts of foreign purchasing

power could be obtained lor large amounts of our domestic purchas-

ing power. In any case, before the problem of transfer could arise,

how would the present owners of land and capital convert their

holdings into cash? The only method would be to sell the pYoduc-

tive wealth to someone, and we may well wonder who would buy it

and how much they would pay for it if it were known that the pro-

ductive wealth would soon pass into public hands. On the whole,

then, there seems to be no reason for thinking that the advent of

socialism could deprive us of any large part of our productive

wealth or that the present owners could escape with much of the

value of their holdings.
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The Probable Accomplishments of

Modern Socialism

The Methods of Production. Wc imist now turn from the prob-

lems involved in passing from capitalism to modern socialism to a

consideration of the results which a system of modern socialism

might accomplish, if such a system could be reached. In the general

field of productive activity, our discussion in previous chapters has

indicated that there would be many similarities between modern

socialism and capitalism. Most economic principles in this field are

valid for either type of economic system, and a socialistic economy

would make use of the methods of roundabout, specialized, and

large-scale production in anticipation of demand. Many types of

establishment organization and of combinations of j^roductive estab-

lishments might be used under socialism as under capitalism. Money
and prices would be used under socialism, both commercial and

investment credit would be necessary, and banks would exist un-

doubtedly to dispense these types of credit, though the banks would

be socially owned and operated, and the total amount of each type

of credit to be extended would be subject to planning. The process

of saving and investment would involve the same fundamental costs

and produce the same basic physical results in both systems. The
business of getting finished goods into the hands of the final con-

sumers would be handled under socialism by stores which would

closely resemble those of a capitalistic system as to type and methods

of operation. The physical rationing of goods to consumers is no

more indispensable to one system than to the other. Finally, there is

no need for any profound difference between modern socialism and

capitalism with respect to international trade and commercial

policies.

In the field of production, as elsewhere, the fundamental differ-

ences between modern socialism and capitalism have to do with

institutions. Under socialism there would be no private property in

productive wealth (for all practical purposes), little if any freedom

of enterprise in the ordinary sense, and a sharply reduced depend-

ence on the economic motivation of the individual citizens. All this

means that, under modern socialism, all the major industries and

fields of business activity will be almost entirely government owned
and operated, and that most of tlic important types of economic
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decisions will be made by public authority on the basis of economic

planning raLher than by private individuals on the basis of the

market and price mechanism. In the field of production, then, the

controversy over the merits of socialism settles down to two issues.

First, would the total results of planned production be better suited,

on the whole, to the basic needs and desires of the people than those

achieved by capitalistic production on the basis of the market and

])rice mechanism? Secondly, is there any reason for assuming that

planned control over production (using the same principles and

methods in the actual carrying on of jjioduction) would be able to

achieve greater technical efficiency in production than that attained

under capitalism.

Adapting Production to Human Needs and Desires. With regard

to the first of these matters, two rather significant advantages may
be claimed for socialism. In the first place, it may be claimed that a

socialistic system, in planning lor production on the basis of human
needs, would have an advantage over ca])italistic systems, in that

it would not produce the “wrong kinds of goods.” Fhis means, in

part, that certain commodities which are considered, by rather

common consent, to be noxious or harmful to the users would not

be included in socialistic plans for production, even though large

numbers of misguided individuals could be persuaded to purchase

these commodities in the markcT at prices that would cover or more
than cover their costs of production. It would also mean that the

socialist planners would consider the full social costs of producing

various types of economic goods and not merely those costs which

under capitalism arc reflected directly in the prices of productive

agents in tlie market.

Somewhat mc:)re important is the fact that a socialistic economy,

in planning for production on the basis of human needs and desires,

almost certainly would not produce trivialities and super-luxuries

for some of the citizens while other individuals were inadecpiately

supplied witli the common necessities and basic comforts of life.

Limousines, yachts, and palatial homes would not be produced for

anyone until all consumers were assured of adequate food, clothing,

shelter, and other economic goods. To be sure, a socialistic economy
would have differences in money incomes between individuals, and
these difierentials might be moderately large, but we must remem-
ber that the kinds and quantities of goods to be produced under
socialism would be controlled by economic planning and not by the
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money prices which individuals were willing to pay for various

goods in relation to the money costs of [Moducing them. I hat is,

individuals with fairly large money incomes would not be allowed

to use them to divert productive resources to the satisfaction of

their relatively less important wants unless and until the basic

wants of all the people had been rather well satisfied.

In the second place, a socialistic economy should have an advan-

tage over a capitalistic system in providing for the non-market

wants of the people, such as the desires for full employment, com-

plete social security, a high level of public health, and other things.

In a capitalistic system, transfers of income from the private sector

of the economy to the government jnobably must be held within

certain limits if the system is to be able to continue to operate in

capitalistic fashion, and there is some (juestion anyhow as to

whether the government could guarantee full employment or com-

plete social security without assuming a large measure of res})onsi-

bility for the operation of the whole economy. Under socialism,

with the government owning and operating most industries and

businesses, all confficts between “government” and “business,''

financial or otherwise, would tend to be eliminated. Presumably the

government of a socialistic system could devote any share it pleased

of the national income to the performance of social services, subject

only to the limitation that devoting more of a given-sized national

income to these purposes would leave less for other purposes.

The Problem of Technical Efficiency, In considering the probable

technical efficiency of enterprises and industries under socialism, we
cannot accept the popular capitalistic opinion to the effect that a

given enterprise or industry, when operated by the government,

must always run less efficiently than it would in private hands. Nor
can we rely on the success or lack of success ex])erienced by the

government of our capitalistic system in operating the railroads or

some other private industry in wartime. When the government

operates a single industry under conditions of great emergency ^nd

with other major industries still in private hands, the situation

simply is not that of modern socialism.

In dealing with the general situation, we may realize that private

enterprises may have the advantage over governmental enterprises

in businesses in which continuous invention, flexibility, and adap-

tation to changing conditions are important. That is, private enter-

prises are likely to have greater freedom of action, greater readiness
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to try new methods or new products, greater willingness or ability

to take risks, and a greater drive to achieve efficiency because of

die possibility of profits. On the other hand, there may not be so

much to choose in this respect as between great capitalistic corpora-

tions and large governmental enterprises, for the managers of large

corporations arc often rather thoroughly tied down by their obliga-

tions to boards of directors, corporation laws, auditors’ require-

ments, technical methods laid down by experts, and arrangements

with other companies.

It is sometimes held that private enterprises under capitalism are

more likely to reach the optimum size for efficiency than are govern-

mental enterprises under socialism, for the competitive struggle

under capitalism is supposed to eliminate firms which are too large

or too small. However, the firms in many capitalistic industries are

not genuinely independent and competing, and in such cases the

problem of attaining optimum size of firms is not very different

from that which the economic planners would face under socialism.

Another advantage of capitalism from the point of view of technical

efficiency is supposed to be found in the fact that inefficient firms

fail and go out of business in that system, while socialistic enter-

prises would continue to operate even though they were inefficient.

However, this advantage for capitalism would be realized only

under strictly competitive conditions. When capitalistic industries

are controlled by two or three large firms, these firms may not be

under great pressure to operate with utmost efficiency lest they be

forced out of business, and, in any case, failure is likely to mean
only a financial reorganization rather than the cessation of produc-

tion. Finally, we must note that some capitalistic industries are

already subject to governmental regulation. Such industries are no

longer free to realize to the full the advantages of strictly private

businesses, and the costs of necessary regulation should be taken

into consideration in reaching decisions as to the efficiency of these

industries under capitalism.

Apart from these considerations, some definite advantages can be

claimed for socialistic production in connection with the question

of efficiency. In a capitalistic system, conflicts between government

and business affect not only the kinds of things which the economy
can set out to produce for the people, as noted above, but also the

efficiency with which business enterprises can operate. Under social-

ism, with the economic life of the country no longer divided into
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public and private spheres, much friction, hostility, and litigation

could be avoided. Moreover, some problems of public finance might

be eliminated, since it would not be necessary for the socialistic

government to pay out to the citizens more, money income than

would be required for purposes of private consumption and then

proceed to recover a part ol it through taxation.

It is claimed as an advantage of socialism tliat production would

be for use rather than for profit. Technological advances and inno-

vations of all kinds would be freely available and could be used by

all firms that had need of them, and socialistic prcxluction would

involve no restriction of output ex abuse of the profit motive, since

private individuals would not control production and there would

be no one to gain from a policy of restrictionism. All major indus-

tries would be owned and operated by society as a whole, and it is

perfectly obvic^us that society as a whole cannot gain by restricting

production. I’he general restriction of production can mean only

poverty for a whole society. Moreover, since the real commodities

and services at the disposal of consumers under socialism cannot be

increased or decreased one whit by the fact that the economy as a

whole operates at a money profit or a money loss, a whole society

can be tremendously indifferent to the making of money profits.

Prosperity for a society as a whole is to be found not in profits but

in plenty. The advantage of production for use is considered ex-

tremely important by the supporters of socialism.

Since planned production would not be dependent upon the

competitive activities of large numbers of private persons, it is

thought that most of the “competitive’' wastes of capitalism could

be eliminated under modern socialism. In deciding how much of a

particular economic good to produce, the economic planners might

or might not reach a decision which was well suited to basic human
wants, but, after deciding upon the output to be produced, they

should at least be able to avoid the folly of setting up enough pro-

ductive facilities to produce double that output and then allowing

half of these productive facilities to stand idle. On the other hand,

the planners might provide for some productive capacity to be tem-

porarily unused to allow for prospective population growth or ex-

pansion in demand. One could not imagine, however, that the So-

cialist Petroleum Company of America would erect gasoline filling

stations on all four corners of busy street or road intersections to sell

different brands of essentially the same gasoline to the consumers, or
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that tlie local socialist milk company would send a dozen wagons or

trucks through each city block to sell dillercnt brands of essentially

the same dairy products to the consumers, with each vehicle serving

only here and there a household.

Although the individual consumers under socialism would un-

doubtedly dt'sire a bit of variety in their consumption and the eco-

nomic planners would be willing to make some concessions to this

desire, it is hardly likely that the planners would see fit to undertake

the production of almost a million varieties of axes or almost 43,000

varieties of solid section steel windows. Again, it is most improbable
that the economic planners, in arranging for the production of any
given commodity (such as cigarettes, for example), would decide

to turn out dozens of closely similar brands and then devote fabu-

lous quantities of productive agents to the production of advertising

designed to induce the citizens to consume each of these various

brands in preference to all the others. Educational and informative

advertising might have some place even in a socialistic economy,
but competitive or combative advertising just would not make sense

from the point of view of society as a whole.

It is also difficult to believe that the governmental enterprises of a

socialistic system, in exploiting the natural resources of the country,

would have any incentive to mine coal in such a wasteful fashion

that large parts of the natural deposits would be left in the ground
in such a condition that it would be practically impossible to re-

move them later on, or to drill oil wells in such great numbers in a

given field as to interfere seriously with the removal of this resource

from the ground. Since the waste in the exploitation of natural re-

sources under capitalism is attributed largely to the competitive

organization of the industries in question, the elimination of com-
petition should go far toward the elimination of the waste.

Having thus disposed of the competitive wastes, we note finally

that one of the most important probable accomplishments of a
socialistic economy in connection with efficiency in procfiiction

would be found in the achievement of economic stability. In other
words, such an economy should be able to avoid business depressions
and unemployment if the citizens and the economic planners greatly

desired to do so. We have noted as one of the weaknesses of our
capitalistic economy the fact that, while careful economic planning
goes on in individual enterprises and industries, there is no one to

plan the economic results which the system as a whole should ac-
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coniplish or to perform the difficult task of adjusting and coordinat-

ing the operations of the various industries and businesses ol the

system. Under socialism, on the other hand, the aggregate results

desired from economic activity would be planned before the in-

dividual phases of this activity were undertaken. If the economic

plans were well made and well carried out, the total economic re-

sults produced should be more steadily in accord with basic social

needs and desires than under capitalism and there should be a

striking absence of those serious maladjustments between industries

and fields of economic activity that are so important a factor in pro-

ducing business depressions and unemployment under capitalism.

Moreover, with industries in the control of society as a whole, there

would be no competitive enterprisers to overshoot the mark and

produce industrial over-capacity with respect to eflective demand on

the market.

All this does not mean that no mistakes will be made in economic

planning nor that the plans which are made will be perfec tly carried

out. The planning commission may decide that the shoe industry

should turn out 15(),()()(),0()0 pairs of shoes next year and sell them at

an average price of $5.00 a pair. When the next year rolls around,

the output of the industry may come up to the planned estimate,

but it may be found that the consumers of the system will purchase

this (|uantity of vShoes only if the prices average $3.00 per pair. I'his

looks like a familiar capitalistic type of maladjustment, but the

point is that under socialism this mistake will not cause the shoe in-

dustry to go into a tailspin nor cause its productive facilities and

workers to stand idle for a time. In all probability, the prices of the

shoes would be reduced to such an average level that the entire out-

put of the industry would be taken off the market, and the industry

would go merrily about its business of producing shoes. But, it may
be objected, in that case would not the shoe industry’s receipts from

sales fail to cover its costs of production? One answer to this question

is, of course, that the relationship between money prices and costs

would not be highly significant in a socialistic economy. However,

if there were any desire to cater to those who arc particular about

having prices cover costs, all the economic planners would have to

do would be to revalue in a downward direction the productive fa-

cilities devoted to shoe production, and then even the reduced

prices of shoes would once more cover their costs. With both prices

and costs subject to the arbitrary control of the economic planners
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under socialism, they could always be made to balance each other,

if desired, and in the meantime economic activity would go on

and on.

Or suppose, as would often happen, that the outputs of various

industries did not reach the amounts that had been planned. If

cattle and hog production lagged behind planned estimates, it would

be impossible for meat-packing establishments to use their produc-

tive facilities and workers at the planned rate. The production of

automobiles, machines, and other steel products could not be long

maintained at the planned level if the production of iron ore and

coal fell far short of planned estimates. Once again, however, the

point is that under socialism these maladjustments would not neces-

sarily leave large numbers of workers with nothing to do except to

stand idle and contribute, through their loss of income, to condi-

tions of depression and unemployment for other industries and

groups of workers. Since society as a whole, as the only real enter-

priser under socialism, does not have to make profits from the em-

ployment of workers, it would never be too difficult to find com-

modities for all the workers to produce. Workers or other productive

agents are ‘"profitably" employed from the social point of view so

long as they produce commodities or services which the members of

society need or desire, a concept which furnishes virtually limitless

possibilities for employment in view of what is known about the

nature of human wants.

A socialistic economy would be in a good position to handle an-

other matter which, according to some business cycle theorists, is

of considerable importance in connection with business cycles under

capitalism—the relationship between saving and investment. At
times under capitalism, the volume of saving exceeds that of in-

vestment, and savings pile up in the banks, unable to find takers,

while at other times the volume of investment exceeds that of the

current savings which are voluntarily made. Such conditions tend to

cause business depressions in the one case and business booms in

the other. Under socialism, since the economic planners would be in

control of both processes, it should be possible always to keep sav-

ing and investment in balance. All productive agents which were

withheld from contributing to the immediate satisfactions of con-

sumers would be used for the production of capital goods, and all

sacrifices of consumers in going without consumers' goods at present

should bear fruit in the form of new capital goods which would
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enhance future productivity. The amount of saving and investment

decided upon by the planners might or might not be in accord with

the immediate wishes of the consumers, but the planners would not

be so foolish as to keep productive agents from producing goods for

the immediate satisfaction of consumer wants and at the same time

fail to use these productive resources to turn out new capital goods.

The basic point in all this discussion is that the conflict of indi-

vidual and social interests which exists under capitalism would be

resolved under socialism by taking the control of production and of

economic activity in general out of the hands of private individuals

and placing it in the hands of society as a whole. Business depres-

sions could be avoided under socialism, so it is said, because there

never would come a time in the expansion of productive and dis-

tributive activities when, because of considerations of money profit

and loss, it would be necessary or desirable for society, as the

only enterpriser of importance, to retrench, cut production, dis-

charge workers, and curtail the purchases of materials and supplies.

With productive and distributive activities adapted to social needs,

there would be virtually no fear of business cycles, because there are

no cyclical fluctuations in social needs for economic goods which

would produce other cyclical fluctuations in economic activities.

The Distribution of Income, We have already seen that the pro-

duction of the “wrong kinds of goods”—a problem which is associ-

ated with great inequality in the distribution of income among per-

sons and families under capitalism—would be eliminated by

planned production under socialism. The other evils which result

from great inequality under capitalism would also be eliminated or

greatly reduced under the sharply lessened ine(|uality in the dis-

tribution of the national income to which modern socialism aspires.

Moreover, the remaining inecpiality in the distribution of income

would be approved by the people since it would result almost en-

tirely from differences in wages and since rent, interest, profits, and

other condemned or questionable types of income would be elimi-

nated as distinctive private incomes received by some persons but

not by others. As we have seen in our longer discussions of income

distribution, a socialistic economy could scarcely eliminate all the

basic economic causes of rent, interest, and profits, and these types

of income would continue to exist as portions or sections of the

national income. But the national income from all sources, or such

part of it as was available for consumption, would be distributed to
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the citizens in the lV:)nn of wages, and all citizens would share in any

rent, interest, and profits produced by the system so that these

sources of income would not prove to be of special advantage to any

individual citizens or groups of citizens.

Because of the relatively ccjual distribution of income under so-

cialism, the great masses of workers (unskilled, semi-skilled, and

skilled) would be relatively well oft in comparison with their status

uncle) capitalism. Acco) cling to the prospectus of modern socialism,

dilferences in wages as between occupations and groups of workers

would still be based upon differences in the marginal productivity

of the workers, and yet the differences would be relatively small.

Ihis result would be produced for the most part by two factors.

In the first place, widespread opportunities for receiving education

and training would help to break down the purely environmental

bariiers between the so-called noncompeting groups of labor and

would permit each worker to get into the most productive and

highest paying cjccupation for wdiich his native abilities permitted

him to cjualify. "I'his would mean that the unskilled and semi-skilled

grciups of labor would not be nearly so overcrowded as under capi-

talism, while larger numbers of workeis should find their way into

skilled occupations, managerial positions, and the professions. This

partial ec|ualization of the numbers of workers available in the

various groups should go far toward reducing diflerenccs in the

marginal productivity of labor from gioup to group. In the second

place, the marginal productivity of the vai ions w^orkers and groups

of workers under socialism wwild be determined by a process of

social evaluation (by the economic planners) and not by the values

of their products as determined in a free market. However great the

efficiency of the most highly skilkxl managers of enterprises or in-

dustiies or the talent and ability of leading doctors, lawyers, or

actors might be, it is doubtful that the economic planners would

ever consider their services to be worth several thousand times as

much per year as the services of ordinary workers—and yet relation-

ships of this kind actually exist in our capitalistic system. Appar-

ently, then, the great majority of our workers would be better off

with respect to w^ages under socialism than they are at present, if

only the total amount of the national income to be distributed re-

mained as large as it is under capitalism.

Quite apart from the cjuestion of money w'ages, the status of labor

under socialism would be desirable in other respects, according to
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modern socialists. A socialistic economy would be able to provide

employment for all the workers, and relief from the bogey of un-

employment would be a great boon for labor. Social insurance cov-

ering accidents, illness, old age, death, and other risks would be

provided, and the size of the benefits, as well as other characteristics

of this insurance, would probably be more satisfactory than under

capitalism. In a socialistic economy, an increased amount of atten-

tion would be given to preventive medicine; free medical services

and adequate hospital facilities could be provided for all; and en-

larged opportunities to study medicine and engage in medical re-

search would be furnished to the citizens. Fairly large quantities of

resources would be devoted probably to the furnishing of educa-

tional services, recreational facilities, parks, playgrounds, theatrical

performances, concerts, and possibly low-cost travel. Finally, workers

could have their labor unions very much as at present, and these

organizations would still have a number of useful functions to

perform.

The Issue of Freedom, Finally, according to the socialists, all the

economic accomplishments which we have described would be con-

sistent with the retention of a great degree of political and economic

freedom for the individual citizens, llic government of the social-

istic system would be democratic in form and substance, it would

make immediate and precise responses to the changing desires of the

citizens, and the will of the citizens would be enlightened by means

of education and the furnishing of opportunities to hear and under-

stand all sides of the various issues on which the government had

to pass. Economic representation in legislative bodies would

strengthen the ties between economic activities and government.

While operation of the economy on the basis of economic planning

w'ould necessitate the placing of great economic powers in the

hands of a very small group of people at the head of the system,

the planners would be ultimately responsible to the citizens. That is,

if the planners did not produce results in accordance with the basic

desires of the people, the indignant citizens could and would turn

the planners out of office at the next election.

In addition to having ultimate control over the economic de-

cisions and activities of government, the individual citizens under

socialism would have considerable economic freedom in their own
right. To be sure, the institutions of freedom of enterprise and of

private property in productive wealth would not exist, for all prac-
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tical purposes, but socialists contend that the existence of these in-

stitutions means very little to most individuals under capitalism.

The individual would have no chance to start life as a poor boy and

end it as an extremely rich old man, but many more individuals

than under capitalism would have a real opportunity to rise from

lowly to at least moderate circumstances. I'o make up for the loss

of freedom of enterprise, the individual would have a free choice

of occupations under socialism, and the breaking down of environ-

mental barriers to movement between occupations in dillerent labor

groups would make this free choice of occupations an economic

as well as a legal reality. Moreover, the individuals of the system

as consumers would have freedom of choice and could spend their

money incomes for any desired assortment of the commodities and

services which the economy produced.

The Probable Failures and Weaknesses of

Modern Socialism

Problems of Planned Production, In considering the probable fail-

ures and weaknesses of a socialistic economy, wc turn once more

to the cjuestion of production on the basis of economic planning.

Since, as we have seen, the productive system under socialism would

make use of many productive methods and principles which are

also employed in our capitalistic system, the fundamental issue in

production concerns the probable eflectiveness of planned control

over production as compared with control by the market and price

mechanism. In this connection, we are concerned with two questions

—the extent to which the planned productive results, if these results

could be attained actually, would be suited to the basic needs and

desires of the citizens, and the extent to which the socialistic econ-

omy would probably achieve efficiency in pursuing the planned pro-

ductive results. On the first of these points we cannot blithely accept

the common socialistic opinion that planned productive results

could scarcely be worse than those of unplanned capitalistic produc-

tion, It is true, as we have seen, that planned production would
have some advantages in comparison with capitalistic production,

but these advantages certainly do not mean that the planned pro-

ductive results will necessarily be perfectly suited to the funda-

mental needs and desires of the people, for planned production has

some difficulties which are distinctly its own.
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Under socialism, many important economic decisions, such as

those concerning the kinds and quantities ol »oods to be produced,

the allocation ol available productive factors to various industries

and enterprises, and the distribution of productive resources as be-

tween providing for present consumption and providing for capital

formation, must be made by the economic planners. And the plan-

ners cannot rely on the customary capitalistic guides of prices and

costs in making these decisions, for prices and costs arc not deter-

mined in the market under socialism but are in the power of the

same planners who might otherwise wish to rely on them tor guid-

ance. Under these conditions, it is usually held that the important

economic decisions woidd be made “arbitrarily'’ rather than “ration-

ally.” Of course, the decisions of the planners would be “rational” in

the broad sense of that term, but they would be “arbitrary” in the

sense that they could not be made on the basis of prices and costs as

independent data.

However, it is sometimes held that rational decision-making

would not be impossible under socialism if it were possible to

simulate the results of the capitalistic pricing system without act-

ually having that system. Many writers have developed complicated

theoretical processes for achieving this result, and we examined some

of these plans in detail in Chapter 5. Without going over this mate-

rial again, we may refer to our former conclusion that it would be

possible, at least in strict theory, for a socialistic economy to achieve

something approaching rational decision-making on the basis of one

of these artificial procedures, but the procedures are so complicated

that it is doubtful that any economic planning agency would at-

tempt to follow any of them in practice. It is probable that the

economic planners under socialism would decide to make the basic

economic decisions on their own power.

In trying to determine what the people wanted, and hence the

kinds and quantities of goods which should be produced, the eco-

nomic planners could get some help, of course, from their knowl-

edge of what people in general have consumed in the past, and

could make adjustments on the basis of what people in good, though

not rich, circumstances have consumed under capitalism. Further

guidance could perhaps be obtained by appealing directly to con-

sumers to specify what they wanted, and by making use of the opin-

ions of experts or of advisory bodies of consumers. The planners

could also have a certain quantity of a good produced and offered
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for sale at a certain price and could observe the eagerness or re-

luctance with which consumers purchased the good. But this would

not tell the planners much, since the demand for a particular good

at a particular price when other goods were not available or were

available only in small quantities at high prices would be quite

different from the demand for it when other goods were available

in large quantities at low' prices.

In spite of all the devices which might be used in trying to ascer-

tain the desires of the citizens, there would remain quite an element

of arbitrariness in the decisions of the economic planners, and they

could never be certain as to the quality of their decisions. They
would know, of course, that a large amount of a good is usually to

be preferred to a small amount, but, having decided to produce

a given quantity of a good through the use of given quantities of

the productive agents, they w^ould never know whether that quan-

tity of that good w'oidd give more satisfaction than would the

quantity of some other good which could have been produced with

the same quantities of the agents of production. And, of course, it

planned decisions as to the kinds and quantities of economic goods

to be produced left something to be desired, the same thing would

be true of the allocation of productive agents to industries and

businesses on the basis of these decisions.

In similar fashion, dec isions of the planners with regard to saving

and capital fcjrniation versus present consumption w^ould always be

suspect. If the planners were faced with the choice of two methods

of producing a certain good and if one method would produce a

relatively small amount of it almost at once, while the other method,

since it recjuired the prior construction of large C|uantities of capital

goods, would produce a jnuch larger amount alter a considerable

elapse of time, tfie planners would be unable to make a completely

rational choice betwT*en these alternatives in the absence of a

market-determined rate of interest. The planners w^ould certainly be

expected to take the time factor into consideration, but again they

could never be sure of the quality of their decision. They could

observe whether the citizens as consumers registered satisfaction or

dissatisfacticjn over the planned decisions with respect to saving and

capital fc^rmation, and the resulting limitations on immediately

available consumers’ goods, but the planners could never be sure

just how good or bad their decisions had been on the basis of the

time preferences of the individual citizens.
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These considerations seem to indicate that, even in the absence

of certain capitalistic shortcomings in the field of production, there

would be ample opportunity for the total results of planned pro-

duction to fall short of perfection in the matter of adaptation to

human needs and desires. And this is not the whole of the story for

we have thus far been assuming that the })lanners are men of good

will who struggle manfully to fulfill the desires of the people. If the

planners were proud in their wisdom and decided that they knew

what the people wanted better than the people themselves knew, or

if the planners deemed it their duty to “educate’' the people to want

what the planners wanted them to have, the results of planned pro-

duction might be most unsatisfactory to the citizens.

Such dereliction from duty on the part of the planners would

presumably be short-lived if the government of the socialistic system

were truly democratic so that the planners could be removed from

office at reasonable intervals if the people were dissatisfied with the

results which were produced. However, if the government of the

socialistic system turned out to be a dictatorship, so that the plan-

ners were safe in their jobs so long as they pleased the dictator or a

small group of party leaders, the total results of planned production

might be much worse, from the point of view of the needs and

desires of the people, than those produced by our capitalistic

system. Hence, the question of democracy in government in the

socialistic system is a very important one in connection with evalu-

ating the probable results of planned production.

Efficiency in Production, In turning to the question of the

probable efficiency of a socialistic productive system in carrying out

planned decisions, we find it difficult to consider the question of

efficiency apart from the matter of costs. How can an enterprise

determine whether or not it is efficient if it cannot determine the

least-cost combination of productive agents for the attainment of a

certain result? But land and capital would be owned by society as a

w^hole under socialism and would have only arbitrary accounting

costs attached to them. Wages would be more nearly a real cost, but

would also be determined arbitrarily and not by the activities of

numerous demanders and suppliers in the market. Under these con-

ditions, if the planners could order the production of an economic

good by either of two methods, each of which required a different

combination of the agents of production, they could never be sure

which method should be chosen on the basis of cost. They might
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know and prefer the method which produced the greater quantity

of product or the method which would give the lowest cost per unit

as the planners saw fit to reckon cost, but they could never be sure

that the metliod chosen would actually have involved the least-cost

combination of productive agents on the basis of market-determined

prices for these agents.

It also seems true that the economic planners would be in a posi-

tion something like that of one cat watching twenty or thirty rat-

holes. The plans would call for certain results to be attained in

terms of the production of physical cjuantities of products, but, if

this phase of the plans were stressed unduly, trouble might be en-

countered with other matters, such as quality of products, labor

productivity, the number of workers used, the total wage bill, wear

and tear on plant and eejuipment, inadequate repairs and replace-

ments, or excessive spoilage of materials. It would be a most difficult

matter to get everything to come out according to plan, and the

planners might well have to choose which parts of the plan were to

be completed in full and which should be neglected.

The human element would be an especially important and unpre-

dictable factor in the whole situation. The economic plans would
have to predict the activities of millions of human beings, and the

planners would never be sure that all these people would behave

exactly as they were supposed to in various situations. If the socialis-

tic system proved unable to furnish adequate incentives to individu-

als, the technical efficiency of productive activities might be seri-

ously impaired. This question of incentives under socialism will be

referred to again in connection witJi tlie distribution of income.

Even if we disregarded all problems internal to productive enter-

prises, there would be no reason for thinking that planned produc-

tive results could be perfectly attained in practice. Even under eco-

nomic planning, many phases of production would be subject to the

influence of uncontrollable natural phenomena. For example, unu-

sually favorable or unfavorable weather conditions would greatly

affect the yield of certain crops and indirectly the output of indus-

tries which were dependent on these crops for raw materials. Mines

could become flooded, blizzards could tie up transportation for ex-

tended periods, and fires could destroy or damage key plants and

create bottlenecks. Moreover, wars or even changes in the military

outlook could cause the actual results of production to depart sig-

nificantly from those which had been planned originally, and much
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the same thing would be true of technological changes if they were

introduced into industry about as fast as they occurred.

Finally, while it might be possible to avoid severe depressions and

mass unemployment under socialism, the advantages of a socialistic

economy in connection with economic stability would not be nearly

so great as they seem at first glance. Consider for exam])le, a case

mentioned earlier in this chapter. In the economic plans, the pro-

duction of coal, coke, and iron ore is coordinated with that of steel,

automobiles, tractors, and machinery, but in practice one of the

many things which might happen in any economy actually keeps

the output of coal and iron ore from reaching anything like the

planned estimates. What effect will this have on the steel industry

and other industries which require large quantities of steel? It seems

clear that these industries will at least temporarily have some un-

used productive facilities and some unnecessary labor. But, say the

socialists, these conditions will not be allowed to spread to other

major industries because any necessary price adjustments will be

promptly made, and the purchasing power of the workers in the

steel industry and other industries using steel will be maintained.

This sounds reassuring, but just what could the socialistic econ-

omy do for these workers? It could spread the work in the steel

industry and other industries using steel by giving each employee

shorter hours of work while maintaining w^age payments as before,

but something of this sort could be done even under capitalism.

If, as seems more logical, some wwkers were temporarily displaced

from the steel industry and other industries using steel, it is con-

tended that there would be no unemployment which w^ould con-

tribute to depressed conditions in other industries because the

planned economy would find other jobs for the workers. This it

could do, because it would employ workers so long as their products

were desired by consumers and not merely so long as it could make
profits by using their labor.

But how cjuickly could other jobs be found for these workers, and

what kinds of jobs would they be? If the workers could not be placed

in other jobs quickly, the demand for the products of other indus-

tries might suffer. Moreover, it might often be necessary to reemploy

the workers in jobs in which they wwdd turn out products that,

while they would be taken off the market by consumers, could not

be produced on the basis of prices and costs, if these prices and

costs were freely determined in the market. Such sub-marginal jobs
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would prevent unemployment, and it would probably be better to

have the workers employed in them than to have them unemployed,

but the difference between giving the workers employment in sub-

marginal jobs under socialism and giving them employment in rak-

ing leaves, digging holes, and mending streets under the WPA in

our ca]htalistic system is not tremendously great.

All this, of course, docs not mean that a socialistic economy would

have no advantages over a capitalistic economy in connection with

economic stability. Many factors which are important in connection

with business depressions and unemployment under capitalism (such

as the overexpansion of bank credit in boom periods, the tende ncy

of competitive industries to overslioot the mark with regard to total

cjuantities ol productive facilities, and the inclination of monopo-

listic industries to take their losses, when necessary, by maintaining

prices and permitting their facilities and workers to be unemployed

instead of by Icwering prices and continuing to use their prodiu tivx'

facilities and labor) would be eliminated or controlled under social-

ism, However, the fact remains that, until it is possible for planned

productive results to be perfectly realized in practice, there are

opj)ortunities lor grave economic maladjustinents to occur under

socialism. And, in the face ol such maladjustments, it may be held

that a socialistic economy would operate to conceal business depres-

sions and unemplcjyment rather than to eliminate them.

All in all, it does not seem pcxssible to predict with great accuracy

just how well the total results of planned production under social-

ism would compare with those produced by our capitalistic system.

Certainly, it is difficult to see that there is any great automatic ad-

vantage for socialism in this matter. The results of planned produc-

tion in Soviet Russia do not throw any great light on this matter

either, because economic planning in Russia was undertaken under

conditions very different from those under which it would have to

be attempted in the United States. We do not wish to enter into the

controversy as to whether the great backwardness of the Russian

economy at the time when economic planning was begun was a

great boon or a drawback from the point of view of successful plan-

ning. At least this backwardness prevented the Russian experiences

with economic planning from being of great value as a guide to the

probable experiences of other countries.

The Distribution of Income, The sc^cialistic proposition to the

effect that the individual citizens should work according to their
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desire for compensation and receive income in accordance with die

quantity and quality of work done indicates that there will be dif-

ferences in wages under socialism. However, in the virtually com-

plete absence of property iiKonies leceived by some individuals but

not by others, it is certain that the degree of inequality in the dis-

tribution of income among individuals and families would be

sharply less than that which exists in our capitalistic system. In criti-

cizing the proposed distribution of income under socialism, we may
admit that many evils which flow from extreme inequality in in-

come distribution under capitalism would probably be eliminated

under socialism, and that this result would be desirable. Moreover,

the receipt of unearned incomes by individuals would be eliminated

under socialism, and this result would also deserve a|)proval. Even

under capitalism, most individuals would favor the elimination of

unearned incomes as a matter of general principle just as they

would favor religion, but no individual under capitalism ever

thinks or admits that he personally receives any unearned income.

It is always the other fellow's income which is unearned.

The leading question in connection with the socialistic distribu-

tion of income is whether the proposed moderate dillerentials in

income would be consistent with the socialist’s desire to maintain

and expand the total national income. I’hat is, would the small dif-

ferences in incomes which modern socialism contemplates prove

adequate to provide incentives for all? If individuals under social-

ism would lack incentives to work efficiently, to manage enterprises

and industries efficiently, and to invent, contrive, and improve ma-

chines and methods of production, the total national income might

fall well below that which is produced under capitalism. It is ob-

vious that, if the total national income were too small, it could be

divided ever so fairly and equally without producing a high level of

economic welfare for the people.

With wages for ordinary grades of labor paid largely on a piece-

work basis, it is quite possible that differences in wages at the

lower end of the socialistic income scale would be just about as

adequate as they are under capitalism from the point of view of

providing incentives for ordinary workers. It is far less certain that

the modest “upper-bracket" wages proposed by socialists would be

adequate to provide incentives for the managers and directors of

large-scale governmental enterprises, for inventors and research

specialists, and for high-grade professional workers. The socialists
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obviously think that moderately large wages for such persons would

work out satisfactorily, but this is a matter which can be fully de-

cided only by experience. The socialists contend that individuals,

regardless ol the difficulty and responsibility of their work, would

not mind being only fairly well off, if there were no extremely rich

individuals with whom they could compare themselves unfavorably.

The socialists do not expect that individuals who had become accus-

tomed to leceiving large incomes under capitalism would ever be

fully content with the smaller economic rewards available for the

same work under socialism. But they expect that as soon as a new

generation had come along, composed of individuals who would

know nothing about the large differentials in income which formerly

prevailed under capitalism, j)eopIe would work just as hard and

efficiently under the small imome difierentials of socialism as they

would under any other system of rewards. However, we have not

found these arguments entirely convincing.

In any case, as we have seen, the socialists do not intend to rely

entirely on dilferences in wages to provide incentives for the people.

They intend to recJuce the imjjortance of economic motivation as

much as possil^le while developing other types of incentives greatly.

Among the motivating forces which would be emphasized are such

things as power, prestige, public honors and acclaim, pride in work,

the joys of creaticjn, extensive opportunities for education and train-

ing, jobs well fitted to individual abilities, pleasant and interesting

work in advanced positions, the filling of advanced positions on a

merit basis, relief from the dangers of social insecurity and unem-
ployment, idealism, altruism, devotion to the cause, and ultimate

compulsion and penalties.

Just how well this system of moderate differences in wages com-

bined will) a host of othei incentives would work out in practice

cannot be determined in advance. Fundamentally, the answer de-

pends upon the c]uestion of whether people behave acquisitively

under capitalism because selfishness and acquisitiveness are an in-

herent and unchanging part of their nature or whether this behavior

under capitalism is produced largely by environmental and insti-

tutional conditions peculiar to that system. Of course, many people

think that they know the final answer to this question, but they do
not agree among themselves very well as to what the answer is. It

is our contention that the answer must be obtained from experience

in trying to operate a socialistic system. Here again the Russian
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experience has not been very helpiul. The Russian economy has

moderate income dillerentials and relies on many other types ot

incentives, and one oi its leading weaknesses to date has been low

efficiency and productivity on the })art of labor of all grades. Other

things being eijual, this result might point to some deficiency in the

Russian system of incentives, but, in the case of Russia, low labor

efficiency and productivity could be explained in so many other

ways that this conclusion about incentives is not necessarily war-

ranted. Quite apart from the Russian experience, however, it is

obvious that, if incentives were inadecpiate in a socialistic economy,

the socialists would have to fall back on their contention that a

moderate national income rather etjually divided among the people

would be preferable to a larger national income divided with great

inequality.

The Population Qiiestion. Some critics of socialism contend that

the old population bogey might be revived in that system and that

population might increase so greatly as to produce very serious con-

sequences. According to this notion, population is held in check

under capitalism by the desire of the citi/ens for economic advance-

ment, since too many children may kec}) a family from “getting

ahead." If a socialistic economy guaranteed jobs at “good" wages

for all citizens and undertook to assure support and care for one's

children as well as for oneself, families might increase in size so

much that standards of living would decline substantially despite

our best productive efforts. I'his criticism lies distinctly in the field

of speculation. According to many economists the number of chil-

dren in a family even under capitalism is often influenced to a con-

siderable extent by noneconomic considerations. Moreover, in our

system, the largest families are often found among the most wretched

and miserable groups in the population. It w^ould seem possible,

therefore, that the assurance of a satisfactory income to all workers

might help to hold the population in check rather than to increase

it. On the whole, then, wc cannot predict that a socialistic system

would definitely have a problem of overpopulation.

The Issue of Freedom, The political and governmental system

proposed by modern socialism seems ideal from the point of view of

democracy and freedom for the individual, but many questions may
be raised concerning the possibility of attaining this ideal political

and governmental system in practice. Great difficulties would un-

doubtedly be encountered in enlightening all the citizens concern-
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ing the crononiir and other issues with which the government would

have to deal, in attempting to have the government make immedi-

ate and precise responses to the changing will of the citizenry, and

in handling economic representation and other proposed features of

socialistic government. However, the leading question in connection

with socialistic government has to do with whether comprehensive

economic planning is consistent with political democracy. Full-

fledged economic planning seems to require that enormous powers

for making and enforcing decisions be centralized in a relatively

small group of economic planners near the head of the system. Un-

der capitalism, at least, governmental officials and agencies seldom

seem willing to relinquish powers which have once been granted to

them and persons in high governmental positions do not always

seem willing to give up these positions unless compelled to do so by

the workings of the electoral process. If human nature would not

be profoundly changed under socialism, there might be grounds for

suspecting that the planners would become convinced of their own
omniscience as planners and that they would plan above all to keep

themselves in oflice as planners.

Of course, the socialists are not inclined to admit that this danger

is very serious. 7 hey seem to think that human nature would be so

thoroughly changed under socialism that individuals who had been

granted enormous powers as jdanners would cheerJully doff these

powers at the end of a short period of years, if their services as plan-

ners had not been satisfactory to the citizens. However, it seems to

us that the psychological atmosphere under economic planning

might not be favorable for the changing of plans and the admission

of grave errcjrs in j)Ianning, if these changes and admissions were

likely to cost the planners their jobs. Since errors would be made
and plans would have to be changed from time to time, it seems

likely that the planners would try to achieve monopoly powers over

their jobs. While admitting that, in theory, economic planning is

compatible with democracy, we believe that tliere is a great danger

that economic planning will be associated with dictatorship in prac-

tice. And this, of course, w^ould be quite enough to ruin the social-

istic system from the point of view of many people.

1 he socialists admit that various economic rights which are avail-

able to the individual under capitalistic institutions would be elimi-

nated under socialism. Flowever, the socialists contend that these

rights—such as the right of private property in productive wealth,
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tlie right of freedom of enterprise, and the right to receive extremely

large economic gains as the result of exceptional personal accom-

plishments or the ownership of large amounts of wealth—mean
comparatively little to most individuals under capitalism. The in-

dividual has these rights under capitalism from a legal point of

view, but he is often economically unai)lc to take advantage of

them. Under socialism, the individual would retain those rights

which are most important to him under capitalism—the right to

choose his own occupation out of the many available and the right

to spend his money income for any commodities and services which

please him.

But we may well ask whether freedom of occupational choice and

freedom of consumption choice are compatible with economic plan-

ning. It is difficult to see how the individuals of any economic sys-

tem could have com})lete freedom in both of these matters at the

same time, except in that most improbable case in which the com-

modities and services which the individuals in the system desired to

consume were precisely those economic goods which the individuals

as producers desired to turn out. In the usual case, the individuals

as consumers will greatly desire some commodities or services whose

production is most unpleasant, while some occupations which peo-

ple would gladly accept as producers will result in commodities or

services which the people as consumers do not greatly desire. Of
course, some sort of adjustment is achieved under capitalism by

means of the relative prices of various commodities and services and

the relative wages in various occupations, but the resulting ranges of

products and of occupations are never those which the people

would have freely chosen on a physical basis.

Under socialism there is the added complication of relating both

of these freedoms to economic planning. So what the socialists prob-

ably mean by freedom of consumption choice is that the total range

of commodities and services which it is deemed worth while to

produce will be determined by economic planning, but that the in-

dividual consumers will be as free as possible to spend their money
incomes for any commodities or services within this range. In simi-

lar fashion, the total range of occupations that it is considered de-

sirable to carry on in the economy will be determined by economic

planning, but the individuals as workers will have a free choice

among all occupations within the socially approved range. In

telligent economic planning will then keep the total range of com-
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modities and services and the total range o£ occupations consistent

with each other. Outside of these planned ranges, there will be no

freedom at all. No individual will be able to consume yachts or

mink coats if these commodities are not included in the planned

range of goods to be made available to the citizens, and the indi-

vidual who wishes to be an adagio dancer or a magician will be

similarly out of luck if such occupations have not been provided for

in the economic plans.

Thus, it would seem that the individual’s occupational and con-

sumption choices, while free within a certain range, would on the

whole be strictly limited under socialism. This conclusion is not

acceptable to the socialists, who contend that the individual would

actually have more freedom in these respects under socialism than

under capitalism. In the latter system, there is a tremendous range

of consumjjtion choices available on the market, but most individu-

als have such small money incomes that their actual consumption

choices are severely limited. Under socialism, the total range of con-

sumption choices would be more restricted, but, with money income

distributed rather evenly among the individuals, each person would

be able to purchase and consume virtually anything which planned

production made available. Under capitalism, there is a wide range

of occupations legally open to the indi\idual workers, but each

worker is actually able to qualify only for one occupation or a very

small number of occupations. Under socialism, the total number of

occupations would be somewhat smaller, but the breaking down
of certain environmental barriers to movement between the labor

grou|)s by means of education and training would permit each

worker to qualify for a broader range of occupations than under

capitalism.

Conclusion, In evaluating modern socialism as a proposed system,

we are faced again w^ith imposing lists of advantages and disad-

vantages, of assets and liabilities. The socialists clearly have an ad-

vantage in supporting their ideal theoretical system in comparison

with our actually operating capitalistic system. That is, a system

which worked out exactly in accordance with the socialistic model
would be regarded by many people as “better” than our actual capi-

talistic system. On the other hand, the ideal theoretical capitalistic

system may well be regarded as superior to any socialistic system as

such a system would probably work in practice. While it is clear that

modern socialism affords some kind of a workable alternative to
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our capitalistic system, the question of just how well a socialistic

system would actually operate in the United States in comparison

with our existing system of capitalism simply cannot be answered

accurately in advance. Apparently most Americans arc anxious to

postpone any attempt to change our system over to socialism at least

until some actually operating socialistic economy is seen to function

in a manner which convinces them of the practical superiority of

the socialistic form of organization. For the present, perhaps the

chief objection to socialism is that most of our people simply do not

seem to want it.

We shall make no attempt to evaluate in detail the ideal theoreti-

cal system of communism. Whether such a system would be desir-

able if it could be attained might properly be a matter of some con-

troversy, but, for the moment, a more important consideration is

that there seems to be no chance for such a system to be attained or

to operate in the manner specified in theory. Even those individuals

who are enthusiastic about communism as an ultimate ideal concede

usually that there would be no possibility of our changing directly

from capitalism to communism and admit that a long preparatory

interval of socialism would be necessary before we could reach the

final goal of communism. In this situation, we may be content with

the references which we have already made to the practical difficul-

ties involved in operating a communistic system.

QUESTIONS

1. "One of the most difficult tasks for socialists in this country is that of

convincing the citizens that socialism is desirable." Explain.

2. Why should revolution (in the sense of violent overthrow) be avoided,

if possible, in passing from capitalism to socialism? Ex[)lain.

3. As a leading socialist, you are placed in sole charge of the task of

getting productive wealth from private to public hands in passing

from capitalism to socialism. What method or device would you use,

and why?

4. Some socialists contend that, in passing from capitalism to socialism,

the capitalistic owners of productive wealth should be compensated

by means of "nontransferable, dateless, government income bonds,

based on present valuation of the wealth but with a low rate of in-

terest." What are the merits of this plan of compensation?

5. "The arguments over compensation and confiscation, as methods of

getting productive wealth from private to public hands in passing

from capitalism to modern socialism, are meaningless since both

methods actually involve confiscation." Do you agree? Explain.
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6. “The ad()[)ti()n ol socialism, or even tlic threat ol such action, would

cause a disastious expoitation ol capital Irom this country.” Show
whether yf)u agree.

7. “ Fhe total results of planned production under socialism would be

better suited to the basic needs and desires of the people than those

adiieved by cajritalistic production on the basis ot the market and

price mechanisms. ' Why do socialists hold this opinion?

8. “Planned piodiution under socialism would be able to achieve a

level ol technical elliciency higher than that attained under capital-

ism.” Show whether you agree.

9. “The evils whidi result lioin great inecjuality in the distriVmtion of

income under capitalism would be eliminated or greatly reduced

under socialism.” Explain.

10. “J'he great masses ol workers would be relatively well off under

socialism in comparison with their status under capitalism.” What is

the basis for this contention.^

11. Why do modern socialists argue that business cycles would be elimi-

nated in their pioj)osc‘d economic systerrr? Explain.

12. Would the economic accomplishnrents ol .socialism be consistent with

the retention of a great degree of political and economic freedom for

the individual citizens?

13. “A socialistic economy would encounter many problems in trying to

adjust planned productive results to the needs and desires of the

citi/errs.” Explain.

M. “The Cjuestion ol democracy in government under socialism is a very

im])ortant one in connc*crion with evaluating the probable results of

planned production.” Show whether you agree.

15. “Under .socialism the actual results ol planned production could not

be expected to be precisely those which were planned.” Do you agree?

Explain.

16. “The leading c]uestion in connection with the socialistic distribution

of income is whether the proposed moderate ciillerentials in income
would be consistent with the socialists' desire to maintain and ex-

pand the total national income.'’ Explain.

17. “j list how well the socialist system of moderate differences in wages
combined with a host ol other incentives would work out in practice

cannot be determined in advance.” Why?
18. “In actual practice a socialistic economy would operate to conceal

business depressions rather than to eliminate them.” Show whether
you agree.

19. “Socialism is theoretically compatible with democracy, but there is

a great danger that the government ol a socialistic economy will be a

dictatorship in practice.” Flxplain.

20. “Socialists promise more than they can deliver when they say that,

in their system, individuals will have freedom of both consumption

and occupational choice.” Show whether you agree.



CHAPTER 24

EVALVAT ION OF SOVIET RUSSIA

AND SOCIALIST BRITAIN

We turn luuv to tiic difficult task of evaluating the economic system

of Soviet Russia. However, before getting into the evaluation proc-

ess itself, it may be well to review the factors wiiich make the

project so difficult. In the first place, we may note that statistical

data on many important economic matters are either unavailable or

of (piestionable value. No general statistics are published on such

topics as prices, money in circulation, housing, cost of living, and

real wages. Statistics arc available on many other economic topics,

but the statistics are often given in rubies, and the ruble used in the

internal economic activities of Soviet Russia has had an arbitrary

and fluctuating value. Many of the ruble figures arc supposedly

adjusted to allow for the changing value of the ruble, but, in the

absence of jiricc-level data, it is impossible to check the adequacy

of such adjustments.

Idle most common source of data on the Russian economy is the

Russian government itself (or various agencies of the government),

and this is likely to be a biased source. Faced with the task of operat-

ing a jilanned economy in the midst of a more or less doubting and

hostile world, it is quite possible that statistics are issued which

conceal the lailures of the economy and make its accomplishments

appear as wonderful as possible. It is all very well to argue .that

the Russian government needs accurate statistics on all economic

matters in order to have any hope of operating its planned economy
successfully, but this would not necessarily prevent the making up
of a separate and unreliable set of statistics for the education of the

outside world. Moreover, different governmental agencies (all sup-

posedly authoritative) often present widely varying data covering

exactly the same economic activities in the same period of time.

642
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When we run across five different figures for steel production in

1932, for example, we begin to wonder what the output actually

was. And the governmental agencies seldom attempt to correct or

even account for the discrepancies in the data which they give out.

Even if we had adequate and reliable statistics covering Russian

economic activities, our task would still be complicated by several

other factors. The Russian economy has been operating on the basis

of economic planning for only a little over twenty years, and it had

only fourteen years before its operation was seriously upset by

World War II. It is impossible to form an accurate final judgment

of its accomplishments and failures on the basis of such a short and

interrupted experience. Neither can one evaluate the Russian econ

omy adecjuately by projecting prewar economic trends into the

future. In the past, Russia's planned economy has been handi-

capped by her backwardness and inexperience with modern produc-

tive methods and eejuipment, but she has had the advantage ol

being able to take over these methods and types of eejuipment ready

made, instead of having to develop them slowly and painlully lor

herself.

Russian economic accomplishments on the basis of planning have

been very uneven and it is difficult to balance the successes and lail-

ures so as to get a general impression. We may suspect, of course,

that while a 50 per cent over-fulfillment of plans for automobile

production and a 50 per cent under-fulfillment of plans for automo-

bile tire production would balance out to an average of 100 per cent

fulfillment, tlie result would be far from perfect. However, it is not

so easy to handle, for instance, a fivefold increase in the number of

tractors used in agriculture accompanied by a loss of half the live-

stock on Russian farms.

Great as are the difficulties encountered in handling the strictly

economic successes and failuies of the Russian system, the situation

is further complicated by the virtual necessity of giving considera-

tion to some noneconomic factors. Soviet Russia continues to

operate under a government which is in fact a strong dictatorship,

and her attitudes and activities with respect to such matters as

religion and marriage have brought widespread criticism in other

countries. On the other hand, Russia has greatly increased the vol-

ume of social services at the disposal of the people, has promoted
education and the literacy of the people, and has considerably im-

proved the position of women in Russian life. It is most difficult to
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know to what extent these factors should be considered as cancel-

ling each other and how they should be weighed in relation to the

more strictly economic accomplishments and failures of the system.

Almost the only ray of light in connection with the problem of

evaluation is found in the fact that, on the whole, the final eco-

nomic goals of the Russian system arc apparently not very difierent

from those of our own economy. In both cases, the final goals are

apparently found in the maximization of production and of the

standards of living of the people, though the two economies dis-

agree enthusiastically as to the institutions and methods which are

best adapted to the attainment of these objectives.

The Nature of the Russian Economy. Another (|uestion which de-

serves some consideration before we get into the detailed business of

evaluation has to do with the exact nature of the Russian economy.

From the strictly economic point of view, the economy does not

differ \ery sharj)ly from that proposed by modern socialism. Private

property in productive wealth has been almost completely elimi

nated. Freedom of enterprise exists, for all practical purposes, only

for the system as a whole and not for the individual citizens. Eco-

nomic motivation is played down to a great extent in comparison

with the situation under capitalism, and noneconomic incentives

are emphasized. Competition is not the ruling force in economic

activity. Individuals have considerable freedom of choice with

respect to occupations and consumption. Economic activities are

operated on the basis of comprehensive economic planning rather

than on that of the price and market mechanism. The major fields

of industry and business are dominated by public enterprises. Prop-

erty incomes have been virtually eliminated and inequality in the

distribution of income is not so great as that which prevails in capi-

talistic countries. In these respects and in many others, the Russian

economy is one of modern socialism.

However, this conclusion would be indignantly denied by many
critics of the Russian economy, and the basis for this denial is fpund

primarily in the dictatorial and undemocratic Ru.ssian government.

According to this point of view, socialism calls for “a planned self-

governing management of economic, cultural, and government in-

stitutions by the people themselves/' ^ On the other hand, in the

Russian system,

3 A. Viigow, Russia's Economic Front for War and Peace

,

p. 256. Reprinted

by permission of the publishers.
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The dictatorship has deprived the masses of all opportunities of inde-

pendent participation in the inanagciuent of industry, it has created a

situation in the couniry in which tliere is not the slightest hint of public

control, no possibility of lundanienial criticism of the general policy. An
economic system of the Socialist type, i.e., a socialized cconom>, can de-

velop only when communal life is not shackled, when the labor and the

creative spirit of the people are free.-

rhe effect of having a strong dictatorial government extends far

beyond the strict held of government itself. According to the critics

the elimination of private property in productive wealth has not

resulted in socialized property but in property in the hands of the

dictatorship, which is a far diflerent thing. All the important eco-

nomic decisions are made by agencies ol the government, i.e., agen-

cies of the dictatorshif), and not by elective economic organiza-

tions or dcmiocratic groups of woikers. Fhe great masses of people

in Soviet Russia as in capitalistic countries are hired employees

working for wages. Again, while inecjuality in the distribution of

income in Russia is less extreme than that which exists in our capi-

talistic economy, it is held by the critics to be much too large to

fiilhll the ideals of modern socialism. And the chief reason for this

condition is found in the dictatorship. Idle leading members ol the

Communist Party and ol the governmental bureaucracy do not own
the productive wealth of the system nor do they receive profits in

the oiclinary capitalistic sense. But thev do control the uses ol pro-

ductive wealth, direct the processes c^l saving and investment to suit

themselves, decide how large a part of the national income the toil-

ing masses shall receive, and are in a position to see to it that their

own economic welfaie remains at a high level. The gulf between the

incomes of these persons and those of the ordinary workers is con-

siderable. Moreover, the lower ranks of governmental bureaucracy

arc crowded with econornicallv superfluous if not actually parasitic

supernumeraries who do not deserve even their relatively more
slight elevation above the masses with respect to income.

On the basis of such considerations, many enthusiastic devotees

of modern socialism have oj)enly disavowed the Russian economy as

an illustration of the type of system which they advocate. But how
shall we describe the Russian economy if it is not to be considered

socialistic? It is obvious from the economic characteristics which we
have listed that we cannot consider the Russian economy capitalistic

2 Ibid., p. 259 Reprinted bv permission of the publishers.
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in the ordinary sense, and, if the Russian economy falls short of

modern socialism, we cannot for a moment consider it to be com-

munistic. Some people think that it is a system of state capitalism,

with the leading })arty members and bureaucrats replacing the

former capitalistic class in power if not in ownership, hiring the

ordinary workers of the s\$llcm for wages, and living inordinately

well ofl their exploitation of the masses. However, this description

is not particularly satisfactory since there is not really any capitalist

class in Russia, nor any market or price system in the ordinary capi-

talistic sense, and there are no business profits as under capitalism.

Still other people hold that the Russian system is inherently similar

to that of Germany under National Socialism, and that both sys-

tems are examples of a new type of totalitarian economy which

defies description on the basis of the old standardized terms. These

people, it seems to us, are so completely overwhelmed by similarities

between two dictatorial governments and by surface similarities of

an economic character that they overlook entirely great diflerences

between Soviet Russia and National Socialist Germany in regard to

the social essence and spirit of the systems and the leading goals or

objectives which they pursue. In the end, therefore, we shall con-

sider the Soviet Russian system as socialistic, on the ground that it

is more nearly socialistic than anything else, although we admit that

it falls far short of being a perfect example of the economic system

proposed by modern socialism as an idealistic theoretical movement.

As Cole says: “It is silly to pretend that the Soviet Union is perfect,

simply because it is Socialist. But it is even sillier to pretend that it

cannot be really Socialist, because it is not perfect.*' ^

The Accomplishments of Soviet Russia

In dealing with the subject of production in Soviet Russia, we
know that, while the economic institutions of that system differ from

our own, the principles and methods which Russia uses in the field

of production are for the most part those which we use under capi-

talism. That is, Russia goes in for roundabout, specialized, and

large-scale production in anticipation of demand. The distinctive

feature of the Russian productive system is found in the fact that

this system operates on the basis of comprehensive economic plan-

3 G. D. H. Cole, Europe, Russia, and the Future. London: Victor Gollana,

Ltd., 19^2, p. 31.
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ning instead of on the basis of the market and price mechanism.

Hence, in this phase of our evaluation, we shall be concerned with

the productive results which Soviet Russia has turned out on the

basis of economic planning.

The Continued Operation of a Planned Economy, One general

accomplishment with which we may credit Soviet Russia is lound

in the fact that Russia has been able to keep a planned economy

operating and has been able to make considerable economic prog-

ress under a planned economy. It this does not seem at first glance

to be a wonderful acccjmplishment, we should remember that, be-

fore the great Russian experiment began, there were many people

in this and other capitalistic countries who denied loudly that a

planned economy could be operated at all or who contended that

such an economy, if by chance it did succeed in avoiding complete

collapse, must necessarily be stagnant and un progressive. In the old

days, the economist who attempted to describe just how things

would be done in a planned c‘conomy and just what results would

be achieved placed himself in a rather precarious position. He could

always be asked to prove his contentions and, in the absence of any

country which was actually operating under economic planning, he

could never do so to the satisfaction of the objector. Now, at least,

we can realize that there is a choice available as between planned

and unplanned economic systems. Not only has Soviet Russia been

able to keep on operating and make progress under the planned

economy, but she was also able to survive the ordeal of participating

in the greatest war in history, and this was another feat wdiich many
outside observers deemed impossible at the time when Russia was

attacked by Germany,

Methods of Planning, In general, the methods of economic plan-

ning in Russia seem appropriate for such an economy and in rea-

sonable accord with the prospectus of modern socialism. The State

Planning Commission proper has the assistance of its council, its

large staff of planning workers, various statistical, accounting, re-

search, and training agencies, and a large number of subsidiary

planning bodies, both functional and regional. The method of mak-
ing out a tentative plan, submitting it to a variety of subsidiary

planning agencies in order to obtain suggestions, criticisms, and
counter-plans, and then constructing the final plan seems logical.

The final plans are detailed, comprehensive, and have reasonable

internal consistency, and yet they are flexible and subject to constant
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revision. Of course, it may be objected that the State Planning Com-
mission receives too much advice and control from the leaders of

the Communist Party and that it pays too little attention to the

criticisms, suggestions, and counter-plans received from below.

These drawbacks, however, may be attributed largely to the dicta-

torial form of government under which the Russian economy labors.

Under conditions of full democracy, the planning mechanism itself

would merit a considerable measure of approval.

The Elimination of Capitalistic Wastes, 'Phe planned economy of

Soviet Russia has been successful, as we should expect, in eliminat-

ing many types of waste that are characteristic of capitalistic pro-

ductive systems. In Russian production, there is no abuse of the

profit motive or restriction of the outputs of industries in order to

make more money than could be made by maximizing production.

Since Russian industries are not organized on a competitive basis,

there is no competitive tendency to overshoot the mark with regard

to the quantities of productive facilities which are set up in indi-

vidual industries. The planners make plenty of mistakes in estimat-

ing human needs or demands lor goods, but once they have reached

decisions as to the outputs which are desirable, they do not set up
unnecessarily large quantities of productive facilities and then allow

a considerable part of these facilities to stand idle because of a

deficiency of effective demand. The Russian productive system has

not gone in lor any undue proliferation of the styles, shapes, sizes,

and colors of goods. In fact, any error in this matter has probably

been in the other direction. The Russian economy has not devoted

large quantities of productive agents to the advertising of large

numbers of competitive brands of essentially the same economic

goods, and it has not turned its natural resources over to private

individuals for wasteful competitive exploitation. The Russian

economy has not lived up to the letter of the socialists’ proposal of

“necessities tor all before luxuries for any,” but its record with

regard to the kinds of goods produced has been relatively good.

However, as we shall see, all this does not mean that the Soviet

Russian productive system has been free from wastes of all kinds.

Industrial Production, The Soviet Russian organization for indus-

trial production is rather complicated and it has been subject to

extensive revision from time to time, but the productive results

which have been achieved in the field of industry deserve favorable

comment on the whole. The rapid increase in the production of
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manufactured goods as a proportion of total production under the

first tliree Five-\'car Plans indicated that very considerable progress

was being made toward the planned goal of industrializing the

economy. Rapid industrialization and the relatively full use of

available productive facilities caused the production of many manu-

factured goods not only to grow but also to increase several times

over. 4 he Russian industrial output increased not only in absolute

terms but also in relation to the industrial output of the world as a

whole. Finally, the progress of the Russian economy in industrial

production was fairly steady and in any case was free from cyclical

booms and depressions.

As w^c have seen, industrial production in Soviet Russia was

severely affected by the events ol World War II. By dint of strenu-

ous eflorts, the production of war goods was not only maintained

but even increased to some extent, but the production of goods

for civilian consumption fell off very sharply. Russia has spent most

of her time since the war in trying to regain prew^ar levels of indus-

trial production, but the economic plans for 1950 call for much
further progress. Some movement toward the goals of 1950 had

already occurred by mid- 1948.

Agriculture. I he results of the operation of the Russian planned

economy in the field of agriculture have not been so favorable

as those in the field of industry, but some planned goals have been

attained. Russian agriculture was quickly and thoroughly collecti-

vized; that is, in a few^ years Russian agricultural operations were

transferred from private to collective and governmental hands.

Since the former peasant organization of agriculture w^as badly un-

suited to the industrialization of the economy and to the general

operation of a planned economy, this collectivization was probably

necessary and desirable, whatever one may think of the methods by

which it was accomplished. I he Russian leaders tvisely decided to

leave a considerable part of the agricultural activities of the country

in the hands of collective or cooperative farms instead of insisting

that it all be transferred to state-owned and state-operated enter-

prises at the earliest possible moment. Rather efiet live devices have

been developed for controlling collective agriculture and for keep-

ing its productive results in line with the plans for the rest of the

economy.

In the period from 1928 through 1940 the Soviet Russian planned

economy also made considerable progress toward another major
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agricultural goal—the mechanization of agriculture. Considerable

additional quantities of land were brought under cultivation.

Actual outputs of farm crops in Russia had their ups and downs,

but in many cases improvements in output occurred. In spite of all

fluctuations in production, Russia was able to maintain its position

of world leadership in the production of several important farm

crops and improved its world position with respect to other crops.

Many new farm products were developed under planned agricul-

ture.

While the workers on the state farms were very well treated on

the whole and while the Russian leaders contended that the income

position of the average collective farmer was not too unfavorable

in comparison with that of the average industrial worker, it is

impossible to state with much assurance that the economic lot of

the average Russian farmer improved greatly under the first three

hive-^'ear Plans. On the other hand, most of the sacrifices which

were visited upon the Russian farmers were probably necessary to

the rapid industrialization of the economy, without which Russia

would have had little chance of survival in World War II. Russian

agriculture was especially hard hit during the war period and, be-

cause of a variety of natural and other factors, has made less prog-

ress than other fields of economic activity toward the regaining of

prewar levels of production in the years since the war. As a result,

the farmers’ lot has not been an altogether happy one in recent

years.

Marketing. The Russian system of marketing goods is not yet free

from serious defects, but it has made considerable progress over the

years of planned operation of the economy. The total volume of

retail trade has increased enormously since 1928, as we should ex-

pect on the basis of increased outputs of most kinds of goods. Start-

ing with a situation in which widespread and discriminatory

rationing existed, in which many types of stores were set up to serve

particular classes of people, and in which prices of the same goods

varied widely from one type of store to another, the Russian retail

marketing system has gone far toward attaining the goal of having

a single set of state and cooperative stores selling all types of avail-

able goods to all in any desired quantities and at a uniform scale

of prices. As we noted in Chapter 11, methods of store operation

and levels of managerial efficiency in retailing were highly unsatis-

factory in the early days of rationing. In more recent times, many
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Russian retail stores have come to offer large varieties of goods, have

numerous and well-qualified sales people, display and store their

goods in efficient iashion, and offer many of the incidental services

to which we are accustomed in our capitalistic economy. Moreover,

it is claimed that the Russian retailing system now operates with

considerable efficiency, since costs for overhead and distribution are

said to run well below the average for stores in capitalistic countries.

T o the extent that this advantage is genuine, it results undoubtedly

in large part from the fact that Russian stores are comparatively free

from many of the competitive wastes which characterize retailing

in other economic systems.

Credit, Banking, and Investment. We have found commercial

credit to be in widespread use in the Soviet Russian system on the

basis of methods which are basically not very different from those

used in our capitalistic system, except that the business of com-

mercial banking is a governmental monopoly in Russia and the

total volume of commercial credit to be extended is under planned

control. It was a difficult task to establish a large-scale system of

commercial banking and make it operate after the banks had been

liquidated during the moneyless period of war communism, but the

Russian system of state banking has operated more and more ef-

ficiently as time has passed, in spite of a steadily increasing volume

of business. T he banking system seems well adapted to the needs of

a planned economy, and, since the total volume of commercial credit

is under planned control, Russia is one country in which the com-

mercial banking system should play no part in causing booms and
depressions.

Fundamentally, the procejis of saving and capital formation is

the same in Russia as in capitalistic countries. That is, the process

requires that agents of production which might have been used to

produce consumers’ goods be used to turn out capital goods, and

that consumers for the time being must therefore go without con-

sumable goods which they might have had otherwise. The total

money income paid to the citizens is more than enough to buy all

available finished commodities and services at planned prices, and

the government recaptures a portion of this money income for the

purpose of capital investment by means of various devices. The
funds available for investment are then distributed among indus-

tries and businesses by several government banks. The mechanism

for handling saving and investment in Russia is just about what one
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would expect in a planned economy, and it has certain obvious

advantages. With both the total amount ol saving and investment

and the distribution o£ capital funds and capital goods among
industries under the contiol of the economic planners, many of

the problems which are commonly associated with investment

credit and banking in capitalistic countiies are of no concern in

Russia.

Saving and capital formation have gone on at a rapid pace and it

is commonly estimated that Russia, under the planned economy,

has been taking about a third of her national income, on the aver-

age and in times ol peace, in the form of new productive facilities.

Thus, Russia seems to have disproved rather thoroughly the com-

mon notion that a great volume of saving and capital formation

can occur only under capitalism, only when the national income is

fairly adequate to start with, and only when the national income is

divided v^ery unequally among the individual citizens. While the

large prewar investment program could be criticized in many ways,

it produced results which the planners thought the people and the

country needed, and it is difficult to see how Russia could have

resisted Germany as effectively as she did if she had not gone ahead

rapidly in developing the productive facilities of the country. We
may also commend Russia’s wisdom in decentralizing her new pro-

ductive facilities and scattering them over the country. After being

rudely interrupted by World War II, the program of capital invest-

ment is scheduled to go forward rapidly under the Fourth Five-Year

Plan.

Interrmtional Trade. The international trade of Russia has been

carried on by a governmental monopoly and this trade has always

been thoroughly subordinated to the objectives of the national eco-

nomic plans. Russia has made no attempt to import all goods which

could be produced more cheaply in other countries than at home or

to export only those goods which could be produced more cheaply

in Russia than in other countries. Too strict a dependence on the

principle of comparative costs might have caused Russia to remain

a backward agricultural economy, exporting largely raw and partly

processed commodities while importing large quantities of finished

manufactured goods. In order to attain industrialization, Russia has

exported at a considerable sacrifice goods which were both ineffi-

ciently produced and badly needed at home and has produced at

home many types of goods which, at least for a time, could have
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been purchased more cheaply in other countries. On the whole,

Russia has attained a rather high degree oi economic sell-sufficiency.

We may say in favor of Russia's trade policy only that it has

shielded the country to a great extent from disruptive international

economic influences and that it has apparently been well coordi-

nated with the long-run goals of the planned economy.

The Distribution of Income. In matters of income distribution,

Soviet Russia lives up to the specifications of modern socialism at

least roughly. With very minor exceptions, property incomes have

been eliminated for private individuals. A part of the social income

may be construed as consisting of rent, interest, and profits, but this

social income, or such part of it as is deemed available for consump-

tion, is distributed to the individual citizens almost entirely in the

form of wages. Both wage rates and total wage payments aie deter-

mined on the basis of economic planning. Differentials in wages

between workers exist both for the purpose of rewarding the

workers for their differential accomplishments in production and

for that of inducing a distribution of workers among occupations

and industries which will permit the economic plans of the country

to be fulfilled as nearly as possible. On the basis of these differen-

tials in wages, a moderate degree of inequality exists in the distri-

bution of income. Estimates vary as to the degree of inequality

which exists in the distribution of the national income. The ratio

between the highest and lowest money incomes of individuals has

been commonly stated as 10, 12, 15, or 20 to 1, and some critics of

the Russian system say that the ratio is more nearly 60 or 70 to 1.

It really matters little which one of these ratios we accept or

which one actually exists in the Russian system. Under any of the

ratios from the highest to the lowest, it is obvious that Russia has

sharply reduced inequality in the distribution of income among
persons in comparison with leading capitalistic countries. And,

since the differences in money incomes consist almost entirely ol

differences in wages, Russia may be said to have eliminated almost

completely those private incomes of individuals under capitalism

which modern socialists regard as unearned. Supporters of the

Russian system also contend that inequality in the distribution ot

real income among persons is less than that which exists in the

distribution of money income because of the great volume of social

services and free public services which the citizens receive and which

are distributed among individuals more or less on the basis of need.
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The Status of Labor, Since workers are about the only income re-

ceivers in Russia, we cannot make the usual comparison between

workers and other groups of income receivers. However, there are

some grounds for arguing that the status of labor in Russia is gener-

ally satisfactory. As we have seen, differentials in wages exist be-

tween workers, and these differentials arc intended to be adequate

to provide incentives for all classes of workers. Wages are on a piece-

work basis wherever possible, and the piece rates are supposed to

give due regard for the skill reejuired in different jobs. The payment

of additional bonuses or premiums for increased quantities or im-

proved c]uality of output is rather common. Individuals who be-

come “Stakhanovite” workers or “heroes of labor" receive a great

deal of favorable publicity as well as fairly large extra economic

rewards. Ilie workers are also said to be benefited by such factors

as relief from the dangers of unemployment and of economic inse-

curity in general, and extensive opportunities for advancement.

However, as we have seen, the Soviet system docs not intend to de-

pend altogether on economic incentives in order to get things done.

Reliance is also placed on such things as a great variety of public

honors, socialist competition, idealism, altruism, devotion to the

cause, pride in the work, the knowledge on the part of the workers

that they can benefit themselves by increasing the social product,

ultimate compulsion, social disapproval and dishonor in cases of

unsatisfactory work, and a variety of fairly severe direct penalties.

Apart from the question of wages and other incentives, the Rus-

sian workers have apparently had favorable working conditions in

ordinary times. The standard working day has been short in most

occupations, and especially short for young workers and for workers

in difficult and dangerous occupations. Rest days have been fre-

quent, the workers have enjoyed rather long annual vacations with

pay, and the use of child labor has been prohibited. Most Russian

workers belong to labor unions, which are of the industrial type.

The collective bargaining function of these unions is not of any

great importance, but they perform a variety of other functions,

some of which are not ordinarily undertaken by unions in other

economic systems. Russia has a rather comprehensive system of

social insurance for its workers. There is no unemployment insur-

ance, since there is supposed to be employment for all in the Rus-

sian economy, but virtually all other possible types of social insur-

ance are included. In general, the social insurance benefits provided
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by law are rather liberal in comparison with those which are avail-

able in most capitalistic systems. Finally, while the real wages and

standards of living of the Russian workers and the Russian people

in general have remained low in comparison with those enjoyed by

the ciiizens of leading capitalistic countries, there is little doubt that

these real wages and standards of living have been slowly and

gradually improving, except during the war and immediate postwar

.periods. And the Russians can at least contend that, if the real in-

come of their economy ever becomes as great on a per capita basis as

that of the United States, the ordinary Russian worker will be con-

siderably better off than the ordinary American worker with respect

to real income and standards of living because of the much more

ecjual distribution of income among persons which prevails in

Russia.

Economic Stability. On the basis of the statistical evidence, the

claims of modern socialism with respect to economic stability seem

to have been fairly well realized in the Russian economy. At any

rate, in twenty years of planned operation, the Russian economy has

experienced nothing even approximating a severe depression in

business and economic activity, nor has there been any troublesome

volume of unemployment. While the other economic systems of the

world experienced a severe business depression between 1929 and

1932, economic activity in Soviet Russia continued to move onward

and upward. Russia is the only important country in the world in

which virtually all phases of economic activity were on a higher and

more satisfactory level in 1932 than in 1928, and continued progress

was made in Russia up to the beginning of the war. The Russian

leaders claim, of course, that these desirable results flow from the

nature of their system, and, as we have seen, there may be a great

deal in the claim that a planned socialistic economy can avoid

booms and depressions in economic activity if it strives earnestly to

do so. With the constant expansion of economic activity under the

Five-Year Plans, the Russian leaders contend that unemployment
was quickly eliminated and that Russia has had to struggle with

actual shortages of labor of various kinds. If the Russian economy
continues to operate according to the principle that workers can

always be “profitably" employed as long as they turn out products

which are desired by the citizens as consumers, there is no reason

why there shoidd be any significant problem of unemployment in

the Russian system. Economic plans have not been perfectly made
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or perfectly carried out in Soviet Russia, but the various mistakes

and maladjustments have not been allowed to cause business de-

pressions and widespread unemployment.

The Issue of Freedom, There is nothing that can be said in favor

of the Russian government and political system from the point of

view of the freedom of the individual citizen as of the present time.

However, if the highly democratic Russian constitution were ever

lived up to in practice, the Russian citizens would not have to make
any concessions to the citizens of any other country. As might be

expected in an economy that is so nearly socialistic from the

economic point of view, the individual citizens of Russia do not

have various economic freedoms that are ordinarily associated with

the existence of capitalistic institutions. On the other hand, the

Russian citizens have apparently had a considerable degree of free-

dom of choice with respect to occupations and consumption, though

in these cases the freedom of choice has, of course, been limited to

the ranges of occupations and consumable goods that have been

provided by the economic planners of the system. This has meant

that freedom of choice in consumption has operated within a more

limited range than freedom of choice of occupations, for all indus-

tries (including those which turn out capital goods) afford a variety

of occupations for workers while only the products of industries

turning out consumers’ goods and services are available for con-

sumption choices.

0

The Failures and Weaknesses of Soviet Russia

Difficulties of Economic Planning, The mechanism by means ol

which economic plans are made in Soviet Russia seems rather satis-

factory on the whole. While the economic planners are subjected to

undue influence and control by the leaders of the Communist Party

and do not pay sufficient attention to the criticisms, suggestions, and

counter-plans received from subsidiary planning agencies and

groups, these faults may be attributed to the undemocratic govern-

mental and political system of Russia rather than to the planning

mechanism itself. Whether because of the control of the planners by

the Party leaders or because of some other factor, many of the goals

which were set up for the First Five-Year Plan and even the Second

Five-Year Plan were extremely optimistic and incapable of realiza-

tion, but the plans have gradually become more realistic as experi-

ence with planning has been gained.
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However, economic planning in Russia has encountered many ol

the difficulties which were predicted on the basis of theory. Russia

Itas had a price system under the planned economy, but the prices

of finished commodities and services and those of the productive

agents have been controlled by the same planning authorities who
Jiave had to make the most important economic decisions for the

economy. In this situation, it is not logical for the planners to use

price relationships as the basis for making decisions as to the kinds

and quantities of goods to be produced, the allocation of productive

agents among enterprises and industries, or the distribution of re-

sources as between producing additional productive facilities and

producing for present consumption. There is no evidence that the

Russian planners have grappled seriously with what we have called

the problem of obtaining a rational allocation of productive re-

sources under socialism or that they have attempted to secure the

results of a capitalistic price system without actually having such a

s)stem. In the absence of market-determined prices and costs and

without any attempt to achieve a rational allocation of productive

resources by artificial means, the various important economic de-

cisions have been made rather arbitrarily by the State Planning

C’.ommission to the extent that they have not been arbitrarily made
lor the Commission by the leaders of the Communist Party.

It has been quite possible to make plans in this situation, but

there is no reason for thinking that the plans have been perfectly

suited to the basic needs and desires of the citizens. Moreover, there

has been no way to determine just how good or bad the plans and
their results have been on the basis of these human needs and de-

sires. 1 he planners have been able to obtain some idea of the rela-

tive intensities of consumer demands for various products on the

basis of the planned prices which have been charged, but the very

fact that these prices are planned and fixed has impaired the value

of this knowledge as a basis for making economic decisions. The
market demand for bread, as an example, even at a fixed price will

not be the same when other consumers’ goods are plentiful and
cheap as when these other goods are scarce and expensive. More-

over, the differences in money incomes between individuals in

Russia may be large enough so that even a perfect knowledge of

effective demands in the market, if the planners had such knowl-

edge, would not furnish a real understanding of the basic subjective

desires of the people.
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The planners may have provided for the production of a certain

quantity of an economic good in a given year, and the entire quan-

tity produced may have been eagerly taken off the market by

consumers at a planned price which covered j)lanned cost, but the

planners coiild never be sure that the same quantity of f)roductive

resources could not have been devoted to the production of a quan-

tity of some other good which would have provided greater total

satisfactions for the consumers. Again, in choosing between different

methods of producing a given good, when the methods have re-

quired different combinations of the productive agents and have

been able to produce different amounts of the product, the jdanners

may have been able to justify their decision on the basis of planned

prices and costs, but they could never be certain that their decision

would have been justified on the basis of market-determined prices

and costs. In the absence of market-determined interest rates, the

planners have had to take a stab in the dark in deciding between

more and less roundabout methods of protluction when the more

roundabout method has been able to produce the greater amount of

product. The planners have had to make their general decisions

on saving and capital formation versus immediate consumption on

the basis of their own ideas as to what the economy needed most,

riiey have not been able to determine the wishes of the citizens in

this matter at all accurately, nor have they been able to find out

exactly by how much their decision missed being coordinated with

the desires of the citizens (if, indeed, the planners have cared).

All these difficulties would have been encountered even if all the

economic plans had been perfectly realized in practice. Actually, of

course, the planned results have not always been obtained. Uncon-

trollable natural conditions, technological changes, changing mili-

tary outlooks and needs, and the sheer unpredictability of human
reactions and behavior in given situations have been disruptive

factors in connection with plan fulfillment. The productive and

other results which have actually been attained under the planned

economy may have been better or worse than those which would

have been attained by a capitalistic economy working in the same

general situation. There is no way of reaching a decision on this

point. However, we can see that any superiority of the planned

results has been far from inevitable in view of the difficulties in-

volved in planning and carrying out the plans. We now turn to
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more detailed criticisms of the results obtained by economic plan-

ning in the various individual phases of economic activity.

The Results of Planned Production, In criticizing the results of

planned production in the field of industry, we may admit the two

most commonly made daiins of achievement: (1) that the Russian

economy has been rapidly industrialized and (2) that there were

great increases in the outputs of many manufactured goods under

the first three Five-Year Plans through HMO. However, both of these

achievements are open to considerable criticism. Since the rapid

industrialization of the economy has been merely the physical

counterpart of the heavy financial program of saving and invest-

ment, we shall defer discussion of this matter to a later point in this

chapter and shall concentrate attention now on the great increases

which have occurred in the outputs of manufactured goods.

Industry, The great increases in the output of manufactured goods

have resulted in large part from the fact that the managers of Rus-

sian industrial enterprises have concentrated attention on plan ful-

fillment in terms of physical quantities of goods to the neglect of

other aspects of the plans. Statistics on the outputs of physical

quantities of goods tell us nothing about the quality of the goods,

and the outside critics and the Russian leaders themselves agree in

complaining bitterly about the wretched quality of many Russian

manufactui cd goods. Again, statistics on physical output do not give

us any information as to labor efficiency and productivity or costs

of production. In general, increased physical outputs of goods in

Russia have resulted from the use of increased physical quantities

of the productive factors rather than from the increased efficiency

and productivity of the agents already in use. By common consent

of the outside critics and the Russian leaders, labor efficiency and
productivity have not usually increased as rapidly as planned and
have remained far short of the levels achieved in other industrial

countries. As a result, costs of production of manufactured goods

have usually exceeded planned estimates. Some data on these points

were presented in our earlier discussions.

Statistics on physical outputs of goods do not show what has hap-

pened to plant, machinery, and equipment in achieving the stated

results. Obviously, increasing outputs of physical commodities need
to be discounted to some extent i£ they have been obtained at the

cost of an abnormal increase in the wearing out and breaking down
of machinery and equipment, and the same thing is true of increases
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in the production of new capital goods if adequate provision has not

been made for the maintenance and repair of old productive facili-

ties. Many reports, including some from ollidal Russian circles, con-

tend that the Soviet planners and industrial officials have been very

lax in regard to these matters. The Russian industrial system has a]3-

parently suffered from a perennial shortage of good managers, and

the planners have had a difficult time trying to provide some force

making for business efficiency comparable to that furnished under

capitalism by the competition of private interests.

While increases in the physical outputs of manufactured com-

modities have been common, we should note that nothing like an

even or uniform rate of increase has been maintained among the

various fields of industrial production. 7 he Russian leaders are fond

of stating that individual Five-Year Plans for industry have been

fulfilled to the extent of 95 or 100 per cent, but these estimates are

based on the values of products in terms of rubles, rather than on

physical quantities of products, and it is obvious that fulfillment in

terms of rubles may be increased by rises in the prices of products as

well as by increases in their physical output. When percentages of

fulfillment are computed on the basis of available statistics lor

physical production, they do not run nearly so high as those an-

nounced by the Russian leaders. In any case, there is considerable

cjuestion as to what average figures or percentages of fulfillment

mean, since they cover up great discrepancies in the results pro-

duced by individual branches of industrial production. If the

machine-building industry fulfills its plan to the extent of 181.2 per

cent while steel production reaches only 56.7 per cent, the average

of fulfillment in these two branches of production is 119 per cent,

but such an average figure seems quite misleading. Such a rapid in-

crease in the output of machinery while steel production is lagging

far behind planned estimates would almost certainly cause grave

difficulties in various sectors of the economy.

The production statistics also indicate that much greater success

has usually been enjoyed in fulfilling the plans for the production

of capital goods than in carrying out those for the production of

consumers' goods. Since the successive Five-Year Plans have called

for greater outputs of producers' goods than of consumers' goods, we
could not claim that merely larger outputs of producers’ goods than

of consumers' goods were any evidence of inefficiency in the Russian

planned economy, though we might question the judgment of the
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planners in this respect. However when, as lias often happened ac-

cording to Russian statistics, the output of producers’ goods has

actually exceeded the planned estimates while the output of con-

sumers’ goods has fallen well short of planned estimates, we are

entitled to observe that the Russian industrial system has not even

produced the results which it set out to accomplish and that the

sacrifices actually made by the Russian consumers have exceeded

those anticipated by the planners.

All the considerations just mentioned undoubtedly qualify,

though they do not cancel, the accomplishments and progress re-

ported in the field of industrial production through 1940. From
1941 through 1947, further progress toward the goals for industrial

production was stymied by World War II. The setback to industrial

production during the war and its recovery in the early postwar

years just about cancelled out, so that industrial production on the

whole had reached approximately the 1940 level by the end of 1947.

Further progress in the field had to wait upon the years beginning

with 1948.

Agriculture. In the field of agriculture, we must admit the claims

of rapid mechanization and collectivization, but both of these devel-

o])inents are open to serious criticism. Tractors, combines, and other

machines used in agriculture have increased in numbers very rapidly

except during the war, but mere statistics as to numbers of ma-

chines tell us nothing about the quality of the machines, their sus-

ceptibility to breakdown, the cost at which they were produced, the

availability of repair parts, operators, mechanics, and repair men, or

the extent to which the new machines have oflset the loss of draft

animals on the farms. The collectivization of agriculture was un-

doubtedly necessary to the operation of the planned economy but

we may criticize both the method by which it was produced and the

operation of the state and collective farms which resulted. ITe
liquidation of the kulaks was a brutal process involving muc]i loss

of life and human suffering. Moreover, according to the critics, the

liquidation of anyone who was a little better off than his neighbors

meant, in effect, that hard work and initiative were penalized wher-

ever found, the incentives of the remaining peasants were destroyed,

and exactly those peasants were eliminated whose skill, knowledge,

and industry might have led to the development and improvement

of Russian agriculture. The great slaughter of livestock by the
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peasants in their resistance to collectivization deprived Russian

agriculture of about half of its farm animals.

The Slate farms proved to be a costly experiment. They have

operated at a loss in most if not all years to date, in the sense that

they have exceeded their budget estimate of cost while actual in-

come has fallen short of budget figures. They have been roundly

criticized for cultivating only a small fraction of their total area, for

their high labor and management turnover, for their higii personnel

costs, and for their excessive livestock mortality. Far too great a

proportion of their products has been consumed on the state farms

themselves so that relatively little has been available for the market,

and tliere has been much theft and waste in production. It now
seems that the Russian planners have abandoned any thought,

which they may once have had, of converting all or most of the

collective farms into state farms.

7"he collective farms, which are much more important than the

state farms on the whole, also come in for their share of criticism.

Hiey are said to be so closely controlled by the government and rep-

resentatives of the Communist Party that they are (ooperative in

name only. The administration of the farms is often higli-handed

and arbitrary in its treatment of the individual collective larmers.

A fairly large part of the output of the collective larms has actually

come from the individual homesteads or plots of land which the

individual collective farmers have been allowed to cultivate for

themsehes. In fact, the managers of the collective farms, in despair

over the prospects of increasing truly collective production, have

often illegally turned over large quantities of collective land to the

individual farm members for private cultivation, in the hope that in

this way it would be possible to fulfill the plans for agriculture.

The distribution of income on the basis of “labor days’" on the

collective farms is complicated, cumbersome, and difficult to apply

in agriculture, and it is unsatisfactory from the point of view of in-

centives since the farmers are likely merely to put in their time and

go through the motions. The situation is especially difficult if, as has

been alleged, the labor days credited to individual collective farmers

depend more on the good or ill will of the farm officials than on

anything else. An equal division of income, on the other hand,

would have been simple, in line with former practices of the

peasants, and a good method of sharing inadequate supplies. In

many cases, too much of the income of collective farms has been de-
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voted to the construction of community buildings, to administrative

expenditures, and to actual production expenses, while too little has

been divided among the individual farmers. In this difficult situa-

tion with regard to positive incentives, the Russian leaders have had

to depend in part on negative incentives; and severe penalties are

provided lor laxity, negligence, refusal to work, crimes (especially

theft) against socialist property, and “counter-revolutionary” activi-

ties.

1 he production of leading farm crops in Russia lagged badly

under the First Five-Year Plan but showed considerable general im-

provement under the Second Plan and, in some cases, under the

Third Plan through 1940. However, these improvements had to be

discounted to some extent because of the adoption of the practice

of measuring the crops in terms of biological yield rather than

actual yield and because the increased yields could be accounted

for to a large extent in terms of increases in the c]uantity of land

under cultivation rather than in terms of increases in the yields per

unit of land. By the end of 1947, Russian agriculture had not yet

recovered from its wartime experiences, and increases in crops be-

yond the 1940 levels were still a matter for future years. The results

obtained in livestock production have been particularly unsatisfac-

tory. Some progress was made from the low point reached at the end

of the First Five-Year Plan, but the goals of the Third Plan were

still below those of the First Plan for two important divisions of

livestock. Much the same thing is true of the goals of the Fourth

Plan, since Russian livestock was decimated further during World
War II.

I he economic status of the collective farmers remains unsatis-

factory. Amid the general rises in prices which have occurred under

the planned economy, farm prices have been raised much less than

the prices of other commodities, and the purchasing power of farm

products in terms of othe r goods has declined. A considerably

greater part of the farm j^roducc reaches the market now than be-

fore the revolution, so the farmers have a smaller proportion to con-

sume at home, while on the other hand the rural areas are allotted

a far smaller share of the available manufactured goods than they

deserve on the basis of population. The large funds used for capital

investment in industry are derived to a great extent from the turnover

tax in normal times, and the turnover tax on foods and other agri-

cultural products has in some years yielded four times as much
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revenue as the turnover tax on industrial products. Thus the turn-

over tax on agricultural products, which has made up all or most

of the difference between the prices received by farmers and prices

which these products have commanded on the market, in effect has

placed a large part of the burden of industrializing the economy on

the agricultural industry. This result is no evidence against the

efficiency of the planned economy, since it clearly was intended, but

it is frec]uently criticized on other grounds.

Marketing. It is perfectly clear that the marketing mechanism in

Soviet Russia has improved mightily in comparison with the early

days of planning in which many foods and other consumers’ goods

were strictly rationed, many types of stoics served only limited

classes of customers, price variations were extremely great from one

type of store to another, anci methods of operation and levels of

managerial efficiency in the stores were highly unsatisfactory. How-
ever, in spite of all improvement, the Russian system of state mar-

keting has not been a great success. It has been relatively difficult

to transplant modern merchandising methods into the relatively

backward Russian economy. A modern industrial plant can be

located in a backward area, and, if it is given the latest productive

techniques, efficient foreign machinery, and a staff of domestic

workers under the control of imported specialists and managers, it

has a chance to operate with some efficiency. On the other hand,

improved merchandising methods ordinarily develop gradually with

the growth of population, expanding transportation and communi-

cation, and the slowly changing habits and customs of the people,

and it is difficult to introduce modern methods and practices

abruptly and still get them to work effectively.

In the second place, it may be questioned whether merchandising

(and especially the retailing phase) is as well suited to large-scale

management by the government as is, for example, heavy manu-
facturing industry. If retailing requires quick decisions, flexibility,

and ingenuity on the part of store operators, the operation of retail

stores on a tremendous scale by the government is almost bound to

be awkward, cumbersome, and inefficient. If the prices of certain

goods are set too high or too low, great runs on the stores may
occur, or tremendous unsold stocks may pile up on store shelves,

before the government gets around to change its prices. Supplies of

goods sent to the stores are sometimes poorly adapted to local

tastes and customs, and goods may pile up in warehouses in some
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sections of the country while unsatisfied demands for the same prod-

ucts may exist in other areas. Store managers, with little chance for

personal gain from the successful operation of their enterprises and

under pressure to achieve the planned volume of turnover, are re-

luctant to stock new types of goods lest these products sell slowly

and reduce store turnover.

ddie marketing mechanism in Russia has also suffered because the

planners did not or could not sec fit to devote large quantities of

funds and managerial ability to its development. Moreover, it is

at the retail level that the problems created by the planners’ eco-

nomic j)olicies (such as rapid industrialization and heavy production

of capital goods) come to a head in terms of shortages of con-

sumable goods. Even in 1948, the leaders of the Party and govern-

ment were still greatly dissatisfied with the operation of the mer-

chandising system and were still deciding to take energetic measures

which would result in the satisfaction of the legitimate demands of

the people for the common necessities of life.

Credit, Banking, and Investment. Both the commercial and the

investment banking and credit mechanisms operated under some

difiiculties in the early days of the planned economy in Russia. How-
ever, as they operate at the present time, both mechanisms seem

rather well suited to the operation of a planned economy, in which

it would certainly be expected that the total volume of credit of

both kinds and its distribution among enterprises and industries

would be closely controlled by the planners. On the other hand,

the results achieved through the investment credit and banking

mechanism have been severely criticized.

The Russian economy has gone in for a tremendous program of

saving and investment, and this program has resulted in the rapid

industrialization of the economy. Both the saving and investment

program and its physical counterpart—the rapid industrialization

of the economy—are usually listed among the accomplishments of

Soviet Russia, but there are many offsetting considerations. Ineffi-

ciency and low productivity of labor have been just as common in

the construction of productive facilities as in other phases of pro-

ductive activity, and the new productive facilities and capital goods

often have cost much more than had been planned. Much of the

capital construction and building has been of low quality in spite

of high cost, and the Russian leaders have often included large

amounts of unfinished productive facilities in their estimates of
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accomplishment in the field of capital construction. Russian capital

construction has also been afflicted by “gigantoniania,” or the delu-

sion that, if an ordinary large-scale plant is desirable and effi( ient, a

plant many times as large must be still more desirable and efficient.

The search for enormous size has interfered with the completion of

construction projects, it has resulted in plants which were too large

to be operated and managed efficiently, and it has produced plants

so large that they have never beem fully operated. I'he location of

the new productive facilities with respect to raw’ materials and

markets has sometimes been unsatisfactory, lliese criticisms and

many others concerning the program of investment and capital

construction have been voiced by the Russian leaders as well as

by outside critics.

The foregoing criticisms have largely concerned the efficiency of

the capital-construction program, but criticisms of its wisdom have

been just as common in the past. Was it w’ise to construct extremely

large hydroelectric plants far beyond the predictable needs of Rus-

sian industry when the people of the country were so short ol decent

housing facilities? Was it wise, in view ol the modest accomplish-

ments which Russian agriculture has made, to invest several billion

rubles in agiicultural machinery and equipment, when finished

cotton textiles were extremely scarce and the machinery available

for processing raw cotton was inadequate even to care for the

existing crops? Was it wise to weight the investment program so

greatly in favor of the capital-goods industries? I'his latter objection

does not question simply whether the Russians should have taken

so many capital goods instead of consumers’ goods, lor that result

is inevitable under any investment program. It questions rather

whether the Russians should have taken so many capital goods

which will produce more capital goods rather than capital goods

which will produce consumers' goods. Such an investment program

as was actually contrived inevitably imposed great hardships on the

consumers of the Russian economy. Moreover, when low efficiency

and high cost have made it necessary either to fall short of planned

goals in connection with the investment program or to impose

further sacrifices on the consumers of the system, the Russian leaders

have never hesitated in selecting the latter alternative.

Hence, it has been contended that the Russians have been trying

to starve through to future greatness, and in view of the plight of

the Russian consumers and the fact that Russian productive facili-
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ties Still fall far short of those of leading industrial countries such

as the United States, it is clear that this future greatness is still to

be attained. Every economy should have a healthy regard for future

as well as present productivity and welfare, but unbalanced empha-

sis on the future may be just as unfortunate as unbalanced em-

phasis on the present, for too great a neglect of consumers’ wants

in the present may endanger future productivity and welfare. More-

over, when a country goes all out for a capital-investment program,

there is always a question as to how useful the enormous quantities

of productive facilities are going to be in the future in view of

probable changes in technology and in human wants.

It was easy in the years before World War II to criticize the Rus-

sian program of investment and capital construction from the point

of view of the consumers. Even if the Russian economy had been

somewhat successful in getting what it planned in the way of capital

construction and development, it could be held that the plans in-

volved treating the Russian (onsumers very shabbily and that this

result was “wrong.” On the other hand, the major offsetting con-

sideration is that, if Russia had set out to develop her socialistic

economy more gradually, she might not have had any socialistic

economy to develop long before now. Russia needed every bit of her

newly cleveloj)ed productive facilities in the struggle with Germany.

If the planners had decided to give the Russian people more con-

sumers’ goods and fewer productive facilities in the past, the people

themselves would probably have regretted the decision bitterly soon

after the war broke out. In view of Russia’s strong stand against

Germany, it is now difficult for the outside observer to criticize Rus-

sia’s decision to sticss investment, capital construction, and indus-

trialization as either unwise or unfair. At any rate, Russia is going

ahead with a further extensive program of capital investment under

the Fourth Five-Year Plan.

Ifiternatiojial Trade, Ilie Russian governmental monopoly in

charge of international trade and foreign exchange has follow»ed the

policy of gearing Russia’s trade into the plans for the development

of the national economy. Considerations involving immediate eco-

nomic gains from importing and exporting have been deemed
relatively unimportant in comparison with the major planned
objectives of industrialization and independence. In importing

what the national economy has needed and exporting only what the

planners thought the national economy could spare, Russia’s inter-
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national trade has not developed rapidly and Russia has achieved

a great degree of economic self-sufficiency. T he economic costs of

self-sufficiency have perhaps not been as great for Russia as for

some other countries, because of her wealth of natural resources and

great variety of climatic conditions, but no country can complctc^ly

escape the losses involved in a program of economic self-sufficiency.

Russia has been able to obtain a considerable degree of economic

self-sufficiency only at the cost of furnishing her citizens with stand-

ards of living lower (at least for the present) than those which could

have been attained on the basis of geographical specialization and

international trade. An indefinite continuation of the policy ol

national economic self-sufficiency would be unfortunate from the

point of view of the Russian consumers, but there is no way to

determine at present what Russia's future policy with respect to

international trade will be.

The Distribution of Income. In the field of income distribution,

the main Russian claims of accomplishment require some qualifi-

cation. The types of private income which the socialists usually

regard as unearned under capitalism have been almost completely

eliminated according to the Russian leaders, but interest is still paid

to individuals on their savings deposits and on government bonds,

though these payments amount to an extremely small part of the

national income. Moreover, if there are quite a few leading mem-
bers of the Party and of the governmental bureaucracy who receive

large incomes because of their positions rather than on the basis

of their functions or productivity, another type of unearned income

seems to be present in the Russian scheme of income distribution.

According to almost any estimate that has been made, inequality in

the distribution of income among persons in Russia is small in com-

parison with that which exists in leading capitalistic countries such

as the United States and Great Britain. However, there are many
critics who contend that differences in money incomes in Russia,

while they are smaller than those which exist in capitalistic coun-

tries, are (1) much greater than the Russian leaders are willing to

admit and (2) much too great to be consistent with the ideas of

modern socialism.

The critics also contend that the commodities and services which

are distributed by the government without charge are distributed

in such a way as to increase rather than diminish the inequality

which exists on the basis of money incomes. That is, the persons
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who draw the largest salaries arc said also to be granted the free use

of magnificent houses or apartments, country estates, rest homes and

sanatoria, expensive limousines, superior educational facilities for

their children, and many other things to which the ordinary citizens

have no access. Even some writers who view the Soviet system rather

favorably on the whole are inclined to lament the tact that inequal-

ity continues to exist in the distribution of income among persons

and that income has not become distributed in such a way as to

produce a classless society. As income is actually distributed, there

are obvious clashes of interests as between the peasants and indus-

trial workers, members and nonmembers of the Communist Party,

members of the armed forces and the rest of the population, the

administrative and technical staff of industry and the ordinary

workers, Stakhanovite workers and other workers, and the highly

paid artists, musicians, and authors and ordinary workers.

On the whole, however, the distribution of income in Soviet

Russia is more often criticized for having too little inequality as

between persons than for having too much. According to practically

all observers, the major weaknesses of the Russian planned economy

have included, among other things, low efficiency and productivity

on the part of labor of all grades, including managerial, and the

failure to develop loyalty, disinterestedness, and devotion to duty

as rapidly as expected. These are exactly what we should expect to

be wrong if the Russian combination of economic rewards and other

motivating factors were inadecjuate to provide incentives for all the

people. As yet, however, these difficulties may be attributed at least

in part to some other factors. Because of the speed with which the

Russian economy has been industrialized and mechanized, the Rus-

sian labor force in industry (and in some other fields) has been

growing very rapidly, and there has never been a time when this

labor force as a whole could be considered properly trained and

experienced. Russian workers have found it difficult to adjust them-

selves to the strict regimen of urban industrial life, and they have

been inclined at times to be late for work, to miss work altogether if

they wanted to do something else on a given day, to take it easy on
the job, to disr(?gard safety rules, and to be careless in the use of

materials and equipment. Conscious of a general shortage of labor

in industry and certain that they could get a job almost anywhere,

the workers have been disposed to change jobs frequently and to

move from one place to another in search of more favorable oppor-
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tunities. The low productivity of other grades of labor has been due

in part to the inefficiency of management. All or most of these diffi-

culties may disappear when the Russian planned economy has been

operating for a longer time. If they do not, and if labor efiicicncy

and productivity remain low after, for instance, a generation or

more of experience with the modern industrialized economy, there

will be strong reason to doubt the effectiveness of the Russian

system of incentives.

The Status of Labor. It is also necessary to qualify rather thor-

oughly the conclusion frequently reached by supporters of the

system that Russia is a kind of workers’ paradise. The Russian

workers of ordinary grades are fortunate in living in an economic

system in which virtually all the income available for consumption

is distributed in the form of wages and in which diflerences between

individuals with respect to money income are small relative to those

which prevail under capitalism. However, we must always remem-

ber that real wages depend upon the total productivity ol any eco-

nomic system as well as upon the way in which the total income is

divided. If the national income as a whole is too small, it can be

divided with absolute fairness or ec|uality without producing a high

level of economic welfare for the individual citizens. VVIiiie there

are grave difficulties involved in estimating the exact income status

of the Russian workers, the consensus seems to be that their real

incomes and standards of living, although gradually improving up
to 1941, remained low in comparison with those of woi kers of the

leading capitalistic countries. During the war and early postwar

years, real incomes and standards of living were apparently well

below the levels of 1940.

The relatively satisfactory wage rates, hours of work, and other

working conditions of Russian labor which existed before the war,

as provided by basic laws and decrees, were changed for the worse

during the war period, and it now appears that these less satisfac-

tory wartime standards are going to be continued for several years

at least in the postwar period. In any case, critics of the Russian sys-

tem have contended that the wage rates, hours of work, and working

conditions specified by laws, decrees, and collective agreements were

always meaningless except as a device for deceiving outside observ-

ers of the Soviet system. The managers of Russian enterprises were

under great pressure to fulfill the plans for production and were

subject to severe punishment if they failed to do so. As the lesser of
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two evils, they rather openly violated the provisions o£ the Labor

Code and of collective agreements that were based on it. Other un-

desirable results have come from the attempt to use the piecework

basis of wage j)ayment for various types of work which in other

countries would not be considered well suited for this system and

from certain developments in connection whth the Stakhanovite

movement.

Made desperate by problems of labor turnover, absenteeism, late-

ness to work, and Icjafing, the Russian leaders have imposed condi-

tions on the workers which, according to the critics, amount to vir-

tual enslavement. We cannot repeat here the detailed description oi

these conditions which appeared in Cihapter 17, but they include

numerous regulations intended to bind the workers to their jobs,

get them to work on time, and keep them coming to work

every day. Severe penalties may be imposed for violations of these

regulations. Before 1910, these restrictions and penalties may not

have amounted to very much, but now plant managers anci heads of

governmental bureaus who fail to piosecute wc:>rkers guilty of

breaches of labor discipline or who hire workers who arc hiding

from prosecution as a result of breaches of labor disci])line at other

plants or bureaus are themselves liable to severe penalties for abuse

of power or non-exercise of power. Other penalties ap{)iy to doctors

who show a lack of class consciousness in issuing hospital certificates

to workers, and to public prosecutors and judges who have failed to

prosecute or punish workers or managers under the various regu-

lations.

It is impossible to deny that most Russian workers are members
of labor unions, but the critics allege that the supposed functions of

these unions are merely another case of window dressing. The col-

lective bargaining function is said to amount to nothing at all, be-

cause wages, hours, and working conditions arc strictly determined

by state agencies, and the unions never question them. In fact, the

unions do not even insist on collective agreements in many cases.

The unions are said to be completely unable to protect the workers

against summary dismissal, eviction, or imprisonment; against vio-

lation of the wages, hours, and working conditions provided by

law; or against the violation of safety codes and other protective

measures. The cooperation of unions with management means
merely that the unions function as slave-drivers, employment bu-

reaus, and collectors of forced loans. They represent the interests of
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the ruling bureaucracy and not those of the workers. According to

this opinion, real labor unions do not exist in Russia today any

more than they did in Nazi Germany.

Again, we cannot question the existence of most types of social

insurance for Russian workers, but criticisms of the Russian system

of social insurance are quite numerous. Many types of persons are

excluded from the social insurance system, and comparatively few

persons have been able to obtain benefits up to the present time.

Those who receive benefits apparently do not get the full benefits

provided by law in many cases. Since the cost of social insurance has

been borne rather directly by the general public, it has been difficult

to prevent malingering and other anti-social practices. The social

insurance benefits have been manipulated in an attempt to prevent

or reduce labor turnover. The system of social insurance docs not

include unemployment insurance and it is not altogether certain

that we should accept the conclusion that Russian workers are

completely free from the danger of unemployment.

Economic Stability, Next, we must return to the popular claim

that Russia is a land without business depressions and without un-

employment. VV^e must admit that the statistics for Russian produc-

tion, employment, and other phases of economic activity under the

planned economy show nothing which could be mistaken for the

business cycles that have existed under capitalism. However, it

would be a sad error to think that economic activity has been per-

fectly stable in Russia or that it has shown nothing but continued

progress. Some agricultural crops after five years of planning were

below the 1928 and 191,3 levels, and the First Five-Year Plan

brought a decrease of over one-half in Russian livestock instead of

the fair-sized increase which was planned. Construction has been

held up for lack of cement; agricultural operations have been inter-

fered with by shortages of gasoline, oil, replacement parts, and

operators for machinery; plan fulfillments of 181.2 per cent for

machine building, 127.2 per cent for other metal products, and 99.8

per cent for fuel have been associated with fulfillments of 56.7. per

cent for steel production, 54.2 per cent for the production of cotton

textiles, and 86.3 per cent for timber products.

These maladjustments are of the type that are likely to cause

business depressions under capitalism. Under the planned system of

Russia, it has been possible to keep the economy running even in

the face of such maladjustments and to prevent the most undesir-
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able results of business depressions. Russia thus has some advantage

over capitalistic economies, but her advantage consists not in elimi-

nating serious economic maladjustments but in being able to get

along in spite of these maladjustments. Russia’s experience with the

problem of unemployment has been typical according to the critics.

Russia has not been able to provide full employment for the work-

ers, in the normal sense of “full employment.” The serious eco-

nomic maladjustments which have occurred have thrown many

people out of work at least temporarily. I'o be sure, these workers

have not been allowed to remain unemployed, and jobs have been

found for them, but what kinds of jobs have they been?

It is claimed by the critics that many persons who would other-

wise have been unemployed have been put to work at forced labor

under miserable working conditions on a variety of governmental

constriH lion projects. In ordinary industries, large numbers of work-

ers have been employed at extremely low wages and a subsistence

standard of living. T hese workers would probably have been unem-

ployed if it had been necessary to pay decent wages, it is argued,

for their existing low wages, if paid according to the value of the

workers' services, indicattcl that their products were of compara-

tively slight value to the economy as a whole. Moreover, if and when
workers liave become unemployed, they have not been allowed to

clutter up the streets of the industrial cities. Instead, they have been

sent back to the farms, and it has been in the form of unnecessary

workers on the farms that the unemployment ptoblem has shown

itself rather than in the form of completely idle workers, tor it is

easy to appear to have something to do on the farms.

Collective farmers were given plots of land for their own use

partly because they were not fully employed on the collective farms

proper; and even under the stringent regulations of recent years,

the collective farmers have been required to spend only from 80 to

150 days per year in working on the collective farm land. This sug-

gests that the collec tive farms could have operated successfully with

much less labor than was actually available for them in most years.

Thus, it is contended that unemployment has been merely dis-

guised, and not eliminated, in the Russian system in peacetime and
that the devices by means of which workers have been given some-

thing to do in the Russian system have been somewhat similar to

those used for the purpose of “making work” for the unemployed in

our capitalistic system. In the war and early postwar years, of course.
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Russia needed all the workers she had, and more too. In ordinary

limes the Russian system may have some advantages in connection

with business depressions and unemployment, but these advantages

are not so great as some people suppose.

The Issue of Freedom, Finally, with regard to the question ot

freedom for the individual, it is difficult to condemn the Russian

system too strongly. In spite of the democratic facade which the

present constitution provides, the government of Russia is a dicta-

torship of the most absolute and complete variety, with the leaders

of the Communist Party in full control. The Party dominates the

electoral process. It maintains Party officers and agencies to match

the various officers and agencies of the government. The legislature

is a mere figurehead. It approves the accomplishments and pro-

posals of the Party leaders unanimously and without debate, ratifies

automatically any laws desired by the Party leaders, and appoints to

all positions within its power such persons as are approved by the

Party leaders. As if these things were not enough, the Party has at its

disposal an elaborate organization for the protection ot the regime,

including a large and well-trained secret police and laws which

define counter-revolutionary and anti-state activities so broadly that

almost any acts of the individual citizens may qualify. Under these

conditions the individual citizens have nc^ rights and no freedom,

regardless of what the constitution may say, and especially since the

control of the Party extends not merely to economic and political

affairs but to such matters as education, religion, and other social

institutions as well. The Russian dictatorship is the very antithesis

of that political and economic democracy which modern socialists

expect to have in their ideal system.

As we have seen, the situation in the strictly economic field is not

much better. The individual citizens of Russia are, by the nature of

the system, deprived of many of the economic rights which people

enjoy under capitalistic institutions. The numerous and severe re-

strictions which have been imposed on Russian workers in recent

years indicate that these workers have very little of that frecdorti of

occupational choice which is supposed to be a feature of modern
socialism. The citizens have more freedom in spending their money
incomes, but even here their choice of goods is more restricted than

it would be under theoretical socialism. On the whole, it is this lack

of political and economic freedom for the individual which causes

so many people to wonder whether the Russian system should be
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described as socialistic, and which causes us to wonder whether

comprehensive economic planning and democracy will ever prove

lo be compatible in any country.

Conclusion, It is difficult to reach a final conclusion on the Russian

system from the available mass of conflicting evidence and argu-

ment. Soviet Russia has shown that it is possible for a planned

economy to continue operating, to eliminate some of the types of

waste and inefficiency which j)revail under capitalism, and to make

considerable economic progress. On the other hand, Russia has

encountered many serious economic problems in operating her

planned economy and has clearly demonstrated that not all types

of waste and inefficiency arc peculiar to capitalistic systems. "I'he

supporters of Soviet Russia attribute these wastes and inefficiencies

largely to the extreme youth and inexj^erience of the Russian

planned economy. 7 hey expect that, in the future, these wastes and

inefficiencies will gradually disappear and that the Russian planned

economy will improve steadily in efficiency and productivity.

17ie critics believe that many types of waste and inefficiency are

inherent in the nature of the Russian planned economy and will

prove as troublesome in the future as in the past. They attribute

Russia’s prcjgrcss under the planned economy in the past largely to

two factors: (1) the fact that Russia has been experiencing a tre-

mendous building boom, such as the capitalistic countries have had
at times, and (2) the fact that the planned economy started with a

situation in which the citizens were short of almost all kinds of

goods so that they would eagerly accept almost any goods which the

planners decided to produce—a situation, in other words, in which

almost any planned decisions would seem reasonably correct. And,

unfortunately for any hope we might have of testing this point of

view, the setbacks received by the Russian economy during World
War II seemed to insure a (onlinuation of these two conditions lor

some years to come. For the present, it seems clear that the Russian

system, though it furnishes some kind of alternative to capitalism,

is not the kind of an economic system which most Americans would
prefer to their own.

Evaluation of Partial Socialis7n in Britain

Difficulties of Evaluation, Our evaluation of partial socialism in

Britain will be rather brief, for it represents an almost impossible
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task at the present time. The Labor Government has been in power
in Britain for only a few years, and these years have been a period

of transition from capitalism to partial socialism rather than a

period of stable operation under a new system. The program of

socialization or nationalization of industry is not complete as yet,,

and even if it were complete it would still be impossible to foresee

all its repercussions on the rest of the economy which is suppovsed to

continue to operate under private auspices. Moi cover, there is little

point in trying to evaluate a system of partial socialism until we
have some idea as to whether the socialism can remain partial and

whether such a hybrid system can operate successfully. I’he answer

to this question seems far from certain.

Partial socialism in Britain has had no chance as yet to operate

in a situation which could be described as reasonably close to

normal. The postwar period has been one of continued crisis or

emergency. The unbalanced situation in connection with interna-

tional trade and foreign exchange, the shortages of many kinds of

goods, the need for a tremendous volume of industrial and resi-

dential construction to repair the ravages of wartime destruction,

the need for the modernization of machinery and equipment in

industry, the war-weariness of the people, and many other factors

have operated to create a trying situation for the introduction of a

new system. The Labor Government has considered it necessary in

this situation to interfere strongly in most phases of the nation’s

economic life and to rule the economy with an iron hand. It is not

always easy to decide which governmental controls are purely a

product of the postwar emergency and which are likely to be con-

tinuing features of partial socialism. If we are not careful, we shall

be blaming socialism for some controls which would not be neces-

sary outside of the emergency situation or attributing to the postwar

economic crisis some controls which are likely to exist rather perma-

nently under socialism.

Accomplishments of Partial Socialism. Under the Labor Govern-

ment, several important industries have been nationalized smoothly

and efficiently, and the choice of industries to be nationalized seems

sound. The industries were of key importance to the whole econ-

omy, had been having difficailties in attaining efficiency in operation

and seemed to require radical reorganization along the lines of a

centrally operated plan, required large new capital expenditures

coming either directly from the state or through state guaranty, and
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were already closely linked with other governmental operations.

The aims ol nationalization are economy and efliciency, and not

merely the bringing ol some industries under public ownership and

operation.

Compensation of the former owners of nationalized industries has

occurred on several bases. While it has normally involved the

exchange of some sort of governmental securities for private, the

compensation has sometimes involved giving the former owners gov-

ernmental securities to a total value equal to that of the private

securities surrendered and in other cases has meant giving them gov-

ernmental securities which would produce an annual income for the

former owners equal to that which they had received on the average

over a considerable period of time. In still other cases, where the

annual income which the governmental securities would produce

was less than that received on the average in the past, it was felt by

the government that the former rate of return could not have been

maintained in the future under private ownership and operation.

While opponents of nationalization sometimes charged that it in-

volved the virtual confiscation of private property, the plans for

compensation of former owners of the industries do not seem to

have been unreasonable on the whole.

The Labor Government has instituted a most comprehensive pro-

gram for the attainment of social welfare. The social insurance sys-

tem is intended to furnish every person with complete social secur-

ity from the cradle to the grave. Financed by workers, employers,

and the state, it provides unemployment pay, sickness pay, matern-

ity and widows' benefits, guardians’ allowances, retirement pensions,

death grants, children’s allowances, compensation for injuries, and

complete medical, dental, specialist, and hospital services. Other

welfare activities include such things as nutritional programs, fur-

nishing free milk and hot lunches at schools and providing special

foods for infants and small children, close attention to factory laws

and inspection and industrial health, and a greatly expanded educa-

tional and training program.

Apart from the social welfare program, British labor has been
treated rather well under partial socialism. Many workers have
secured the greatly desired five-day week, hours of work have been

reduced on the average, and the government has been much more
wary about imposing direct controls on wages than on prices. The
Labor Government has also made changes in the tax structure in-
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volving reductions and concessions for large numbers of people with

small incomes, while imposing heavier burdens on others. Of course,

the workers have had to take quite a little governmental control

and supervision along with the various favorable developments, but

the government has been strongly interested in their welfare.

The Labor Government is apparently determined that Britain

shall not again suffer from severe depression and mass unemploy-

ment as in the 1930 ’s, and a comprehensive program for the mainte-

nance of full employment has been set up. Prewar depressions had

been concentrated to a considerable extent in “depressed areas,*’

dependent on single industries. Under the Distribution of Industry

Act, the government has extensive powers to encourage the develop-

ment of a variety of industries in these areas, now known as Devel-

opment Areas, and to achieve a better balance of industries in other

areas. In this way priority is given to the most urgent industrial

needs of the moment and each I>evelopment Area is to be built up

to withstand any future shocks due to changing industrial demand.

Other devices are found in the control of credit policy through the

nationalized Bank of England and of the distribution of investment

credit under the Borrowing Contrc^l and Guarantees Act, and long-

range programs of development involving roads, railways, afforesta-

tion, ports, industrial plans, new towns, and national parks. More-

over, an economic planning mechanism for the country as a whole

has been set up and is in operation.

f inally^ the Labor Government has been active and determined

in its efforts to cope with the postwar economic emergency. While

harassed by rapidly changing conditions which could not be accu-

rately foreseen, it has moved (juickly and resolutely to deal with

problems as they have arisen. It has not hesitated to cut imports

severely, intensify the rationing of scarce goods, control the alloca-

tion of labor and other resources, alter its program lor caj)ital in-

vestments, and order concentration on production for export. It

may be that some of the government’s actions, seen in retrospect,

were ill-advised, but this result is inevitable in such a situation.

Failures of Partial Socialism, On the other side of the picture, we
may note that productive results under partial socialism have been

something less than startling. Production has recovered sharply in a

number of industries which operated at very low levels in wartime,

but that result would have been expected in any case. Many indus-

tries are operating at rates well above those achieved in 19S8 ,
but
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why would anything else be anticipated by 1948? There has been

very little tendency lor labor productivity, or output per man-hour

or man shift, to increase either in the nationalized industries or

elsewhere, and in some lines of production it may actually have

changed for the worse since the war.

In coal mining, for example, the government is inclined to cele-

brate moderate increases in the total number of workers and in out-

put per man shift, or decreases in former excessive rates of absentee-

ism, in s[)itc of the lact that the first two ol these factors have been

running below levels attained in the prewar period while the last

facten has been running liigher. Moreover, the increase in output

per man shift has had to do only with those workers actually en-

gaged in getting the coal out of the ground. But nationalization ol

die coal industry was followed by a cc^nsiderable increase in the

number of administrative and supervisory employees in the indus-

try, and critics charge that it is greatly overstaffed. In fact, some

British newspapers charged that the industry, under nationalization,

had pre^vided itself with a stall about the size of the British war

office. If productivity were estimated on the basis of the total num-
ber of workers in coal mining, it might make a rather dismal show-

ing as compared with prewar results.

Nothing definite can be determined as yet as to what levels of

labor productivity will be, either in the nationalized industries or

in other fields, under partial socialism. The government is to see to

it that the workers have employment, that they have complete

social security, that their hours of work are short and their wages

adeejuate, and that their work places are pleasant and safe. It will

be interesting to see, as time goes on, whether labor productivity

increases under these conditions, as the government hcjpes it will, or

falls away. If labor ])i*oductivity declines, or can be maintained only

by continued severe and repre.ssivc controls over the actions of the

individual workers, the socialist record will have a long and large

black mark on it.

In general the nationalized industries have gone on operating

very much as before, but there has been one major crisis involving

a nationalized industry. Entering the winter of 1946-47 with abnor-

mally low stocks of coal and with unusually great demands for coal

and electricity, Britain encountered exceptionally severe winter

weather and heavy blizzards, ice, and gales. Stocks of coal melted

away rapidly, and the government had to impose severe restrictions
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on the consumption of coal in industries, businesses, and homes,

and on all sorts of uses of electricity. The result was not only great

discomfort for the citizens but also a sharp and untimely setback

for industrial production and reconversion. A considerable volume
of unemployment was created, rates of production fell off steeply

in many industries, about the equivalent of a full month’s output

of goods was lost on the whole, and the export program was upset

for a long time to come.

This crisis could not be laid completely at the door of the gov-

ernment nor blamed on nationalization, for the bad condition of

the coal industry at the time, the unusually heavy demands for coal

and electricity, and the severe winter weather w^ould undoubtedly

have created a crisis for any government that might have been in

power at the time. However, the crisis did emphasize the need for

careful planning in the nationalized industries and indicated the

dangers involved in taking chances in connection with such a vital

industry as coal production. 7 he crisis was the sort of thing that

could happen once to anyone. Repetitions of it in the same industry

or other important industries might go far toward discrediting the

whole program of governmental ownership and operation.

Under partial socialism to date, there has been little if any im-

provement in the economic lot of the average British citizen. Pro-

duction in most industries, while increasing, is quite inadequate to

provide for both full domestic consumption and the export pro-

gram, even though imports are drastically restricted. Essential foods

and other consumers’ goods remain in short supply. Rationing is in

force for many articles, and rations are meager. In some cases, they

are even below those which prevailed during the war. And the

socialist program of austerity, following hard upon the heels of the

similar wartime program, has been very difficult for the citizens to

bear. Real incomes and standards of living are unsatisfactory, and

it is questionable how far these things can be compensated for by

expanded programs of social security and social welfare, relative

certainty of employment, and shorter hours of work.

The British citizen today is in a peculiar position. He is the

beneficiary of a complete system of social security, but he cannot go

freely to the store and buy a pound of beefsteak or a quart of milk.

He (along with his fellows) owns the coal mines, but he may not

own his home if the government decides that it is best for him to

live in rental housing made available by the government. He owns
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the railways, but he may not ride the highways in his automobile,

burning gasoline as he goes. He owns the industry which produces

electricity, but he may not keep his electric lights turned on except

at such times as the government may specify. If left to make the

decision for himself, he might like to have his present situation

altered in a number of respects.

Not only does the economic lot of the citizens leave something to

be desired, but they are also not allowed to enjoy that life ol free-

dom which they cherished in the past and which the prospectus of

partial socialism promised would be continued. Both as individuals

or consumers and as business men or workers, they are subject to a

veritable flood of regulations that pours forth from various govern-

mental agencies and are harassed by a horde of governmental offi-

cials who enforce the regulations. And many of the regulations seem

silly or senseless. Why should a person be allowed tcj burn gasoline

in his car to gcj and fetch a veterinarian to treat his sick livestock

but have to walk, run, or ride his bicycle to get a doctor for his sick

wife? If he applies for gasoline rations to drive his car to work, on

the grounds that the bus will not deliver him early enough, why
should a governmental agency, in its infinite wisdom, tell him that

he can drive his car to work in the morning but will have to take

the bus to get back home at night? Why should he be allowed to

order and eat freely food up to the value of two shillings and three

pence in some restaurants, but be required to give the names and

addresses of the persons who are to eat it if his food comes to two

shillings and four pence or more? ^

In his activities as a business man (or even as a worker), the

British citizen is subject to detailed and comprehensive regulation.

As we have seen, the government controls by various methods and

directly or indirectly such things as production, exports, imports,

uses of foreign exchange, prices, wages, rents, interest rates, alloca-

tions of credit and investment capital, the allocation and use of

materials, supplies, machinery, and equipment, the allocation of

labor, virtually all construction activities, and other things. Almost

any normal business activity is subject to regulations, and sometimes

numerous and confusing regulations with severe penalties for viola-

tions. And if by any chance the business man succeeds in making

4 H. W, Seaman, “Life Under Socialism in Britain,’' The American Mercury,

September, 1948, p. 292.
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money in spite of all obstacles, a considerable part of it will have

to go to the government in taxation.

Sometimes the regulations seem to conflict with each other or

with various objectives of the government or even to run in circles.

Britain has a shortage oi agricultural machinery, which interieres

with the attainment of the goal of raising more food at home. But

she sells large quantities of agricultural machinery abroad so that

other countries can raise more food and sell it to Britain, which

cannot raise enough food at home. 'I'he government desires to in-

crease agricultural production but issues a regulation stating that

anyone who has 50 or more hens must register with the government

and sell his eggs to the government at oflicial low prices. So, many
people, though willing to keep more hens and produce more eggs,

limit their flocks to -19 hens and do not have to comply with the

regulation."’

The Permanence of Partial Socialism, It may be objected, of

course, that all these regulations and controls over economic activi-

ties and the lives of the citizens are due entirely to the postwar eco-

nomic emergency and would have no place under partial socialism

in the long run, but we cannot be sure that this is true. As previ-

ously noted, when the present nationalization program is complete,

only 20 per cent of Britain’s economy is expected to be under public

ownership, while the remaining 80 per cent will still be under

private ownership and “free enterprise.” But is it really possible to

divide an economic system into two such compartments and let each

go its own way in its own fashion? Will not the operation of one

sector of the economy under governmental ownership inevitably

have repercussions on the private sector of the economy and modify

the results produced there?

If the government absorbs large quantities of savings and invests

them in the nationalized industries, as it intends to do, the quanti-

ties of savings available for investment in the private sector of the

economy, and the interest rates at which they are available, will

surely be affected. If the government increases the number of work-

ers used in the nationalized industries, similar effects on the rest of

the economy may be anticipated. If certain conditions with respect

to wages, hours of work, and working conditions are set up for labor

in the governmental sector, the same elements in the status of labor

are likely to be influenced in the private sector of the economy.

5 Ibid.
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Would private employers be able to treat workers less well than the

government does, and would they be allowed to do so in any case?

If the operation of the governmental sector is going to affect the

private sector in any case, the socialist government is likely to figure

that it might as well substitute conscious controls for a policy of

letting things find their own level in the private set tor.

Another thing to be considered is the policy of the Labor Govern-

ment with respect to taxation. While granting tax reductions and

concessions to large numbers of people with relatively small in-

comes, the governincm has placed additional tax burdens on many

people with large incomes. As we have noted, the combination of

income tax, surtax, and the special levy on investment income will

result in total taxes exceeding 100 j)er cent of income for some

persons. If a person had an income of £50,000 in 1948, all derived

from investments, his total tax bill on account of the three taxes

mentioned would be £69,149, or £19,149 more than his income.'^

While the special levy on investment income is supposed to apply

only in 1948, there is always the chance that it might be imposed

again and, in any case, one experience ol this kind is not likely to

be very stimulating to saving and investment by private individuals,

most of which is done by persons of ccjnsiderable means. If private

saving and investment is to be discouraged or eliminated, the only

alternative is state saving and investment, which will be likely to

lead to governmental control, if not outright ownership, of the

ccc^nomy as a whole.

Perhaps the most telling consideration of all is found in the fact

that, while 80 per cent of the British economy is vsupposed to be

under private ownership and operation, the whole economy, and

not merely the governmental .sector, is supposed to operate within

the broad outlines of economic plans set up by the government.

How can the government get the private sector of the economy to

operate according to plan? Private industrialists and business men
would probably be glad to follow the plans if the things planned

were those which these private individuals would do anyhow, but

in such a case the plans would be superfluous and the time and
energy devoted to them would be wasted. If the things planned by
the government ran counter to the interests of the private enter-

prisers, it is probable that the plans would be followed only under
governmental compulsion. Unless British business men are or be-

^ The Chicago Tribune, April 13, 1948.
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come so socially minded that they will follow governmental plans

even when these plans are not conducive to their own best interests,

it is probable that the government will be able to get the whole

economy to run according to plan only by keeping controls on the

private sector of the economy which will be similar both in nature

and extent to those which have prevailed during the postwar

emergency.

It is likely, then, that partial socialism can be made to work only

by means of extensive and permanent governmental regulation ot

the private sector of the economy. However, we may well question

whether the Labor Government intends partial socialism to be a

permanent system in Britain. It is probable that the Party hopes

that its accomplishments in the period prior to the next general

election in 1950 will be so great and so well liked by the people

that it will be given a mandate to go on to full socialism. Unfor-

tunately, however, the Labor Government may have the economy so

well scrambled by 1950 that there will be no alternative except to

go on to full socialism, even though partial socialism has worked

very poorly on the whole.

Whatever the future may hold, it is certain that opinions now
differ sharply as to the merits and demerits of partial socialism in

Britain. Mr. Herbert Morrison, Lord President of the Council in

the Labor Government, for example, is inclined to regard the

system of partial socialism as a noble experiment representing the

first attempt of a great nation to combine large-scale economic and

social planning with a full measure of individual rights and liber-

ties.^ Mr. Winston Churchill, Leader of His Majesty's Loyal Opposi-

tion, on the other hand, takes a much more dim view of the whole

situation. In calling for the unseating of the Labor Government, he

characterized its leaders as unhappy men who “are in the grim and

disagreeable position of having promised blessings and given bur-

dens, of having promised prosperity and given misery, of having

promised to abolish poverty and only abolished wealth." ^

Even outdoing Mr. Churchill, a journalist wrote in the Sunday

Times:

The walls of the prison close in day by day; the area of enterprise

shrinks. Day by day the ceiling of opportunity is lowered. The prisoners

are charged more for the expense of the multiplying jailers. Food and

T Labor and Industry in Britain, September-October, 1917, p. 155.

^The Chicago Tribune, October 5, 1947.
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drink diminish in quantity and quality month by month. There is no

incentive to bold undertakings except a heartless propaganda which urges

all dogs collectively to jump the moon while keeping chained each dog
with a spring or a heart in him. Socialism, as now interpreted, is competi-

tion without prizes, boredom without hope, war without victory, and

statistics without end.^

In spite of such gloomy pictures, however, we must wait a long

time yet before attempting any complete and final evaluation of

partial socialism in Britain.

QUESTIONS

1. Why is it difficult to evaluate the economic system of Soviet Russia?

Explain.

2. “I'he Soviet Russian economy can be evaluated adequately by com-

paring its economic accomplishments directly with those of the United

States.” Show whether you agree.

“The economic system of Soviet Russia is for the most part one of

modern socialism.” Discuss.

1. “The planned economy of Soviet Russia has been successful in elimi-

nating many types of waste which are characteristic of capitalistic

productive systems.” Explain.

5. Describe the accomplishments of the So\ ic t Russian economic system

in the various fields of production.

6. “In matters of income distribution, Soviet Rtissia lives up to the

specifications of modern socialism at least roughly.” Show whether
you agree.

7. “From the point of view of the masses ol workers, the economy of

Soviet Russia may truly be regarded as a Utopia.” Show w^hether you
agree or disagree with this statement, being careful to refer to pros-

pects of employment, social insurance, labor organizations, and wages,

hours, and working conditions.

8. “If the total national income ol Soviet Russia ever becomes as great,

in proportion to total population, as that ol the United States, the

average worker would be much better olf in Soviet Russia than in

the United States.” Discuss.

9. “On the basis ol the statistical evidence, the claims ol modern social-

ism with respect to economic stability seem to have been fairly well

realized in the Soviet Russian economy.” Explain.

10. “There is clearly nothing that can be said in laxor of the Soviet Rus-
sian government and political system from the point of view of the

freedom of the individual citizens.” Do you agree? Explain.

11. How do the citizens of Soviet Russia fare with respect to freedom of

occupational and consumption choice?

5> Quoted in H. W. Seaman, “Life Under Socialism in Britain,” The American
Mercury, September, 1948, p. 294.
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12. “Economic planning in Soviet Russia has encountered many of the

difficulties which were predicted on the basis of theory.” Explain.

13. Criticize the results of planned industrial production in Soviet Russia.

14. “In the field of agriculture, Soviet Russian claims of accomplishment

are open to serious criticism.” Explain.

15. “In spite of all improvements, the Soviet Russian system of state

marketing has not been a great success.” Discuss.

16. Evaluate the Soviet Russian program of investment and capital con-

struction.

17. “In the field of income distribution, the main Russian claims of ac-

complishment require some qualification.” Explain.

18. “The distribution of income in Soviet Russia is criticized both for

having too little inecpiality and for having too much.” Explain.

19. “It is necessary to qualify rather thoroughly the conclusion frequently

reached by supporters of the system that Soviet Russia is a kind of

workers’ paradise.” Show whether you agree.

20. “I’he Soviet Russian system has some advantages over capitalistic

systems in the matter of avoiding business depressions and unemploy-

ment but these advantages are not so great as some supporters of the

system suppose.” Explain.

21. “Partial socialism in Britain offers a particularly difficult problem in

evaluation.” Why?
22. What may we consider tentatively to be the accomplishments of par-

tial socialism in Britain? Explain.

23. In what respects has partial socialism in Britain to date failed to be

a satisfactory system? Explain.

24. Is partial socialism likely to be a permanent system in Britain? Ex-

plain.

25. How can the Labor Government make plans for the private sector

of the British economy and yet expect that these plans will be carried

out? Explain.



CHAPTER 25

EVALU AT ION OF FASCISM

OiJR Study has indicated that the fascist economies were a peculiai

hybrid type of cconojnic system. They differed from capitalistic

economic's over ends or objectives rather than means. That is, the

Fascist leaders ajrpaiently believed that capitalistic economies use

^ood methods to achieve undesirable, or* at least relatively unimpor-

tant, ends. Private projrerty, free enterprise, and competition are

relatively desirable institutions in themselves, and even economic

motivatic^n is not undesirable, within limits. The methods and ]3rac-

tices of capitalistic production are also approjrriatc. But all these

things under capitalism are directed to the relatively unimportant

ends of maximizing jjroduction and improving the standards of

liviirg and general economic welfare of the individual citizens.

According to the fascists, these are not appropriate goals for a

nation.

rhe really desirable goal was considered to be national power,

glory, and piostige, to be sought through aggressive w’arfare, and all

econcjmic programs, policies, and results were merely means toward

the accomplishment of this goal. T herefore, if the econcjmic institu-

tions and methods of capitalism, which fascism retained at least in

name, tended to operate, if left alone, to produce results desired by

private individuals rather than those which were desirable for the

nation, the state (leaders ol the governrnerrt) had to intervene and

corrtrol their ofreratioir in the interests of the nation. Conversely, if

the achievement of the aims of the nation led to low standards ol

living for the individual c itizens oi^involved the enslavenrent of the

wor kers, these latter results were considered relatively unimportant.

Both in Italy aird in Germany, the fascist leaders originally

claimed that they had no intention of setting up and operating a

fully planned economy. The government was supposed to accom-

687
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plish certain necessary reforms, open up the way for private enter-

prise and initiative, and intervene directly in economic activity only

when private initiative was lacking or inadequate or when the

interests of the nation were directly concerned and were likely to

suffer in the absence of state intervention. The fascist leaders started

out by making a number of friendly gestures in the direction ol

private business interests, but eventually discovered that the effec-

tive pursuit of nationalistic goals and especially the preparation lor

large-scale war rec|uired governmental control over an ever increas-

ing number of phases of economic activity.

The fascist economies operated on the basis of economic planning

of at least a rough sort in their later years, although their planning

mechanisms were not so well publicized as that of Soviet Russia,

and there was apparently no provision for public participation in

the work of planning. The plans were c:arried out not through wide-

spread governmental ownership and operation of industries and

businesses but by superimposing a terrific number of governmental

controls on what were otherwise essentially capitalistic economies.

Governmental interventmn and control extended to virtually all

phases of economic activity and their effect was to modify pro-

foundly the nominally capitalistic institutions and practices of the

fascist systems. However, underneath this thick layer of govern-

mental control, private individuals and firms owned productive

wealth, operated the businesses and industries, engaged in compe-

tition to some extent, and were motivated largely by the desire lor

private profits.

The Accomplishments of Fascism

What can be said in favor of economic systems of the fascist type?

In view of the peculiar compromise between capitalism and the

planned economy which the fascist countries maintained, it might

perhaps be regarded as an accomplishment that they were able to

keep their economics operating successfully. Before the fascist coun-

tries actually established and operated their compromise economies,

many people probably would hafve doubted the feasibility of oper-

ating economies of this type. Of course, their operation was success-

ful primarily from the point of view of attaining the ends desired

by the fascist leaders, but even that was something. No one can deny

that Italy and Germany gained a wealth of experience in operating
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their particular type of economic system. Though it is impossible to

avoid gaining experience in operating any type of economic system

over a period of time and this accomplishment is therefore rather

automatic in character, the experience of the fascist countries may
be of some value to other countries, even though its value is largely

negative, lhat is, the experience of the fascist countries may be

valuable chiefly in showing us what we should not do in attempting

to solve our economic problems.

Frodiutive Results, In the fascist countries, highly complex gov-

ernmental organizations were set up for the control of productive

activities in general. It was sometimes difficult to ascertain just what

functions were performed by various parts of the control mechan-

ism, and there was some controversy as to the results which these

mechanisms operated to produce. It is probable that a considerable

amount of power and control over production was enjoyed by both

business men and industrialists, on the one hand, and by govern-

ment on the other. However, while there was undoubtedly a certain

amount of give and take between private business interests and the

leaders of the government in the fascist systems, there can be no

doubt that at the absolute top the leaders of the party and govern-

nient, and the goals which they wished to sec achieved, were su-

preme. No business men or industrialists were big enough to prevail

against the dictators and their immediate associates.

With regard to the efficiency with which production was carried

on under the fascist control mechanisms, wc may say that the in-

( l easingly sti ic t control of productive activities by the government

probably operated to minimize many of the wastes which arc likely

to be found in the capitalistic operation of industry. I'liat is, fascist

industries were able to avoid to some extent such things as the

overexpansion of plant and equipment and duplication of produc-

tive facilities, the undue prolileration of styles, shapes, sizes, and

colors of goods, and the wasteful advertising of many competing

brands of essentially the same products. Again, the fascist econegnies

may have had an advantage in that they permitted private individ-

uals to own and operate businesses and industries, bear the risks,

and make the profits or losses. 1 his may have furnished better in-

centives to efficiency than those available under complete govern-

mental ownership and operation.

Finally, there was also a movement toward increasing concentra-

tion and combination in business and industry. Many small-scale
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businesses were eliminated, while large-scale businesses and com-

binations increased in number and importance, aided by govern-

mental contracts, subsidies, guaranteed earnings, and opportunities

to obtain raw materials at favorable prices. It is likely that the con-

centration of production in the hands of large-scale businesses and

combinations increased tlie ease and ellectiveness of governmental

conti'ol and may have led to increased effitiency in prodiution.

While these developments were offset to some extent by other

factors, there is little reason to think that the technical efficiency

of productive activities dec lined under fas( ism. Therefore, our criti-

cisms of fascism in connection with the contiol oi production must

deal to a great extent with the nature of the objectives which were

set up for and accomplished by fascist industries and businesses

rather than the efficiency which was shown in pursuing these

objectives.

The fascist economies were prompt in recognizing the existence

of an agricultural problem in their midst, and many steps were

taken for the announced purpose of affording relief and assistance

to the hard-pressed farmers. Some of the fascist agricultural policies

may have been of some benefit to individual larmers or groups ol

farmers, but the economic k^t of agriculture as a whole did not

improve significantly in the fascist countries. In any case, the agri-

cultural policies were probably motivated not so much by any lo\e

for the farmers or any desire to benefit themt as individuals as by

the desire to bring agriculture to a condition in which it might be

expected to hold up its end of the general program for attaining

national objectives of economic independence and preparedness for

war, and, in Germany, by the desire to extend the fascist racial

program and policies to the farms. The fascist agricultural policies

may have contributed something to the attainment of the national

goals approved by the fascist leaders, but not much more than that

can be said for these policies.

Activities in the field of exchange were brought under govern-

mental control by means of the same general mechanisms yvhich

were provided for controlling other productive activities in the

fascist economies. In addition, the economic policies which the

fascist countries were following in their pursuit of announced na-

tional objectives made it necessary to introduce strict rationing of

large numbers of (onsurners' goods and severe measures for the con-

trol of prices. While both rationing and price control may have pro-
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cluced a more equitable sharing of burdens and sacrifices than would

otherwise liave existed and while both may have made the lot of the

ordinary (onsumcr better than it would otherwise have been under

the other economic policies of fascism, there is little to be said for

either policy on general economic grounds. These policies, at best,

were merely consistent with the other economic policies of fascism

and with the national goals which the leaders were seeking.

In both Italy and Ciermany, various rclorms were carried out in

tlie field of commercial banking, and the activities of the commer-

cial banks were brought more closely under governmental control,

but changes in the field of investment credit and banking were

much more revolutionary. Dividends which corporations were

allowed to ])ay on the ir securities were strictly limited. The earnings

which the corporations were thus compelled to retain might be

invested in the same lines of productions if the corporations were

j)roducing articles which were of importance under the self-

sufficiency or armaments programs. Otherwise, the government

w^ould '‘pei'suade” the corporations to invest their earnings in new'

plants which would contribute to these programs, or in government

bonds w'hich would place the funds directly at the disposal of the

government for the same purposes. New security issues on the part

of private industrial and business concerns were severely curtailed,

and private firms were made to look to the government for invest-

ment funds. Firms producing ordinary consumers’ goods were not

allowed to sell new securities, could not obtain additional invest-

ment funds from the government, and under price control were

unable to acquire large earnings of their own for purposes of

reinvestment. Thus, the entire investment-credit mechanism was

brought under the thumb of the leaders of the government, and

investment funds w'ere diverted into fields of production which were

deemed consistent with the attainment of national objectives.

Both fascist countries experienced severe difficulties in the field

of international trade after 1929, because their imports of vital

foods and raw materials had to continue, and it was impossible lor

them to dispose of their customary volume of exports. As a result,

all manner of controls were applied to imports, exports, and the use

of foreign exchange. The devices which were used included tariffs,

import and export licenses and quotas, export subsidies, private-

trading agreements, clearing agreements, payments agreements,

direct-barter deals, and other things. However, neither country
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maintained a very large volume of international trade on the basis

of these controls and both turned to comprehensive programs lor

achieving national economic self-sufficiency. The self-sufficiency pro-

grams included increasing the production of articles already pro-

duced in the fascist countries in amounts inadequate for domestic

needs, attempting to substitute articles which were relatively less

scarce for others which were relatively more scarce, and producing

artificial substitutes for articles which could not be produced in the

fascist countries by natuial methods. There are obviously no direct

gains in terms of maximizing production and standards of living to

be obtained from the curtailment of international trade and the

development of national economic self-sufficiency. T he most that can

be said of these policies, as of other fascist control policies, is that

they were apparently consistent with the national goals of independ-

ence and readiness for aggressive warfare.

The Distribution of Income. In the fascist countries, the distribu-

tion of income remained distinctly of the capitalistic type. With
productive wealth privately owned and most industries privately

operated, individuals were allowed to receive rent, interest, and

profits as well as wages and salaries. T'here was no tendency for the

proportion of the national income going into wages, salaries, and

other earned ccjinpensations to increase in relation to the proportion

going into profits, undistributed profits, interest and dividends, and

rent. In fact, the tendency was in the other direction, at least in

Germany, and inequality in the distribution of income increased.

There was no feature of the distribution of income in the fascist

countries which could be regarded as an accomplishment of fascism

unless it was that great inequality in the distribution of income

among persons was not allowed to accomplish all its usual undesir-

able results, since large portions of the incomes of all classes of

persons were taken by the government for its own purposes.

The Status of Labor. There is not much that can be said in favor

of the status and general treatment of labor in the fascist countries.

To be sure, industrial peace was maintained to an unusually, great

extent, and this is one feature of fascist economic operation which

commended itself to certain business men in the United States and
other capitalistic countries. The workers were permitted to have

organizations of a sort; systems of social insurance were maintained;

the paternalistic governments at least nominally protected the

workers against some of the most rapacious activities of the em-
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ployers; the “dignity’' of the workers’ position was said to have been

increased; and the Dopolavoro and Strength Through Joy move-

ments provided a variety of activities to occupy the minds and

bodies of the workers in their spare time. No boiujuets can be

handed to the fascist countries in connection with the wages, hours,

and W(^rking conditions of Ia!>or or real wages and standards of

living, so in the end we must fall back on our usual bromide to the

elfect that the treatment of labor in the fascist countries may have

been consistent with the general program for the attainment of

national objectives. And the same thing is all that can be said for

their policies for stimulating the growth of population.

Economic Stability. Skipping over the question of political and

economic freedom for the individual in connection with which no

claims of accomplishment can be made for the fascist countries, we
arrive at the question of economic stability. The experience of Italy

in the severe post- 1929 depression indicated that up to that time the

control policies of fascism had not been able to solve the problem of

securing economic stability. However, in the process of preparing

actively for total war and carrying on war itself, both Italy and

Germany were able to achieve, if not economic stability, at least a

rather steadily increasing level of economic activity and relatively

full enjployment of labor and other productive resources. This in

itself was not a very wonderful accomplishment since the same

results can occur in capitalistic countries under similar circum-

stances. However, wdth their economic systems under complete

governmental control and operating on the basis of economic plan-

ning of a sort, the fascist countries (if their fascist systems had

survived the war) should have had an advantage over ordinary

capitalistic economies from the point of view of avoiding business

depressions and unemployment.

If we have not been able to construct a very imposing list of the

accomplishments of fascism, it has been because we are unable to

accept the fascist notion that the goal or objective of a country

should be the attainment of national glory and prestige by means of

aggressive war. Anyone who was able to accept such a national

objective as desirable would have a much more favorable opinion of

fascist accomplishments, since the fascist organizations and policies

were, in the main, consistent with the attainment of this objective.

Apart from this, the accomplishments of the fascist countries were

not at all noteworthy.
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The Failures and Weaknesses of Fascism

Productive Results, In turning to a disc ussion of the failures and

weaknesses of the fascist systems, we must rcineinber that most of

the questions with which we shall deal were not failures and weak-

nesses from the point of view oi the attainment of the national ob-

jectives of fascism. In fac t, the iascist leaders would have regardc'd

many of these things as evidencecs of success or at least as inevitable

and rather unimportant accompaniments of success. Tliat is, our

criticisms will allege that the fascists accomplished many residts

which we regard as undesirable and failed to accomplish many
results which we regard as desirable. Fundamentally, they will be

criticisms of the fascist objectives rather than of the success with

which they pursued their objectives.

In the field of industrial production, the rather complete govern-

mental control which developed in the fascist countries may have

resulted in the elimination of some of the competitive wastes of

capitalism, but any such advantage was offset by the development

of bureaucracy and red tape, countless forms and regulations,

bribery, “wangling,” and the necessity of worming into the good

graces of fascist officials. The tendency toward industrial concentra-

tion and combination may have improved the economic position of

the surviving enterprises besides simplifying the problems of govern-

mental regulaticjn and control. However, any joy which large busi-

ness men in the fascist countries may have experienced at being re-

lieved of their smaller competitors must have faded rapidly as Party

members themselves went into business and used the powers of the

one-party state for their own economic aggrandizement. 1 he eco-

nomic successes achieved by these Party men were extraordinary

and the increases in their wealth and income were compared with

the loot and booty of the feudal robber barons.

On the whole, however, there is little reason to think that the

technical efficiency of production was lowered significantly under

fascism and it may actually have improved. Thus, our chief criti-

cism of the fascist control of production rests on grounds of ethics

rather than efficiency. While the fascist industrialists and business

men were expected to bear the risks and responsibilities of running

their enterprises and were supposed to be motivated by the prospect

of profits, they were severely controlled by the government and de-

prived of most of the economic freedoms under which the private
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operation oi business may be expected to be successful and satisly-

ing. On the other hand, it was unfortunate from our point of view

that virtually all increases in the total production of the fascist econ-

omies were directed toward economic indc*pendence, armaments,

and war rather than toward increasing the real incomes and stand-

ards of living of the citi/xms.

In agriculture, the fascist policies of price control and cooperative

marketing under strong governmental supervision may have

afforded at least a partial solution to the famcjus “scissors problem,”

or tlie disparity between the prices received by farmers for their

products and the prices of industrial goods and other products

which they buy. On tlic other hand, the 1 aimers as a whole cannot

be thought to have gained greatly from participation in the pro-

grams of economic self-sufficiency or frcjm the progiams of land

reclamatic:)!! carried on by the fascist governments. No really deter-

mined attack was made on many fundamental farm problems such

as tremendous concenti ation in the ownership of farm land, farm

tenancy, and the great disparities in income and economic wxlfare

which existed between the poor and prosjx’ious farmers. In Cier-

many, the extension of the racial program to agriculture and the

attempt to form the fanners into a definite and permanent caste

tied to the land scorned particularly deploiable.

As a matter of principle, there is something to be said for strict

governmental control over commercial and investment banking

activities, if not for actual governmental ownership and operation

in these fields. Either device might eliminate or gieatly reduce the

significance cjf the various economic problems which are found in

these financial fields in our capitalistic system. However, in the

fascist countries, goNcrnrnental control ol commercial and invest-

ment credit was directed toward the goals c^f national economic in-

defiendence and readiness for war almost exclusively and not toward

the maximization of the economic welfare of the people. In the field

of exchange and marketing, the general results of (ascist control

policies were similar to those produced in industry, but here we also

encountered the devices of rationing and price control. The ratiem-

ing of foods and of consumers’ goods of many other kinds may have

served to distribute the burdens and hardships, produced by other

fascist economic policies, fairly ecpiitably among the citizens. How-
ever, the rations made available to the people inevitably resulted in

very low standards of consumption, and we must remember that
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these burdens and hardships would not have been necessary if the

economy had not been geared to the objectives of national economic

independence and war. The attempts at price control were un-

doubtedly necessary and desirable in view of the other economic

policies which the fascist countries were following, but the efficiency

of the mechanisms for controlling prices left much to be desired.

As we have seen, many devices for circumventing and undermining

price control were developed in both countries and the effective

stabilization of prices occurred only in the official statistics of the

fascist governments, despite the severe penalties which were pro-

vided for violations of the price decrees.

The fascist leaders of both countries sometimes contended that

their policies for severely controlling and limiting international

trade and for securing national economic self-sufficiency were thrust

upon them by the economic conditions which existed in the world

after 1929, but this conclusion was at best only partly valid. In the

absence of the program of planning and preparing for aggressive

warfare, the difficulties with respect to international trade and for-

eign exchange which the fascist countries experienced in the post-

1929 depression could probably have been overcome, and the great

sacrifices involved in the development of economic self-sufficiency

would not have been necessary. The nature of the costs of economic

self-sufficiency was rather obvious. Attempts to increase the produc-

tion of articles which were formerly produced in inadequate quan-

tities in the fascist countries could be carried out only at sharply in-

creasing costs of production, and they often involved a curtailment

of the production of other things which were also badly needed.

Attempts to substitute relatively plentiful materials for relatively

scarce ones in production may have resulted in increased economic

independence, but they certainly produced unsatisfactory results in

other respects. In general, the artificial substitutes were higher in

cost or lower in quality (or both) than the natural products which

they replaced, and some of these substitutes had special qualities

which made their use in industry difficult or required larger quan-

tities of machinery and equipment than would have been necessary

to process the natural products. The production of artificial substi-

tutes required the construction of much costly plant and equipment,

and the funds for this purpose were derived to a great extent from

the old-established industries of the fascist countries. As a result these

ordinary industries found it difficult to maintain and renew their
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own productive facilities and the quantity, quality, and cost of their

products were often adversely affected. Finally, the production ot

synthetic materials, while bringing increased economic independ-

CMice in some sectors of the economy, sometimes caused shortages in

other sectors.

All or most of these factors had a most unfortunate effect on the

leal incomes and standards of living of the citizens of the fascist

countries. Ffowever, the results of the economic self-sufficiency pro-

gram should not be considered as any evidence of inefficiency on the

])art of the fascist countries in attaining their objectives. The ob-

jectives were self-sufficiency and preparation for war, and the coun-

tries were rather successful in reaching them. The fascist leaders

never claimed that they were going to improve the real incomes and

standards of living of their people, to increase the c|uantity or im-

prove the quality of goods available for immediate consumption,

or to cause the old-establisheti industries producing consumers’

goods to flourish and prosper. We criticize the fascist leaders not for

failing to get what they wanted but for paying so little attention

to the presumed fundamental needs and desires of the people.

The Distribution of Income. Any notion that there was anything

soc ialistic about fascism w'as quickly dispelled when wt observed the

distribution of income in the fascist countries. In Germany, and

probably in Italy too, the proportion of the national income going

to property owners and business enterprisers in the form of rent,

interest, and profits increased under the auspices of fascism, while

the prcjportion going to the workers of the countries as wages,

salaries, and other types of compensation for productive labor de-

creased significantly. Moreover, inequality in the distribution of

inccjme among persons increased instead of diminishing. Economic

inecjuality was kept from becoming completely intolerable only by

the fact that the government’s need for revenues for its own pur-

poses placed a severe drain on the incomes of all classes of income

receivers.

The Status of Labor. The status of labor in the fascist countries

seemed deplorable from what the fascist leaders would have called

our ‘'outmoded and archaic capitalistic point of view." In both

countries, wage rates fell sharply in the depression years after 1929 .

In the following years of economic revival, wage rates advanced

only slightly from their depression lows, though total wage pay-

ments increased as the result of increased production and more
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hours of work. Still later, under price control, w'^age rates were

stabilized at their existing unsatisfactory levels. Thus, the money

wages of workers in the fascist countries remained very low and they

were subject to many types of taxes and other deductions. Even

before the outbreak of World War II, the fascist countries did not

succeed in raising the real wages and standards of living of the

( itizens significantly from the low levels which had prevailed during

tile great depression, and, in the years of actual war, these real

wages and standards ol living declined materially.

A considerable degree of industrial peace was obtained in the

fascist countries but only at great cost to the workers, if not to the

employers. The w'orkers had no labor organizations worthy of the

name. The (organizations to which they had to belong were

leally government inspired and controlled organizations, headed by

l^arty men and interested primarily in seeing that the interests of

the nation (as the fascist leaders saw them) did not suffer as the

result of anything that went on in the field of industrial relations.

The workers had no real right to bargain collectively with their

employers, they were allowed to use none of the weapons of indus-

trial conflict to bring their demands forcefully to the attention of

their employers, and the wagc\s, hours, and working conditions

which were so important to them were determined, except for the

supervision and intervention of the government and its agencies, by

the fiat of the employers and at their pleasure. The employers w^ere

also deprived of their usual private organizations, they were called

upon to give up their tr ied and true weapons and practices of in-

dustrial conflict, and they were subjected to many burdens by the

government and the Party. However, except for governmental inter-

vention, the employers still held the up|)er hand in their direct

dealings with the workers because of their natural superiority of

bargaining power. Ihe ecjual treatment of parties unec^ual in

strength still left them unecjual in strength. And there is no cer-

tainty whatever that the interests of the workers were adequately

protected by the Labor (Courts, Courts of Social Honen*, and the

other elaborate devices which were set up for this purpose, although

the fascist leaders attributed inrpressive records to some of these

agencies.

Apart from the matter of wages, the situation of the workers of

the fascist countries with respect to hours of work and w^orking

conditions in general was not favorable even in the years before
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the beginning of World War II, and in later years the situation of

the workers became steadily worse. The famous (or infamous) work

books or labor passports, the conscription of workers of almost all

kinds, the freezing of workers in their jobs, the application of mili-

tary or semi-military regulations to the woikers, and the suspension

of former legal restrictions and limitations on hours of w^ork and

other working conditions were all part of the order of the day in

the fascist countries. As compensation, the workers had the benefits

of the Dopolavoro and Strength Through Joy movements (and,

in Ciermany, the Beauty of Work movement as well). However, the

workers had almost no freedom of choice or conduct in their leisure-

time activities and they were the “beneficiaries” of a strong program

of political education in these activities, which means that plays,

movies, concerts, operas, courses of training, lectures, and other

activities were all “coordinated” with the fascist philosophy. In the

long run, the workers themselves did most of the paying for the

activities of Dopolavoro and Strength Through Joy, and these

activities were regarded by the fascist leaders in part as a means of

keeping the workers out of mischief in their spare time. The activi-

ties were intended also to keep the workers reasonably happy and

contented, so that they would be easier to govern and more pro-

ductive in their work.

The workers were also compensated in part by the systems of

social insurance which the fascist governments maintained. How-
ever, in Italy, many persons were excluded from some of the types

of social insurance, the benefits received by the insured were piti-

fully inadeejuate, and the cost of the insurance was borne to a great

extent by the workers themselves. In one year, the expenditures for

social services made uji less than 1 per cent of total governmental

expenditures, and the social insurance funds in general paid out in

benefits only a relatively small fraction of their receipts. In Ger-

many, the workers also paid heavily for their social insurance, the

payments of benefits for various social insurance purjjoses were
changed considerably under fascism, the government was very

niggardly, on the whole, about increasing total expenditures for all

social insurance purposes, and the program as a whole may be

regarded as rather inadequate.

Finally, the workers were compensated perhaps by the joy which
they found in realizing that they were an important part of a na-

tional community which (according to the fascist leaders) was con-
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stantly growing in power and importance. According to these

leaders, the main issue with the workers was not their ridiculous

wage-pennies, but the dignity and honor oi their position. Or, as Dr.

Robert Ley said, in comparing the German worker to a soldier,

Formerly the soldier received 20 pfennigs. By this was clearly meant,

“Your work as a soldier 1 cannot pay you lor, nor does the Fatherland

attempt to pay you lor it. What it does do is provide you your nourish-

ment, clothing, and physical well being. Pretisely in this sense arc you a

soldier!” And a soldier has honor. Does the olFicer seek to drive a bargain

with the soldiers, and the soldiers with him? Unthinkable! But the power
of command is not enough. The greater the power of command, the

greater must be the responsibility you bear. It does not mean to be the

sole master in one’s own house in accordance with civil ideas of arbitrary

p(3wer, but it means to be a leader, to see to it that one knows and cares

lor every individual, molds the human beings, leads every individual in

a truly inner sense. The question who will pay for it is ridiculous and
irrelevant. I'he question is “Is the principle right?” Do you [the workers]

want to be a business commodity or a soldier with honor? J ask the

business man, does he w'ant to be a calculator and a financier, or an

officer? Then everything is clear and there are no more questions.^

Perhaps we should emphasize again that these developments in

connection with the status of labor under fascism were not to be

regarded as failures of the fascist economies to produce the results

which the leaders were seeking. In fact, the treatment of labor under

fascism may be considered as reasonably consistent with the attain-

ment of the national objective of fascism. Certainly the fascist

leaders never promised the workers the right to belong to unions

of their own choosing, the right to collective bargaining and the

weapons of industrial conflict, high wage rates, short hours, and

completely satisfactory working conditions, or improved real in-

comes and standards of living. On the other hand, we are free to

criticize the status of labor in the fascist countries as unsatisfactory

from the point of view of our own notions of the objectives which

an economic system should seek to reach.

Business Depressions and Unemployment, In the last decade of

fascism the fascist leaders took many bows for their success in main-

taining an ever increasing volume of productive activity in general

in their countries and in eliminating the problem of unemployment.

Both countries were severely afflicted with unemployment in 1982,

but in a few years they converted an unemployment problem into

1 Quoted in W. R. Deuel, People Under Hitler, p. 305.
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one of labor shortage. In later times, these countries had to place

increased reliance on women workers. They called aged workers

out of retirement, relaxed former restrictions on the employment ol

Jews, recruited workers from the prisons, drcjve many workers from

handicralt and itinerant trades into industry and business, and even

employed large numbers of war prisoners. However, as we have

seen, it is no great feat of economic magic to achieve an expanding

total of economic activity and employment in w^artime or even in a

period of active pref)aration for war. And we do not know how

effectively the completely government-controlled fascist economies

could ojjeratc under ordinary peacetime conditions. Theoietically,

they should have an advantage over ordinary capitalistic ecemomies

from the point of view of avoiding business depressions and un-

employment, but we cannot be sure that the fully controlled fascist

economies would even constitute a tolerable form of organization

for peacetime conditions. Of course, Italy operated under fascism

for several years under peacetime conditions, but governmental

controls over the economic system had not then developed to nearly

their later level.

The Question of Freedom. From the point of view of freedom for

the individual, there wms almost nothing to be said for tlie fascist

( oun tries. The government in each case w\is a complete dictatorship,

with the fascist party and its leader in absolute control. Party mem-
bers held almost every office of any impoi lance, and there was a

striking duplication ol personnel betw^een the governmental officers

and agencies and the matching officers and agencies maintained by

the party. The electoral process was first controlled and then almost

completely eliminated, so that most governmental offices WTre filled

by appointment from above. The legislatures became mere figure-

heads and practically all laws were made by executive decree. The
court systems were “purified” and filled with loyal fascists. Law
practically ceased to exist as an objective concept, since it depended

on the changing wdll of the “leader” and his henchmen. Elabbrate

organizations, including secret police and special courts, were set up
for the protection of the regime and the party, and laws covering

offenses against the state wx^re so loosely worded that it was possible

to punish the individual for almost anything he did. The powTr of

the party extended not only to the national government but to the

district and local governments as well. And the fascist leaders

claimed that all this w^as not only necessary but also desirable.
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According to the fascist philosophy, sovereignty lies in the state

and pot in the individual citizens. The state is everything; the indi-

vidual is nothing. Individuals are insignificant particles in the long

life of the nation; they cannot even be conceived of as existing apart

Iroin the nation as a whole; they have no interests which may be

regarded as superior to those of the nation; and they have no rights

which the nation is bound to respect. When this philosophy was

carried out in practice, the status of the individual was deplorable.

In the fascist countries, freedom of speech, freedom of the press,

freedom of assembly, and most other civil rights of the individual

weie completely eliminated. The education of the individual

was brought under party control. Teaching staffs were “purified,'’

education was restricted largely to boys, textbooks were rewritten,

and racial and political subjects were emphasi/ed in the curriculum.

Scientists and research workers were made to give up their search

for absolute truth and to devote their talents to producing “fascist

truth.” Great masses of the most ridiculous party propaganda were

thus enabled to mascjuerade as bodies of scientific conclusions, in

Germany, even religious freedom was virtually dc^stroyed by party

controls over the churches and the clergy.

1 he effect of all these events was a really tragic spiritual impover-

ishment of the individual. In the absence of freedom of speech, or

any real public opinion, or any genuine c ritical judgment oi public

|)olicies, the people were led to celebrate their own enslavement

and to engage in debasing hypocrisy and servility. Economic or

political success was made to depend on boot licking, apple polish-

ing, or even bribery instead of real effort and achievement. Initia-

tive and responsibility were weakened. 1 rue scholarship and origi-

nal creative thought disappeared. The young people of the fascist

countries were prostituted to the purposes of the state, their mental

development was blighted, and they were brought up to worship

blindly the things that they had. However unfortunate the lot of

the ordinary individual may have been, his position was infinitely

worse, at least in Germany, if he were unfortunate enough to be a

Jew. The National Socialist racial program involved persecution

and brutal violence to an extent which beggars description. Tlie

racial program would have been bad enough on any grounds, but it

seemed even worse to the extent that it was bascxl on the ridiculous

myth concerning the Nordic or Aryan race and its alleged superior-

ity. However, as we have seen, the real reasons beliind the program
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of anti-Semitism seem to have been the necessity for a scapegoat or

bogey-man on which all misfortunes, domestic: or intcsrnaticmal,

could be blamed, and the desire to transfer Jewish wealth and jal)s

to “deserving Germans.

“

riu‘ status of the individual in strictly economic matters was not

nuich better than it was in these cither fields. The business man or

enter]n iser in llu* lasc ist (ountries ncjininally had a certain amount

of freedom of action, but in actual practice he was tied hand and

focjt by governmental controls. For the ordinary individual, Ireedom

of occupatic3nal choice, cji indeed almost any Ireedom of action as

a wc^rker was virtually destroyed. The freedom of choice of the

individual as a consumer was severely limited by rationing, price

control, and the productive results of fascist ])olicies with respext

to economic self-sufficiency and war. Surely no one could approve

of the favseist systems from the point of view of freedom for the

individual unless he could agree with the fascist leaders that “the

maximum of liberty coincides with the maximum of state force."

Conclusion, From the economic point of view, fascism involved

the imposition of numerous and severe governmental controls on

what was othe rwise a capitalistic economic system. These controls

were intended to insure that the results produced by the economic

system would be those considered appropriate by the leaders of

party and government from the point of view ol national goals and
objectives. While few of us, as citizens of a capitalistic system, would

have much use for any economic system which operated under com-

plete governmental control, it may be said that the fascist system of

economic control did not compare unfavorably with other systems

of complete governmental control from the point of view of the

technical efficiency of production and management. In other words,

if we could approve of the national objectives of fascisSm, we might

say that the fascist system of leaving the risks and responsibilities

of operating economic enterprises to private individuals and stimu-

lating these individuals by means of competition and the pro.spect

of private profit, while making sure by means of governmental con-

trols that the total economic results produced were appropriate,

might produce better results on the whole than the Russian system

of outright governmental ownership and operation. Indeed, the

fascist control methods differed only in degree rather than in kind
from governmental controls which are sometimes employed undei
capitalism.
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Apart from our dislike of the completeness of governmental con-

trol over economic activity under fascism, our chief criticism con-

cerns the nature of the national objectives of fascism. It seems to us

that the general goal which the fascist countries were seeking—that of

attaining national power and glory by means of economic independ-

ence and aggressive warfare— is both monstrous and inhuman. It is

rather doubtful that the most })ersuasive of leaders could have kept

the people of the fascist countries full of devotion and enthusiasm

for such an objective if the government had been democratic and

res})onsible to the peoj^le. This seems especially true in view of the

extremely serious economic consetjuences which the policies adopted

in pursuit of this objective had lor the people as individuals. As a

matter of fact, the objective in c|uestion was forced on the people by

a strong dictatorial government wJiich controlled almost every

phase of the lives of the individual citizens and deprived them of

\irtually all their liberties.

And what did the people of the fascist countries receive in return

for all their economic hardships and suffering and for their loss of

civil, political, economic, religious, and practically every other kind

of liberty? Judging from the events of World War II, fascism in Italy

was unable to produce even an economy and a nation which was

strong in war. In Germany, on the other hand, an effective war

economy was uncjuestionably developed, but it was entirely inade-

(juate For the task of world coiujuest without wdiich most of the gains

which immediately residted from military conquest could not be

retained. On the whole, there seems to be nothing about fascism

which should lead us to consider it as a desirable alternative to

cafjitalism.

QU EST ION S

1. Describe the general nature of the fascist economic systems.

2. *Tt may perhaps be regarded as an accomplishment that the fascist

countries were able to keep their economies operating more or less

successfully.” Explain.

.1. “The economic accomplishments of fascism in Germany and Italy

were for the most part those which will be obtained rather auto-

matically by any country which tries to operate under a new kind of

economic system.” Do you agree? Explain.

4. “There is little reason to suppose that the technical efficiency of pro-

ductive activities declined under fascism.” Show whether you agree.
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5. “Criticisms of fascism in connection with the ronrro] of production

must deal primarily with the objectives which were set up for and

accomplished by fascist industries and businesses.” Explain.

f). “The most that can be said for fascist policies and methods in the

various fields of production is that they were apparently consistent

with the national aims of the fascist leaders.” Explain.

7. Some American fascists say: “The fascist economics of Italy and Ger-

many had a definite and important advaniajL^e over our capitalistic

system in that they eliminated labor problems and industrial con-

flict.” Evaluate this opinion.

8. “Fascist economies should have some advantage over ordinary capi-

talistic economies from the point of view of avoiding business depres-

sions and unemployment.” Explain.

9. “All or most of the fascist policies and methods in the various fields

of ])roduction had a most unfortunate effect on the real incomes and

standards of living of the citizens.” Explain,

10. “Griticisms of the fascist economics must turn largely on ethical c|ues-

lions rather than questions of eflicieiK y.” Ex[)lain.

11. “The list of failures and difficulties of fascism in Germany and Italy

(oincides almost perfectly with the list of fascist economic policies,"

Show whether you agree.

12. “Any notion that there was anything socialistic about fascism is

quickly dispelled when we observe the distribution of income in the

fascist countries.” Explain.

13. “The status of labor in the fascist countries seemed deplorable from

what the fascist leaders would probably have called our ‘outmoded

and archaic capitalistic point of view.’ ” Explain.

14. “From the point of view of freedom for the individual, there was

almost nothing to be said for the fascist countries.” Explain.

15. “The experiences of the fascist countries demonstrated that national

economic self-sufficiency is indefensible except as a war policy.” Do
you agree? Explain.

If). You arc selected to give an addre.ss to a group of people who believe

that socialism, as practiced in Russia, and fascism, as practiced in

Germany and Italy, are in reality the same thing though called by

different names. Explain the arguments which you would use in trying

to convince these people that there are significant differences, from

an economic point of view, between these two types of systems.
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Marxian Socialism





CHAPTER 26

THE MARXIAIS PHILOSOPHY
AND INTERPRETATION OF HISTORY

For many people, no treaiineni oi the ‘‘isms ' or of comparative’

economic systems would be complete which did not deal at some

length with the subject of Marxian Socialism. The work of Karl

Marx has literally been all things to all people. His works have

indicated to some people that he was one of, the most brilliant and

penetrating economists who ever lived, but the same writings have

(onvinced other people that Marx was a crackpot and a fool. To
different people, Marx's writings appear both naively idealistic and

h()[)elessly materialistic. In some places in the modern world, Marx's

doctrines appear so dangerous an^ so completely antithetical to

the truth that their study is proscribed, while in other places any

serious deviation from the Marxian analysis comes under the head-

ing of rank heresy. In part, the difficulty lies with Marx’s writings

themselves rather than wdth their readers, for his writings are often

\ague and ambiguous. He frequently skimmed over matters which

should have been strong points in his analysis only to overdevelop

favorite minor points of his owm. His style is often heavy and

abstruse, and his reasoning complicated and inconsistent. Moreover,

he never did present in reasonably brief compass in any one place a

complete statement of his position on economic matters.

However, there is no disputing the great importance of Marx's

writings. His doctrines form a large part of the theoretical founda-

tion of modern socialism and communism, and attempts to refute

these same doctrines have given more orthodox economists a great

deal of “busy work" through the years. Even the modern fascist

philosophy is constructed in part as a refutation of some of Marx’s

leading doctrines. In view of the abstruseness and inconsistency ol

Marx’s writings, the business of interpreting Marx or of explaining

709
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“what Marx really meant’* has long been one of the most popular

of indoor sports. We have not included Marxian Socialism in the

main body cjI our work on comparative economic systems because

Marx's writings dealt largely with the descrijnion, explanation, and

( valuation of capitalism as he saw it and with predictions con-

cerning its future de\elojmient and eventual downfall. When it

came to the treatmemt of the ideal economic and social system which

^vould one dav replace capitalism, Marx dealt largely with general

outlinc^s and did not go into details extensively. However, now that

our analysis and evaluation of economic systems, both theoretical

and ac tual, has been completed, we may projxrly spend some time

with thc‘ Marxian analysis. First, howe\er, we need a few words on

the life of Marx.

The Life of Marx. Karl Marx was born of Jewish parents in 1818

at I reves (Trier) in scjutheastern (ieiinany. II is grandfather, and

other ancestors in preceding generations, had been rabbis, but his

father was a lawyer wfio had many clients but was not especially

successful at making mcjiiey. His father was converted to Christianity

and was baptized when Karl was in his sixth year. Marx attended

the elemeniarx schools of his native town, spent a year at the Uni-

versity of Bonn, and then attended Berlin University, ostensibly to

study law. However, alter the death of his father in May. 18'18,

Marx devoted himself primal ily to philosophical studies and hoped

to attain a lectin eship at the University ol Bonn through the good

offices of a Iriend, Bruno BaucT. He received his doctor’s degree

from the University of Jena in 1841 on the basis of his thesis en-

titled “On the Differences between the Natural Philosophy of

Democritus and Epicurus.”

His lectureship at Bonn failed to materialize and Marx became a

free-lance joinnalist. In 1842, he became editor-in-chief of the

Rkeinische Zeitung, a daily paper founded by a group of Cologne

business men. This paper was soon suppressed by the government

and ceased publication in March, 1843. In s})itc of his uncertain

prospects, he was married on June 12, 1843 to Johanna Bertha Julia

Jenny von Westphalen, daughter of Baron von Westphalen. After

about five months cjf honeymooning and intensive study at Kreuz-

nach, Marx was called to Paris to participate in the publication of

the Franco-German Year Books, which were intended to be an

international organ of liberalism. The publication collapsed after its

first issue, but Marx remained in Paris for fifteen -months, continu-
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ing his sluclics and literary work. In August, 1844, he began his

Jirelong Iricndship and collaboration with Friedrich Engels, socialist

son of a wealthy cotton manufacturer. Engels contributed a great

deal to Marx’s tliouglu and writing, and he also contributed heavily

later on to the financial support of Marx and his family.

Maix’s radical literary activities led the Prussian government to

ask for his ex})ulsion from France, and he was didy expelled in

January, bSlT). VVhth assistance frcmi Engels, he was al^le to find

refuge in Brussels, where he remained until tlie outbreak of the

French Revolution in February, 1818. During his stay in Brussels,

Marx continued his study and his output of communist propaganda,

but he also wrote one important book, Mishc dc la Fhilosopliic

(1847), and a shot ter woik entitled Wage Labor and Capital. Late

in 1817, the Federation oi the Just ((Communist League) engaged

Marx and Engels to prepare a statement ol |)rinciples (party plat-

form) and the lesult was the justly famous Manifesto of the Com-
7nnnist Party. Marx went to Paris in 1848 on the strength of news ol

the French Revolution, but stayed only until June, and then went

back to Germany in company wu'th Engels, There they published

the Nenc Rheinischc Zeitniig, a highly radical paper which was sup-

pressed in May, 1849. Alter brief stops in Frankfort and Paris, from

which lie was once again expelled, Marx lound permanent refuge in

London.

Except for a brief visit to the United States, Marx remained in

London ic^r the rest of his life. He continued to write for various

newspapers and at one time was a European correspondent of the

New York Tribune. However, he derived much of his support from

a legacy received from a friend and from an annual stipend which

Engels, then in business in England, provided for many years. He
continued his intensive studic's of economic affairs, and he is said

to have spent ten years in incessant study in the British Museum
before publishing the first volume of his three-volume work. Das
Kapital, which appeared in 1867. In these years in England, he also

wrote The Critique of Political Economy, Value, Price and Profit,

and many other works, but he did not live to publish the last two
volumes of Das Kapital. These were constructed by Engels from

Marx's extensive notes and were published in 1885 and 1894. Marx
also represented German workingmen at an international confer-

ence in London in 1864. When the International Workingmen’s
Association, or “First International" was fornu^d, Marx w^as an active
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participant and drew up a statement ol its principles. He remained

more or less active in tliis organization until it collapsed in 1876.

Marx is now remembered not for his journalistic or revolutionary

activities but for his writings on economics and capitalism. He died

in 1883, a little more than a year after his wife's death.

The Marxian Philosophy

The Philosophy of HegeL As we have seen, Marx was always

greatly interested in philosophy, and under other circumstances he

might well have been a prolessor of philosophy at some institution

of higher learning. He examined intensively all types of philosophy

which came to his aitention in an effort to find a system of philoso-

phy which would fit his own notions and fill his own needs, but

no existing system of philosophy seemed entirely satisfactory. The
philosophy which suited Mark best was that of the German philoso-

pher, Georg William Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831). One of the lead-

ing principles of the Hegelian philosophy was the idea of constant

change. That is, the only unchanging thing is change itself, or, as

Hegel put it, the only immutable thing is the abstraction of move-

ment. The whole world, indeed the entire universe, is constantly

changing. Nothing is completely permanent, but everything is con-

tinually evolving, developing, becoming.

Moreover, according to Hegel, reality existed only in the world of

ideas. Objective things and events are of no importance. The only

thing that matters is what we think about these objective phe-

nomena. The real universe is one of ideas, and change therein is the

only real change. Thus it would seem that if an objective phenome-

non has changed, but we think that it has not changed, then in

reality no change has taken place. In similar fashion, if a material

object or condition has remained unchanged but we think that it

has changed, then in reality change has taken place. While it would

not always be very safe to act in practice on the basis of this princi-

ple, it was strenuously advocated by Hegel. The chief task, there-

fore, was to explain the method by which change occurs in the

world of ideas.

The Hegelian dialectic, or explanation of the method by means

of which change occurs, involves the concepts of thesis, antithesis,

and synthesis, A particular thought or idea which we have and use

is known as a thesis, but no idea can exist without an opposite,
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which seems to contradic t or quarrel with it. Thus, it would be im-

possible to have an idea ol “light'' unless wc had one of “darkness."

llie op})osite idea is known as the antithesis or negation of the

original idea. In the realm of the human mind, there are numerous

theses and antitheses. The constant tendem y is lor conflict or strug-

gle to exist between thesis and antithesis, and fiom this struggle a

new principle or idea results, which is known as the synthesis, or

negation of the negation. However, according to the principle of

constant change, this synthesis or new idea will be held and cher-

ished only until it attracts or creates a new opposing idea or an-

tithesis to struggle with it and create a new synthesis, and so on and

on. This universal and never-ending process was thought to explain

completely all phenomena within the universe (which, of course,

was one of ideas).

Another illustration ol Hegers dialectic method is his conception of

human history, which he legarded as the progressive embodiments of the

world spirit striving with man for the realization of divine ideals. Ac-

cording to him, the physical universe is now a practically finished cre-

ation, in which there is incessant motion but very little change; whereas

historical development is relatively rapid, and there can be seen the

struggle fc^r higher and higher human values such as patience, duty,

order, justice, freedom, and love. This self-realization or revelation of the

divine thought and will is gradual but progressive because of the fact

that every partial truth has a beneficial opposition or contradiction in

itself, an antithesis which negates the inadequate idea and leads to the

negation of the negation in a higher and truer synthesis. In the words of

Hegel: “The dialectical principle constitutes the life and soul of scientific

progress, the dynamic which alone gives immanent connexion and neces-

sity to the body of science. . . . Wherever there is movement, wherever
there is life, w’herever anything is carried into effect in the actual world,

there dialectic is at wwk. . . . Contradiction is the very moving principle

of the world."

The fundamental principle of Hegel’s dialectical idealism, “nothing

is identical wn’th itself, but everything contradicts itself," is decidedly

evolutionary and progressive, and yet susceptible of revolutionary inter-

pretation. But Hegel was quite conservative in his attitude toward the

changing world, as may be seen in his celebrated dictum, “Whatever is

real is rational and whatever is rational is real," the implication being
that the absolute reason or spirit or GkkI is revealing Himself in human
history as fast as possible, and that under any given conditions of time

and place the world is good. And yet, according to his own philosophy he
might as truly have said, “Whatever is real is irrational," since whatever
is has within it contradictions that will make it more rational. So also

Hegel could say with ecjual truth; “Whatever is is right," and ‘TVhatever
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is is wrong.’’ But he stressed the Idriiier truth, and for that reason it has

been said by Engels and other revolutionists that tliere is a fundamental

contradiction in his system between his revolutionary dialectics and his

socio-political conservatism.^

Marxian Modifications and Limitations, As we have said, Marx
approved of much of the Hegelian j)hilosophy. 1 he idea of constant

change as the dominant characteristic of the universe seemed to him

a ])rofound truth and he gladly accepted the Hegelian dialectic

involving thesis, antithesis, and synthesis as a good explanation of

tlie method by means of which change occurs in the universe.

However, he could not agree with the idealism of Hegel which

involved the notion that reality existed only in the world of ideas

and in the mind of man and that the struggles or conflicts which

j>roduced change were conflicts of ideas. In criticizing Hegel on this

point, Engels said:

While materialism (omcives nature as the sole reality, nature in the

Hegelian system represents merely the “alienation” of the absolute idea.

S(> to say, a degradation of the idea. In all circumstances thinking and its

thought-product, the idea, is here the primary, nature the derived ele-

ment, which only exists fry the condescension of the idea. And in this

contradiction they floundered as well or as ill as they could .

2

But Marx did not propose to do any floundering in an idealistic

philosophy. Eoi him, reality was found in objective events and

phenomena, not in rntmtal concepts. The thesis and antithesis whose

conflict prodiued change were objective material forces existing

in the universe, and not merely conflicting ideas, and the resulting

synthesis was again an objective phenomenon. Thus, for idealism,

Marx substituted materialism. As Marx himself put it:

My dialectic method is not only different from the Hegelian, but is its

direct opposite. To Hegel the life-process of the human brain, i.e., the

process of thinking which, under the name of “The Idea,” he even

transforms into an independent subject, is the demiurgos of the real

world, and the real world is only the external, phenomenal form of “The
Idea.” With me, on the contrary, the ideal is nothing else than, the

material world reflected in the human mind, and translated into forms
of thought. ... I therefore openly avowed myself the pupil of that

mighty thinker, and even here and there, in the chapter on the theory

1
J. E. LeRossignol, From Marx to Stalin. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell

Company, 1940, pp. 95-96. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

Friedrich Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach. New York: International Publishers,

1935, p. 28.
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of value, coquetted with the modes of expression peculiar to him. The
mystification which dialectic suffers in Hegel's hands by no means pre-

vents him from being the first to present its general form of working

in a comprehensive and conscious manner. With him it is standing on

its head. It must be turned right side up again, if you would discover the

rational kernel within the mystical shell.'^

Marx firocc'cded to turn the Hegelian dialectic right side up and to

study its working in the ordinary events of the world of human
affairs.

In speaking of objective events and phenomena as reality and of

their reflection in the human mind, Marx appears to consider the

human mind as relatively unimportant. It apparently is a shallow

thing, like a mirror, which is capable of reflecting external phe-

nomena but nothing more. Our thoughts are controlled by the

events of the external world, and we cannot possibly avoid thinking

as we do in a given environmental situation. Thus, an employer of

labor after the Industrial Revolution and development of the lac-

fory system would have thoughts concerning his workers wdiich were

c|uitc different from those entertained by an employer of labor

several decades before. When the environmental situation is ripe for

the development of a certain idea, principle, or theory, the appro-

priate mental concept will be developed, perliaps by one man and

perhaps by several. In support of this notion, one might refer to the

many cases in which the same theory or even the same mechanical

invention has been developed independently by two or more indi-

viduals living in different countries and apparently completely

unaware of each other’s work. However, this interpretation of the

human mind would not be very flattering to Marx himself. His

thinking and writing wwdd have to be considered a necessary and

almost automatic product of the environmental conditions which

prevailed in the middle years of the nineteenth century. And it

could be argued that, if Marx had not thought and wrote as he did,

someone else would almost inevitably have done so.

Some supporters of Marx, howTver, strongly deny that he meant

to assert the supremacy of matter over mind. According to this

view, his intention was merely to show that the mind “works by

embodying itself in things, changing their shape and potency, and

combining them into relations and systems whose changing phases

3 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume 1. Chicago: Charles H. Kerr and Company, 1906.

p. 25.
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are the basis of the history of mankind/' ^ Marx would not have

denied that the things which he described as material and as

forces of social evolution are more and more products of the human
mind as time goes on. Marx’s interpretation of events is called

“materialistic” only to distinguish it from the “metaphysical ideal-

ism” of Hegel and his immediate followers. As a matter of fact, it

is said, Marx did not laise the issue of mind versus matter at all.

He “upheld actual mind ecjually with actual matter against the

Absolute which was greedy to engulf them both.”

In any case, we must realize that the Marxian philosophy is as

universal in its aj^plication as that of Hegel. T hat is, it constitutes

an explanation of realistic phenomena and events in all fields and

must be ccjnsidered to include the mind of man as one part of the

phenomena existing in the universe. However, Marx did not

attempt to make applications of his philosophy in a large number

of fields, but instead limited his use of it to the field of social insti-

tutions and processes. T his in itself should not be considered as a

criticism of Marx, for it would be impossible for a single individual

to apply his philosophical interpretation intensively to more than a

fairly limited field of phenomena. But in cultivating his chosen

field, Marx reached a conclusion which was in no way necessary on

the basis of his genc/ral philosophy. He concluded that, in the field

of social institutions and processes, one type of phenomena con-

tained greater potentialities for producing change than any other.

T hese phenomena were found in the economic field. Basic theses,

antitheses, and syntheses were economic in character, and develop-

ments in other fields of human relationships were dependent upon
changes in the economic sector. Finally, on the basis of his philos-

ophy, Marx could not accept the conservative outlook of Hegel,

which more or less approved conditions as they were. Marx was

interested in changing things as well as in explaining them. His

philosophy was dedicated to revolutionary change and his dialectic

w^as meant to be a weapon for use in the struggle against the exist-

ing economic and social order.

The Marxian Interpretation of History

Marxes Objective. The Marxian interpretation of history follows

rather closely on his basic philosophy, but before we pursue the

4 G. D. H. Cole, Whai Marx Really Meant. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,

1937, pp. 11, 12, and 16. Reprinted by peimission of the publishers.

5 Ibid.
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matter further we should see why Marx was anxious to develop an

explanation of history. In general, his purpose in seeking the ex-

planation of past history was to become able to predict future

events. He knew that he did not like the capitalistic system as it

existed and he thought that, if he could discover what had brought

the system to its present stage of development, he could predict its

(probably horrid) future fate. If he could understand the forces that

had caused past events, he would have knowledge of the forces

which would cause future events. Furthermore, he thought that

knowledge, in this case as in so many others, is power. If we can

understand the future events which the forces already at work in

our social system are tending to produce, we may be able, by skillful

and timely intervention, to influence these future events and mold

them nearer to our heart’s desire. As Engels put it:

Active social forces work exactly like natural forces: blindly, forcibly,

destructively, so long as we do not understand and reckon with them.

But when once we understand them, when once we grasp their action,

their direction, their effects, it depends only upon ourselves to subject

them more and more to our own will, and by means of them to reach

our own ends. . . . When once their nature is understood, they can, in

the hands of the producers working together, be transformed from master

demons into willing servants.^'

The Marxian interpretation of history was intended to be a

means of making history and not merely one of explaining it.

The Nature of the Interpretation, The Marxian interpretation of

history holds that the stage of economic development or mode of

production is the determining factor in the field c:)f social relations

and proceSsScs. When the mode of production undergoes any signifi-

cant change, the result is to produce changes in social institutions,

laws and legal relationships, government and politicak institutions,

and even mental processes and habits of thought. As Marx himself

stated the case:

I W'as led by my studies to the conclusion that legal relations as well as

forms of state could neither be understood by themselves, nor explained
by the so-called general progress of the human mind, but that they are

rooted in the material conditions of life. . . . The general conclusion at

which 1 arrived and which, once reached, continued to serve as the lead-

ing thread in my studies may be briefly summed up as follows: In the

social production which men carry on they enter into definite relations

Friedrich Engels, Socialism Utopian ami Scic}ilific. New 'i'oik: International

Publishers, 1935, p. 68.
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that are indispensable and independent of their will; these relations of

production correspond to a definite stage of development of their material

powers of production. The sum total of these relations of production

constitutes the economic structure of society—the real foundation, on
which rise legal and political superstructures and to which correspond

definite forms of social consciousness. The mode of production in material

life determines the general character of the social, political, and spiritual

processes of life. It is not the consciousness of men that determines their

existence, but, on the contrary, their social existence determines tkeir

consciousness. At a certain stage of their development the material forces

of production in society come in conflict with the existing relations of

production or—what is but a legal expression of the same thing—with

the property relations within which they had been at work before. From
forms of development of the forces of production these relations turn into

their fetters. Tlien c()mes the pericxl of social revolution. With the change

of the economic foundation the entire immense superstructure is iimrc

or less rapidly transloimed. In considering such transformations the dis-

tinction should always be made between the material transformation of

the economic condilions of production which can be determined with the

precision of natural science and the legal, political, religious, aesthetic, or

pliilosophic—in short ideological forms in which men become conscious

of this conflict and fight it out.^

In other words, economic activity is the fimtlainental basis of

human life. As Engels once said:® “He (Marx) distovered the simple

fact that human beings must have food and drink, clothing and

shelter, first of all, before they can interest themselves in politics,

science, art, religion, and the like.” The satisfaction of these and

other wants for economic goods retjuires productive activity, and

the time has long since jxissed when production can be successfully

carric*d c:)n as an individual process. Almost universally in the capi-

talistic system, producticjn is of necessity a social process which

involves the cooj^ei alive activity of ccjnsidcrahle numbers of indi-

viduals. I'hus, in order to satisfy their economic wants, men enter

into productive relationships wdth each other. I hesc relationships

are indcpKiuIeru of the wdli of the individual and eexTespond to a

definite stage of development of the material forces of production.

T ims, if a man wants to he a steel worker today, he will have to fit

himself into one ol the various functions or (ategories ol work

which exist in the steel industry as it is now carried on. A choice of

jobs he may have, but he cannot lay out a job for himself without

7 Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (1859).

Chicago: Charles H. Keir & Co., 1913, pp. 11-12.

8 In an address at the funeral of Marx, March 17, 1883.
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regard for the functions and tasks of other workers. "I'hc present

relations of production are beyond his volition. Moreover, the rela-

tions of production in any given field or industry change greatly

through time. A worker entering the steel industry today would find

an existing set of productive relationships which diliers sharply

from those which prevailed in the same industry some fifty or a

hundred years ago. However, at any particular time, these produc-

tive relationships depend upon the existing stage of development

of the material forces of production.

riie sum total of the productive relationships in all fields of

productive actixity constitute the economic structure of society or

mode cjf prcxiuction, and all other institutions and processes of

human life are adapted to this mcjcle of prc^duc tion. When the mc^de

of production changes, other changes must occur sooner or later in

legal relationships, government and political institutions, social

institutions, religion, art, and even the mental processes of people.

I'he tribal c:)rgani/ation of government with a chief at the head

would be completely inconsistent with the modern capitalistic mode
of production and could not exist along with it. Much the same

thing would be true of the ancient organization of the family, called

polyandry, in which c^ne wife had several legal husbands. In all

cases, the other social institutions and processes must be adjusted

to the ( hanging mode of produc tion. Much the same thing is true

of human thought, ideas, and mental processes. It would have been

almost imj>ossible for the classical economists of tlie late eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries to have written treatises on economics

which closely resembled those of the eailier Mercantilists which

were written when feudal barriers to trade had been breaking

down, inter-regional and international trade had been developing,

and the merchant-traders had been the relatively scarce or insuffi-

cient class in the population. Meaital attitudes toward practically all

matters change along with the changing mode of j>roduc tion.

The mode of production which is to have such miraculous and

far-reaching influences cannot be interpreted narrowly to mean
merely the existing tec hnology of production—tools and machinery

—for it would be ridiculous to think that all social institutions and

processes derived their entire form and content from such a narrow

base. I'hc mode of production includes the existing technology of

production, but there is ample evidence in the writings of Marx
and his followers that it includes a great deal more as wtU. Appar-
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ently the mode of production must take account of the number
of available workers, their characteristics and abilities, their pro-

ductiveness, their organization, and their cooperation or the extent

to which the division of labor is practiced. It includes the quantity

and quality of land available, the abundance or shortage of mineral

and other natural resources or types of })ower, and other natural

things. It includes, according to some interpreters, the extent to

which transportation and communication have been developed, and

even the institutions and processes which have been developed lor

the exchange of economic goods, as distinguished from their pro-

duction in the narrower sense. Truly the mode of production must

be closely identified with the entire existing stage of economic

development.

The changes in either social institutions and processes which re-

sult from changes in the mode of production may have to do with

matters of form and organization rather than basic character and

substance. For example, according to Marx, the changing mode of

production does nothing to change the basic character of the state,

which is always an agency of oppression. 'The concept of the state

has to do with the public power of coercion as separated Irom the

aggregate body of citizens. The state is to be distinguished from

government, which is merely the machinery in which the power

resides and through which it is wielded. The state is “the political

embodiment of a certain form of class-domination, corresponding

to a certain set of economic relationships, which in turn arises out

of a certain stage in the development of the powers of production.

Accordingly, the state is , . . not an association of citizens bound

together in pursuance of a common purpose, but essentially coercive,

standing for the power of the ruling class to punish all offences

w hich threaten the established system of class relationships.” Polit-

ical power exercised through government is nothing more than the

organized power of one class for oppressing another.

Now the change from earlier economic systems to modern capi-

talism has done nothing to change the nature of the state. It has

perhaps been necessary to change some of the forms and organiza-

tions of government, and certainly the control of the state has passed

from other individuals or groups to the bourgeoisie, or the power! ul

owners of productive wealth under capitalism, but that is all. The

9 G. D. H. Cole, What Marx Really Meant, p. 180. Reprinted by permission of

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York.
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executive of the modern state is nothing more than a committee tor

managing the common affairs of the bourgeoisie as a whole, and the

state itself is merely the organized collective power of the possessing

classes which is used against the exploited and down-trcjclden work-
ers, or proletariat. T he state will always remain an agency of oppres-

sion until some day when the classless society oi ideal communism
is reached. Then, in the absence of any class to exploit, the state

Avill wither away and disa])pear.

According to the notion of modern Marxists, all arguments over

differences between forms of government arc ridiculous, for there

is really only one form of government and that is a dictatorship in

the hands of the dominant c:lass of the time, which, under capital-

ism, is the bourg(*oisic'. 1 he bourgeois dictatorship works very well

iindcr the so-called demociatic form of government. LJnder democ-
racy, the possessing class wields its power indirectly but all the more
effectively because in this way its control of the government is partly

concealed. The owning class controls the government by means of

the corruption of governmental ofHcials and legislatures, bribery,

lobbying, the direct control of votes and of the details of sulirage,

and the control of newspapers, periodicals, radio, and other agencies
for molding public opinion. And the owning class very cleverly

cjbtains the support of the exploited masses. Every so often, the
government goes to the trouble of holding an election, the people
have a choice of candidates and platforms, and they ostensibly elect

their rulers for the ensuing period. Actually, however, the opposing
candidates are as nearly alike as tw^o peas in a pod, and the elections

mean merely that every few years the oppressed have a chance to

decide which agents of the oppressing class shall have charge of
oppressing them in the following period.

Marx's notion of the nature of the state and government, and of
its strict control by the bourgeoisie, was doubtless the source of his

opinion that the oppressed masses could alleviate their misery effec-

tively only by means of revolution. The bourgeoisie might permit
the government to make certain concessions to the masses by means
of progressive or social legislation, but such concessions would never
be carried far enough to create any real change in the existing

system or to endanger the power of the dominant class. Any conces-

sions to the masses would be intended to bolster up and perpetuate
the existing system and not to tear it down. Whatever other mis-

takes the bourgeoisie may make, they will never commit suicide.
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Neither did there appear to be anything very hopeful about the

activities of labor organizations, for the government as controlled

by the bourgeoisie would never permit these organizations to de-

velop to such an extent or in such ways as woidd actually endanger

or infringe upon tlie powers of the dominant class. No wonder

Marx could urge the workers of the world to unite and could con-

tend that they had nothing to lose but their chains.

The Marxian Philosophy in Relation to the Interpretation of

History, The Marxian interpretation of history should be consid-

ered undoubtedly as an example of the use of the Marxian dialectic

or method of explanation, though it woukl seem that the dialectic

can be applied to the interpretation of history in more than one

way. ]f, out of a past situation, a change in the mode of production

has arisen, we may consider this to be a thesis which finds its nega-

tion or antithesis in the old sc^cial, jiolitical, and legal institutions,

thoughts and theories, which continue to exist for a time. There is

certain to be conflict or struggle between the new mode of produc-

tion and the old ideas and institutions of a social, political, and

legal nature, and this conflict will result sooner or later in a syn-

thesis, or negation of the negation. T he synthesis will involve a new
situation in which human ideas and social, political, and legal insti-

tutions will once more be in adjustment with the mode of j)roduc-

tion. Op the old set of institutions and ideas could be considered

as the thesis, which finds its antithesis in the changing mode oi

production, with the same final result occurring as in the other

illustration. The synthesis, in which the mode of production is once

more in adjustment with human ideas and social, political, and

legal institutions, would then be a new thesis which would once

more be disrupted by a change in the mode of production, and so

on and on.

However, according to some people, another interpretation of

historical events in terms of the dialectic is more meaningful. That

is, we should consider the mighty bourgeoisie as the fundamental

fact or thesis of capitalism which finds its contradiction or antithesis

in the downtrodden masses or proletariat. The conflict between

thesis and antithesis is the famous “class struggle'' which Marx
emphasized so strongly. The outcome is eventually the breakdown

of capitalism, and the final synthesis is found in the classless society

of ideal communism. This interpretation could obviously be valid

once, but Marx usually regarded the dialectical process as continu-
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ous, and it is difficult to see just what the negation or antithesis ol

the classless society, which would help to jjroduce further change,

would be. We do not know whether Marx consideied the classless

society to mark the end of the dialectical process in liistory, or

whether he merely thought that changes beyond that point would

occur but simply could not be anticipated.

Finally, it might be possible to find illustrations of thesis, an-

tithesis, and synthesis within the mode of production itself. T he

single-enterpriser form of business organization as thesis might

have found its antithesis in the factory system of s])ecialized, large-

scale, and roundabout production, and the conllict might be con-

sidered to have resulted in the modern corporation which is well

adapted to production of the new type. Flowever, someone would

object that the single enterprise and corporation are forms of organ-

ization which are part of the legal supeistructuie of society rather

than the economic base or mode of jrroduction. 'This points clearly

to one difficulty of interpretation, for Marx and Engels never stated

at all definitely just where the line should be drawn between the

mode of [rroduction itself and the superstructure of legal, political,

and social institutions.

The Strength of the Marxian Interpretation of History. 1 he

Marxian interpretafion ol history has come in for a great deal of

enthusiastic acclaim and bitter criticism. On the whole, it may be

considered a rather good explanation of history. Certainly it may
be compared favorably with earlier interpretations which described

historical events as progressive manifestations of a divine w'ill or

providence, as the products of changing human ideas and thoughts,

or as the creations of a long succession of great men. With the eco-

nomic basis of historical events firmly in mind, w^e can interpret

the overrunning of wx'stern Europe by Gauls, T'eutons, Huirs, and

Tartars in terms of drought, famine, and the lure of plunder, the

Crusades as designed to protect the trade of Genoa and Vejiice

against the Saracens and 1 tirks, and the Ameiican revolution in

terms of unpopular taxation and immigration laws. Flistorical

events usually do have some kind of an economic basis, and this

fact was not thorouglily recognized before Marx's time.

While we cannot estimate the extent to which the development

can be attributed to the work of Marx and Engels, it seems rather

clear that historical writings today pay much greater attention to

economic factors than did tho.se of many years ago, and are no
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longer merely accounts of generals, kings, and battles. No historian

of modern times would attempt to explain either World War I

or II without delving deeply into a variety of economic matters.

Other types of social studies vie with each other also in their empha-

sis on economic matters. If a sociologist notes that the social institu-

tion known as the family is not today what it was a hundred years

ago and attempts an explanation, he is likely to mention such things

as changing methods of production wliich make it possible for

women to enter many types of work which were formerly closed to

them, the ability of women to supjx^rt themselves economically so

that they are no longer dependent upon their husbands through litc

for shelter and a meal ticket and therefore do not have to put up

with their husbands regardless of their actions, and the urbanization

of the population which has resulted in the substitution of the one

and a half room apartment for the old family home with its deeper

roots. In similar fashion, any political scientist who set out to

explain why the government of the United States today is not what

it used to be fifty or a hundred years ago and completed his dis-

course without referring to a multitude of economic factors and

forces would be deserving of some kind of a medal. The importance

of economic activities in relation to other human activities has been

recognized much more clearly since Marx’s time than before.

Criticism of the Marxian Interpretation. The most common
criticism of the Marxian interpretation of history holds that, while

Marx had a really good idea, he greatly overemphasized it. His-

torical events are extremely complex, and any attempt to account

for them in terms of a single factor, whatever it may be, is sure to

be deficient to a certain extent. Thus, it is held that the Marxian

interpretation of history either overlooked many significant non-

economic factors or attributed insufficient importance to them. One
such factor is said to be the geographical environment. Climate,

soil, topography, access to oceans, and the presence or absence of

various natural resources play a most important part in determining

occupations, modes of living, interests, the extent of geographical

division of labor, and general economic development. Marx is

accused of paying little attention to the economic effects of geo-

graphical factors and of overlooking their noneconomic effects

almost completely.

Religion is a second important factor in human life. Marx and

Engels did not overlook religion but they considered it to be derived
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rather directly from the economic sub-soil. Thus, Marx said that

religion is but the reflex of the real world, and Engels wrote: “All

religion is nothing but the phantastic reflection in men’s minds of

those external forces which control their daily life, a reflection in

which the terrestrial forces assume the form of supernatural

forces.’’ On this basis, Engels went on to show that the ecclesias-

tical hierarchy of the Middle Ages was closely related to the feudal

hierarchy and that the comparatively mild heresy of the Protestant

Reformation resulted from the growing power of the bourgeoisie.

Many people have questioned this attitude which makes religion

the mere servant of an economic master. It seems to them that

religion, regardless of its ultimate origin, is an important force in

the lives of many people and one which has accomplished results

of tremendous significance either by itself or in conjunction with a

variety of economic and noneconomic factors.

It is further contended that Marx underestimated the importance

of the human mind and ability to think in developing his interpre-

tation of history. We may admit that human thought is conditioned

and influenced by changes in the economic environment and that

human thoughts are not likely to be of great importance unless they

are related in some way to the objective facts of human existence.

As Cole has suggested, men are not limited to thinking about the

current problems of their age, but more will do so than not, and

only those ideas which have significance for their age will influence

the course of history. On the other hand, ideas develop also from

those which have been accumulated previously and do not alw'ays

result directly from external facts. As a matter of fact, one group of

ideas may readily give rise to another without the intervention ol

any changes in external circumstances.

Finally, a closely related matter is that of science and research,

which Marx regarded as important but attributed to a rather com-

pletely economic origin. Many people question whether the develop-

ment of science can be attributed solely to economic netds and

regard it as the product of a large number of factors. Many phases

of scientific research deal with matters which are not at all directly

economic in character and there are many scientists and inventors

who are apparently motivated by many factors besides self-interest

3 0 Friedrich Engels, New York: Iniernaiional Publishers, 19S4,

p. 316 .

11 G. D. H. C'ole, What Marx Really Meant, pp. 81-82.
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or the desire for immediate economic gain. Once a science has got

under way, it often seems to dcwelop on its own [)ower without any

further intervention of outside forces. Moreover, the stage of eco-

nomic development may furnish all the background and raw mate-

rials necessary for a certain invention or scientific development,

but not everyone hits upon such a discovery. In fact, many people

may use the background and materials only to produce relatively

inconsequential or c‘ven useless devices. Serious discoveries and

inventions apparently recjuire the intervention of particular indi-

viduals with special qualities of mind. And so the critics have gone

on and mentioned factors which they regard as noneconomic but

which have nevertheless been important in influencing the course

of history.

Of course, a good Marxist might object that many of these criti-

cisms are beside the point, because the mode of production, as

broadly defined, includes many of the factors which Marx is accused

of overlooking or underestimating. Thus, as we have seen, the mode
of production is frequently taken to include all geographical factors

(such as soil, climate, topography, natural resources, and sources of

power), and perhaj^s science and invention as well. It is also con-

tended that Marx attached much greater significance to the work-

ings of the human mind than the critics seem to think. However,

this opens the way to another type of criticism. If Marx had “dis-

covered” that the mode of production, in the narrow sense of

technology or tools and machinery, was the sole determinant of

history and cause of change in political, social, and legal institu-

tions and human ideas, it would have been a wonderful discovery

except for the fact that it obviously is not true. On the other hand,

as the mode of production is broadened so that it comes to include

more and more factors, the chance that it can function as specified

in the Marxian interpretation increases, but the significance of

xMarx's discovery decreases. There is apparently no limit on the

process of bringing more factors into the mode of production until

the point is reached where the mode of production contains c^very-

thing. Then the Marxian interpretation of history merely says that

“everything determines everything”—a proposition which is obvi-

ously true and one which, equally obviously, is meaningless as an

interpretation of history.

Qualifications of the Marxian Interpretation of History, To some

extent, the criticism of the Marxian interpretation of history has re-
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suited from a misunderstanding of its meaning. It would be absurd

to contend that, when the mode of ))rodiiction changes, we must

expect to see our legal, political, and social institutions and habits

of thought also change overnight as it were, but this is not what

Marx contended. In his opinion, the effects of clianges in the mode

of production on various institutions and habits of thought need

not be direct, immediate, or even perceptible to the people. Instead,

these effects may work themselves out slowly, gradually, and uncon-

sciously. The Industrial Revolution occurs and several decades later

we suddenly discover that the government, the family, and our

thoughts on economic and other matters are not what they used

to be. Obviously, there is something in this situation which is similar

to the “cultural lag” which some sociologists have emphasized. I'his

introduction of the time-lag concept makes the Marxian interpreta-

tion of history seem much more reasonable than it would otherwise,

but it also lessens the cliance to verify or disprove its validity.

Other qualifications of the Marxian interpretation of history

ascribe some history-making powers to other noneconomic factors,

at least in a secondary way. 'Fhat is, once the changing mcxle of

production has had its effect on social, political, and legal institu-

tions and on habits of thought, these factors may in turn act on
each other and on the mode of production in influencing the course

of history. This qualification may seem to weaken the strict Marx-

ian interpretation of liistory. but it is often mad(\ Even Engels

once said,

According to the materialist conception of history the determining

element in history is ultimately the production and reproduction in real

life. More than this neither Marx nor I have ever asserted. If therefore

somebody twists this into the statement that the economic element is the

only determining one, he transforms it into a meaningless. al)stract. and
absurd phrase. The economic situation is the basis, but the various ele-

ments of the superstructure—political forms of the ( lass struggle and' its

consecjiiences, constitutions established by the victorious class alter a

successful battle, etc.—forms of law—and then even the reflexes of all

these actual struggles in the brains of the combatants: political, legal,

philosophical theories, religious ideas and their further development
into systems of dogma—also exercise their influence upon the course of

the historical struggles and in many ca.ses preponderate in determining

their form. There is an interaction of all these elements, in which, amid
all the endless host of accidents (i.e., of things and events whose inner

connection is so remote or so impossible to prove that we regard it as
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abiciu and can neglect it), the economic movement finally asserts itself as

necessary. Otherwise the application of the theory to any period of history

one chose would be easier than the solution of a simple equation of the

first degree .^

2

And again:

Political, juridical, philosophical, religious, literary, artistic, etc., de-

velopment is based on economic development. But all these react upon
one another and also upon the economic base. It is not that the economic

position is the cai/se and alone active, while everything else has only a

passive effect. There is. rather, interaction on the basis of the economic

necessity, which nltijnately always asserts itself. . . . Men make their his-

tory themselves, only in given surroundings which condition it and on

the basis of actual relations already existing, among which the economic

relations, however much they may be influenced by the other political

and ideological ones, are still ultimately the decisive ones, forming the

red thread which runs through them and alone leads to understanding.^

Further:

Marx and I are ourselves partly to blame lor the fact that younger

writers sometimes lay more stress on the economic side than is due to it.

We had to emphasise this main principle in opposition to our adversaries,

who denied it, and we had not always the time, the plate or the oppor-

tunity to allow the other elements involved in the interaction to come
into their rights.^^

Ill the end, the most meaningful and reasonable version of the

Marxian interpretation of history, though it is somewhat weaker

than the original Marxian version, seems to be that advanced by

Cole. He says:

Men make their owm history: but they can make it, in any constructive

sense, only by accepting the limitations and opportunities of the age in

which they live. . . . What can be argued is that, however men decide to

act. the economic forces wall in the long run make their action ineffective

unless it is in sufficient harmony with the requirements of the economic

situation. The economic conditions circumscribe, but by no means
abrogate, human freedom: and, in a given situation, there may be many

12 Marx-Engels, Selected Correspondence. New York: International Publishers,

1935, p. 475 (Engels to
J.

Bloch). Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

13 /5/d., pp. 517-518, (Engels to H. Staikenhurg). Reprinted by permission of

the publishers.

1* Ibid., p. 477 (Engels to J. Bloch). Reprinted by permission of the publishers.
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alternative courses open, none of which is impossible on economic

j»rounds. Within this wide range of choices the non-e(onomic forces are

free to operate, inducing men to do this in ]n'cfcrence to that on what-

ever grounds may appeal to them, and thus vitally inlluenci ng the move-

ment of historical events. Only when men try to pass beyond the limits

set by the absolute possibilities of the economic situation are they sharply

pulled back into a path (onsistent with the requirements of economic

development.

The Class Struggle

The Marxian interpretation of history, or doctrine ot historical

materialism, is merely a prelude to, and a general foundation for,

the development of tlu' more special doctrine of the class struggle,

which is to result, according to Marx, in the destruction of capital-

ism and the eventual (stahlishment of the classless society. Class

Struggles are nothing new, for they have existed in all times and

[daces and have been a most potent source of historical develop-

ment. As Marx and Engels said:

I'he history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class

struggles. Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-

master and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood in

constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now
hidden, now open fight, a fight that each time ended, either in a revolu-

tionary reconstitution oi society at large, or in the common ruin of the

contending classes.^®

However, while class struggles have always existed, the class

struggle under capitalism is more open and clear cut than those

of earlier times.

In the earlier epoch:^ ol history, we find almost, everywhere a compli-

cated arrangement of society into various orders, a manifold gradation

of social rank. In Ancient Rome we have patricians, knights, plebeians,

slaves; in the Middle Ages, feudal lords, vassals, guildmasters, journey

men, apprentices, serfs; in almost all of these classes, again, subordinate

gradations. The modern bourgeois society that has sprouted from the

ruins of feudal society has not done away with class antagonisms. It has

but established new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms of

G. D. H. Cole, What Marx Really Meant, pp. 90-93. Reprinted by permis-

sion of Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York.

The Communist Manifesto. Chicago: Charles H. Ken Company. 1915,

p. 12.
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Struggle in place of the old ones. Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie,

possesses, however, this distinctive feature; it has simplified the class

antagonisms. Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two

great hostile camps, into two great classes directly facing each other

—

Bourgeoisie and Proletariat.^^

The Nature of the Classes. The distinguishing characteristic of

the bourgeoisie is the ownersliip of ])roperty—property in money
funds or more especially in land and ca})ital instruments. Since all

members of the bourgeoisie live on income derived from the ex-

ploitation of the proletariat, Marx makes no strong ciistinction

between money-lenciers, land owners, and capitalist-employers but

lumps them all together in the bourgeoisie. The proletariat, on the

other hand, consists of tht^ great masses of wage earners, who have

no property in productive wealth or surplus money funds and who
must therefore live by selling their labor, or labor-power, to the

bourgeoisie in return for wages which are in turn exhausted in

providing for the maintenance and reproduction of the workers.

Marx did not contend that capitalistic society was already com-

pletely divided into these two groups, for he recognized a middle-

class or petty bourgeoisie which fell in between the two main

groups. 1 his petty bourgeoisie included small manufacturers, shop-

keepers, artisans, and peasants, all of whom were conservative, if

not actually reactionary, in their economic attitudes. It also pre-

sumably included the professional groups, although Marx once

apparently consigned them to the proletariat by asserting that the

bourgeoisie had converted doctors, lawyers, j)riests. poets, and

scientists into its paid wage-laborers.

7'he existence of a middle-class group did not won \ Marx and

Engels, because it seemed to them that this group was on its way

out. As the Communist Manifesto said:

The lower strata of the Middle class—the small tradespeople, shop-

keepers, and retired tradesmen generally, the handicraftsmen and peasants

—all these sink gradually into the proletariat, partly because their

diminutive capital does not suffice for the scale on which Modern Industry

is carried on, and is swamped in competition with the large capitalists,

partly because their specialized ^ill is rendered worthless by new methods

of production.^®

17 Ibid., pp. 12-13. 18 Ibid., p. 23.
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J he proletariat is also enlarged from time to time by persons

who desert the higher groups on their own volition.

... A small section ol the ruling class cuts itself adrift and joins the

revolutionary class, the class that holds the future in its hands. Just as,

therefore, at an earlier period, a section of the nobility went over to the

bourgeoisie, so now a poition of the bourgeoisie goes over to the pro-

letariat, and in particular, a portion of the bourgeois ideologists, who
have raised themselves to the level of comprehending theoretically the

historical movements as a whole.

It is worthy of note that, while Marx made amj)lc provision for

other persons of higher rank to sink into the proletariat, he appar-

( iitly considered it impossible for members of the proletariat to rise

to positions in the middle class or the bourgeoisie.

The Development of the Class Struggle. 1 he modern caj)italistic

( lass struggle began with the breakdown of conditions existing in

tile old feudal society. In the so-calk'd period of primitive accumu-

lation of capital, some persons aexjuired the productive wealth and

money funds which enabhxl them to hire and exploit labor, while

others did not.

The spoliation of the church’s property, the fraudulent alienation of

the State domains, the robbery o( the common lands, the usurpation

of feudal and clan property, and its transformation into modern private

property under circumstances of reckless terrorism were just so many
idyllic methods of primitive accumulation. They concpicrcd the field for

capitalistic agriculture, made the soil part and parcel of capital, and
created for the town industries the necessary supply of a ‘free' and
outlawed proletariat.-^

Since the period of j^rimitive accumulation, the members of the

bourgeoisie have lived on income derived from exploiting the labor

of the toiling ma.sses, or proletariat. This income not only affords

the members of the bourgeoisie a good living but also permits the

further accumulation of capital for still greater exploitation of the

proletariat. The members of the latter group, since they are prop-
el tyless, must sell their labor-power for a price or wage whic^ is

only sufficient for their subsistence and reproduction. Thus the rich

get richer in relation to the poor and the clash of interests between

1hid., p. 20.

20 Karl Marx, Capital, X'olume I, p. 805.
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bourgeoisie and proletariat is harsh and irreconcilable. Nothing

would completely satisfy the members of the proletariat except the

receipt of the full value of the products created by their labor, and

this result (though entirely impcjssible under capitalism) would

result in the elimination of the bourgeoisie through the destruction

of their only source of income. Hence, we may expect nothing

except a struggle to the death betwee n these opposing groups.

Marx and Engels, in the Communist Mmiijesto, relate a long list

of accomplishments in the past which may be attributed to the

activities of the bourgeoisie.

The bourgeoisie . . . has been the first to show what man’s activity can

bring about. It has accomplished wonders far surpassing Egyptian

pyramids, Roman aqueducts, and Gothic cathedrals; it has conducted

expeditions that put in the shade all former Exoduses of nations and
crusades. . . . The bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one hundred years,

has created more massive and more colossal protluclive forces than have

all preceding generations together. Subjection of nature’s forces to man,
machinery, application of chemistry to industry and agriculture, steam-

navigation, railways, electric telegraphs, clearing of whole continents for

cultivation, canalization of rivers, whole pojjulations conjured out of the

ground—what earlier century had even a presentiment that such produc-

tive forces slumbered in the lap of social labor.21

However, from the point of view of the entire history of capitalism,

the most significant accomplishment of the bourgeoisie is found in

the creation, establishment, and development of the proletariat,

whose members will one day function as grave-diggers for the

bourgeoisie.

And the bourgeoisie deserves to perish because, as Marx and

Engels say:

The bourgeoisie, historically, has played a most revolutionary part.

The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has put an end to

all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations. It has pitilessly torn asunder

the motley feudal ties that bound man to his “natural superiors,” and has

left remaining no other nexus between man and man than naked self-

interest, than callous “cash payment.” It has drow^ned the most heavenly

ecstacies of religious fervor, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sen-

timentalism, in the icy water of egotistical calculation. It has resolved

personal worth into exchange value, and in place of the numberless

indefeasible chartered freedoms, has set up that single, unconscionable

21 Connminist Manifesto, pp. 16, 18, and 19.
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freedom—Free Trade. In one word, for exploitation, veiled by religious

and political illusions, it has substituted, naked, shameless, cHrect, brutal

exploitation. --

The Interpretation of Ancient Class Struggles, Wc must wait until

a bit later on to examine the exact details of the process by means

of which the capitalistic system is to be brought to its doom and the

class struggle is to be replaced by the classless society. However, at

present, we may direct several criticisms at the Marxian analysis of

the class struggle itself and of the participating grouj^s. In the first

place, the Marxian claim that the “history of all hitherto existing

society is the history of class struggles” seems to be refuted, accord-

ing to the critics, by general history with which Marx was inade-

quately acejuainted. To select one ancient example out of the

several cited by the critics:

Ancient civilizations, such as those of Egypt, Greece, and Rome, were

based on the institution of slavery, whence the gratuitous assumption of

Marx and Engels that the class struggle must have dominated their his-

torical development and finally brought about the transition to the next

stage of feudalism. But the slaves of those days were for the most part

subservient, abject, and helpless creatures, whose occasional murmurings
and rebellions were suppressed with horrible cruelty. Those were not

class struggles of the imaginary Marxian type, and did not bring the

transition to feudalism. Engels himself says that toward the end of the

Roman Empire slaves were scarce and dear; that the latifundia, which
were great agricultural estates based on slave labor were no longer

profitable; that small-scale farming by colonists and tenants was relatively

lucrative; and that, in short, “slavery died because it did not pay any
longer.” Then came the barbarian invasion, the downfall of Rome, and
the establishment of feudalism as the result of the conquest of a higher
civilization by a lower and not through the alleged driving force of a class

struggle.23

Difficulties in Distinguishing Classes. Tl he concept of the class

struggle presupposes the division of society into two large groups

or hostile camps, but it is very difficult to distinguish any such

groups in the United States today. If we followed die Marxian defi-

nitions strictly, the result would be ludicrous for the purposes of

socialism. I'hat is, if we tried to divide the people of this country

22 Ihid., p. 15.

23 J. E. LeRossignol, From Marx to Stalin, pp. 152-153. Reprinted by permis-

sion of the T homas Y. Crowell C'ompany, New York.
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into two groups on the basis of wliether they owned or did not own
property in productive wealth or money funds, wc should have to

place most of the people in the owning group or bourgeoisie. The
only people whom we could place in the proletariat would be those

who owned no land or capital directly, who had no savings deposits,

who had no social security accounts to provide them with annuities

in their old age, who had no life insurance policies, and who owned
no corporate securities or government bonds, for all of these things

involve, directly or indirectly, the ownership of productive wealth,

or of money funds beyond immediate needs in consumption. A class

division which results in only a few people being left in the prole-

tariat is anything but that which Marx and Engels had in mind,

and it would be difficult to see any mortal c lass struggle going on

between such groups. Moreover, the groups would cut across each

other to a considerable extent. Some individuals may readily receive

$10,000 a year from the sale of their labor services only, while others

live on incomes of $2000 or $2500 which are derived from the own-

ership of property. It would seem very peculiar in any case to class

the former individuals as members of the proletariat and the latter

individuals as members of the bourgeoisie.

Many modern Marxians realize that the original definitions of

the parties to the class struggle are in need of revision for applica-

tion to capitalism of the present day. Sometimes it is suggested that

we should include in the proletariat not only persons with merely

labor incomes but also persons with some property incomes as well,

just so long as the property incomes are less important than the

labor incomes. In the bourgeoisie, w^e should have all persons with

only property incomes and those whose property incomes exceeded

their labor incomes. Now it w^ould obviously be possible to divide

society intcj tw(3 groups on this basis, but it is to be doubted

that they would be highly antagonistic and conflicting groups.

Surely a person who derives 49 per cent of his income from the

ownership of property is going to have about the same economic

interests and attitudes as one who derives 51 per cent of his income

from this source, and one would have to go rather well down into

the so-called proletariat before finding any real change in these

interests and attitudes.

It might be well to remember, in trying to distinguish two con-

flicting groups in our society today, that the control of productive

wealth is usually more important than its ownership. Thus, we
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couJcl divide society into two groups according to whetlier individu-

als did or did not control significant amounts of productive wealth.

While there would obviously be difficulties in applying this notion

in practice, we should expect to come out with a relatively small

number of powerlul individuals in the bourgeoisie and with a pro-

letariat made up of a large number of persons who are powerless

so far as the control of productive wealth is concerned. I'here can

be no doubt as to the existence of a conflict of interests between

the two groups set up in this way, but whether this conflict is as

yet open and bitter enough to satisfy the Marxian concept, it is

difficult to say.

Many people think, however, that it is useless to try to see our

society as divided into two groups, with the one above the other.

Actually, there are many economic groups, and they divide the

society into horizontal segments or sections rather than into layers.

Idle interests of such economic groups as, for example, farmers,

manufacturers, and workers are in part conflicting and antagonistic

and in part common and harmonious. The groups have undoubt-

edly a certain amount of class or group consciousness, but it is not

usually of the type which makes cooperation or compromise with

other groups impossible. If this is an accurate description of our

social situation, it is clear that our society departs significantly from

the Marxian formula.

The Survival of the Middle Class, Getting back to the Marxian

description again, it is rather clear that the middle-class group or

small bourgeoisie has not disappeared in this country, cither by the

dismal process of sinking back into the propertyless proletariat or

otherwise. Several studies might be quoted which indicate that the

group of persons who are neither extremely prosperous nor excej)-

tionally poor has been increasing through time in numbers, wealth,

income, and as a proportion of the total population. On this basis,

some observers are led to think rather enthusiastically that "the

polarization, which Marx had expected to occur at the extremes of

capitalistic society, has actually taken place in the middle. Such

studies and (onclusions depend, how'ever, on rather arbitrary de-

cisions as to the boundaries of the middle-class group in terms of

income.

Perhaps even more important than the existence of grou])s or

classes is the matter of class attitudes. It matters rather little that

we may have groups which might be described as bourgeoisie and
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proletariat on the basis of income status or general economic posi-

tion unless these groups are properly class-consc ions. If all members
of the population, regardless of their income status, think like

members of the middle class, then for almost all practical purposes

bourgeoisie and proletariat do not exist. And this seems to be just

about the case in the capitalistic system of the United States today.

Canvasses and polls takcai on this important subject, which have

questioned people in all walks of lile and at all sorts of income

levels, have usually discovered that somewhere between 80 and

100 per cent of our citi/ens consider themselves to be members of

the “middle class” rathei than members of the exceptionally pros-

perous or extremely poor and underprivileged.

Evidence of this attitude can be (ound in t)u‘ activities of large

groups of wage-earners in the United States. If certain workers are

dependent on their labor incomes for their entire livelihood and

they find these labor incomes unsatisfactory, they do not usually

blame the capitalistic system and set about forming organizations

and carrying on activities for the purpose of destroying this system.

Instead, they try to improve their economic position within the

capitalistic system by forming organizations for bargaining pur-

poses, restricting output as the employers do, forming quasi-monop-

olies over the labor supplies on which employers are dependent,

and in general seeking to divert a larger share of the available social

income to themselves. Workers who think and act in such ways can

scarcely be considered to be members of the proletariat, in the

Marxian sense of the term, even though they arc propertyless and
dependent upon the sale of their labor power. As an English com-

munist writes:

There is a fundamental uiuealit) in the atiiiude and policy of labour

today. It accepts the old system and onto the old system seeks to fasten

parasitically, high wages, social services, and unemployment insurance.

. . . Labour in its consciousness is capitalistic; to be parasitic on capitalism

is to be capitalistic. . . . Labour has forgotten how to be radical. 2**

The New Class Struggle, As a result of these considerations, many
people conclude that the class struggle in the Marxian sense is a

myth in so far as the United States of today is concerned. However,

concern is sometimes expressed over a new kind of class struggle

24 M. Murry, The Necessity of Communism. London: Jonathan Caf)C, 1932,

pp. 78-104.
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which is or may be developing. As our total population becomes

first stationary and later actually declining, an ever larger pro-

portion of our people will be found in the advanced age groups.

Tlicse superannuated persons cannot be expected to take an active

part in the productive activities of the country and will rely on the

actually productive jiortion of the population for support. Unless

one believes in the Townsend theorems, it seems rather obvious that

we can devote a larger share of the national income to the support

of the aged only by leaving a smaller portion of this total income

in the hands of those who take an active part in the processes of

production. Thus, there will be a clash of interests as between the

aged group and the rest of the population, and this clash may result

in an actual class struggle in which each group attempts to control

the national government in its own interests and tries to gain a

larger share of the national income for itself. For the present,

however, this struggle, if it exists, is no more than in its opening

phases, and its exact future development cannot be accurately

foretold.

QUESTIONS

1. What were the main principles ol Hegelian j)hiI()sophy?

2. To what extent did Marx adopt the Hegelian philosophy in his writ-

ings? What nKxlifications did he make in this philosophy for his

purposes?

3. Why did Marx try to develop an interpretation of history? Explain.

4. Outline the Marxian interpretation of history.

5. Explain the meaning and importance of the term “mode of produc-

tion” as used by Marx in his interpretation of history.

6. “The Marxian interpretation of history may be considered as an ap-

plication of the Marxian dialectic (involving thesis, antithesis, and
synthesis).” Explain and illustrate.

7. Evaluate the Marxian interpretation of history, stressing points of

both strength and weakness.

8. “There are no sound objections or criticisms which may be directed

at the Marxian interpretation of history.” Show whether yon agree.

9. “The Marxian interpretation of history either overlooked many sig-

nificant noneconomic factors or attributed insufficient importance to

them.” Do you agree? Explain.

10. “The Marxian interpretation of history explains either too much or
too little.” Discuss.

11. How has the Marxian interpretation of history been qualified by
Engels and others?
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12. “The most meaningliil and reasonal)le version of the Marxian inter-

pretation of history seems to be that advanced by Cole." Explain,

LI “According to Marx, the stare is always an agency of oppression and

all forms or types of goveinnient are dictatorships in reality." Explain.

14. What is the importance of the class struggle according to Marx?

15. Distinguish between the bourgcoi.sie and the proletariat as Marx de-

scribed them.

If). What was to be the outcome of the class struggle, according to Marx?

17. “It is difficult to distingui.sh the Marxian economic classes in the

economy of the United States today." Show whether you agree.

18. “It is possible that other types of class struggles are becoming more

important tcKlay than that which Marx emphasized." Explain.



CHAPTER 27

THE MARXIAN THEORIES
OF VALUE AND DISTRIBUTION

Wk have noted Marx’s conteniion that the income of the bour-

geoisie under ea])italism is derived from the exploitation ot the

toiling masses of labor, but we are not yet familiar with the manner

in which this exploitation occurs. Before we can understand Marx’s

exploitation thesis, we must examine the Marxian theories of value

and distribution on which the doctrine of exploitation is based.

Many critics of Marx have contended that his theories of value and

wages, like his interpretation of history, were directed primarily at

changing tlie ca])italistic system rather than at explaining its present

functioning, but, ostensibly at least, he was trying to produce a

valid and objective explanation of economic phenomena and their

causal relationships as they existed in the period of his observation.

It will be helpful to remember that Marx’s explanations of value

and distribution, whatever his ultimate purpose may have been,

were intended to apply to the capitalistic system as it existed in his

day, and not to some ideal system which he w^as proposing to

establish.

Ex/josiiion of the Marxian Theory of Value

Vse-Vahie, Exchange-Value, and Price, Marx proceeded like most

economists to preface his discussion of value determination with the

definition of a number of terms and concepts. In the first place, he

distinguished between two kinds of value which a commodity may
have—use-value and exchange-value. By use-value, Marx meant the

value or irsefulness of a commodity to its owner, its utility (as we
should say now), or the amount of satisfaction or pleasure which a

user derives from the commodity. Exchange-value, on the other

739
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hand, was the power of a commodity or economic good to command
other economic goods in exchange for itself. After the brief intro-

ductory reference to use-value, Marx concerned himself, like most

economists, with the explanation of exchange-value. The price of an

economic good was defined as its power to command money in

exchange for itself or as the “money-name” of the value of an

e conomic; good.

xMarx also gave the explanation which was common in his day ol

the relationsliip between use-value and exchange-value. Clearly, an

article must have use-value in order to have exchange-value, for no

one will give up a commodity or service in exchange in order to get

something which is expected to have no use for him. On the other

hand, it is quite possible for an article to have use-value without

having exchange-value. Such articles are commonly known in eco-

nomics as free goods. However, in a developing capitalistic economy,

free goods tend to disappear and practically everything that has use-

\alue also has exchange-value. In all these definitions and discus-

sions of their interrelations, there is nothing at all revolutionary

or out of the ordinary.

Market Value and Normal Value, Like other economists, Marx
saw fit to distinguish between the market exchange-value of a com-

modity and its natural or real exchange-value. By natural value,

Marx meant something very much like the “normal value” of our

present value discussions—a kind of long-run average level of the

value of a commodity around which short-run or market values

fluctuate. Marx thought it necessary to explain both normal values

and the market values which oscillate around them. It was at this

j>oint that he began to get into difficulties, for, while he was willing

to concede that demand and supply forces were responsible for the

fluctuations of market values around natural or normal values, he

could not believe that the same demand and supply forces could

be responsible for the natural or normal values themselves. Thus,

he said:

At the moment when supply and demand equilibrate each other,' and
therefore cease to act, the market price of a commodity coincides with

its real value, with the standard price round which its market prices

oscillate. In inquiring into the nature of that [real or natural] xmlue,

we have therefore nothing at all to do with the temporary efiects on

market prices of supply and demand,^

1 Karl Marx, Value, Price, and Profit. Chicago: Charles H. Kerr k Company,

1913, pp. 45-46.
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71ie task which Marx set himsell was, tlicn, the discovery and

analysis of the one factor which determines the leal or natural value

of all commodities. Unfortunately, the objective of Marx’s work

}jrcdetermined the value of his results. Most economic phenomena

are extremely complex, and it is very seldom that any phenomenon

can be assigned to a single cause. To try to find the one cause of

the natural values of commodities is much the same as to try to find

the sole and single cause of business cycles or the one and only

meaning of the term “inflation.” Uhe point is not that one cannot

make out a case for a particular factor, but rather that such a case

is practically certain to be inadequate.

The Rejection of Utility and Demand, Marx could have made a

great stride forward in value theory by hitting upon utility, and

demand based upon utility, as a factor in determining the natural

values of commodities. However, it was his notion that the value-

determining factor not only had to be common to all commodities,

but had to be objective and absolute (unchanging) as well, and

this led him to reject use-value or utility as a subjective and relative

concept. T he utility of a eommoility is not something physical and

objective comparable to its si/e, shaj)e, and weight. It is not some-

thing which is actually in the good, lltility is rather a relationship

between imm and things—a relationship which is expressed by

saying that the men want the things. It is therefore a matter of the

human mind as well as of the commodity and is a subjective

concept. Since this is true, utility is also a relative concept, for the

utility of the same good may be (|uite dillert nt for difierent persons,

and it may be cjuite difierent lor the same pe rson from one time to

another. Fhe utility of a textbook lor a student may be quite dif-

ferent from its utility to some unsuspecting wayfarer who picks it

up after the student has lost it on his way home from class. Again,

the utility of a textbook lor a student who has completed the

course in which it is used may be quite different from the utility

which it had lor him at the beginning of the course. Marx could

see no use whit h could be made of such a subjective and fluctuating

thing as use-value or utility beyond saying that a commodity must

have use-value in order to have exchange-value. Certainly, so he

thought, utility could not be made the basis for the relatively stable

natural values of commodities. The quantitative analysis of utility

and demand had not been developed up to Marx’s time and he was
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(jiiite unable to develop it. That task was left for another generation

of economists.

The Acceptance of Labor as Value-Determining. In considering

the more objective qualities of commodities, Marx was compelled to

reject such things as size, color, shape, and weight, for these charac-

teristics are important only in so far as they affect the usefulness of

the commodities, rherefore, by a process of elimination, Marx hit

upon labor, or muscular and mental human effort, as the one

objective, value-determining element common to all commodities

which have exchange-value. Hut the value-determining element |jad

to be quantitative as well as objective, so the explanation could not

depend upon the quality or type of labor used to produce a com-

modity. So Marx fell back upon the quantity of lal)or, or the

amount of labor-time re({uired to produce a (ommodity, as the

determinant of its natural value. In Marx’s own words:

A use-value, or useful article, therefore has value only because human
labour in the abstract has been embodied or miUerializcd in it. How, then,

is the magnitude eff this value to be measured? Plainly, by the quantity

of the value-creating substance, the labour, contained in the article. The
quantity of labour, however, is measured by its duration, and labour-

time in turn finds its standard in weeks, days, and hours.2

And again:

A commodity has value, because it is a oystallizaiioN. of social labor.

I'he greatness of its value, or its relative value, depends upon the greater

or less amount of that social substance contained in it; that is to say, on
the relative mass of labor necessary for its production. The relatwe values

of commodities are, therefore, determined by the respective quantities or

amounts of labor worked up, realized, fixed in them.'‘

Past and Present Labor. However, Marx was not so naive as to

think that the natural value of a commodity was determined by the

quantity of labor-time bestowed on it in the last stages of its pro-

duction only. The natural value of a loaf of bread, for cxahiple,

does not depend merely on the labor-time involved in mixing the

ingredients, putting the dough in tins, putting the tins in and re-

moving them from the oven, superintending the baking process, and

slicing and wrapping the product. On the contrary, it includes all

- Karl Marx, Capital, Volume I, p. 45.

Karl Marx, Value, Pticc, and Profit, p. 57.
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labor ot these kinds and in addition all labor devoted to planting,

growing, and harvesting the wheat, grinding the wheat into flour,

and producing the other ingredients. the extent that capital

goods are used in the productive process, the natural value ol the

final product is also influenced by the labor-time involved in ].)ro-

ducing these capital instruments. Tlie value of the loal of bread

is affected by the amount of labor-time bestowed in the past on the

making of dough-mixets and baking ovens, the farm machinery

which helped in j)lanting, cultivating, and harvesting the wheat,

and even the machinery which helped to produce the farm ma-

chinery. Of course, the value of just cjne loaf c^f bread would in-

clude only a small fraction of the total amount of labor-time whic h

had been spent in producing these durable instruments of produc-

tions, for this lotal amount of labor-time would be spread over all

the loaves of biead which they help to produce during their life-

time. However, it is clear that the natural value of any final product

is determined by the entire amount of labor-time which is spent on

it, either directly or indirectly, in the present or in the distant past

as far back as it can be traced.

We see that the basing of natural value on the total amount
of labor-time used up in producing a commodity is not cjuite as

simple a proposition as it vSeemed at first glance. In fact, some

people find the idea of including all past and present, direct and

indirec t, labor-time in the price of the final ])rocluct so complicated

that they judge the Marxian proposition to be hcjpeless. “How on

earth,” they ask, “could anyone ever find out ail the labor-time

which had played a part in turning out a final product, measure it,

and include it in the price of the commcjclity? It won't work!” 4'he

answer to this objection is, of course, the one suggested at the be-

ginning of this chapter. Marx is not trying to explain how natural

values should be determined in an ideal economy. For such a pur-

pose, his proposition might well be considered too complicated. Ikit

Marx is merely trying to explain how natural values are determined

under existing capitalism. I'hus, his proposition is that the natural

values which already prevail for various products in our system have

been set by the processes of the market at such levels that they take

account of all labor-time, past and present, direct and indirect,

which has been spent in their production. No individual has to

ferret out all these amounts of labor-time, measui'e them, and in-

clude them in natural value.
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Socially Necessary Labor. But this is only the beginning of our

difficulties of interpretation. An article can have only one natural

value at a time, but different producers may spend varying amounts
of labor-time in producing exactly the same arti( le. For example,

a pair of shoes of a certain definite type can be turned out by

some producers with an expenditure of live hours of labor-time,

while other producers must spend six or seven hours to turn out

the same product. Which of these varying amounts of labor-time

will determine the natural value of shoes of this type? In order

to handle this problem, Marx introduced his concept of socially

necessary labor. The term “socially necessary’' in this connection

does not have its common modern meaning of socially desirable.

Instead it means merely the average amount of labor which is neces-

sary to turn out a particular good.

As Marx expressed this point:

In saying that the value of a commodity is determined by the quantity

of labor worked up or crystallized in it, we mean the quantity of labor

necessary for its production in a given state of society, under certain

social average conditions of production, with a given social average

intensity, and average skill of the labor employed.-*

Thus, in our illustration from shoe production, if six hours of

labor-time is the average amount required to produce a pair of these

shoes among all the producers in the industry, then six hours of

labor-time is the socially necessary amount and sets the natural

value of a pair of the shoes. Producers who use up only five hours

of labor-time in producing the same commodity nevertheless tend

to receive a price based on six hours of labor-time (if the price is

equal to natural value), and the same price is received by those pro-

ducers wdio, for some reason or other, use up seven hours of actual

labor-time in producing the same good.

Production and Reproduction Costs. Suppose, at a given time,

all the shoes actually on the market had required an average of

six hours of labor-time to produce, but that, for some reason, the

same shoes could now be produced with a social average of five

hours of labor-time. Would the natural value of the shoes now on

the market be set by the average of six hours of labor-time which

their production actually recjuired, or by the average of five hours

of labor-time which would be required to reproduce them? In this

4 Karl Marx, Value, Price, and Piufit, p. 62.
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situation Marx did not hesitate to say that it would be reproduc-

tion cost in terms ol labor-time, rather than actual cost, which

would be socially necessary and hence determining in connection

with natural value. Thus, he said:

If the lime socially necessary lor the production of any commodity

alters—and a given weight of cotton represents, after a bad harvest, more

labour than after a good one—all previously existing commodities of the

same class arc alfected, because they are, as it were, only individuals of

the species, and their value at any given time is measured by the labour

socially necessary, i.e., by the labour necessary for their production under

the then existing social conditions."^

Without in any way accepting the labor-cost analysis in general,

most economists even today would be willing to accept Marx's judg-

ment with respect to the relative importance of actual costs and

reproduction costs.

There is a little more to be said along this line. We have been

assuming that something (perhaps a new mechanical device) has

operated to reduce the average amount of labor-time required to

produce a commodity throughout a parliculai industry. But sup-

pose only one or two firms, out of the many in a conq^etitive in-

dustry, have adopted the new type of machinery and have re-

duced the amount of labor-time required to ])roduce a unit of the

good. In this case, Marx argues that the socially necessary labor-

time generally required to jiroducc the commodity has not changed,

and the firm or firms with the new technological device can profit at

least for a time by selling their goods at the old natural value (if

price is equal to natural value) while enjoying a cost in terms of

labor-time which is below the social average. As the new mechani-

cal device is adopted by more firms, it exercises a downward pull

on the socially necessary labor-time reejuired to produce the com-

modity and eventually the socially necessary labor-time will become
that required to produce the good wdth the assistance of the new
device. When the socially necessary labor-time and natural value

have thus fallen, any firm which keeps on producing by means of

the old methods will receive a price per unit for the commodity
which fails to compensate it for the labor-time actually spent.

The Froblem of Grades of Labor, Suppose that the production
of a particular commodity reejuires the use of several hours of three

5 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume 1, pp. 233 231.
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or four kinds of skilled labor in addition to generous allotments of

semi-skilled and unskilled labor. How will its value be determined?

In handling this probleni, Marx stuck to his original contention

that it is only the quantity of labor, and not its quality, which has

anything to do with the natural value of a commodity.

While, therefore, witli reference to use-value, the labour contained in

a commodity counts only (|ualitati\ ely, with reference to value it counts

only Cjuantitatively, and must first be reduced to human labour pure and
simple.^

Skilled labour counts only :<s simple labour intensified, or rather, as

multiplied simple labour, a given cjuantity of skilled being considered

equal to a greater quantity of simple labour."

Rut this obviously requires some exact method of converting quali-

tative difTcrences in labor into quantitative differences.

However, Marx did not go beyond the general statements al-

ready recorded. Every hour of skilled labor counted as more than

one hour of unskilled labor in determining the natural value of any

commodity, and, since there are a great number of degrees of

labor skill, there must obviously be an ecjually large number of

multiples, or conversion factors, for reducing skilled labor to un-

skilled labor units. Since commodities are produced in tremendous

variety in a capitalistic system and since each commodity is likely

to reejuire a combination of the various grades of labor which

differs from that needed to produce every other commodity, it

seems clear that the process of valuing commodities is highly com-

plex. At this point, therefore, many students of Marx begin to

wonder how he would proceed to set up all these numerous multi-

ples or conversion factors necessary for reducing all kinds of skilled

labor to unskilled. The answer is, of course, that he does not have

to do anything of the sort. If he w^ere telling us how prices or

natural values would be determined in an ideal economic system,

he would have to show us rather definitely how to convert various

grades of skilled labor into unskilled, and perhaps work out a

large number of the necessary multiples. Actually, he is describing,

so he says, how the capitalistic system works in practice, and his

attitude is that the natural values of commodities, as worked out

on the market, already allow for all grades of skilled labor used

6 Ibid., pp. 52-53. 7 Ibid., p, 51

.
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in their production in terms of proper multiples of unskilled labor.

T hus, he says:

Whenever, by an exchange, we equate as values oui diflercnt products,

by that very act, vve also etpiate, as human labour, the ddlerent kinds

of labour expended upon them.®

And again:

T he ddlerent proportions in which different sorts of labours arc re-

duced to unskilled labour as their standard, are established by a social

process that goes on behind the backs ol the producers, and, consequently,

appear to be fixed by custom. **

This notion that the differences between grades or skills of labor

are really (juaniitative in character and that skilled labc:)r of any

sort can be readily converted into unskilled labor suggests that

Marx regards hereditary diHerenccs in talents and abilities as rela-

tively unimportant. And this is precisely his attitude, as we shall

see. In speaking ai)out the wages of different grades of labor, Marx

holds that the wages of skilled labc^rers are higher than those ol

unskilled lal)orers only by an amount which lepresents the cost of

training the skilled workers. In other words, wages make no al-

lowance for any natural differences in ability betw^ecn workers of

various grades, and it is presumably possible to make any kind of

skilled labor out of unskilled labor by applying an appropriate kind

and amount of tiaining. While there are serious difficulties implicit

in these conclusions which underlie the contention that skilled

labor is merely a multiple of sunskilled lal)or, Marx goes merrily cju

to hold that the natural value of a commodity is dependent upon
the socially necessary numbers of standard time units of unskilled

labor used up in its production.

Money in Relation to Other Commodities, Marx also applied

his general value analysis to commodities which are used as money.
Whatever the money metal may be, its natural value depends upon
the amount of socially necessary labor-time required for its pro-

duction and embodied in it. When commodities are exchanged for

the money metal, each unit of a commcxlity ccjinmands in exchange
whatever amount of, for example, gold or silver can be produced
with an amount of socially necessary labor-time equal to that em-
bodied in the commodity.

« Ibid., p. 85. 9 Ibid., p. 52.
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llie value, or in other words, the quantity ol human labour contained

in a ton of iron, is expressed in imagination by such a quantity of the

money-commodity as contains the same amount of labour as the irond®

Marx thought that the use of money and money prices was highly

significant under capitalism, for the custom of expressing values in

terms of money prices serves to conceal the real stuff (labor) which

determines values and to convert it into an abstraction.

When they assume this money-shape, commodities strip off every trace

of their natural use-value and ot the particular kind of labour to which
they owe their creation, in order to transform themselves into the

uniform, socially recognized incarnation of homogeneous human labour.^i

The Significance of Land and Capital, Since wc know that the

production of commodities reejuires the use of land and capital,

as well as labor, we need to see how Marx disposed of these non-

human agents of production in reaching his conclusion that the

natural values of commodities arc determined by their content ot

socially necessary labor-time. We can guess the treatment which

Marx accorded to capital from our earlier discussion of past and

present labor costs. Capital obviously does play a part in the process

of production but not as a separate and distinct type of productive

agent. Capital instruments are nothing more or less than the prod-

uct of past labor, they have value only because labor has been

expended on them in the past, and they affect the values of the

commodities which they help to produce only as so much labor.

In other words, the socially necessary labor-time expended on

machines and other capital instruments is part of the socially neces-

sary labor-time which determines the natural value of the com-

modities which the capital instruments help to produce.

On the other hand, land and all sorts of natural things, as such,

play no part in determining the natural values of commodities.

All sorts of natural things have no exchange value as long as they

remain in the purely natural state. They acquire exchange value

only when human labor is applied to them, and even then their

value depends solely on the amount of socially necessary labor-

time which is applied to them. Since natural things, untouched by

human labor, have no exchange value themselves, they can play

no part in determining the exchange values of final commodities,

/hid., p. 108. u /bid., p. 123.
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even though they can be used in production. Similarly, when the

natural things have acquired value as the result of human labor

having been applied to them, they can attect the values of final

commodities only to the extent of this labor which has come to be

embodied in the formerly natural objects. Whatever else may be

said of this treatment of land and other natural objects, it is at

least consistent wath the general Marxian notion that human labor

is the sole cause of the normal values of commodities, and consistent

also with the Marxian treatment of the varying abilities of workers

in connection with wages.

Criticism of the Marxum Theory of Value

The Neglect of Demand. T he Marxian theory of value, as out-

lined above, is open to a number of serious objections from the

point of view of modern economic theory. One of the most serious

critic isms is found in the fact that Marx greatly minimized, if he

did not actually overlook, the part played by demand in determin-

ing the exchange values of commodities. It is possible, of course, to

quote some passages from Marx w'hicli indicate that he was not

entirely unaware of the influence ot demand on exchange-value,

but these passages are few and far between. He suggests the im-

portance of demand, for example, when he says that the mere
spending of labor-time on a commodity is not enough to give it

exchange-value, since it must also have use-value for someone
before it can have exchange-value. Another indication of the sig-

nificance of demand is found in the passage in which Marx states:

Lastly, suppose that every piece ol linen in the market contains no
more labour-time than is socially necessary. In spite of this, all these

pieces taken as a whole, may have had superfluous labour-time spent upon
them. If the market cannot stomach the whole ([uantity at the normal
price, . . . this proves that too great a portion of the total laboui of the

community has been expended in the form of weaving. The effect is the

same as if each individual weaver had expended more labour-time upon
his particular product than is socially neccssary.^^

This is the same thing as saying that producers may fail to get a

price which will cover cost (labor-time) either because they have

produced inefficiently (using too much labor-time) or because,

12/?7|d., p. 120.
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though producing efficiently enough, they have failed to gauge the

effective demand for their particular product. And Marx also sug-

gests, in effect, that the result of a situation in which some com-

modities sell for less than labor cost will tend to be a redistribution

of labor (and oilier produc tive resources) among industries so that

tlie outputs of all sorts of ccjinmodities will be better adjusted than

before to the relati\e strength of consumer demands.

On the whole, howc\er, Marx pays little attention to demand,
d’here is certainly no recognition of the importance of demand in

the passage in which Marx says:

(commodities, therefore, in which ec|u.il c^LKiiuities oi labour are em-
bodied, or which can be produced in the same time, ha\e the same value.

'I’he value of one commodity is to the value of any other as the labour-

time necessary for the production of the one is to that necessary for the

production cjf the other. As values, all cc^mmodities arc only definite

masses of congealed labour-time.^^

Marx’s general neglect of demand was uiilortniiate for several

reasons. In the first place, even if one thinks that supply factors are

more important on the whole than demand factors in determining

the long-run or normal values of commodities, and desires to state

the basic theory of value in terms of cost, it is unwise to disregard

the influence of demand, because changes in demand may readily

produce changes in cost. If, for example, the demand for American

wheat should increase by 50 per cent in a war period and the

industry made an attempt to adjust its productive capacity to the

changed demand, the better grades of wheat land would have

to be cultivated more intensively than formerly or poorer grades

of land would have to be brought under cultivation, or both. The
additional labor and capital used in this process, whether it was

applied at the intensive margin on the better lands or on poorer

grades of land than those already in use, would have a lower pro-

ductivity, under given methods of production, than that of the

units of labor and capital formerly in use. The result of th^ small

marginal product of the additional labor and capital would be to

lower the average product per unit of labor and capital over the

whole industry, and to increase the average cost per bushel of

wheat whether expressed in money or in terms of labor. In converse

fashion, a decrease in the total demand for American wheat would

IS Ibid., p. 46.
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cause a reduction in the average cost per bushel of wheat in terms

of money or hibor. Some of the poorer land would be withdrawn

from cultivation and the less intensive cultivation of the better

grades of land would involve less severe penalties than formerly

from the operation of the Law of Diminishing Returns, so that

average product per unit of labor and capital would increase. In

industries of other types, on the other hand, an increase in industrial

capacity in response to an increase in demand might well result in

a reduced cost per unit of output, either in terms of money or labor.

Again, in neglecting the influence of demand in value determina-

tion, Marx lost the best opj:)ortunity of his career for applying his

tamous dialectic. I'hesis, antithesis, and synthesis arc found in

nearly perfect fcjrm in the field of value determination. I'hesis is

found in the demand for goods based on great, growing, and in-

definitely expansible human wants. I'his thesis finds its negation

or antithesis in supply, the scarcity of finished etonomic goods and

of the means for producing them, and the obstacles which must

be overcome in order to get them produced. As a result of conflict

or struggle between these forces of demand and supply, certain

prices or values are set on individual economic goods, and these

prices or values represent a balance or synthesis of these opposing

forces. All this, of course, Marx could not see or would not admit.

Finally, the neglect of demand gave Marx a badly lopsided

explanation of value. It is simply not true that the normal values

of economic goods are determined by cost of production alone,

whether one means money (ost or labor cost. Normal values in

exchange are determined by two fortes—cost of production, which

influences supply, and utility, which influences demand. To attrib-

ute the determination of normal values to either factor alone is like

giving the upper or lower blade of scissors all the credit for cutting.

But, it may be objected, how much docs Marx's explanation differ

from that advanced by economists today? Do not economists still

say that the prices of economic goods in the long run are deter-

mined by cost of production, and cannot cost of production still be

resolved into labor cost, since land rent is not considered a cost of

production and since capital goods are nothing more than the

product of land and labor in the past?

In reality, Marx’s theory of long-run or normal value ditters quite

a little from that which is advanced by economists today. The
basic proposition today holds that the price or value of an economic
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good, in the long run and under competitive conditions, is de-

termined by both supply and demand in such a way that it tends

to equal average cost of production per unit. But saying that two

things tend to be of ecjual magnitude is cjuite different from saying

that the one determines the other. Under competivc conditions

and with enterprisers economically motivated, the operation of

demand and supply forces simply cannot maintain prices which are

permanently above or below cost of production. It is true enough
that, other things equal, the exchange value of a commcjclity will

rise and fall with increases or decreases in labor cost or other costs

per unit of product in the long run. But it is equally true that,

other things equal, the exchange value of the commodity will in-

crease and decrease with rises and falls in the desirability of the

article to the consumers. Exchange value is a function of two

variables, not one. Passing now to the last c]uestion raised above,

cost of production is today distinctly more than labor cost. Capital

goods are admittedly the product of labor, land, and previously

existing capital goods, but their cost should not be viewed simply

in terms of the cost of these factors. So long as individuals would
rather devote their money incomes to immediate consumption

than to capital pur{X)ses and so long as a payment has to be made
to induce people to invest their funds in capital uses, capital

goods cannot be regarded simply as congealed labor with nothing

more than a labor cost. And the elimination of payments for the

use of land from the category of costs of production is by no means
as common among economists today as it was formerly.

Pinally, it may be asked whether Marx’s theory of value de-

termination was any worse than that ol other economists of his day

with respect to the treatment of demand. On this point we must

concede Marx a rather clean record. Many people have performed

the easy but necessary task of tracing Marx’s value doctrine back

to those of the earlier classical economists, who also held (upon

occasion, if not exclusively) that the values of commodities de-

pended upon the labor costs of producing them. Adam Smith, for

example, wrote:

Labor is the real measure of the exchangeable value of all commodities.

... It was not by gold or by silver, but by labor, that all the wealth

of the world was originally purchased; and its value, to those who possess

it, and who want to exchange it for some new productions, is precisely

equal to the quantity of labor which it can enable them to purchase or
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coniinand. . . . Labor is the only universal, as well as the only accurate

measure of value, or the only standard by which we can compare the

values of different commodities at all times and at all places.^'^

And again:

The proportion l)etv\een the (juantities of labor necessary for acquiring

different objects seems to be the only circumstance which can afford any

rule for exchanging them for one another.!-'^

In similar fashion, anothcT early classical economist, David

Ricardo, wrote:

The value c^f a commodity, or the quantity of any other commodity for

which it will exchange, depends on the lelative ejuantity of labor which
is necessary for its production, and not on the greater or less compensa-

tion which is paid for that laboijc

And again:

Possessing utility, commodities derive their exchangeable value from

two sources: from their scarcity, and from the ejuantity of labor required

to obtain them,^’'

Clearly, Marx could find some basis for his theory of value in the

writings of these economists. On the other hand, John Stuart Mill’s

Principles of Political Economy, with its somewhat more satisfactory

treatment of value determination, appeared in 1848, several years

before the publication of the first volume of Marx’s Capital^ and

before Marx’s death the development of the marginal utility and

demand analysis was very wcdl under way, but neither of these

analyses seems to have had any effect on Marx’s doctrine.

However, Marx undoubtedly had to depend to some extent on

the economists who preceded him and it may be asked why we
bear down so heavily on Marx for neglecting the demand analysis

when none of the other economists of the late 1700’s and early

Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nalioiis. London: Thomas Nelson and Sons,

1870, Book I, Chapter 5.

C. Whitaker, History and Criticism of the Labor Theory of Value. New
York: Columbia University Studies, 1904, XIX, p. 20.

David Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, Chapter I,

Section 1.

^Ubid.
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1800’s had done any better. The answer to this question is fairly

obvious. The writings of the early classical economists are of purely

historical interest today. No one urges us to accept them now as

adequate and accurate analyses of the workings of our modern
economic system. On the otlicr hand, the doctrines of Marx arc

still more or less alive. Even today, (jiiite a few people accept tliem

and urge tliem upon tlie rest of us as an accurate analysis of what
goes on under capitalism and as a keener and more penetrating

discussion of economic affairs than has been turned out by any

other economist before or since Marx’s lime. In the light of this

situation, Marx’s theory of value should be judged by tlie stand-

ards of modern economic theory, rather than by those of the theory

of his day, and the fairly obvious shortcomings of his doctrines

need to be strongly emphasized.

The Neglect of Scarcity. Even as a supply theory of value, Marx’s

theory leaves much to be desired. In the first place, his desire to

trace all value to labor led to an unsatisfactory treatment of the

problem of scarcity. We have seen that, according to Marx, land

and natural objects in general have no value so long as they remain

in the natural state untouched by human labor, and even after

labor has been expended on them, they never have a value which

exceeds that of the labor applied to them. These conclusions seem

quite unacceptable today. It seems to us that a piece of land

in the middle of a city may have a large value even though it is

in the natural state and no labor has been applied to it, and that

land which has been developed by labor fre(|uently has a value

which is far too great to be accounted for simply by the expendi-

ture of labor on it. It is also obvious that a diamond in the rough

which we stumble over and acquire with no more labor than that

required to stoop over and pick it up may be just as valuable as a

diamond which is brought up from the bowels of the earth with a

tremendous expenditure of human labor. Finally, getting out of

the region of natural things, it seems clear that rare paintings and

books, bottles of rare wine or brandy, rare stamps and coins, and

a host of other things have values which cannot be accounted fof

in terms of labor cost. As far as we can discover, no more labor

was required to produce an old stamp which is now worth $1000

than to produce another stamp in the same year or the next year

which even today is worth no more than its face value. No more

labor was probably expended on a bottle of wine which is now rare
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and costly than on one of a less celebrated vintage which is worth

much less on the market. No more labor was necessarily required

to produce a painting which later turned out to be a masterpiece

^voi th hundreds of thousands of dollars than to produce another

painting destined to remain unhonored and unsung through the

years.

Marx had great difficulty in dealing with these cases. He had,

to be sure, something of an escape ready to hand in the case of

tlte soil and other natural things. He could say tiiat our piece of

land in the natural state in the center of the city would not have

its present value if much labor had not been spent on neighboring

pieces of land or if pcoj)le did not foresee a considerable profit in

applying labor to our particular piece of land. I'hcse observations

seem reasonable though they represent a broadening of Marx’s

original position, but even these things do not help much in

accounting for the great value of land which has been worked on

l)y human labor. Again, Marx could say that the value of the

diamond which we accidentally discover is not determined by the

small labor cost of appropriating it but by the average cost of

producing diamonds of the same size and quality, most of which

have to be j^roduced with a great expenditure of effort or labor.

It is much more difficult to account for the value of rare books,

paintings, stamps, coins, and other articles which we have men-

tioned, in strictly Marxian terms. It is sometimes suggested that,

since value is supposed to depend upon the average amount of

labor-time required to produce a particular good, the value of a

rare painting should not be accounted for solely in terms of the

amount of labor-time spent on it. Rather wc should consider the

great labors of all those individuals who tried to produce master-

pieces but failed. Idie average labor-time required to paint a

masterpiece would then be far greater than the time actually spent

on one. Another suggestion is that we must count all the labor-

time used up in storing, caring for, and protecting the rare books,

[laintings, and other articles, as well as that involved in their

pjriginal production. Finally, since Marx emphasized reproduction

itfost, some people say that the great values of these rare objects

is attributable to the fact that tremendous amounts of labor mieht
be required to turn out new objects suitable to take their place.

W^e might keep large numbers of people working for long periods

of time without producing a single masterpiece of art or literature
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or a single rare stamp or coin. None of these interpretations seem

entirely satisfactory, however.

Actually, it is rather easy to escape from the Marxian difficulties

in this matter. If we do not wish to go into matters of utility and

demand, we need only say that, from the point of view of supply,

articles have exchange value because they are scarce. Some articles

are scarce because, while they are reproducible, a considerable

ex}3enditure of labor (and other ])rodnctive factors) is necessary in

order to produce them. On the other hand, other articles arc

scarce because they are not reproducible at will. In the latter class

would fall land, diamonds, and all such things as rare paintings,

books, stamps, coins, and many other items. Marx, of course, was

unwilling to make this explanation because it attributes the value

of some things to a non-labor source. However, his position is in-

defensible even in the light of the economics of his day, since

Ricardo had clearly stated that only the value of reproducible

goods was based on labor costs, while that of nonreprodudble

goods was based on their scarcity, it being granted that both types

of articles had use-value or utility.

In order to maintain his labor-cost doctrine, Marx got himself

into many peculiar positions with respect to natural resources and

various rare objects. On several occasions, he denied that all these

things are commcxlities, even though they are bought and sold on

the market and have quite normal exchange relationships with

“true" commodities. He also suggested that some of these things

have prices but do not have values since they are not the results

of the expenditure of labor-time. He said, foi example:

The waterfall, like the earth in general, and like any natural force,

has no value, because it does not represent any materialized labor, and
therefore it really has no price, which is normally but the expression of

value in money. Where there is no value, it is obvious that it cannot

be expressed in money. The price is merely capitalized rent.*®

On another occasion, he said:

Objects that are in themselves no commodities, such as conscience^

honor, etc., are capable of being offered for sale by their holders, and o*

thus acquiring, through their price, the form of commodities. Hence an

object may have a price without having value. The price in that case is

imaginary, like certain quantities in mathematics.^®

Karl Marx, Capital, Volume III, p. 759.

19 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume I, p. 115.
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All such unsatisfactory dodges are the simple result of Marx’s

unwillingness or inability to understand that other factors besides

labor-time may influence the exchange-values of economic goods.

The Treatmefit of Capital Costs. We have already seen that

Marx did not overlook the part which actual capital instruments

play in production though he thought they influenced the values

of final commodities only as so much labor. In other words, capital

instruments are merely past labor congealed or solidified so that

it can be used in the present. Now if we always consider capital

goods as already existing and disregard their fundamental source

or origin, this approach may not be so bad. If we think people

are just as willing to put their money incomes into capital goods

as into consumers’ goods, we can interpret capital goods solely

in terms of the labor or other costs of producing them. However,

in actual practice, most people prefer to spend their money in-

comes for immediate consumption, regard saving and the postpone-

ment of consumption as a process which involves cost or sacrifice,

and will save and invest a portion of their money income only if

they can obtain a reward or jjremium known as interest for so

doing. Under such conditions, it would seem that interest should be

regarded as a cost of turning out goods whose production reejuires

the use of capital instruments and as a factor influencing the value

of such final goods.

Marx knew, of course, that interest was paid for the use of

capital funds in the ca}3italistic system of his day, but his argument

seems to be that interest should not be paid and should not be a

cost of production. He said that the capitalist-employers or bour-

geoisie obtained their original capital by force and expropriation,

and that their modern savings are just as bad. Since the workers,

as we shall see, tend to get only a subsistence wage, they can do no

saving, and the capitiUist-employers do their saving out of the

surplus value or unearned income which they steal, in effect, from

the workers. The capitalist-employers should get no credit and

should receive no interest for savings which come out of money
ilicomes which resulted in the first place from the exploitation of

the workers. Marx poked fun at the “abstinence” of the capitalist-

employers and said that, if they found it too burdensome to save a

part of what they were stealing from the workers, they should be

kept from stealing in the first place. As he said:
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The simple dictates of humanity therefore plainly enjoin the release

of the capitalist from this niarlyrdom and lemptaiion, in the same way
that the Georgian slave-owner was lat(“ly delivered, by the abolition of

slavery, from the painlul dilemma, whether to squander the surplus

product lashed out of his niggers, entirely in champagne, or whether

to reconvert a part of it, into more niggers and more land.^o

A brief consideration reveals that, in this material, Marx has

changed the subject and has given up lor the moment his thosen

task of describing the capitalistic system as it is. He is arguing now
about the ethics of interest-receiving and is concluding that interest

should not be paid for capital funds. Now the ethical arguments

concerning tlie payment and receipt of interest are interesting and

possibly important, but they are cjuite beside the j>oint with which

Maix is supposed to be dealing. If interest actually is paid for

capital funds in a capitalistic system and has to be paid in that

system, then any purported description of a capitalistic system

which says that interest is not a cost of production is inaccurate and

invalid, whether or not it is true, on ethical grounds, that interest

should not be paid.

Labor Which Produces No Value, While Marx insisted through

thick and thin that the expenditure of labor-time was the sole

cause of the natural values of commodities, he also held, inter-

estingly enough, that some people expend a large amount of so-

cially necessary labor-time without succeeding in creating either

products or values. Such people are employers and workers in the

field of exchange and merchandising. Said Marx:

The merchant performs a necessary function, because the process of

reproduction itself includes an unproductive fum tion. He works as well

as any other man, but intrinsically his labor creates neither prcxlucts nor
values.2i

Merchant’s capital is simply capital performing its functions in the

sphere of circulation. . . . But no value is produced in the process of

circulation and, therefore, no surplus value.22

The conversion of commodities (products) into money, and of money
into commodities (means of production) is a necessary function of indusi’

trial capital, and, therefore, a necessary operation for the capitalist. . . .

But these functions do not create any value, nor do they produce any
surplus value.^'*’^

-0 p. 655. 21 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume II, p. 149.

22 Karl Marx, Capitol, Volume III, p. 329. Ibid., p. 341.
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The same thing is true of workers employed by capitalists in this

field, riiey perform socially necessary labor and receive wages, but

create no products and no values. Apparently Marx followed the

lead of the early classical economists on this point and considered

labor productive only when it “created” some tangible physical

j:)roduct.

What Kind of Value Was Marx Explaining? Marx himself was

conscious of some of the inadecjuacies of his theory of value as an

analysis of what really gc^es on under capitalism. In fact, in the

third volume c^f Capital, he finally admitted that commodities do

not always sell for prices which correspond to the amount of labor*

time embodied in them. Idiis result he attributed to the different

“organic: composition of capitals” from one enterprise or industry

to another. That is, all commodities would sell at values directly

dependent upon the amount of labor-time embodied in them only

under greatly sim])lified conditions of production in which there

would be in all enterprises and industries an equal mingling of

labor-power, materials, and instruments of production.

However, the gajxs and inconsistencies in Marx's basic theory of

value are so great and obvious that many interpreters have felt

the need to come to his assistance. In many cases, this assistance

takes the form of contending that Marx was not trying to explain

exchange-value in the ordinary sense at all. If Marx had been try-

ing to explain ordinary exchange-value, he would have done a

better job than he did. rhus. Cole says that when Marx seems to

be talking about exchange-value he is really dealing with a kind

of “objective use-value.” Objective use-value has nothing to do

with use-value in the ordinary sense of utility. It is “what man adds

by his efforts to what is conferred upon him by nature, so it is

axiomatic that only human labor in some form can add value to

the resources which are at man’s disposal by sheer gift of nature.”

Many things other than labor can add to exchange-value or create

it, but only labor, by definition, can create objective use-value.

This interpretation of Marx is not implausible, and, if it is valid,

it obviously helps to clear up some of the inconsistencies in the

Marxian theory of value. If value is what labor adds by its efforts

to various natural olqects, there is no question that labor is the

only source of value. Land and other natural objects, before they

24 G. D. H. C^.ole, W'/iat Marx Really Meant, p. 2H. Rcj^riiiied t)v permission
of Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York.
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have been worked upon by labor, cannot possibly have any of this

objective use-value, and can at any time have only the objective

use-value conferred upon them by labor. Rare books, paintings,

coins, stamps, and wines may have great exchange-value but their

objective use-value can never exceed that conferred upon them

originally by human labor. Interest may alTect the money cost and

exchange-value of commodities, but it can never aflect their ob-

jective use-value since that is conferred by human labor alone, and

so on.

However, w^hile this interpretation helps out in some !c.*spe(ts,

It weakens or injures Marx’s position in other respects. If Marx
was dealing with this queer kind ol value known as objective use-

value in his theory ol value, then it (annoi be* daimed that he

succeeded in his attempt to describe and explain economic life

under capitalism. Surely no description and analysis of economic

affairs in a capitalistic system can be considered complete or ac-

curate unless it comes to grips with exchange-values and their de-

termination. Again, the interpretation of Marx’s value as objective

use-value weakens his famous exploitation thesis. The surplus value

which the employers extort from their workers means, if it means

anything at all, the difference between the income from the prices

or values which the employers receive for their workers' products

and the amount of income which the employers find it necessary

to pay out in wages. And the prices which the employers receive

from the sale of their w^orkers’ products are exchange-values, not

objective use-values. Surplus value, as a difference between the

workers’ actual wages and the mythical objective use-value of the

workers’ products, would be a rather meaningless concept. ITus,

this interpretation of value proposed by Cole neatly transfers Marx
from the frying pan to the fire.

Exposition of the Marxian Theory of Distribution

Distributive Shares. Ideally, the distribution of income should

be very simple according to Marx. If labor actually creates all,,

exchange value (as it does in the usual interpretation of Marx’s

theory of value), then all the income derived from the sale of the

workers’ products should tevert to the workers. In actual practice,

the workers receive only a part of the income derived from the sale

of their products and the remainder goes to the cajntalist-employers
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as surplus value. After the surplus value is received, the capitalist-

employers have great fun, according to Marx, in labeling various

segments of it as rent, interest, and profits, but fundamentally these

ivpes of income are all surplus value. Since surjilus value is merely

that share of the total income from the sale of goods which is not

[laid out in wages, the only task of the theory of income distribution

is to explain the determination of wages. All the rest is surplus

value

Labor and Labor-Power. In explaining wage determination, Marx
found himself imnu'diately in a dilemma. Marx criticized other

writers for “that nice and faulty circle, which makes the value of

commodities arise out of the sum of the values of wages, profit, rent

and the value of wages, [irofit, and rent, in their turn, is to be de-

termined by the value of commodities, etc." the light of this

attitude, he could hardly say that wages were paid for labor and
depended on the value of the workers’ products, since he had
already said that the value* of the workers’ products depended upon
labor, or the amount of labor-time embodied in them. Marx avoided
any difficulty of this kind by contending that labor, while it is the

cause of the value of com nuxli ties, is not itself a commodity and has
no value. Wages are not paid for labor but for the use of the

workers’ labor-power.

As Marx put it:

Human labour-power in motion, or human labour, creates value, but
is not itself value. It becomes value only in its congealed state, when
embodied in the form of some object.

And further;

What the working man sells is not directly his labor, but his laboring*
power, the temporaiv disposal of which he makes over to the capitalist .27

And still further:

That which comes directly face to face with the possessor of money
on the market, is in fact not labour, but the labourer. What the latter
sells is his labour-power. As soon as his labour actually begins, it has
already ceased to belong to him; it can thereferre no longer be sold by
him. Labor is the substance, and the immanent measure of value, but
has itself no value. In the expression, “value of labour,” the idea of value
is not only completely obliterated, but actually reversed. It is an expres-

2r>Karl Marx, Capital, Volume HI, p. 985.
-‘oKarl Marx, Capital, Volume I, p. 59.
-’7 Karl Marx, Value, Pi ice

^
ami Profit, p. 72.
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sion as imaginary as the \alue of the earth. . . What economists there-

fore call value of labour, is in fact the value of labour-power, as it exists

in the personality of the labourer, which is as different from its func-

tion, labour, as a machine is from the work it performs. . . . I’he value

of labour is only an irrational expression lor the value of labour-power.-’^

Wage Determumtion. The nature of labor-power is relatively

simple. As Marx said:

By labour-power or capacity for labour is to be understood the aggre-

gate of those mental and physical capabilities existing in a human being

which he exercises whenever he produces a use-value of any description.-*'

Labor-power is bought and sold as a commodity and the prob-

lem is merely to determine its value or wage. Like other commodi-

ties, labor-power has a market value, determined by demand and

supply, which fluctuates around its natural or real value. Marx, as

usual, is interested primarily in natural or real value. He is also

concerned only with the value of labor-power under modern condi-

tions of production in which the worker is sole owner of his labor-

power and is entirely free to sell it to the capitalist-employer, and in

which the worker, being unable to produce and sell for himself

commodities in which his labor-pcjwcr is embodied, can exist only

by offering his labor-power for sale as a commodity.

Under these conditions, the theory of wages or of the value of

labor-power is merely an extension or corollary of the theory of

\alue itself. Since labor-power is a commodity, its value or wage

is determined, like that of any other commodity, by the quantity

of laboi time reejuired to produce it. The value of labor-power

depends not on what labor-power produces but on what produces

it. The wage is not a function of the labor-time which the worker

spends in production but of the labor-time which is necessary to

make the workers’ labor-power available in production. And how
much labor-time is required to produce the worker’s labor-power?

Well, the worker’s labor-power will not be “produced” (that is,

available for use in production) unless the worker is able to pbtain

at least minimum amounts of food, clothing, shelter, and other

primary necessities of life. Moreover, from the long-term point of

view, labor-power will not be available for the employer unless

the workers are able to support families of necessary size for the

maintenance of the labor .supply from generation to generation.

28 Karl Marx, Capital, V^olume I, pp. 588-590.

Ibid., p. 186.
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In the end, then, the amount of labor-time necessary to produce

lHl)or-power is the amount of labor-time required to produce the

commodities and services necessary to the subsistence of the

workers and their families; and natural wages, since they depend

on tlie labor-time necessary to produce the labor-powTr, arc sub-

sistence wages. It is a popular short-cut to say that, in the Marxian

analysis, wages are determined by subsistence, but this is not

strictly accurate. Wages are determined by the amount of labor-

time recjuired to produce the worker’s labor-power, and only work

out incidentally to subsistence. If more than subsistence were re-

(juired to make the worker’s labor-power available in production,

wages would amount to more than subsistence.

I'hus, according to Marx, wages were determined entirely in the

long run by the cost of production of labor-power in terms of

labor-time. T he strength of the demand for labor made no differ-

ence to wages. Whether the workers themselves produced much or

little, whether their ptoducis had great or small exchange value,

w^ages WTre unaflecnd so long as the amount of labor-time neces-

sary to produce the laboi potver did not change. Thus, said Marx:

The value ol labour-power is determined, as in the case of every

other commodity, by the l;il)our-iime nece.ssary for the production, and
consecjuently also the reproduction of this special article. ... In other

words, the value of labour-power is the value of the means of subsistence

necessary for the maintenance of the labourer.

And again:

... As with all other commodities, so with labor, its ynnrket price wall,

in the long run, adapt jtsclf to its value; that, therefore, despite all the

ups and downs, and do w'hat he may, the workingman wdll, on the aver-

age, only receive the value of his labor, which re.solves into the value

of his laboring power, wdiich is determined by the value of the neces-

saries required for its maintenance and reproduction, w'hich value of

necessaries finally is regulated by the quantum ol labor wanted to pro-

duce them.‘'’i

In these and many other pa.ssages, Marx traces wages to the amount
of labor-time required tcj produce labor-power and thence to the

labor-time necessary to prc^ducc the subsistence of the workers.

Differences in Wages Among Grades of Workers, Since workers

of all sorts would presumably need about the same quantities of

pp. 189, 190.

81 Karl Marx, Value, Price, nrul Profit, pp. 115-Hfi.
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coiniiioditics and services in order to subsist and reproduce their

kind, and since, therefore, the amount of labor-time required to

produce labor-power would be about the same lor all workers, it

would seem that the Marxian theory would provide a sort of dead

level of wages for all workers. However, it is obvious that djller-

ences in wages abound in the actual cajntalistic system and that

these dilferences in wages are often particularly sharp as between

different grades or groups of labor. Marx was able to explain these

differences in wages to his own satisfaction and in a manner con-

sistent with his other theories. Since there is only one source of

value, it follows that, ii some types of laboi -power are worth more

than others, it must be because more labor-time is expended in

producing these types of labor-power. Only the amount ot labor-

time required to j^roduce ordinary subsistence is necessary to make

unskilled labor-j>ower available for the market. Skilled labor-power,

on the other hand, reejuires the expenditure ol labor-time on

ordinary subsistence and the expenditure of additional laboi-time

on the training of the labor-power. Hence, the wages of skilled

workers are liigher than those of unskilled workers only by an

amount which represents the extra labor-time reepnred to train

the skilletl workers. Since various types of skilled workers require

different amounts ol training, Marx could account for large num-

bers of differences in wages in this way.

I hus, Marx said:

All labour of a higher or more toniplicatecl character than average

labour is expenditure of labour-power of a more costly kind, labour-power

whose production has cost more time and labour, and which therefore

has a higher value, than unskilled or simple labotir-power.^^

This explanation cd differences in wages clearly makes no allow-

ance for any differences in wages based on differences in the natural

abilities or talents of the various w^orkers. It implies that basically

all labor is really ot a single grade, and that workers differ from

each other in the end only because some workers receive training

and others do not. It implies also that we can readily make laTbor of

any required degree of skill out of common or unskilled labor

simply by providing extensive training. If we have an unskilled

worker and need a doctor or scientist, all we need to do is give our

raw material enough training. All this is consistent, of course, with

Karl Marv, ('aftita/. Volume I, p. 220.
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Marx’s general theory of value. Marx had held that land and other

objects in a purely natural state rould have no value, since labor-

time (the source of ail value) had not been expended on them. If

this is true, then the talents and abilities of people, in so far as they

too are purely natural in character, can have no value (and can

command no wage difierentials) so long as labor-time has not been

expended on them. Moreover, just as land and other natural objects,

once labor-time had been expended in developing them, could have

value only in proportion to the amount of labor-time embodied in

them, so too the natural talents and abilities of people, having been

developed by the expenditure of labor-time in their training, could

obtain extra wages only in proportion to the labor-time devoted to

tlieir training. It would have been hopelessly inconsistent for Marx

to have attributed dilferences in wages to the fact that some workers

had natural talents and abilities which other workers lacked, after

having denied value to land and other purely natural objects.

Criticism of the Marxian Theory of Distribution

The IHstributive Shares. The Marxian theory of distribution, on

the whole, is most unsatisfactory. 1 he division of total income into

only two shares, the one (wages) functional as a payment for the

labor-power of workers and the other (surplus value) nonfunctional

and resulting from the exploitation of the workers, is useful for

MrU-x’s revolutionary purpcjses, but nothing more can be said in

favor of it. The lumping together of thiee types of income (rent,

interest, and profit) into surplus value, while ridiculing the thought

that any genuine differences can exist between them, is consistent

with the rest of the Marxian theoretical analysis, but from the point

of view of modern economic theory it is one degree more confused

than the classical economists’ practice of combining interest and
profits into a catch-all type of income which included all inepme
which was not wages and rent. T he notion that rent, interest, and
profits are all derived from the exploitation of the workers may be

desirable for the purpose of rabble-rousing, but it shows very little

understanding of the functioning of the productive agents.

The Neglect of Demand. In general, the Marxian theory of wages
is open to some of the same objections which were noted in connec-
tion with the theory of value. The theory that the wages paid for

labor-power are determined solely by the amount of labor-time
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necessary to produce, maintain, and train the Jabor-j^ower shows the

usual rather complete Marxian neglect of the demand factor. It

hardly seems possible that anyone could have undertaken to explain

wages without paying any attention to the demand lor labor ol

various kinds, the (jiiantities of products which the workers can turn

out, and the excltange-values which these products have on the

market. According to the Marxian theory, two workers who re-

quired tlie same cjuantities and kind ol (ommodities and services to

maintain themselves and their families would ap]:)arently receive

the same wages, even if one worker could turn out twice as much
product per day or jjei week as the other worker. Again, two woi k-

ers who had the same subsistence needs for themselves and their

families would presumably receive the same wages even though the

product of the one worker was actively demanded on the market

and had great exchange-value while the product of the other w'orker

w^as not much in demand and had little exchange-value.

Of course, Marx could argue that the latter situation would take

(are of itself in the long run. That is, capitalists hire workers not

merely to create some exchange-value but to create as much ex-

change-value as possible. If, therefore, workers of the same grade

and receiving the same wages create products of much greater

exchange-value in one industry than in another, employers will

presumably shift from the latter industry to the former in the long

run, and this transfer would continue until the workers in both

industries were creating ccpiivalent amounts of exchange-value.

T his, however, would not solve the pnjblem of the wages of work-

ers of the same grade in the same industry who, because of diller-

ences in personal industriousness or other cjualities, turned out

widely varying quantities of product. Such workers, on the basis of

a simple supply theory of wages, would apparently get the same

wages based upon the amount of labor-time necessary to create the

labor-power, unless they had varying needs for subsistence.

Again, Marx had said in connection with the theory of value

that, if an article produced by labor is useless, so is the labor which

produced it. Such labor does not count as labor and therefore

creates no value. However, according to the theory of wages, if any-

one is foolish enough to employ labor which creates commodities

that are not in demand and have no exchange-value, the labor-

power of these workers can apparently command wages as great as

those received by other workers with the same subsistence needs,
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since wages are not related to the value ol the workers' products.

All these things indicate that it is just as diflu ult to account lor

wages solely in terms oi the labor-time spent in producing the labor-

power as it is to account lor the value of commodities solely in

terms of the labor-time spent in producing them. Adeejuate explana-

tions in both cases retjuire an emphasis on demand as well as on

supply. However, in the case of wage theory as in the case of value

theory, Marx undoubtedly depended to a considerable extent on

the writings of the earlier classical economists, and these economists

had also shown quite a strong bias toward a subsistence theory ol

wages.

The Neglect of Scarcity. Again, we must object to the Marxian

notion that differences in wages between skilled and unskilled work-

ers can be accounted for in terms ol the greater labor-cost of pro-

ducing the labor-power of the skilled workers, since these workers

require both subsistence and training while the unskilled workers

require only subsistence. We do not den) that varying costs of train-

ing affec t money wages. In fact, differences in the cost of training are

commonly advanced today as one explanation of the differences in

wages which exist between occujiations which are open to workers

of a grec7z grade or group. But differences in the cost of training, or

the fact that training is needed in one case and not in the other,

cannot be used as the sole exjdanation of differences in wages

between the xmrious grades or groups of labor, rhe modern expla-

nation is, of course, that skilled workers and professional workers

receive higher wages than unskilled woikers because of their greater

marginal productivity, 'rhis varying pioductivity (a demand factor)

is in turn dependent upon differences in the numbers of workers

available for these different types of work. Many workers are avail-

able for unskilled tasks while relatively few workers are available

for skilled and professional work. Finally, these differences in num-
bers are attributable to the fact that a variety of hereditary factors

and environmental factors (including cost of training) prevent the

movement of workers from the unskilled group to the skilled and

professional groups. 'Fhis explanation clearly indicates how greatly

Marx overemphasized the factor of cost of training. Wage data also

indicate the absurdity of the Marxian position. It is obviously im-

possible to account for the great gulf which exists between the wage
of the worker in a routine machine-tending job and the wage of a

hired manager of the plant solely in terms of the greater cost of the
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training received by the nianagei or the labor-time devoted to sucii

training.

The Marxian explanation implies also that he was a thorough-

going believer in the eliccts produced by environment. That is, liis

explanation implies that labor is basically all of one grade except

lor differences in training, and that labor of any degree of skill

can be produced from common labor sim[dy by the application ol

adequate training. Even today, there are some j)eoplc who woidd

agree with Marx on this point. I'hey contend that any person who
is not actually deficient in intelligence can be made into a doctor,

a lawyer, a virtuoso of the piano or violin, a business enterpriser,

an industrial manager, or anything else, if he can be taken over at a

\ery early age and given an appropriate environment and training.

On the other hand, there are many supporters of Marx who find his

theory on this point somewhat objectionable. Cole, for example,

says that the notion that the respective values of different kinds oi

labor coincide with the values which must be used in order to pro-

duce an adeejuate supply of each kind would be completely true

only if all kinds of human skill and productivity were producible

at will like commodities.^*'

There is. ol course, some clement of truth in the Marxian posi-

tion. Training, whether conceived of in terms of labor-time devoted

to it or otherwise, may be considered perhaps the chief factor in-

volved in converting unskilled workers into semi-skilled workers, or

either of these types of workers into skilled workers, and natural

differences between workers in these groups may be relatively slight.

On the other hand, professional, managerial, and entrepreneurial

workers do not seem to us to be just ordinary workers who have

received large amounts of training. I he high wages which these

types of workers receive in comparison with those received bv work-

ers in the lower grouj^s can perhaps be attributed in part to superior

training and other environmental factors, but they must also be

attributed in part to natural talents and abilities which training

alone c an neither produce nor replace. Natural talents and abilities,

like other scarce, useful, natural things, seem to command a price

and have a \alue in any actually operating capitalistic system. We
may concede, however, that Marx could not take this position of

ours with respect to differences in wages without abandoning to

that extent his general dictum to the effect that the expenditure of

G. D. H. Cole, What Marx Realty Meant, pp. 222-223.
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iahor-rinic is the cause ol all value, whether oi commodi tie^s or oL

labor-j3C)wer.

The Varying Meaning of Suhsistenee, A Imai objection to the

Marxian theory of w^ages points out that Marx could never coiie

pleiely make up his mind as to the meaning ol subsistence. In many
passages, Marx states very definitely that the wages of ordinary

workers depend ujxjn the amount of labor-time recjuiied to pro

cluce the workers’ labor-power, that this amount of labor-time is the

same as that necessary to produce the conniKjclities and services

which are recpiired lor the maintename ol the workers and their

families, and that maintenance is to be interjneted as bare physical

subsistence. In many other passages, however, subsisteiue is inter-

preted to mean something closely akin to the modern concept of

standard of living, or that customar\ (juantum of commodities

and services without which, whether or not they are necessary to

physical existence, the individual thinks he cannot get along. Foi

example, Marx state's:

rh(* value of labour-|)Ower is clctcrniinccl by the value of the necessaric s

of life habitually required by the average iabourer.^'^

His means of subsistence must therefore be sufficient to maintain him
in his normal state as a lal)ouring individual.''*

In contradistinction therefore to the case ol oihei commodities, there

enters into the determination cjf the value of labour-power a historical

and moral element.

Besides this mere physical element, the value of labor is in every coun-

try determined by a traditional standard of life. It is not mere physical

life, but it is the satisfaction of certain wants springing from the social

conditions in which people are placed and reared up. . . . 'Ehis historical

or scuial element, entering into the value of labor, may l)e expanded,
or contracted, or altogether extinguished so that nothing remains but the

physical limit. ... By comparing the standard wages or values of labor
in different countries, and l)y comparing them in different liistorical

epochs of the same country, you will find that the value of labor itself is

not a fixed but a variable magnitude.^7

How can we explain Marx's wavering back and forth between the'

“physical subsistence” and “standard of living” interpretations of

w^ages and subsistence? The answer seems to be that either intcj-

^4 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume I, p. 568.

Ibid., p. 190.

Ibid., p. 190.

37 Karl Marx, Value, Price, and Profit, pp. 117-119.
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pretiition leit something to be desired LVom Nfaix’s point ol view.

T he interpretation of wages in terms ol strict physical subsistence

A\as excellent for the purpose of Marx’s exploitation thesis. If the

wages of ordinary Ial)oi are held at the level ot strict physical sub-

sistence by something akin to a natural law, the position ol the

workers under capitalism sca ins hoj:)eless. That is, wages cannot be

Ind up by either workeis or employers any more than fisheiinen

or their (ustomers can bid up the tides. Moreover, exploitation of

the workers is inevitable. T he workers can produce an amount of

\alue (xjual to their wages or subsistence with just a few hours of

work, but the capitalist-em})loyers, since by paying wages they

acquire the riglit to use the workers’ laboi -pcnvcr at their discretion,

can keep the workers busily at work for many hours each day alter

th(‘y have earned their daily subsistence* watges. All the exchange-

\ahu‘ of commoditic*s which the wcarkers produce in excess ot the

e xchange-value of tiu c onmicxliticrs and services which make up
their subsistence is surj)lus \alue and goes to swell the ill-W’on gains

ol the capitalist-employers.

While the interpretation ol wages in terms of bare physical sub-

>istence was ideal from titis j)oint of view, it was unsatisfactory

in other respects. For one thing, it did not scjuare wTtli the tacts.

Even in the capitalistic system of Marx’s day, it was obvious that

there w^erc* large numbers of w’orkers whose w^ages could not be

accounted for in terms of bare physical subsistence or even in terms

of f)hysical subsistence plus the cost of training. Again, if there is

some natural law^ which sets the w'ages of ordinary labor at the level

of physic al subsistence, what grounds do we have for expecting that

t^ages will be higher in senne other noncapitalistic system? Perhaps

this is a peculiar kind of natural law' which operates ouly in a capi-

talistic economic system, and w'orkers will be able to obtain more

than the real or natural value of their labor-power in some other

system.

The intcrpretaticjn of the wages of ordinary workers in terms of

standard of living seems to fit the facts of wage payment in a capi-

talistic system better than the interpretation in terms of physical

subsistence, and it offers some hope of ameliorating the workers’

position. The drawback of tliis interpretation is tliat it greatly

weakens Marx’s exploitation thesis. If wages are not determined by

natural law and if workers can induce an increase in their wages by

coming to regard certain commodities and services as indispensable
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to their continued functioning, even tliough tiiese same economic

goods are not necessary to their physical subsistence, then wages are

Ilexible and can be bid up even in a capitalistic system. And if

wages can be bid up to some extent, there seems to be no logical

reason why they cannot l)c bid up to the point at whicli the workers

receive the entire value of their contribution to production and

there is no surplus value for the employer or exploitation of the

workers. 'Ehe nature of Marx’s dilemma in interpreting wages and

subsiste nce is ap])arent.

Some interpieters of Marx reach the conciusicjn that Marx de-

cided on the standard of living as the true interpretation of tlu

wages or subsistence of ordinary workers, and thcvsc people argue

that this interpretation not only is in accord with the facts of eco-

nomic life but does not really weaken Marx’s exploitation thesis.

According to this view, workers ccmld not bid up their wages and

exhaust the surplus value received by the capitalist-employers. In

the first place, the bargaining j)ower of tiie workers is too weak in

relation to that of the employers. Again, a lising price for labor-

power would limit its use, bring about uncinployment, Icawer the

workers’ bargaining power, and cause a revaluation of the products

of the workers. I'hese arguments seem rather objectionable to us.

If the workers were already receiving their lull marginal produc-

tivity, an attempt to get a still higher wage might limit the use of

labor and affect employment adversely. But wliy should a rising

wage produce unemployment if in the original situation the em-

ployers were not giving the workers their full marginal productivity

but were making enormous profits or sur[)lus value from the em-

ployment of each worker? Why should rising wages cause any revalu-

ation of the workers’ products if the exchange-value of thc^e prod-

ucts depends solely upon the amount of labor-time embodied in

them and not at all upon the size ol the wages paid to the workers?

In any c:ase, we do not have to rely on the workers to bid up

wages under capitalism, for, under the competitive conditions which

Marx assumes, the employers should take the matter into their own
hands if wages are flexible. Suppose, for example, we take an em-

ployer who is using 100 workers and is making tremendous profits

or surplus value from their use. He works them 12 hours per day

but pays them only for 6 hours, since 6 hours of Ial)or-time aie

enough to produce their subsistence. With a margin of 100 |>er cent
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(t[ surplus value being made on each worker, would this employer

not like to hire additional workers and make an even greater total

of surplus value? Would he not attempt to get additional workers

even if he had to bid them away from oilier employers by offering

higher wages? He could offer wages ecjual to the value of 7 or S

hours of work and still retain a good margin of profit on each

worker. Four or five hours' worth of surplus value from each ol

L’OO workers would be better than 6 hours' worth of surplus value

from each of only 100 workers. I'he employer would not have to hv

(oncerned about lowering the value of his finished product, since,

as one enterpriser in a competitive industry, he could increase or

decrease his output without affecting the general value of the

jiroduct on the market. With each employer in the same situation

and figuring in the same way, with each employer trying to get

additional workers to increase his total surplus value and trying to

j etain ihe workers already in his employ, it would seem that wages

would be bid up until no employer had any incentive to attract

additional workers away from other employers. This point would

be reached when the workers were receiving wages which equalled

the value of their contribution to production and there was no

^urplus value to be made by the employers. We arc inclined to

think, therefore, that the interpretation of wages as flexible, in com-

bination with competitive conditions in industry, would have to be

legarded as fatal to Marx’s exploitation thesis.

The generally accepted opinion is that Marx, whenever pressed

to the wall, fell back on his interpretation of wages in terms of bare

physical subsistence and held that any forces which tend to remove

wages from the level of physical subsistence operate either tempo-

larily or so sh^wly that their influence may be neglected for all

practical purposes. Marx's inclination in this matter was natural,

and most other people in his position would have acted in the same

way. If one is faced with a choice of two interpretations, one of

which is more consistent with tire facts of economic life but is de-

cidedly in conflict with one's pet theories and the other of which

is somewhat deficient in realism but is most useful in connection

with one’s purpose in attempting an analysis of economic all airs,

the latter interpretation is likely to be selected. But Marx did make

occasional bows in the direction of the standard of living interpre-

tation.
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QVESTIONS

1. “Marx held that the natural values of coiiiinoditie') eouid not be de-

termined by demand and supply conditions.” Explain.

2. “In explaining the natural values ot commodities, Marx rejected use-

value or utility as a subjective and relative conce[)t,” Explain.

3. How did Marx use the concepts of “socially necessai) labor” and

“standard time units of unskilled labor” in his value theory?

1. Explain how Marx, in developing his theory of value, handled the

problems implicit in (a) differences in labor-time from one producer

to another under a given state of the arts of production, (b) differ-

ences between original and reproduction cost in terms of Ialx)r-timc,

and (c) differences in the grades of labor required to produce a

good.

5. How did Marx dispose of land and capital in reaching his conclusion

that the natural values of commodities are determined by their con-

tent of socially necessary labor-time?

6. “One of the most serious criticisms of the Marxian theory of value is

found in the fact that Marx greatly minimized, if he did not actualh

overlook, the part played by demand in determining the exchange

values of commodities.” Explain.

7. “In developing his theory of value, Marx missed an excellent oppor-

tunity to employ his basic philosophy involving thesis, antithesis, and
synthesis.” Explain.

8. “The Marxian theory of value is open to criticism because of the

treatment which Marx accorded to the factor of scarcity.” ShoAv

whether you agree.

9. “The Marxian theory of value based on labor-time, though severelv

criticized by economists, does not differ significantly from the mod-
ern theory of value with its emphasis on cost of production.” Do you
agree? Explain.

10. “In his treatment of capital as a factor in relation to the values of

commodities, Marx temporarily gave up his chosen task of describing

the capitalistic system as it is.” Explain.

11. “In suggesting that Marx was not really trying to explain exchange
values in the ordinary sense, the supporters of Marx merely leap from
the frying pan into the fire.” Show whether you agree.

12. You are asked by the local Kiwanis Club to make a speech before its

members showing what is wrong with the Marxian theory of value
from the point of view' of modern economics. Indicate what you
would say on this subject.

13. “The Marxian theory of value was defective in that it omitted (a)

the part played by demand in determining value, (b) the significance
of capital goods in connection with production and costs, (c) the
influence of natural scarcity on value, and (d) the fact that saving
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and waiting arr neicssary in order that capital goods may be cre-

ated.’^ Discuss the validity ol these criticisms of the Marxian theory

of value.

] 4 . "The Marxian tlnorv ot the distribution of income was greatly over*

simplified." Show wlieiher you agree.

15. Distinguish between labor and labor-power as these terms were used

in the Marxian anahsis.

lf>. "Marx’s theory of wages was nuaely a logical extension of his general

theory of value." Show wiK‘ther you agree.

17. "While the Marxian theories of value and usages are usually stated

separately, they are rcalh only a single theory." Explain.

18. How did Marx account lor diflerences in wages heiween different

grades of labor? Explain.

19. How would you criticize the Marxian theory of wages in the light of

modern econonrics?

20. "7'hc Marxian theories of value and wages are subject to the same

general enticisms/* Show whether you agree.

21. "Marx apparently had a difhcnlt time in making up his mind as to

the exact meaning which should be attached to the term ‘subsistence’

in his wage theory. ' In interpreting this statement, explain (a) the

two ways in which Marx sometimes defined the tenn "subsistence,"

(b) the difficulties which he encountered with each of these defini-

tions, and (() the final choice which he made between the two mean
ings and why he made this selection.



CHAPTER 28

THE MARXIAN THEORY OF

SURPLUS VALUE

J UK theory of surplus value is the climax toward which tlie tlieories

of value and wages have been building. While the theory of surplus

value, as explained in detailed fashion by Marx, is troubled by its

own errors and inconsistencies, it is nevertheless possible to say that

this theory in general follows logically and inevitably from the

theories of value and wages. If these theories are true, tlie workers

are exploited and the employers receive surplus value. It has been

impossible to present the Marxian theories of value and wages with-

out suggesting the general nature of the theory of surplus value, but

we need now lo in\cstigate and analyze this latter theory in some

detail.

Exposition of the 'Theory of Surplus Value

Assumptions of the Theory, J'he theory of surplus value, in the

first place, rests on a number of assumptions. 'Flic workers are as-

sumed to be free men and not slaves. I'hey are the sole owners of

their labor-power and are completely cjualified to sell it as a com-

modity on the market. The* workers, since they lack the necessary

land and capital, are unal)Ie to use their labor-power directly to

make commodities which ihey can sell, and hence must dispose ol

their labor-power as a commodity to the cajutalist-employers who
own or conirol the necessary non-human factors of production.

In order to become a commodity, a use-value must be a non use-

value for its owner. Labor-power must also be a n’on-use-valuc for

the worker, if it is to appear in the market as a commodity. ... It the

worker has access to the means of production, he does not sell his labor

power, but employs it himself, ancl sells his products.^

1 Karl Kaiitsky, The Economic Doctrines of Karl Mcdx. London: A. k C. Black

l.Ul., 1925, p. 60.

775
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When the worker sells his labor-power to the emy)loyer, he gives

up all title and claim to the products of his labor. When the worker

produces a product, it belongs entirely to the employer who will

dispose of it on the market as best he can. Finally, it is assumed

that the worker, in selling his labor-power to the employer, confers

on the employer the right to use this labor-power to best advan-

tage. This means, in effect, that the length of the working day is set

by the employer, and not by the worker or by agreement between

employer and worker. When there are no legal limitations on the

length of the working day, the employer’s decision in this matter is

limited only by self-interest and custom. The employer knows that,

if he attempts to use the worker’s labor-power for twenty-four hours

today, he may not get another chance to use this worker’s labor-

power for three or four days thereafter. However, the worker may
be able to manage sixteen hours day after day over a long period.

In this fashion, the length of the working day is regulated to some

extent by the employer’s self-interest. It is also regulated by custom

and tradition. As Marx says:

By selling his laboring power, and he must do so under the present

system, the workingman makes over to the capitalist the consumption

of that power, but within certain rational limits. He sells his laboring

j)ower in order to maintain it, apart Ironi its natural wear and tear, but

not to destroy it. In sc‘lling his lalioring power at its daily or weekly

value, it is understood that in one day or one week that laboring power
shall not be submitted to two days’ or two weeks’ waste or wear and
tear. . . . Machinery does not wear out exactly in the same ratio in which

it is used. Man, on the contrary, decays in a greater ratio than would be

visible from the mere numerical addition of work.-

The Theory Stated, Under these conditions, the worker sells his

labor-power as a commodity to a capitalist-employer and, in the

average case, receives a price or wage for it which is based on the

amount of labor-time reejuired to produce the labor-power, or the

amount of labor-time socially necessary to produce subsistence or

maintenance (including training) for the worker and his family. lx*t

us suppose that this subsistence recjuires five hours of socially neces-

sary labor-time daily for its production. Then, if the worker labored

only five hours daily for his employer, he would be fully paid and

there would be no surplus value. However, it is the employer’s right

to set the length of the working day, and he will normally set it at

a number of hours greater than that reejuired to produce the

2 Karl Marx, Value, Price, and Profit, pp. 107-108.
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workers subsistence. Let us assume, for example, that the worker

puts in ten hours daily at his task. The worker’s product belongs to

the employer, and he will sell it on the market for its full value.

If the worker is of average efficiency, his daily product will sell for

a price based on the ten hours of labor-time which the worker puts

in. I he dillercnce between the value of the product created daily

by the worker (based on ten hours of labor-time) and the \alue

returned to him daily in wages (based on five hours of labor-tinie)

is value produced by the worker but received and retained by the

employer. In othei words, it is surplus value.

Obviously, there are several ways in which the surplus-value rela-

tionship may be expressed. I’he difference between the exchange-

value created by a worker in a day and the exchange-value of the

commodities and services necessary to the subsistence of the workei

and his family for a day is the exchange-value wffiich is surplus

value. The difference between the number of hours of work put in

by a worker in a day and the number of hours of work necessary to

produce subsistence for the worker and his family is the number of

hours for which the worker is uncompensated and during which the

worker is producing surplus value for the employer. The difference

between the quantity of commodities produced by the worker in a

day and the cjuantity of commodities necessary to the subsistence of

the worker and his family is the quantity of commodities whose

value is surplus value. And so on. However the relationship is

expressed, the W'orker j)roduces more value than he receives, and

he is exploited by the employer. The income of the employer is

derived Irom the uncompensated labor c^f the worker.

Of course, the whole surplus value is not always kept indefinitelv

by the enterpriser, or employer of labor. As Marx says:

The monopoly ol land enables the landlord to take one part ot that

surplus value under the name of rent, whether the land is used for agri-

culture, buildings or railways, or for any other productive purpose. On
the other hand, the very fact that the possession of the instruments of

labor enables the employing capitalist to produce a surplus value, or,

what comes to the same, to appropriate to himself a ceUain amount of

unpaid labor, enables the owner of the means of labor, which he lends

wholly or partly to the employing capitalist—enables, in one word, the

money-lending capitalist to claim for himself under the name of interest

another part of that surplus value, so that there remains to the employ-
ing capitalist as such only what is called industrial or commercial profit.

By what laws this division of the total amount of surplus value amongst
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the three categories of people is regulated is a question quite foreign to

our subject. This niuch. however, results from what has been stated.

Bent, hHercsi, and Industrial Pujfu are only different names for

different parts of the surplus value of the comnK)dity. or tlie unpaid labor

etK losed in it, and they are equally derh’ed from this source, and from
this source alone. They are not derived from land as such or from capital

as such, but land and capital enable their owners to get their respective

shares out of the surplus value extracted by tlie employing capitalist from

the laborer. For the laborer himself it is a matter of subordinate im-

portance whether that surplus value, the result of his surplus labor, or

unpaid labor, is altf)gcther pocketed by the cm]doying capitalist, or

whether the latter is obliged to pay part of it, under the name of rent

and interest, auav to third parties. Suppose the employing capitalist to

use only his own capital and to be his owm landlord, then the whole

surplus value would go into his pocket.

A Marxian Illustration of Surplus Value. In order to guard

against any possible danger of misstatement, we present the follow-

ing illustration of the creation of surplus value from Marx’s Vnhie,

Price, and Profit:

Now suppose that the average amount of the daily necessaries of a

laboring man require six hours of average labor for their production.

Sup})ose, moreover, six hours average labor to be also realized in a

(juantily of gold equal to 8 s. I'hen 8 s. would be the Price, or the

monetary expression of the Daily Value of that man’s Laboring Power.

Jf he worked daily six hours he would daily produce a value sufficient

to buy the average amount of his daily necessaries, or to maintain him-

self as a laboring man.
But our man is a wages laborer. He must, therefore, sell his laboring

power to a capitalist. If he sell it at 8 .9. daily or 18 s. weekly, he sells

it at its value. Suppose him to be a spinner. If he works six hours daily

he will add to the cotton a value of 8 .9 . daily. This value, daily added by

him, would be an exact equivalent for the wages, or the price of his

laboring powder, received daily. But in that case no surplus value or sur-

plus produce whatever would go to the capitalist. Here, then, we come
to the rub.

In buying the laboring pow’cr of the workman, and paying its value,

the capitalist, like every other purchaser, has acquired the right to con-

sume or use the commodity bought. You consume or use the laboring

power of a man by making him wwk, as you consume or use a machine
by making it run. By buying the daily or w^eckly value of the laboring

power of the workman, the capitalist has. therefore, acquired the right

to use or make that laboring power work during the whole day or week.

The working day or the working week has, of course, certain limits, but

those we shall afterwards look more closely at.

For the present I w^ant to turn your attention to one decisive point
3 Ibid., pp. 89-91.
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The value of the laboring power is determined by the quantity of labor

necessary to maintain or reproduce it, but the use of that laboring

power is only limited by the active energies and physical strength ol

the la))orcr. The daily or weekly value of tlie laboring j^ower is quite

distinct from the daily or weekly exercise of that power, the same as the

food a horse wants and tlie time it can carry the horseman are (]uite

distinct. 'The cjuantity of labor by w'hich the value of the workman’s

laboring power is limited forms by no means a limit to the quantity of

labor which his laboring power is apt to perform, lake the example of

our spinner. We have seen that, to daily reproduce his laboring power,

he must daily reproduce a value of three shillings, which he will do by

working six hoins daily, liut this does not disable him from woiking

ten or twelve or more hours a clay. But l)y paying the daily or wx*ekly

value ol the spinner’s laboring power the capitalist has acquired the right

of using that laboring ])Ower during the whole day or week. He will,

therefore, make him werrk say, daily, twelve hours. ()i>er and above

the six hours required to replace his wages or the value of his labor-

ing power, he will, therefore, have to work six other hours, which

I shall call hours of surjrlus labor, which surplus labor will realize itself

in a surplus value and a sm plus produce. If our spinner, for example,

by his daily lalror of six liours, added three shillings’ value to the cotton,

a value forming an exact cxjuivalent to his wages, he will, in twelve hours,

add six shillings’ worth to the cotton, and produce a proportional sin plus

of yarn. As he has sold his laboring power to the capitalist, the whole
value or produce created by him belongs to the capitalist, the owner pro
tern, of his laboring power. By advancing three shillings, the capitalist

will, therefore, realize a value of six shillings, because, advancing a value

in which six hours of labor are crystallized, he will receive in return a

value in which twelve hours of labor are crystallized. By repeating this

same process daily, the capitalist will daily advance three shillings and
daily pocket six shillings, one half of which will go to pay wages anew and
the other half of which will form surplus value, for which the capitalist

pays no equivalent. It is this sort of exchange between capital and labor

upon which capitalistic production, or the wages system, is founded and
which must constantly result in reproducing the working man as a work-
ing man and the capitalist as a capitalist.

The rate of surplus value, all other circumsiances remaining the s^me,

will depend on the proportion between that part of the working day
necessary to reproduce the \alue of the laboring power and the surplus

time or surplus labor performed for the capitalist. It will, therefore, de-

pend on the ratio in ivhich the working day is prolonged over and above
that extent, by working which the working man would only reproduce
the value of his laboring power, or replace his wages.

^

Other Considerations, Marx clearly intimates that the creation of

surplus value is an inevitable characteristic of a capitalistic eco-

4 Ibid,, pp. 77-81.
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nomic system. Since the worker has no way of using his own labor-

power to produce commodities, he must sell his labor-power to the

capitalist-employer for a subsistence wage if he wishes to go on

living, and the urge to live is strong in most people. There is no

way in which the worker can avoid tlie bad bargain which he makes

with the employer—a bargain w^hich causes the worker to create

much more value lor the employer than he receives in wages. Of
(f)ursc, there is no law which says that the capitalist-employer must

c\})Ioit his w’orkers, and keep them busy more hours per day than

would be necessary to replace their wages, unless it is the law ol

self-preservation. However, the employer would be foolish not to

exploit his workers, for he would lack any visible means of support

if he kept the workers busy only enough hours per day to replace

their wages. As w(‘ have seen, Marx divided the total income of

the capitalist-emj)loyer into only tw'o parts, one necessary to give

him back the wages which he has paid to the workers and the other

consisting of surplus value. If he received no surplus value, he

would apparently have no income for himself. If the capitalist-

employer received no income for himself, it is difficult to see how
he could survive, and he would certainly have no incentive to keep

on operating his land and capital in production.

The capitalist-employer must not only operate his business so that

he receives surplus value, but he must also exploit his workers as

thoroughly as other capitalist-employers do. If h(.* becomes soft-

hearted, lets up on his workers, and secures less surplus value than

his competitors, he weakens his own relative financial position.

When a severe business depression comes along, he is then less

likely to survive than his more rapacious competitors and is likely

to be forced to the wall. Thus, the capitalist-employer who hesitates

to exploit his workers to the full is likely to find himself a member
of the exploited group, instead of being one of the exploiters, before

many years have passed.

We should also note that surplus value does not result front sell-

ing the products of labor for more than they are worth or from
paying the workers less than their labor-power is worth. Temporary
fluctuations of wages and prices around their long-run norms may
temporarily increase or decrease the amount of surplus value re-

ceived by the employer, but in the long run the employer receives

abundant surplus value even though he sells the products of labor

lor their real or natural value and buys labor-power at its real or
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natural value, as these values are determined in a capitalistic sys-

tem. As Marx says:

The value of a commodity is determined by the total quantity of lahoi

contained in it. But part of that quantity of labor is realized in a value,

lor which an equivalent has been paid in the form of wages; part of it is

realized in a value for which 7io ecjuivalent has ])ecn paid. Part of the

labor contained in the commodity is paid labor; part is unpaid labor. By
selling, therefore, the commodity at its value, that is, as the crystallization

of the total quajitity of labor bestowed upon it, the capitalist must
necessarily sell it at a profit. He sells not only what has cost him an

equivalent, but he sells also what has cost him nothing, though it has

cost his workman labor. The cc^st of the commodity to the capitalist and

its real cost arc different things. I repeat, therefore, that normal and
average profits arc made by selling commodities not above, but at their

real values.^

One is almost moved to wonder how a capitalist-employer could

ever fail and be forced to go out of business.

\Vc should avoid the notion, which some people have concerning

surplus value, that it results frcjm shady or dishonest dealing on the

part of the employer or at the very least from his being greedy and
grasping. As a matter of fact, the employer is just as much a tool ol

the capitalistic system as is the exploited worker. He does only what

he must do in order to survive and play his part in the capitalistic

system. Moreover, if we selected a number ol workers at random
and put them in the places of the present capitalist-employers, they

would behave exactly as the present incumbents do. Surplus value

results from the legitimate exercise of the rights which the capi-

talistic system grants to the capitalist-employer. Thus Marx said:

Suppose that a caj)italist pays for a day’s labour-power at its value; then

the right to use that jjower for a day belongs to him, just as much as tlu^

right (o use any other commodity, such as a horse that he has hired lor

the day. To the purchaser ol a commodity belongs its use, and the seller

of labour-power, by giving his labour, does no nu)re. in reality, than part

w’ith the use-value that he has .sold. . . By the jiurchasc of labour-power,

the capitalist incorporates labour, as a living ferment, with the lifeless

constituents of the product. . . 'The product of this jjrocess also belongs,

therefore, to him, just as much as does the wine which is the preduct of

a process of fermentation completed in his cellar.®

Surplus value results from a bad economic system, and not from
bad employers.

« Ibid., pp. 87-88.

® Karl Marx, Capital, Volume I, p. 206.
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Ancient and Modern Surplus Value. According to Marx, the toil-

ing masses have always been exploited by some other class. However,

in former times the exploitation was open and aboveboard, while

now it is concealed by the wage system. When the serf in medieval

times worked some days for himself on his own land and some days

for his lord on the latter’s land, he was exploited beyond any doubt,

but anyone could then see that part of the serf’s labor benclited

himself while the remainder was for the benefit of the lord. There

was no concealed exploitation. In similar fashion:

In slave-labour, even that part of the working-day in which the slave

is only replacing the value of his own means of existence, in which, there-

fore, in fact, he works tor himself alone, appears as labour lor his master.

All the slave’s labour appears as unpaid labour. In wage-labc^ur, on the

contiarv, even suiplus lal>oiir, or unpaid labour, appears as paid. There

the property-relation conceals the labour of the slave for himself; here the

money-relation conceals the unrccjuited labour of the wage-labourer."

Constant and Variable Capital. 1 he Marxian illustrations of sur-

plus value suggests usually that the employer just about doubles his

money when he hires labor-power at its natural value and sells the

workers' products lor their natural value. However, it should be

noted that the money which is doubled is not the total capital of

the capitalist-employer but merely that part of his capital which he

uses for paying wages to his workers. Marx divides the capital of an

enterprise into two parts called constant capital and variable

capital. Constant capital includes factories, plants and other build-

ings, tools and machinery, raw materials and supplies, partly

finished goods, and even finished products in the hands of the pro-

ducers—in fact, all sorts of capital goods, but not land. Such things

arc called constant capital because their value as a whole remains

constant throughout the process of production. Such capital pro-

duces no surplus value, for it is the product of past labor. When the

capital was produced, the labc^r which produced it was exploited no

end, but that labor has escaped by now and cannot be exploited

further in the present.

I’he best that constant capital can do is to replace itself or repro-

duce its own value over its lifetime. In fact, Marx docs not explain

clearly how it can do that much, but contents himself with saying

that constant caj)ital is bought, and sold (through its final products),

at its value. Thus, he says:

Ubid., p. 591 .
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The means of production never transfer more value to the product

than they themselves lose during the labour-process by the destruction ol

their own use-value. . . However useful a given kind of raw material, or a

machine, or other means ol production may be, though it may cost £150,

or, say, 500 days' labour, yet it cannot, under any circumstances, add to

the value of the product more titan £150.^'

The capitalist-employer cannot possibly “exploit" his lactories and

his machines.

On the other hand, variable capital is that part oi an enterpiisc’s

capital whicli finds investment in labor-power and is used to pay

wages. In tettns of j^hysical goods, it takes the form of food, cloth-

ing, shelter, and other necessaries of subsistence which are consumed

by the workeis. Suth capital is called variable because, by investing

it in labor-power, the employer is able to recapture not only the

amount paid out but an additional sum called surplus value. Marx
concludes naturally that surplus value is derived entirely from

variable capital. Since the expenditure of labor-time produces all

value, and since the labor-power which expends the value-creating

labor-time is bought with variable capital, the expenditure of varia-

ble (apital really “purchases" surplus value and the amount ol

surplus value must be proportional to the expenditure of variable

capital.

The Rates of Surplus Value and Profit. On the basis of these con-

siderations, Marx also distinguishes between the rate of surplus

value and the rate of profit whidi an enterprise achieves. The rate

of sur})lus value is the amount of surplus value received by the

capitalist-employer in a year (or other period of time) as a per-

centage of the variable capital expended in the same period. On
the other hand, the rate oi profit is the same Cjuantity of surplus

value expressed as a percentage of the total capital of the enter-

prise, including both variable and constant capital. Or, as Marx
put it:

The rate of surplus-value measured by the variable capital is called

rate of surplus-value. The rate of surplus-value measured by the total

capital is tailed rate of profit.

The Declining Rate of Profit, rhe distinctions between constant

and variable capital, and between rate of surplus value and rate of

profit, led Marx to his famous conclusion that the rate of profit

8 I hid., pp. 227-229.

9 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume III, p. 55.
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received by a capitalist^cmployer tends to decline as his enterprise

increases in size and has an increasing proportion of its total capital

take the form of constant capital. This docs not mean that the work-

ers are exploited less than before or that the rate of surplus value

is less than before. The rate of surplus value (surplus value divided

by variable capital) may be constant, or even increasing if the em-

ployer finds it necessary to exploit his employees more than lor-

merly, but the rate of profit (surplus value divided by total capital)

tends to decline as the business increases in size and a greater and

greater proportion of its total capital consists of that constant capi-

tal which produces no surplus value.

Tliis notion of the declining rate of profit got Marx into serious

difficulties. He had trouble in explaining why enterprisers seek to

increase the size of their firms and why they invest heavily in ma-

chinery and increase the proportion of constant capital to variable

capital. And he had e\ en more trouble in explaining why the large-

scale firms which had already been set up in his day apparently did

very well for themselves in the matter of profits. Nevertheless, he

made a desperate effort to stick to his guns. For example, he said:

If a capital, consisting of percentages of 90C [Constant] and lOV

[Variable], produced as much surplus-value, or profit, with the same

degree of exploitation, as a capital consisting of percentages of IOC and
90V, then it would be as plain as daylight that the surplus-value, and
value in general, must have an entirely different source than labor, and
that political economy would then be without a rational basis.^®

Ways of Increasing Surplus Value, Since each capitalist-employer,

if he is to survive, must be sure to make as much surplus value as

his competitors and would prefer to be on the safe side by making

an even higher rate of surplus value than his competitors if possible,

he must be constantly on the alert to adopt all available devices for

increasing the amount of surplus value that he receives. Marx out-

lined several of the methods which were at the disposal of the

capitalist-employer. Perhaps the most obvious method of increasing

surplus value is merely to iiu rease the length of the working day.

If the quantity of commodities and services necessary to the sub-

sistence of the worker and his family, and consequently the worker's

wage, be taken as fixed, any increase in the length of the working

day will increase also the period of uncompensated labor during

^0 Ibid., pp. 176*177.
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which the worker is really working to produce surplus value for the

employer. Ol course, the adding of a couple of hours to an already

long working day would probably not increase the surplus value

per Avorker ])roj)ortionately, but it would increase it to scjme extent.

I bis method of increasing surplus value was apparently very popu-

lar in Maix’s day, and he devotes scores of pages to a description ol

the use of this method and its eflects on the workers.

A second method of increasing surplus value is found in the use

of machinery. Since machinery itself is incapable of being exploited

and can only add its own value to the liiial protiucts over its lile-

time, it might be considered difficult to see how its use could in-

crease surplus value. Indeed, Marx’s notion of the declining rate ol

profit suggests that heavy investment in machinery and other forms

ol constant capital tends to Icjwei surplus value at least as a per-

centage of total capital, d'his, however, would not keep surplus

value per worker, or even total surplus value as an absolute sum,

lioni increasing. The increase in absolute surplus value arises out of

the fact that the employer who furnishes his workers with machinery

usually re(|uires them to work a longer dav than formerly. As Marx
said:

Machinery sweeps away every moral and natural restriction on the

length of the working day. Hence, too, the economical paradox, that the

most powerful instrument lor shortening labour time, becomes the most
unfailing means for placing every moment of the labourer's time and that

ol his ianiily, at the disposal of the capitalist for the purpose of expand-
ing the value of his capital.

Since the use of large quantities of machinery tends to reduce the

direct labor requirements of the employer, and since the labor-

power used is the only source of surplus value, the employer is led

to exploit his workers more thoroughly than before.

The use of machinery, and especially the use of new and im-

proved machines and methods of production, may have another

effect on surplus value. In many cases, though not by any means
in all, such new processes and machines may cut down the cost of

producing the commodities and services necessary to the mainte-

nance of the worker and his family. If these commodities and
services come to contain less labor-time than formerly, the wage or

v alue of the labor-power also declines. In few-er hours than formerly,

o Kail Maix, Capital, Volume I, p. 415.
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the worker creates enough value to replace his wage and this leaves

him more hours per day than formerly to work to create surplus

value lor the employer, even if the total length of the working day

is not increased.

Even if the length of the working day is limited by legal restric-

tions or otherwise, the employer can increase the surplus value per

worker and the total surplus value by speeding up the worker. If the

worker comes to turn out more product in a working day of given

length and his needs for subsistence do not increase, the amount of

surplus value increases. Working harder for a given number of

hours is about the same thing as working at the usual rate of speed

for a longer period of time. The speeding up of the worker is con-

nected with the use of machinery and of piece-rate wages.

So soon as that shortening [of the hours of work] becomes compulsory,

machinery becomes in the hands of capital the objective means, systemati-

cally employed for sejueezing out more labour in a given time. This is

effected in two ways: by increasing the speed of the machinery, and by

giving the workman more machinery to tend.’'^

Marx also concluded that

in the workshops under the Factory Acts, piece-wage becomes the general

rule, because capital can there only increase the efficacy of the working

day by intensifying labour.^*^

Finally, the capitalist-employer augments his surplus value by

using his workers cooperatively as a team while paying them as if

they worked as independent individual laborers. A factory labor-

force of 100 men working together as a cooperative group will turn

out a much greater total product than would the same 100 men
working as separate individuals, and yet their individual subsistence

needs, and hence their wages, would be no greater. The capitalist-

employer does everything he can to promote the efficiency of this

cooperative use of labor, and he is not usually criticized for appro-

priating the extra fruits of the cooperative process. As Marx said:

Because this power costs capital nothing, and because, on the other

hand, the labourer himself does not develop it before his labour belongs

12 Jbid,. p. 450. 18 Ibid., p. 609.
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to capital, it appears as a power with which capital is endowed by Na-

ture—a productive power that is immanent in capital.’'^

The Imlictment of Machinery. In general, we see that the Marx-

ian opinion of the development of machinery and its effects on

the w'orkers was unfavorable. 1 lie use of machinery reduces the

proportion of the working day in which the worker is laboring to

l eplace his wage or his subsistence, it leads to a lengthening of the

working day, where possible, and it leads to the speeding up of the

wwker. By decreasing the amount of strength required to do many
tasks, the use of machinery makes it possible to employ women and

children in industry. They work for very small w^ages, the wages of

men are reduced, and in many cases the total family income is no

greater than it was when only the head of the family was employed.

Finally, Marx credits machinery with ruining artisans and handi-

craft producers, displacing workers, and creating a great reserve

army of tlie unemployed. IVfarx was familiar with the argument of

the “\ulgar economists” to the effect that technological unemploy-

ment is temporary and that, in the long run. technological jn ogress

creates as nuuli employment as it destroys, but he did not consider

it valid. On the wliole, then, Marx p)aints an extremely gloomy
picture. Since wages are fixed at the subsistence level, increases in

production, the improved efficiency of industry, and even increases

in the }iroductivity of the workers themselves go only to increase the

surplus value received by the employers and later shared by them
with landowners and pure capitalists.

Criticism of the Theory of Surplus Value

The Bases of the Theory. In considering the theory of surplus

value, we must not forget that this theory is really only a conclusion

based cjii certain premises known as the theory of value and the

theory of w^ages. If w^e can accept the one premise to the effect that

the values of commodities are determined by the quantities of labor-

time embodied in them, and the other premise to the effect that

wages, or the value of labor-power, being determined in the same
fashion, arc only enough to provide for the subsistence or mainte-

nance (including training) of the workers and their families, then the

theory of surplus value in general terms at least, seems to be valid.

pp. 365-366.
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On the other hand, if, as we have tried to show, the theories of

value and wages themselves arc open to most serious objections and

cannot be considered valid, tlie theory of surplus value is left float-

ing around in the air without visible means of support. Clearly, tlie

theory of surplus \alue can be no stronger tlian the theories on

which it is based, and, if these theories are weak, the existence of

suiplus value is something that cannot be shown by economic

analysis. It must be accepted, if at all, only on faith.

The Question of Wages of Management. In any case, the theory ol

surplus value as developed by Marx merits criticism in its own right.

We have seen that Marx divided the total income of an enterprise

into only two parts—the one necessary to the recapture of the vari-

able capital that has been paid out to the workers as wages, and the

other consisting of surplus value which is later divided intc:) rent,

interest, and profits. In this simple two-part analysis of the income

of an enterprise, one factor seems to be left out of consideration and

that is the labor performed by the enteipriser himself and its

remuneration. Marx surely would not want to say that there was no

socially necessary labor involved in managing a business. The woi k

performed by the business enterpriser is of a different type from that

of the ordinary employees, but it is none the less work. Of course,

Marx could have escaped any necessity of making provision for the

work of management and its remuneration if he had considered the

capitalist-employer to be a pure absentee-owner who hired other

people to do all the work around the enterprise—the managerial as

well as the ordinary labor. However, it is hardly likely that this was

Marx's point of view, especially since, in his day, the modern corpo-

ration (in which the managers are hired employees and the stock-

holders arc really a sort of absentee-owners) had not developed to

anything like its present importance. Besides, Marx in speaking of

the capitalist-employer or enterpriser seems to regard him as the

active manager of his business, paying rent to landowners and

interest to pure capitalists, and getting his own income out of that

segment of surplus value known as “commercial or industrial

profits.
“

If the capitalist-employer is the active manager of his enterprise

and if his functions as manager are socially necessary (which seems

indisputable), then his labor-time is part of that total labor-time

which is responsible for the natural value of the products of the

enterprise and his labor-power is deserving of remuneration. Even
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on the Marxian basis of evaluating labor-power, the capitalist-em-

ployer is entitled to receive a wage which is based upon the labor-

time necessary to produce or reproduce his labor-power, i.e., a

wage which will cover his subsistence and training plus the mainte-

nance of his family. The point is not that we are feeling sorry for

the capitalist-employer for not being allowed a wage of management

in the Marxian analysis. If he receives as much surplus value as

Marx says he docs, he is deserving of no sympathy. The point is that

any attempt to account for the remuneration of the labor of the

capitalist-employer weakens the Marxian analysis of surplus value

at one point or another. If the wage for the labor-power of the capi-

talist-employer is thought of as being included in the surplus value

which he receives, then surplus value is no longer a purely unearned

income derived from the exploitation of the hapless workers.

Instead, part of it is income earned by the capitalist-employer, since

it is a payment for his own labor-power. On the other hand, if the

wage for the labor-power of the capitalist-employer is thought of as

being included in the sum total of wage payments or variable

capital, it becomes clear that a part of this variable capital is no

longer to be considered as a means of exploiting the workers and a

source of surplus value, since we must assume that the capitalist-

employer is hardly likely to “exploit” Itis own labc^r power.

The recognition ot the fact that a part of the income of the active

capitalist-employer must be considered earned, since it is a payment
for his own labor-functions in connection with the business, is of

considerable importance, llic “vulgar economists” of today, for

example, think that the capitalist-employer who actively manages
his own enterprise and is situated in a competitive industry will be

satisfied in the long run if he has left, after paying all expenses of

his business, an amount of income which compensates him at a

competitive rate for his own functions and services as enterpriser,

and that he does not need to receive any net profit or surplus value

(though he will take it if he can get it). The Marxian analysis, on

the other hand, seems to suggest that surplus value is the only source

of income for the capitalist-employer and that he must therefore

exploit his workers in order to survive.

The Amount of Surplus Value, Whatever else may be said of the

Marxian analysis of surplus value, it seems clear that Marx habit-

ually and greatly overestimates the amount of surplus-value which
it is possible, for the capitalist-employers to receive. The ^^arxian
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illustrations of surplus value suggest that it is the usual thing for

the capitalist-employers, by paying out a certain amount of variable

capital as wages, to receive a total income which is double the

amount of variable capital paid out. In other words, the total

amount of surplus value is just about equal to the wage bill or

the total of wage payments. In actual practice, many studies which

have been made for leading capitalistic countries, such as the Ihiited

States and England, indicate that wages and salaries amount to

around two-thirds of the total national income (and in individual

fields of economic activity amount to 75 or even 85 per cent of total

inccjme produced). Even if all other income than wages and salaries

were considered to be unearned income c^r surjdus value, it would

obviously be completely impossible for surplus value to be anything

like as great as the total of wage and salary payments in such cases.

Whether we approve or disapprove of rent, interest, and profits,

these incomes combined are not nearly so large a segment of the

national income as that which goes into wages and salaries.

The Significance of Machinery, It also seems clear from the analy-

sis of surplus value and of the methods of increasing it that Marx
greatly misunderstood the significance of machinery and its cliects

on the economic status of the wc^rkers. There can be no doubt, of

course, that unscrupulous employers, figuring that work with ma-

chinery is considerably lighter than the same kind of work without

machinery, have lengthened the working clay and speeded up the

workers. On the other hand, although Marx thought he saw a

tendency for the working day to lengthen as the use of machinery

developed, it cannot be denied that the average working day in

capitalistic systems at the present time is far shorter than it was in

Marx’s day. While workers arc sometimes speeded up unduly, in

general it may be thought that they are willing to work hard during

a short working day in order to enjoy more leisure time and that

their intensified efforts have found recognition in higher wages and

real incomes. The use of machinery has led undoubtedly to the

increased employment of women and children and these employees

at times have been mercilessly exploited by means of low^ wages,

long hours, and inhuman working conditions. On the other hand,

the employment of women and children has more often been a

result of poverty than an important cause of it and has often been

used as the means of obtaining a better family income than was

formerly received. The notion that, when women and children
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work, the family income tends to fall to the previous wage of the

man working alone seems to have little foundation in fact. We are

not arguing, of course, for the employment of child labor, for the

use of child labor is ordinarily to be considered undesirable, but, as

far as the laboi of women goes, there is no doubt that it has in-

creased the total national output of goods and services, or national

income, and that it has increased the total amount of income going

to the workers and their families as a whole. It would seem ridicu-

lous to argue that our national income would be as great as it now

is, if all w^omen were excluded from employment. In connection

with all of these matters, Marx seems to have underestimated the

significance and importance of such things as protective social legis-

lation, organizations of w'orkers, public opinion, the shift system,

and the discovery that, in many lines of j^roduction, the worker can

accomplish as much in the long run in a relatively short day as in a

relatively long one.

The problem of technological unemployment, which Marx noted,

is an important one. The individual workers who are displaced by

labor-saving machinery seldom remain unemployed for long periods

of time, but, from the point of view^ of the economy as a w^hole, the

problem of technological unemployment is a continuous one. And
it becomes even more serious than usual when the technological

changes which cause it are rather general throughout the economy
and when workers are displaced by machines during periods of

general business depression. Although a great deal of misery and

suffering may result born rapid technological change, we must in

general agree with the “vulgar economists" w^ho say that the long-

run effect of technological change is to increase the real incomes

and standards of living of everyone without in any way decreasing

the total amount of empIo\mcnt available for labor. With human
wants for economic goods lapidly growing and indefinitely expansi-

ble, there is no likelihood that we shall learn to produce everything

so efficiently that the total of work which needs to be done wnll be

inadequate to provide jobs for all of our workers. And, even in the

short run, we provide for our unemployed workers on a scale which

Marx would probably have deemed incredible. It seems impossible

today to agree with Marx's general conclusion that machines are

the enemy of the toiling masses of workers.

The Declining Rate of Profit, We now turn again to the concept

of the declining rate of profit, or Marx’s notion that the rate of
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profit achieved by an enterprise would decline as the enterprise

increased in size and invested a greater proportion of its total

capital in constant capital rather than variable capital. This con-

cept, it will be remembered, resulted from Marx’s distinction be-

tween the rate of profit and the rate of surplus value, his distinction

between constant and variable capital, and his idea that only

variable capital, or funds invested in the payment of wages to

workers, can be productive of surplus value. It is rather easy to

illustrate the declining rate of profit. Let us consider three hypo-

thetical firms. A, B, and C, all with the same amount of variable

capital but with varying amounts of constant capital. To simplify

matters, suppose that all three firms advance or turn over their capi-

tal once each year, that all their products arc sold at the end of the

year, and that they employ the same number of workers at the same

wage rate. The situation is then as follows:

Firm Constant

Capital

Variable Total Surplus Value

Rate of

Surplus Value

Fate oj

Profit

A $ 5,000 S5,000 $10,000 $5,000 100% so%
B f 5,000 5,000 20,000 5,000 100% 25%
C 25,000 5,000 30,000 5,000 100% 16.7%

It is clear in this simplified example that the absolute amount of

surplus value and the rate of surplus value is the same from firm to

firm but that the rate of profit declines from 50 per cent to 25 and

16.7 per cent as we pass from the smallest to the largest firm.^'^

Moreover, the same conclusion would be reached even if the ab-

solute amount of variable capital and of surplus value increased

moderately from tlie smallest firm to the largest firm. That is, if

Firm C found it necessary to pay out $10,000 of variable capital

in wages, along with its $25,000 of constant capital, and received

a surplus value of $10,000, the rate of surplus value would be 100

per cent but the rate of profit would be only 28.57 per cent or less

than that of Firm A.

The concept of the declining rate of profit left Marx with some

things to explain. In the first place, if the rate of profit tends to

decline as a firm increases its size and invests a greater proportion

of its total capital in constant capital, in spite of the fact that the

absolute amount of surplus value remains constant or increases

i‘'>This illustration is adapted from Karl Kautsky, The Economic Doctrines of

Karl Marx, pp. 84-88.
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actually, and if the enterpriser regards this result as a calamity, why
dcjes he attempt lo increase the size of his firm and why does he in-

verse mcjre and more heavily in constant capital? If we disregarded

the typical numerical illustration which we have given, it would

seem possible to answer this cjuestion within the Marxian analysis.

That is, any one linn would have an incentive to grow and use large

amounts of new machinery because it would expect to make more
money by doing so. As it adc:)pted new machines and labor-saving

de\ices, it would produce each unit of product with a smaller ex-

penditure of labor-time than formerly, but the labor-time sjxrnt on

the product on the average throughout the industry would not yet

have declined. Consecjucaitly, our one firm would receive the same

price as usual for its pioduct but would have smaller cost per unit

of produc t than fonnei ly, and hence would gain, llien after the

new type and scale ol machinery had been adopted by a number of

firms, the average amount ol labor-time embodied in the product

would be reduced, and the remaining firms would be compelled to

undergo the same development. If they failed to do so, the) would

have the same cost in terms of labor-time per unit of product as

formerly and would get a lower price per unit of product than

formerly, and would be in danger of being eliminated from the

competitive struggle. In this way all the firms would become larger

in the long run without any firm having a permanent differential

gain in terms of profit.

T his explanation is, of course, quite inconsistent with the usual

numerical illustration (since this type of illustration indicates that

a firm's wage bill remains as large as ever as it increases its constant

capital and that its absolute prcjfit is no greater than before) and

Marx did not rely on it. In fact, Marx was concerned not so much
with any purely theoretical discrepancies as with the fact that his

declining rate of profit was apparently in conflict with reality. That

is, he thought he saw^ that large-scale firms with heavy investments

in machinery and in constant capital in general were no worse off

wdth respect to the rate of profit than small firms with a much

smaller proportion of their total capital invested in constant capi-

tal. It is very difficult to test the present accuracy of his observation

in this matter. One recent study of the relative profitability of large

and small corporations in the United States, defining profits as the

ratio of net income to net worth, found that the large corporations
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that made profits made them at lower rates than the small ones in

the period 1931-33, while the large corporations that lost money

lost at lower rates than the small ones.

In 1933, the profitable corporations in the smallest class (those

with assets of $50,000 or less) made an average profit of 8.6 per

cent while profitable corporations in the largest class (those with

assets of $50,000,000 or more) made an average profit of only 1.7

per cent. However, unprofitable corporations in the smallest class

had an average loss of 37.8 per cent against a loss of only 2 per cent

on the average for unprofitable corporations in the largest class.

Idle only group of corporations that had a })rofit on the average

in each year was the largest, though only a minority of the 594 giant

corporations made inoney.^^ This study, then, does not make tlie

average position of the large firms with respect to profits look par-

ticularly unfavorable. On the other hand, some studies that have

been made of the earnings of large combinations of business units

in the United States have concluded that in most cases these com-

binations have not been able to make earnings as great, as a per-

centage of investment, as those formerly enjoyed by the individual

firms which went into the combinations.

Even if large firms did tend to make profits at a lower rate on

their total investment than small firms, this result would not neces-

sarily be considered particularly unfavorable from the point of view

of the large firms. It is quite possible to see why a firm would prefer

to make a profit of $50,000 on a total investment of $300,000 than

to make $25,000 on a total investment of $100,000, even though the

rate of profit would be lower in the former case. And this preference

might be particularly strong if the earnings on the larger investment

would be more stable through time than those on the smaller in-

vestment. However, Marx thought that the rate of profit was just

as favorable for large concerns with relatively large investments

in constant capital as for small firms wdth relatively small invest-

ments in constant capital, and he was much concerned over this

discovery since it seemed to contradict his theory that the expendi-

ture of variable capital in paying wages was the only source of

surplus value and profit.

Thus, Marx said:

How Profitable Is Big Business? New York: The Twentieth Century Fund,

1937, pp. H5-146.
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The rate of surplus-value, or the degree of exploitation of labour-

power, and the value of labour-power, or the amount ol necessary working

time being given, it is self-evident that the greater the varial)Ie capital,

the greater would be the mass of value produced and of the siu plus-

value. . . With a given rate of surplus-value, and a given value of the

laI)Our-power, therefore, the masses of surplus-value produced vary di-

rectly as the amounts of variable capital advanced. . . I’his law clearly

contradicts all experiences Irased on appearance. Everyone knows that a

cotton spinner, who, reckoning the percentage on the whole of his applied

capital, employs much constant and little variable capital, does not, on
account of this, pocket less profit or surplus-value than a baker, who rela-

tively sets in motion much cariable and little constant capital. For the

solution of this apparent cc^ntracliction, many intermediate terms are yet

wanted, as from the standpoint of elementary algebra many intermediate

terms arc wanted to understand that
^
may represent an actual magni-

tude.

Marx did ru^t propose any solution to this problem in Volume 1

or Volume II of his Capital: but when he did get around to suggest

a solution in Volume III, it proved to be a revolutionary one

indeed. As Marx put it:

Now if the commodities are sold at their values, then, as we have
shown, considerably different rates of profit arise in the various spheres

of production, according to the difleient organic composition of the

masses of capital invested in them, but capital withdraws from spheres

with low rates of profit and invades others which yield a higher rate. By
means of this incessant emigration and immigration, in one word, by its

distribution among die various spheres in accordance with a rise in the

rate of profit here, and its fall there, it brings about such a proportion of

supply to demand that the average profit in the various spheres of pro-

duction becomes the same, so that values arc converted into prices of

production.^®

Let us see what this would mean in terms of the three firms which

we previously examined. These firms are still of different sizes and

tliey still have different organic compositions of capital, or different

proportions of constant and variable capital. However, in the new
long-run equilibrium which Marx is describing, they are making

ecjual rates of profit.

17 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume I, pp. 334-335.

18 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume III, p. 230.
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Surplus Rate of

Capital Value Surplus Rate of

Firm Constant Variable Total Produced Value Profit Profit

A $ 5,000 $5,000 $10,000 $5,000 100% $2,500 25%
B 1 5,000 5,000 20,000 5,000 100% 5,000 25%
C 25,000 5,000 30,000 5,000 100% 7,500 25%

This curious result, the equali/ation ot tlie rate of profit, comes

about because of tlic fact that commodity prices deviate now from

commodity values. Profit, as it were, becomes added into total costs

and the result, on a per-unit basis, is production price. The actual

prices of individual commodities vary now around production

prices instead of around value in terms of labor-time.^*’ Putting it

another way, the surplus value piodnccd by each firm still depends

upon and is proportional to variable capital, but each firm no

longer receives the amount of surplus value which it is responsible

for creating. Instead, in the process of marketing the products, all

the surplus value goes into what might be called a kind of common
pool, from which it is withdrawn by the individual firms not in

proportion to their variable capital but in proportion to their total

capital. I'his result occurs because the exchange-value which each

firm is able to command for its product depends now on production

price, or average total costs of all kinds, rather than on costs in

terms of labor-time.

This explanation is helpful in showing how firms of different

sizes, with different organic compositions of capital, and even pro-

ducing different types of products, can make net earnings or profits

at the same rate. However, the explanation does violence to some of

Marx’s most important theories. Though surplus value is “pro-

duced” by variable capital only, this fact loses significance now that

surplus value is “received” on the basis of total capital. For all

practical purposes, a firm is just as likely to obtain surplus value by

using large amounts of constant capital as by using large amounts of

variable capital. This, of course, is inconsistent with the former

Marxian idea that a firm derives its surplus value only from the

variable capital which it employs. Again, the only way in which the

firms can draw surplus value out of the “pool” on the basis of total

capital is to have the exchange-value of the final products depend

upon total costs, and not merely on labor costs or expenditures of

Karl Kautsky, The Economic Doctrines of Kail Marx, pp. 84-88.
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variable capital. This conclusion contradicts the regular Marxian

theory of value which makes exchange-value depend on labor-time

and not on costs of production.

Marx was well aware that this new explanation of his was incon-

sistent with his regular analyses of value and surplus value, but,

while he struggled manfully to do so, he was unable to bring about

a reconciliation of the divergent explanations. As one critic says:

In hundreds of pages of Capital, Volume III, with endless repetition

and futile effort to escape from his own net, he is forced to the conclusion

that prices arc not proportional to variable capital or labor cost, and that

rates of profit are in no wise related to rates of surplus value. In dialecti-

cal terms, the labor-cost theory, carried to its logical conclusion, brought

about its own negation.-^

In the end, in an effort to salvage something of his theory of

value, Marx contended that the sum of all the prices of production

of all commodities in society, comprising the totality of all lines of

production, is equal to the sum of all the values [based on labor-

timej. But this contention, even if true, would not reconcile the

exchange-values or production prices of individual commodities

with their “values” based on labor-time.

QUESTIONS

1. What were the assumptions on which the Marxian theory of surplus

value was based?

2. Exj)lain the Marxian theory of surplus value briefly.

“Marx clearly intimates that the creation of surplus value is an in-

evitable characteristic of a capitalistic economic system." Explain.

4. “Surplus value, according to Marx, docs not result from selling the

products of labor for more than they are worth or from paying the

workers less than their labor-power is worth." Show whether you agree.

5. Distinguish between constant and variable capital. What is the sig-

nificance of this distinction in connection with the theory of surplus

value?

6. Distinguish between the rate of surplus value and the rate of profit.

Why did Marx think the rate of profit tended to decline under capi-

talism?

7. How, according to Marx, does the capitalist-employer attempt to in-

crease the amount of surplus value produced by his workers? Explain.

20
J. E. LcRossignol, From Marx to Stalin, p. 20G. Reprinted by permission of

the 1 homas Y. Crowell Company, New York.
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8. “The Marxian theory of surplus value can be no stronger than the

Marxian theories of value anti wages.*' Explain.

9. “The Marxian theory of surplus value follows logically enough from

the theories of value and wages, but it is nevertheless open to several

grave objections.'* Explain.

10. Show how the Marxian theory of surplus value is strengthened or

weakened according to the way in which the “subsistence of the

workers" is interpreted.

11. “One weakness of the theory of surplus value is found in the fact that

it makes no allowance for the productive services of business enter-

prisers and the remuneration of these services.” Explain.

12. “Marx habitually and greatly overestimated the amount of surplus

value which it was possible for the capitalist-employers to receive.”

Show whether you agree,

13. “Marx greatly misunderstood the significance of machinery and its

effects on the economic status of the workers.” Do you agree? Explain,

14. Criticize the Marxian theory of the declining rate of profit.

15. “In view of his theory of the declining rate of profit, Marx had great

difficulty in explaining why firms with relatively large proportions of

constant capital sometimes achieve higher rates of profits than other

firms.” Explain.

16. “When Marx got around to explain why firms with relatively large

proportions of constant capital make rates of profit which are as

satisfactory as those of other firms, his explanation did violence to

some of his other theories.” Explain.

17. “It is quite possible that, if Marx were writing today with the assist-

ance of modern value theory, he would establish quite a different

theoretical basis for his surplus value cjr exploitation thesis.” What
bases could be found in the operation of modern capitalism for a

surplus value or exploitation thesis? Explain.



CHAPTER 29

THE MARXIAl^ PREDICTIONS
CONCERNING CAPITALISM

On the basis of his analysis of the way in which the capitalistic

system was operating in his day (as contained in the theories ot

value, wages, and surplus value) and his interpretation of the gen-

eral manner in which history-making forces operate, Marx under-

took to make a number of predictions concerning the future opera-

tion of the capitalistic system and its eventual fate. These predic-

tions boded no good for the hated capitalistic system. The Marxian

predictions deserve and will receive a fairly detailed analysis, but

we shall first attempt a general sketch or outline of them.

The Predictions Summarized, Marx predicted that the future

operation of capitalism would be marked by a succession of business

cycles and depressions of ever increasing severity. These partial

breakdowns of capitalism depended upon a conflict between the

rapidly expanding productive power of the capitalistic system and

its antithesis, the extremely limited consuming power of the toil-

ing masses with their subsistence incomes. As the business cycles

ran their unceasing round, the ownership of capital would be con-

centrated in the hands of an ever dwindling number of large mem-
bers of the bourgeoisie. On the other hand, the proletariat would

become increasingly miserable. This result would follow in part

from the fact that the workers were tied to subsistence wages in

the face of the ever increasing efficiency, productivity, wealth, and

income of the system as a whole. Again, it would result from in-

creased unemployment and the development of a growing labor re-

serve. As capital became concentrated in fewer and fewer hands

and as the proportion of constant capital to total capital increased,

the labor requirements of the capitalistic system would decline and

large numbers of persons would be unable to find work. Here then

799
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is another conHict or contradiction between the growing wealth

and affluence of the bourgeoisie and the increasing misery of the

proletariat.

Eventually, conditions of monopoly would be present in almost

every field of production, and there would be an unholy alliance be-

tween the few remaining industrialists and powerful banking and

financial interests. The dwindling number of exploiters would be-

come increasingly dissatisfied with the domestic operation of the

capitalistic economy and would reach out to secure foreign markets.

In attempting to insure and protect these markets, a policy of im-

perialism with respect to backward areas would be followed with

the assistance of the bourgeois-controlled state. In this international

field, there would be conllicts of interest between different capital-

istic economies, all in search of markets, and severe wars would be

fought between the nations. In the end, the capitalistic system

would break down and collapse in the middle of a severe depression

or a cataclysmic war. At this junc ture, the members of the down-

trodden proletariat would rise up, throw off their chains, stage a

revolution, and take over the oj)eration of the state, government,

and economic system. The capitalistic system, which began to die

on the day when it was born, would at long last have met its demise.

Or as Marx would say, the capitalistic system would have achieved,

with the inexorability of a law of nature, its own negation.

The Increasing Severity of Business Cycles

The Theory of Business Cycles, The general Marxian theory of

the business cycle is that known as the underconsumption (or over-

production) theory. There is a great conflict between the enormous

productive powers generated by the capitalistic system and its

limited powers of consumption based on subsistence wages for the

toiling masses. The great industries of capitalism inevitably engage

in large-scale or mass production of goods of such kinds as inust be

consumed, if at all, by the great masses of workers while on the

other hand the distribution of income is such that these workers

cannot purchase, at prices equal to their natural values, the eco-

nomic goods which have been produced for them. The workers,

since they are paid in wages only a part of the values of the com-

modities which they create, cannot turn around and purchase all

these commodities at their full values based upon the amount of
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labor-time embodied in them. Capitalistic distribution of income is

in conflict with capitalistic production.

Jn Marx’s own words:

The last cause ol all real crises always remains the poverty and re-

stricted consumption of the masses as compared to the tendency of capi-

talistic production to develop the productive forces in such a way that

only the absolute power of consumption of the entire society would be

their limit.

^

Again,

The conditions of direct exploitation and those of the realization of

surplus value are not identical. They are separated logically as well as

by time and space. The first are only limited by the productive power of

society, the last by the proportional relations of the various lines of pro-

duction and by the consuming power of society. The last-named power is

not determined either by the absolute productive power nor by the abso-

lute (onsuming power, but by the consuming power based on antagonistic

conditions of distribution, which reduces the consumption of the great

mass of the population to a variable minimum within more or less narrow
limits.'-

And again:

The stupendous productive power developing \tnder the capitalist mode
of production . . . and the increase, though not in tlic same proportion,

of capital values (not their material substance), which grow much more
rapidly than the poj^ulation, contradict the basis, which, compared to the

expanding wealth, is ever narrowing and for which this immense pro-

ductive power works, and the conditions, under which capital augments
its value. This is the cause of crises.'^

Thus, briefly stated, it is Marx’s conclusion that

the contradictions between the striving of capital to achieve a limitless

expansion of production, so as to receive as big profits as possible, and the

narrow bounds of the consuming power of capitalist society wdiich are

conditioned primarily by the low material standards of the masses of the

working people, lead inevitably to cri.ses of overproduction.

^

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume HI, p. 568.

2 Ibid., p. 286.

sibid., pp. 312-313.

E. Varga, “The New'-Worlrl Economic Crisis,” in the Communist Interna

tional, January, 1938, p. 22.
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However, this is another of the many points on which Marx had
more than one opinion. He seems to deny his own general theory

when he says:

It is purely a tautology to say that (rises are caused by the scarcity of

solvent consumers, or of a paying consumption. . . But if one were to

attempt to clothe this tautology with a semblance of a profoundcr justi-

fication by saying that the working class receive too small a portion of

their own product, and the evil would be remedied by giving them a

larger share of it. or raising their wages, we should reply that crises are

precisely always preceded by a period in which wages rise generally and
the working class actually get a larger share of the annual product in-

tended for consumption.

Marx als(^ indicated that he w^as using the term “overproductic^n’'

in a limited and relative sense. As he said:

It is not a fact that too many necessities of life are produced in propor-

tion to the existing population. The reverse is true. Not enough is pro-

duced to satisfy the wants of the great mass decently and humanely. It is

not a fact that too many means of production are produced to employ

the able-bodied portion of the population. The reverse is the case. In the

fit St place, too large a portion of the population is produced consisting of

people who are really not capable of working, who are dependent through

force of ciicunistance on the exploitation ol the labor ol others, or com-

pelled to periorrn certain kinds of labor which can be dignified with this

name only under a miserable mode of production. In the second place,

not enough means of production are produced to permit the employment
of the entire able-bodied population under the most productive cemdi-

tions, so that their absolute labor time would be shortened by the mass

and effectiveness of the constant capital employed during working hours.

On the other hand, there is periodically a production of too many
means of production and necessities of life to permit of their serving as

means for the exploitation of the laborers at a certain rate of profit. Too
many commodities are produced to permit of a realisation of the value

and surplus-value contained in them under the conditions of distribution

and consumption peculiar to capitalist production, that is, too many to

permit of the continuation of this process without ever-recurring explo-

sions. It is not a fact that too much wealth is produced. But it is true that

there is periodical over-production of wealth in its capitalistic and self-

contradictory form.®

Increasing Severity, Business cycles are not only bound to occur

in the operation of a capitalistic system but they tend to become in-

5 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume II, p. 475.

6 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume III, pp. 302-303.
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<reasingly severe as time goes on. After each depression, there are

fewer sur\iving capitalist-employers and the productive wealth of

the system is concentrated in fewer hands. Competition is keen and

the surviving capitalist-employers, in their quest for productive ef-

ficiency, invest ever larger proportions of their growing individual

capitals in machinery and other forms of constant cajhtal. On the

other hand, this same development sharply limits the direct labor

r equirements of the firms, and, while relatively few workers are em-

ployed, theii' wages are still tied to the subsistence level. Therefore,

the forces which cause the productive power of the capitalistic

sysiern to incic'ase from cyc le to cycle also cause the workers, with

their subsistence incomes, to be ever more completely unable to

take from the market, at prices which will give the capitalist-em-

ployers the rates of surplus ^alue and profit which they expect, the

commodities which capitalistic industries are able to produce. The
tonflict between increasing productive power and limited ellective

consuming ]row'cr grows worse and worse, and each business cycle

brings the capitalistic system nearer to its eventual doom.

The Validity of the Prediction, In evaluating Marx's attitude on

the subject of business cycles, we shall not be primarily correerned

wath the iinderconsunijition-overpr odm tion theory as such, lor a

complete analysis of this theory would take us far afield. However,

we may say that, in general, the attempt to find a single-factor ex-

planation of the business cycle is as urrfortunate as the attempt to

fiird a single-factor explanation of the values of commodities. Even

those economists who detect an element of truth in the Marxian

explanation of the business cycle w^ould not be likely to claim that

it is a suffic ient and adequate theory. Whatever may be the division

of income as betw^een the workers on the one hand and landowners,

capitalists, and enterprisers on the other, there would seem to be no

reason why capitalistic production could not be adjusted to turn

out the right goods in the right cjuantities for every class of income-

receivers. Enterprisers certainly do not aim to produce goods that

cannot be taken off the market by the people for whom they are

produced, and, if this result seems to occur from time to time, it

should be attributed perhaps to the anarchy of capitalistic produc-

tion and errors in forecasting effective demand in the market

rather than to an insufficiency of purchasing power on the part of

the workers. Even if it were possible to agree with Marx that the

insufficiency of the workers’ purchasing power is the cause of de-
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pressed business conditions, it is difficult to see why this factor by

itself should cause business to run in cycles of boom and depression.

If the workers, year in and year out, receive in wages only a frac-

tion of the values which they create and if the commodities which

they produce are of such a kind that they must be sold back to the

workers if they are to be sold at all, we may see that the result

would be relative overproduction or underconsumption and de-

pressed business conditions, but such a state of depression should

apparently be constant and permanent rather than recurring. Since

the workers are always incapable of buying the goods which are

produced for them, it is difficult to see just what would cause de-

pression to turn into a new boom period every so often, riiese and

many other objections may be raised concerning Marx’s theory of

business cycles.

Again, we are not going to argue whether Marx was right in say-

ing that business cycles, regardless of specific causes, are inevitable

under capitalism, for it would seem that a rather good argument

could be made out for this point of view^ Our chief concern is with

the validity of the proposition that business cycles in the capitalistic

system tend to become increasingly severe as time goes on. Has

this prediction actually proved to be valid? If wc take the prediction

to mean that business cycles would become more severe in an

absolute sense, we must admit the validity of the prediction. There

can be little doubt that the great business cycles of today are bigger

and better than those of many years ago. However, this result was

almost completely automatic and unavoidable. If, under normal

conditions today, our large economy has a much larger number of

enterprises, a larger number of workers, and a greater total of

physical production than it had many years ago, it would be ex-

pected that, when a depression came along, there would be more

business failures, more unemployed workers, and a greater slump

in physical production than occurred in the depressions of many
years ago.

If, however, we change the question and ask whether business

depressions are relatively more severe today than they were years

ago, the answer is not nearly so obvious. If in ordinary times today

we have a working force of 45,000,000 workers and 15,000,000 of

these workers become unemployed in a great depression, unem-

ployment is relatively no more severe than in an earlier depression

in which it reached, for example, 4,000,000 workers on the basis of
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a normal labor force of 12,000,000 workers. To have 5000 banks

fail out of 20,000 is relatively no worse than to have 1000 banks fail

out of 4000, and so on. In other words, if we always related the

magnitude of depression events to the bases from which they

started, we could not be sure of finding that modern depressions

are more severe than those of Marx's time. Many people today,

basing their opinion largely on their vivid recollec tions of the great

depression after 1929, would be willing to argue that modern busi-

ness cycles are both relatively and absolutely more severe than

those of many years ago, but if we go back to read the things

which people wrote about the severe depressions of 1857 or 1873,

for instance, we get the impression that the cycles of those days

seemed as severe to those who experienced them as modern cycles

seen! to us.

Whether or not the prediction with regard to the increased

severity of the business cycle is regarded as having come true, it

may well be that the prediction had considerable prospective va*

lidity as of the time when Marx was forming his opinions. Before

the Industrial Revolution, business cycles in the modern sense

hardly existed. T here were undoubtedly weather cycles and crop

cycles, and people in general were probably better off in some

years than in others, but business cycles as such could hardly be of

much importance until the vsystem of roundabout, large-scale, spe-

cialized production with its dependence on the complicated ex-

change and credit mechanism had developed. Maix, on the basis of

his studies of economic conditions as they had existed in the rela-

tively uncomplicated times before the development of modern
capitalism, could hardly have remained unimj^ressed by the recur-

ring depressions of 1837, 1847, 1857, 18()r), and 1873 which he ob-

served. And he may perhaps be forgiven for thinking that business

cycles, if they were not already becoming more severe, would cer-

tainly do so in the future.

The Concenlratiofi and Centralization of Capital

The Concentration of Capital. Another Marxian prediction con-

cerning the future of capitalism had to do wdth the concentration

and centralization of capital. The concentration of capital referred

only to the tendency for capital as a whole to accumulate. Starting

with the primitive accumulation of capital through expropriation.
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the capitalist-employers have always converted a large part of their

surplus value into more capital. In turn, more capital meant the

ability to employ more workers, more exploitation, more surplus

value, more capital, and so on and on. Capital thus tended to in-

crease in total size like a snowball rolling down hill, and Marx
predicted that the accumulation of capital under capitalism would

continue far into the future. In this part of the prediction, there

was no reference to the concentration of the growing stock of

capital in the hands of fewer and fewer capitalist-employers, al-

though some people do find in it the notion that, in the future, addi-

tions to the total stock of capital will probably pass primarily into

the hands of the capitalist-employers who are already largest.

In speaking of the simple accumulation or concentration of cap-

ital, Marx said:

A certain accunuilation of capital, in the hands of individual producers

of coiiunodities, forms therefore the necessary preliminary of the spe-

cifically capitalistic mode of production. We had, therefore, to assume

that this occurs during the transition from handicralt to capitalistic in-

dustry. It may be called primitive accumulation, because it is the historic

basis, instead ol the historic result of specifically capitalist production.

How it itself originates, we need not here inquire as yet. It is enough that

it forms the starting point. But all methods for raising the social pro-

ductive power of labour that arc developed on this basis, are at the same
times methods for the increased production of surplus-value or surplus-

product, which in its turn is the formative element of accumulation. They
are, therefore, at the same time methods of the production of capital by

capital, or methods of its accelerated accumulation. The continual re-

transformation of surplus-value into capital now appears in the shape of

the increasing magnitude of the capital that enters into the process of

production. This in turn is the basis of an extended scale of production,

of the methods for raising the productive power of labour that accom-

pany it, and of accelerated production of surplus-value. If, therefore, a

certain degree of accumulation of capital appears as a condition of the

specifically capitalist mode of production, the latter causes conversely an

accelerated accumulation of capital. With the accumulation of. capital,

therefore, the specifically capitalistic mode of production develops, and

with the capitalist mode of production the accumulation of capital. Both

these economic factors bring about, in the compound ratio of the im-

pulses they reciprocally give one another, that change in the technical

composition of capital by which the variable constituent becomes always

smaller and smaller as compared with the constant. . . Two points char-

acterize this kind of concentration which grows directly out of, or rather

is identical with, accumulation. First: The increasing concentration [ac-
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cumulation] of the social means oi production in the hands of individual

capitalists is, other things remaining equal, limited by the degree ot

increase of social wealth. Second: I'he part of social capital domiciled in

each particular sphere of production is divided among many capitalists

who lace one another as independent commodity-producers competing

with each other.”

But this is only a part of the process of capital development.

The other part is found in the cxnttalization of capital, or the

tendency fcjr already existing capital, without regard for its ac-

cumulation, to become concentrated in the Itands of a smaller and

smaller number of larger and larger capitalists. As Marx says:

It is concentration of capitals already formed. clestrucLion of their indi-

vidual indej)end('nce, expr()j)riation of capitalist by capitalist, traiislorma-

tion of many small into lew large capitals. This process differs from the

former in this, that it only presupposes a change in the distribution of

capital already to hand, and functioning; its field of action is therelore

not limited by the absolute growth of social wealth, by the absolute limits

ot accumulation. Capital grows in one place to a huge mass in a single

hand, because it has in another place been lost by many. I'his is centrali-

sation proper, as distinct irorn accumulation and concentration.

The laws of this centralisation of capitals, or of the attraction of capital

by capital, cannot be developed here. A brief hint at a few facts must
suffice. The battle of competition is loughi by cheapening of commodi-
ties. The cheapness of commodities depends, cneleris paribus, on the pro-

ductiveness of labour, and this again on the scale of production. There-

fore, the larger capitals beat the smaller. It will furtlier be remembered
that, with the development of the capitalist mode of production, there

is an increase in the minimum amount of individual capital necessary to

carry on a business under its normal conditions. The smaller capitals,

therefore, crowd into spheres of production which Modern Industry has

only sporadically or incompletely got holci of. Here competition rages in

direct proportic3n to the number, and in inverse proportion to the magni-

tudes, of the antagonistic capitals. It always ends in the ruin of many
small capitalists, whose capitals partly pass into the hands of their con-

quercjrs, partly vanish. Apart from this, with capitalist production an

altogether new force comes into play—the credit system.

In its beginnings, the credit system sneaks in as a modest helper of

accumulation and draws by invisible threads the money resources scat-

tered all over the surface of society into the hands of individual or asso-

ciated capitalists. But soon it becomes a new and formidable weapon in

the competitive struggle, and finally it transforms itself into an immense
social mechanism for the centralisation of capitals. Competition and
credit, the two most powerful levers of competition develop in propor-

7 Karl Marx. Capital, Volume I, pp. 684-686.
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tion as capitalist production and accumulation do. . . Nowadays, then,

the mutual attraction of individual capitals and the tendency to centrali-

sation are stronger than ever belore.^^

The process by means of which the larger capitals beat the

smaller and one capitalist kills many also apparently is closely con-

nected with the recurrence of business depressions. In each de-

pression, the smaller and weaker capitals are unable to stand the

strain and fall by the wayside. The smaller capitalists may, in some

cases, become co-partners of the larger capitalists, aiding in the

work of management and sharing in the profits, but more commonly
they sink into the proletariat and degenerate into paid workers.

When the depression is over, the surviving capitalist-employers

continue their intense competition. They strive to increase efficiency

and cheapen their commodities, but this retjuires a more extensive

use of machinery and an increase in the proportion of constant

capital in their businesses. This, in turn, leads to a reduction in

their direct labor rccjuirements and has an unfortunate effect on the

total income and consuming power of the toiling masses. The
capitalist-employers are unable to sell their products at prices which

will produce the rates of surplus value and profit that had been

expected on the basis of the labor-time put in by the workers in

relation to the labor-time required to produce their subsistence. A
new depression based on relative overproduction and undercon-

sumption appears and once more the smaller of the remaining

capitalist-employers are eliminated. Their capitals are partly ab-

sorbed by the remaining capitalist-employers and partly vanish.

After the depression is over, the surviving capitalist-employers stage

the same show all over again, and so on and on, until only monop-
olies survive.

The Validity of the Prediction, Have the Marxian predictions

with regard to capital development proved to be valid? In other

words, if Marx were alive today, would he be satisfied with the

present degree of accumulation and centralization of capital in the

United States as an indication that his predictions with respect to

capital development had come true? It is our impression that Marx
would not be at all displeased with what he would find in the

United States today. Certainly the accumulation of capital has gone

on rather steadily since Marx’s day and the present social stock of

^ Ibid., pp. 686-687.
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capital is far greater than that which existed in the 1880’s. It might

also be argued that additions to the total slock of capital are now
made and owned primarily by the larger firms in view of the fact

that in 19'^7 the American corporations with assets of $1,000,000 or

more were responsible for 88 per cent of the total savings of all

corporations in the nonfinancial group, though they made up only

5 per cent of the total number of these corporations.^

llie evidence on the cjuestion of centralization of capital is also

in favor of Marx’s prediction in a general way. As we have seen,

corporations transact around two-thirds of the total volume of busi-

ness in the United States, and own nearly 80 per cent of all business

wealth. The ownership of corporate wealth is highly concentrated.

In 1937, corporations with assets of less than $50,000 each made up

55 per cent of all corporations by number but owned only 1.5 per

cent of total corporate assets. On the other hand, the 391 largest

corporations owned about 15 j)er cent of all cen porate assets, though

they made up less than 0.1 per cent of the total number of corpora-

tions. I’here were some 30 “billion-dollar’’ corporations in the

United States. Each of the largest two of these corporations had

larger total assets than any of 38 of our 48 states, and the smallest

of the 30 corporations had total assets greater than any one of 18

of our states.^* In 1930, the 200 largest nonfinancial corporations

had total assets of over $75,000,000,000, or something like one-fourth

of the national wealth.^* In 1937, the corporations which had net

incomes of less than $5000 received less than 2 per cent of the total

income of all corporations filing income lax-returns, though they

made up 05 per cent ol the total number of these corporations. On
the othc'r hand, 248 corporations at the top ol the heap received 40

j)er cent of tlie total net income of all corporations, though they

made up only 0.
1

pet cent of the total number of corporations with

incomes.^ ‘

It is often contended, of course, that this great concentration ol

productive wealth and income in the hands of a small number ol

0 Temporary National Economic Coimiiittce, i /zia/ SLalcment oj Senahn Joseph
C. O*Mahoney

f

p. 9.

Ibid., p. 7.

Ibid., p. 5.

12 National Rcsouitcs Committee, The Structure of the Ameuenn Economy.
Washington; Government Printing Ollicc, 1939, pp. 271-276.

18 Temporary National Economic CoinmiUee, EinaJ Statement of Senator

Joseph C. 0*Mahoney, p. 8,
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large firms is not very significant because the corporations them-

selves are widely owned. The ownership of corporate stocks is

widespread, and it is well known that many large ccjrporations have

many thousands, or even hundreds of thousands, of stockholders.

On the other hand, while many pc^ople own stocks in corporations,

it seems that relatively few people own large numbers of shares, for

it is estimated that one-half of all dividends paid in the United

States are received by stockholders who comprise less than 1 per

cent of all American corporate stcxkholders. In any event, it is clear

enough that in the case of our corporations the cjuestion of owner-

ship is not nearly so im})ortant as that of control, and most of the

corporations, however widely they may be C3wned, are controlled

by a very small number of individuals. The simj)le fact is that most

holders of corporate stocks have virtually nothing to do with the

control or management of the businesses and arc pure absentee-

owners. The large corporations, besides being controlled individu-

ally by a small number of people, are connedecl with each other in

many cases through interlocking directorates or through dealing

with the same investment banking house, or in other w^ays. Some
members, at least, of the controlling group of one large corporation

arc likely to be members of the controlling groups of other large

corporations.

The concentration and centralization of capital has not come

about in the manner which Marx prescribed. Only a confirmed

Marxian could see in the great accumulation of capital which has

occurred in the United States over the past century nothing more

than the plowing back into capital of great amounts of surplus

value derived from the exploitation of the workers. With regard to

the centralization of capital, it is certain that Marx meant centrali-

zation of ownership, for the corporation as a form of business or-

ganization has developed largely, though not entirely, since his

time. While Marx could not foresee the part that corporations

would play in modern economic life, there is little reason to think

that he would be dissatisfied with modern concentration of the

control over capital as a substitute for his predicted concentration

of ownership. On the other hand, it may be admitted that the rather

widespread ownership of wealth and capital affords our capitalistic

system some protection against revolutionary tendencies. Capital has

accumulated in our system to an extent that would probably satisfy

Marx, but the centralization of capital has not yet become so great
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as he predicted. T hat is, it has not reached the point at which eacli

industry or business is dominated by a monopoly, though there arc

some people who would agree that we arc rapidly getting to that

point.

We cannot be sure just on what basis Marx made his predictions

concerning the concentration and centralization oi capital. Idiey

may have been based in part on his observation of economic de-

velopment in England and other capitalistic countries. In the early

decades of modern capitalism (after the Industrial Revolution),

business enterprisers comprised the relatively scarce productive

factor a])d thousands of individuals rushed in to become enter-

prisers, with the result that most of them failed to survive, though

industry and business as a whole managed to grow rapidly. On the

other hand, there is some reason to suspect that these predictions

concerning capital were derived largely on an a priori basis from

his theories of value, wages, and surplus value. The concentration

of the growing capital of the system in the hands of a dwindling

number of magnates was useful, as a concef)t, in another thesis-

antithesis arrangement, with the increasing misery of the j^roletariat

as the opposing factor.

The Increasing Misery of the Proletariat

Explanation of Increasing Misery. The downtrodden workers or

members of the proletariat grow increasingly miserable in one sense

because, with the wages of labor held down to a subsistence level,

all increases in the efficiency and productivity of the capitalistic

system and in its total income go to swell the amount of surplus

value received by the exploiting bourgeoisie, d o a gr eat extent, how-

ever, Marx did not have this matter in mind in r eferring to the in-

creasing misery of the proletariat. He meant instead the fact that,

as the members of the proletariat iircreased because of the elimina-

tion of the smaller bourgeoisie, the relative need for labor in the

industries and businesses of the system, as operated by the capital-

ist-employers, tended to decline. The increased use of machinery

tended to displace workers and reduce the direct labor retjuire-

ments of the industries and businesses of the system. As iirdividual

enterprises increased in size, the proportion of constant capital to

total capital also increased, and there was a relative decline in the

amount of variable capital which was used to make wage payments
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to workers. Finally, the recurring crises or business depressions

added greatly to the sum total ol unemployment, and many ol the

cyclically unemployed were unable to regain employment alter each

depression came to an end. All these conditions tended to create

a great reserve of labor or relative overpopulation, and in this situa-

tion the misery of the proletariat as a group could only increase.

As Marx explained the process:

The specifically capitalist mode of production, the development of the

productive power of labour corresponding to it, and the change thence

resulting in the organic composition of capital, do not merely keep pace

with the advance of accumulation, or with the growth of social wealth.

Tliey develop at a mucJi quicker rate, because mere accumulation, the

absolute increase of the total social capital, is accompanied by the cen-

tralisation of the individual capitals of which tliat total is made up: and
because the change in the technological composition of the additional

capital goc^s hand in hand with a similar change in the technological

composition of the original capital. With the advance of accumulation,

therefore, the proportion of constant to variable capital changes. If it

was originally say I : 1, it now becomes successively 2 : 1, 3 : 1, 4 : 1,

5 : 1, 7 : 1, etc., so that as the capital increases, instead of Yj of its total

value, only %, %, V), Vs* etc., is transformed into labour-power and,

on the other hand, 74 . %. Vs, into means of production. Since the

demand for labour is determined not by the amount of capital as a whole,

but by its variable constituent alone, that demand falls progressively with

the increase of the total capital, instead of, as previously assumed, rising

in proportion to it. It falls relatively to the magnitude of the total capi-

tal, and at an accelerated rate, as this magnitude increases. . . This
accelerated relative diminution of the variable constituent, that goes along

with the accelerated increase of the total capital, and moves more rapidly

than this increase, takes the inverse form, at the other pole, of an appar-

ently absolute increase of the labouring population, an increase always

moving more rapidly than that of the variable capital or the means of

employment. But in fact, it is capitalistic accumulation itself that con-

stantly produces, and produces in direct ratio of its own energy and
extent, a relatively redundant population of labourers, i.e., a population

of greater extent than suffices for the average needs of the self-expansion

of capital, and therefore a surplus-population.^^

The labouring population therefore produces, along with the accumu-
lation of capital produced by it, the means by which itself is made rela-

tively superfluous, is turned into a relative surplus population; and it

does this to an always increasing extent. This is a law of population pe-

culiar to the capitalist mode of production; and in fact every special

liistoric mode of production has its own special laws of population his-

torically valid within its limits alone. An abstract law of population exists

Karl Marx, Capital, Volume I, pp. 690-691.
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for plants and animals only, and only in so lar as man has not interfered

with them. Rut if a surj>lus labouring population is a necessary product

of accumulation or of the development of wealth on a capitalist basis, tliis

sur])lus population becomes, conversely, the lever of capitalistic accumu-

lation, nay, a condition ol existence of the capitalist mode of production.

It lorius a disposable industrial reserve aimy, that belongs to capital quite

as absolutely as if the latter had bred it at its own cost. Independently of

the limits ol the actual increase of population, it creates, for the changing

needs of the self-expansion of capital, a mass of human material always

ready lor exploitation.*'"’

Increases in the si/e of the industrial reserve army are connected

with cyclical Hue tiiations as well as wdth the growth and changing

technical composition of capital.

The course characteristic of modern industry, viz., a decennial cycle

(interrupted by smaller oscillations), of periods of average activity, pro-

duction at high pressure, crisis and stagnation, depends on the constant

formation, the greater or less absorption, and tlie re-formation of the

industrial reserve army of surplus population. In their turn, the varying

phases of the industrial cycle recruit the surplus po])ulation, and become
one of the most energetic agents of its reproduction.*®

Again:

The industrial reserve army, during the periods of stagnation and
average prosperity, weighs down the active labour-army; during the

periods of overproduction and paroxysm, it holds its pretensions in check.

Relative surplus-population is therefore the pivot upon which the law

of demand and supply of labour works. It confines the field of action of

this law within the limits absolutely convenient to the activity of exploi-

tation and to the domination of capital.*"

The existeiuc of the industrial reserve army is also closely con-

nected with the methods which the capitalist-employers use in ex-

tracting surplus value from the workers.

The over-work of the employed part of the working class swells the

ranks of the reserve, whilst conversely the greater ])ressure that the latter

by its competition exerts on the former, forces these to submit to over-

work and to subjugation under the dictates of capital. The condemnation

of one part of the working-class to enforced idleness by the over-work of

the other part, and the converse, becomes a means of enriching the indi-

vidual capitalists, and accelerates at the same time the production of the

industrial reserve army on a scale corresponding with the advance of

social accumulation.^®

Ibid., pp. 692-693.

10 Ibid., p. 69-1.

IT Ibid., p. 701.

Ibid., p. 698.
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There was no doiibi in Marx’s mind as to the effects of all these

things on the status and general welfare of the proletariat as a

whole. As Marx said in a famous passage:

. . . Within the capitalist system all metluKls for raising the social pro-

ductiveness of labour arc brought al)oiit at the cost ol the individual

labourer; all means for the de\elo[)ment ol production translorm them-

selves into means of domination over, and exploitation of, the producers;

they mutilate the labourer into a liagment ol a man. degrade him to the

level of an appendage of a machine, destroy every remnant ol charm in

his work and turn it into a hated toil: they estrange from him the intel-

lectual potentialities of the labour-process in the same proportion as

science is incorporated in it as an independent power; they distc^rt the

conditions under which he works, subject him during the labour-process

to a despotism the moie hatelul for its meanness; they transform his

life-time into working-time, and drag his wde and child beneath the

wheels of the Juggernaut ol capital. But all methods for the prcxluction

of surj)lus value are at the same time methods of accumulation; and
every extension of accumulation becomes again a nreans for the develop-

ment ol these methods. It lollow\s therefore that in proportion as capital

accumulates, the lot of the labourer, be his payment high or low, must

grow worse. The law, finally, that always ecjuilibrates the relative surplus-

population, or industrial reserve army, to the extent and energy of

accumulation, this law rivets the labourer to capital more firmly than the

wedges of Vulcan did Prometheus to the rock. It establishes an accumu-

lation of misery, corresponding with the accumulation of capital. Accu-

mulation ol wealth at one pole is, therefore, at the same time accumula-

tion of misery, agony of toil, slavery, ignorance, brutality, mental degra-

dation, at the opposite pole. .

The Actzial Validity of the Prediction, We must now^ attempt to

see whether the working classes or proletariat under capitalism have

actually suffered the hc^rrid fate of increasing misery which Marx
prophesied for them, llie answer depends in part upon the meaning
which is attached to “increasing misery." Does it mean that the

workers, considered entirely by themselves, grow worse off econom-

ically through time? Or does it mean that the workers, while hold-

ing their own in regard to real wages or standards of living, grow

worse off in relation to the bourgeoisie because the gap between

rich and poor widens instead of contracting? In other words, is it

absolute increasing misery or relative increasing misery? There is

quite general agreement that Marx usually meant absolute increas-

ing misery, but, if this is true, there are some theoretical matters to

be considered.

19 Ibid., pp. 708-709.
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In the first place, how do individuals, who are on a bare sub-

sistence standard of living to begin with, become increasingly mis-

erable? How can they? It would seem that individuals who are

on a subsistence standard of living could only maintain or improve

their economic lot. If their condition changed for the worse, they

could no longer subsist and would presumably depart this life for a

better one. But, it may be objected, Marx did not mean that em-

ployed workers would suffer increasing misery. He meant that

there would be increasing misery for the proletariat as a whole, be-

cause, as the proletariat increased in size, an ever smaller proportion

of its members would be needed for work in industry and business

because of the changing organic or technical composition of capital

and increased use of machinery. However, this does not help us

very much. If only a part of the members of the proletariat are em-

ployed and those who are employed still receive subsistence wages,

how do the unemployed members of the proletariat manage to live?

If the employed members ol the group shared their subsistence

wages with the unemployed members, they themselves would be

unable to live. We know, of course, the modern answer to this ques-

tion in terms of unemployment insurance, direct relief, PWA,
WPA, and other things, but Marx could hardly have foreseen these

developments.

Again, there aie some theoretical objections to the Marxian

process by means of which the industrial reserve army of unem-
ployed is to be created. In the first place, we have seen that it is a

rather inadequate short-run opinion which holds that labor is dis-

placed, on the whole, by machinery. Actually, over any considerable

period of time, the introduction of labor-saving machinery creates,

or permits the creation of, as much employment as it destroys.

Again, there is nothing about a decline in the relative proportion of

variable capital to constant capital w^hich necessarily produces a de-

cline in the total demand for labor and increased unemployment
even if we agree wuih Marx that variable capital is the only source

of the demand for labor. In other words, the volume of employment
would still depend upon the absolute amo'unt of variable capital

and not upon the proportion of variable capital to constant capital

or to total capital. For example, if a firm formerly had a total

capital of $100,000 composed in equal parts of constant and variable

capita], and now has a total capital of $300,000 composed of one-

fourth variable capital and three-fourths constant capital, variable
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capital has decreased by one-half as a proportion of total capital but

it has increased in absolute amount from $50, ()()() to $75,000. If the

woikers receive subsistence wages in l>oth cases, it is obvious that

$75,000 a year will employ more workers than $50,000 a year regard-

less of the proportions of these sums to total capital. There is

nothing about a decline in the pro})ortion of variable capital which

needs to reduce the total demand for labor and increase unemploy-

ment. These results would occur only if the shift to constant capital

went forward at a more rapid rate than total capital accumulation,

and on this point we have no evidence other than Marx’s assertions.

If increasing misery is interpreted in the absolute sense, i.e., with

exclusive reference to the economic lot of the workers themselves,

there is little evidence in our capitalistic system today that Marx’s

prediction has come true T o be sure, we have various groups ot

workers even in modern times who are at or near a subsistence

standard of living, and it may even be true that there are some

small groups today which are worse oft than their ancestors were in

Marx’s time, but on the whole there is general agreement that the

average real wages and standard of living of the workers of this

country have improved immensely from Marx’s day to the present

time. One study of the purchasing power of hourly wages in all in-

dustries in the United States from 1850 to 1912 indicated that real

hourly wages had increased from an index number ol 40.8 to one

of 103, or by about 120 per cent.-^^ Another study of real wages in

the United States concluded that there had been an increase of

more than 300 per cent in the real wages of the American worker

from 1791 to 1932.^’^ Somewhat less striking but on the whole com-

parable increases in real wages have occurnnl in other capitalistic

countries. In addition to such increases in real wages, our workers

have received an increasing volume of direct social services from

various governmental units. On the other hand, these gains may
have been cancelled to some extent by such factors as increasing

economic insecurity. We always seem to have an unemployment
problem in modern times, and in times of severe depression it is a

monstrous problem. There is definitely something wrong with an

economic system that cannot avoid a large total of unemployment,

W. I. King, The Wealth and hicome of the People of the United States,

New York: The Macmillan Company, 191.5, pp. 189-190.

21 R. S. Tucker, “Real Wages Under Laissez-Faire,” in Barron’s, October 23,

19.33.
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hut our judgnient of unemployment as a source of increasing misery

shoulcl be tempered to some extent by the knowledge that people

who are “on WPA” in modern times have higher standards of liv-

ing than the fulMledged worker of Marx's day.

If increasing misery is interpreted in the relative sense, a some-

what stronger argument can be made f(3r the validity of Marx’s

predic tion. While some interpreters of Marx insist that he could not

have been referring to relative increasing misery, it seems obvious

to us that he did employ this concept at limes; as, for example,

when he spoke of all increases in the productivity, efficiency, and

total income of the capitalistic system going to swell the amount of

surplus value received by the bourgeoisie while the workers lagged

behind on their subsistence wages. On the basis of this concept, it

is possible to argue that the workers of our country have become in-

creasingly miserable in the sense that the gap between their average

incomes and those of the real magnates of capitalism has widened

instead of narrowing since Marx's time. Of course, we do not have

reliable data on the distribution of the national income among
persons as of 1850, but studies that have been made from 1918 to

the present day certainly do not indicate that inecjuality in the

personal distribution ot the national income (before taxes are paid)

is growing any less as time goes on. However, while the prediction

of relative increasing misery may be more nearly valid than that of

absolute increasing misery, it is not as powerful an indictment of

the capitalistic system, and the existence of increasing misery in the

relative sense may be less likely to lead to the breakdown of capi-

talism.

The supporters of Marx have in general been rather disturbed

about his prediction c>f increasing misery for the proletariat. Some
have almost denied that he e\er made the prediction while others

have indicated that, even if he made the prediction, he did not

really mean it. It is sometimes contended that increasing misery

should be interpreted in a psychological rather than a material

sense. That is, the workers today are better off than they used to be

but they feel worse off or think that they are worse off. They are

more conscious than formerly of their relatively lowly position and

of their lack of control over their own lives. The ratio of their satis-

fied wants to their total wants is lower than it was many years ago,

not because they are less well supplied with goods than formerly

but because they are conscious of a greater range of wants.
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Concern is also sometimes expressed over the prediction of in*

creasing misery for the proletariat because it is tliought that this

prediction is inconsistent with Marx’s other prediction that the

proletariat will one day rise up and take over the capitalistic system.

How, it is asked, can the proletariat become more miserable and

also stronger at the same time? How can it become an increasingly

strong leNolutionary force though weaker in other respects? Cole,

for example, mentions tins problem and goes cjii to reject the rela-

tive concept of increasing misery as inconsistent with Marx and the

absolute concept of increasing misery as inconsistent with the facts.

His own solution is that Marx would have admitted that the wages

and standards of living of the proletariat may improve so long as

the capitalistic system is advancing and developing, but that Marx
meant that the etonoinic lot of the proletariat would become worse

after the capitalistic system had reached the peak of its development

and had begun to go downhill—a development which is already in

process. ““

The Prospective Validity of the Prediction, On the whole, the pre-

diction of the increasing misery of the proletariat has turned out

to be one of the least satisfactory of the Marxian predictions, but

there may have been good reasons why Marx should have made the

prediction at the time when he was forming his c:)pinions. In his

Studies of the first few decades of economic life after the Industrial

Revolution in England, it is difficult to see how Marx could have

concluded that modern capitalism had been or would be a boon

for the workers. Large numbers of workers had been gathered from

the country and crowded into the industrial towns and cities which

had, at best, most precarious facilities for receiving and caring for

them. The workers sometimes lived 15 or 20 to the small poorly

constructed room under incredibly bad sanitary conditions. They

worked enormous working-days in jerry-built factories, with almost

unbelievable risks to life, limb, and general health. And their re-

ward for all this consisted of extremely low wages and an untimely

end. But nothing that we can say on this subject is likely to be more

effective than Marx’s own illustrations. Let us consider some of the

evidence on which he based his conclusion and prediction.

Quoting a report on tlie lace trade, Marx said:

. . . there was an amount of privation and suffering among that portion

of the population connected with the lace trade, unknown in other parts

22 G. D. H. Cole, What Marx Really Meant, p. 110.
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of the kingdom, indeed, in the civilized world. . . Children of nine or

ten years are dragged from their squalid beds at two, three, or four

o’clock in the morning and compelled to work lor a bare subsistence

until ten, eleven, or twelve at night, their limbs wearing away, their

frames dwindling, their faces whitening, and their humanity absolutely

sinking into a storielike torpor, utterly horrible to contemplate.

Again, in speaking of the pottery trade, Marx said:

From the cliildrcn, we may form an opinion as to the adults, especially

tlie gills and women, and that in a l)ranch ol industry by the side of

which cotton spinning aj)pears an agreeable and healthful occupation,

William Wood, 9 years old, was 7 years and 10 months old when he began
to woik. He “ran moulds” (carried readyonoulded articles into the drying

room, afterwaids bringing back the empty mould) from the beginning.

He came t(j work every day in the week at 0 a.m,, and left r)fl about

9 p.M. “I work till 9 o’clock at night six days in the week. I have done so

seven or eight weeks. ” Filtecm hours ol labour lor a child of 7 years old!

J. Murray, 11! years of age, says: ”1 turn jigger, and run moulds. I come
at 6. Sonu'timcs 1 come at 4. 1 worked all last night, till G o’clock this

morning. 1 have not been in bed since the night before last. There were
eiglit or nine other boys working last night. All but one have come this

morning. I get 3 shillings and six-pence. I do not get any more for

working at night. 1 worked two nights last week.” Fernyhough, a boy of

ten: “I have not always an hour (lor dinner). I have only hall an hour
sometimes; on Fhursday, Friday, and Saturday.” 24

From a doctor’s report, Marx ncjtes:

"Fhe potters as a class, both men and women, represent a degenerated
population, both pipsically and morally. They are, as a rule, stunted in

growth, ill-shaped, and frequently ill-formed in the chest; they become
prematurely old. and are certainly short-lived: they arc phlegmatic and
bloodless, and exhibit their debility of constitution by obstinate attacks of

dyspepsia, and disorders of tire liver and kidneys, and by rlicnmatism.

But of all diseases they are especially prone to chest-disease, to pneu-
monia, phthisis, bronchitis, and asthma. One form would appear peculiar

to them, and is known as potter’s asthma, or potter's consumption. Scrof-

ula attacking the glands, or bones, or other parts of the body, is a

disease of two-thirds or more of the potters. . . That the ‘degen erescence’

of the population of this district is not even greater than it is, is due to

the constant recruiting from the adjacent country, and intermarriage

with more healthy races.^^

Of the baking trade, it is said:

2R Karl Marx. Capital, Volume I, p, 268,

24 Ibid., pp. 269 270.

26 //;;>/., pp. 270-271.
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During what is called “the London season,” the operatives belonging

to the “full-priced” bakers at the West End of the town, generally begin

work at 11 p.m., and arc engaged in making the bread, with one or two

short (sometimes very short) intervals of rest, up to 8 o’clock the next

morning. Ihey are then engaged all day long, up to 4, 5, 6, and as late

as 7 o’clock in the evening carrying out bread, or sometimes in the after-

noon in the bakehouse again, assisting in the biscuit baking. They may
have, after they have done their work, sometimes five or six, sometimes

only four or five hours’ sleep before they begin again. On Fridays they

always begin sooner, some about ten o’clock, and continue in some cases,

at work, either in making or delivering the bread up to 8 p.m. on Satur-

day night, but moie generally up to 4 or 5 o’clock, Sunday morning. . .

The men emj)loyed by the underselling masters (who sell their bread

under the “full price,” and who, as already pointed out, comprise three-

fourths of the London bakers) have not only to work on the average

longer hours, but their work is almost entirely confined to the bake-

house. . . Towards the end of the week . . . the men begin on lliursday

night at 10 o’clock, and continue on with only slight intermission until

late on Saturday evening.-'^'*

And finally, one of Marx’s more famous illustrations:

In the last week of June, 18fi,H, all the London daily papers published

a paragraph with the “sensational” heading “Death Irom simple over-

Avork,” It dealt w4th the death of the milliner, Mary Anne Walkley, 20

years of age, employed in a highly-respeciable dressmaking establishment,

exploited by a lady with the pleasant name of Elise. The old, often-told

story, was once more recounted. This girl worked, on an average, Ifilo

hours, during the season often 30 hours, without a break, w^hilst her fail-

ing labour-power was revived by occasional supplies of sherry, port, or

coffee. It was just now the height of the season. It was necessary to con-

jure up in ihc twinkling of an eye the gorgeous dresses for the noble

ladies bidden to the ball in honour of the newly-imported Princess of

Wales. Mary Anne Walkley had worked without intermission for 26iA

hours, with GO other girls, 30 in one room, that only afforded % of the

cubic feet oi air rccjuired for them. At night, they slept in pairs in one

of the stiffing holes into which the bcdrcroin was divided by partitions of

board. And this was one of the best millinery establishments in London.
Mary Anne Walkley fell ill on the Friday, died on Sunday, without, to the

astonishment of Madame Elise, having previously completed the work in

hand. The doctor, Mr. Keys, called too late to the death-bed, duly bore

witness before the coroner’s jury that “Mary Anne Walkley had died

from long hours of work in an over-crowded workroom, and a too small

and badly-ventilated bedroom.” In order to give the doctor a lesson in

good manners, the coroner’s jury thereupon brought in a verdict that

“the deceased had died of apoplexy, but there was reason to fear that her

death had been accelerated by over-work in an over-crowded workroom,

/bid., p. 276.
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etc.” “Our white slaves,” cried the “Morning Star.” the organ of the free-

traders, Cobden and Bright, “our white slaves, who are toiled into the

grave, for the most part silently pine and die."

“It is not in dressmaker’s rooms that working to death is the order of

the day, but in a thousand other places; in every place I had almost said,

where a ‘thriving business’ has to be done. . . We will take the blacksmith

as a type. If the poets were true, there is no man so hearty, so merry, as

the blacksmith; he rises early and strikes his sparks before the sun; he

eats and drinks and sleeps as no other man. Working in moderation, he

is, in fact, in one of the best of human positions, physically speaking. But
we follow him into the city or town, and we see the stress of work on that

strong man, and what then is his position in the death-rate of his coun-

try. In Marylebone, blacksmiths die at the rate of 31 per thousand per

annum, or 11 above the mean of the male adults of the country in its

entirety. The occupation, instinctive almost as a portion of human art,

unobjectionable as a branch of human industry, is made by mere excess

of work, the destroyer of man. He can strike so many blows per day, walk

so many steps, breathe so many breaths, produce so much work, and live

an average, say of fifty years; he is made to strike so many more blows,

to walk so many more steps, to breathe so many more breaths per day, and
to increase altogether a loiirih of his lile. He meets the effort; the result

is, that producing for a limii(‘d time a lointh more work, he dies at 37

for 50." ^7

These and many other illustrations presented in Capital indicate

the sorry plight of the workers in various unregulated trades in

Marx's day. riie cases have not been invented by Marx, for, as a

general rule, he cjuotes from Parliamentary reports, and reports of

investigating commissions. If conditions such as those described

still prevailed in England in 1850 or 1860, surely Marx had some

reason for deciding that modern capitalism had resulted and prob-

ably would continue to rCvSidt in the increasing misery of the

proletariat, even though his prediction has not come true, in any

absolute sense, in practice.

The Last Days of Capitalism

Finance Capital. Marx had no doubt that these contradictions of

economic life under capitalism—between the increasing wealth of

the bourgeoisie and the . increasing misery of the proletariat, and

between the growing productive power of the system and the lim-

ited consuming power of the toiling masses based on subsistence

incomes—would eventually cause the breakdowui of the capitalistic

27 Ibid., pp. 280-2B2.
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system. Marx himself, however, was not especially definite with

respect to the details of the last days of capitalism, and many of

these details had to be filled in by various supporters and interpre-

ters of Marx. As the workers fall into increasing misery and as more

and more severe crises or business depressions occur, capital be-

comes ccntrali/ed in fewer and fewer hands until eventually mo-

nopolistic conditions prevail in each field of industry and business.

This result is follcwed by an alliance or merging of bank capital

with industrial capital and the establishment ol a financial oli-

garchy. In this stage of capitalism, the capitalist becomes a pure

parasite. The control of production rests in the hands of financial

magnates and it is exercised, through monopolistic industrial con-

cerns, to create not merely sinplus value, but monopolistic surplus

value.

Capitalistic Imperialism, But, for all this, the capitalistic system

operates less and less satisfactoi ily because of the increasing severity

of its internal conflicts and contradictions. However, the system is

saved for the time being by a further development. The financial

magnates, with their control over industrial production, reach out

beyond the boundaries of the individual cajntalistic system and the

result is capitalistic imperialism. Each capitalistic country tries to

bring other backward areas under its control and to use these areas

as markets for products whic h cannot be sold profitably at home, as

sources of necessary materials, as parking spaces for surplus popula-

tion, and as places in which capital can still be invested profitably.

This capitalistic imperialism might prolong the life of the capitalis-

tic system in any one country indefinitely, but in actual practice the

leading capitalistic countries all try the same procedure and, in

spite of international alliances and monopolies, international an-

tagonisms result which lead to severe imperialistic wars between the

nations. Eventually, each mature capitalistic system breaks down,

either in a great war or a severe depression, a revolution follows,

and the proletariat seizes control of state, government, and eco-

nomic system.

Except for the eventual breakdown and revolution, this descrip-

tion seems to be fairly well fitted to what has been going on in the

modern world. Alliances between industrial capital and bank capi-

tal are said to exist in the United States. The National Resources

Committee recently found that companies controlling 62 per cent of

the total assets of the 200 largest nonfinancial and 50 largest finan-
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cial companies were members of large “interest groups/’ which com-

bined industrials, railroads, and public utilities with commercial

and investment banking liouses in informal communities of interest.

The assets controlled by these interest groups varied from $2, ()()(),-

000,000 for the smallest to $.80,000,000,000 lor the largest.-^ There

was also said to be much overlapping and interconnection between

these interest groups. I here can be no doidit about the imperialistic

policies which have been followed by the leading capitalistic nations

or about the sevcie wars which have occurred betw^een these nations

in modern times, d'hese wars perhaps cannot be traced entirely to

the struggle lor international investments, markets, and materials,

but this struggle has undoubtedly played a part in bringing on

these “world w^ars.”

The End of Capitalism, At any rate, Marx was sure of the even-

tual breakdown of the capitalistic system and of the revolution

which would transform it into a better society. As he said, in a brief

review’ of the events leading to the dow’nfall of capitalism:

As soon as this process of transformation has sufficiently decomposed the

old society from top to bottom, as soon as the labourers arc turned into

proletarians, their means of labour into capital, as soon as the capitalist

mode of production stands on its own feet, then the further socialisation

of labour and further transformation of the land and other means of

production into socially exploited and, therefore, (omnion means of pro-

duction, as well fls the further expropriation of private proprietors, takes

a new form. Th^ which is now exploited is no longer the labourer work-

ing for himself, but the capitalist exploiting rnanv labourers. This ex

propriation is accomplished by the action of the immanent laws of

capitalistic production itself, by the centralisation of capital. One caj^ital

ist always kills many. Hand in hand with this centralisation, or this ex-

propriation of many capitalists by few, develop, on an ever extending

scale, the cooperative form of the labour-process, the conscious technical

application of science, the methodical cultivation of the soil, the trans-

formation of the instruments of labour into inslrurnents of labour only

usable in common, the economising of all means ol prcxluction by their

use as the means of production of combined, socialised labour, the en-

tanglement of all peoples in the net of the world-market, and this, the

international character of the capitalistic regime, .\long with the con-

stantly diminishing number of the magnates of capital, who usurp and

monopolise all advantages of this process of transformation, grow\s the

mass of misery, oppression, slavery, degradation, exploitation; but with

this too grows the re^(>lt of the w’orking-class. a class always increasing in

numbers, and disciplined, united, organised by the very mechanism of the

National Resources Committee, The Structure of the Americaji Economy,

pp. 306-317.
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process of capitalist production itself. The monopoly of capital becomes

a fetter upon the mode of production, which has sprung up and flour-

ished along with, and under it. Centralisation of the means of production

and socialisation of labour at last reach a point where they become in-

compatible with their capitalist integument. This integument is burst

asunder. The knell of capitalist private property sounds. The expro-

priators are expropriated.

QV EST ION S

1. “Capitalistic production begets, with the inexorability oi a law of

nature, its own negation. I'hc fate of capitalism is inevitable, since it

is sealed by the very processes which the system itself inherently gen-

erates.” Explain.

2. “VV^hilc the Marxian predictions concerning the consequences of

capitalistic production arc often separated for purposes of emphasis,

they are really inseparable. One cannot discuss, for example, the con-

centration and centralization of capital without bringing in such

other matters as the increasing severity of business cycles and the

increasing misery of the proletariat." Explain fully.

3. Select one of the Marxian predictions as to the consequences of

capitalistic production and explain (a) how Marx expected this par-

ticular result to be accomplished, (b) whether the prediction seems

to have come true in the economic system of the United States, and

(c) whether there were any reasons, as of the time when Marx reached

his conclusions, for expecting the prediction to be valid.

4. On the basis of economic conditions of the present day in the United

States defend or attack Marx’s predictions as to the consequences of

capitalistic production.

5. “Several of Marx’s predictions with regard to the consequences of

capitalistic production may have seemed much more plausible as of

about the year 1850 than they do today." Do you agree? Explain.

6. Explain the Marxian theories with respect to the causes of business

cycles under capitalism.

7. Why were business cycles supposed to become increasingly severe,

according to Marx? Have they actually done so in the United States?

Explain.

8. Distinguish betwTcn the concentration and centralization of capital.

9. “The process by means of which the centralization of capital takes

place is closely connected with the recurrence of business depressions.”

Explain.

10.

“If Marx were alive today, he would be satisfied with the concentra-

tion and centralization of capital in the United States as a fulfillment

of his prediction.” Discuss.

28 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume 1, pp. 836-837.
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11. Explain the various phases of the process by means of which, accord-

ing to Marx, the proletariat becomes increasingly miserable under

ca])italism.

12. “Hiere are both tlieoretical and practical objections to Marx’s pre-

diction of the increasing misery of the proletariat.” Explain.

I'b “There is little evidence in our capitalistic system today that Marx’s

prediction with respect to the increasing misery of the proletariat has

come true.” Do you agree? Explain.

14. “At the time when Marx was forming his opinions, there were many
good reasons why he should have predicted the increasing misery of

the proletariat.” Explain.

15. “Marx was inconsistent in arguing that, while workers were being

forced into increasing misery, the rate of profits tended to decline.”

Show whether you agree.

16. “The Marxian prediction as to the increasing misery of the prole-

tariat has not come true on an absolute basis, though it may be

argued that the prediction has actually worked out on a relative basis.

Just the opposite is true of the prediction as to the increasing severity

ol business cycles.” Show whether you agree.

17. Surnmari/e Marx’s discussion of the last days of capitalism.



CHAPTER 30

THE REVOLUTION AND AFTER

The breakdown of capitalism is inc\ itable, but that breakdown

docs not by itself produce the ideal society of the future. Unless

there were strong hands ready to seize the reins of control, the

breakdown might lead only to chaos. Fortunately, the bourgeoisie

in leading the cajjilalistic system to its eventual clcxjm have pr(3-

duced a strcmg opjjosition class which is ready to take over. As the

C()77i7nunisi Manifesto said:

The essential condition for the existence, and for the sway of the

bourgeois class, is the formation and augmentaiion of capital: the con-

dition lor capital is ^v'age-lai)()r. Wage-labor u‘sis exclusively on competi-

tion between the laborers. Fhe advance ol industry, whose involuntary

promoter is the bourgeoisie, replaces the isolation of the laborers, due to

competition, by their revolutionary combination, due to association. The
devehjpment of Modern Industry, theielore, cuts from under its feet the

very foundation on which the Irourgeoisie produces and appropriates

products. What the bourgeoisie thcrelorc produces, above all, are its own
grave-diggers. Its fall and the victory of the ])roletariat are equally in-

evitable,^

The Revolution

The Necessity for Revolution. If the proletariat is to take control

after the breakdown of capitalism, will it be able to do so by peace-

ful means or will a revolution be necessary? On this point, as on

many others, Marx had more than one opinion, but his 'majority

opinion clearly was that revolution was necessary. No matter how
serious the final collapsse into which the bourgeoisie have managed
to lead the capitalistic system, they will be unwilling to relinquish

control because they could not imagine any other system in which

they would be as well treated. They had acquired originally their

1 Marx-Fngels, The Communist Manifesto, p. 29.
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capital by forceful measures and expropriation, and they would

lose it only by similar methods. Having lived by the sword, they

would have to die by the sword. Moreover, the bourgeoisie have

(ontrol over the government and its armed forces and will use them

to protect their position. The need for revolution is also indicated

by the thoroughness of the changes w'hich the capitalistic system re-

quires. As Marx once said: '“With us it is not a matter oi relorming

private property, but of abolishing it; not of hushing up the class

antagonism, but of abolishing the classes; not of ameliorating the

existing soc iety, but of establishing a new one.” Changers of this

scope and magnitude could hardly be accomplished by peace! ul,

evolutionary means.

There is considerable evidence not only that Marx considered a

ie\()hition to be necessary, but also that revolution to him meant a

violent and bloody cjverthrow of the existing regime and not merely

sudden change. Toward the end of the Cornmunist Manifesto, the

authors said: he (k)nimunists disdain to conceal theii views and
aims. 'They openly chclaie that their ends can be attained only

b) the forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions. Let the

luling classes tienible at a Communistic revolution.”^' In his news-

pa[)er. the \ene Rhcinische Zrifuni^^, Marx said: “When our turn

comes, revolutionary d'crroiism will not be sugar-coated. . . . There
is but one way of simjilifying, shortening, concentrating the death

agonv the old society as well as the blooch labcji o! the new
world’s birth—revolutionary Terror.” ^ In an address to the Com-
munist League in 1850, Marx said: “E'ar from opposing so-called

excesses, and making examples of hated individuals or public build-

ings to which hateful memories are attached by sacrificing them to

popular revenge, such deeds must not only be tolerated but their

direction must he taken in hand.” ' .Still later, Marx said: “To take

vengeance for the misdeeds of the ruling class, there existed in the

Middle Ages in Germany a secret tribunal called the Vehmgerirhf.

If a red cross was seen marked on a hcjuse, people knew that its

owner was doomed by the Vehm. All the houses in Europe are now

2 Kad Marx, “Address to the Communist I.eague,” Handbook of Marxif;m; E.

Burns, compile! . New Voik: Random House, 1935, p. 6t. Reprinted 1)\ permis-

sion of the puhlishers.

8 Marx-Engcis, The Communist Manifesto, p. 58.

^Quoted in
J. E. I.cRossignol, from Marx to Stalin, p. 321.

Handbook of Marxism, p. 66. Reprinted by pcrmis.sion of Random House,

New York,
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inarkeci by the mysterious red cross. History is the judge; its execu-

tioner, the proletariat.'’ ^ Finally, toward the end of the first volume

of Capital, Marx said: “Force is the midwife ol every old society

pregnant with a new one.” '

The Locus of the Revolution, Where would the revolution strike

first? Marx, true to his general analysis, held that it would (ome
first in one of the most highly developed capitalistic countries. Fie

seemed to vary between Germany and England as his first choice.

In 1844, both Marx and Fhigels seemed fairly sure that the revolu-

tion would come in England as a result of the C^hartist movement.
However, in the Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels said:

The Communists turn tlieir atteiui()n chiefly to Germany, because that

country is on the eve of a bourgeois revolution, that is bound to be car-

ried out under more advanced conditions of European civilization and
with a much more developed proletariat, than that of England was in the

seventeenth, and of France in the eighteenth century, and because the

bourgeois revolution in Germany will be l)ut the prelude to an immedi-

ately following proletarian revolution.'^

Much later still, Marx again selected England as the most likely

spot for revolution. He said:

Although the revolutionary initiative will probably come from France.

England alone can serve as the lever of a serious economic revolution. It

is the only country where there are no more peasants and where property

in land is concentrated in a few hands. It is the only country where the

capitalist form—that is to say combined labour on a large scale under
capitalist employers—has invaded practically the whole of production. It

is the only country where the great majority of the population consists

of wage labourers. It is the only country where the class struggle and the

organization of the working class through the trade unions has acquired a

certain degree of maturity and universality. As a result of its dominating

position in the world market, it is the only country where every revolu-

tion in its economic conditions must react directly on the entire world.

If this country is the classic seat of landlordism and capitalism, by virtue

of that fact it is also here that the material conditions of their destruction

are most highly developed. . . England cannot be treated simply as one

country among a number of other countries. She must be treated 'as the

metropolis of capitalism.®

6 Marx-Engels, Selected Correspondence, p. 91. Reprinted by permission of

International Publishers, New York.

7 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume 1, p. 824.

8 Marx-Engels, The Communist Manifesto, p. 58.

» Karl Marx, Letters to Dr. Kngelmarin. New York: International Publishers,

1934, pp. 106-107.
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Wliilc Marx persisted in thinking that the revolution would come
first in some highly developed capitalistic system, some of his

modern disciples have disagreed with this opinion. Lenin, for exam-

})le, had no doubt that the revolution might occur in a country with

(piite ordinary capitalistic development or even in a backward

country such as Russia in which the capitalist mode of produc-

tion was but little developed and most of the people were peasants.

From this point of view, the capitalistic countries resembled a chain

which might well be expected to give way at its weakest link and

not a crate of apples in which the ripest and most mature fruits

might be expected to decay first.

The Time of the Revolution, As to the time when the revolution

would come, Marx could only say that it would come when the

time was ripe for it. His general attitude was expressed in the

following words:

No social order ever disappears before all the productive forces, for

which there is room in it, ha\e been developed; and new higher relations

of production never appear before the material conditions of their exist-

ence have matured in the womb of the old society. Therefore, mankind
always takes up only such proljlems as it tan solve; since, looking at the

matter more closely, we will always find that the problem itself arises

only when the material conditions necessary for its solution already exist

or are at least in the process of formation.

In the first half of his life, Marx on several occasions thought

that the time was getting ripe for revolution in this country or that,

but his hopes and expectations were always blighted in practice.

After several such experiences, he realized that the process by

means of which the capitalistic system moves toward breakdown and

revolution is an extremely slow one and that nothing is gained by

trying to hurry it or by attempting revolution before the time is

ripe. By 1868, he could write to Engels:

Only the little German Spicssgesellen (pclty-bourgeois), who measure

world history by the yard and the latest “interesting news in the paper”

could imagine that in developments of such magnitude twenty years are

more than a day—though later on days may come again in which twenty

years are embodied.

Karl Marx, A Contrihution to the Critique of Political Economy

^

pp. 12-13.

11 Marx-Engels, Selected Correspondence, p. H7. Reprinted by permission of

Intciiiational Publishers, New Yoik.
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Late in his life, Marx apparently lost faith to some extent in the

coining of the revolution and even in the necessity for revolution.

1 hus, in 1872, he remarked:

But we do not assert that the way to reach this goal is the same every-

where. We know that the institutions, the manners, and the customs of

the various countries must be considered, and we do not deny that there

are countries like England and America, and, if I understood your

arrangements better, I might even add Holland, where the worker may
attain his object by peacelul means. But not in all countries is this the

case.i“

Marx apparently had begun to realize that he had underesti-

mated the significance of labor organizations, social legislation, and

the political power of the workers. Several years after Marx’s death,

Engels freely admitted tJiat he and Afarx had been wrong in expect-

ing the full-fledged proletarian revolution to occur in the middle of

the nineteenth century. As he said:

History has proved us, and all who thought like us, wrong. It has made
it clear that the state of economic development on the Continent at that

time was not, by a long way, ripe for the removal of capitalistic pro-

duction.^'*

Necessary Conditions for Revolution, If the proletariat is to rise

up at the psychological moment and take over the state, govern-

ment, and economic system of capitalism, there must be some way

for the leaders of this great cla.ss to know when the time is ripe for

revolution. How can it be determined when the great day is at

hand? According to one interpreter of Marx, three conditions must

be present in the economy if the revolution is to be considered

imminent. First, there must be a breakdown of the forces of pro-

duction and distribution in the capitalistic system. Second, there

must be a “lack of immediate political homogeneity on the part

of the ruling classes”—a condition which could readily exist in the

midst of a severe crisis. Finally, there must be “spontaneous mani-

festations of class consciousness and struggle, such as strikes, riots,

and mass demonstrations.”

12 Quoted in H. W. Faidlcr, A History of Socialist Thought, New York: The
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1927, p. 194.

Handbook of Marxism, p. 79. Reprinted by permission of Random House,

New York.

14 Sidney Hook, Towards the Understanding of Karl Marx. New York: The
John Day Company, 1933, p. 276.
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Alter considering these essential conditions lor revolution, one

niiglu be moved to wonder why there was not a revolution in the

United States in the depression years lollowing 1929. Although our

capitalistic system ol production and distt ibution did not break

down completely in this depression, the breakdown was probably

more nearly complete than it ever had been before. (Certainly there

was widespread disagreement among the leaders ol our economy as

to what should be done in the crisis in order to attain recovery and

prosperity. Some men said that recovery could never come until

wages and other costs had been cut enough to make profitable pro-

duction possible once more. Other e(]ually important spokc'smen

revealed that wages and consumer buying power in general should

be maintained at a high level il recovery were to occur. Some said

that the depression would be bottomless il lelt to its own devices

and that additional strong governmental intervention and control

would be necessary to induce recovery. Others said that the gov*

ei iiment was already playing too great a part in the economic life

of the country and that recovery must wait upon the freeing ol

private business from the shackles of governmental control. Some
blamed the depression on international inlluences and thought a

higher protective tariff would lead the way to prosperity. Others

contended that oiu' policy of protectionism had played a consider-

able part in producing the depression and called lor a freer inter-

change of goods between this country and other countries.

Nor were riots and mass demonstrations at all lacking. We all

remember the embittered hosts who marched on Washington and

were dispersed by the armed forces, and the farmers who removed

their trusty rifles or shotguns from the wall and joined in armed

bands to prevent sherill’s sales of farm property or to overturn milk

and vegetable trucks to keep farm produce from reaching the de-

pressed markets. And yet, in spite ol all these things, no revolution

occurred. Wiiat was lacking? Apparently, it was the absence of a

large, downtrodden, well-organized, class-conscious proletariat which

was fatal to the hopes of revolution which anyone may have had.

In the crisis, practically all Americans, from lowly worker or

“reliefer” to captain of industry, thought and acted as members of

the middle class. As long as this is true, a capitalistic system can

apparently survive almost any kinds of economic conditions.
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The Dictatorship of the Proletariat

The Dictatorship as a Period of Transition. Regardless of all

arguments over the revolution, we shall now concede Marx his revo*

lution (in theory) in order to catch a glimpse of the more satisfac tory

states of society which arc to follow^ it. According to the Marxian

theorN, the truly ideal state of society cannot emerge fully developed

from the revolution. I1ie classless commonwealth of anarchistic

communism can be reached only after society has passed through a

more or less extensive ])ericKl of transition known as the dictatorship

of the proletariat. As Marx said:

Between the capitalist and the coninuinisi systems of society lies the

period of the revolutionary transformation of the one into the other.

'This corresponds to a political transition period, whose State can be

nothing but the rexfolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat^^

Again:

And now as to myself, no credit is due to me for discovering the exist-

ence of classes in modern society nor yet the struggle between them. I.ong

before me bourgeois historians had described the historical development

of this class struggle and bourgeois economists the economic anatomy of

the classes. What I did that was new was to prove: (I) That the existence

of classes is only bound up with particular, historic phases in the dexfelop-

merit of production; (2) that the class struggle necessarily leads to the

dictatorship of the proletariat : (3) that this dictatorship itself only con-

stitutes the transition to the abolition of all classes and to a classless so-

ciety.

Political Conditiom. A dictatorial government would be nothing

new because, in the Marxian analysis, governments, regardless of

their apparent organization, are always dictatorships in fact. The
state, as always, would be under the control of the most powerful

class of the times and would be used, as always, as an agency of

oppression. After the revc^lution, however, the dominant class would

be the proletariat, and it would use the power of the state to opprCsSs

the formerly powerful bourgeoisie. Obviously, the government

which would exist under the dictatorship Cif the proletariat would

be far from ideal, but some Marxian supporters, such as Lenin,

Karl Marx, The Gotha Program. New York: New York Labor News Com-
pany, 1935, p. 48. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

16 Marx-Engels, Selected Correspondence, p. 57 (Marx to Weydemeyer). Re-

printed by permission of iTUcrnafional Pulilishcrs, New York.
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have contended tliat this government would at least be more demo-

cratic than that whicli had iormerly existed under capitalism.

Formerly, the lew (bourgeoisie) oppressed the many (proletariat),

but now the situation is reversed and the many oppress the few^

—

and this, so it is said, is obviously fairer and more dtniociatic. The
bourgeoisie must be oppressed and supj)ressed

... in order to free lumianity from wage slavery: their resistance must be

broken by force; it is clear that where there is su])|)ression theie is also

violence, there is no liberty, no democracy. . . Democracy lor the vast

majority of the people, and suppression by force, i.e., exclusion from

democracy of the exploiters and oppressors of the people, this is the

modification of democracy during the transition from ca])italism to com-

munism.^^

It is the task of the dictatorship to destroy and eradicate com-

pletely all vestiges of the old capitalistic system, including, of course,

capitalistic ideology. As Lenin said:

The dictatorship of the proletariat is the fiercest, sharpest, and most

merciless war of the new class against its moie poxvcrfid enemy, the bour-

geoisie, whose resistance is increased tenfold bv its overthrow. . . I'he dic-

tatorship of the proletariat is a stubborn struggle—sanguinary and blood-

Ic.ss, violent and peaceful, military and economic, educational and ad-

ministrative—against the forces and traditions of the old society. . . The
dictatorship of the proletariat is the domination of the proletariat over

the bourgec:>isie, a domination that is unirammeled by law and based on
violence and enjoys the sympathy and support of the toiling and ex-

ploited inasses.^^

The justification of the violent transition period is found in the

fact that it paves the way for the ideal classless society of the future.

Democracy is not identical with majority rule. No. demc^cracy is a

State which recogni/cs the subjection of the minority to the majority, that

is, an organization for the systematic use of violence by one class against

the other, by one part of the population against another. . . But, striving

for Socialism, we arc convinced that it will develop further into Com-
munism, and. side by side with this, there will vanish all need for force,

for the subjection of one man to another, of one section of society to

another, since people will groxc accustomed to observing the elementary

conditions of social existence xvithout force and without suhjeciion.^^

It V. I. Lenin, “The State and Revolution,” Handbook of Marxism, p. 745.

Reprinted by permission of Random House, New York.

Quoted in J. Stalin, Foundations of Leninism. New York: International Pub-
lishers, 1932, pp. 47-50. Rejuinted by permission of the publishers.

19 V. I. Lenin, Imperialism: The State and Rexfolution. New York; The Van-
guard Press, 1929, p. 187. Reprinted by pcrmi.ssic^n of the publishers.
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Economic Features, The transformation of the bourgeois state

into the pioletarian state is ateoinpanied by the transformation

of the bourgeois economy into the proletarian economy, or of tlie

system of capitalism into one cjf socialism. As in the case of the state

or government, this transformation of the eccjnc^mic system means

primarily a change in management rather than in fundamental

methods and processes. The economic system will have the same

agents of production as before, organized as before, and using

familiar methods and prac tices of prcxluction. The most important

change that has occurred is found in the fact that what was formerly

the pri\ate })ropeit\ of the capitalist-employers is now the property

oi the jiroletaiian state and, through the slate, of the workers. The
means of j)i cxluc lion arc now socially owned, or at least are owned
by the majexity c^f societ), the j^roletariat.

With the capitalists, landcwners, and entci prisers gone, the pro-

letarian state operates the economic system in the name of the

workers. AX'orkeis in all sorts of ordinal y jobs are not disturbed or

displaced. Engineers, agronomists, research workers, and other tech-

nically trained workers cc.)ntinue in their positions and, obeying the

armed workers instead caf the capitalist-employers, wenk even better

than befoie. With true Marxian disdain foi' the functions c:)f man-

agement, it is said that the work of managers, foremen, bocjkkeepers,

and other clerks, their “simple operations of watching, recording,

and issuing receipts will be within reach of anybody who can read

and write, and knows the first four arithmetical rules." Needless

to say, some individuals will be in more vital and responsible eco-

nomic positions than others, but they will be kept from becoming

“burea.uc rats" because, in the beginning, they will be elected to

office and will be subject to recall, and later on the workers will be

rotated in office at rather frecpient intervals.

While the economic system, during the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat, will presumably have to operate as a planned economy, the

writings of some Marxian followers seem to suggest that the eco-

nomic system will operate almost automatically once the change of

management from the bourgeoisie to the proletariat has been

effected. Thus, Lenin has said:

We have but to overthrow the capitalists, to crush with the iron hand
of the armed workers the resistance of these exploiters, to break the

bureaucratic machine of the modern State—and we have before us a

Ibid., p. 205. Reprinted by permission of the Van)2:uard Press, New York.
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highly technically fashioned machine freed of its parasites, which can quite

well be set going by the united woikers tliemsel\es, hiring their own
technical advisers, and paying them all, as, indeed every “State” official

with the usual w^orkers’ wage. Here is a concrete task, immediately prac«

ticable and realizable as legards all trusts, which would rid the workers of

ex])loitation and which would make practical use ol the experience which

the Commune has gi\en us .
21

The above passage seems to suggest that all workers, r(‘gar(lless ol

function or accomplishment, would have to be contented witii the

wages of ordinary labor, but this is not tlie im}>iession usually given

in descriptions of the dictatorship of the pioletariat. In this tiansi-

tion stage of society, every person wdio desires to receive an income

must work for wages as an cmj)loyce of tiic j^roletarian state. He
who does not work will be expected to rclrain Irom eating as well.

But, according to most versions, each wc^rkei will receive Irom so-

ciety in wages rts much as he has given it in terms of produc tiveness.

W^ages will ncjt be ecjual from w’orker to worker but will vary w itii

the accomplishments of the wcjrkcrs. On the whole, however, ine-

cpiality in the distribution of income will ])e very small in compari-

son with that wdiich formerly existed under ca])italism. I'he unccjual

distributiem of income under the dictatorship will be far from ideal,

according to the Marxian school of thought, ])ut it cannot be

avoided in the transition period. As Lenin said:

The first phase of Communism, therefore still emuot produce justice

and equality; dilfercnccs, and unjust dillci cnees, in wealth will still exist,

hut tlie exploitation ol man by man will have herome im[)<>ssil)le, because

it will be impossible to seize as ])iivate property the nieavi of production,

the factories, machines, hind, and so on.22

The unccjual distribution of income, like some other features of

the new stage of society which are not entiiely desirable. indic:atcs

merely that the new society is “one tvhicli is just efnergiitg from

capitalist society, and which therefore in all rcsj^ects—economic,

moral and intellectual—still bears the birthmarks of the old society

from wdiose v/omb it sprung.’'

In any case, the chief significance of the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat is as a period of preparation for the ideal state of society

which is to follow. The chief task is that of molding tlie individual

21 Ibid., p. 156. Reprinted by permission of the X'aiiguaid Picss, New' ^ork.
22 Cited in Handbook of Maixistn, p. 179. Reprinted by permission of Random

House, New York.

Ibid., p. 748. Reprinted by pennis.s!on of Random House, New Yoik.
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citizens so that they will become ready for the ideal system, and the

proletarian state is to be quite ruthless in this preparatory work.

After the dictatorship has been in operation for a time, noncon-

formity in the behavior of individual citizens will be

... a rare exception, and will probably be accompanied by such swift and

severe punishment (for the armed workers arc men of practical life, not

sentimental intellectuals, and they will .scarcely above anyone to trifle

with them), that very soon the necessity of observing the sim])Ic. funda-

mental rules of every-day social life in connnoti will have become a habit.

The door will then be open for the transition from the first phase of

communist society to its higher phase. ,
.^4

The Russi/tii Dictatorship, The Russian revolution, while it did

not result from conditions which conformed at all strictly to those

predicted by Marx, was satisfactory enough to some modern Marx-

ians as an exainj)ie of the working out of the Marxian predictic^ns.

In sijTiilar fashion, the present situation in Russia is cjuite accept-

able to these same people as an example of the dictatorship of the

jjroletariat. d hough they are conscious of the fact that practically

all the powers which arc supposed to reside in the proletariat arc

wielded actually by that small minority knowm as the Communist
Party in Russia, and even more specifically by the small group of

leaders of the Communist Party, they contend that this situation is

both n(‘cessary and desirable. The proletariat as a whole is too large

and unwieldy to exercise direct control over the government and

the economic system, and must necessarily delegate its powers to a

smaller group, the vanguard of the proletariat, found in the Com-
munist Party and its leaders. The Communist Party would have no

function or reason for being if it were compelled to follow

like the tail on the proletarian dog, where the great masses of the

proletariat led. Moreover, trying to carry on a government and

economic system by means of a proletariat without the Communist
Party at its head would be like trying to fight a w^ar by means of a

mass army which lacked a general staff.

Although great powers are actually wielded by the Communist
Party, and its leaders, these agencies, according to this point of view,

are responsible in the last analysis to the proletariat as a whole.

The heads of the Communist Party are merely leaders, not dictators.

They convince the rank and file as to the wisdom of their decisions

and do not merely coerce the masses into follow'ing along. Unless

24 Tttid., p. 7.59. Reprinted by permission of Random House. New York.
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the leaders lead the masses in the direction of the goals desired by

the people, they cannot maintain their position of leadership. As

Lenin oiue stated the matter:

Among the masses of the people, we communists are but drops in the

ocean, and we cannot lule unless w'e give accurate expression to the folk

consciousness. Otherwise the Communist Party will not be able to lead the

predetariat, the pioletariat will not be able to lead the masses, and tlie

whole machine will fall to pieces.25

Many people, however, are unable to accept this point of view.

It seems to them that the powers which should belong tc) the pro-

letariat as a whole are far too greatly concentrated in the Com-

munist Party, in the leaders of the Party, and in one man, Stalin

himself. It also seems that this leadership by the dictator or by a

small minority of the Party is often quite irresponsible. It seems,

in other words, that the masses arc forcibly led in the directions

which seem desirable to the leader or leaders and not in the

directions which the mas.ses would choose if they were allowed

to express themselves freely and openly. Thus, according to this

viewpoint, the situation in Russia is one of dictatorship over the

proletariat and not dictatorship of the proletariat. If this is true,

it is cjuite possible that an effort will be made to perpetuate the

dictatorship and that Russia will not ripen into the ideal stage of

full communism at all rapidly.

Full Communism

The final stage of full (ommunism does not follow automatically

from the dictatorship of the proletariat with the mere passage of

time. It will come only when and if the economic system and its

people are ready for it, and quite a little is involved in the process

c:)f getting ready. In the first place, all traces of the old c ajiitalistic

ideolc:)gy must be stamped out. Individuals must forget that there

was ever a time when income could be derived from the mere

ownership of prof^ierty as w’ell as from productive labor. I liey must

forget that some people once got very large incomes while others

received small ones. They must lose any hope of differential rewards

for differences in productivity or service. They must forget all about

differences in skill, training, and mental or physical abilities. Lhey

‘-2R }. .Stalin, Leninism, Volume I. New York: International Publishers, 1933,

p. 51.
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must come around to the notion tliat, if a man does the best he can

in the best type of work for which he is fitted, he is just as good and

just as deserving of income as any other man, regardless of differ-

ences in produ(ti\ity and output. They must give up their old

acijuisitive and self seeking types of belun ioi and become socially

minded so that they will tjocJi woi k as hard as they can for the

benefit of society as a whole and be content to receive, as a reward

for their work, an amount of income based on their needs in con-

sumption.

I hese changes in human beings and their thinking must be ac-

companied, apparently, by a great expansion of production before

the stage of full communism can be reached. If the ideal society is

to dispense with markets, money, and prices and allow each indi-

vidual who wo»ks as best he can to help himself to commodities

and services on the basis of his needs, the outputs of many kinds

of economic goods will have to be ex[)anded enormously. I'he out-

puts of goods which capitalism produces today would be quite in-

adecjuate for the satisfactiem of human wants if the price tags were

removed and individuals were allowed to help themselves freely to

the available goods.

The Withering Azvay of the State, After thc^se developments have

taken place, a stage of society will be reached in which class dis-

tinctions and antagonisms have been eliminated. There will no

longer be any economic or social basis for distinguishing one indi-

vidual or group of individuals from another. As a result, the state,

which is always an age ncy of o})pression, will have lost its function

and will wither away and disappear. There must be at least two

classes, with the one capable of oppressing the other, in order for

the state to have significance as an agency of oppression. When all

individuals in the society have precisely the same status, there is

no one to oppress and no one to be oppressed. The state is not

abolished. It merely atrophies and disappears.

As Lenin described this development:

Only in Communist society, when the resistance of the capitalists has

been completely broken, when the capitalists have disappeared, when
there are no classes (i.e., there is no difference between the members of

society in their relation to the social means of production), only then

“the state ceases to exist,*’ and “it becomes possible to speak of freedom,*^

Only then a really full democracy, a democracy without any exceptions,

will be possible and will be realized. And only then will democracy itself

begin to wither away due to the simple fact that, freed from capitalist
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slavery, from the untold horrors, savagery, absurdities and infamies of

capitalist exploitation, people will gradually become (k rusionied to the

observation of the elemental y rules of social lile that have been known
for centuries and repeated for thousands of years in all school books; they

will become accustomed to observing them without forte, without com-

pulsion, without subordination, without the sj)e(ial apparatus lor com-

pulsion which is called the state. 2®

Anci again;

Finally, only Communism renders the state absolutely unnecessary, for

there is no o7ie to be suppressed
—“no one” in the sense ol a (lass, in the

sense of a systematic struggle with a definite section of the po])ulation.

We are not Utopians, and we do not in the least deny the possibility and
inevitability of excesses on the part of individual jxnsons, nor the need

to supj)ress such excesses. But, in the first place, no special machinery, no
special apf)aratus of repression is needed lor this: this will be done by the

armed people itself, as simply and as readily as any crowd of civilized

people, even in modern society, parts a pair of combatants or does not

allow a woman to be outraged. And, secondly, we know that the funda-

mental social cause of excesses which consists in violating the rules of

social life is the exploitation of the masses, their uant and their poverty.

With the removal of this chief cause, excesses will inevitably begin to

'‘xvilher nxeay*' We do not know how quickly and in what succession, hut

we know that they will wither away. With their withering away, the state

wall also xvither axoay'^'^

Governmeut and the Control of Economic Activity. But, if the

state withers away, how will the economy of full communism
operate? There are no private enterprisers to take responsibility

for the guidance of production and there are no money price and

cost relationsliips to serve as the basis for economic decision-making.

On the other hand, a full-fledged system of economic planning,

which is the alternative to operation on the basis of the price system,

would seem to reejuire the existence not only of government but of

a strong central government wdth power to make and enforce the

plans. Of course, one might argue that each individual wall be so

changed and will become so socially minded under full communism
that he will take his appropriate place in the productive scheme of

society as a whole without any guidance being necessary. Each indi-

vidual will be guided as by an inner light (or an invisible hand) to

enter that occupation in which he can be most useful to society, and

2« Quoted in Handbook of Marxism, pp. 745-746. Reprinted by permission of

Random House, New Voik.

27 Ibid., p. 747 . Reprinted bv permission of Random House, New York.
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the system will operate automatically to satisfy the wants of the

citizens as consumers. To the vulgar economist, it seems amazingly

utopian to think that the economic system could operate at all in

this fashion, and that it could operate more efficiently than capital-

ism to an extent which would make it possible for all individuals to

help themselves freely to commodities and services seems altogether

out of the question. Even if such an anarchistic economic system

could operate without having chaos as its leading product, it would

probably be a thoroughly static and un progressive economic system.

One other escape from this dilemma remains open. In view of

the distinction between the state and the government, it might be

possible for the state as an agency of oppression to wither away,

while the government, as the machinery for guiding the cooperative

activities of the individual citizens, might remain. This might make

it possible for the system of full communism to operate as a planned

economy without any individual or groups of individuals being

oppressed. However, this solution appears to be denied by the words

of Lenin when he says that under full communism the government

will finally become completely democratic, but that democracy itself

will then proceed to wither away. On the other hand, it is some-

times suggested that Marx was an authoritarian and centralizing

communist and that he conceived of full communism as operating

on the basis of economic planning through a system of voluntary

centralism. That is, the central government would have large

powers in the economic sphere but these powers would be volun-

tarily accorded to it by the decisions of the masses of people and

would not be imposed upon the people from above.

Other Economic Matters under Full Communism. Many of these

difficulties of interpretation arise out of the fact that Marx and

Engels, and even their modern interpreters, speak of the system of

full communism only in rather general terms. For example, Marx

said of this ideal system:

In the higher phase of Communist society, after the enslaving subordi-

nation of the individual under the division of labor has disappeared, and

therewith also the opposition between manual and intellectual labor; after

labor has become not only a means of life but also the highest want in life;

when, with the development of all the faculties of the individual, the

productive forces have correspondingly increased, and all the springs of

social wealth flow more abundantly—only then may the limited horizon

of capitalist right be left behind entirely, and society inscribe on its
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banners: “From everyone according to his faculties, to everyone accord-

ing to his needs.’'

As this general prospectus is usually interpreted, the system of

full connnunisin will involve the complete disappearance of private

property. Both productive wealth and consumers’ goods will be

owned by the entire social group. Some consumers’ goods must pass

into private possession for purposes of final consumption, but the

basic title to them always remains social. Individuals work for

society as a whole and produce as much as they can. Their products

belong to society as a whole. These products arc not exchanged, or

bought and sold, and money and prices will have disappeared.

Commodities are stored at various central places and all individuals

who work may lielp themselves to the commodities on the basis of

needs. They have no incentive to take more than they need at any

one time because, in the face of the superabundance of commodities,

they can replenisfi their supplies at will. Services are also dispensed

at convenient places and individuals may receive them as needed.

This is all there is to the distribution of income. There is no

question of wages, interest, rent, and profits. In this situation, life

is simple and yet full and pleasant. 1 he individual has plenty of

leisure and opportunity to indulge in the higher forms of pleasure

and culture. No one owns anything, and yet everyone is rich.

Difficulties to Be Encountered, Although the system of full com-

munism sounds most attractive to some people, there are some
rather obvious obstacles to its attainment. In the first place, there is

the question of incentives. If there arc no differentials in income on

the basis of ability, skill, training, and productivity, how do we get

individuals to select the highest type of w’ork for which they are

qualified and work to the best of their ability in such occupations.

Judging people on the basis of their actions under the capitalistic

system, it would be expected that, under full communism, some in-

dividuals would work most industriously while a much larger num-
ber of individuals would just as industriously stand around and
watch them, or merely go through the motions of working. But,

the communists would say, this is precisely the trouble with the

bourgeois economist. He does not see how plastic human nature

is and how profoundly people themselves will be changed under
full communism. People will work according to their abilities

Karl Marx, The Gotha Program, p. 31. Reprinted by permission of the New
York Labor News Company.
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without any doubt if, as Marx put it, labor has become not only a

means of life but the highest want in life. Moreover, people will

be content to receive income on the basis of their needs without

regard for dillcreiKcs in ability, types of work, or productivity.

Here the bourgeois economist can oidy reply that he will believe

all this after some country has taken the plunge and has shown
that it can operate successfully on the basis of full communism.

Again, what are the prospects of producing enough commodities

and services so that individuals can be allowed to help themselves

freely to them on the basis of needs? We do not deny for a moment
that most capitalistic systems usually fail to produce the maximum
possible (juantity of (ommodities and services which coidd be turned

out with the available productive resources, but it is difficult to sec

how% tindei any economic system, production could be incTcased so

greatlv that scarcity would disajjpear, all commodities and services

would become free goods, and human wants would be completely

satisfied. Since no one cc^mtends that our capitalistic system is less

than 50 per cent efficient, we could hardly look for mem* than a

doubling of j)roduction under any other system, and it seems to us

that a mete doubling of ordinary production would fall wxdl shcjrt

of the com])lete satisfaction of human wants. And there might be a

further cjuestion as to whether the complete satisfac tion of human
wants in the economic field is a desirable objective in the first place.

Would life be worth living if our economic wants WT^re completely

satisfied? Now it may be that we have been misinterpreting the

objectives c:)f full communism. Perhaps there is no intention of

satisfying all human w'^ants as they exist today, and the objective of

full communism is merely to satisfy all human needs as distin-

guished from wants. That is, it might be argued that many human
wants today are of a social character and depend for their existence

on the type of society in which we live. Under full communism,

human wants would be much less extensive and complicated and

would correspond closely to the category of needs. Under tfjis inter-

pretation, the production of enough goods so that they could be

freely distributed on the basis of needs would seem more nearly

feasible, but even this result would depend upon the existence of

adequate incentives for the individuals of the system as producers.

The success of this system of distribution would also seem to

depend upon the disappearance of the acquisitive element in human
nature so that no one would take more goods than he needed im-
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mediately. This matter would become especially important if any

particular goods existed from time to time in (juantities insufficient

to satisfy the needs of everyone.

The Length oj the Transition Period. On the basis of this discus-

sion, we may be led to wonder how long it wdll be, according to the

Marxian theorists, before the transition stage of the die tatorship of

the })roIetaiiat can come to an end and the ideal stage c^f lull com-

niunisni can be reached. Estimates on this j^ioint have varied widely.

Marx seems to have been fairly optimistic when he said: “You will

have to go through fifteen, twenty, or even fifty years of civil and

international war, not only to change relationships but also to

change your owm selves, to render yourselves fit to assume the

political reins.” Lenin, on the other hand, took a much darker

view of the situation when he wrote:

Under the dictatorship of the proletariat, we will have to rc-cducate

millions of peasants and petty-proprietors. luindreds of thousands ol

ollice workers, olhcials, and bourgeois intellectuals; to subordinate all

these to the proletarian state and to proletarian leadership; to o\errome
their bourgeois habits and traditions ... to re-educate in a protracted

struggle, under the ccmtrolling auspices of the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat, the proletarians themselves, for they will not be able to rid

themselves ol their owm petty-bourgeois prejudices at the first stroke as if

by magic, or at the behest of the Virgin Mary, or by a slcjgan, resolution

cjr decree; it can be done only in the course of a long and difficult mass

struggle against the mass of petty-bourgeois influences.*'^*’

On the basis of Lenin’s statement it would not be surprising if

Russia were still in the dictatorshij) of the pioletariat (if that is the

stage she is in now^ after another century or tw^o. And even this

would not necessarily discredit the Marxian notion that the stage

of full communism will replace the dictatorship of the proletariat

when the time is ripe. We must remember that in such matters

twenty years may count only as one day.

The Role of the Communist Party

In all the developments which Marx predicted, the Communist
Party was to have a most important part. As long as the capitalistic

system managed to keep on operating, the Party w^as to carry on

29 J. Stalin, Foundations of Leninism, pp. 47-48. Reprinted by pcrinission of

International Puhli.shers, New York.

Ibid., p. 48. Reprinted by permission of International Publishers, New York.
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the work of arousing and educating the proletariat. In the absence

of this work, the proletariat would remain unorganized, lacking in

class-consciousness, politically ignorant, and infected with all man-

ner of bourgeois ideas. When properly arouvsed and educated, the

proletariat would be ready to take over the state, government, and

economic system when the capitalistic system broke down and the

day of revolution came. Of course, the unpreparedness of the prole-

tariat would not keep the capitalistic .system from breaking down,

but in such a case the breakdown would produce chaos rather than

a period of transition and ]nxparation out of which would eventu-

ally emerge the perfect society.

Having tutored and coached the proletariat up to the time of the

revolution, the Communist Party could not be expected to with-

draw its influence during the dictatorship of the proletariat. On the

contrary, the Communist Party would still be the vanguard of the

proletariat during the transition period. It would serve as a kind of

military general staff for the proletariat and would occupy a domi-

nant position in the governmental machinery of the dictatorship.

In theory, at least, it would maintain its position of leadership by

leading the proletariat toward the objectives desired by the prole-

tariat. Still later, when the ideal stage of full communism had been

reached and the state had withered away, the Communist Party

would presumably wither away too, with its functions performed

and its duties done.

QUESTIONS

1 . Why did Marx think that a revolution would be necessary in order

that the capitalistic system might pass into the dictatorship of the

proletariat?

2. “Marx changed his mind more than once as to the capitalistic coun-

try in which the revolution would occur first.” Explain.

3. When, according to Marx, might the revolutionary overthrow of cap-

italism be expected to occur?

4. How can it be determined, according to Marx, when economic con-

ditions under capitalism are ripe for revolution?

5. Explain the political and economic features of the dictatorship of the

proletariat.

6. How does the economic system which Marx foresaw under the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat differ from the system which modern
socialists are anxious to set up? Explain.
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7. “The present economic and political system of Soviet Russia is a good

example of what Marx meant by the dictatorship of the proletariat.”

Do you agree? Explain.

8. What conditions were necessary, according to Marx, in order that an

economic system might pass from the dictatorship of the proletariat

to complete communism? Explain.

9. What political and governmental changes are involved in the transh

tion from the dictatorship of the proletariat to full communism?

10. Distinguish between the two stages of society which Marx thought

would follow upon the breakdown of capitalism and the revolution,

emphasizing both economic and political features.

11. “While he was specific enough in criticizing capitalism, Marx was

rather vague and indefinite in describing his own ideal system.” Show
whether you agree.

12. Discuss the problems which are involved in operating the economic

system of full communism.
13. How long will it take, according to Marx, for the dictatorship of the

proletariat to pass into the ideal system of full communism?
14. Discuss the role of the Communist Party under capitalism, and after

the revolution.
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many, frroduction.

Economic institutions,

and the Uaw of Comparative .Advan-

tage, 4-5.

and the I.aw of Demand, 9-10.

and the Law of Diminishing Produc-

tivity, 4.
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Economic institutions (continued)

and the Law of Lon^ Run Competi-

tive Pi ice, 11-14.

and the Principle of Output Deter-

mination, 1 1-15.

and the principles of income distri-

hiition, 15-17.

and the (.Quantity Theory of Money,
17-18."

competition, 35-41.

defined, 21.

economic motivation, 31-35.

Ireedom of cnterpiise, 28-31.

of Britain under socialism, 47-48.

of cajiitalism, 23-1 1.

of communism, 18-49.

of fascism, 19-51.

of socialism, 12-17.

pi ice sNstem. 35.

plicate propertc, 23-26.

Economic interpietation of history, see

Marxian interpietation of history.

Economic motivation,

and other motives, 32, <109-110.

and production under Geiman Fas-

cism, 226-227.

and the corporation. 34,

and the need for inequality in in-

come distribution, 397-399, 581,

601.

and the profit motive, 32-33.

capitalistic restrictions on, 3T35.

controversy over, 33-35, 397-399.

elimination of, iindei communism,
48, 410-41 1,

in Britain under socialism, 422-423.

in Fascist Germany, 424-425.

in Fascist Italy, 421-425.

in Soviet Ricssia, 45, 416-420.

justification of, 34-35.

nature of, 31-32.

source of. 33-31, 397-399.

under fascism, 51.

under socialism, 44-46, 409-410.

Economic optimum,
and basic human w'ants, 125, 127.

and econc^mic e(|uilil)rium, 125-131.

and efficiency of the price system,

128.

and freedom of consumption choice,

128-131.

and inequality in income distribu-

tion, 125-126.

and negative human wants, 128.

Economic jilanning,

impossibility of, under capitalism,

115-116.

in Biiiain under socialism, see Biit-

ain, economic planning,

in l<'ascist (jermany, see Geimany,
economic planning,

in Fascist Italy, see Italy, economic

planning,

in So\iet Russia, see Soviet Russia,

economic planning,

undei socialism, see Socialism, eco-

nomic planning.

Fconomit |)i inc iplcs,

and economic institutions, 2.

and economic s\ stems, 2-19.

commcicial and iincsimeni credit,

7-8.

ela.stic and inelastic demand, 10.

Law of ('.onijiarativc Advantage, 4-5.

Law ol Demand, 9-10.

Law of Diminishirtg Productivity, 4.

Law’ of Diminishing Ltilitv, 9.

Law' ol Long-Run Competitive Price,

11-14.

Law of Oppoitunity Costs, 10-11.

of general \ali(lit\, 2-11.

of income distiilmtion, 15-17.

of limited valiclit\, 11-19.

of prcKluction, 5-6.

Principle of Onijiut Determination,

14-15.

Quantity Theory of Monev, 17-19.

saving and capital lormation, 6-7.

Lconomic representation under social-

ism,

Economic Survey for 1947, 365.

Economic Survey for 1948, 213, 365,

524.

Economic systems,

and commercial and investment

credit, 7-8.

and economic institutions, 21-51.

and economic principles, 1-19.

and elasticity of demand, 10.

and principles of pioduction, 5-6.

and saving and capital lormation,

6-7.

and the economic proldeni, 2-1.

and the Law of Comparative Advan-

tage, 4-5.

and the Law of Demand, 9-10.
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and tlie LaAV of Diminishing Produc-

livily, 4.

and tile Law of Diminishing Utility,

9.

and the Law ol Long-Run Competi-

tive Ih ice, 11-1 1.

and liie Law of Opportunity Costs,

1011 .

anil tlie Piintijde of Output Delei-

mination, 1-1-15.

and the piinciples of income dis-

lidmlion, 15-17.

anti the (luantilv 1 heoiv ol Money,
17-19.'’

Enwowist, The, 23L 191, 192, 53-1.

Lducation,

in Fascist Cieiman\, 105-106,

in Fascist Iial\, 105 106.

in Soviet Russia, SO.

I'.lasticit) of demand, 10.

f.lecloial process,

in Piiiain, S-l.

in Fascist (ieimanv, 103, 107.

in lascist Italy, 102-10,3, 107.

in Soviet Russia, 65, 72, 76-77.

Ellsvvoilh, P. I., lntv)n(iti()nal Eco-

nomics, 537.

Emergency Housing IMogram (United

States), .550.

Employment Offices (Germany), 486,

490.

Engels, Friedrich, 711.

Ariii-Diiining, T2,5.

Ludxvig fenet hack, 714,

Socialisni Utopian and Scientific, 717.

Fstatc ol Agiiciillure (Germany), see

Crcimany, agiicullure.

Estate of Industry and Trade (Ger-

many), see Germany, production.

Estate of Tiansportation ((ieimany),

see Germany, production.

Evaluation of economic systems,

dilliculties of,

complexity of economic systems,

575.

inadequate or unreliable data, 576-

577.

lack of generally accepted stand-

ards, 577.

methods versus objectives, 577.

non-economic features, 575-576.

syjitems tfersus countries, 576.

young and old systems, 576.

of Uiitish socialism, 675-6H5.

of capitalism, 575-60K.

of fascism, 687-701.

of socialism, 610-610.

of Soviet Russia. 6l2-(')75.

Exchange value, defined l)\ Maix. 739-

710.

Executive department ol govianmeiit,

in Riitaiii, 83, 85.

in Fascist (.etmanv, 101-102.

in fascist Italv, 101-102.

in Soviet Russia, 69-71.

unclet soc ialism, 59.

Exploitation of labor, Marxian theory

of, see Marxian theoiv of siiiplus

value.

Expoit Subsidy Fund iC.eimany), 531-

532.

Ear/s in Reciexc, 286, -188, 537, 538.

Fair Labor Standards Act (United

StatesL 431-132.

Fasci di ComhaUimenlo, 88-89

Ease ism,

accomplishments ol.

continued ojicration, 688-689.

economic policies consistent with

national objectives, 688-692.

elliciency ol pioduction, 689-090.

elimination ol ellccts of inL‘C|uality,

(>92.

elimination of wasie.s. 689.

full eniploynicnt, 693.

industrial peace, 692-693.

agricullmc undei. 271-290.

and deniotracy, 97-98.

and economic j>lanning. 168-172.

and socialism, 98-99.

and the ccoiioniic problem, 3.

and the Law of Comparative Ad-

vantage, 5.

and the Law of Demand, 10.

and the Law of Diminishing Produc-

tivity, 4.

and the Principle of Outj)ut De-

termination, 15.

and the principles of |)ioduction, 6.

and the Quatjtity Ihcoiv of Money,

18.

competition under, 50-51.

commercial credit and banking un-

der, 366-371.
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Fascism {coyitinued)

(lisiril)iuioii of income under, 423-

427.

economic insiiuuions of, 49-51.

economic rnotivaiion under. 50.

evaluation of, 687-701.

lailures and weaknesses of,

comj:)lcle political dictatorship,

701-702.

economic policies directed toward

war. 697.

loss of economic fieedom, 703.

lowered teal wajijes and livino

standards. 697-698.

regimentation and ensla\ement of

labor, 698-699.

repuonant j^oals, 704.

sj[)iritual im])overishmenl of the

individual. 702-703.

stabilitv cjuestionable in peace

time, 700-701.

unsatislactory eflects of economic
Nclf-sulliciency, 696-697.

wasics ot governmental contiol of

pioduction, 694.

fieedom of etUerpiisc undei, 50-51.

^^oals ol, 49.

industiv under, 214-231.

international tiade under, 521-511.

investment credit and banking un-

dei. 371-378.

labor undei, 478-498.

maiketing undei, 321-337.

philosojih) of, 96-100.

juice control undei, 326-335.

jjiivaie property under, 49-60.

j)ubli( iinance under, 569-573.

lationing under, 335-337.

fascism in Action, 276, 277, 282, 335,

570, 571, ,572, 573.

Fascist Part) (Italy),

and the distribution of income, 421.

altitude toward agriculture, 271-272.

control of labor organizations, 479-

181.

early jilatform of, 89.

Fasci di Combattimento, 88-89.

March on Rome, 89.

mem bei ship of, 111.

organization of, 109-110.

philosophy of, 96-100.

sup|>iession of opposition, 90.

\outh organizations of, 111.

Feeler, Gottfried, 91.

Federal .Alcohol Gontiol Board (United

States). 550.

Feclcial Communications Commission
(United States), 550.

Federal Deposit Insurance C.()r|)oi ation

(United States), 5.50.

Federal Power Commission (United

States). 550.

Federal Iiacle Commission (United

States), 294.

National ]l ralth a)i(l Income, 28.

Federation of the Just, 711

fiUy facts About Britaitfs Economic
Position, 321.

Finance, |)ublic. see Pul)lic finance.

Finance cajjital, sec Marxian theory of

finance ca|)ital and im|)eualism.

Fi\e-Ycar Plans (Riissta), sec Soviet

Russia, economic jilanning.

Moi insky. M. T.,

Fascism and Nntiofuil Socialism, 93,

91, .534.

Tozvard an Undastanding of the

V.S.SAi., 42, 73. 71, 77, 191, 199,

242, 243. 211, 246, 256. 259, 355,

411.

Followeis, German workers as, 481.

Fo)eign Commerce ]Vrchl\, 187, 228,

234. 262, 279, 287. 327, 328, ,350,

352, 373, 378, 456, 467, 187, 488,

496, 517, 533, 534.

Foreign trade, .sec International trade.

fortune, 201, 359.

Four-Year Plans in (iermany, 171-172.

Freedom of enterprise,

and ctjuality of opportunity, 31.

and modern capitalism, 30-31.

capitalistic restrictions on, 29-30.

eliminated in .Soviet Russia, 44.

eliminated under communisnr, 48.

eliminated under socialism, 43-44.

justification of, 29.

nature of, 28.

under fascism, 50.

Freezing of forcigtr as.sets, 507.

Full employment policy,

and governmental competition with

private industry, 441.

and governmental control of eco-

nomic activity, 443-44 1.

financed by borrowing, 412-443.

financed by taxation, 442.
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nature of, 440-441.

problems of estimation, 441-443.

Gemrnill, P. F., and Blodgett, R. H..

Economics: Principles ayid Prob-

lems, 131, 435, 444, 415, 446.

General Goiincil for the War Economy
(Geimany), see Germany, produc-

tion.

(icncral Maximum Pi ice Regulation

(llnitetl States), 296.

Germany (Fascist),

accomplishments of, see Fascism, ac-

complishments of.

agricultme,

agiicultural sell-suflicionc y, 285-

286.

agricultural settlements program,

273-271.

aims foi
, 273.

attitude toward, 271-272.

contiol of marketing, 281-282.

contiol of pioduction, 281.

economic status of farmers, 288-

289.

functions of the Agricultural Es-

tate, 280-281.

gains of huge German farmers,

289-290.

Hereditary Farm Act, 281-282.

National Farm Leader, 280-281.

organization ol the Agricultural

Estate, 279-280.

[iroductive results, 286-288.

suburban settlements program,

271-275.

aiea of, 173.

commercial credit and banking,

control of reserves, 369-370.

governmental siq^ervision ol credit

operations, 369.

increasing governmental controls,

368-371.

legimentation of bankers, 370.

return to private ownership and
operation, 368.

ConBdential Councils,

duties of, 483.

nature of, 482.

.selection of, 482-483.

Courts of Social Honor,
cases handled by, 485.

decisions against cmj)lf3\ers, 485-

486.

offenses punishable bv, 485.

organization of, 483 481.

distribution of incc)mc.

arid incentives, 427.

continuation ol piopeitv incomes,

423-421.

functional, 121 125.

govcinmental interlcicnce with,

421.

iriccpialitv in, 125-127.

inteiest, 121.

profits, 421.

rent, 124.

size of national income. 123-121.

wages, 426, 188-189.

economic institutions, 19-51.

economic planning,

early attitude towai’d, l()6-lt)7.

First Four-\’ear Plan. 170.

General Council foi the War Eton-

omy, 171-172.

pecidiaiities of Geiman planning,

172.

Second F()ur-^car Plan. 170.

economic scll-sulliciencv

.

cost of aitiluial substitutes, 539.

cost of increased pioduction, 538.

disadvantages of artificial sidisti-

lutes, 539-540.

financing production ol aihficial

substitutes, 540.

increased production, 535.

need for, 5.35, 540-511.

processing of synthetic materials,

539-510.

cjuality of artificial substitutes,

539.

strain on established industries,

540.

use of artificial substitutes. 5.36-

537.

use ol natural substitutes, 536.

use of waste and scrap materials,

5.37.

evaluation, see Fascism, evaluation

of.

failures and weaknesses, see Fascism,

failures and weakne.sses of.

government,

aftermath of World Wai I, 90-

91.
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Germaiiv (Fascist) (((minified)

betrinninj^s ol National Socialist

Party, 91-92.

Cabinet, J0M02.
Chancellor and President, 101.

consol nlat ion ol po^ver, 95-90.

conn system, 103-101.

development ol National Socialist

PaitN. 91 91.

Enabling Act of 19‘i‘b 101.

positJOii ol the National Socialist

Panv, 109-111.

Reidisiai, 103.

Reichstag, 103.

restviiaiion ol llie civil service, 105.

lights ol intliv idnals. 107.

state and local governments. 105.

Weimar Republic, 91-95.

incentives loi labor,

inecjuahtv in nuome dist i ibiition,

among wage eaineis, -120.

and iiietjnalitv ol wealth, -126.

and non-socialistic chaiacter of

system, -121' 125.

extent ol, -125- 126.

increases in, under fascism, 426.

international trade,

aftei 193C53-I.

balance of, 526,

control ot, 527-532.

economic sell-siifficieiuv
,
535-541.

evaluation ol controls, 529.

exchange control, 526.

ex[)ort subsidies, 531-532.

gold drain, .526-527.

governmental trading agreements,

,529-5.30.

import control, 52 H.

importance of, 526.

in the great depression, 526.

in wartime, 53-1-535.

principles ot trade policy, 532.

private tiadirrg agreernerrts, 530-

531.

results of tradirrg agreements, 530.

suspension ol jrayments, 527-528.

use of special types of marks, 530-

531.

investnrent credit and banking,

collective guarantee of loans and
credits, 378.

conipulsorY investment of earn-

ings, 376-377.

decline of stock -exchange Iratrs-

actions, 375-376.

governmental control of interest

rates. 371-372.

governmental control ol invest-

ment credit. 371-378.

gc^vcrnmental corrtiol of i (‘invest-

ment ol earnings, 371-375.

limitations on dividends, 373.

negative interferences with rein-

vestment, 371, 377-378,

labor,

Benntv of Work movement, 189.

('.onlidential Canine ils, 482-18.3,

Cannis ot Social Hcjnoi
,
483-181.

criticisms ol labor oigani/.ations

and policies, 181-187.

elimination ol unions, 178.

employer controls, 181.

establishment ordinances. 181.

Iioiiis and working conditions,

189-190.

labor conscription, 496.

Labor Front, 479-180.

lal)or shortage, 195-190.

Labor '1 rustces, 483.

labor “victories” in C"c)mis of So-

cial Honor, 485-186.

Icxss of workers' rights, 481 185.

population policy, 196-498.

real wages and living standards,

490-192.

regimentation of workers, 489-490.

social insurance, 192-193.

status of German emplc)\eis, 486

487.

Strength thiongh Joy movement,
493-191.

unemployment, 491-196.

wages. 488-189.

waitime charrges in labor slatirs,

490.

weakness of labor salegiiaicls, 485-

486.

work books, 489.

Labor Front,

“com[)any union ” character ol,

479-480.

disregard of employer-employee

relations, 480.

employers as members of, 479-480.

functions of, 480.

not a labor oiganization, 479-480.
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orjrani/ation of, 479.

labor shortage,

causes ol, 495.

use ol aged workers, 495.

use ol convict labor, 195-496.

use ol lemalc labor, 495.

use ol loreigii workers, 496.

use ol haiidicrafL and itinerant

w’oikers, 496.

use ol Jewish w'oikers, 495.

use of war prisoners, 496.

Labor Trustees,

duties ol, 48.8, 485.

nature of, 488.

relations with emplo)crs, 483.

li\ ing standards,

and corniiuxlity consunipiion, 192.

and deductions Iroiu wages, 192.

and inci eases in national income,

491.

contro\ersy over, 191.

in rvaitiinc, 492.

marketing, 325 .826, 828-880, 331-335.

jxrpulation, 173.

populalitjn policv,

etonoinic imernives, 497-498.

evaluation ol, 498.

negative incentises, 497.

non-etonomic iiKenti\es, 197.

results ol, 498.

prite corrtrol,

bases of price increases, 329-330.

cartel prices, 329, 333.

changes in cjuality and quantity,

333-334.

combination sales, 332.

Commissic^ner lor Jbice Su])cr-

visioii, 328.

coirtiol of price-fixing agreements,

829.

control of prices ol imported
g(K)ds, 330.

dilliculties ol, 881-8,85.

disap[iearance ol lorv-piiced good.s,

338.

flexibility of prices under, 329-330.

in 1933 and 1934. 328-329.

incidental results of, 3.84-335.

Price Commissioner, 329-331.

Price-Stop Decree of 19.36, 331.

prices of new commodities. 333.

reasons for, 328.

related activities, 335.

retailer violations and black mar-

kets, 331 8.82.

w^aitirne price control, 330.

production,

advantages ol lascisL tontrc>l, 226

229.

Brairch (.loirps, 219.

bribery .and corruption. 222.

tc>mj)lc‘\it\ ol ccjntrol oigarri/a-

tions, 229-281.

concentration movement, 227-228.

contact ineir, 222 22.8.

Ccxrpei alive Coinrcil ol Clianibeis

ol Indusiiv and Ccjinnrcrcc. 218,

228.

corjrorate jrrcjius, 227.

Council lor Naliorral I )elcrise. 22 1.

disadvantages ol las( ist control,

229-2.81.

dual cotuiol by government and
business men. 222 224.

Lconomic (irorrjxs. 219.

Estate ol Handier alts, 219.

Lstate ol Industrv and riade, 220-

222 .

Lstate ol I iansportation, 222.

luuciioning ol control organiza-

tions, 221-224.

General Comnrissioner of Eto-

nomics, 225-226.

General Council lor the War
l.tonomv, 225.

local organi/aiions. 220.

Maiir Cdc)U|»s, 218-219.

Minister ol Kionomic Affairs, 218,

221. 223. 224. 225.

National Fconoirric Chamber, 218.

National (,iouj>s, 218.

oigarrizalioir ol, 218-226.

position ol German indus* i ialists,

226-227.

j)rodnctivc results, 2.82-233.

Provincial ETononric Chambers,
219-220.

regional economic offices. 225-226.

Second Eoirr-Ycai Plan, 225.

Sub-Branch Grotijrs, 219.

wartime corrtrol ol production,

224-226.

wartime prcxluction. 283-234.

public debt, 572-573.

public expend i tines,

growth of, 570.
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(iermaiiy (I’ascist) (continued)

olijccls of, 570,

of consumers’ goods, 335-

337.

lesources, 173.

social insinancc, 192-193.

Streugili ihroiigh Joy movement,
activities of, -193.

Clitic isms of, 193-491.

mcmliciship in, 493.

t.iNation,

ronsiim])tion taxes, 572.

corporate taxes. 572.

giowih of, 571.

in wartime, 571.

inheiitance tax, 572.

peisonal income taxes, 571-572.

property tax, 572.

unemj)lc)ymcnt,

attacks on, 494-495.

extent of, 494.

Goshank (Russia), see Soviet Russia,

commercial credit and banking.

Government,
of Britain under socialism, 83-87.

of Fascist Germany, 101-113.

ol Fascist Italy, 101-113.

ot Soviet Ru.ssia, 63-81,

under capitalism, 53-57.

under socialism, 57-63.

Govcinmental control of economic ac-

tivity,

and economic ecpiilihrium, 124,

in Britain under socialism, 164 166,

20H-212, 268-271, 321-324, 364-

366, 470-478, 521-524.

in Fascist Germany, 170-173, 218-226,

272-275, 279-283, 285-286, .325-

326, 328, 335, 336-337, .368-370,

371 -.378, 423-427. 478-198, 526-

527, 527-532, 534-541,

in Fascist Italy, 169-170, 213-218. 27.5-

279, 283-285, 321-.325, 326-328,

335, 366-.368, 370-371, 423-427,

478-498, 524-.526, 533-534, 535-

541.

in the United States, 177-179, 238-

239, 293-299, 341-346, 431-4.32,

434-137, 440-444, 446-448, 505-

509.

under fascism, 169-173, 213-2.31, 272-

290, 324-337, 306-378, 423-427,

478-498.

Governments, comparisons of, 111-112.

Great Britain, see Britain (Scxialist).

Handicrafts, Estate of, see Germany,

production.

Hegelian philosopliy,

constant change, 712.

dialectic, 712-713.

illustrated, 713-714.

method of change. 712-713.

reality in woild of ideas, 712.

thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, 712-

713.

Heicdiiary Faim Act (Germany), see

(iermany, agricullme.

Heroes of Socialist Toil (Russia), 417,

457.

Hindenburg, German Vresident, 93, 95.

Hitler. Adolph, 91-92.

Hook, Sidney, Toxrnrds the Under-

standing of Karl Marx, 830.

House of Commons (Britain), 81.

House of Lords (Britain), 81-85.

Hubbard, L. E., Soxnet Trade and Dis-

tribution, 188, 250, 260. 302, 303,

308. 311, 312, 313, 31 1, 361.

Human wants,

and economic inc(]ualitv, 125-127,

390-393.

and economic planning, 113-1 15.

and freedom of consumption choice,

128-130, 300-301.

and production under socialism, 143-

145.

and Russian economic j)lanning, 157

159.

and the economic problem, 2-1.

expression of, unden the price system,

128-130, 300-301.

negative, 128.

satisfaction of, under capitalism, 390-

393.

Imperialism, see Marxian theory of

finance capital and imperialism.

Imports and exports, see International

Trade.

Incentives,

and inequality in income distribu-

tion, 31-35, 397-399.

in Britain under socialism, 422-423.

in Fascist Germany, 423-427.
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in Fascist Italy, 423-427.

ill Soviet Russia, 41G-420.

under capitalism. 31-35, 397-399.

under socialism, 14-46, 409-410.

Income, see Distrilmtion ot income;

National Income.

Individual lif'hts,

in Biitain under socialism, 86-87.

in Fascist Germany, 10.5, 107.

in Fascist Italy, 105, 107.

in relation to fascist pliilosophy, 96-

97.

in Soviet Russia, 72, 78.

under socialism, 58-59.

Industry and Trade, Estate of, see

Germany, production.

Inequality in income distribution,

and cajiital formation, 396-397.

and economic optimum, 125-126.

and incentives, 31-35, 397-399.

bad icsulis ol, under capitalism, 388-

395.

defense of, under capitalism, 395-

402.

in Biitain under .socialism, 421-422.

ill Fascist Geimany, 425-427.

in Fascist Italy, 425-427.

in Soviet Russia, 413-416.

in the United States, 384-387.

under communism, 410-411.

under .socialism, 408-409.

In Fart, 227, 272.

Inflation,

in Britain under socialism, 321-322.

in Fa.scist Germany, 328-330, 331-337.

in Fascist Italy, 326-328, 331,

in Seniet Russia, 309-310.

in the United Slates, 296-297.

Insecurity, economic, 388-390.

Interest,

and allocation of capital funds under
capitalism, 117, 121-122.

and total quantity of capital under
capitalism, 119, 125.

arbitrary character of, under .social-

ism, 137, 142-143.

as .social income under .socialism,

405.

as unearned income, 602-603.

in Fascist Germany, 424-425.

in the United States in 1918, 384.

largely eliminated as private income*

in Soviet Russia, 411-412.

under .socialism, 404.

International Conciliation, 163, 189,

201. 206, 262, 412, 413.

International Lahot liex'tew, 203.

International Rclercncc Service, 4.56.

International trade,

control of,

in Britain under socialism. 523-524.

in Fascist Germany. 528 .531.

in Fas( isi Italy, 527.

in Soviet Russia, 512 513.

in the United Slates, .505-509.

utuler capitalism. 503-505.

under socialism, .509-51 1.

of Britain under socialism, 521-524.

of Fascist Germany, 528-532. 531, 535-

54 1

.

of Fascist Italy, 527, 533-531, 535-511.

of Soviet Russia, 512-519.

of the United States, 505-509.

under capitalism, 500-505.

under comninnisni, 511-512.

under socia I ism ,
509-5 1 1

.

Investment credit,

basis of, 7-8.

dependence on saving, 338-339.

in Biitain under socialism, 364-366.

in Fascist Ciernianv, 371-378.

in Fascist Italy, 370-371.

in Sc^viei Russia, 354-362.

in the I 'nited Stales, 311-316.

need lor, in any ccononn, 338-339.

under socialism, 347-348.

Istiliito (ii Rirosty uzione hidustrialc

(Italy), see Italy, investment bank-

ing.

Istituto Mobiliare Italiano (Italy), see

Italy, investment banking.

Italian Lilirary ol Information, Busi-

ness and Financial Rejxnts, 277,

367, 371.

Italy (Fa.scist),

accomplishments of, see Fascism, ac-

complishments of.

agriculture,

agricultural education, 283.

“Battle of the Wheat,” 283-285-

concentration of land ownership,

272.

economic status of farmers, 288-

289.

functions of category corporations,

277-278.
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Italy (Fascist) (continued)

land leclaination jjiogram, 275*

277.

methods ol increasing wheat pro-

duction, 2}^3-2H4.

product i\e icsidts in, 288.

results of the “Battle of the

Wheat," 28d-285.

wartime comiols, 278-279.

area, 173.

commercial credit and hanking,

hanking reforms of 1936, 367-368.

category corporation of credit and
insurance, 36().

increasing governmental control,

367-368.

distrihution of imomc, 121-427.

economic institutions, 49-51.

economic planning,

development of, 168-169, 216,

218.

early attitude toward. 166-168.

growth of governmental control,

168-169.

peculiarities of. 172.

economic sell -sufficiency,

and increased production, 535.

and Italian resources, 540.

and standards of living, 538.

artificial suhstitiues, 536-537.

evaluation ol sulistitutes, 539-541.

in agricultm e, 283-285, 535.

iiaiuial sidistitiites, 5.36.

need for, .535, 540-541,

results in agridilture, 281-285.

results in gencial, 537-541.

evaluation, see Fascism, evaluation

of.

failures and weaknesses, see f ascism,

failures and weakness of.

government,

aftermath of VV^orld War 1, 88.

beginning of dictatorship, 89-90.

beginnings of the Fascist move-

ment, 88-89.

cabinet, 101-102.

Chamber of Deputies, 102-103.

Chamber of Fasces and Corpora-

tions, 103.

court system, 103-104.

danger of revolution, 88.

early activities, 88-89.

Fascist philosophy, 96-100.

individual rights, 105.

March on Rome, 89.

position of Fascist Party, 109-111.

Ihiine Minister, 101.

Senate, 102.

state and local government, 105.

status of King, 101.

Statute of 1848, 100-101.

incentives, 426-427.

inequalitv in income distribution,

425-426.

international trade,

after 1935. 533.

contiol ol, .527.

economic sell -sufficiency, 5.35-541.

from 1922 to 1928, 525.

import quotas, 527.

in the great depression, 525-526.

in wartime, 533-534.

licensing, 527.

policy of restrictionism, 527.

pi’otective taiilf, 527.

subsidies, 531.

surplus of invisible exports, 525-

526.

trailing agreements, 529.

nnlavotable balance of, 525-526.

with Germain, 531.

investment credit and banking,

category c'orporation of credit and

insurance, 366.

Consorzio jrer Sovven/ioni su V^a-

lori Industriale, 371.

control of, 370-371,

direct governmental extension,

371,

Istitiito di Ricosiruzione Indus-

tiialc, 370.

Istituto Mobiliare Italiano, 370.

reforms of 19.36, 371.

Solondit, 169.

labor,

child labor, 487.

collaboration of employers and'em-

ployees, 485.

collective agreements, 480-481.

collective bargaining, 480-481.

confederations, 179.

criticisms of labor organizations

and policies, 484-487.

federations, 479.

functioiLs of syndical organizations.

479.
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hours and working conditions, 487-

188.

labor courts, 182, 185.

labor “victories” in labor courts,

186.

local syndicates, 478-479.

military discipline lor labor, 488.

Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro, 493.

baity control ol laboi organiza-

tions, ^180-481.

population policy, 196-498.

real wages and living standards,

190-491.

.settlement of labor disputes, 481-

182.

.social insurance, 192-493.

unemployment, 494.

wages, 487.

wartime changes in labor status,

488, 491.

weaknesses of collective agree-

ments, 480-481.

workers’ jKisses, 487-488.

living standards,

and the “Hattie of the Wheat,” 285.

in agriculture, 288-289.

in waitime, 191.

position in Europe, 491.

reduced consumption, 490.

unsatisfactory living quarters, 289,

490-491.

maikcting, organization of, 324-325.

population, 173.

j)C)jjuIation policy,

and economic self-sufficiency, 496-

497.

elforts of local governments, 497.

evaluation of, 498.

phases of, 49()- 197.

reasons for, 497.

price control,

after 1927, 326.

black markets, 331-332.

difficulties of, 331-335.

from 1934 to 1940, 326-327.

in World War II, 327-328.

wartime inflation, 331.

production,

category corporations and produc-
tion control, 215-216.

Central Corporate Committee, 217.

effects of stabilization of the lira,

167.

871

functions of category corporations,
215-

216.

groups of category corporations,

213-

214.

growth of business cc^mbinations,

228.

increasing gc^vernmental control,

21.5-216.

Miriistrv of Cor poral ions, 217 -218.

National Council of Cairporatiorrs,

216-

217.

nature of category corporations,

214-

215.

(organization of, 213-218.

penalties for violations col controls,

233-234.

prosperous period, 1922-1927, 167-

168.

restrlis of industrial produciiorr,

233-231.

wartime exiensiorrs of corrtrols, 233.

public del)t, 572.

public expenditures, .569-570.

rationing of corrsumcis’ goods, 335.

resources, 173.

social insurance, 492-493.

taxation,

after 19.35, 570-571.

capital levies, 570.

early tax measures, 570.

in the great depression, 570.

in wartime, 570-571.

regress iverr ess of, 570-571.

unemployment, 494.

Johnson, H., The Soviet Power

^

190.

Judiciary department of government,
in Britain, 86.

in Fascist Germany, 103-104.

in Fascist Italy, 103-104.

in Soviet Russia, 71.

under socialism, 59.

Kautsky, Karl, T}te Economic Doc-
trines of Karl Marx, 775, 792, 796.

King, W. I., The Wealth and Income
of the People of the United States,

816.

Lalror,

allocation in Soviet Russia, 413.

allocation under capitalism, 117, 122.
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Labor (continued)

allocation untlcr socialism,

by compulsion, 135.

by clilFeientials in wa«es, 135-K36.

by non-pccuniary incentives, 135.

by varying occupational cpiaHlica-

lions, 135.

economic status of,

in Britain under socialism. 470-478.

in Fascist Germany, 478-498.

in Fascist Italy, 478-498.

in Soviet Russia, 455-468.

in the Ibiited States, 429-448.

under capitalism, 429-448.

under communism, 454-455.

under socialism, 148-454.

non-competing grouj3s of, 122.

on ct)llecti\e farms in Soviet Russia,

246-217.

on state farms in Soviet Russia, 243-

244.

pioductivity of, in Russia, 418-420.

Labor and Defense Council (Rus.sia),

151.

Labor Code of 1922 (Russia), see Soviet

Russia, labor.

Labor Courts (Ital\), sec Italy, labor.

Labor Front (Germany), see Germany,
labor.

l.abor-Managcment Relations Act of

1947 (United States), 4.35-436.

Labor oiganizations,

in Britain under socialism, 473-475.

in So^ iet Russia, 463- 164.

in the United Slates. 432-436.

Labor Front in Germany, 479-480.

s>ndicaics, Icderations, and confed-

erations in Italy, 478-479.

under capitalism, 432-436.

under socialism, 450-452.

Labor Party (Britain), 474-475.

Labor-power, defined by Marx, 762.

Labor 7'rustees (Germany), see Ger-

many, labor.

Laidler, H. W.,

American Socialism: Its Aims and
Practical Program, 180.

History of Socialist Thought, 830.

Laissez-faire, 54-55.

Land,

allocation among industries,

under capitalism, 116-117.

under socialism, 134-135.

public ownership of,

under Soviet Russian system, 42.

under socialism, 42.

Land reclamation program (Italy), see

Italy, agriculture.

Law of Comparative Advantage,

basis of, .500-501.

in relation to economic self-suffi-

ciency, 503.

stated, .501-502.

Law of Demand, 9-10.

Law of Diminishing Productivity, 4.

Law of Diminishing Utility, 9.

Law of Long-Run Competitive Price,

11-14.

Law of Opportunity Costs, 10-11.

League ol Communists, 711.

Legislative department of government,

in Britain, 84-85.

in Fascist Germany, 103.

in Fascist Italy, 102-103.

in Soviet Russia, 67-68, 77.

under socialism, 59.

Lend-lease policy, 508-509.

Lenin, V. L, 64.

Imperialism: The Slate and Revolu-

tion, 834, 835.

Leowenstein, K., filler's Germany, 93,

94, 102, 106, 108, 111.

Le Rossignol, J. E., From Marx to

Stalin, 714, 733, 797, 827.

Leven, M., Moulton, H. G., and War-
burton, C., Americans Capacity to

Consume, 385.

Ley, Robert, 479.

Liberty, as interpreted by fascists. 98.

Living standards,

in Britain under .socialism, 477

in Fascist Germany, 490-492.

in Fascist Italy, 490-492.

in Soviet Russia, 461-463.

under capitalism, 580.

under socialism, 419-450.

Lutz, H. L., Public Finance, 543. '

Machinery, as means of exploiting

labor, see Marxian theory of sur-

plus value.

Machine Tractor Stations (Russia), see

Soviet Russia, agriculture.

Main Groups (Germany), see Germany,
production.

Malinkov, G. M., 77.
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March on Rome, 89.

Marketing,

eliminated under communism, 302.

in Britain under socialism, 321-324.

in Fascist Germany, 324-337.

in Fascist Italy, 321-337.

in Soviet Russia, 302-319.

under capitalism, 292-299.

under socialism, 299-302.

Market value, defined by Marx, 710.

Market wage, defined by Maix, 762.

.Marx, Karl,

Capilal, 715, 731, 742. 745, 746. 747,

718, 749, 750, 7.56, 758, 761, 762,

763, 764, 769, 781, 782, 783, 784,

785, 786, 787, 795, 801, 802. 807,

808, 812, 813, 814, 819, 820, 821,

824, 828.

Communist Manifesto, 729, 730, 731,

732, 733, 826, 827. 828.

Contribution to the Ctitique of

Political Fxonomy, 718, 829.

Gotha Program, 832, 811.

importance of, 710-712.

Letters to Dr. Kugeltnann, 828.

life of, 709-710.

Selected Correspondence, 728, 828,

829, 832.

Inline, P)ice, and Profit, 740, 742, 761,

763, 769, 776, 778, 779. 781,

Marxian dialectic,

Marxian interpretation of historv,

and Marxian ])hilosophy, 722-723.

as means of making history, 716-717,

changing mode of production and
the state, 720-722.

criticisms of, 724-726.

explains too much or too little, 726.

explanation of, 717-718.

illustration of, 718-719.

Marx’s statement of, 717-718,

meaning of mode of production, 719-

720.

neglect of important non economic
factors, 724-726.

overemphasis of economic factors, 724.

pur])ose of, 716-717.

qualiheations of, 726-729.

strength of, 723-724.

use of, by social scientists, 724.

Marxian philosophy,

applications to social institutions

and processes, 716.

as revolutionary weapon, 716.

constant change, 714.

criticisms of Hegel’s idealism, 714-

715.

dependence of ideas on external

events, 715-716.

economic phenomena as causes of

change. 716.

mind versus matter, 715-716.

reality of objective events, 71 4-715.

thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, 714.

unimportance of human mind, 715.

uni\eisality of, 716.

Maixian ])iedictions concerning capi-

talism,

concentration and centrali/ation ol

capital, 805-811.

finance capital and imperialism, 821

823.

increasing misery ol the proletariat,

811-821.

increasing severity of business cycles,

800-805.

revolution, 823-824.

summarized, 799-800.

Marxian theory ol business c\clcs,

criticism of, 803-804.

nature of, 800-802.

reasons for increasing severit\ of cy

cles, 802-803.

underconsumption or overproduc

tion, 801-802.

validity of prediction of increasing

severity, 803-805.

variations in, 801-805.

Maixian theory of class struggle,

accomplishments of bourgeoisie, 732,

cw tic isms of,

definition of clas.ses in terms of

control of wealth, 734-735.

difficulty of distinguishing classes

today, 733-736.

horizontal classes in modern capi-

lali.sm, 735.

misinterpretation of ancient events,

733.

new class struggle, 736-737.

survival of micldle class, 735-736.

universality of middle-class atti-

tude, 735-736.

widespread ownership of wealth,

734.

definition of bourgeoisie, 730.
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Marxian theory of class struggle

(coutinued)

definition of proletariat, 730.

enlargement of proletariat, 730-731.

fierceness of class struggle, 731-732.

in modern times, 731 -732.

nature of middle class, or petty bour-

geoisie, 730.

origin of middle class, 730.

passing of middle class, 730-731.

presetrt basis of class struggle. 731-

732.

relation to interpretation of history,

722-723.

sins ot bourgeoisie, 732-733.

uni\ersality of class struggles, 729-

730.

Marxian theory of conceruration and

cent rali/ation of capital,

centralization of capital and the

husiness cycle, 808.

ceirtrali/atiou of ownership or of con-

trol, 809-810.

roncentiation as simple accumula-

tion, 805-806.

criticisms of, 810-811.

Marx’s explanation of capital accu-

mulation, 806-807.

Marx’s explanation of centralization

of capital. 807-808.

nature of cciitiali/alion, 808.

process of accumulation, 805-806

relation of capital accumulation to

surplus value, 805-806.

validity of prediction of accumula-

tion. 808-811.

Marxian theory of declining profits,

and growth of firms, 783 784.

and increased use of machinery, 793.

and revamping of theory of value by

Marx, 795-797.

cause of decline in profits, 783-784.

desirability of lower rate of profit on
larger capital, 794.

equalization of profits between firms,

795-796.

illustration of, 792.

inconsistency with reality, 793-794.

inconsi.stency with theory of value,

794-795.

nature of constant capital, 782.

nature of variable capital, 782.

negation of theory of value, 796-797.

problems implicit in, 792-795.

rates of surplus value and profits,

783.

variable capital as source of surplus

value, 783.

Marxian theory of dictatorship ol the

]>io)ctariat,

and Soviet Russian dictatorship, 836-

837.

dictatorship of proletariat as a transi-

tional jicriod, 832.

economic aspects of dictatorship,

continued inerpialit), 835.

distribution of income, 835.

planned or automatic operation,

834-

835.

position of workers, 83 1

.

preparation for following period,

835-

836.

public property in prodiictixc

wealth, 834.

unchanged factors, 834.

political aspects of dictatorship,

destruction of bourgeoisie, 833.

elimination of capitalistic ideoU^gv,

833.

lack of democracy, 833.

state as agency of oppression, 832.

Marxian theory of finance capital and
iin]>ei ialism,

alliance of bank and industrial capi-

tal, 822.

development of imperialism, 822.

end of capitalism, 823-824.

put jxrses of imperialism, 822.

results of imperialism, 822.

rise of monojrolies, 822.

validity of, 822-823.

Marxian theory of full communism,
dilficiilties of full communism, 841-

843.

economic features of full commu-
nism, 839-841.

full communism not attained auto-

matically, 837.

length of transition to full commu-
nism, 843.

operation of full communism, 839-

840.

preparation for full communism, 837-

838.

withering away of the state, 838-

839.
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Marxian theory of increasing misery of

the proletariat,

actual improvements in labor’s

status, 816.

actual increases in unemployment
and insecurity, 816-817.

Cole’s ex])lanation of, 818.

explanation of

and business cycles, 812.

and overwork of employed labor,

813.

and surplus laboring population,

813-8H.

and technical composition of capi-

tal, 812-813.

extent of misery of the proletariat,

814.

increasing misery and subsistence

wages, 815.

increasing misery and theory of revo-

lution, 818.

interpretations of, 814-818.

Marxian illustrations ot, 812-814.

propcjrtion of variable capital and
employment of labor, 815-816.

validity of,

ill absolute sense, 814-817.

in relative sense, 817-818.

prospective, 818-821.

Marxian theory of revolution,

and increasing misery of the prole-

tariat, 818.

necessaiv conditions for revolution,

830.

need for revolution, 826-828.

jirohable site for revolution, 828-829.

time of the revolution, 829-830.

revoluiionaiy conditions in the

United States, 831.

Marxian theory of the role of the

Communist Party, 813-844.

Marxian theory of the state,

all governmeius as dictatorships, 721.

and the need for rcvc:ilulion, 721-722.

bourgeois control of the state, 721.

dictatorship under democracy, 721.

state as an agency of oppression,

720.

state distinguished from government,

720.

unchanging nature of the state, 720-

721.

wither ing away of the state, 721.

Marxian theory of sirrplus value,

ancient and modern surplus value,

782.

and capital accrrmulation, 805-806.

and flexible wages, 771-772.

and objective use-vairte, 760.

and the modern class-struggle, 731-

7,32.

and the varying meaning of subsis-

tence, 769-772.

as gcjal of value and wage theories,

775.

assumptions of, 775-776,

dependence on value and wage
theories. 787-788.

employer must exploit workers,

780.

indictment of machinery, 787.

Marxian illustration of, 778-779.

misunderstanding of significance of

machinery, 790-791.

misunclci'stancling of signiheance of

technological progress, 791.

neglect ol wages of management. 788-

789,

ovcrestiniation of surplus value, 789-

790.

rates of surplus value and profits,

783.

relation of surplus value to rent, in-

terest, and profits, 777-778.

statement of, 776-777.

surplus value and constant caf)ital,

782-783.

surplus value and honesty of em-
ployers, 781

.

sirrplus value and variable capital,

783.

surplus value and wages of manage-
ment, 789.

surplus value in relation to normal
value and wages, 780-781.

ways of increasing surplus value,

increa.sed use of machinery, 785.

lengthening of the working day,

784-785.

reducing cost of subsistence, 785-

786.

speeding up the workers, 786.

using workers as a cooperative

group, 786-787.

workers must produce surplus value,

780.
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Marxian theory of value,

acceptance of labor as value deter-

mining, 742.

and Adam Smith’s value theory, 752-

75S.

and Ricardo’s value theory, 753.

and the Marxian dialectic, 751.

and the organic composition of capi-

tals, 795-796.

capital as more than congealed labor,

757.

Cole’s interpretation of, 759.

conversion of all labor into standard

units, 7-15-747.

criticisms of, 719-760.

demand in relation to cost or labor-

titne. 750-751.

dependence of value on socially-

necessary labor, 744.

determination of value of money,
7-17-748.

ethics of interest-taking, 757-758.

exchange value, 739-740.

exchange value or objective use-

value, 759-760.

inconsistent with theory of declining

profits, 794-795.

influence of demand and supply, 740.

in relation to classical value theory,

7.52-754.

in 1 elation to modern value theory,

751-752.

in Volume III of Capital, 795-797.

labor time as 'measure of value, 742.

labor which produces no value, 758-

759.

market value, 740.

negation of, 796-797.

neglect of scarcity, 754-757.

normal value, 740.

objective use-value and actual eco-

nomic life, 759-760.

one-sidedness of, 751.

partial recognition of demand, 749-

750.

past and present labor, 742-743.

price, 740.

production and reproduction cost,

• 744-745.

purposes of, 739.

quantitative character of differences

in grades of labor, 746-747.

reasons for critici/ing, 753-754.

rejection of utility and demand, 741-

742.

relation between use-value and ex-

change value, 740.

revamping of, by Marx, 795-797.

seaich for a single-factor explanation,

741-742.

significance of land and capital, 748.

skilled and unskilled labor in rela-

tion to value, 715-747.

technological change in relation to

value, 744-745.

unsatisfactory treatment of capital

costs, 757-758.

use-value, 739.

value of land, 748-749.

value of natural wealth, 748-749.

value of rare commodities, 754-757.

Marxian theory of wages,

and modern conditions of produc-

tion, 762.

as an extension of value theory, 762-

763.

as an oversimplified explanation,

765.

avoidance of circular reasoning, 761.

criticisms of, 765-772.

determination of wages, 762-763,

final decision on the meaning of sub-

sistence, 772.

flexible wages and the theory of sur-

plus value, 771-772.

human skill not producible at will,

768-769.

labor and labor-power, 761-762.

labor-power defined, 762.

manufacture of skilled labor from un-

skilled, 763-765.

neglect of demand for labor, 765-767.

neglect of scarcity of natural ability,

767-769.

relation of skilled and unskilled

labor, 764.

similarity of rent, interest,* and
profits, 761.

subsistence,

and the facts of economic life, 770.

and the theory of surplus value,

770-772.

as physical subsistence, 769.

as standard of living, 769.

total income divided into wages and
surplus value, 760-761,
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varying meaning of subsistence, 769-

772.

wages, and subsistence, 763.

and the labor cost of producing

labor power, 762-763.

paid for laljor power, 762.

wage dillcrcntials and cost of train-

ing, 763-764.

wage differentials for skill, 764.

Miller Tydings Act (United States), 295.

Minister of Economic Affairs fGer-

many), see Germany, production.

Ministry of Corporations (Italy), see

Italy, production.

Mode of production, 719-720.

Molotov, V. M., 71.

Monopolistic competition,

and competition, 39-40.

and economic equilibrium, 124.

in the United States, 40.

nature of, 39.

wastes of, 595-596.

Monopoly,
and competition, 39-40.

and economic equilibrium, 123-124.

in the United States, 39-40.

Monthly Labor Rexneio, 275.

Moirison, Herbert, 684.

Moscow Nexvs, 197.

Murry, J. M., The Necessity of Com-
tnnnism, 736.

Mussolini, Benito, 88.

Fascism: Doctrine and Institutions,

96, 98, 99.

Nation, The, 414.

National Arbitration Tribunals (Brit-

ain), 472-473.

National Coal Board (Britain), 208.

National Council of Corporations

(Italy), see Italy, production.

National Economic Chamber (Ger-

many), see Germany, production.

National Foreign Exchange Institute

(Italy), 527.

National Groups (Gennany), see Ger-

many, production.

National income,

of Britain under socialism, 421.

of Fascist Germany, 424-425.

of Soviet Russia, 162.

of the United States, 384.
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National Industrial Recovery Act

(United States), 216.

National interest banks (Italy), 367.

National Labor Relations Act (United

Slates), 431-435.

National Labor Relations Board
(United States), 435.

National Recovery Administration

(United States), 179, 216, 550.

National Resources Committee,
Consumer Incomes in the United

States, 386.

The Structure of the American
Economy, 345, 605, 809, 823.

National Socialist Party (Germany),

and anti-Semitism, 107-109.

aiul German government, 109.

and income distribution, 424.

beginnings of, 91.

eaily failures of, 91-92.

factors in the growth of, 93-94.

growth after 1929, 93.

membership of, 110-111.

ofTicial platform of, 91.

organizations of, 109-110.

suppression of opposition to, 95,

104.

youth organizations of. 111.

National Survey of Potential Produc-

tive Capacity, The Chart of Plenty,

589.

National War Labor Board (United

States), 436.

Neumann, F. L., Behemoth: The Struc-

ture and Practice of National

Socialism, 219, 226, 331, 425.

New Economic Policy (Russia), 151-152,

241, 302-303.

New York Times, 317.

N. K. V. D., 78.

Non-economic motivation,

in Britain under socialism, 422-

423.

in Fascist Germany, 426-427.

in Fascist Italy, 426-427.

in Soviet Russia, 45-46, 417-418.

under capitalism, 32.

under communism, 48-49, 410-411.

under socialism, 44-45, 409-410.

Normal value defined by Marx, 740.

Normal w'age defined by Marx, 762.

Nourse, E. G. (and associates), Amer-
icans Capacity to Produce, 591.
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Oligopoly in the United States, 40.
'

Order of Lenin (Russia), 417.

Peach, W. N., and Krause, W., Basic

Data of the American Economy

^

176, 387, 589.

Pigou, A. C., Socialism versus Capital-

ism., 21, 22, 140.

Planoi>oe Khozoistvo, 196.

Planning, see Economic Planning.

Population j)olicy,

in Fascist Gernranv, 496-198.

in Fascist Italy. 496-498.

in Soviet Russia, 167-168.

under socialism, 454.

Prcsitlium (Russia), 68.

Price Coniinissioner ((Germany), see

Germany, price contiol.

Price conliol.

in Britain undei socialism. .321-322.

in Fascist Germany, 328-.3.30, 330-

335.

in Fascist Italy, 326-.328. 330-335.

in Societ Russia, 306-310.

in the United States, 293-297.

under capitalism, 293-297.

under socialism, 300-301.

Price defined by Marx, 740.

Price-Stop Deciec (Germany), see Ger*

many, price control.

Price system,

and allocation of productive agents,

116-117.

and apportionment of consumers'

goods, 117-118.

and control of production, 114-116.

and economic ecpii librium, 1 19-121.

and economic inequality, 125-127.

and expression of human wants, 127-

128.

and frecdcjin of consumption choice,

128-1.30.

and governmental functions, 124.

and negative human wants, 128.

and total amounts of prcnluctive

agents, 118-119.

as a capitalistic institution, 35.

economic optimum under, 119-121.

eliminated under comrauni.sm, 149-

1.50.

evaluation of, 121-130.

functions under capitalism. 114-119.

obstacles to equilibrium under, 121-

125.

under socialism, 133-138.

Principle of Output Determination, 14-

15.

Private property,

and luiman welfare, 21-25.

and inetjualitv in income distribu-

tion, 399-400.

capitalistic restrictions on, 25 26.

defined, 23.

eliminated under communism, 48.

in Soviet Russia, 12-43.

justification ol, 24-25.

origins ol, 23-25.

sotiali.stic modifications of, 42.

under fascism, 50.

under .socialism, 42.

Procl.rimed List of Certain Blocked

Nationals, 507-508.

ProdiK tion,

controlled by planning under social

isin. 131-136.

controlled by prices under capitalism,

114-117.

emergency control of, in the United

States, 1.30-133.

governmental influences on, in the

United States. 177-179.

inadequate, under capitalism. 589.

increases in, under capitalism, 579-

580. t

organiyation of,

in Britain under socialism. 208

21^
in I‘a*st Geriftanv, 218-226.

in FasS.st Italy, 213-218.

in Soviet Russia, 182-188.

in the United States, 175-179.

under capitalism, 175-179.

under socialism, 179-181.

principles of, 5-6.

prospective effic iency of, under social-

i.sin, 618-624, 630-633.

results of,

in British industry, 212-213.

in German industry, 226-231, 232-

234.

in Italian industry, 226-232.

in Soviet Russian industry, 188-

206.

wastefulness of, under capitalism,

.591 -.595.
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I'roductive agents,

allocation among industries,

in Soviet Russia, 413.

under capitalism, 116-117.

controlling total amounts ol,

under capitalism, 118-119.

undei socialism, 136-137.

probable allocation among industries

under socialism, 134 -1 36.

rational allocation of, under social-

ism, 138-142.

Trcjlit motive,

abuse of, under capitalism, 590-591.

and economic motivation, 32-33.

and product icm under cajutalism,

115-116.

and production under fascism, 226-

227

eliminated under socialism, 42.

Iboliis,

and capital formation, 5H1 581.

as social income under socialism, 105.

declining rate of, see Marxian theory

ol declining jrrofits.

ehmiuatc‘d as private income,

in Soviet Russia, 112.

uuder socialism, 404,

in Fascist Germany, 227.

in Soviet Russia, 181-185, 244, 307,

355-3,56,412.

in tbe United Stai^, 381,

ol corporations in Germany, 227.

significance of,

under capitalism, 13, 115rll6, 590.

under socialism, 11-14.

Proletariat, 1 #
diciator.ship of, see Marxian theory

of dictatorship of the proletariat,

increasing misery of, see Marxian
thewy of increasing misery of

the proletariat.

See also Marxian theory of class

struggle.

Protection of the regime,

in Fascist Gerniany, 102.

in Fascist Italy, 102.

in Soviet Russia, 78.

Provincial Economic Chambers (Ger-

many), see Germany, production.

Public debt,

in Britain under socialism, 568-569.

in Fascist Germany, 572-573.

in Fascist Italy, 572.

in Soviet Russia, 566-567.

in the United States, 555-558.

under capitalism, ,548.

under socialism, 560-561.

Ihiblic expenditures,

in Britain under socialism, 567.

in Fascist Germany, 570.

in Fascist Italy, 569-570.

in Soviet Russia, .562-563.

in fhc United States, 548-554.

under capitalism, 543-545.

uniler socialism, 558-559.

Public finance, see Public debt; Public

expenditiiies; Taxation.

Public law banks (Italy), 367.

Jhiblic propel
(
y

,

in Britain under socialism, 47, 161-

165, 208-210.

in Fascist Germany, 50, 368.

in F'ascist Italy, 50, 367.

in Soviet Russia, 12-43, 66, 152, 186,

213, 303, 348-349.

in the United States, 56-57.

undei capitalism, 26-27, 56.

under communism, 48.

umler socialism, 42, 131, 179-180,

299, 346-347.

Public Utilities Act of 1935 (United

States, 550.

Public Works Administration (United

States), 550.

(hianiity I bcory of Money, 17-18.

Racial theories of fascism, 100.

Rational allocation of productive re-

sources under socialism,

definitions of, 138, 140.

Dickinson’s analysis of, 140-142.

difficulties of obtaining, 142-143.

Pigou's analysis of, 138-140.

theoretical results of, 142.

Rationing,

ill Britain under socialism, 322-324.

in Fascist Germany, 336-337.

in Fascist Italy, 335-336.

in Soviet Russia, 310-314, 317-319.

in the United States, 298-299.

under capitalism, 297.

under socialism, 301-302.

Reconstruction Finance Corporation

(United States), 550.
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Reichskredi tgesellschaft. Economic
Conditions in Germany in the

Middle of the Year 1939, 534.

Reichsrat (Germany), 103.

Reichstag (Germany), 103.

Reimann, G., The Vampire Economy,

222. 223, 374, 375, 376, 377, 529,

532, 536, 537.

Religion,

in Britain, 86.

in Fascist Germany, 106-107.

in Fascist Italy, 106.

in Soviet Russia, 78-80.

Rent,

and land allocation under capitalism,

116-117.

arbitrary character ol, under social-

ism, 133.

as social income under socialism, 404-

405.

as lineal ned income, 602.

effects of arbitrary character of,

under socialism, 143-144.

eliminated as private income,

in Soviet Russia, 411.

under socialism, 404.

in Britain under socialism, 421.

in Fascist Germany, 424-425.

in the United States, 384.

Resources,

of Biitain under socialism, 165.

of Fascist Germany, 173.

of Fascist Italy, 173.

of Soviet Russia, 163-164.

Revolution in Russia, 63-64.

Ricardo, David, Principles of Political

Economy and Taxation, 753.

Robinson-Patman Amendment (United

States), 295.

Russia, see Soviet Russia.

Russian Economic Notes, 153, 182, 187,

194, 243, 256, 257. 258, 261, 360.

Saving and capital fownation,

and inequality in income distribu-

tion, 396-397, 580-584.

controlled by planning,

in Britain, 364-366.

under socialism, 347-348.

controlled by governmental inter-

ference,

in Fascist Germany, 371-378.

in Fascist Italy, 370-371.

controlled by prices under capital-

ism, 342-346.

in Soviet Russia, 354-362.

Marxian theory of, see Marxian
theory of concentration and cen-

tralization of capital,

process of, 7-8, 338-339.

Schmidt, C. T., The Corporate Stfitc in

Action, 167, 168, 228. 272, 276, 285,

487, 491, 493, 527 570.

Schwartz H., Russia's Postwar Econ-

omy, 43, 188, 202, 205, 213, 215,

246, 217, 262, 263. 261, 265, 318,

358, 115, 419, 455, 156, 191, 193.

Seaman, H. W., “Life Under Socialism

in Britain," 681, 682, 685.

Seciet [police,

in Fascist Geiniany, 102.

in Fascist Italy, 102.

in Soviet Russia, 78.

Securities Act of 1933 (United Slates),

345.

Securities and Exchange Commission
(United States), 345-316, 550.

Securities Exchange Act of 1931 (United
States), 346.

Self-sufruiency program,

in Fascist Germany, 285-286, 535-

541.

in Fascist Italy. 283-285. 535-541.

in Soviet Russia, 516-519.

in the United States, 506-507.

under socialism, 510.

.Senate (Italy), 102,

Sikes, E. R., Contemporary Economic
Systems, 498.

Simmons, E.
J., !^(editor), USS.R.: A

Concise Handbook, 68, 74, 75, 163,

164.

Smith, Adam, The Wealth of Nations,

54, 544, 753.

Snow, E., People on Our Side, 201, 202,

262, 263.

Snyder, Carl, Capitalism the Creator,

582. 583, 584.

Social insurance,

in Britain under socialism, 475-477.

in Fascist Germany, 492-494.

in Fascist Italy, 492-494.

in Soviet Russia, 464-465.

in the United States, 444-^8.

under capitalism, 444-448.

under socialism, 452.
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Social operation of industry,

in Britain under socialism, 208-210.

in Fascist Italy, 167.

in Soviet Russia, 13-41, 179-186.

in the United States, 56-57.

under capitalism, 56.

under socialism, 179-181.

Social ownership, see Public pioperty.

Social Security Act of 1935 (United

States), 445-117.

Social Services in Britain, All

.

Social welfare,

and economic equilibrium, 120-121.

and economic motivation, 31-35.

and economic self-sufficiency, 506,

537-541.

and freedom of enterprise, 29.

and jirivate property, 24-25.

Socialism,

accomplishments of,

ada[)tation of production to

human wants, 617-618.

economi( freedom, 626-627.

elimination of business c>cles and
unemployment, 621-621.

elimination of competitive wastes,

620-621.

evils of inequality eliminated, 621-

625.

government-business antagonisms

eliminated, 619-620.

improved status of labor, 625-626,

non-market wants provided for,

618.

political freedom, 626.

production for use, 617^-618, 620.

restriction of ji>roduction elimi-

nated, 620.

technical efficiency, 618-624.

unearned income eliminated, 624-

625.

use of capitalistic productive meth-
ods, 616.

widespread use of inventions, 620.

agriculture, 239-240.

as first stage of communism, see

Marxian theory of dictatorship

of the proletariat,

business cycles,

and economic planning, 452-454.

and maladjusted production, 623.

and mistakes in planning, 622-623.

conflicts of interests, 452.

probable elimination of, 452-454.

saving and investment, 623-624.

commercial credit and banking, 346-

317.

consumers’ freedom of choice, 300-

301.

costs of pioduction, 11-11, 133-136,

509.

definitions of, 22-23.

distribution of income,

and incentives, 409-410.

difficulties of achieving equality,

405-406.

inequality in, 408-409.

principle of, 407.

property incomes eliminated, 40-1.

rent, interest, and profits as social

income, 404-405.

wages, 405-408.

economic institutions,

economic motivation, 44-45.

elimination of freedom of enter-

prise, 43.

extent of competition, 46-47.

price system, 46.

private property, 42.

public property, 42.

economic planning,

ability to operate, 145.

allocation of labor, 135-1.36.

allocation of land and capital, 134-

135.

and human wants, 113-144.

and the nature of socialist govern-

ment, 61-62, 144-145.

and the problem of rational allo-

cation, 137-143.

apportionment of consumers’

goods, 1.36.

arbitrary character of, 137-138.

control of production, 133-134.

control of saving and investment,

1.36-137.

defined, 145.

need for, 145.

probable results of, 142-147.

evaluation, 610-610.

failures and weaknesses,

arbitrary decision making, 627-

630.

complexity of planning, 631.

concealment, rathei than elimina-

tion, of business cycles, 632-633.
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Socinlism (continued)

danger of dictatorship, 630, ^36-

637.

impossibility of plan fiilfillnicnt,

63 1 -632.

inadccjuacy of pcdmiary incen-

ti\cs, 634-635.

lack of price ami cost guides,

628.

liniite<l Irecdom of consumption
and occupational choice, 638-

639.

loss of economic rights, 637-638.

cjueslionable effectiveness of non-

economic incentives, 635-636.

population jjroblem, 636.

government,

and an cnlightene<l citi/emy, 58,

60 61.

and danger of dictatoiship, 61-62.

and democracy, 57-58.

and economic: planning, 58,61.

and econcjmic rcpiesentation, 59,

62-63.

and governmental departments,

59.

and individual rights, 59, 61.

and state governments, 59.

lea lures of, 58-60.

problems c^f, 60-63.

incentive.s,

adcc[uacy of pecuniarv, 409.

altruism and devotion to the

cause, 410.

effectiveness of non-economic, 410.

lutuie adecpracy of, 109-410.

non-economic, 409-410.

power and prestige, 409.

public honors, 409.

social security, 410.

ultimate compulsion, 410.

irrc(]uaiity in income distribution,

408-409.

international trade,

and arbitrary costs of production,

509.

and general welfare, 509-510.

and national self-sufficiency, 510.

capital movements, 511.

financial aspects of, 511.

insulation of the domestic econ-

omy, 510-511.

probable policy, 509-510.

relation to economic planning,

509.

social costs arrd rnonev costs, 509-

510.

trading inechanisnr, 510-511.

investment credit and Iranking, 347-

348.

labor

,

dilferencc'' irr wage's, 408, 449.

elle(ti\e use of incentive wages,

149.

elimination ol bttsiness cvcles, 452-

451.

cm j:) 1 oym cn t , 152-451.

hours and working conditions,

150.

labor nnirms. 150-152,

possible population problem, 451.

real wages and living standards,

449 k50.

.social insrrrance, 152.

wages, 4 18-449.

wages and economic planning, 448-

449.

labor unions,

collectixc bargaining, 451.

Inndic^ns ol, 150-152.

elimination ol labor weapons, 151.

iirrprovemeni of labor discipline,

452.

leprcserrtation in management.
451.

settlement of grievanc'cs, 451-452

type of, 150.

maikeiing. 299-300.

population problem. 154.

prices,

and costs, 11-11, 133-136, 50fk

control ol, 300-301.

problems in controlling, 300-301.

production.

combittalioris of productive units,

179-180.

control of private and cooperative

enter[)iases, 180-181.

cooperative enterprises, 180.

governmental enterprises, 179.

organization of, 179-181.

possible irse of corporations, 179,

181.

private enterprises, 180.

survival of familiar forms, 179-180.

profits, 404, 405.
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public cle])t, 560-562.

j^iiblic cxpcncliiurcs, 558-559.

lationing, 301-302.

savinjr and caj)ital lonnation, 339.

social insiiiance, 152.

la\ai ion,

and lessc*nc^d inc(]uality, 560.

and other sources ol revenue, 560.

pnnciplcs of , 560.

1 elation to uaj^c policy, 559-560.

l\j)es of taxes, 560.

Iiansition to,

con fiscal ion of productive wcaltli,

6I2-6I3.

dangers of revolution, 610-611.

discri ruinator V compensation, 613-

614.

(•fleets ol confiscation, 612-613.

flight of capital, 615.

fidl compensation lor productive

wealth, 613.

inevitability ol partial confiscation,

614-615.

objections to full compensation,

613.

partial compensation f(3r }>roduc-

tivc wealtir, 613-615.

prolrable plan lor compensation,

614-615.

piospects of evolution, 612.

levoluiion or evolution, 610-612.

valuation of productive wealth,

614.

unemj)loymcnt, 452-454.

wages,

and the allocation of labor, 136,

406-407.

determination of, 407-408.

extent of dilfeientials in, 408.

inequality of, 408.

possilrility of equal, 405-406.

Social Iv necessary labor detined by

Marx, 714.

Sofondit (Italy), sec Italy, investment

banking.

Soviet Russia,

accom plishments,
adequate planning method, 647-

648.

collectivization of agriculture, 649.

continued operation of planned
economy, 647.

economic stability, 655-656.
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elimination of capitiilistic wastes,

648.

fieedom of occiq^ational and con-

sumption choice, 656.

imjjiovcd standards of living, 655.

improved status of labor, 651-655.

improvements in marketing, 650-

651.

increased agricultural production,

650.

increased industrial production,

618-619.

ind ustrial iza t ion , 649.

large investments program, 652.

mechani/ation of agriculture, 650.

relativclv equal distribution of

income, 653.

agriculture,

biological yield, 2.54.

collective I arm peasant markets,

250 251.

col le( li vi/at ion ol, 211-242.

(ompulsorv deliveries, 247-249.

(ontrol of colleclive farming, 251.

(lountil lor Collective barm
Aliaiis, 265.

(lit it isms ol tolleclive farms, 255-

2.59.

criticisms ol mechanization, 252.

criticisms ol productive results,

2.52-255.

criticisms ol state farms, 245.

deductions from crops, 247-249.

distribution of collective-farm in-

come, 246-217.

during Woild War II, 262-263.

early backwardness, 240.

economic status of farmeis. 259-

262.

genera] evaluation, 2.52-262.

incentives in collective agriculture,

258-259.

in 1916-17, 264-265.

liquidation of the kulaks, 241-

212 .

Machine Tractor Station.s, 246. 262.

mechanization of agriculture, 252.

mechanization ol state farms, 241.

new products, 262.

operation of collective farms, 246-

217.

organization of collective farms,

245-246.
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Soviet Russia (continued)

organization of state farms, 243-

245,

private farming on collective

farms, 256-257.

resistance to collectivization, 242.

results of agricultural production

to 1941, 252-255.

“scissors problem.” 241, 259-260.

si/e of state farms, 243, 214.

status of collective farmers, 259-

262.

tinnovcr tax on farm products,

261.

under New Economic Policy, 241.

under the Fourth Eive-^ear Plan,

264-265.

under War Communism. 240-241.

voluniary deliveries, 249-250.

wages on collective larms, 246-247.

area, 163.

budget, 562,

commercial credit and banking,

compared with United States, 350-

351.

eco!iomic control by Gosbank, 351-

352.

evaluation of, 3.52-353.

functions of Gosbank, 349-352.

Gosbank, 348.

grants of credit, 349.

management of Gosbank, 348.

payments between enterprises, 348-

349.

planned loans, 319-350.

revaluation of the ruble, 353-354.

unplanned loans, 350.

use of money, 351.

Communist Party,

All-Union Congress of, 75.

and control of agriculture, 255-256.

and control of industry, 182-185.

and control of labor, 458-461.

and control of planning, 153, 156-

157.

and control of prices, 306-307.

and the electoral process, 76-77.

and the maintenance of dictator-

ship. 77-78.

Central Executive Committee of,

75.

Central Control Commission, 75.

character of, 72-73.

composition of, 74.

control of, 75.

favored position of members of,

74.

organization of, 74-75.

Orgbino, 75.

Politburo, 75.

purges of members of, 73-74.

rec|uircrncnts for membership in,

73.

rights of members of, 73.

youth organizations of, 74.

distribution of income,

and the cpiestion of incentives,

416-420.

elimination of pu)[Deity incomes,

411-412.

evaluation of, 416-420.

inequality in, 113-415.

wages, 412-413.

economic insiituiions,

coopeiation, 17.

economic motivation, 45.

elimination of freedom of enter-

prise, 43-44.

extent of competition, 46-47.

noneconomic motivation, 45-46.

private proj>eriy, 43.

social ownership ol land and capi-

tal, 42-43.

economic planning,

adequacy of methods, 617-648.

and human behavioi, 160-161.

and military needs, 160.

and natural phenomena, 159.

and technological change, 159-160.

approval of final plan, 156-157.

arbitrary nature of ])lanning, 155-

156, 157-159.

based on social ownership, 152.

beginning of, 152.

choices of productive jueihods,

1.58-159.

choices of products, 158.

complexity of plans, 157.

comprehensiveness of plans, 157.

counterplanning, 155-156.

democracy in, 155-156.

difficulties of fulfillment, 159-161.

directives of Communist Party,

153-154.

economic control figures, 1.52.

fifteen-year plans, 154.
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First Five-Year Plan, 161-163.

Fourth Five-Year Plan, 161-163.

«eneial objectives of, 152-153.

in relation to human wants, 158.

monthly plans, 154.

need for, 152.

one-year plans, 154.

plan fnlhllincnt in industry, 188-

199.

planned goals as ranges, 161.

problems of planning, 157-161.

procedure, 154-157.

quarterly plans, 154.

reconsideration of tentative plans,

155-156.

revision of plans, 161.

running indexes, 161.

Second Five-Year Plan, 161-163.

specific objectives, 162.

State Planning Commission, 153-

154.

statistical base, 153.

subsidiary agencies, 154,

tentative plans, 155.

rhird Five-Year Plan, 161-163.

value of counterplanning, 155-156.

economic sclf-sulficiency,

effects of, 518.

in agriculture, 517.

in industry, 517-518.

level of, 517-518.

reasons for, 518-519.

synthetic products, 517-518.

economic stability, 190-191, 465-467.

economy of,

as fascism, 646.

as .socialism, 646.

as state capitalism, 646.

non-socialistic features, 644-645.

socialistic features, 644.

evaluation,

in general, 642-685.

of agriculture, 649-650, 661-664.

of commercial banking. 651, 665.

of distribution of income, 653, 668-

670.

of economic planning, 647-648,

656-659.

of employment, 655-6.56, 672-674.

of industrial production, 648-649,

659-661.

of international trade policy, 652-

653, 667-668.

of investments, 651-652, 665-667.

of labor incentives, 6.54 ,
669-070.

of labor unions, 654, 671-672.

of marketing, 650-651, 664-665.

of social insurance, 654, 672.

of wages, hours, and working con-

ditions, 654, 670-671.

failures and weaknesses,

arbitrary planning, 657-658.

concealment of depressions, 672-

673.

concealment of unemployment,
673-674.

costliness of collectivization, 661-

662.

difliculties of plan fulfillment, 658-

659.

economic self-sufficiency, 667-668.

excessive inequality in income,

668-669.

inadetjuate incentives, 669-670.

inefficiency in the investments pro-

gram, 665-666.

inefficienc) of management, 660.

inefficieno of marketing, 664-665.

lack of economic freedom, 674-675.

lack of success of stale farms, 662.

low agricultural ptoduction, 663.

low laboi |>roductiviiy, 659.

low quality of goods. 659.

misuse of productive facilities, 659-

660.

over-ambitious plans, 6.56.

over- and under-fulfillment of

plans, 660.

plans somewhat unsuited to basic

human wants, 657,

political dictatorship, 674.

poor economic status of farmers,

663-661.

undue emphasis on capital goods

production, 660-661.

unsatisfactory aspects of labor

status, 670-672.

unsatisfactory operation of collec-

tive farms, 662-663.

unsatisfactory results of agricul-

tural mechanization, 661.

wisdom of investments program,

666-667.

government,

AIl-Dnion Central Executive Com-
mittee, 64.
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All-Union Cojif>iess of Soviets, 6^.

All-Union Minisines, (59-70.

Conninssion of Soviet C’-onirol, 70.

C^oniniitiee lor State Delensc, 71.

Coninninist Part\, 72 75.

Constitution ol 192‘5. (>l-()(5.

Constitution of 19S6. (i(i (>7.

Ca)uncil of Mitnste?s, (59.

(lemocraev oi die laiorshij), 75-Sl.

Kconotnie CaiuiKils, 70-71.

iiKlividual lights, 72.

Ministry of ContJol, 70.

pov\eis of the fcdcial government,

67.

Presidium, (58.

protection ol the legiine, 78.

provisional government. 63.

Revolution ol 1917, 63.

right to vote, 72.

State Planning Commission, 79.

Supreme Soviet, (57-68.

status of the te{)ul)lic govern-

ments, 67.

Union-Republic Ministries, 70.

incentives for the individual,

adet|uacy ol, -118-120.

and labor discipline, 419-420.

and labor turnover, 120.

and low efficiency of labor, 418-

419.

bonuses, 416.

differences in wages, 416.

econotnic, 416.

guaranteed employment, 416.

Heroes of Socialist Toil, 417.

idealism and devotion to the cause,

418 .

negative, 418.

non-economic, 417-418.

on collective farms, 2.57-259.

piecework basis of wages, 416.

public honors, 417-418.

social security, 416.

socialist competition, 418.

Stakhanovite workers, 417.

industrial capacity, compared with

that of the United States, 200-

201 .

inecjiiality in income drstribution,

admitted extent of, 413-414.

alleged extent of, 414-415.

and free social services, 415.

in the war and ]K)stwar period,

41.5.

international trade,

alter World War II, 515-516.

control ol. 512-513.

development oi, 513-515.

dumping of exports, 513 514.

economic sclf-snlfiriencv . 5 16-51 9.

evalii.'iiion of. 5I()-517.

governmental monopoly. 512 513.

in wartime, 515.

Ministiy of Foreign Trade, 512.

nature of imports and expojts,

5 13-5] 5.

pl.'uis lor, 512.

j)olicv ol. 513-514.

undei the Fiist Five-Year Plan,

513-514.

under the Second Five-Year Plan,

514.

investment credit and banking,

(ost of investments, 358-359.

ellccts on consurneis, 361-362.

emphasis on capital goods inclus-

trie.s, .360-361.

evaluation of capital inve.stments,

358-3()2.

extent of capital investments, 357-

358.

gcogia]>hicaI decentralization, 3(>2.

“gigantomania,” 3.59.

grants and loans, 356-357.

investment hanking institutions,

356-

357.

profrt tax, 355-356.

process of saving and investment,

.354.

relation to the price mechanism.
354-355.

sales of government bonds, 356,

savings banks, 356.

self-criticism, 359-360.

social insurance levies, 356.

solution of problems of invesunent

banking, 358.

sources of investment hinds, 355-

356.

taxes on inclividuals, 356.

turnover tax, 355.

under the Fourth Five-Year Plan,

357-

358.

labor,

absenteeism, 459-460.
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laboi unions, -165-161.
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occupational distribution, 155.

[lojmlation })olicy, 467-468.

postwat status ol, 161^-463.

pioduetivity, 418-119.

leal wages, and living standards,

461-162.

rest cLiys, 455-456.

social insuiance, 461-165.

Slakbanovite movement, 417, 458.

s)sieiuatic violation ol labor laws,

159.

tianslers of workers, 460.

vacations, 455, 156.

wartime changes in hours and
woiking conditions, 460-461.

wartime changes in wages, 157-

458.

waitnnc control of workers, 460-

161.

labor unions,

criticisms of, 464.

I unctions of, 4GS-464.

organization of, 463.

type of, 463.

widespread incmbership in, 463.

living standards,

and total production, 162-163.

comparisons with other countiies,

461-462.

difficulties of estimating, 161,

in agiicuUure, 259-262.

of workers, 461-162.

shortage of consumers’ goods, 462.

nianufacturitrg,

and the original Ministries, 182.

avoidance of cycles, 190-191.

creation of departments, 185-186.

depreciation and replacement of

equipment, 195-196.
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emphasis on production of capital

goods, 199-200.

1 mictions of administrations, 182-

183.

functions ot departments, 185.

impoi lance of coopci atives, 186-

188.

incentives to mariagerucnt, 184-

185.

inc) eased industiiali/ation, 189.

inc leases in pioductioii, 188-190.

individual plants, 183-181.

iiiellic iency ot management, 196-

197.

labor productivity and cost of

pioduction, 193-195.

oigani/ation compared with that

ol ideal socialism, 186.

ovci- and undei -lullillment of

plans, 197-J99.

]jlaii ltd 111 I incut in the postwar

pciiod, 201-206.

planned expansion ol cooperatives,

187-188.

powers ert plant managers, 184.

piivate enterprises, 188.

j)ic)duciion of c'onsumcrs’ goods,

199-200.

pioduction of important commodi-
ties. 190-191.

prcKiuciive results, 188-201.

Cjuality ot products, 193.

rehabilitation ol, 203.

reorganization ol Ministries, 185.

responsibilities of plant managers,

184, 186.

Russian criticisms of, 202.

Troika, 184, 186.

trusts and their functions, 183.

unreliability of statistics, 191-193.

wartime losses in, 201.

marketing,

advantages of Russian stores, 311-

315.

centralized control of, 304-306.

control of prices, 306-310.

ccjoperative stoi'es, 303-301.

costs of, 314-315.

difficulties of governmental opera-

tion, 316-317.

during World War II, 317-318.

evaluation of, 314-317.

general principle of, 305-306.
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governmental stores, 304.

growth ot, 303, 314.

improved eOiciency of, 314*315.

limited freedom of individual

stores, 306.

market and non-market funds, 305.

planned and regulated goods, 305-

306.

problems of, 314-317.

relative neglect of, 316.

shortages of consumers’ goods, 317-

319

under the New Economic Policy,

302-303.

New Economic Policy, 151-152, 241,

302-303.

period of state capitalism, 150-151.

period of war communism, 151.

population, 163.

pi ices,

after the end of rationing. 308

309.

after World War II, 318-319.

and retailing problems, 317.

by zones. 308.

control of, 306-310.

in commercial stoics, 307-308.

in ration stores, 307-308.

inflation of, 309-310.

not set by retail stores, 306-307.

of compulsory dcliveiies of farm

products, 247.

of voluntary deliveries of farm

products, 219.

on collective farm peasant mai-

kets, 250.

profits,

as social income, 412.

eliminated as jiiivaie income, 411.

in industry, 184-185.

in retailing, 307.

planned and unplanned, 184.

taxation of, 565.

public debt, ,566-567.

public expenditures,

for national defen.se, 563.

for social services, 563.

for the national economy, 563.

for the regular departments of

government, 563.

growth of, 562.

reasons for growth of, 562-563.

rationing,

and great inefficiency in retailing,

313.

and retailing difficulties, 315-316.

and the appearance of shortages,

312.

articles rationed, 311-312.

di.scriminatory, 311.

end of, 313-314.

need for, 310-311.

resumption of, in wartime, 317-

318.

religion, 78-80.

resources, 163-164.

social insurance, 464-465.

statistics, unsatisfactoi^ nature of

191-193.

taxation,

advantages ol luiiiovcr tax, 564-

565.

criticisms of turnover tax, .565.

income taxes, 566.

insurance levies, 566.

profit tax, 565.

rates of turnover tax, 561.

turnover tax, 564-565.

unemployment,
and forced labor, 466.

and labor shortages, 467.

and workers employed at low
wages, 466.

claimed elimination of, 465-466.
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wages,

and the allocation of labor, 413.

annual, 412-413.

determined by planning, 412-413.

clillerentials in, 413-415.

functional aspects of, 413.

in relation to national income,

412.

related to productivity, 413.

relation of money to real, 415.

total, 412.

Soviet Russia Today, 185, 203, 204,

205, 206, 317.

Stakhanov, Alexei, 417.

Stakhanovite movement, see Soviet

Russia, labor; incentives.

Stalin. Joseph, 64, 71, 75, 77.

Foundations of Leninism, 838, 843.

Leninism, 837.

Stalin Prizes, 417.
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under capitalism, 545-548.

under socialism, 559-560.

Tawney, R. H., Equality, 388, 395, 396.
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l/nancing American Prosperity, 558.
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tariat, see Marxian theory ol

increasing misery of the prole
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in Britain under socialism, 475.

in Fascist Germany, 494-490.

in Fa.scist Italy, 494,

in Soviet Rirssia, 465-467.

in the United States, 437-444.
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under ca])iialism. 437-444.
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see Soviet Russia.
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237.
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wartime conditions, 239.

business cycles,

and corn petition, 438-439.

and conflicts of individual and
social interests, 439-440.

and lack of comprehensive plan-

ning, 438.

and unemployment, 437-440.

in relation to basic capitalistic

institutions and methods, 438-

439.

commercial credit and banking,

allocation of credit, 341-312.

and econonric stability, 340-341.

control of. 311.

organization of, .339-340.

distribution of income,

by tarn i lies, 38.^)-3H7.

defense of inetpiality in. 395-401.

functional, in 1948, 384.

importance of personal or family,

385.

inetjuality in, 385 ,387.

objections to ineqiialit\ in, 388-

395.

remedies for inequality in, 401-

402-

extent of duopoly in, 40.

extent of monopoly in, 39-40.

extent of oligojjoly in, 40.

governmental regulation of economic
activity, 177-179, 2.38-239, 293-

299. 341 316, 431 132. 431 137,

440-4-14, 446-448, 505 509.

importance of cooperati\es in, 176.

importance of corporations in, 175-

176.

inequality in income distribution,

and allocation of productive

agents. 400.

and business cycles, 393-394.

and capital lonnation, 396-597.

and culture, 397.

and economic incentives, 397 399.

and inequality belorc the law,

391-395.

and maximization of utility, 391-

392.

and misguidance of production,

390-391.

and political inequality, 395,

and price system, 399-401.

and private property and inherit-

ance, 399-400.

and total quantities of productive

agents, 400.

extent of, 385-387.

inevitability of, 395-396.

naturalness of, 395.

remedies lor, 101-102.

wastcl Illness of, 388-390.

international trade,

evaluation of restrictionism, 506.

imports and c\ports, 505-506.

lack of economic self-sulliciency,

506-507.

l.end-Lease policy, 508.

recent volume of, 508-509.

restriction of. 505.

results of restriction of, .505 .506.

volume of. 506, 508-509.

wartime coniiols over, 507-508.

investment credit and banking,

allocation of credit among indus-

tries, 344.

and cemtiol of industry, 314-345.

and needs of the economy, 344.

and satety for investors, ,313-.344.

control ol, 315-316.

functions of investment bankers,

343.

organization of, 311-343,

problems ol, 343.

la bor,

average wages, 430.

business cvcles, 437-444.

child labor, 432.

Fair Labor Standard.s Act, 431-432.

governmental inter lerence in labor

markets, 431-432.

hours ol work, 130-431.

in wartime, 436-437.

Labor-Management Relations Act

of 1917, 435-436.

labor unions, 432-436.

National Labor Relations Act, 434-

435.

National Labor Relations Board,

435,

National War Labor Board, 436.

occupational distribution, 430.

social insurance, 444-448.

unemployment, 437-444.

variations in wages, 430.

working conditions, 431.
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!aJx)r oigaiii/aiions,

aims ol, 132-433.

American Federation of Labor,

435.

atliiude of employers toward, 433-

434.

Congress of Industrial Organiza-

tions, 435.

cinployeis’ associations, 434.

employeis’ methods of combat-

ting, 434.

extent ot union membership, 185.

tunctions of, 183.
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tion, 176-177.
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methods ol, 293-296.
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growth of, 555-556.
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evaluation of regulatory expendi-
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growth of, 548-549.

proposed toi postwai peiiod, 551.

reasons for growth of, 549-551.

rationing,

methods of, 297-298.

results ol, 298-299.
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criticisms of, 446.
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